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[ That's not an Assembly where there
are no eldermen,

,I

Those are not elders, who do not speak
with righteousness,
That's no righteousness where there is
no truth,

,¥
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That's not the truth which leads. one to
deceit. J
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+- The dome of the Central Hall of the

Parliament House when
Independent Ind ia's National Flag was first hoisted on August 15, 1947
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The Constitution of India which the people of India gave unto
themselves as a free people, envisages a bicameral system of
Parliament for our country. Accordingly, with the coming into
force of the Constitution,
the Council of States better known
now as the Rajya Sabha was constituted on the 3rd April 1952
and held its first sitting on the 13th May of that year under
the chairmanship of Vice-President Dr. S. Radhakrishnan.
The
Rajya Sabha has thus completed
twenty-five years of its existence during which period it has held on~ hundred sessions.
The General Purposes Committee' of the Rajya Sabha
thought it appropriate to hold celebrations to mark this occasion in a befitting manner. The present Volume is being
brought out as
part of the celebrations.
As the provision for, and the existence of, a Second
Chamber is one of the most controversial
and vexatious questions of polilical science, effort has been made in this Volume
to familiarise
scholars as well as the people at large with. the
working of the Second Chambers in bicameral legislatures not
only in our country but in some other countries as well. Keeping this in view, Presiding Officers, Clerks and Secretaries.
General of the Second Chambers in bicameral Parliaments
in
other countries, Presiding Officers of the Legislatures within the
'country, members of the Rajya Sabha, some former members
of the Rajya Sabha and other eminent jurists, journalists,
scholars and constitutional experts were req uested to contribute
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Preface

articles for the Volume. We are happy that in spite of the
demands on their time, they have honoured our request by
contributing some excellent articles for the Volume. We are
indeed grateful to them. Our profound thanks are especially
due to the Presiding Officers, Clerks and Secretaries-General of
foreign Parliaments for the pains they have taken in sending us
their valuable contributions.
The articles in the Volume cover a wide range of subjects
on the role, functions and working of Second Chambers of
Parliaments in many countries including the Rajya Sabha and
the Legislative Councils in some States in India. We believe that
the articles included in the Volume would make a fascinating
reading in the theory of bicameralism and more particularly in
the working of the Upper Houses and their relationship with
the directly elected Chambers. For convenience the Volume
.has been divided into six parts, each dealing with a specific.
aspect of the subject. The First Part contains articles relating to
the working of Second Chambers in foreign countries. The
Second Part deals with the generlll topic on the role and relevance of Second Chambers. The role of Presiding Officers in
Legislatures is as important as the working of the House itself.
This aspect has been covered in the articles appearing in Part
Three. The Part that follows throws light on the various facets
of the working of the Rajya Sabha during the twenty-five
years of its existence. Not only the constitutional provisions
dealing with the Rajya Sabha have been thoroughly discussed
in the articles appearing in this Part but a few articles on the
relationship between the two Houses of Indian Parliament and
the achievements of the Rajya Sabha in various fields like
legislation, questions, committees, etc. also find place in it.
The Fifth Part touches on the Second Chambers in some State
Legislatures in India. The last part, i.e., Part Six of the Volume
contains statistical data projecting' the various activities of the
Rajya Sabha and includes information on the sessions held,
work transacted on various items of business that came up
before the House, activities of its committees and expenditure
on the Rajya Sabha and the Rajya Sabha Secretariat during
all these years.
It is natural that a Volume of this nature may have some
repetitive element here or there.as topics to be discussed particularly those dealing with the powers and functioning of the
Rajya Sabha were to be approached with reference to the
provisions of the Constitution of India. Understandably such
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articles would contain oft-repeated quotations from recognised
leaders and authorities on the subject. Every effort has, however,
been made to minimise this repetition without affecting the
substance and tenor of the articles.
The Volume, presenting as it does the view-points from
men of different disciplines and from various walks of life
provides a detailed study on the working of the Second 'cham~
bers in modern legislatures and the diverse functions which
they are called upon to perform. We, therefore, sincerely hope
that the Volume will be a welcome addition to the literature
on the subject and would prove useful to all interested in the
study of parliamentary. institutions and their processes. It is
also hoped that the Volume would evoke and generate interest
~n t~e study of the working of the Second Chambers, especially
ID view of the latest swing of the electoral pendulum in India .
Needless to add that the views expressed and the facts and
figures given in the articles are entirely those of the' authors
themselves and the Rajya Sabha Secretariat does not assume
any responsibility for them. A word of apology is also due to
those who very kindly responded to our invitation to contribute to the Volume but whose valuable contributions could
not appear or be included in an edited form. This was due not
only to our anxiety to minimise the element of repetition but
also to limitation of space.
We take this opportunity also to express our thanks to
~essrs ~ational Publishing House, New Delhi, for giving a
DIceget-up to the Volume and also for its timely printing and
publication. Lastly, we would like to place on record the valuable services rendered by the officers and members of the staff
of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat who have helped us in many
ways. Shri S. J. Singh, one of our staff members, deserves
special mention as he has provided almost all the excellent
photographs used in the Volume.
New De/hi;
March 31, 1977

S.S.

BHALERAO
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1
The Importance of the Senate for the Conduct
of Foreign Affairs

E. VAN BOGAERT*

Since the development of democracy, Parliament has an essential function for the
relations between its State and other States. The principles of a democracy and
the structure of the State are conceived as a division of power. The judicial institutions must judge independently in the application of the law. The legislative power
is elected and may legislate. The executive institutions
execute the law but take
also initiatives for the conduct of the affairs of the State. For this last reason the
direction of foreign affairs in general belongs to the executive authority.
However,
by way of concluding treaties, measures could be taken and introduced in t'he legal
systems of a State without the formal approval of the Parliament.
Practically
all
modern constitutions
provide that in the matter of diplomacy and foreign service
Parliament will intervene oefore the coming irito force of agreements that will have
a legal binding character. The motivation of this relation between executive and
legislative powers is to prevent the former to exercise legislative functions by
taking recourse to its power to conclude treaties. This relation developed first in
Great Britain, where a written constitution
does not exist although there were
important
Acts with a constitutional character. The Habeas Corpus Act of 1640,
the Union with Scotland Act of 1706 and the Union with Ireland Act of 1800 are
•Mr. E. Van Bogaert is the Vice-President

of the Belgian Senate.

The Second Chamber

The Importance of the Senate for the Conduct OJ,r rore/gn
r:o'
.
AffairS

4
excellent examples of such laws. For important treaties the approval of the Parliament was sought. This was the case for the treaties of peace with France in 1343
and 1354. The treaty between France and England of 1420 was approved by both
Houses of Parliament in England. Thus, in the oldest democracy the intervention
l
of Parliament in foreign affairs became a custom.
By the beginning of the Middle ages the same evolution of constitutional law
existed in France but towards the end of the 16th century the authority of the
Royal House became greater and in the 17th century the advice of parliamentary
institutions was no longer obtained. French kings were absolute monarchs and this
power was overthrown by the Revolution of 1789. The Constitution of 1791
reintroduced and extended the power of Parliament. It even ratified the treaties. The
same can be found in the Constitution of 1793 and the Constitution of 1795. This
was changed by the Constitution of 1800 placing this power in the hands
of Napoleon. In the Constitution of 1804 the absolute power of Napoleon
was the main principle. The Constitution of 1814, restoring the rights of the
Bourbons, put a new absolute monarch in power again. The same may be said
about the Constitution of August 14, 1830. After the Revolution of 1848 a new
Constitution came into force on November 4 under which the President could
conclude the treaties but they had to be approved by the National Assembly. This
was followed by a new Constitution of 1852 replacing the whole treaty making
power in the hands of the Emperor. After the new Revolution of 1870 there came
also a new Constitution in 1875. It had a mixed system. The President concluded the
treaties but treaties of peace or having an influence on the finances of the State or
capable of influencing the status of French citizens or their property, had to be
approved by Parliament. This last rule is also to be applied in case of change of
territory. After the Second World War there was need for a new constitutional
regulation, and it came into force in 1946. Again it was admitted that the President
concluded and ratified the treaties but treaties concerning international organisations, treaties of peace, treaties concerning the person and property of the French
citizens or including a change of territory must be voted in Parliament and promulgated in the form of a law. Changes of territory are only possible with the consent
of the inhabitants. When General de Gaulle became the Head of the State he also
brought a constitutional reform, but the system of parliamentary approval remained
2
practically the same as under the preceding Constitution.
I.

2.

S. Crandall: Treaties, Their Making and Enforcement, 1904, passim: E. Ridges: Constitutional Law, 1950, passim: Lord McNair: The Law of Treaties, 1966. p. 70 e.s.: R. JongbloetHamerlijnck : Het Aanwenden van de Ratificatie in het Volkenrecht (The Use of Ratification
in the Law of Nations), 1972, pp. 28-35.
M. Dalloz : Repertoire de legislation, de doctrine et de jurisprudence,
1861, d.42, It,
No. 112: L. Michon: Les traites internationaux devant les Chambres, 1901. pp. 45, 135-136:
L. Duguit: Traite de droit constitutionnel, 1924, d. IV, p. 801: A. Cocatre-Zilgien : Constitution de 1958, droit, droit international, relations exterieures et politique etrangere, Annuaire
francais de droit international,
1958. p.645 e. seq: R. Jongbloet-Hamerlijnck,
op. cit.,
pp.40.53.

L.

1

In the United States, according to the Con'
.
5
have power to conclude treaties by a d 'th ~t1tutl~n of 1787 the President shall
provided two-thirds of the Senato'
n WI ,t e adVice and consent of the Senate
.
rs present concur."
In SWItzerland, the Constitution of 1874
.
in particular are within the compete
f h prOVIdes that the following matters
nce
treaties with foreign States as also th
0 t e two Federal Councils: alliances and
b
e approval of treaties
d b
etween themselves or with for' lgn S
rna e y the cantons
shall only be brought before the Fed I tAates;nevertheless treatl.'es between cantons
e
era ssembly when th F d I C
anot her canton raises objections.4
e e era
ouncil or
In the Belgian Constitution of 1831 h'
.
system is very close to the s st
t .e ma.tter IS regulated by article 68. The
are ratified by the Crown but cYe
rtae~ descrJbe~ In the French Constitution. Treaties
t'
'f
In conventIOns have no appl' t'
erntory I they are not approved b Parr
. .
lca Ion on Belgian
financial consequences for the St:te o:ament. T~ls IS th~ case for treaties with
there exists a possibility that th
Id c~mmerclal treatIes or treaties for which
citizens. If they are not approved e: ~o\
Influence the .private interests of the
Belgian soil. 5
y ar lament such treaties cannot be applied on
In the Federal Republic of German h
"
mentary approval when-the treaty has a y \~.C~ns~ltutlOn of 1949 requires parlia.6
The Danish Constitution of 19'3 p? I Ica c aracter or concerns legislation.
concerning territorial changes or m tt - Impo~es .a favourable vote for treaties
f
Th N'
a ers 0 major
Importance 1
e orweglan Constitution of 1814'
.
matters of special importance'
. t
. reqUIres the consent of Parliament for all
In In ernatlOnal convent'
"I
.
a new law necessary.s
IOns or lor a I treatIes making
These examples show clearly tha PI"
foreign affairs of a democrat'
t ar lament has an Important part in the
into force of international
ICcountry. It hold~ the last supervision for the coming
impossible position for anyagreements of some Importance. It is without doubt an
tant convention with other :t:~;rnm~n~ when. it signed or even ratified an imporon its territory towards',
't' san t at thiS convention could not be applied
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i~spired completely the regulations concerning the League of Nations. It was practically entirely under his initiative and inspiration that the Peace Conference admitted
the League of Nations but when the President came before the Senate with this inter.
national document, he did not obtain the majority. The majority of politicians was
again convinced by isolationism and considered this international pact as contrary
to the interests of the United States."
, The United States did not become a party to the Peace Treaty and did not
become member of the League of Nations. This vote was of very great importance
for the policy of the United States but it was perhaps even more important
for
world policy and history. It is of course exceptional that a vote has such far reaching consequences but it shows how in certain circumstances
the parliamentary
approval can be essential. As to the Senate it is obvious that as a part of the
parliamentary
institution it has a substantial function in this process.
The approval of international conventions is, however, not the only way that
the Senate can use to intervene in the foreign policy of its government. Foreign
policy is regularly the subject of debates and discussions,
Several' circumstances
lead to this. In the first place every foreign minister or state secretary has to explain
before the committee for foreign relations what aims he is looking for by his diplomatic action. He also must communicate what the results are that he has already
obtained and by what means he reached that goal. He usually tells the committee
what diplomatic tactics and strategy he is going to use for the future.
All these explanations sometimes give rise to a profound debate with criticism
of the minister as to the policy of the government. It would be wrong to think that
the rule of governmental majority is always predominating
in such a debate. In the
first place a vote of confidence in favour of the government is very exceptional
in
this committee and it could not even place directly
government in danger because
in most parliamentary traditions such a vote may only be held before the entire
assembly. Another reason why the debate in the committee can be very difficult
comes out of the fact that the public is not allowed and the discussions have a
rather secret character. The senators sometimes use words or give vent to ideas
which' they would not generally use in the same form before the entire assembly.
The hearings and debates in the Committee for Foreign Affairs are at times a rather
difficult moment for the foreign minister. On important matters the debates can go
on for a very long time, It happened already that they went on for a whole day and
even for two days.
When the phase of the Committee is passed the problem is placed before, what
is called in the Belgian parliamentary
language,
the open assembly. This means.
that the entire assembly is supposed to be present and that the public is allowed to
assist. Special places are reserved for the representatives of the press and the broadcasting systems. Every word said in such a debate can go immediately to the public
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and can possibly have an.electoral value. In such a debate members of Parliament
as well as members of government are usually careful.
.
The discussion before the assembly can have different forms. In the first place
it can happen during what is called a hearing. This means that a member of the
Senate asks a question about the policy of the minister. This may not be a speech
but a simple question. It is the duty of the chairman
to watch that the question.
does not deteriorate into a larger explanation. The minister has only to give a short
but clear and sufficient answer.
Secondly, a debate on foreign policy is possible because a member of the
assembly took the initiative for a larger question sometimes called interpellation.
This is no longer a pure question but becomes a real speech. It can become a real
debate in which other senators may intervene. Their time of speech according to a
Belgian custom is, however, limited usually to five minutes. After the answer of the
minister, the member who took the initiative may again go to the stand and make
his remarks about the answer of the member of government.
After a second answer
of the minister, the chairman
declares that the incident is closed. This kind of
debate can be followed by a motion of distrust against the government
introduced
generally by the opposition
although
in Belgian politics it happened once in the
last ten years that such a motion of distrust was introduced
by a member of the
majority party against one of his own ministers. Usually a motion of that kind does
not receive the necessary votes became the majority party sustains its gove,nment
even when sometimes individual members do not agree with the point of view of
one of the members of the government or with the attitude of the government as a
whole.
Thirdly, a debate on foreign policy can take place by discussing the budget of
the Department
of Foreign Affairs. This usually gives opportunity for a broad
analysis of the foreign policy of the government. The approval of the criticism is
expressed by the vote on the budget which is, of course, practically always sustained
by the majority.
All these parliamentary
procedures
are not typical for foreign
affairs only but they show that foreign policy is under the same parliamentary
control as any other aspect of political life and by the importance of international
politics today it is a vital element for a democratic nation.
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LAPOIN1E*

In countries where public opinion IS interested in constitutional
matters Upper
Chambers have often been subject of controversy.
John Stuart Mill suggested that
bicameralism was one factor distinguishing
limited democ~acy from uncontrolled
tyranny, for a large majority in a single chamber may become despotic if released
from the necessity of considering whether its acts will be concurred in by any other
constituted authority. On the other hand some authors suggest that Second Chambers are inefficient, redundant,
expensive or unnecessary and they point out that
many successful democracies do not have Upper Houses. In Canada the Second
Chamber has long been an integral part of parliamentary life; indeed, dllri.Jlg meet-;'
ings prior to Confederation
the assembled representatives spent six of the fourteen
days discussing the role of the Senate, much longer than they spent on questions
relating to the House of Commons.
The Canadian
Fathers of the Confederation desired a constitutional
system
similar in grinciple to that of the United Kingdom; however, the less populous
provinces wanted an assurance of equal treatment, regardless of population, in at
least one of the two Houses of the new Parliament. They wanted to ensure also that
• Miss Renaude Lapointe is the Speaker of the Senate of Canada.
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the Upper House had the right either to concur in or reject any piece of legislation
emerging from the House of Commons. They wished to establish an Upper House
which could be independent both of the Executive and of the House of Commons.
Thus there were two deliberate departures from the British system. In the first place,
Senators were appointed by the Governor General, for the application of any hereditary or aristocratic principles would have been inappropriate
in the new world. It
is interesting to note that only one province argued for an elected Upper House.
Secondly, the principal geographical areas of Canada were to have equal numerical
representation in the Senate without regard to population. No question arose as to
the inclusion of Ii "swamping power", whereby an unlimited number of Senators
could be appointed by the Executive so as to alter the composition of the Senate to
its own advantage.
The maximum number of Senators was fixed in the British
North America Act, 1867, and is alterable only by a formal constitutional
amend.
ment. It should be added for complete accuracy that special provision was made
for the appointment of four, or eight, additional Senators 'equally representing
the
four main territorial divisions of Canada. This was a small concession to the idea of
a "swamping power", but the provision has not been i.nvoked since Confederation.
In legislation, the two Houses were to be co.equal,
saving only that "money
bills"-measures
designed to impose taxes or authorise the expenditure of public
moneys-were
to be introduced only in the House of Commons as is the case in
the United Kingdom. It must be noted that the Senate was never intended to be a
competitor of the House of Commons in the field of legislation. Rather it was to be
a reviewing body exercising quasi-judicial powers. One of its principal duties, in the
words of the first Prime Minister, Sir John A. Macdonald, was to take a "sober
second look" at measures emanating from the House of Commons.
Aside from its value in revising legislation the Senate has, in recent years,
taken the initiative in conducting
investigations
into various current political or
social problems. Over the past"two decades a number of special and joint committees were established in anticipation of Government policy changes, for example,
the committees on Land Use in Canada (1957-1963), Manpower
and Employment
(1960-1961) and the Joint Committee on Divorce (1966- i 967) Other special committees have pursued the improvement
of general social welfare in Canada with
investigations on Aging (1963-1966), Poverty (1968-1971) and Consumer
Credit
(1963-1967). A committee on the mass media undertook a comprehensive
study of
the subject and made recommendations
for improvements in a number of areas and
a Science Policy Committee investigated
the state of scientific development
and
research. The Government has acted on many of the suggestions of these two committees. The Senate Standing Committee
on National Finance has studied the
relationship
between growth and employment
in the economy a s a whole and in
individual government departments. Thus, far from being an ultra conservative body
a type of social reformism has emerged from the work of the Senate. Many members
have become involved in special studies of fundamental
social and political problemS ;ln1;lthese studies are bel;linnin~ to have an impact on the preparatory stages
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The House of Nations in the Czechoslovak
Parliamentary System
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Along with the establishment
of the Czechoslovak
Socialist Federation,
which
consists of two equal peoples, the Czechs and the Slovaks, a reconstruction
of the
State apparatus and of the political system was undertaken
both on the federal
level and on the level of the national republics-the
Czech Socialist Republic and
the Slovak Socialist Republic.
In the system of supreme State bodie~ of the Federation, the Federal Assembly
occupies one of the foremost positions being the supreme organ of State power, the
only legislative body of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and also the highest
representative body of the Czechoslovak people. The Federal Assembly consists of
two Houses:
the House of the People and the House of Nations. Both have a
completely equal status. In the House of the People the two national republics are
represented
in proportion
to their population; the Czech Socialist Republic comprises about two-thirds and the Slovak Socialist Republic about one-third of the
total population of our federative State. The House of Nations, the other chamber
of the Federal Assembly, reflects the equal political and legal status of the two
.Prof. Oalibor Hanes (Dr. Sc.) is the Vice-Chairman of the Federal Assembly of the Czecho'slovak Socialist Republic and Chairman of the House of Nations.
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national republics. It is
election in the Czech
Socialist Republic. The
in the House of Nations
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the Slovak Socialist Republic.
.
Experience has confirmed that the federative form of co-existence of Czechs
ind Slovaks and the other nationalities has proved itself, that this system of government is historically substantiated as a means of solving the nationality question and
it appears to be a viable and prospective solution also for the future. The federative system provides a suitable framework and sufficient scope in which the mechanism of this state system may be adjusted to the conditions and the requirements
of the development of the socialist economy. culture and the entire life of the
socialist society in such a way as to establish optimal relationship between the
interests of the nationalities and the interests of the whole Federation. In this sense
the House of Nations of the Federal Assembly has an important mission to fulfil.

I
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composed of 150 deputies of whom 75 are chosen by direct
Socialist Republic and 75 by direct election in the Slovak
equal number of deputies from the two national republics
highlights the nationality principle on which this Chamber

is based.
The two Chambers
meet either in separate or joint sessions, but in joint
sessions each Chamber decides independently
on each proposal and the vote is
always separate. Moreover in matters stipulated
in the Constitutional
Act'majority
rule is prohibited (one nation cannot be outvoted by the other). Majority rule is
prohibited, for e.xample, with respect to the approval of the Constitution
and the
Constitutional
Acts, medium term state plans of development
of the national
economy of the Czechoslovak Federation,
Federal Budgets and the final budgetary
accounts of the Federation, Bills determining taxes, returns and duties, Bills relating
to tariff policies, Bills in the field of foreign economic relations and Bills relating to
the field of labour, wages and social policies. Majority rule is prohibited in the
approval of statements of policy of the Government of the Czechoslovak
Socialist
Republic and to vote of confidence in the Government.
In all cases where majority
rule is prohibited, members elected in the Czech Socialist Republic and members
elected in the Slovak Socialist Republic vote separately in the House of Nations .
Thus the practical activity of the House of Nations combines unity, class-oriented
and internationalist
representation
along with the securing of national equality.
Moreover, the national statehood of the Czech and the Slovak peoples and the
sovereignty of their Republics forming the Czechoslovak Federation
is reflected in
their supreme state organs: the Czech National Council and the Slovak National
Council, the Government of the Czech Socialist. Republic and the Government
of
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The "BUREAU" of the French Senate*

ALAIN

POHER**

Every Parliament has to provide for its representative
officers and offices which
are entrusted with various responsibilities involved in its functioning. The Senate
which is the Upper House of the French Parliament,
has also provided for .a
'Bureau" which is the most important body in its organisation. Though the ConstItution of the French Republic itself makes an indirect reference to the Bureaufor instance, when it mentions the need to have its authorisation
during off-session
period, for detention
of a Member of Parliament
(article 26) and again for the
amendment of the Constitution (article 89) when the Parliament meets as Congress,
the Rules of the Senate provide in detail the terms of the organisation of the
Bureau and. precisely define its tasks.
.
Within the set-up of the Bureau itself, a pre-eminent position is assigned to
the President of the Senate who also enjoys,. by virtue of the provisions
of the
'Original arIicle received in French.
"Mr. Alain Poher is the President of the French Senate.
I. The Bureau of ellch House of French Parliament is composed of the President of the House,
several Vice-Presidents
and Secretaries drawn from various political groups to assist the
President in thecQ~duct of business of the House. (Ed.)
'., .
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~onstitution and Inc Rules of the Senate distinctive powers which testify to his
Importance as much in the functioning of the Senate as in its various bodies.
At the first session of the Senate following the triennial election to it 2 an
interim Bureau is formed, comprising, besides the senior-most member of the H'ouse
who acts as the interim President, six of the youngest Senators who perform the
secretarial functions, till the permanent Bureau is elected.
The only task of the interim Bureau is to make arrangements for the conduct
of election to the office of the President of the Senate. It is, however, customary
for the interim President to address the House before it proceeds to elect the
President and because of his experience and maturity he is heard on that occasion.
with due respect when he shares with the House his thoughts on the role of Senate.
Composition of the Senate Bureau and Mode of Election of its Members: The
permanent Bureau of the Senate consists of its President, four Vice-Presidents, three
Questors and eight Secretaries, a total of 16 persons.
The Constitution of the Republic provides that the election of the President of
the Senate shall take place during the first session after each triennial election to
the Upper House (article 32) and after the formation of interim Bureau. The
meeting of the Senate for electing its President is presided over by the interim
President who as stated above is the senior-most member of the House. This election is by secret ballot in which each Senator deposits a ballot paper, bearing the
name of the candidate of his choice, in a box placed on the rostrum of speakers.
To win the election, the Presidential candidate should obtain an absolute
majority of votes polled in the first or the second ballot; in the third ballot, if held,
a relative majority is sufficient. In case of a tie, the oldest among the candidates
is declared elected. Such a provision is not of academic interest only, because in
1946, at the time of the election of the first' President of the Council of the
Republic, Mr. Champetier de Ribes (MRP) was declared elected because of his
seniority in age, when he had secured the same number of votes as Mr. Marrane,
his Communist rival.
After the result of the election is announced by the interim President, the
President-elect mounts the rostrum and announces the date of the next sitting of
the Senate, at which other members of the Bureau are elected."
The Vice.Presidents and the Questors are separately elected by secret ballot.
At these elections the voter marks his vote on one ballot paper containing the
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Senators hold office for a period of 9 years, one-third of them retiring on the expiration of
every third year. The President of the Senate is elected at the beginning of the session after
each triennial election. i.e., he holds office for 3 years only. (Ed.)
It may be mentioned here that in October 1974, the Senator who was ejected as President
of the Senate, met with an accident while he was casling his vote, and consequently, the
second sitting of the Senate at which the permanent Bureau was elected, was again presided over as an exceptional case, by the interim President. After the formation of the
permanent Bureau, the Vice-Presidents who had been newly' elected, presided over the
subsequent sittings of the Senate, by tum.

names of all candidates for the four posts of Vice-Presidents and on another ballot
paper containing the names of all candidates for the three posts of Questors. If an
absolute majority of votes cast is not secured during the' first or the second round
of voting, by one or more of the candidates, then a simple majority is sufficient
during the third round.
After the results of the election to the posts of Vice-Presidents and Questors
are announced eight Secretaries are nominated from the list prepared by leaders of
various political groups in the Senate keeping in view the strength of the various
political groups and the votes cast during the election of the President of the
Senate, the Vice-Presidents and the Questors. A list of persons so nominated is then
placed before the President who orders its display. This list can be challenged if
at least 30 Senators, or the leader of a group, consider that the principle of proportional representation of political groups has not been respected in preparing the
list. If there is no opposition to the list, the President announces the nomination
of the Secretaries. If, on the other hand, the list is challenged, the President informs
the Senate about this fact and asks it to consider the matter again. Rejectio,; by
the Senate of the consideration is tantamount to the ratification of the initial list
while, if the Senate votes in favour of its consideration, the contested list stand~
cancelled. In such an event, leaders of the political groups immediately meet and
draw up a new list which is submitted to the Senate for ratification.
The mechanism for election of members to the Bureau is such as to ensure
representation to all the existing political groups, according to their numerical
strength in the Senate.4
Soon after the election of the permanent Bureau, the President of the Senate
communicates the list to the President of France and the President of the National
Assembly, the other House of the French Parliament. The President of France
usually grants an audience to members of the newly elected Bureau who are introduc~d to him individually by the President of the Senate.

POWERS AND FUNCTIONS OF VARIOUS MEMBERS
OF THE BUREAU
(i) THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE

.
The Presidents of the two Houses of Parliament have always occupied a very
Important place in the Republic, either by virtue of the high status given to them by
the provisions of the Constitution or because of their personality. In this context,
It may be recalled that during the Third Republic, five Presidents of the Senate and
4.

In Septembu 1974, the representation of political groups in the Bureau was as follows:
R.I. (Independent Republicans) 3; U.C.D.P. (Union Centriste des Democrates de Progres) 3; Socialists 3; G.D. 3; U.D.R. (Union des Demoerates
pour
la Republique
"Gaullists") 2; Communisle I; Non inscrit Ii R.LA.S. I.
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three Presidents of the Chamber of Deputies were elected to the Supreme Court of
France.
While the Constitution of October 4, 1958, increased considerably
the prerogatives of the Executive, especially those of the President of the Republic, it has
also in fact honoured the republican tradition
by assigning to the Presidents of
both the Houses of Parliament, and in particular to the President of the Senate, a
role of the highest importance in the general set-up of the country's
public institutions. And experience has shown that the longer their tenure of office, the greater
is their influence in their respective Houses.
On his election, the President of the Senate ~cquires the third position in the
order of precedence of the authorities of the Republic. As a result of Ordinance
Number 58-1167 of the 2nd December 1958, he is placed immediately
after the
President of France and the Prime Minister of the Republic. He takes residence in
Hotel de Petit Luxembourg, the seat of the Senate, and is provided an apartment
in the Chateau de Versailles.
The President of the Senate, like a Minister to the Government, is entitled to
have secretarial assistance. He is thus assisted in the discharge of his duties by a
Director, a Joint Director, a Chief of Office, technical advisers and heads of departments. In addition to the parliamentary allowances of a Senator, he is also given
an annual allowance of 200,000 francs to cover entertainment
and many other
such expenses incidental to his position. He also receives a special lump sum
towards the remuneration of secretarial assistance given to him.
The President of the Senate is entitled to free postal service. Letters addressed
to him are also postage-free. He represents CIt the State in civil law suits involving
the Upper House or when the House is in litigation with its own staff member, as,
for example, in an appeal filed before the Council of State (article 8 of the OrdinanceNumber58-1100
of 17th November
1958). The honour which must be
shown to the authority of the Senate President is specified in the Decree Number
74-136 of 12th February 1974, modifying the Decree Number 67-1268 of 26th
December 1967 regarding rules of service of the summons on him.

Responsibilities of the President of the Senate vis-a-vis the functioning of Public
Institution .' The Constitution
of October 4, 1958, confers on the President of the
Senate three types of functions:
(I) He performs,
provisionally, the functions of the President of the Republic
when the office of the President becomes vacant for whatever reason, or
when the President is barred by the Constitutional
Council from performing
his functions.
(2) He acts as the custodian of the Constitution of the Republic.
(3) The Constitution enjoins the President of France to consult him in certain
specified circumstances.
Besides these functions, there are some statutes which confer on him certain
powers, especially in the matter of nomination of Senators to other bodies on \Vhic~

.•.
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Senators as such are represented and in resorting to the Court or" Budgetary and
Financial Discipline.
.
(I) Article 7 of the French Constitution provides that in case the office of the
President of France falls vacant for any reason or when the Constitutional
Council
!:las, at the instance of the Govern'ment, barred him from performing his functions
the President of the Senate provisionally
performs all the functions of the Presiden~
.of France, except that he cannot order a referendum evisaged in article II or
the dissolution of the National Assembly envisaged in article 12, of the Co~stitutio/).
As the first round of. v?ting for electing the new ,President of the Republic
must take place between a mll1lmUm of 20 days and a maximum of 35 days from
the date of vacancy of the office of the President or the date of definite declaration
bar.ring the P~esident from performing
his functions,
the interim' period during
which the President of the Senate performs the functions of the President of France
lasts for about 50.days. After his election to the presidentship
of the Senate iIi
1968, the author has been called upon twice to act as President
of France'
first, from 28th April to 19th June 1969, after the exit of General de Gaull;
following the referendum
of 27th April 1969; and secondly, from 3rd April to
27t~ May 1974, o~ the death of President George Pompidou on 2nd April 1974.
DUring these periods, the acting President of the Republic exercised most of the
prer~gatives conferred o.n the President by the Constitution,
like presiding over the
meetll1g of. t.he Coun~11 of Ministers,
nominating
persons to higher government
posts, exer.clsll1g supervisory control over diplomatic and military activities or the
promulgatmg laws passed by Parliament.
To mention a few examples: as soon as
.the author as acting President of France moved to Elysee Palace in April J 974 he
'Started t~king all steps for depositing the instruments of ratification of the Euro~ean
.convention
on Human Rights, ratification of which was approved by the law on
31 st .Decem.ber 1973; a large number of draft legislative measures especially con-cernll1g social benefits, wer~ adopted in April and May at cabinet meetings presided
over by hl~. SI.mJlarly, It was ~nder his chairmanship
that the cabinet adopted
new reg~lattons aimed ~t guaranteell1g perfect regularity
of voting operations
in
the electIOn of the President of the Republic both in Paris as well as in the provinces
.and overseas territories of France.
.
. . These exam~l.es clearly show the great' dispatch a~d firmness, but without preJudice to the ~o1J~lcal future ~f the. State, with which the acting President performed
all the constitutIOnal
functions of his office during this difficult interim period
between two Presidents who are elected by universal suffrage.
(2) Provisions of articles 41, 54, 5~and.6l of the Constitution have made the
President of the Senate th~ cust.odian of the Constitution
in the same manner as the
Pres~den~ of the National As~embly: Article 56. especially, gives him the right to
nomll1ate three out of the nine members of the. Constitutional
Council-three
each
.of th.e remaining six.being n?minated by the President
of the Republic and the
President of the Nation~1 Assembly respectively.
.
. '".:. . ~.
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expenditure with regard to the State and other public bodies and provides
for the establishment of a Court of Budgetary Discipline, gives the President of the Senate the authority to take cases of such lapses to this Court
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Articles 41, 54 and 61 specify the circumstances in which the President of the
Senate can take a dispute to the Constitutional
Council. The circumstances are:
(i) when there is a dispute between him and the government concerning a
proposal or an amendment which the government
considers to be outside
the legislative competence or which in its view conflicts with the powers
delegated by article 33 of the Constitution
(ii) when he considers that an international

(article 41); or
agreement contains

a clause con-

trary to the Constitution (article 54); or
(iii) when he considers before the promulgation of a law that one or all the
clauses of the law are not in conformity
with the Constitution (article 61).
The President of the Senate has used this ihird power on three different occasions, on one of which the Constitutional
Council expressed itself incompetent
to

i.

express any opinion and upheld him on the other two:
(a) In

1962, the Constitutional
Amendment Bill providing for election of the
President of the Republic by universal suffrage, which was previously
adopted by referendum, was so referred to the Constitutional
Council. The
Council by its decision on November 6, \ 962, declared that it was beyond

~
~

•i

its competence to express any opinion in the matter;
(b) In 1971, article 3 of the Draft Bill seeking modification of the lawof .19?1
on Trade Unions was declared unconstitutional
by the Council vIde Its

~

decision on July 16, 1971;
,
(c) In 1973, article 62 of the Draft Finance Bill for 1974 was declared unconstitutional by the Council by its decision on December 27, 1973.
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(3) The President of the Senate, as laid down by the Constitution,
has to be
consulted by the President of the Republic, particularly when the latter intends to
announce the dissolution of the National Assembly (article 12 of the Constitution)
or when he intends to invoke article 16 of the Constitution
in circumstances which
according to him pose a serious and immediate threat to "the institutions of the
Republic, the independence of the Nation or the integrity of. its territory ~r the
fulfilment of its international commitments."
These consultatIons, made obhgatory
'by the Constitution,
can in normal times be a matter of pure for~ality but in
abnormal times are likely to influence the final decision of the PresIdent of the

"

Republic.
"
"
.'
Apart from the Constitution itself, there are several statutes whIch assign many
important functions to the' President of the Senate. Some of the more important
functions

are:

(i) Section 16 of the law No.'58-1484 of September 25,1948, modified by t~e
Jaw No. 71-564 of July 13, 1971, which seeks to regularise, the lapses' 10
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through the Public Prosecutor;
(ii) A number of statutes give him the power to nominate Senators to different
bodies and authorities as representatives of the Senate.
Such are the functions assigned to, and powers enjoyed by, the President of
the Senate. So far as the interim presidentship of the Republic is concerned,
it is
worthwhile pointing out that it is for the first time that the Constitution has assigned
this function to the President of the Upper House. In the Third Republic this
function was reserved for a nominee of the Government and in the Fourth Republic
for the President

of the National

Assembly.

Responsibilities of the President of the Senate in the Set-up of the Senate: After
having studied the position occupied by the President of the Senate in the various
institutions of the Republic, we may now turn to his functions and responsibilities
as President of the Upper House of Parliament.
His role and influence in this regard is pivotal and can be studied

from

these

angles:
(I)
(2)
(3)

Security and functioning of the Upper House
Organising and controlling the debates and presiding over them
As a representative of the Upper House
(I) Security and function of the Upper House: In accordance with the provisions of article 3 of the Ordinance No. 58-1100 of November 17, 1958, relating to
the functioning of Parliament Houses, the President of the Senate has the responsibility for the internal and external security of the House over which he presides .
For this purpose, he is entitled to requisition the services of the armed forces and
all the other authorities
whose cooperation is deemed necessary. This requisition
can be addressed by him directly to all the military and civil officers who are
enjoined to comply with it immediately, non-compliance being punishable under the
law. The law also authorises the Senate Presidem to delegate this power of requisition to the Questors as a body or to anyone
of them. In consultation
with the
Questors, the President of the Senate decides on the number of men to be placed
under the general control of the military commander,
in the Senate premises in
order to ensure the regular and normal security of the House. It is only in
cases of emergency and under the pressure of necessity that the President or the
Questors 'use their right of direct requisition. Rule 90 of the Rules of the Senate,
lays down that the requisitioned military forces are to be placed under the
authority
of the President and that the regular police force of the Upper House is
to exercise its power in his name.
As the representative of the State in legal suits in which the civil liability of
the Upper House is involved, the President of the Senate, by virtue of rule 101 of
the Rules of the Senate, has, from the legal point of view, overall supervision
and
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control over all the Departments of the Upper House in his official capacity as well
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as in his capacity as a part of the Senate's Bureau.
In exercising supervisory authority over the functioning of the various Departments of the Senate, the President ensures that, in all circumstances, they can meet
the needs of the Senate relating to its legislative work or control of the executive.
If the Rules of the Senate seem to make the President subordinate to the authority
of the Bureau in the matter of supervision and control of the Departments, it
should be borne in mind that it is the President along with the Questors who play
the dominant role, particularly in matters of everyday management of the internal
work of the Senate. The collegiate organ's verdict is sought only on a few important
nominations or certain decisions which involve totality of views of the Upper
House, both from the legal and administrative points of view.
(2) Organisation and control of tIle debates of the Upper House: Thc most
obvious responsibility of the President of the Senate relates to the organising and
presiding over the debates in his House. There are very few rules in the Rules of
the Senate which do not refer to his role in this regard.
.
Though the role of the Senate President appears to be of a formal and impartial
nature, there is no doubt about the profound influence that he exercises not only on
the final shape of legislative measures that come up before the Senate but also on
the initiatives taken in all the spheres of the working of the Senate including its
functions in the legislative field and executive control.
The President of the Senate has been empowered to call a special session of the
Senate in exceptional cases on days other than the days of its usual sittings. As for
organising the work of the Upper House, he presides over the meetings of chairmen
which draw up the schedule of the Senate's work, on which occasion his ~ole is
that of a conciliator ils well as a Judge to decide between the demands of the
Government's representatives and those of the leaders of the various political
groupS or chairmen of commissions for taking up various matters in the Senate. He
also refers draft bills to respective commissions. However, his most important
function is to direct, control and organise the debates in the Senate.
Thus, the President, by virtue of his personality and his authority as an elected
representative of the Upper House is in a position to exercise a profound influence
on the working of the Senate adhering, at the same time, to the principle of impar.
tiality so integral to his functioning.

It should be emphasised that it
is by playing adroitly his many-sided role as the representative of the Upper House
that the President really projects on the national and international planes the image
(3)

•

As a representative

of the Upper House:

of his House, an image of which he is the embodiment.
By his brief speeches in open session of the Senate, or at the. time just after
his election to the high office and at the conclusion of sessions, the President of
the Senate addresses not only to his colleagues in the Senate but also to the
government and, through the press, the whole Nation. His speeches, which take
stock of the work done durin!? the session, form the basis of recommendations, be
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it fo~ b~tter rapport between the Executive and the Parliament, or for better
functIOnmg of the House, or,. for t~at matter.' on a more general plane for meeting
the. needs of :urrent economIC, SOCialor polItical situations. These speeches, thus
testIfy to the mfluence that the .Upper House exerts on the very life of the nation. '
~nother aspect of the P~esldent's role as representative of the Upper House is
seen. In the numero~s audlence~ an.d. receptions given by him either to foreign
parlIamentary ~elegatlons on official VISItSto Paris, or to high dignitaries who -wish
to meet th~ ~hlrd mo.st important person of the Republic, or to leaders of the
Fren.ch polItIcal parties who wish to keep him informed about the views of their
parties on the general development of the situation in the country.
To ~u~ up.' the prestigious position enjoyed by the Upper House among the
Fr~nch. mstltu.tlons has been acquired not to a small measure due to the manner in
w.h.l:h ItS PresIdent acquits himself in the discharge of his high and heavy responsibilItIes.. For example, Mr. Gaston Monnerville's presidentship of the Council of
~epubllc and later on that of the Senate had witnessed a steady growth of the
fights and po~ers of the second chamber, a development given a concrete shape in
the ConstitutIOn of 1958, and Mr. Alain Poher's presidentship since 1968 has
demonstrated the prestige of the Upper House, to all France and even to the world
at large.
(ii)

THE VICE'PRESIDENTS

The four Vice.Presidents d.eputise for the President and represent him in his
abse.nce. The Senat.e has ?ot laId down any order of precedence between the VicePreSidents, and theIr offiCialranking inter se depends on the number of votes secured
by each of the.m during their election to this office. They preside over the sittings
of t~e. Senate In the same way and enjoy the same powers as the President when
presldmg and are called upon to represent him in official ceremonies or at functions
when he cannot personally attend them.
Wh~n the P~esidel.ltof the Senate officiates as President of France as per the
ter~s laid down In article 7 of the Constitution, the Bureau of the Senate meets and
desl.gnate~ one .of the Vic.e.Presi~ents to take his place provisionally. Theoretically,
dUrI?g thiS perIod, the Vlce.Presldent so designated performs the functions of the
Pre~ldent of the. Senate. However, it may be pointed out that during this transitional
peflod, the ParlIament seldom meets mainly because of the campaign which starts
for t~e electl?n o~ the new President of the Republic. In fact, the role of the VicePreSident as mterIm President of the Senate is relatively limited. However, if urgent
prob.lems cro? up, the Bur~au does meet under the chairmanship of the VicePreSIdent deSIgnated to offiCiate as the President.
(iii) THE QUESTORS

The three Questors have been entrusted with responsibility of managing the
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entire administration
of the Senate, jointly with the President and the Bureau.
In his treatise on political, electoral and parliamentary
law, Eugene Pierre
observes that through the ages "the representatives
of the country have elected
from amongst themselves some members whose function is to ensure that nothing

•

impedes or disturbs the progress of legislative work."
It is this role that the Questors perform. Their present nomenclature dates
back to Senatus.Consulte
of 28 Frimaire, XIJ5 year (December 20, 1803). The three
Questors of the Senate, elected for three years at the time of each Triennial election
of the Senate, have a role of prime importance in the administration
of the Senate.
In order to ensure that they are able to perform their functions fully well, rule 8 of
the Senate Rules has laid down that they cannot become members of any permanent
commission. (Such a restriction has not been placed in the Rules of the National
Assembly). They are entitled to a special allowance and an apartment in the out-

I
•

houses of the Palais du Luxembourg and at Versailles.
Insofar as their role is concerned, the Rules of the Senate are not very explicit,
merely indicating, in rule 101, that "from the point of view of the administration,
they ensure the supervision of the Departments under the control of the Bureau."
However, in practice, their role; both from administrative and financial points of
view, is all pervasive. The Rules relating to internal ad ministration and accounting
furnish useful details regarding the functions of the Questors. They are also called
upon to exercise their authority
in the matter of Senate's internal and external
security when the powers to that effect are delegated to them by their President.
The Questors meet once a week to consider all the questions falling within
their jurisdiction. In the discharge of their functions they have to be familiar with
the whole range of prohlems of administration
and monetary limitations
that have
been imposed on them by their fellow-Senators. The Questors have a direct responsibility in a number of cases such as: financial resources and other amenities
provided to the Senators,
staff management,
and maintenance of the Palais du
Luxembourg
and its outhouses. They have also a dominant role to play in the
preparation and implementation
of the Senate's budget. In fact, it has been laid
down that no expenditure can be incurred without their authority.
The SecretaryGeneral of the Questors' Secretariat cooperates with them, both in the making of
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the decision and enforcing it.
Though the powers of the Questors are quite extensive, in a number of cases
they have to take decisions jointly with the President of the Senate, and, in very
important matters, obtain the consent of the Bureau, of which they themselves are
a part.
(iv) THE SECRETARIES

control of nominal roll-call, counting of votes when hands are raised or wh
they are cast while sitting or standing, and the scrutiny of ballot boxes, T~:
presence ~~ at lea~t three of them is necessary at the time of the sitting of the
House, fall~ng whIch the President can call for three temporary Secretaries.
The mmute~ of each sitting must be signed by two of them, besides the signatures of the PresIdent or the Vice-President who presided at the said sitting.

COLLEG lATE RESPONSIBILITIES
It is primarily in its collegiate meeting that
the full extent of its powers. In fact, as per rule
permanent Bureau has all the powers to preside
and to organise and manage all its Departments

assist the President of the Senate in all voting operations:

I,

is the third rtl0nth \21 Noveml?er-~Q December)

of the Revol\ltionarr

Calend~f,

the Bureau of the Senate acquires
2 of the Rules of the Senate, "the
over the deliberations of the Senate
as per the conditions laid down in

the Senate).
. The Bureau is also competent
to examine proposals for modifications of the
m~nutes of the open sittings of the Senate when the minutes are challenged. It examm:s these proposals and takes a decision which is then communicated
by the
PresIdent .to the Senate. The modified minutes are then placed before the Senate
for adoptIon by open voting without debate (rule 33 of the Rules of the Senate).
So far as discipline applicable to members of the Upper House is concerned
the Bureau is the final judge of the grounds for delegating the right to vote which
Se~ators are permitted to do under conditions envisaged in article 27 of the Constitution, and for grounds listed in the first article of the Ordinance
Number 58-1066
of No~ember 7, 1958, regarding Organic Law authorising Members of Parliament, in
exceptional cases, to delegate their right of vote, amended by Organic Law No.
62-1 of January 3, 1962 (rules 63 and 64 of the Rules of the Senate).
It is also called upon to comment on requests by Senators' for leave of absence
addressed in writing to the Senate President (rule 34 of the Rules of the Senate),
'
~rticle 4O-Bills and amendments
introduced by Members of Parliament shall not be conSIdered when their adoPtio~ woul.d have as a consequence either a diminution of public finallcllll resourCeS, o( the creatH?n or IDc~e~se of public expenditure.
.'
.
,
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the existing Rules".
In th~ legislative s~here, ~he Bureau is the final authority
on the admissibility
or ~t?erwlse of draft bIlls which have financial implications;
in other words, the
6
de~1slon of the Bureau will bring into play the provision of article 40 of the ConstitU~lOn. ~f th~ B~reau thinks that the bill or proposal is not admissible under the
saId artIcle It WIll not be put on the agenda of the House nor its copies distributed
to the members of the House (rule 24 of the Rules of the Senate).
.Same is the case with proposals contained in resolutions,
especially those concermng matters of l~tigation before the High Court of Judicature, when they do
no~ confor~
to artIcle. 18 of the Ordinance of January 2, 1959 (Number 59-I)
whIch applIes the orgamc law to the High Court (rules 24 and 86 of the Rules of

6.

The eight Secretaries
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When there is need to determine,
for the purposes of voting, the presence,
within the premises of the Palais du Luxembourg, of an absolute majority of Members of the Senate, the Bureau is asked to declare whether or not there is a quorum
(rule 51 of the Rules of the Senate).
After the introduction of the Organic Law No. 72-64 of January 24, 1972,
. which has unified all the different organic laws applicable to parliamentary
incompatibilities7 the Bureau is called upon to scrutinise the declarations of profession or
change of profession made by Members of the Senate either during their election
or during their term of office as Senators.
It may be pointed out that the Decree No. 71-140 of February 19, 1971, fixing
the composition of the National Council for Higher Education
and Research, has
entrusted to the Senate Bureau the responsibility of proposing the names of two
Senators to be appointed on the National Council. This is the only instance where
the Bureau has been assigned the task of nominating
representatives
of the Senate
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Bureau proposals for reforms it deems necessary. For example in 1970
.
port~nt report was prepared by a Vice.President of the Senate: which 'h:;:y g ::~
beanng on. the Rules of the Senate as well as on the general set-up of the De ari
~ents. ThIS report was entitled "Proposals
for bringing the Procedures or th;
. pper Hous~ up-t~-da~e". fts acceptance by the Bureau has resulted, since 1971
In some reonentatlons
In the Rules of the Senate and in th
t
f'
'
ments.
e se -up 0 Its Departevident that the day-to-day management of th e Iegis. Iatlve
. work
d Itd is," therefore,
.
an a mlDlstratlOn of the Upper House are carried on by the President and th
Questors throughout the year as a result of the tacit delegation of powers to the~
by the Bureau and under the control it exercises during its meetings.

January 17, 1977,

to any extra-parliamentary
body.
Thus, again, before the Senate is called upon to give its decision on requests
for appointment
of ad hoc commissions of inquiry made by permanent commissions, the Bureau must give its comments on the expenses entailed by these proposals (rule 21 of the Rules of the Senate).
So far as the organisation and supervision of Senate's Departments
are concerned, the Bureau has the overall administrative
authority, the supervisory part
being performed by the Questors under its control. Thus the appointment of senior
staff of the Senate and especially the Secretaries-General
fall within its ambit. On
the basis of internal rules, it determines the organisation
and functioning of each
Department of the Senate, the way in which the Departments
are complying with
the formalities prescribed by the rules as well as by the staff rules, and relations
between the Senate management
and the staff unions (rules 101 and 102 of the
Rules of the Senate).
Finally, through a special regulation,
to the independent Accounts Department

it is empowered to frame rules applicable
of the Senate (rule 103 of the Rules of

the Senate).
The President of the Senate convenes the meetings of the Bureau about six
times in a year, or, in case of urgency, immediately when for example the President
of the Senate officiates as President of the Republic when the latter quits the scene
or is barred from performing his functions. Tn these meetings, the Bureau performs
its legislative or administrative
functions in close touch with the President or the
Questors of the Upper House.
The Bureau is also empowered
to constitute
working groups for examining
modifications in Rules of the Senate .to ensure better performance
of legislative
work or to examine the general set-up of the Departments aDd submit to the
7.

"Incompatibility"
in a French term means a bar on the holding of certain posts, e.f. II
Member of Parli"meqt is ~"rre<l fr,?m ho1dipj,l certain offices of propt, (Elf.)
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before it and secondly when the proposals

along with amendments

thereto

come up

before it for discussion.
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"The Grand Council of the French Communes",
"Chamber
of Reflection and
Deliberation"
and many other appellations have been used to descri?e the Senate of
France, but these descriptions give an incomplete
image of a reality not properly

.

understood.
. I .
A high quality of parliamentary activity whether it is in the field of legiS atlOn.
or the control over the executive, can be good summing up of the performance .ot
the Second Chamber; but along with these functions which it has i~ ~omm~n WIth
the National Assembly, the Senate has developed a mechanism distInct!? I~Sown
ior the defence of the liberties of the citizen and others, which enhances ItS Impor-

(
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PROPOSALS

The Senators display as much initiative in legislative matters as the Deputies of
the National Assembly and the Government-for
instance, between the years 1959
and 1976, Senators introduced
676 Private Members' Bills. However, it
a fact
that only 40 of them were finally passed and found place in the Statute Book. The
reason for this modest figure of 40 is not far to seek. In all modern Parliamentary
system of Governments, prioriIY is given to measures brought in or taken up by the
Government so that nine out of ten laws passed by Parliament are initiated by
Government. French Parliament is no exception to this rule, and during the period
under reference, the share of Private Members' Bills among the measures passed
into law was only 13% of which 2.5% were measures initiated by Senators and a

1
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LEGISLATIVE

tance considerably

in our political system.

•

little more than 10% by the Deputies.
It may be pointed out that some legislative proposals initiated in the Senate are
still pending in the National Assembly, either because the Assembly has not been
able to take them up or because the Government has not deemed it proper to include
them in the agenda. It may also be mentioned that some of the measures pending
are such as could solve some of the current problems facing the country, for
example, right of reply to Radio.Television
broadcasts
(proposal adopted by the
Senate in June 1967); ban on publication of results of gallup polls during election
period (adopted in December 1972); or laying down qualifications for election as the
President of the Republic (adopted in December 1973). Some other proposals that
are pending reflect in fact the wishes of the entire Parliament-for
instance, the demands often made to the Government by Deputies of the National Assembly that
the Senate proposal (adopted by it in June 1973) seeking to broaden the scope of
parliamentary commissions of inquiry and control should be got examined by the
National Assembly. In spite of this demand the Government
have succeeded in
keeping the proposal off the floor of the Assembly .
It is also a fact that by utilising the right to get priority for its measures,
Government have introduced Bills, inspired by private members' proposals; the best
example is the fixation of the age of majority of persons at 18 years, which was the
subject of two Senate proposals adopted by it on June 21, 1973.
However, these figures do not convey adequately the contributions in the shape
of imagination
and initiative made by the Second Chamber in the field of legislation.

1. LEGISLATIVE

The Senate's control over the processes of legislation is exercised at two stages
of a Bill-first
at the stage when a Bill containing legislative proposals is first pla~~Q
• Original article received in French ..
•• Mr. l.QUis Gro~ i~ the Vice.Presid~nt

.

FUNCTION

of the French Senale,

2.

MODIFICATION

The right of amendment which the Constitution
of 1946 had taken away from
~h~ ~ouncil of the Republic has been ~rantt;d t<;>the S~nators by the constittttional
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reforms of December 1954 and re-affirmed by the Constitution of 1958. Article 45
of the Constitution provides that every "Bill shall be examined successively in the
two Houses of Parliament with a view to the adoption of an identical text." Does
not the fact that a Bill must be discussed successively by the two Houses and
identical text voted by them before the Bill can be finally adopted and enacted. entail
loss of time, only very partially compensated by a later technical improvement, if
any, in the text of the Bill by one of the Houses?
A Bill on which the two Houses do not agree goes through a navette (shuttle)
between the two Houses until agreement is reached. The two Houses appear to have
equal powers in the legislative field but now under article 45 of the Constitution
the Government have gained control of the navette and the National Assembly has
been given the final say in the matter if the two Houses disagree.
.
Article 45 provides that after two readings on a Bill, but only one If the
Government declare it urgent or in case of Finance Bills, the Minister in-charge of
the Bill can call a meeting of a Joint Commission of seven members from each
House for reconciling the position of the two Houses and working out a compromise. If the joint commission fails to arrive at a compromise or if the text of the
Bill proposed by the Commission is not accepted by either House, the Government
can, after a new reading in each House as a last attempt at reconciliation, ask ~he
National Assembly to give its final decision. This is the famous "last word" whIch
deprives the Senate of its position of equality with the National Assembly.
The "shuttle" system cannot be blamed for delaying enactment of laws. On the
contrary, it has the indisputable merit of improving the quality of Bills finally
adopted.
Discussion of draft laws in the two Houses does not entail any loss of time
because if at any time an urgent decision becomes imperative, the Government can
always call for a meeting of the Joint Commission and the Bill can then be voted
witbin the course of one parliamentary session.! There have been occasions when
urgent Bills were voted within a matter of few days. To cite only one example, consi.
deration on an important Bill dealing with the law relating to national service commenced on June 10, and ended on June 29, 1973 an insignificant period when
compared with long periods lasting several months that lapse before Bills are

(
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adopted.
11 may also be pointed out that long drawn-out shuttlings are very rare-the
law relating to the responsibility of hoteliers, which had to pass through four readings in the Senate and five readings in the National Assembly, was an exception
(it may be mentioned here that in this case, the National Assembly had stood by
the Senate's draft in regard to a clause in the Bill which was a subject of much
discussion).
Discussions of a Bill by the two Houses undoubtedly improve its quality. It is
necessary to point out that 95 times out of 100 the "shuttling" ends in consensus
I.

90 days (maximum) in spring and 80 days in autumn,

between the National. Assembly and the Senate. This is a very little known fact
which underlines the equality of the Senate with the National Assembly in the
legislative field-the "last word" of the National Assembly being but a rarely
manifesting reality.
Thus, the bulky Bill of July 24, 1966 on commercial firms: was the subject of
an especially detailed discussion by the Senators, whose 4~7 amendments were
adopted in the Senate and 407 of which were retained in the nnal text adopted by
the Houses; the Senate's amendments to the Bill relating to parental authority were
all accepted by the National Assembly, whose Rapporteur lauded their "high
quality". Similarly, more recently, the Senate amendments to the Bill on birth
control were fully adopted by the National Assembly .
Apart from the quantitative contribution by its discussions mentioned above,
the Senate has also been responsible for its highly qualitative and imaginative
contribution to the very contents of tbe amendments. Some of the important Bills,
in fact, do bear the "mark" of the Senate. To cite an example: the basic text of the
law on reform in the matrimonial system in the country, was to a large extent, the
text which had been passed earlier by the Senate. This law has put an end to the
dowry system, and allows for a change in the existing system of marriages.
To complete this rapid survey of the Senate's role in the legislative field, if one
examines the Bills on which the two Houses could not agree-only five per cent in
all-it
is observed that the Senate's contribution during the course of successive
readings has not at all been reduced to nothing. In fact, when the National Assembly is called upon to give a final shape to the Bill, when the Joint Commission with
equal representation fails and a disagreement still persists at the time of a new
reading, it takes up only those clauses which have been in dispute. Thus, the "last
word" of the National Assembly concerns only a few points which are at issue with
the Senate, and contrary to the general belief does not render null and void the
amendments which the Senate had or would have accepted. For example, at the
time of the discussion on the Finance Amendment Bill of 1964, the clause relating
to the creation of the national department of forests was the subject of persistent
disagreement between the National Assembly and the Senate, but other clauses
concerning estate fiscal laws and the base of local taxes were voted by the National
Assembly on a proposal by the Senate .
The contribution of the Senate, therefore, to our legislation is by no means
negligible, whether quantitatively or qualitatively. At the same time, the Senate has
sought to make full use of the right to watch and control the actions of the Executive to the extent authorised by the Constitution and its own Rules.

II. FUNCTION

OF CONTROL

The oral questions which the Senators put to the Government and the investigations conducted by its permanent commissions and ad hoc inquirr and control

,-

The Second Chamber

commissions represent the traditional weapons with which the Senate is armed, for
controlling and criticising Governmental actions. As the Government declare their
general policy and implementation of the policy by Governmental agencies gradually
unfolds itself, the Senate gets an additional opportunity to watch, guide, criticise
and influence Executive action.
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CONTROL

THROUGH

QUESTIONS

Oral questions, with or without debate, are an important way to obtain from
the Government information as well as explanation and later on justification for
the policies followed by it in various fields which it is required to place before the
Senate through answers to these questions. Written questions are also there but
these have become means of consultation of a technical and financial nature with
the Government. But the control exercised by the Senate through Questions does not
turn out to be a repetition of a similar control exercised by the National Assembly,
because this expedient which has branched off in a new direction has been used in
the Senate in a very efficient manner.
.
It is not a useless repetition because, during the course of a parliamentary
session, the problems raised through Questions in the two Houses are always different or complementary to each other resulting in automatic and spontaneous
division of work between the two Houses'in controlling the actions of the Executive.
In the list of subjects for oral questions with debate, discussed every year, are
subjects which are of constant and special concern to the Upper Chamber, some
of which are its own-local finances, in particular, education; agriculture, especially
cattle-breeding; foreign policy and European affairs. All these represent a sphere of
Governmental activity very vigilantly watched over by the Senators, and the
Ministers are often called upon to explain the policies followed by them.
This system works in a very satisfactory manner. The oral questions without
debate, especially, with very rare exceptions, are answered during the very session
in which they are put and often within eight to fifteen days from the date of their
notice, from which one may conclude that the resort to the Anglo-Saxon procedure
of "questions of current events" has been much less sharply resented in the Senate
than in the National Assembly. As regards oral questions with debate, which concern matters, which are generally political in nature, and which have followed the
system of "interpellations" of the Third Republic, the Senators obviously are more
fortunate than the Deputies about these being put on the agenda quickly. Quantitative comparisons prove this fact eloquently because the number of these questions
put in a session is almost the same in both the Houses whereas the number of those
which are given notice of is much more in the case of the National Assembly than
in the Senate. If one takes the four year period from 1970 to 1973, the number of
questions, which were replied to, out of those given notice of, comes to 70 per cent
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in case of the Senate as against merely 43 per cent in the case of the National
Assembly.
.
Thanks to the excellent functioning of this procedure, debates shmulated by
these questions, even if a bit clumsily handled, do come clos~ to infl~encing current
events. For example, the observations made by Mr. Pomatowskl on the French
Communist Party, reported in the Press on the 23rd and 24th October 1974, led to
a protest iri the Senate by Mr. Duclos on October 29 resulti?g in a promise. from
the Minister of State, while replying to an oral question that a debate In the
matter would be held in the Senate on November 12 to clarify his statements.
It would be difficult to evaluate the results of such cont rol but, nonetheless,
they are not non-existent. Take for example the case of local financ~s-as. a result
of several debates raised through Questions in the Senate on this subject, the
Senators were able to obtain settlement of a long-standing claim, with considerable
impact on the budgets of the communes2, namely, the rei~bursem~nt to the. communes of the T.Y.A. (added value tax) paid by them during supplIes of equipment
by their industrial and commercial services.
..
.
The Senate has employed the Questions' procedure In a manner which has
during the last few years taken different as well as diversified forms. At the initiative of the Finance Commission of the Senate, oral questions henceforth enable a
discussion on the Finance Bill during the spring session, through debates on the
budget, when the Senators are able to influence the policies of th~ G~vernment
before these are actually arrived at. The Finance Bill for 1974 was In this manner
influenced in the Senate in M ay.June 1973 in three important aspects: the fiscal
policy, at the initiative of the President of the Finance Commission, the energy
policy and thirdly the monetary policy by questions from the Rapporteur-General
of the same Finance Commission.
2.

CONTROL

THROUGH

THE COMMISSIONS

This control is exercised in two ways: First, continuous control by the six
Permanent Commissions; secondly, temporary control by ad hoc commissions of
inquiry and control whose functions are that of an intermediary:
(a) Control by the Permanent Commissions : Amon~ the SIX per~a,nent commissions, special mention should be made of the Fl,nance CommiSSIon :-vhose
special Rapporteurs, entrusted with scrutiny of a partIcular budget at the time of
3
consideration of the Finance Bill, have the power to check on the spot the use
made of amounts allotted by them. These powers of investigation are not negligible
because in the 1973 autumn session of the National Assembly during what the
Press labelled the "Reporters' quarrel", these powers were taken away from them
2. A 'commune' in France is an administrative
3. Powers conferred by clause 164. Paragraph
30, 1958 on the Finance Bill for 1959.

or territorial division. (Ed.)
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at the instance of the other Commissions for Budget scrutiny. Every year, the
Finance Commission and the Economic Affairs Commission also nominate some of
their members to "watch and evaluate the man~gement of public enterprises and
companies in the joint sector."
Since November 1972 in particular, the Bureau of the Senate has developed
and institutionalised the control over enforcement of laws by the Executive, earlier
exercised automatically by the Commissions. Each Commission has now been made
responsible for overseeing the enforcement of laws which fall within its province
and, at the beginning of each session of the Senate, this exercise'of control is reviewed at the meeting of the chairmen of the commissions and leaders of political groups
in the Senate, who point out excessive delays in the enforcement and consequent
lacunae in the laws; these give rise to various interventions by the Senators obliging
the President of the Senate to take the matter up with the Prime Minister or resulting in an oral question with 'debate on this problem being taken up in the Senate.
The debate raised on November 20, 1973, at the initiative of the Chairman of the
Law Commission, has shown the importance of this control: on that day, Mr.
Jozeau-Marigne pointed out that about 20 laws, made before 1972, had not been put
into force as yet (this is yet another proof against the contention that the Second
Chamber delays legislative processes); he had particularly and justifiably focussed
attention on the case of an enforcement of law by the Executive which was contrary
to the intention of the Legislature; and it was on the personal intervention of
Senator Geoffroy that this ministerial order, which grossly limited the fiscal advantages of long.term rural leases envisaged in the law of December 31, 1970, had been
cancelled by the Council of State. The best tribute which one can pay to this
control by the Senate was paid during the course of this debate by Ihe then Secretary of State for Parliamentary relations, Mr. Stirn, who declared: "The Government shall be as vigilant as the Senate in preventing conflict of executive orders
with the letter and spirit of the laws."
Finally, the permanent commissions send abroad a few members to gather
information on specific problems and submit reports thereon to the Senate. These
missions can also be appointed for examining a specific problem of the metropolis;
thus a mission organised by the Commission for Cultural Affairs is busy during the
last few months investigating and preparing its report .on the question of educational system. The Senate has at times utilised such fact-finding and inquiry missions
(which are common to several commissions) for an objective very much similar to
the one assigned to a control commission. For example, the Senate has appointed
in the past fact-finding commissions to enquire into the management of a public
department. The report of the mission which was asked to look into the management of French Radio and Television in regard to cases of clandestine publicity
revealed in the Senate by Mr. Diligent, was very similar to the one which would
have been given by a control commission. And the report when it was published in
April 1972 was given wide publicity in the Press and had a pronounced influence
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on the attitude of the Government4 in the matter, because shortly afterwards,
Mr. Malaud presented to Parliament a scheme for reforming the French Radio and
Television, which was adopted in June 1972. This judicious use of the fact-finding
missions enables the Senate to avoid the strict rules governing the functioning of
the control commissions.
(b) Commissions of Inquiry and Control.' The two Houses of Parliament can
constitute inquiry and control commissions only under the strict conditions laid
down in the Ordinance of November 17, 1958 regarding the functioning of
Parliament's Houses: the commission of inquiry collect details on specific matters
which are not yet sub-judice and the control commissions study the management,
administrative, financial or technical, of public services or national undertakings.
The members of these commissions are pledged to secrecy and they have to complete
the job entrusted to them within a period of 4 months at the most. Their reports
can be published only with the approval of their respective Houses. All these
restrictions empnasise the fact that these commissions can become a very effectiv.e
means of investigatll1g cases of lapse on the part of the Government. Resort to
the procedure of appointing such commissions in such matters hardly need any
justification as the publication of reports of these commissions has an undoubted
impact on public opinion. There is no doubt that the Senate has been putting this
procedure to timely and effective use, while the National Assembly was more
cautious, at least in the beginning. Way back on Decemberl5, 1960, the Senate
established a commission on management of the national theatres; subsequently,
three other control commissions went into the problems of training and educational selection process in schools, fulfilment of the tasks entrusted to the French
Radio and Television, and the extent of implementation of the Fifth Plan in'
matters of hospital equipment and social benefits. At a time when the National
Assembly refused to examine, through this method, what was called the "scandal
of the town", the Senate constituted an inquiry commission for the whole range of
problems connected with the slaughter-houses in Paris, its report, ~u?mitted i.n
April 1971, was extensively commented upon in the Press. The submIssIOn of thiS
report did not, however, slacken the Senate's attention to this problem, in fact two
oral questions with debate were later addressed to the Government in order to move
it to consider and implement the solutions proposed in the report.
It may also/be pointed out that there are certain lacunae in the working of these
Commissions. For example, the Commission appointed by the Senate iii June 1973
to report on the services concerning telephone listening posts encountered difficulties when the Government /1eld that the matters which the Commission intended
to enquire were covered by National Security, hence could not be divulged ..This
incident has shown that the French Parliament does not have the powers enjoyed
by the "inquiry committees" of the Anglo-Saxon Parliament Houses. It also shows
4.

This effect was jointly achieved
the same subject,

with the control

commission

of the National Assembly on
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justification of the Senate's proposal for extending the authority of these comtb~ sions of inquiry and control, especially by obliging persons summoned to appear
Il~:ore them under pain of punishm.ent .for ~efault, and by ~onferring on their
b mbers the powers of on-the-spot mqulry enjoyed by the special Rapporteurs of
Il,e
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Finance CommIssIOn.
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Article 49 of the Constitution calls upon the Prime Minister to present to
rliament, at the time of assuming office, the programme or a statement of general
pa)icy which his Government int.ends to follow. The debate which follows such
1'0 tements' provides an opportumty to the Senators to make their observations and
stU rt their influence through their suggestions, on the Government's line of action
~":olving the problems facing the country.
,Il One should not, however, exaggerate the consequences of such debates. So
g as these debates do not end in voting, they only have a persuasive value.
10~wever, resort by the Government to ~helast para of article 49 of the Constitution,
]-Ib
enables the Gover~ment to hav~ ~ts sta~e~ent of general policy approved by
w eich
Senate, is fraught WIth great political slgmficance. Such a possibility arose
tburing the spring session of 1975, when the Senate was invited to give its verdict,
d rough vote, on ~ stat~ment of general ~olicy by the Government. It must, howtb r be borne 10 mmd that a negative vote by the Senate does not oblige the
eve ;ern
to resign; no Article of the Constitution imposes such an obligation
ment
00 the Government. But such a disapproval in financial matters would have definite
oIl

reI'
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ercussions
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The role of the Senate is not limited to participation in law-making and to
tch and control Governmental actions. It has also its own function which has
wa n entrusted to It. bY t he ConstltutlOn.
. .
bee Article 24 of the Constitution lays down that the Senate "ensures the repretation of the territorial communities of the Republic". This representation is
sen ured by the mode of electing its members through indirect suffrage. Senators
ens chosen in each Department (Departments in France are equivalent to counties
~reV.K,) bYan electoral college consisting mainly of local councillors. This electoral
In Jlege of "notables" (deputies, general counsellors, delegates of municipal councils)
~:nd to prefer those people as Senators who have, because of their responsibilities,

5.

When the Government discharges its responsibililY to the National Assembly by making a
statement of general policy, the Senate Rules predude a debate in the Senate on this state.
ment.
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a good knowledge of the problems of their constituencies and who would thus
be better equipped to represent them at the national level. Thus, the number of
Senators armed with local mandate is impressive: among the Senators, 171 are
mayors, 5 are joint mayors of large cities, and 27 are municipal councillors; 147 are
general counsellors, and 30 are chairmen of general councils; finally, though the
regions may not be territorial community in the Republic, they have not been
ignored by the Senators, as 5 among them are chairmen of Regional Councils.
Therefore, it is not surprising that the actions of the Senators on all matters that
come up before the Senate are marked by a constant concern for local problems.
Many of the Private Members' Bills in the Senate can be seen from this perspective; some of the Bills that were finally adopted, dealt with improving the
functioning of our local bodies, whether it was a question of laying down conditions
of voting in municipal councils and general councils (the law of June 15, 1974) or
the conditions under which criminal cases can be instituted before the mayors (the
law of July 18, 1974). This latter law enables a municipal magistrate to escape the
emotional reactions of public opinion in the event of a catastrophe in his commune .
Bills proposed by the Government on these subjects are also most meticulously
examined by the Senate. Its technical competence in the matter enables it to put
forth the viewpoints of the affected people with a first-hand knowledge of their
problems thus avoiding mere technocratic solutions. Thus, 25 out of the 26 Senate
amendments in the Government Bill relating to municipal management and autonomy of communes have been retained in the Bill as passed by Parliament and
have enabled the Senate to push through its viewpoint in matters of mayor's
powers, rules relating to constitutions of multi-professional trade unions and
financing of educational expenditure. The Senate has examined the law on the merger and regrouping of communes, taking great care to avoid any arbitrary decision;
when the National Assembly did not fundamentally modify the Bill, the Senate,
by refraining from ordering a merger by a decree in the Council of State even
against the wishes of the municipal councils, has allowed freedom for local decision.
But when such a stand encounters opposition from the Government and the
National Assembly, the Senate's view does not prevail. Thus, it could not have its
way in having a single career for the employees of the communes, when the draft
Bill on this scheme was under debate in the Senate; nor could it appreciably modify
the draft Bill creating regions with a view to safeguarding the prerogatives of the
existing local communities and strengthening the autonomy of the regional council
against the regional prefect. On repeated demands from Senators for a reform of
local finances, the Government introduced a Bill seeking to modernise the fiscal
structure in regard to local direct taxes; but the Government, however, excluded
therefrom, in spite of insistence by Senators, the question of patents, which later on
became the subject of a special Bill dealing with professional taxes. Thus, the
Government had refused to allow the Senators to link these two reforms which was
a logical step taking into consideration the fact that the professional tax represented 50 per cent of the local fiscal resources.
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As in the case of local finances, the questions asked of the Government
and
debated in the Senate are also devoted, to a large extent, to problems of the
communes. The plans to regroup the communes
have also figured in Senate's
questions, and the enforcement of the law of July 1971 on the merger of communes
has been closely observed. Through their questions, the Senators deplored the vast
gap between the plans for regrouping drawn by the prefects and the ones as drawn
up by the commissions of elected representatives and they were successful in staying
the Government's hands long enough to enable the commissions
to draw up an
exhaustive and final plan for regrouping of communes. Even technical measures with
an apparently less direct bearing on communes are not allowed to slip away by the
watchful Senators: for example, the conditions for alterations in the national routes
and the transfer of their maintenance to the provinces were the subject of a debate
in the Senate.
The Government have also formally recognised
this particular
role of the
Senate and have agreed to introduce draft Bills on the subject of local communities
first in the Senate.
The Senate's work is also significant in a sphere which is not solely its own but
is one in which it has distinguished itself, mainly due to the initiative of its President:
viz., protection of the freedom of the citizens. The discussion on the Bill seeking to
check certain new forms of delinquency has already shown that the Senate was
cautious with regard to the provisions
in the Bill relating to "accessory" and
"circumstantial
evidence" and it has shown its uneasiness about the notion of
"collective
responsibility"
which has been introduced
into our rights; it has also
sought to insert additional guarantees for workers who go on strike in good faith
and during the first reading of the Bill on the subject, it had even "rejected the
cla'uses putting restriction on assemblies and political parties. The Press also summed up its performance in a picturesque caption:
"The Senate breaks the law of
anti-breakers."
(France-Soir).
In the debate on a Bill dealing with strengthening
the guarantee of private rights of citizens, the Senate showed its preference in
certain fields (described
by some as "exceptional")
by adopting an amendment
which abolished the State Security Court (Cour de Surete). This was a symbolic
op'position because the National Assembly restored the rejected clauses, this opposition by the Senate, however, showed its typical attitude in such matters. As regards
the ratification of the European Convention
for safeguarding of Human Rights, it
had been taken up again in the Senate after a lapse of several years by
Mr. Monnerville and was discussed with a special liveliness, during a debate in June,
1970. When Mr. Poher was interim President of the' Republic, he expedited the
presentation of the Instruments of Ratification and the Government
showed their
recognition
of the attention
given by the Senate to this question by laying the
Instruments of Ratification first on the table of the Senate.
But it is the President of the Senate who, by using his right to take a case to
the Constitutional Council, has best demonstrated
this spirit of the Upper House.
The Senate had constantly
rejected~ durin~ the course of 'shuttling',
a Bill on

partnership deeds as it felt that the Bill compromised
the freedom of association.
Its President asked the Constitutional
Council, by virtue of article 61 of the Constitution to give its v~rdict on the constitutionality
of the Bill. And a decision,
handed down on July 16, 1971, by the Council, struck down that very clauses which
the Senate thought had contravened the principle of freedom of association. It is
in the same spirit that Mr. Poher submitted to the Constitutional, Council a clause
of the 1974 Finance Bill which he thought was contrary to the principle of equality
6
of citizens before law, in the matter of access to justice. And this clause was
deleted by the said Council on the ground that it "made inroads into the principle
of equality before law", the very point which led the Preside.flt of the Senate to
intervene.
To conclude, very recently, on January 12, 1977, the Constitutional
Council,
approached
by 79 Senators at the initiative of Mr. Henri Caillavet and Mr. Pierre
Marcilhacy, declared as unconstitutional
the law authorising
the inspection
of
vehicles on public highways for purposes of search and prevention of breaches of
law.
The Senate is, thus, far from being a conservative House applying brakes to
the reforming zeal of the so-called 'popular' House. The liberal attitude adopted
by the Senate during the debate on termination of pregnancies is sufficient to prove it.
Because of the mode of election of its members, the Second House in'fact,
brings an element of federalism to our representative
system. Working side by side
with the National Assembly which is directly elected by the people, the Senate
represents tracts of territory like the local communities which have their own entity,
independently
of the importance
of its population.
Therefure, it ensures in the
Parliament a different kind of link, a rich one at that, binding the Nation as a
whole.
The permanent character of the Senate-one-third
of the Senators are elected
after every three years-guarantees
to it a useful role as a "filter" of political
currents; the ever-changing public opinion does not immediately get reflected in the
Senate, like the one witnessed during the Poujadist era' in the Assembly; on the
other hand, a group, old and declining, will retain in the Senate a privileged position
because such an ever. changing phenomena
take much longer to register itself
in the Senate than in the National Assembly. But it also ensures a different kind
of representation of public opinion in the Parliament at a time when representation
becomes oversimplified in the First Chamber as a result of a trend towards bi-party
system.
Even
6.
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if the Senate cannot

be labelled as "conservative",

According to the terms of this clause, only those tax'payers
employment tax could have recourse to the tax tribunal,

it, nonetheless,

plays

affected by (he provision of (he
whose income did not exceed a

certain limit.
Poujadists are followers of the French politician, pierre Poujade (born 1920), who are antiparliamentarians, call themselveS champioQs of the c<:lJl1monmall ,!nd st,!nd f<:lrtax red\lction. (Ed.)
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The Second Chamber
the role of a moderating power in a sense excellent I ' d
'
present President in the following t
'''If)
efined m October 1968 by its
tradition, one would find there the
erms,
one follows the French political
,
permanent
concept of ad'
whose functIon is to keep the facult of ' d'
mo eratmg power
other faculties till a conclusive decl'sYI'O JU gmc~t ,mtact and suspend the action of
n emerges ID Its full w' d
d '
to the largest number of people" Th'
f
IS om an IS acceptable
for its future because, as Mr.' POh~: ~~~~~:~ ~,,:hc: Second Ch~mber augurs well
characler of political decision in the b'
:
tIS the,reflectlon of the complex
Ig countnes of our times."
January 19,;1977
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Ever since the dawn of human civilisation and his emergence from the caves, one
of the most ardent desires of man has been to have a say in the determination
of
his own destiny,
This is abundantly
reflected in the pages of history which speak of the tribal
ways of life where the chief, hereditary or elected, embodied the will of the members
of the tribe and his word was law for all.
Millenia passed in this manner until through the various epochs human knowledge evolved the present parliamentary form in many variations.
,Traces of collective rule of the people can be found in all civilisations whether
Chinese, Egyptian, Iranian, Indian, Roman or Greek, Even in the days of despotic
rulers, there is ample evidence to show that the most sagacious of them ruled with
the help of sages of their times or a panel of astute advisers, generally respected
for their wisdom and knowledge.
In defining a democratic
government,
J. Enoch Powell, a noted parliamentarian of Great Britain, writes in his History of the House of Lords that it is a rule
"Dr. Mohammad

Sajjadi is the Vice.President

of the Senate of Iran,
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by the consent of the governed as expressed through
representatives.

The Second Chamber
the

medium

of their

ejected

Traditions
of democracy, as known in ancient times, are deeply rooted in the
Iranian society but the present Constitution was not won by the people without
"effort or sacrifice.
The grant of the Constitution in 1906 by Qajar King Mozaffareddin Shah pre.
ceded an epic struggle by the people which included the bombing of the Majlis and
loss of many human lives.

In fact, the overthrow of the long-decaying Qajar Dynasty in 1920 had its
origins in the political awakening of the people of this land and the assumption of
power by the late Reza Shah the Great opened a new chapter in the Iranian social
life.
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In most developing countries the clamour for rapid pro~ress an? developm~nt,
sometimes far beyond the means of the national re~ources, IS undemable and 0 te~
a dangerous characteristic.
It is here that th~ experience by members of the Uppe
House co mes to the rescue of the whole natIOn.
.,
d
As everyone knows, any legislation before becommg effective: must be passe
both the Houses of Parliament. However, for the smooth runnmg.of the ~overnby
.'
Lower House, has been given the authonty to WIthhold
~~n~~~~~a~~dl~;I~:ei~ar~~;pute
between the two Houses, before they automatically
become hiW in six months.
Bills may be introduced

in the Iranian

.
t
b
Senate eIther by t~e govern men or y

Sena~rs .and t~:y 3~e ~::~:o ~~ei~a;~:S:~~C~~a:h~p~:~:~~

~:~

~l::

~~~%ost

smooth

The most pressing need of the country on the advent of the Pahlavi Dynasty on
the Iranian political scene was the restoration of law and order within and building
of the O!Jtional image abroad which had suffered greatly through the ineffective
rule of the: later Qajar monarchs.

workin;I:~fationshiP
with the Majlis but this may not necessarily mean ~hathall the
Bills approved by the Majlis are ratified automatically by the senat~'ll n. t e co~:
trary, there is often lively debate on the floor of the Senate and each
I IS cons

Great measures were essential if the country was to enter into the 20th century
all at once and leave behind its medieval backwardness. Reza Shah rose to the
occasion and modern institutions
such as railroad,
highways, schools with new
techniques and well-organized ministries were created almost overnight.
However, the late Monarch's reign was altogether too short for him to see to
the blossoming of a bicameral parliamentary
system.

dere~solelYf °t~~t\~~~it~ualifications

Although the creation of a Senate was provided for in the franian Constitution, this could not be accomplished for about fifty years. His Imperial Majesty
the Shahallshah Aryamehr was destined to attend to this, even though the outbreak
of World War II hampered
him in implementing the wide reforms that he had in
mind for his people.
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The Senate of Iran.

Immediately at the end of World War If, Iran was grappling with the problem
of secession of a part of its territories and occupied the forefront of national thinking. The fact that while there was so much to occupy almost the entire attention of
the country's
then young Monarch, yet he paid attention to the establishment of
the Senate only proves the undeniable devotion of the Shahanshah to democracy.
The Constitution
stipulates a Senate consisting of 60 members, 30 of them
elected din:ctly by the people and the remaining 30 appointed by the Shahan shah.
The first Senate. was inaugurated
in a glittering ceremony in 1949 at the Majlis
(Lower House) building. Meanwhile, work was started on an imposing home for
the newly-established
Upper House of the Iranian Parliament in western Tehran.
It was completed 10 years later and has since been used for the opening of Parliament and the Speech from the Throne to joint sessions of both the Houses.
In the Iranian society, as well as in almost all other Eastern societies, a respect for elders is instilled in the child from the very earliest time and the word of
the elders is listened to with respect. Insofar as the franian Senate is concerned this
is backed by a constjtuti(lllal guarantee of equality wilh I~rMajlis.

for

membership

to the Upper House of the

Irania:~a~liament
is that a prospective Senat~r. ~us~x~::pe ut~r~1ni:r:r
le:s~i;i~:~~
Majlis deputy or must be an ex mIniS er,
'"
~e~:r a~~t below the rank of Brigadier General, a senior businessman or a High
Court or Supreme Court judge.
.
"'f
With such a mass of valuable wealth of experience the Senat.e.ls ~n a POSI Ion
to discharge its duties most accurately and to keep youthful ambItIon In check.

December 25, 1976
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The Upper House of Jordan

BAHJAT TALHOUNI*

Under the Constitution of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan there are three
Powers:
(I) The Executive Power
(2) The Legislative Power
(3) The Judicial Power
The Constitution and its later amendments explain the functions of these
Powers, their. compositi?n and the powers vested in them to direct and supervise
the State Aff~lrs. The T~lrd Chapter of the Constitution allocates the powers as
follows: ArtIcle 24 provides that the nation shall exercise its powers in the manner
prescribed by this Constitution. Article 25 provides that the legislative power shall
be ~ested in the National Assembly and the King. The National Assembly shall
consist of a Senate and a House of Deputies. Article 26 provides that the executive
p0:-v~r sh~1I be vested i~ the King who shall exercise his powers through his
Mlnlster~ In.~ccordance wIth the provisions of the Constitution. Article 27 provides
that the JudiCIal power shall be exercised by the different courts of law and all

•

'Mr. Bahjat Talhouni is the President of the Senate of Jordan.
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judgments shall be given in accordance with the law and pronounced in the name
of the King.
The Legislative Power: Under the Constitution (Article 62), the National
Assembly consists of two Houses: the Senate and the House of Deputies.
The Senate, including the Speaker, consists of not more than one-half of the
number of the members of the House of Deputies. Since members of the House of
Deputies are sixty, members of the Senate should be thirty. The Senators are
appointed by a Roval Decree for a period of four years. A Senator must have completed forty calend~r years and must belong to one of the following classes: present
and past Prime Ministers and Ministers, persons who had previously held the office
of Ambassador or Minister Plenipotentiary, ex-Speakers of the House of Deputies,
President and Judges of the Court of Cessation and of the Civil and Sharia Courts
of Appeal, retired military officers of the rank of Lieutenant General and above,
Deputies and other similar personalities who enjoy the confidence and trust of the
people in view of the services they had rendered to the nation and country. There
are other conditions required for those who are appointed as Senators or elected as
Deputies. These conditions are mentioned in Article 75 of the Constitution which
provides that no person shall become a Senator or Deputy (a) who is not a
Jordanian; (b) who claims foreign nationality or protection; (c) who was adjudged
bankrupt and has not been legally discharged; (d) who was interdicted for any
reason and the interdiction has not been removed; (e) who was sentenced to a term
of imprisonment exceeding one year for a non-political offence and has not been
pardoned; (f) who has a material interest in any contract other than a contract or
lease of land and property with any Department of Government provided that this
provision shall not apply to any shareholder in a company of more than ten
members; (g) who is insane or imbecile, or (lz) who is related to the King within
a degree of consanguinity to be prescribed by a special law. The term of office of
'Senators is fcur vears as previously mentioned. Their appointment is renewed every
four years. The Senators whose term of office expires may be reappointed for a
further term. The term of office of the President of the Senate is for two years but
he may be reappointed for a further term. The President of the Senate presides over
the National Assembly when it meets in a joint session in certain cases fixed by the
Constitution, namely:
(I)

When the King opens the ordinary session of the National Assembly on
the first day of October of each year to deliver the speech from the
Throne.
(2) When the two Houses, the Senate and the House of Deputies meet in a
joint session to consider a divergence of views on a draft law, or
(3) When His Majesty the King takes an oath on ascending the Throne.
Memhership of Senators: The term of office for each Senator expires in the
following cases:
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(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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(5)

When the term of office of the Senate expires and the member is not reappointed.
When he resigns from the membership of the Senate.
In cases of disqualification as provided for in the Constitution.
If he is relieved of his task by a Royal Decree for reasons other than
those mentioned in the previous paragraph.
In case of death.

.Immunity: No Senator or Deputy should be detained or tried when the
NatIOnal Assembly is in session, and the Senate or the House of Deputies as the
case may be, decides by a majority resolution, that there is sufficient reas~n for
his detention or trial, or if he was arrested in the course of committing a criminal
offenc:. In the event of his arrest in this manner, the Senate or the House of
Deputies mu~t be notified immediately. If a member is detained for any reason
whIle the NatIOnal Assembly is not in session, the Prime Minister shall notify the
Senate or the House of Deputies when it reassembles, of the proceedings which
were taken against the member with the necessary explanation. In all cases a
member of the Senate can never lose his seat except by a resolution of two-thirds
of the House which should be ratified by the King.
Procedures in the Senate and the House of Deputies: The Senate and the House
of Dep~ties eac~ make~ .its own Standing Orders for regulating its proceedings.
A~cordlDg to this prOVISIOnthe Senate's Standing Orders must be confirmed by the
Kmg.
. After His Majesty the King delivers his Speech from the Throne in the ordinary
seSSion, the two Houses hold a separate meeting presided over by its Presiding
Officer.
The .sessions of the Senate must have a working programme prepared previously.
The ~resldent ?f the Senat: and the newly appointed Senators must take an oath
provIded for m the ConstItution. A committee is then elected to prepare the reply
of the Senate. to the Speech from the Throne. Then the Senate moves to another
stage of electmg the members of the Standing Office which comprises:
Two Vice-Presidents, the first to act for the President in his absence and
the second acts during the absence of the first Deputy President.
(b) Two Assistants to the President, to perform certain functions such as
record~n~ deliberations of secret sessions; collecting and sorting votes;
supervlsmg matters connected with keeping order in the House.
(a)

. C~mmilt~es: In. accordance with the Standing Orders, the Senate elects at the
begmnmg of ItS seSSIOn,following its appointment, committees for a period of two
years as follows:
(I)

The Judicial Committee whose functions are to examine and scrutinisl';
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the draft laws passed by the House of Deputies and the legal proposals
submitted by the members of the House.
:
•
(2) The Financial Committee whose functions are to examine the State Budget
or financial laws or any law dealing with in~reases or decreases ofrevenues
or expenditures or any proposal which has connection with the Budget
and financial matters.
(3) The Administrative Committee whose function is to consider the complaints and deal with matters of general administration.
(4) The Foreign Relations Committee with the functions of considering the
treaties and conventions affecting the foreign policy and foreign affairs.
The House may set up other committees to investigate other specified matters.
Their terms of office expire on the completion of their mission.
Consideration of Laws: A Bill or a provisional law when delivered by the
government, is first addressed to the House of Deputies. The latter, when necessary,
refers the Bill to the competent committee which fully examines it and reports to
the House. It may approve the report prepared by the committee or amend it. The
Bill either rejected or passed by the House of Deputies is presented to the House
of the Senate to examine it. If both Houses pass the Bill, then it becomes ready for
Royal ratification, after which it is published in the Official Gazette. These Bills are
usually submitted to the King through the Prime Minister. If both Houses differ in
passing a Bill, it goes back to the House of Deputies, then sent to the Semite. If
again they disagree in passing a Bill then a joint meeting should be held for the
two Houses under the chairmanship of the President of the Senate. Such a meeting
should be attended by not less than two-thirds of the total number of members of
the National Assembly. A majority of twd-thirds of the total votes should be
obtained to pass that Bill. If the draft law is rejected, it shall not be placed again
before the House during the same session.
Every Senator or Deputy has complete freedom of speech and expression of
opinion. He is free to address questions and submit proposals to the government.
He has also the right to propose amendments to draft laws while being considered
by the House.
Ten members from each House may tender a Bill to be put before the House
for further study. If it meets with the approval of the House, it is then referred to
the competent committee to report on it. Then it goes back to the House to decide
whether it should be referred to government requesting it to put the draft into a
Bill and present it to ihe House in its present or the next session .
Ratification of Laws.' A law becomes effective upon its ratification by the King
and after thirty days from the date of its publication in the Official Gazette unless
it is specially provided in the said law that it shall corne into force on another date.
If the King withholds approval of the said law, he may within the space of six
months from the date on which the law is submitted to him, return it with a statement of the reason~ f9r his veto. If the proposal for a law, except the Constitution,
f
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is referred back within the period specified in the preceding paragraph and is
accepted for the second time by two-thirds majority of the members of each of the
Senate and the House of Deputies it shall then be promulgated. Should the la w be
not approved within the period prescribed above, it shall be considered as promul.
gated and in force. Should the Bill fail to obtain the two-thirds majority in that
session it may not be resubmitted during the same session. However, the National
Assembly may reconsider the Bill during the next ordinary session of the Assembly.
The President of the Senate presides over and controls the meetings of the
Senate. He represents the Senate, speaks on its behalf and according to its will,
observes the application of the rules of the Constitution and its rules of procedure
and maintains order and discipline among its members. He opens the meetings,
closes them, controls and directs the discussion, gives permission to members to
speak, confines the subject under discussion, announces the resolutions adopted by
the House and controls the work of the Secretariat. In short he has general administration over all the clerical as well as the administrative duties and supervises
the good order of carrying out all procedures of his House.
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The Senate of the Republic of Turkey

December 8, 1976
EROUN

ERTEM*

Reasonsfor Establishment of the Senate: The reason for transition to a bicameral
system after the 1961 Constitution of the Republic, though there was only one
legislative body known as the' National Assembly until 1961, was the desire to
ensure democratic order and to resolve a political crisis. It was considered that a
second review of the laws which had been passed by the National Assembly would
prohibit the dominance of the political power over the legislative power and avoid
the adoption of laws as a result of one-party's dominance. The Senate of the
Republic has been established on the lines of the other non-federal St'ates and it has
been.granted powers different from those of the National Assembly. Though there
is no authority of the Senate in establishing the Government and holding it responsible, its role in the final discussions and its supervising function of the Government
in parliamentary investigations has been accepted.
Composition of the Senate: According to the 1961 Constitution, the Senate is
composed of a hundred and fifty members elected by general ballot and fifteen
members appointed by the President of the Republic.
Permanent members, i.e., life-long members of the Senate are the former
j

"Dr. Er$un Ertem is the Vice. President of the Senate of the Republic of Turker.
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Presidents and the members of the National Unity Committee. There are IS such
permanent
members. So far as fifteen members appointed to the Senate by the
President of the Republic are concerned as they constitute one-tenth of the number
of members elected by general ballot, the Constitution
provides that these 15
members should be neutrals, i.e., they should not belong to any political party or
group.

Election and Qualifications of the Members of the Senate: All the citizens of
Turkey entitled to vote at the election to the National Assembly exercise the same
right under the same conditions in the election to the Senate.
Every Turk who has completed his fortieth year, and has received a higher
education,
and who has no cause impeding his election to the National Assembly
can be elected to the Senate. Fifteen Mem bers appointed
by the President of the
Republic are selected from among people distinguished for their services in various
fields and they must have completed their fortieth year and at least ten of them are
to be appointed from among persons who are not members of any political party.
Persons who have committed crimes which have impeded their election to the
National
Assembly and persons who are not citizens of Turkey cannot be elected
to the Senate.
Term a/office of the Senate Members.' The term of office of the members of
the Senate is six years. Members completing their term of office may be re-elected.
One-third of the members elected by general ballot and appomted by the President
of the Repu blic are rotated every two years.
When the year of elections for the renewal of membership to the Senate coin.
cides with the year of the general elections to the National Assembly the two
elections are held simultaneously.
However, where there is no such coincidence the
elections to Senate are held two years later following the general elections to the
National
Assembly and in the same month in which the general elections were
held.

I

,I
I

In cases of decision to postpone the elections in accordance with Article 74 of the
Constitution,
or to renew them in accordance with Articles 96 and lOS, the elections
for the renewal of the membership of the Senate are postponed
or held on an
earlier date for the purpose of holding them simultaneously
with the general elections to the National Assembly.
If the term of office of a member of the Senate expires or if a vacancy occurs
in the membership for any other reason, the President of the Republic appoints a
new member in his place within a month. The member so appointed holds office
tiII remainder
of the term of office of the member in whose place he has been
appointed.

Chairmanship COUllciiof the Senate: The administration of the Senate vests in
the Chairmanship Council. The Council is composed of one Chairman,
three ViceChairmen,
three administrative
Managers and six Secretaries, two of whom are
present in the general session in turn. Since the Constitution foresees the participation of all the political parties in the Chairmanship
Council in proportion
to the

The Senate of the Republic of Turkey

strength of their representatives
in the Senate, the ratio ~f all s~ch groups in the
Senate is determined prior to the composition of t?e COU~CII.Takmg account of ~he
tasks and responsibilities, the positions in the ChaIrmanship Council of the Sen~te
is given certain points as, 19% for the Chairman, 10% for each of the Vice-ChaIrmen, 7% for each of the Administrative
Managers and 5% for each of the Secretariecs. onvefllllg
. a,r
the Senate' In accordance with the regulations. . of the Senate, the.
:J'
. con vened to meet on Tuesda)'s and Thursdays.
A slttmg of the Senate h' IS
S enate IS
..,
with
the
presence
of
the
absolute
majority
of Its total members . Ip
d u Iy cons t'tuted
I
,"
and as a principle the resolutions are adopted m the Senate with the s~me majoruy.
The Senate, like tbe National Assembly, may also hold secret sessIOns.
Precedence in the Discussioni on the Budget and the Laws: The laws ar~ first
considered
in the National Assembly and then in the Senate, but the budget IS first
considered in the Senate and then in the National Assembly.
,

Limitations on the Tasks of the Senate with respect to tI~e NatIonal Assembly:
Though the legislative power is exercised jointly by t.he National Assembly and the
te On certain subiects the resolutions of the NatIOnal Assembly are of greater
S
ena ,J
I . I .
h Nt'
I
.
'fi'
is vested exc uSlve y m tea
lona
slgm car.ce. The rl'ght of interpellation
Assembly.
..,
programme
of the
S.Iml'1ar Iy , when a new government IS bemg established, the. h'
f
Government
is read in both the legislative bodies, but the rig t to reject vote 0
confidence is vested in the National Assembly only.
Government programmes are not voted in the Senate. ~he reason for su~h
difference and National Assembly's superiority in this matter IS tha~ all the deputies
in the Assembly are "elected" whereas in the Senate there are certam members who
are not elected but are appointed by the President..
.
.
The authority for the fi'nal adoption of the laws IS ve~ted. m the. NatIOnal
between the two legislative bodies on the
A ssem bl y. If there is a disagreement
. '
'th th
adoption or rejection of the Bill or proposal,
the final deCISion rests WI
e
National Assembly.
..
If a Bill or proposal rejected in the NatIOnal Assembly ISadopt~d by the Senate,
then it is reconsidered in the National Assembly. In case the NatlOn~1 .Asse~bly
again rejects the Bill or the proposal, then the Senate doe~ not further mSlst .on It.

Deputation of the Chairman of the Senate for the PreSident .of the.Republic under
certain conditions: In the event of the President of the ~epublic bemg temporarily
absent on account of illness or foreign travel, the ~halrman of the Senate acts as
his deputy until the President returns to his post and m the event of the occurrence
of a vacancy for such reasons as demise, resignatIOn or for any other reason? t~e
Chairman of the Senate acts as a deputy until a new President of the Republic IS
elected.

January 18/ /977
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A Significant Instrument of Equality
The Chamber of Republics and Provinces of the Assembly
of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia

KIRO GLIGOROV.

II

For various and different positions and interests of individual segments of society to
be confronted and coordinated and for an appropriate process of political decisionmaking to be established in a federal polity, it is certainly extremely important for
each given society to have at its disposal an adequate political system and within
its framework a corresponding parliamentary mechanism. This is of singular
significance, in our opinion, in the case of multinational societies in which the
coordination of interests of individual nations comprising the state community
carries special weight. If the federative structure of the state also coincides with its
ethnic structure, relationship between federal units and their representation in
federal organs of decision-making obviously acquires first-rate significance.
Just as the position, role, character and method of work of a parliament in a
federal state are affected by numerous factors, such as tradition, ideological heritage,
the nature of the social order and the contents of class relationship, so are the
relationships between the nations and nationalities living in that state also affected ,
'Mr. Kiro Gligorovis the Presidentof the Assembly of the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia.
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and decisively at that, by numerous factors, the parliamentary mechanism being
only one of them.l
We shall deliberately leave out at this stage all the "extra-parliamentary"
channels for the realisation of those relations in order to look more closely into
the one contained in a given parliamentary system. The very nature of a federal
state makes it incumbent upon its parliament, if there is one and regardless of all
its characteristics, adequately to represent the federal units and their interests. That
is why we find that in almost all such cases there is, in addition to a representative
House of "general competence" elected on the basis of general suffrage, another
House in which parliamentary matters are dealt with mostly or exclusively from the
point of view of relationship between individual federal units. (In the case of
Yugoslavia, as we shall see later on, the mentioned "first" House is not based on
the usual principle because according to tbe new Yugoslav Constitution of 1974,
both Houses are composed on the basis of the delegation principle while each has
separate competences in the legislative process.) The representation and coordination of various and necessarily differing interests of the federal units-the Republics
and Autonomous Provinces-in Yugoslavia's case is identical in content with the
coordination of interests of all the nations and nationalities'of this country.
My intention here is not to engage in any theoretical deliberations of political
science or constitutional law or to provide, an in-depth analysis of the conception
and relevance of second chambers in federal polity, but merely to prompt rellexion
among readers in the friendly and non-aligned India and particularly among its
parliamentarians, by drawing their attention to certain institutional structures and
their functioning and to the experiences gained so far with the bicameral composition of the Yugoslav Parliament and to the significance of the "second chamber",
namely, the Chamber of Republics and Provinces in the Yugoslav federated community.
According to the Yugoslav constitutional conception and practice, the "second
chamber", namely, the Chamber of Republics and Provinces is primarily responsible for coordinating the positions of the Assemblies of the Republics and Autonomous Provinces in those matters in which its decisions are final (promulgation of
laws, passage of declarations and resolutions) and in those on which it makes
recommendations. These are, however, extremely important legislative acts. The
Chamber of Republics and Provinces decides on all matters within the joint competence of the Republics and Provinces as stipulated by the Constitution. In principle, tbose are all decisions concerning economic relations, the material position and
I. In Yugoslavia.for example,the nations and nationalitiesrealiseand ensuretheir sovereignty
and coordinate their joint economic and social developmentand other joint interests
through the federalagencies,by directcoordination,directcooperationor agreementamong
the Republics,Provinces,communesand other socio-politicalcommunities,by self-management agreements, social compacts and association of work and other organisationsand
by the activities of organisations and associations and the free, all-round activitiesof
~ili~ensl,
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laws regulating relations in the area of the monetary system, foreign trade, crediting
of the accelerated development
of the economically
under-developed
Republics
and Autonomous Provinces, etc, decides to set up funds and take over the obligations of the Federation, always on the basis of agreement of the Assemblies of the
Republics
and Autonomous Provinces. In addition, this Chamber has certain com-

obligations of Republics and Provinces and their economic interests, in other words,
this Chamber decides on Yugoslavia's overall economic policy. At the same time, it
makes decisions regulating the mutual relationships
between the Republics and
Provinces in the Yugoslav state community.
Upon the collapse 'of all the institutions of the former State of Yugoslaviawhich was characterised
by political, social and national oppression-in
their
National-Liberation
War and socialist revolution, the nations and nationalities of
Yugoslavia, each one for itself, made the fateful, historic decision to ensure their
existence, sovereignty and progress together with the other nations and nationalities
in a joint, independent and sovereign Yugoslavia. Through their determined common
struggle against the fascists' attempts to enslave and divide them, they forged their
brotherhood and unity which is the main gain that victory, for which they had made
immense sacrifices, brought them. That is why the complete equality of the Republics
and Autonomous Provinces is the pre-requisite of the sovereignty and independence
of each nation of Yugoslavia. As sovereign States, the Republics have agreed to
pool a part of their competences and transfer them to joint federal agencies while
keeping most of their rights independently to decide their destiny. The fundamental
feature of the position and mutual relationship of the Republics is that neither do
they place too much authority in the hands of a federal centre nor do they keep
too much of that authority for themselves when dealing with all those matters which
they feel are best dealt with jointly and on a footing of equality with the other

petences of its own.
The Chamber of Republics and Provinces. therefore,
is not a parliamentary
chamber
which serves to correct or "filter" the decisions of the first chamber, but
it has exclusive responsibilities
in a very important
legislative area-that
which
affects the material position, obligations and mutual relationship of the Republics
and Provinces and their economic interests-and
it passes laws independently of the
Federal Chamber, without the Federal Chamber participating in any way or making
any parallel decisions. Thus, in Yugoslavia, though we do have two chambers of
Parliament in the Federation, we do not have bicameral legislative procedure.
While the Federal Chamber stands for one of the two fundamental
principles
of the Yugoslav socialist political and economic order, the principle of self-man agements, as it is composed of delegates of self-managing organisations
and communities and socio-political
organisations,
the Chamber of Republics and Provinces
stands for the other, equally important
principle:
that of complete equality of
nations and nationalities.
This latter Chamber is exclusively composed of delegations elected for that purpose by the Assemblies of the Republics and Autonomous
Provinces from among their ranks.
Taking into consideration
the method of its Constitution,
its composition and
method and results of work, the characteristic of the Chamber of Republics and
Provinces is the complete equality of the delegations. This is quite understandable,
as the primary duty of this Chamber
is to ensure the equality of nations and
nationalities in the Yugoslav society. The principle of equality is not merely one of
the ideological premises, aims and ideals of progressive forces in Yugoslavia but a
conditio since qua non, the most elementary pre-requisite of the very survival and
progress of each nation and nationality of Yugoslavia and of the entire Yugoslav
multi-national
community.
The Chamber of Republics and Provinces is composed
of twelve delegates from each of the Republican Assemblies and eight from each of
the Assemblies of the two Autonomous
Provinces. The parity principle is thus
applied regardless of the size of the territory,
the number of inhabitants
or the
economic strength o(the federated units. A Republic with eight million inhabitants
has the same number of delegates in the Chamber as a Republic with only 400

Republics.
That is why the SFRY Constitution stipulates that a part of the rights and
duties in ensuring common interests shall be exercised by the federation through
its federal agencies while all the remaining rights and duties shall be exercised by
the republican and provincial
Assemblies through their delegations in the SFRY
Assembly and by direct decision-making.
Hence the existing division of competences
between the chambers of the Yugoslav bicameral Parliament.
This "bicameral"
structure, however, is quite specific and has no precedent in the history of federal
structures for, with the exception of certain, minor cases," each of the two chambers'
decisions within its terms of reference, are final. The decisions of either Chamber
are decisions of the Assembly. While the competence of the "first chamber", .i.e.
the Federal Chamber embraces matters of foreign policy and international relations,
the country's defence and security and of ensuring the unity of the socio-economic
and political system of Yugoslavia,
the Chamber of Republics and Provinces is
responsible for all essential questions of economic policy so that, among other
things, it approves the social development
plan, establishes
the tolal volume of
expenditures in the Federations' budget and determines the policy and passes federal

thousand
3.

2. The election and relief of office of dignitaries of the Assembly of SFRY, the President and
the members of the Federal Executive Ccuncil (Cabinet), federal office-bearers. the President
and the judges of the Constitutional and the Federal Courts of Justice, the members of the
Council of the Federation and the like, the ratification of certain international agreements,
the exten~ion of the m~ndate of dele~ates in the Assembly, etc.

J

inhabitants.3

The principle of parity representation is also applied in the composition. of the Federal
Chamber, in which there are 30 delegates from each of the Republics and 20 from each of
the two Autonomous
Provinces. As the languages of the nations and nationalities in
Yugoslavia are equal, both Chambers of the Assembly of SFRY print all their documents,
from the preparatory
to the final stages. in the languages of all the nations and of two
nationalities, /III versions bein~ considered authentic! and the dele~ates speak !n theif
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The complete equality enjoyed by all the Republics and Provinces and what
is mor.e, fuIl recognition of mutual interests and positions are manifested particularly ID the method of work of the Chamber of Republics and Provinces. For
example, in the majority of cases decisions are made by consensus or unanimity of
~Il delegations. In this Chamber, the majority cannot outvote the minority. Actually
It ne~er even comes to voting and it is the duty of the Chamber of Republics and
P~o~lDces to s:ek and find the agreement of delegations of republican and pro.
~mclal Assembhes so that decisions are not made until their views are completely
ID accord. As a rule, the members of the Chamber of Republics and Provinces cast
their personal votes in the republican and provincial Assemblies when they take
stand and ~ecide on the instructions they will give their delegations, as to how they
should act 10 the Chamber of Republics and Provinces, that is in the preliminary
state preceding consideration of the matter in the Chamber. When they go to the
Chamber of the Republics and Provinces, however, the delegation members act as a
delegation. The Chamber is, therefore, a specific venue of negotiation and associa.
tion of political will, of the confrontation and harmonisation of interests of all the
Republics and Provinces. It should be noted that this Chamber evidently is not the
scene of the usual confrontation between the government and the opposition nor a
collective representative of public opinion as opposed to executive authority.4
. ~n view. of the consistence with which the principle of consensus is applied in
declSlon-maklOg on all matters concerning the rights and duties of Republics and
Provinc~~ as co~stit~tive elements of the Yugoslav Federation, no one can impose
any decIsIon which IS not acceptable to all the Republics and Provinces. Thus there
is n.o.other body, outside the Republics and Provinces, which can affect their joint
dec~s~ons. As .a resu.lt, all the nations and nationalities look upon the adopted
decIsIOns as belDg theIr own. They feel and know that in such a community they
can ensure their sovereignty and optimal development so they are prepared to
stand up and defend that community as their own.
Equality is not manifested in the method of work alone but even more in the
res\llt~ of that work: the fruits of unanimous decision-making on a footing of
equahty o~ mutual relationship can but enhance genuine equality. Decisions are
made, fo~ IOstance, ~n the percentage of the national income that all the Republics
and Provmces contnbute to the Federation's fund for financing the development of
un~er-developed p~rts of the country. The slogan "Brotherhood and Unity" with
whIch t.he CommuOlst Party of Yugoslavia, headed by that rare personage, Josip
Broz T~t~, so successfully led all the peoples of Yugoslavia into the struggle against
a fratncldal war and for liberation, is thus being fully implemented. The equal
mother tongue with simultaneousor consecutiveinterpretations beingprovidedinto the
other languages.
4. Parliamentarycontrolover the Executiveand the Administrationis exercisedin the customary manner as the Feder~1 ExecutiveCouncil(or Cabinet)is a political-executive
organ
of tb,: Assemblyso ~hatParliamenthas all the f@mjliariq~trpmentsin th~ constitutional
practIceof democratIcStates at its disposal.
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position of Republics and Provinces in joint decision-making as described, on the
other hand, enhances the responsibility of the constituents themselves for making
a constructive contribution to the qucst for' mutually-acceptable sC'lutions. The
knowledge that every delegation, even from the smallest province, has the right and
genuine possibility of not accepting a solution which, in its opinion, or rather, in
the opinion of its Assembly, does not conform to the interests of that Province,
stimulates the delegation's members' readiness to coordinate views and arouses
them to the need, as equal masters of a joint household, as equal subjects, disregarding all external influences, to look for the optimal solutions together.
Experience so far has established a number of procedures to achieve the
required consensus: working meetings of the Chamber's, Committees,s working
bodies for coordinating views formed in keeping with the principle of equal representation of Republics and corresponding representation of Provinces, consecutive deliberations on the matter in the Chamber and in the Republican Assembly,
etc. However, experience has taught us something more important than these
organisational procedures-how much patience and toleration, understanding and
respect of the opinions and all-round interest are required. Once a solution is found
and a decision taken, by its political contents, and the degree to which it is generally
accepted, it is certainly far more sound that any decision made by a central agency
without the participation of the Republics or Provinces or by a majority of votes.
Though the experience gained with the described procedure in the Chamber
of Republics and Provinces in the new delegation Assembly is relatively short (the
elections on the basis of the new Constitution and the Law on the election of delegates based thereon, were held in the spring of 1975), it unequivocally indicates
that the legislative process according to the described procedure is not nearly as
time-consuming as might have been expected and indeed, as was forecast during
some debates prior to the promulgation of the new Constitution. On the contrary,
the legislation can rightly be said to be developing at a faster pace now than before
and the most important legal decisions are being made even before they are due.
Furthermore, if the effectiveness of the legislature is measured by the extent to
and the manner in which laws are carried out and by their contribution to the
attainment of desired social goals, the scales clearly tip in favour of the new, i.e.
equitable and unanimous method of decision-making by all the constituents of the
Federation.
Finally, practice so far has also shown that only exceptionally do situations
such as are in effect possible within the system, arise when the delegations of one
or several Republics and Provinces "veto" a solution or, in other words when
agreement of the republican and provincial Assemblies is not reac~ed though a
solution has to be found to prevent or remove major disturbances on the market,
5.
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to prevent any serious damage being done to the community, .the interests of
national defence being called in jeopardy or the fulfilment of the country's foreign
commitments and the like. In such cases, the Constitution stipulates that upon the
proposal of the Government and with the approval of the Presidency of SFRY
(the collective Head of State), the Chamber of Republics and Provinoes should pass
a Jaw by a two-thirds majority on provisional measures which remain in Force until
agreement of all the Republics and Provinces is obtained and not longer than one;!
year. Should a two-thirds majority fail to be obtained, the Presidenoy of the Republic may declare such a wording of the law valid as was supported by the majority
. of delegates in the Chamber until the definitive wording is agreed uron.
Naturally, all this is enabled or facilitated by the general atmosohere in the
country, by the spirit conducting negotiation, unity and stable development of
Yugoslavia along the lines of the fundamental values of its socialist revolution
among' which, in addition to the dominant role of the working class and selfmanagement, the equality -of the nations and nationalities is of primordial significance. This positive atmosphere is certainly attributable, among other thin!!s, to
the past bold (and in the past insufficiently understood abroad) but absolutely
consistent and continuous adjustment of legal illld institutional forms of our
revolutionary process to the attained level of material develorment and knowleclge
acquired through practice and free struggle or opinion and, oerhaps most frequently.
to the adjustment of those forms to the already advanced development of social
relations and needs, an adjustment that is sometimes described as the "Yugoslav
experiment". We have never advocated the status quo and we know from personal
experience that stubborn insistence upon established institutional frameworks. i.e.
legally fixed relationships. hampers the settlement of current problems or even
aggravates them and frequently produces reactionary effects. Conversely, the reassertion of the fundamental values of our revolutionary tradition, including the
principle of national equality in every new situation that life and the new circumstances of material and social development-has
stimulated and invested the
Yugoslavs with strength and faith in their historic option, consolidated political
stability and unity and enabled their more successful work.
We have drawn, in main lines, a sketch' of a segment of our Yugoslav experience which constitutes for us, our own relatively new formula and one that has
yet to be elaborated. We are convinced that it suits us and we even believe that
under our. conditions, other solutions would not be sufficiently democratic. Just
because we resolutely uphold these views, because the equality of nations and
nationalities has become our way of life, because we find it difficult to conceive of
decision-making in the country without the method of consensus,G we cannot
6.
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The principle of consensus is widely applied in the Federal Chamber
SFR of Yugoslavia as well though in that Chamber, according to
simple majority of votes is required. Though legally possible, in
~ajorit~ rule over delegates from any, eveq l"~ ~lTJl!"\,slRel'ublic
InconceIvable.
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approve of different relations and procedures in the world. That is why we advocate, for instance, that decisions at non-aligned gatherings should be made by
consensus. We do not want to recommend our described system to anyone, parti.
cularly as we know that in given different conditions it would not prove adequate.
Nonetheless we thought it worthwhile to draw attention to our system in order
to indicate the possibility of developing unconventional solutions when talking
about the relevance of second chambers in'federal polity. For the parliamentary
system which came into being at a given stage of history to meet the needs of a
given stage of society's development, is not something laid down once and for all,
and, as we know it has already been amply modified in both form and substance .
There is no doubt that it will suffer many more modifications particularly in
countries with fast developing societies.

December 20. 1976
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The Concept and the Relevance of Second
Chambers-Shown by the various stages
of Austrian Parliamentary History
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In the history of Ihe parliamentary institutions of most democratic countries a
separation into a upper chamber (House of Lords) and a lower chamber (House of
Commons) set in at an early stage. The aristocratic upper chamber frequently
played a dominant role which was only grad ually curtailed by Ihe emergence of a
democratic chamber, the House of Commons.
Beside the prototype of the gradually developed aristocratic upper chamber
quite a different conception of a second chamber came into existence in Continental European countries, above all in France. This type of a second chamber-:-frequently called a Senate-was to act as a counterbalance to the popular chamber,
similar to the function of the House of Lords.

I
"Dr. Wilhelm F. Czerny is the Secretary-General of the Austrian Parliament and of the
Austrian Group of the Inter-Parliamentary
Union, and Dr. Hellmut Losch is the Councillor
of Parliament,
Head of the Reference Service, and Deputy Secretary-General
of thQ
Austrian Grnup.
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Generally speaking additional qualifications for voting were required for
elections to the Senate (France, Italy, Belgium, etc.), as for example a higher age,
special educational requirements, the payment of a certain level of taxes, etc. In
some cases the second chamber was not elected in a direct vote, but by electors or
certain bodies in a two-tier procedure. Moreover, the monarch or president, respectively, were entitled to appoint some members to the above-mentioned ty~e of a
second chamber, and some constitutions provide for membership in co~nection
with the tenure of certain offices. In an apparent analogy to the British House of
Lords the principle has evolved in senate-type second chambers that money bills
(financial and budgetary matters) are the exclusive concern of the respective popular
chambers.
In federal states, in which under the constitution of the federation there is
separation of competences at the federal and state levels, the existence of a "Senate"
representing the individual states is generally considered as an indispensable feature
of a federal State.
In theory the participation of States in federal legislation is also conceivable
in other ways than through a second chamber. State legislatures or State Governments might, for example, directly cooperate in certain matters of the legislation or
executive tasks of the federation. In practice, however, federal States do in general
have a "Senate", whose function it is to represent the interest of the member states
vis-a-vis the federation.
In the course of the history of the Austrian Parliament almost all of these
theoretical considerations had been put into practice at one time or another.
During the days of the monarchy (until 1918) under the "Basic Law on the Representation of the Realm" of February 26,1861, beside the "Abgeordnetenhaus"
or
House of Representatives there existed an upper chamber, the "Herrenhaus",
whose members were not elected. The princes of the Imperial dynasty and the
heads of the Austrian landed aristocracy whom the Emperor awarded life-long
membership of the "Herrenhaus", archbishops and prince-bishops as well as men
appointed life-peers on account of their achievements in public life, in the Church,
the sciences and the arts were represented in the "Herrenhaus".
.
In 1918, at the end of the First World War, the 210 German-speaking Members
of the Reichsrat were convened and constituted themselves at the "Provisional
National Assembly" (Provisorische National versammlung). Austria was proclaimed a democratic Republic by the Provisional National Assembly in November
1918. On February 16, 1919, the first general elections of the newly-proclaimed
Republic were hfld for a Constituent National Assembly, charged with the drafting
of a Constitution. The Federal Constitution was, in effect, adopted by the Constituent National Assembly on October I, 1920. This Federal Constitution was
thoroughly amended both in 1925 and 1929, and abrogated in 1934. After Austria
had regained her freedom and independence in 1945 it was formally decided that
the Austrian Republic was to be resurrected in the spirit of the Constitution of
1920. Thus the Federal Constitution of October 1, 1920 is still the Basic Law on
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which the present parliamentary

COMPOStTION

OF THE BUNDESRAT

SINCE

1945

institutions of the Republic of' Austria are

founded.
The Parliament of the Austrian Republic consists of two chambers: the National
Council (National rat) and the Federal Council (Bundesrat).
In contrast to the uoper chamber (until 1918), which represented "ari~tocracy"
in the former Austrian State, the present second chamber is a legislative body
representing the States and is thus a symbol of the federal structure of the Austrian
Republic at the Parliamentary level.
The members of the "Bundesrat", as those of the "Nationalrat",
are bound
in the exercise of their function by no mandate. They enjoy their tenure of office
for the' whole duration of the legislative period of their respective "Land tag" which
cannot previously revoke them.
For each member of the "Bundesrat" a substitute is to be elected, who automatically becomes a member if the elected full member has died, resigned from his
office or if for any other reason, his seat has become vacant.
In contrast to the "Nationalrut" the "Bundesrat" has no fixed membership.'
The Federal Province or State ("Land ") with the largest number of citizens delegates twelve members, every other State as many as the ratio in which ;+~ citizer.3
stand to those in the first mentioned State. Every State is, however, eLtitled to a
representation of at least three members. The number of members to b(; delegated
by each State will be laid down after every general census by the Federa! Prc.;ident.
On account of the 1971 census the seats in the "Bundesrat" are distributed among
the States as follows: Burgenland 3, the Carinthia 4, Lower Austria II, Upper
Austria 9, Salzburg 3, Styria 9, Tyrol 4, Vorarlberg 3 and Vienna 12.
As opposed to the "Nationalrat"
there are neither legislative periods nor
sessions in the case of the "Bu ndesrat". The "Bundesrat" is, so to speak. permanently
in session, and its membership is partially renewed at different times after elections
to the Provincial Diets or State Legislatures ("Landtag") had been held.
.
The States succeed each other in alphabetical order every six months in the
chaitmanship of the "Bundesrat". The member of the "Bundesrat" who heads the
delegation of the State entitled to the chairmanship, acts as Chairman of the
"Bundesrat". The "Bundesrat" elects two deputies of the Chairman from among
its members. Permanent committees for the preliminary deliberation of business
are set up by the "Bundesrat" as it is the case in the other House, the "Nationalrat".
If in the course of elections to Provincial Diets or State Legislatures (Landtag) the
political composition of the "Bundesrat", as the representative body of the states,
has been substantially altered, the committees will be newly elected. The members
of the "Bundesrat" belonging to the same political party join a parliamentary party
or caucus.
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(a) Break-lip as to the seats allocated to the Federal Provinces or Statt's
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An enactment can be authenticated
and published only if the "Bundesrat"
has
not raised a reasoned objection (veto) to this enactment.
Such an objection must be communicated in writing to the "Nationalrat"
by
the Federal Chancellor
within eight weeks of arrival at the "Bundesrat".
If the"Nationalrat"
once more carries its original resolution, in the presence of at least
half of its members, the original enactment comes into force despite tbe objection
(veto) of the "Bundesrat"
("Overriding veto" of the "Nationalrat").
The "Bundesrat"
can raise no objection to a resolution
of the "Nationalrat'"
concerning
a law about the Rules of Procedure of the "National rat", the dissolution of the "Nationalrat",
the substitution of the Federal President, the appro-priation of the Federal budget estimates, the sanction of the final Federal budget
estimates, and the raising or conversion of Federal loans or the disposal of Federal
property.
Such resolutions of the "Nationalrat"
are only communicated to the"Bundesrat" .
On the other hand there are certain enactments which must obtain the expressagreement
of the "Bundesrat"
and can thus not be carried by the "Nationalrat"
against the will of the "Bundesrat".
This applies, above all, to constitutional provisions'bearing
on the "Bundesrat"
itself, which can only be amended with its express.
consent.
Thus ti}e "Bundesrat"
or the Federal Council is not a second chamber equal to
the National Council nor does it e~joy the same parliamentary
right of control. Yet
the Federal Council reflects-as
all of the history of the Austrian Parliament-theclassical function of a parliamentary
body subordinate
to the popular chamber
(National Council) proper. The Federal Council is the expression of a separation 01
powers within Parliament itself and offers a permanent
possibility of reviewing
decisions taken by the first chamber.

December 16, 1976
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Speaker of the Canadian Sen~te

ROBERT

FORTIER.

The Speaker of the Senate of Canada is appointed by the 9ov~rnor
General
pursuant to section 34 of the Canadian Constitution
(i.e. the British North America
Act of 1867). The section states :
"The Governor General may from time to time, by Instrument under the Great
Seal of Canada, appoint a Senator to be Speaker of the Senate, and may remove
him and appoint another in his stead."
.'
Although appointed by the Governor General, the choice of Speaker rests with
the Prime Minister of Canada. While all appointments are made without the formal
approval of the Senate, the Prime Minister of the day usually cOj1sul~s a number of
Senators before making a decision. Generally, a new Speaker assumes his responsibilities at the first sitting of the first session of a new Parli~ment. Capped and
gowned, the Speaker enters the Chamber and occupies the Clerk's chair at the head
of the Table, and, placing his hat on the Table and holding his Commission he
informs the Senate that a Commission
under the Great S~al has been issued
.Mr, Robert Fortier is the Clerk of the Senate and Clerk of the Parliaments~ Canadll,
,
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appointing him Speaker of the Senate. He then hands his Commission to the Clerk
and remains standing while the Clerk reads it. The Leader of the Government and
the Leader of the Opposition then conduct him to the Chair.
Traditionally a new Speaker is chosen for each new Parliament,
the appoint.
ment rotating between Francophone and Anglophone Senators. It is of particular
interest to note that the Senate's first woman Speaker was appointed in 1972. The
present Parliament, which opened in September
1974, has seen the Anglophone!
Francophone
practice maintained with appointment of first French Speaking woman
as Speaker. The outgoing Speaker, traditionally, is made a Privy Councillor.
Although the Speaker has the duty of preserving order in the Senate, an
appointed body, it has long been established that all Senators, including tt,e Speaker,
are equal. Nevertheless, it is true to say the Speaker is first among equals. As the
Senate has a tradition of orderly debate and gentlemanly conduct the problem of
maintaining order in the Senate has never been a formidable
one. According to
rule 15 of the Rules of the Senate:

•

"The Speaker shall preserve order' and decorum, and shall decide points of
order, subject to an appeal to the Senate. In explaining a point of order or
practice the Speaker shall state the rule or authority applicable to the case.
When the Speaker rises, all other Senators shall remain seated or shall resume
their seats."
There are two other rules, 17 and 48 that guide the Speaker in the exercise

of

his role.

"17. If at any sitting of the Senate, or in Committee of the Whole, any senator
shall take notice that strangers are present, the Speaker or the Chairman
(as
the case may be) shall forthwith put the question, 'That strangers be ordered to
withdraw',
without permitting
any .debate or amendment:
Provided that the
Speaker or the Chairman may, whenever he may think fit, order the withdrawal

,I

of strangers, from any part of the Senate."
"48. A notice containing
unbecoming
expressions
or offending against any
rule or order of the Senate shall not be allowed by the Speaker to appear on
the notice paper."
Of course, it is up to the

Senate

to decide any particular

issue that may arise

regarding the powers of the Speaker.
.
There are other rules which have particular relevance for the Speaker. Rule 42,
for instance, indicates that the Speaker shall leave the chair and speak from the
floor when participating in a debate, and rule 49 which permits the Speaker to vote,
but he has no casting vote. As far as the former rule is concerned, the Speaker has
only infrequently
taken part in debate-especially
so in recent years. As to the
11Itt~r rule a vote from the Speaker has, since 1921, become a rarity.

I
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In the Senate Chamber, the Speaker performs certain specific ceremonial duties
at the opening, during sessions and at closing of Parliament that alone are the
prerogative of the Speaker. In summary then it is the duty of the Speaker within
_the Chamber to preside over the Senate (except when the House is in Committee
of the Whole), to mainlain decorum and to decide points of order and questions
of privilege as they arise, subject to an appeal to the Senate at the request of any
one Senator.
There is no Deputy Speaker appointed to the Senate. When the Speaker is
unavoidably
absent, the Clerk at the Table, pursuant to the Speaker of the Senate
Act, informs the Senate accordingly and the Senate chooses, on motion to that
effect, another Senator to preside as Speaker during such absence; such Senator
executes all the powers. privileges and duties of Speaker until the Speaker himself
resumes the chair or another Speaker is appointed by the Governor.General.
Every
act done by any Senator so presiding as Speaker has the same effect and validity
as if the act had been done by the Speaker himself.
The Speaker also has duties to perform outside the Senate Chamber. There
are commitments to be fulfilled by virtue of the Speaker's
membership
on certain
joint parliamentary
committees such as those deating with services that effect both
the Houses of Parliament.
The Speaker is also an active participant in the activities
of many associations.
particularly
those concerning parliamentary affairs such as
the Commonwealth
Parliamentary
Association,
the Inter.Parliamentary
Union,
/' Association des parlementaries de langue francaise and the Canadian World
Federalist Parliamentary Association. Finally, there is a measure of control exercised by the Speaker over the Senate staff although it must be pointed out that
effective control is exercised on the Senate's behalf and subject to confirmation
by
the Senate by the Standing Committee on Internal Economy, Budgets and Adminis.
tration.
The office of the Speaker is an office of dignity and tradition that makes heavy
additional
demands upon the holder. There are visiting dignitaries to be received
and endless groups from all walks of life to be officially welcomed and entertained.
Even "off.duty"
hours are' taken up with a never.ending
list of invitations to
government sponsored meetings and embassy receptions, and there are the additional
responsibilities that come automatically
with each visit to Canada bv a Head of
State. Finally, there are those invitations from abroad, that, howe~er interesting,
are nevertheless demanding of a Speaker's time, energy and fortitude.
In recent years successive Speakers of the Senate have preserved and added to
the prestige attaching to the Chair of the Senate.
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concept of the status of the Senate and, in more general terms, the political system
that prevails and the place accorded to Parliament in the public institutions of
the country. In the framework of what can be called "absolute Parliamentarism"
of the Third or the Fourth Republic, the sovereignty of Parliament gave it a pre.
eminent position among public institutions and, to a large extent, kept it beyond
the purview of any external control. Now, the spirit and letter of the 1958 Consti.
tution have set limits to the privileges of Parliament
and, consequenily,
of the
Senate as well. The least that can be said is that the dominant feature of the legal
status of the Senate is still its autonomy, though the absoluteness of it has tended
to diminish. The proof of this autonomy is found in various aspects of this legal

12

status.

The Status, Powers and Functions of
the French Senate*

ARNAUD TARDAN**

AUTONOMY

An assessment of the legal status of the Senate presents some difficulties. The jurists
still continue discussing whether parliamentary assemblies have any moral basis and
whether they are public institutions only. The doctrinal controversies on this subject
no doubt deserve much deeper research as the exact position and status have not
yet been clarified with precision.
Under the Fourth Republic, the Act of January 6, 1950, containing modifica.
tion and codification of the law relating to public authorities, specified certain pro.visions wiih regard to the Council of the Republic and the National Assembly, and
more recently, the Ordinance of November 17, 1958, relating to the functioning
of
the Houses of Parliament, contains quite a few provisions relating to the working
of the Senate and the National Assembly of the Fifth Republic. However, despite
these provisions a number of imponderables still exist.
After all, the only certainty is the close connection that exists between the legal
'Original article received in French.
"Mr. Arnaud Tardan is th. Secretary-General

to the President of the French Senate.

RULES

Way back in 1902, in his treatise on political rights, both electoral and parliam~ntary, Eugenl! Pierrll declared: ''The Rules are to all appearances, nothing but
the internal law of the HOllSllS, a miscellany of regulations meant to help conduct.
methodically the meetings (of the House) where many contradictory
attitudes meet
and Clash. In reality, these (Rules) are a powerful weapon in the hands of the parties
(in the House). They always have more influence than the provisions of the Consti.
tution itself on the course of public affairs."
.
fact, the main concern of each of the successive French (political) Assemblies,
since the Revolution, h:l.s been to give itself a body of Rules, as it was indispensable
for these Assemblies to have their method of work and their organisation
precisely
defined. This right of the Assemblies to frame Rules for themselves can be consi •
. de red as part of the republican tradition.
Bu.t the 1958 Constitution has considerably modified the powers of the Houses
of Parliament with regard to the formulation of their own Rules. Article 61 of the
Constitution
provides that the rules of the Parliamentary
Assemblies, before they
come into force, must be submitted to the ConstituJional Council, which shall rule
on their constitutionality.
And the Ordinance of November
7, 1958, containing
organic law regarding the Constitutional
Council, lays down that it is for the Presi.
dent of a House of Parliament to place a doubtful provision before the Constitutional Council and that no provision declared unconstitutional
can be applied.
. Th~ Constitutional
Council has been given one month's time to give its ruling;
thiS period can be reduced to eight days at the Government's
request in case of
urgency. The constitutionality
or otherwise of a Rule is judged by the Constitutional Council in the light of the provisions of the Constitution itself and the organic
laws envisaged by it as well as by the legislative measures necessary for the setting
up of institutions for the functioning of the governmental authorities adopted by
the Council of Ministers (after consultation with the Council of State) in terms of
the first paragraph of Article 92 of the Constitution,
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. At the time of framing its Rules in 1959, the Senate adopted for itself a very
large number of clauses from the Rules of the Council of the Republic; in particular
the Senate sought to incorporate
in the Rules a provision entitling Senators to
introduce resolutions which would lead to a voting at the conclusion of a debate on
an oral question. It also sought to provide for the possibility of voting (thereby
pronouncing its decision) on a statement made by the Government.
Around these various points, a lively controversy arose between the Senate and
the then Prime Minister over the interpretation
of the powers of the Houses of
Parliament in the maller of framing their Rules. The spirit of independence
and
autonomy
shown by the Senate were at that time upheld, but the Constitutional
Council, in judging the constitutionality
of the Rules of the Senate, by its decision
on the 24th and 25th June 1959, struck down as unconstitutional
13 clauses of the
provisional Rules. It was only after a number of modifications were made that the
Rules of the Senate were declared to be in conformity with the Constitution by
resolutions of January 16, 1959, June 9, 1959 and October 27, 1960.
Among some of the rules struck down by the Constitutional
Council, ono
related to the proposals on resolutions, others related to the approval of the minutes
pI' the proceedings
of the sitting during the second reading of a Bill, and to th@
time within whioh Ministers were required to inform the House about the follow.
up action taken by them on petition, etc. All this clearly demonstrated that the
function of control devolving on the Constitutional
Council was performed by it
with great rigour irrespective of the fact whether the issue involved was an im portant one or not. The Constitutional
Council also gave its verdict during each subsequent modification of the Rules by the Senate. On July 8, 1966, it struck down a
decision of the Upper House that the time-limit of four months given to its Inquiry
and Control Commissions
shall be valid only during the sessions of the Senate.
Likewise, on May 17, 1973, a new rule concerning the conditions of admissibility of
amendments to an amendment was partially struck down, while another concerning
the delegation of the power to vote was totally struck down. At times, the Constitutional Council has played a subtler role-without
striking down a rule, it expressed certain "reservations"
thereon, thereby avoiding giving a clear opinion whether
the rule in question was in conformity or not with the spirit of the Constitution. The
working of the Constitutional
Council has thus given rise to a new source of parliamentary law.
Controlled by the Constil uti.onal Council, the parliamentary
powers of the
Jlouses are equally limited in their field of action. Some of the subjects, for example,
ihe number of permanent commissions that a HJuse can have, daily agenda of the
House, right of personal vote by members, right of speech by Ministers, triennial
election of the President of the Senate, etc. are subjects, which till 1958 were left to
the sole consideration of the Houses but have now been included in the Constitution
itself. Here, then, is a phenomenon of transfer of authority which rightfully belongs
to a H'ouse and which has no negligible influences on its autonomy.
However, the importance
of these Rules in parliamentary life is in no way

I
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reduced bv such transfer. Once adopted, it becomes imperative for the Senate and
the Natio~al Assembly to observe all their Rules. The Rules are the mainspr~ng. of
parliamentary
procedure and also a book of reference for internal organisation
of the House. They thus form the pivot around which the status of the Senate
revolves.

FINANCIAL

AUTONOMY

In order to ensure the proper functioning of its Departments and to meet
expenses towards the payment of Senators' allowances and emoluments of staff, the
Senate has been granted a special budget, which i.s distinc~ from ~hat of the gene~al
State budget, though it is included in the draft Fmance B~~Ian~ IS voted along ,':'Ith
the State budget. The amounts are shown under Head II
Public Departments
,of
the budget of general expenditure,
one chapter being devoted to the Senate and
another to the National Assembly.
The need to maintain the independence
of legislative authority vis-a-vis the
executive authority
has, in fact, led to the institution of a financial system which
guarantees the autonomy of the two Houses of Parliam.ent. Here, too, t~e . nat.ure
of such a system largely depends on the place of Parliament am.ong public mstItu. s Thus , the absolute sovereignty of Parliament under the Third and . the Fourth
.
t Ion.
Republics gave rise to its complete financial autonomy. There was n.o mterventl.on
by any Government Department either in the allocation of funds or In the spendmg
of these funds by the Senate as well as by the National Assembly, both operations
being essentially within the province of the two Houses.
The 1958 Constitution
has greatly changed the balance of power among
public departments and, in view of the spirit of. this reform, .the financial auton.o~y
of Parliament has, in practice, been rather restrIcted. In realIty, the present posItIon
represents a compromise between two extrem~s-the
autonomy
o~ t~e Senate h~s
undoubtedly been limited in respect of allocatIOn of grants, but It IS complete m
resnect of spending them.
. Article 7 of the Organic Law of November 17, 1958 relating to the functioning
of the Houses of Parliament is an illustration of the ambiguity of this system. While
on the one hand it lays down (in fact, in its very first paragraph)
the principles of
financial autonomy,
on the other, it also defines the role and the composition of
the "General Commission"
which determines allocation
of funds to "run" the
Senate.
The autonomy
of the Senate remains complete at the level of formulation
of the proposals
for grants. Unlike. the pre.p~ration
~f bud~ets
different
ministerial departments, where the role of the Mmlstry of Fmance IS deCISive, there
is no governmental intervention in the formulation of proposals for grants for the
Senate. Article 7 of the Organic Law lays down that the "funds needed for the
expenses of the Houses of Parliament shall be the subject of proposals prepared by
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the Questors of each House", and in conformity with this provision the proposals
for grants are made under the authority of the Secretary-General of the Questuary
b~ the Budget a.nd Accounts Departments of the Senate. These proposals are submitted for scrutiny of the Questors in-charge of general administration of the Senate
who are to finally determine the amount of funds considered by them necessary to
meet the expenses of the House.
T~us, thro~ghout this ~ha.se of preparation of proposals no authority, external
to Parliament, Illvervenes. SImilar was the position prior to 1958. Where the new
practice differs is at the time of final and actual allocation of grants. Final and
actual allocation is now no longer a matter within the complete jurisdiction of
Parliament. This power has now been transferred to the General Commission whose
composition and powers have been laid down by Article 7 of the Ordinance referred
to above. The Commission consists of the Questors of the Senate and the National
Assembly (say, six Members of Parliament) and the Chairman of the Audit office
who is nominated by the Auditor-General from among his officers, to preside over
the General Commission. The Commission is assisted by two officers of the Audit
Office who have only a consultative status during the deliberations of the Commission and act as Rapporteurs of the Commission. One of them is entrusted
with the scrutiny of the proposals of the Senate and the other with that of the
National Assembly. The involvement of these two Rapporteurs in the process of
scrutiny of grants brings about an element of control. On the report of these two
officers, the proposal for grants is checked by the General Commission which forwards its recommendations to the Ministry of Finance for inclusion in the draft
Finance Bill. An explanatory report by the Commission accompanies these recommendations.
. . At. this sta~e, the soundness of this procedure can be questioned. Several
difficultIes can anse because of the hybrid nature of this system.
'
For instance, what is the real influence exerted by the audit officer who
presides over the meetings of the General Commission? The six Questors are obviou~ly in absolute ~ajority in the Commission when compared to the sole representatives of the Audit office and there is no doubt that, by and large, their interests
are common. In this context, what can be the effect of the Chairman's opposition
to the proposals formulated by the Questors to meet the requirements of their
respective Houses, which they are in a better position to judge? The Organic Law
of 1958 has no clear answer to these questions. There lies the theoretical lacuna
and ambiguity of a system which can create conflict but has no built-in solution or
means of their redress. So far, however, in practice, this system has worked without
any serious difficulties.
After the fixation of grants by General Commission the amounts are voted at
the same time as!he ~raft Fi~ance Bill. This procedur~ of approval is, therefore.
the same as was III eXistence III the financial system prior to 1958. The tradition is
that the budget of one House is not discussed by the other House. A question can
be posed as to whether tbe usual procedure of amel1c;1mentis applicable to the
I
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budget proposals of the two Houses of Parliament. It may be stated that in fact and
in practice, public intervention in the grants for the Senate is extremely rare.
It goes without saying that the entire procedure outlined above, is followed also
-for supplementary grants which are required in case of insufficiency of funds. The
.amounts are then included in the supplementary draft Finance Bill.
If the autonomy of the Senate appears limited in respect of framing proposals
-for grants, it is on the contrary, as stated above, complete in respect of expenditure
of amounts from out of the grants, and no new regulation has come in the way of
-exercising this authority. This independence is in evidence both at the time of
utilising the grants and at the time of final accounting of the Dudget. The Questors
who are members themselves and are resronsible for the general administration of
the Senate, under the authority of the Bureau, are in-charge of administering the
-budget. Their powers are exercised within the framework of accounting rules
adopted by the Bureau which in essentials follow the basic principles of Public
Accounts.
The procedure for sanctioning the expenses is proof of the autonomy enjoyed
by the Questars in this sphere. One of the most important points is, without doubt,
-the absence of an officer of the Government acting as a financial controller, whose
intervention in the subsequent utilisation of the amounts would have amounted to
an assault on the autonomy of Parliament. The tradition in this regard is that the
control in these matters is exercised in theory by the Parliament itself and, in prac-tice by the Questors acting as representatives of Parliament.
The financial autonomy of the Senate is also reflected in the method of regula,ting its budget. The duty of auditing of parliamentary accounts is cast on members
without any intervention from outsiders, Rule 103 of the Rules of the Senate provides for a special Commission for checking and auditing the accounts. The Commission of 10 members, elected at the commencement of each ordinary session in
autumn as per the procedure laid down for the election of permanent commission,
.enjoys, for the purposes of "auditing of accounts", the privileges which devolved in
the Fourth Republic on the Accounts, Commission. At the end of the financial
year, the Questors draw up, in co-operation with the Secretary-General of the
-Questuary and the Department of Budget and Accounts, an administrative report
showing the expenditure during the financial year. The Rules of Accounts of the
Senate lay down that the Special Commission is the only competent authority for
checking and auditing the accounts of a financial year and furnishing to the Senate
Officers responsible for direct administration of the funds, certificates in respect of
proper spending of the public money. Its powers are far-reaching and it can examine
and audit on the spot all the pay orders issued during the course of the financial
year concerned.
Amidst these different regulations, the financial autonomy of the Senate seems
to be very real insofar as expenditure of the aJlocated money is concerned. So far
as the actual amount that is granted to the Senate is concerned, the law and pro<:edure described above is more striking than its size. In fact, the grants for 1975
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totalled 256,500,000
francs; those of the National
Assembly for the same year
were 390,250,000 francs. A comparison
with Parliaments
of other countries will'
'easily 'show the relatively modest size of funds that the French Parliament is allo •.
cated for its expenditure.

AUTONOMY
IN MATTERS OF SECURITY
CONTROL OVER THE POLlCE

AND

The problem of internal and external security and, in more general terms,.
control over the police, within the precincts of the Senate, which include the Luxem-'
bourg Palace and the surrounding gardens, is an' important one because it involvesnot only the security of persons and properties within the said precincts but also the
freedom of deliberations in Parliament.
The authority of the Senate to look after its own security is one of the elementsof its autonomy. The right to control the police and the right to requisition
armed
forces enjoyed by the Senate of the Fifth Republic can be traced to the Ordinance of'
'November 17, 1958, relating to the functioning of the Houses of Parliament, which.
in this field also, is the basic law. Article 3 of the said Ordinance lays down: "The'
'Presidents of the Houses of Parliament are responsible for the internal and externalsecurity of their respective Houses, over which they preside. They can, for this pur-pose, requisition the armed force and all authorities whose cooperation
they deem.
necessary. This requisition can be made of all the military and civilian officers who
are required t6 comply with it immediately under threat of punishment
under the,law. The Presidents of the Houses can delegate this power of requisition to one Ot..
more Questors."
In addition, rule 90 in Chapter 16 of the Senate Rules, entitled "Internal
and.,
External Police of the Senate", specifies:

I

!!!!'!f

"I. The President (of the Senate) is responsible for the internal and external'
security of the Senate. For this purpose, be determines the strength of the.
military forces which he thinks are necessary; then these are placed under'
his orders.
"2. The police of the Senate is controlled in the name of the President."
All these provisions are traditional in the French law. They are found, with.
slight, variations, in the different laws relating to the powers of Parliament over thepolice, since the beginning of the Third.Republic
and even before that.
Thus, in case of trouble, the Senate, through its President or the Questorswith delegated powers; can take necessary measures and have under their command
an effective, force of military troops. However, difficulties can arise on the one hand
on the scope of the right of direct requisition and the authority and the quantum.
of the forces required for the'Senate's security, and on the other; on the question,

I
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about how far the powers of the Senate authorities are compatible with article 15
of the Constitution under which the President of the Republic is the chief of the
armed forces.
In normal times, the security of the Senate is ensured with the help of forces
placed at its disposal and working under the command of the General in-charge of
the military district of Luxembourg Palace who is nominated by the President of
the Republic himself.
Insofar as internal security is concerned, control is exercised over the movements of persons who are neither members of the Senate nor of its staff, especially
for access to the hall where the House meets. Rule 91 of the Rules of the Senate
prescribes the conditions under which members of the public are admitted
to the
galleries of the Senate.
Finally, so far as the maintenance of discipline of the Senators themselves is
concerned. it is covered by Chapter 17 of the Senate Rules, providing for a graded
disciplinary
punishment
ranging from a simple "call to order" to a censure with
temporary suspension from the House.
The autonomy of the Senate in matters of its security appears, thus, to be
guaranteed to a great extent.

ADMINISTRATIVE

AUTONOMY

The administrative autonomy of the Senate can be examined from two angles.
The first is the question of finding out the authority responsible for the administration of the Senate and the powers enjoyed by it and the second is to examine
the remedies that are available to individuals when the decisions of this authority
are prejudicial to their interests.
Administrative autonomy
implies that the personnel, who form part of the
Senate administration,
should be independent of governmental control in all respects-recruitment,
remuneration,
promotion,
discipline,
retirement etc. This
special aspect of Senate administration
is the result of the application of the
principle of Parliament's
autonomy,
a necessary concomitant
to the theory of
separation of powers, though it should be remembered that the system of Senate
administration-like
that of the National Assembly-is
the result of a process of
evolution, especially since 1958, Very few written laws, however, deal with this
aspect which is determined directly by the officers of the concerned House. The
Ordinance of November
17, 1958, relating to the functioning of the Houses of
Parliament, in its article 8 as modified by clause 72 lib of the Finance Act of 1963
(numbers 63-156 of February 23, 1963) has, laid down that "incumbent
officers of
the Departments of Houses of Parliament are officials of the State whose conditions
service and system of retirement are'determined
by the Bureau of the respective
House, and administrative
jurisdiction
is applicable in all litigation between the
officers and tbe coQcerned House". Clause 72 of the Finance Act of 1963 lays down
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very clearly that the general conditions of Government service do not apply to the
personnel in the service of the Houses of Parliament.
.
The extent of significance of these different laws is difficult 10 evaluate, especIally
as regards the consequences of designating them as officials of.. the S~ate; ~ut the
most important point undoubtedly is the great freedom of actl~n enjoyed In these
mailers by the controlling authority of the Senate. The RegulatIOns lay down that
the President of the Senate has, from the legal point of view, supreme. control and
authority over all the Departments. From the administrative
point of vle~v, however,
authority over the Departments
belongs to the Bureau of the Senate w~I.le the dayto-day management is taken care of by the Questors under the supervIsIOn ?f ~he
Bureau. The internal rules approved
by the Bureau deter~ine
the organisatIOn
and working of Dapartments as well as the conditions of ~ervlce o~ the staff.
The members of staff of the Senate are entitled to social secunty benefits and
non-contributory
pension. On the whole, the rules applicable to the staff are .those
in force in Government service, even though the laller are not made applicable
automatically.
.'
The second aspect of administrative
autonomy
IS connected .. Wlt~ proced~re
followed by, and the remedies available to, individuals in case of lillgatlon resultmg
from action taken by, or in the name of, the Parliament:
..,
Till 1958, the Senate enjoyed complete autonomy
In admmlst.r~tlve .ma.nagement due to the Council of State's attitude, resulting from the tradItIOnal junsprud
' that legal acts performed within the framework of the Rules of the Houses of
p:~~:'ment and the material acts relating to the activities o.f t~e~e Houses are not
.
.. bl e. A s a result' , private persons affected by any prejudicial
act of the Senate,
justlcla
.
o
to
any
court
of
law
for
redressal
of
their
gnevances.
The members
ot
g
Id
cou
II
h'
. h
'f
d
of Senate staff also could not resort to litigation to safeguard
t :Ir r.lg ts, I an
when these were impinged by the action of the Senate. The situation h~s n~w
d with the passing of the Organic Law of November 17, 1958, especIally Us
c h ange
.
h"
I
. t d
article 8, relating to working of the Houses of Parlia~ent.
T IS artlc e enuncJa e
the principle that the State is responsible for any kmd of d~mage caused by the
Departments of the Houses of Parliament and that dIsputes III the matter can be
taken to a competent court of law, the President of the House concerned ~e?rese~ting the State. As regards disputes involving officials of the Se~ate, the admmlstratlve
courts (at Paris) have been declared competent to take cognizance of t~em.
.
While the principles laid down by the organic law seem to offe~ little solutlo.n
to problems. the interpretation
of laws too is not b~reft of controversIes. The expenthat would be gained by the application of thIS law and the study of subse.
ence
.
. . th
. 'fi
C"
quent judgments interpreting it alone would help us 10 appreclatmg
e sl~nl ~cal1..•
of the changes introduced in 1958.
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OF WORK

In order to ensure the independence of Senators in the discharge of their duties,
some resources have been placed at their disposal over and above the parliamentary
allowances granted to them. These are resources both in men and material.
Article 2 of Ordinance of November 17, 1958, declared that the Luxembourg
Palace has been placed at the disposal of the Senate. The Departments
of the
Senate are located inside this Palace. The Bureau of the Senate provides the
Senators adequate accommodation
in the Palace to enable them to work in as comfortable conditions as possible. The Bureau has also decided to construct a building
near the Luxembourg Palace to house the personal staff of the Senators so that the
conditions of work are commensurate
with the varied tasks demanded of them by
the activities of a modern Parliament.
The Senators have also the use of a vast library which has nearly 500,000 books
on its shelves. The present acquisitions
of books cover all fields, especially, of
politics, sociology, jurisprudence
and economics, in order to meet the functional
needs of the Senate. The library subscribes to more than 600 periodicais. The
books and periodicals have been carefully indexed, and brief analyses of the most
important among them are published in a quarterly abstract which is sent to all the
Senators and all the Departments of the Senate.
Transport
facilities have also been granted to all the Members of Parliament
who have a free pass to travel on the French railways. Similarly, there is an
agreement with Air France and Air Inter, to allow the Senators to make a certain
number of trips between their constituency and Paris, the aim being to facilitate
the maximum number of visits by the Senators to their constituencies
in effectively
fulfilling their mandate.
Similarly, the Senate provides the Senators with motor-cars to facilitate their
movements within Paris and to enable them to visit Departments and Ministries of
the Government located in the Capital.
The Members of Parliament have also, by virtue of Law 49.211 of February 16,
1949, and by an official order No .. 72-700 of July 26, 1972, certain lacilities in the
matter of telephone bills. They have free postal facilities also.
In the Luxembourg
Palace itself, for their correspol dence, the Senators can
utilise the services of stenographers from a pool, formed for that purpose. during a
limited period Finally, the Senators can find in the Palace a restaurant, a tobacco
shop and a hair-dressing saloon.
In order to assist Senators in the discharge of their duties as well as to ensure
the maintenance of the complex of buildings constituting the Luxembourg
Palace,
its architectural beauty and its gardens covering an area of 25 hectares, the Senate
has engaged a large staff consistmg of secretaries, clerks, deputies, ushers, gardeners,
assistant administrators,
administrators-recruited
through competition examinations and governed by special conditions of service.
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The Departments
of the Senate are divided into two main categories-legislative departments and administrative
departments,
which have their own subdivisions and specialised units. In accordance with their assignment, which can vary
during the course of their career, in one Department or the other, the staff of the
Senate perform their tasks of technical, procedural and managerial assistance. The
existence of such a staff is justified by the need and concern to ensure the independence and autonomy of the Legislature by making the efficiency of legislative work
"
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independent of the sweet will of the Executive.
The working conditions of Parliament are, indeed, an important factor contri.
buting to this efficiency. It is essential that men and material available to Parliament should be sufficient to enable it to discharge efficiently its functions of representation, passing of legislative measures and control of the Executive. Efforts are
constantly made and researches
undertaken,
particularly
in information service,
to increasingly adapt the means and methods available to Parliament to suit modern
developments

and the resultant

complexity

13

of tasks.
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The two-House system: The Italian Parliament
and the Senate of the Republic.

of the Chamber

of D

f
epu les

The Italian Constitution
which came into effect on January I 1948
asses
<
..
I
'
encoma
per,ect
pnnc~p
e
of
a
tw.o-House
system, as the two Chambers have identi.
P
cal .powers
whether
111 controlling the political trend of the Natl'onal
G overnment
hi'
.
.
or 111t e eglslatlve sphere or, finally, in parliamentary
control.
. !he ~hamber of Deputies and the Senate of the Republic have also the same
poh~lcal lIfe: .5.years. In 1963, in fact a revision of the Constitution eliminated the
ongll1al
the duration
of the .Senate f or 6 years.
Th
fl' provISion that had established
ere ?re one e ement of dl~erence
between the two Houses was negated. The
only differences that now remall1 are the criteria for the composition
of th t
Houses and for, the requirements in order to be elected or to elect to either ~ wo
The functIOns. of the Italian Senate are typical of a second chamber in a ~use~
House system; thiS leads to ~n appropriate
distribution
of the legislative w:;k
between the two Houses and satIsfies tbe need for the rethinking and
f'
legisla tive measures.
per ectll1g
•Mr Gaetano Gifuni is the Se"retary-General
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consists

of the Iialian Senate.
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Parliament in common sitting: The Italian Constitution allows for the meeting
in a common sitting of the members of the Houses for the carryi~g out o~ certain
functions which are: (a) election of the President of the Republic, that ISof the
Head of State. (In this case the delegates of the separate Regions join wit~ t~e
'les and the Senators.) One must remember that the Italian Republic which IS
.,
r'
D epu t
not a Federal State is in fact divided into Regions, Provinc.e~. ~nd MUIll~lpaHIes.
These governing bodies have various independent respOnSI?I1ll1eSaccordlllg to the
principles laid down in the Constitution itself. These bodies. however. d? not go.
19ainst the unity or strength of the Republic, (b) swearing in o~ the .Presldent 01
the Republic, (c) impeachment of the President of the Republic, (d) Impeachment
f the Prime Minister and of Ministers, (e) nomination of five Judges for the
~onstitutional Court (a body made up of 15 Judges responsible for ensuring that
the laws are in conformity with the Constitution), (f) nomination of 45 citizens
from amongst whom are chosen b, lot 16 members who g~ to make up p.art ?f the
Constitutional Court which judges the cases above-menttoned, (g) nomlllatton of
a third of the members of the Judicial High Council (a body for the self-government

---j
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of Judges).
.
'd'
C
When Parliament is in common sitting, the PreSident and the Prest IIlg . o~mittee arc those of the Chamber of Deputies. This constitutional.regulatlOn IS
linked up with the provision according to which. should the PreSident of t.he
Republic be unable to carry out his duties, the President of the Senate can deputtse

I

for him.
..
d
.
I
Composition of the Senate: The Senate of th~ Repub~lc IS el~ct~ on a reg~ona
basis, that is, in constituencies whose area IS contamed wlthm the regional
boundaries.
No Region may have fewer than 7 Senators, with the ~xc~ption of two sm~ll
. s whose number of Senators is fixed by the Constitution (respectively. 2
.
.
.
f
R eglOn.
and I). The allocation of seats among the RegIOns IS based on the proportIOn 0
the actual population of the Regions, according to the latest general census ..
The electoral systems adopted respectively for the Chamber of DeputIes and
the Senate are different. The first in facl is elected by a ~andidates' list ~ystem and
the delegating of seats among the listed candidates is carned out ~roportlOnally, .by
the division within the individual constituencies and by the gathermg of the rema~ning votes into a single National Constituency. The election of. the Senate, . wh.lch
consists of 315 Senators. is carried out instead on the basIs ~f a comb.mat.lOn
between the majority system and that of the lists. In factoif a candidate obtallls m ~
constituency a number of votes which is not less than 65 Yo of the ~Iectorate. he .•S
Id
elected under the majority system. For the other constituencies-and III
d ec are
h
b
..
th
fact this refers to mo~t of them where no candidate gets tea
ove majofltye
distribution of the seats is carried out regionally following the so. called D'Hondt
system.
There exists. however. a high homogeneity in the electoral results that makes
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it rather difficult for an irremediable conflict to arise between the two Houses of
Parliament.
The Senators are elected by universal suffrage by an electorate that is over the
age of twenty.five years whereas eighteen years is the required age for the Chamber
of Deputies. To be elected as Senator one has to be over forty years of age which
in the case of Deputies is 25 years.
Besides these elected Senators there exist two other categories of Senators.
According to the Constitution anyone who has been the President of the Republic
is a Senator by right and for life unless this right is expressly given up by the person
concerned, At present there are two such Senators by right and for life The Constitution also states that the President of the Republic can nominate five citizens
for life who have highly honoured their country by their achievements in the
social, scientific. artistic and literary fields. The constitutional provision has been
interpreted in theory and in practice-in the sense that the Senate cannot include
contemporaneously more than five Senators nominated by the President.
Thus, while the Chamber of Deputies has a fixed number of members, only
elected. (630). the members of the Senate can vary according to the number of
non-elected Senators. who are added to those elected (315).
Duration: The normal duration of the Senate as well as that of the Chamber
is five years. The President of the Republic can. however. after consultation with the
Presidents of the respective Houses, dissolve the Houses or only one of them upon
the expiration of this period of five years. Similarly the life of the two Houses cannot be extended except by law that too only in the case of war. Until the new
Houses sit the life of the previous ones are extended. The elections of the new
Houses take place within seventy days of the dissolution of the pre vious ones.
Summoning, meeting and deliberaTions: The Senate and also the Chamber by
right meet on the first working day of February and October every year. The
Senate and also the Chamber can be summoned in extraordinary sessions through
the initiative of its President, or the President of the Republic or by a third of its
members. When the Senate meets in these extraordinary sessions, the chamber of
Deputies is also called to meet as a mailer of right and vic,' versa.
The sittings of the Houses are public. Huwever, the Senate (and also the
Chamber) can decide to have a private sitting.
The members of the Government. even if they are not members of the Senate.
have the right and, if requested, the obligation to participate in the sittings. They
must be heard on request.
The deliberations of the Senate are not valid if the majority of the members
are not present and if they do not obtain a majority vote.
Constitutional autonomy.' The constitutional autonomy of the Houses finds
particular expression in the power that they have to elect their President and the
committees from amongst their members, and in the adoption of their own Rules
of Procedure agreed to by a clear majority of their members.
Sta/us of the' Senators: The Senate can be the only judge for deciding on the
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qualifications for its membership and for ruling whether holding a particular post
is incompatible with the Office of a Senator. The factors regarding incompatibility
have been expressly provided by many rulings, and also by constitutional provisions
and carry the obligation to resign as a Senator or from the office which is seen in
tlie".regulations as being incompatible with the parliamentary mandate. The rulings
concerning ineligibility and incompatibility are identical for Senators and Deputies.
Also the salaries of the members of the two Houses are the same.
Amongst the principal privileges of the Senators it is necessary to mention their
immunity, demonstrated in their inviolability and freedom from censure, which are
also enjoyed by the Deputies.
Freedom from censure consists of penal, civil and disciplinary freedom for
the opinions expressed and for the votes given in the carrying out of their duties as
Senators. Such independence, which concerns only the thoughts and the wishes
whether written or spoken and. not their actual actions, is not available for the
activities the Senators carry out in fields uther than the parliamentary field. .
On the other hand, the inviolability protects the Senator from any prosecution
criminal or otherwise. In fact, without authorisation of the Senate, no Senator can
be tried under the penal code, nor. can he be arrested or otherwise deprived of
personal freedom or have his person or residence searched, except for a case when
he is caught in the act of committing a crime for which a warrant of arrest is
obligatory. The same authorisation is necessary to arrest or detain a member of
Parliament in the execution of a judgement.
Legislative action.' The initiative for law-making besides being available to the
Government and to other bodies laid down in the Constitution, is also available to
each Senator and to each Deputy. Since law-making is carried out collectively by
the two Houses, a Bill becomes law when it is approved successively by the two
Houses in the same text.
Political trend: The Italian Constitution encompasses the system of parliamentary government. Thus the Senate (like the Chamber) gives or withholds its confidence in the Government through motions in which it gives its reasons; the
motions are voted on by a roll-call system. This constitutes one of the most important political functions for both of the two Houses.
While it is necessary that the Government appointed by the President of the
Republic obtains a vote of confidence from each of the Houses, the withholding
of the vote of confidence by only one of them is sufficient to oblige the Government to resign. However, the Constitution prevents the resignation of the Government'simply because of a contrary vote of one of the Houses over a Government
proposal. For this to be effective, a special procedure for the withholding of confidence is necessary. For these reasons Italian Parliament is known as "stabilised"
or "rationalised" Parliament .
Parliamentary con/rol.' So far as the activity of the Senate relating to the
control of the Executive is concerned, the members of the Senate can question the
Government on the reasons and the intentions for their actions and question the~
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to obtain information and explanations on specifi~ points.
The Senate, in addition, can carry out inquiries on matters of public interest.
With this aim it nominates from its own members a Commission formed in such a
way as to reflect the proportion of the various political groups present in the
Assembly. The Commissions of Inquiry carry out their investigations and have thesame powers and limits as the investigating magistrate wJi~n carrying out hisduties.
The Senate through the Standing or Special Commissions can conduct hearings.
also.
.
The same system is used for controlling the activities of the .Executive by the.
Chamber of Deputies.
Rules of Procedure: The ~ajority of the Rules of Procedure are contained in.
the Regulations of the Senate. The Constitution, however, determines certain funda-'
mental principles, regarding the examination and approval procedure of laws and.
also regarding the adoption of the. "system of Commissions".
This system, known in almost all Parliaments, displays: in Italy a unique.
characteristic of its own which is not found in other countries. The Parliamentary
Commissions in Italy-made
up in such a way as to reflect the proportion of the.
political groups present in the Houses-can in fact discuss and approve in a definite
way Bills without the whole House deliberating upon them.
In such cases, until their definite approval, the Bills are returned to the Houseif a tenth of its members or the Government or a fifth of the Commission members.
ask that it should be discussed and voted upon by the entire House.
The above-described method constitutes a decentralised procedure. According:
to normal procedure, the draft of the Bill is examined by a Standing .or a Special'
Committee and is then discussed by the entire House, which approves it by a final
vote after discussing and adopting each clause of the Bill.
The Rules of Procedure lay down shorter procedures for draft Bills which are.considered urgent. The Rules also determine how the proceedings of the Como.
missions are publicised.
The normal procedure of examination and approval on the part of the Senate.
(also of the Chamber) is always adopted for draft Bills concerning constitutional:
and electoral issues and for those concerning the delegation of legislative powers to.
the Executive 'Branch of the Government, the ratification of treaties, the approval
of budgets and/or urgent Government ordefs having the effect of law, and the reexamination of laws in the Houses for.a fresh deliberation formally and specifically
requested by the President of the Republic.
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I. The History of the House of Lords .' Parliament originated in the Councils
summoned by English kings in the 1Ith, 12th and 13th centuries. Assemblies of this
kind, attended by varying numbers of archbishops and bishops, abbots, earls,
barons, other lay magnates and royal ministers, met to give the King counsel on
the wide variety of matters, and, in exceptional circumstances, to make special
financial grants to him. By 1236 some of these councils were being called "parliaments". During the 13th century representatives of the "communities of the realm"
from counties, cities and boroughs were summoned with increasing frequency to
assist, their attendance in Parliament becoming unvarying after 1327. By the end of
the 14th century they formed a separate House, the House of Commons (that is, of
the Communities), with its own Speaker and Clerk
The Lords similarly acquired .identity as a separate'House of Parliament, being
usually known either as domini (spirituales et temporales) or as domus superior until,
in the 16th century, the term "House of Lords" became normal.
.
From the earliest times the House of Lords has been composed of Lords
Spiritual and Temporal: the Lords Spiritual originally consisted of the bishops and
.Sir Peter Henderson is the Clerk of the Parliaments,
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certain abbots and priors whose membership lasted as long as they held this office;
and the Lords Temporal, whose membership was a matter of hereditary right.
~he L?rds Temporal became known as 'peers', indicating that they were then equal
(m latm, pares) amongst themselves in standing. The peers, however became increasingly divided in rank, there eventually being, as there now are: five degrees, the
most ancient those of Earl and Baron, the tnore recent of Duke (first creation
1.337), Marquess (first. creation, 1385) and Viscount (first creation, 1440). In addi~
tlOn, from 1302 the Pnnce of Wales was summoned to Parliament.
By the mid- 15th century the membership of the group of Lords in Parliament
is typified by th~se summoned for the 1453-54 session: 2 archbishops, 18 bishops,
27 abbots and pnors, 5 dukes, J 2 earls, 3 viscounts and 44 barons, III in all; the
number summoned then declines, the total in 1485 being 78 and in 1509 84. The
actual attendances in Parliament were often far fewer.
'
After the suppression of the monasteries, abbots and priors no longer sat. In
1642 the remaining Lords Spiritual were excluded from Parliament and in 1649
the. House. itself, by Ordinance of the Commons, ceased to exist. An upper house
agam met m 1658 and 1659 under the title of the "Other House". The Convention
Parliament of two Houses sat in 1660 without bishops, but the Parliament of 1661,
by the Clergy Act, restored bishops to the House of Lords.
From 1707 until 1963 there were 16 Representative Peers for Scotland in the
Hou~e; since 1963 all holders of peerages of Scotland have had the right to be
admItted to the House of Lords. Similarly there were 28 Representative Peers for
Ireland elected for life from the Union in 1800 until 1922, since when no further
Irish peers have been elected. Four bishops also served in rotation for Ireland from
1800 until the disestablishment of the Irish Church in 1869.
Until 1847, in addition to the Irish bishops, all the English and Welsh diocesan
bishops and archbishops sat in the Lords. As a result of the Bishopric of Manchester Act, 1847, and later Acts, subsequent creations of dioceses have not led to
an increase in.the number of Lords Spiritual. The Archbishops of Canterbury and
York, the BIshops of London, Durham and Winchester, and 21 other diocesan
bishops, acc~rding to the seniority of their appointment to diocesan sees, have sat.
The Welsh bIshops ceased to sit as a result of the Welsh Church Act, 1914.
In 1856 a peerage for life was conferred on Sir James Parke in order to strengthen the judicial membership of the House but the House resolved that such a life
pee.ra~e ?id not entitle the grantee to sit and vote in Parliament. The Appellate
!uflSdlc~lon Act, .18:6, however, enabled the Sovereign to create 4 Lords of Appeal
III Ord~nary, e~Joymg the rank of baron for life. Until 1887 their right of sitting
a~d votmg contmue~ only so long as they exercised their office; since 1887 this
~Jght has laste~ for hfe. ~he maximum permitted number of Lords of Appeal was
mcreased to 6 III 19I3, 7 III ~929, 9 in 1947 and I I in 1968. The Life Peerages Act,
1.95.8has enabled the SovereIgn to grant by Letters Patent baronies for life, without
hmlt of n~mber, to persons of either sex, membership of the House having hitherto
bl;en restricted to men. Subse~uently, the Peera~e Act, 1963 8ave women holdl;rs of
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hereditary peerages of England, Scotland, Great Britain and the United Kingdom
the same right to receive writs as men.
The Peerage Act 1963 also enabled disclaimers to be made for life of hereditary
peerages. Instruments of Disclaimer are delivered by the peers to the Lord
Chancellor; the disclaimers are announced to both Houses and are recorded in the
Journals.
2. Place ofsitting and present membership of the House: The House of Lords
has generally met at Westminster since at least the fourteenth century. From the
fourteenth century until 1800 sittings of the House of Lords were customarily held
in a Chamber called the "White Chamber". From 1801 the House met in the
former "Court of Requests". In 1834 the old Palace of Westminster was almost
entirely destroyed by fire and the Lords moved to the Painted Chamber, which had
been only partly damaged. Following the fire, the Palace of Westmimter was
completely rebuilt, to the design of Sir Charles Barry, between 1840 and 1860. The
Chamber of the House of Commons had to be rebuilt after being destroyed by
enemy action in 1941, and a large number of extra rooms have been added in the
courtyards, but otherwise the Palace remains much as Barry designed it. The
Chamber of the House of Lords was first occupied in 1847, and has been only
slightly altered since. The decoration was the work of Barry's assistant, Augustus
W. N. Pugin.
The Chamber has been used continuously by the House of Lords since 1847,
except between 1941 and 1951, when the Lords gave it up to the Commons (whose
own Chamber had been destroyed by enemy action) and met in the Queen's Robing
Room, at the southern end of the building.
The Chamber is 80 feet long, 45 feet wide, and 45 feet high. At its southern
end, facing the Strangers' Gallery, is the Throne, designed by Pugin. The Canopy
above the Throne represents the Cloth of Estate, to which Lords bow on entering.
When the House is sitting, the eldest sons of Peers, Bishops who are not members
of the House Privy Counsellors and certain other distinguished persons may sit on
the steps of the Throne. For the opening of Parliament the brass rail around the
Throne is removed and the Queen reads the Gracious Speech from the Throne. The
members of the House of Commons then stand behind the Bar of the House-a
barrier which marks the boundary of the House.
In front of the Throne is the Woolsack, which is stuffed with wool from
England, Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland and the countries of the Commonwealth. The Lord Chancellor or his deputy sits on the Woolsack as Speaker of the
House of Lords.
Before each day's sitting, the Lord Chancellor walks in procession to the
Chamber down a Division Lobby and through the Peers' Lobby, with the Mace
borne in front of him. Bystanders bow to the Mace, the emblem of Her Majesty's
authority, as it passes. It is then placed on the Woolsack.
In front of the Lord Chancellors' Woolsack there arc two other Woolsacks
and the Table of the House. Two Despatch Boxes arc placed on the Table, at which
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The average daily attendance is about 275. In the course of a year over 800
Lords attend sittings of the House.
4. The work of the House of Lords: (i) The supreme court of appeal: The
House of Lords acts as the final court of appeal, on matters of public importance,
for the whole of the United Kingdom in civil cases and for England, Wales and
Northern Ireland in criminal cases. The judicial work of the House is very largely
, separate from its other functions. The only peers who participate are the Lord
Chancellor, the Lords of Appeal in Ordinary (who are appointed to hear appeals
to the House, lind are salaried), and Lords who hold or have held high judicial
office. The last category consists principally of retired Lords of Appeal in Ordinary.
Cases are normally heard in a committee room, but decisions are always announ~d
in the Chamber. Special sittings are beld for this purpose,
.
(ii) The provision of a forum for full and free debate on matters of public
interest: Over a fifth of the time of the House of Lords is spent on general aebates
on a wide variety of subjects. For most of the year Wednesdays are set aside for
such debates. While they are sometimes initiated by the Government or the opposi.
tion there is plenty of opportunity for backbench members to initiate debates.
(iii) The revision of public bills brought from the House of Commons: In order
to become an Act of Parliament, a Bill-which is a draft Act-must normally be
passed by both Houses, after whicb it receives the Royal Assent, tbereby becoming
an Act.
About two. fifths of the time of the House is devoted to consideration of Public
Bills passed by the House of Commons. Nearly all of tbese are Government Bills,
. but there are a few Bills promoted by private members. These are usually either
uncontentious or supported by the Government (and are generally both).
A Bill receives three readings-so called because there was a time when the Bill
was read out by a Clerk. The First Reading is now a formal proceeding wbose
purpose is to give notice to the House of the Bill's presentation or arrival from the
Commons.
Second Reading provides the opportunity for a general debate on the Bill, on
the motion that the Bill "be now read a second time". About a fifth of the time
spent considering Commons Bills is devoted to Second Reading debates.
Following Second Reading, Bills are usually considered in Committee. While
in the Commons Bills usually go to a Standing Committee, in the Lords they are
almost always considered in the Chamber by a Committee of the whole House.
Each clause is separately approved with or without amendment. About half the
time spent considering Commons Bills is devoted to the Committee stage. Certain
Bills of a financial nature are not normally considered in Committee, as the Lords
are prevented by Commons financial privilege from amending them. Bills which are
certified by the Speaker as Money Bills (i.e. Bills relating wholly to the levying of
national taxation or to the expending of public money) may, under the provisions
of the Parliament Act, 1911; be passed into law fortbwith if the Lords do not agree
to them without amendment within 911e mOl1th,
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The next stage is the Report Stage, though tbis is usually omitted if the Bill
has not been amended in Committee. This is technically tbe occasion when the
Committee reports the Bill, as amended, to the House, and it provides the oppor.
tunity for further amendments to be moved. About a third as much time is spent
considering Bills on Report as in Committee.
The final stage is the Third Reading and Passing, which is often normal. though
there may be a brief debate, and amendments can again be moved at this stage.
If a Bill has been amended it is returned to the House of Commons for consideration of Lords amendments. The majority (85-90%) of Lords amendments are
accepted by the Commons. When Lords amendments are rejected by the Commons
the Lords usually do not insist on them. Should they do so, and should no compromise solution be found, or should the Lords reject a Commons Bill altogether, then
(unless it is a Money Bill) the Bill cannot become law during the session in which
it was introduced. Parliamentary sessions last about a year, beginning in October
or November, and Bills which are not enacted in the course of a session are lost at
the end of it. A Commons Bill lost because it is not accepted by the Lords can,
however, under provisions of the Parliament Acts, 1911 and 1949, be passed in the
following session without the consent of the Lords. A Bill which, with certain
exceptions, must be identical with the Bill that was lost, is introduced into the
House of Commons, and sent up to the Lords at least one month before the end
of the session. Provided there is a gap of at least a year between tbe Commons'
Second Reading of tbe original Bill and the Commons' Third Reading of the identical Bill, then the Bill may receive Royal Assent, thereby becoming an Act. In
practice, therefore, a Bill can become law without the consent of the Lords in a
minimum of thirteen months.
(iv) The initiation of public legislalion, including in particular those Government
Bills which are less controversial in party political terms and private members' Bills:
In the 1975.76 session 88 Public Bills received Royal Assent, and 40 of these originated in the House of Lords. In fact these figures exaggerate the role of the House
of Lords as a Chamber in which legislation is initiated. The more important and
controversial Bills almost invariably begin in the House of Commons, as the
responsible departmental minister is nearly always a member of the House of
Commons on whose support the Government's continuation in office depends.
(Every department, however, has its spokesmen among the peers on the front Bench
of the Lords.) Commons financial privilege requires that all Supply Bills should
begin in tbe House of Commons. By convention all Consolidation Bills (Bills which
do not alter the law but replace a number of Acts dealing with a particular subject
matter by a single Act) begin in tbe House of Lords. Such Bills take up very little
time in the House, being considered chiefly by a Joint Committee 6f the Lords and
the Commons. 13 of the 40 Public Bills which were initiated in the House of Lords
and received the Royal Assent in the 1975.76 session were Consolidation Bills.
An indication of the comparative importance of the Lords Bills and Commons
Bills considered by the House of Lords is given by the amount of time devoted to
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.them-only
about a third as much is devoted to the consideration of Lords Bills
as to the consideration of Commons' Bills. Since major Commons Bills do not begin
their passage through the Lords until quite late in the session, the Lords are always
a great deal busier at the end of a session than at the beginning. In the last weeks
of a session very little business other than legislative business is taken in the House.
All members of the House of Lords are free to introduce Bills into the House,
and there is no difficulty in finding time for them to be debated. However, it is
.difficult to find time for such Bills to be considered in the House of Commons. In
the 1975-76 session II Private Members' Bills were introduced into the House of
Lords, 4 were passed, and 2 received Royal Assent.
(v) The consideration of subordinate legislation .' Many Acts of Parliament give
power to Ministers to make orders and regulations, known as "delegated legislation" or "subordinate legislation". Usually delegated legislation is subject to some
.form of parliamentary control. In some cases instruments may be annulled on a
resolution of either House of Parliament; in others a resolution of each House
approving the instrument is required. In the latter case the House always has an
opportunity to debate the instrument. In the former case any member may move a
motion to annul the instrument; while in the Commons time often cannot be
. found to debate such motions, in the Lords there is no such difficulty. However,
the House has never actually annulled an instrument in this way, though the
Parliament Acts do not apply to delegated legislation, and in theory the House has
the same powers as the House of Commons. Only rarely does the House refuse to
approve an instrument requiring an affirmative resolution - it has not done so since
1968.
(vi) The scrutiny of the activities of the executive: There are several methods
of questioning Government Ministers in the House of Lords about aspects of
Government policy in addition to those provided by general debates on 'Motions
for Papers' or to 'Take Note'.
Each day four "starred questions" may be asked. 'Question time' takes place
at the ber-inning of business. Supplementary questions may be asked (by any
member), but there may not be a debate.
"Unstarred questions" are taken at the end of business, and a debate may take
place before the Minister replies.
Private notice questions maybe asked on matters of urgency: it is for the Leader
of the House or, alternatively for the House itself, to decide .what constitutes a
matter of urgency.
Questions for Written Answer may be placed on the Order Paper. They are
normally answered within a fortnight, and the answers are printed in the Official
Report (Hansard).
In all cases questions are addressed to Her Majesty's Government, and not to
individual Ministers. The number of questions in each category asked during the
1975-76 session was: starred questions-553;
\Instllrred questions-41;
private
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notice questions-I;
questions for written answer-517.
Starred and unstarred
questions each occupied about 5% of the time of the House.
(vii) The scrutiny of private legislation: Private Bills are promoted by bodies
(often local authorities) to give them special powers not granted by the general law.
Thus a local authority may want general powers to do certain things or regulate
certain activities which it could not otherwise do. or a body may need compulsorily
to purchase land to undertake some development. Such Bills begin as a Petition to
Parliament. The Bills are considered principally by Committees. Petitioners against
the Bills may put their case before a Select Committee. Where no petitions are
presented the Chairman of Committee scrutinises the Bills. Except in the case of
contentious Bills no debate takes place on the floor of the House. Approximately
equal number of Bills are introduced into the two Houses, and the role of the
House of Lords in scrutinising them is as great as that of the House of Commons .
The provisions of the Parliament Acts do not apply to Private Bills.
(viii) The scrutiny of proposals for community le~isl(Jtion: Since the United
Kingdom's accession to the European Communities in 1973. the United Kingdom
has been subject to the provisions of Community legislation. much of it of direct
application. Each House of Parliament has set up a committee to scrutinise proposals for European legislation, and to report on them to the House. The Government
is thus enabled to take account of the views of tlie two Houses when negotiations
are taking place on the proposals.
In the House of Lords the European Communities Committee has a full.time
Chairman. Seven specialist sub.committees look at proposals in different fields, and
submit draf~ Reports to the main Committee. Evidence is heard from civil servants
and organisations affected by the proposals. Over 70 members of the House are
involved in the work of the Committee and its sub.committees. In the 1975-76
session about 3% of the time of the House was devoted to debating their Reports.
Conclusion: The comparative absence of pressure of business in the early part
of the session, before major and usually controversial Government Bills arrive from
the House of Commons, allows the House of Lords to devote more time than the
House of Commons to debating matters of general public interest, to debating
reports from its Select Committees on important proposals for legislation made by
the European Communities Commissions; and also to consider Bills introduced
by private members on a wide range of subjects. In this way the House of Lords is
able to complement the work of the House of Commons where the greater pressure
of business prevents the consideration of less urgent but nonetheless important
subjects.
December 10, /976
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In this manner, the common interests of the entire population irrespective of
nationality and place of residence, are represented by the Soviet of the Union and
the specific interests of the Union and the Autonomous Republics, Autonomous
Regions and the National Areas are represented by the Soviet of Nationalities.
The last general elections were held in June 1974 when 1517 Deputies were
elected-767 to the Soviet of the Union and 750 to the Soviet of Nationalities. It
may be interesting to note that besides technicians and experts in various fields, a
little more than 50% of the Deputies of the Supreme Soviet are farmers and
industrial workers, and 31% are women.
.
The Supreme Soviet is convened twice a year by the Presidium of the Supreme
Soviet (which is a body elected by, and accountable to, the Supreme Soviet) and it
meets for two to three days at a time. The first session is general1y held at the end
of April or beginning of May and the second in November/December. Extraordinary session of the Supreme Soviet can be convened by the Presidium at its
discretion or at the request of one of the Union Republics. Sessions of both the
Chambers begin and terminate simultaneously. During the inter-session period,
parliamentary work is carried on by the Standing Committees (or Standing Commissions as they are commonly known) of each Chamber.
At its first meeting after the general elections, each Chamber elects its Chairman
and four Vice.Chairmen and 14 Standing Commissions. In 1111,
therefore, there are
28 Standing Commissions of both the Chambers About .1,000 Deputies are
members of these 28 Commissions. Both the Chambers meet simultaneously (one
Chamber in the morning and the other in the afternoon. in the same Hall) and
enjoy equal rights in all respects and equal powers to initiate legislation. Neither
Chamber has any advantage over the other and the decisions of both Chambers
have the same force. The legislative power of the U.S.S.R. is exercised exclusively
by the Supreme Soviet and a law is deemed to be enacted when it is passed by both
the Chambers by a simple majority vote in each. Each Chamber of the Supreme
Soviet generally considers the State Budget and reports by the Ministries on the
implementation of the budget, Five Year Plans, Social and Cultural Developments,
International Relations etc. and matters placed before it by its Standing Commissions or the Presidium. Plan projects are also considered at the joint sittings of the
two Chambers. During a session of the Supreme Soviet, questions can be asked
and answers given and discussed. laws are passed and decisions taken both at joint
and separate sittings of the Chambers. Generally, discussions are held separately in
each Chamber while decisions are adopted at joint sittings. Such joint sittings are
presided over alternately by the Chairmen of the two Chambers.
In the event of disagreement between the two Chambers, the question at issue
is referred for settlement to a Commission consisting of equal number of Deputies
from each Chamber. If the Commission fails to arrive at an agreement or if its
decision fails to satisfy one of the Chambers, the issue is considered for a second
time by both the Chambers. Even after this if the two Chambers do not agree, the
Presidium dissolves both the Chambers and orders fresh elections. Thus neither
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Chamber can Impose its will on the other and disturb the equality. However, up till
now there has not been a single instance of a deadlock between the two Chambers
resulting in their dissolution.
The Supreme Soviet being the highest representative
organ embodying the
sovereignty of the people, its jurisdiction is co-extensive with the jurisdiction of the
U.S.S.R., extending to all the basic issues of the country's
internal life and its
external relations. The Supreme Soviet is the only body wh,ich can amend the Constitution of the country in accordance with a decision adopted by a majority of not
less than two-thirds of the votes in each Cham her. The powers of the Union are
also exercised by other organs like Presidium and the Council of Ministers which
are accountable to the Supreme Soviet.
By virtue of its status and composition the Supreme Soviet does not meet in
continuous session and therefore it cannot deal with questions which arise daily in
regard to international relations and legislative, economic and cultural developments
in the country. It is the Presidium as an organic part of tne Supreme Soviet which is
called upon to deal with such questions and ensure continuity in the exercise of state
directives. [n short, it functions as the collective head of the State. The Presidium is
elected at their first joint session by the two Chambers Irom among the Deputies of
the two Chambers. The Presidum consists of the Presidium President, fifteen Vice.
Presidents (one from each Union Republic), twenty Presidium
Members and one
Secretary. The Presidium
is accountable to the Supreme Soviet in all its activities
and is empowered to exercise all the powers of the Supreme Soviet when it is not in
session. Its decisions, decrees and resolutions are applicable throughout
the length
and breadth of the country and are subject to ratification by the Supreme Soviet. In
order to ensure continuity in the exercise of supreme power. the Constitution of the
U.S.S.R. provides that the Presidium shall retain its powers until the new Supreme
Soviet forms a new Presidium.
The Supreme Soviet at a joint sitting also elects the Council of Ministers which
is the highest executive and administrative organ of State power in the U.S.S.R.
The Council of Ministers is responsible and accountable ultimately to the Supreme
Soviet and to the Presidium during inter-session period. The Supreme Court of the
U.S.S.R.-the
highest judicial organ of the State, is also elected by the Supreme
Soviet for a period of five years. The Procurator-General
of the U.S.S R. who is
entrusted
with the supervisory power to ensure the strict observance of the law by
all the Ministries and Departments of the Government
and institutions
subordi.
nate to them and also by officials and other citizens within the country, is appointed
by the Supreme Soviet for a term of five years.

STANDING

COMMISSIONS

The Standing Commissions of the Soviet of the Union and the Soviet of Nationalities play an effective role in the activities of the Supreme Soviet which meets, a&
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has been stated earlier, twice a year only and that too for short sessions. Article I
of the Statute of the Standing Commissions of the Soviet of the Union and the
Soviet of Nationalities (which is the main document laying down the rules for the
working of these Commissions) describes the Standing Commissions as the auxiliary
organs of the Chambers formed for preliminary considerations and for preparation
of the questions pertaining to the authority of, and placing these questions
before,
the Supreme Soviet for its decision and also for giving active assistance for implementing the decisions of the Supreme Soviet.
Article 2 of the Statute of the Standing Commissions prescribes the main tasks
of the Commissions

as under:

(a)

Working out the proposals (in the shape of resolutions) for consideration by the corresponding Chamber or by the Presidium;
(b) Preparation of decisions on bills and other questions submitted to the
Supreme Soviet by the Government and other State and public organisations as well as by individual Deputies;
(c) Drafting of the bills on its own initiative
or on instructions
from the
concerned Chamber or the Presidium;
(d) Assistance to the state bodies and organisations, as well as to the Deputies
of the Supreme Soviet in their work on implementing the decision of the
Supreme Soviet and the Presidium;
(e) Control
over the activities of the Ministries and Departments of the
U.S.S.R. other All-Union organisations, as well as of Republic and local
state bodies and organisations for. carrying in practice the Constitution
of
the U.S.S.R., laws of the U.S.S.R. and other decisions taken by the
Supreme Soviet and the Presidium.

The Standing Commissions in executing the tasks assig'-.ed to them are expected
to exert all their activities to promote the uninterrupted
and continuous
working
of the Supreme Soviet as the highest representative organ of the State. These Commissions are therefore permanently functioning auxiliary and preparatory
organs of
the Chambers.
The Standing Commissions are formed usually at the first session of each
Chamber of the Supreme Soviet and operate for the whole life-span of the Supreme
Soviet i.e. for a period of 4 years. Their members are elected by the respective Chambers from among the Deputies of that Chamber. The process of selecting Deputies
to man these Commissions is interesting. This is done at the instance and advice
of a body known as the Council of Elders which consists of senior members of the
previous Presidium. This Council, while making its recommendations,
takes into
cacount the expertise, knowledge and interest of a Deputy on the subject dealt
with by a particular
Commission,
regional representation,
position in the Party
and so on. In accordance with the Statute each Chamber must have the following
Commissions, namely : Credentials Commission, Commission for Legislative Proposals, Commission for Planning and Budget, Commission
for Forei~n Affairs anq
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Commission for Youth Affairs. Besides these Commissions,
each Chamber
forms
a number of other Commissions for dealing with various aspects of State Administration. In every such case the size of the Commission and subject to be dealt by it,
is determined by the concerned Chamber.
At present each Chamber has 14 Standing Commissions, namely: Credentials
Commission;
Commission
for Legislative Proposals,
Commission
for Foreign
Affairs Commission for Youth Affairs; Commission
for Planning and Budget;
Commission
for Industry;
Commission
for Transport
and Communications;
Commission for tbe Construction
and Building Materials
Industry;
Commission
for Agriculture; Commission for Consumer Goods; Commission for Public Health
and Social Welfare; Commission for Public Education, Science and Culture; Commission for Trade and General Services and Municipal Economy and Commission
for Nature Conservation.
There are generally about 35 Deputies in each Commission except in the Commission for Planning and Budget which has about 45 members. Every Deputy is
not necessarily a member of a Standing Commission. Out of 1,517 Deputies (767
belonging to the Soviet of the Union and 750 belonging to the Soviet o.f Nationa~ities) about one thousand Deputies have been elected to the 28 Standing Commlssion~ of the two Chambers of the Supreme Soviet. Among the members of these
Commissions are heads of party and Government
organs, industrial executives,
workers, collective farm chairmen and rank-and-file collective farmers, trade union
and Young Communist League officials, writers and scientists. Membe~s of the
Presidium
and the Council of Ministers cannot be elected to the Standmg Commissions. The Procurator-General
cannot also be a member of any Standing Commission. Generally, a Deputy can be a member of one Commission
Members of
the Standing Commissions and its Chairmen are elected by the respective Chambers
but the Deputy Chairman and Secretary of the Commission
are elected by the
Commission
itself. While the Chairman
of a Commission
organises day-to-day
work of the Standing Commission and signs its reports and decisions and is also
responsible for informing the Deputies about the carrying out. of the C.ommission's
recommendation,
the Secretary looks after the work of preparing the mmutes of the
meetings and drafting its reports. Special personnel in the shape of experts are also
attached to a Commission in order to help it to come to conclusions and draft the
report accordingly. The Standing Commissions
are responsible t? the C:~amber
which has elected them. The Chairmen of the two Chambers
help m orgal1l~mg the
work of the Standing Commissions of their respective Chamber. The meetings of
the Commission are called by the Chairman of the Commission according to the
need and may be held during the session as well during the inter-session periods of
the Supreme Soviet. The Commissions sit for about. 20 to 25 days i~ ~ year, e.g.
the Planning-Budget
Commission, one of the most Imp.or~ant CommIssIon s.at f~r
about 28 days last year. In the meetings of the CommISSIOn, a De~uty even If he IS
not a member of the Commission, can participate
in its deliberatIOns.
The ComlIlissions have power to invite representatives of the State Organ, public organisa-
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-:lions, specialists, scientists etc., who when called can take part in the proceedings.
The Commissions have also the power to call for papers. Confidential
matters are
reported to the Commissions in confidence or at their secret meetings (as a rule the
-Commissions meet in public where representatives
of Press, Radio and Television
are invited) and generally speaking, papers required by a Commission are not
refused. However, defence matters especially its details are beyond the purview of
ihese Commissions. These Commissions have powers to appoint sub-Commissions
-or working groups to consider some specific questions co-opting representatives
of
the corresponding
Ministries, Departments, other State Bodies, public o;'ganisations,
"Scientific institutions, specialists and scientists. The quorum to constitute a meeting
-of the Commission is three-fourth of the members of the Commission. All questions
at any meeting of the Commission are determined
by a siri-Iple majority of votes of
ihe members present in the meeting.
A Standing Commission can ask for the opinion of any other Standing Commission on the issues pending before it. Similarly if a Standing Commission feels the
need of expressing its opinion on an issue pending before another Standing Commission, it has a right to do so by putting forward its proposals in the Chamber or
in the Presidium. When a particular subject falls within the purview of more than
-one Standing Commission, then the Commission which deals with the subject-matter
primarily takes the help of other Standing Commissions.
In such cases the Chairmen of these Commissions meet and appoint two or three members to be the leading
members to organise the work and allot subjects to the various' Commissions
and
"the report when ready is signed by all the members of the Commissions that took
part in preparing the proposals, e.g. legislation on 'forest utilisation'
was consi-dered by two Commissions-one
on Industries and the other on Nature Conservation. The two Commissions
sat together and drafted the proposals. Similarly 12
Standing Commissions formed a joint sub-Commission
to frame a draft Bill on
"Mineral Resources".
In urgent cases, the Standing Commission of one Chamber coordinates its
work with the similar Commission of the other Chamber and they combine efforts
for carrying out the tasks laid down for them. It is common for similar Standing
Commission of the two Cham bers to sit jointly to thrash out the issues and come
to their conclusions jointly. For example, the Planning and Budget Commissions
of the two Chambers not only" sat jointly but took the help from" 22 other Commissions of both the Chambers before they submitted their proposals to the Supreme
Soviet. The Standing Commissions
of the Sovi~~. of the Union and Soviet"of
Nationalities during consideration of issues related to their authority
have equal
rights, including the right of legislative initiation and equal duties. At the joint
sittings of the Commissions of the two Chambers, the Chairman of each Commission chairs the meeting alternately. In view of these provisions"inthe
Statute and the
practices evolved, there has been no case in which confl.icting reports. have been
given by the two Standing Corpmissions to their respective Chambers.
",
The Standing Commissions submit their reports to their respective Chambers
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when they meet and during inter-session period the reports are sent to the Presi-.
dium. The concerned Chamber has the power to accept the proposals of its Standing Commission or reject them. A Standing Commission can participate as such,.
in the meetings of the concerned Chamber or in the meetings of the Supreme
Soviet in case of a joint Commission when its report is under consideration and can,
for that purpose appoint its spokesman.
During the period of preparation for the session of the Supreme Soviet and.
during inter-session periods, the Presidium coordinates the activities of the Stand.ing Commissions of both the Chambers. This power is of special importance in the'
case of questions that concern two or more Commissions. The Presidium, whenever
necessary, acquaints several Commissions with the Bills introduced for discussion,
in order that the opinions of these Commissions are taken into consideration,
during the final consideration of the Bills. Every year the Presidium examines the'
plan of work of all the Standing Commissions. A Standing Commission can
request the Presidium to frame a law on a subject dealt by it. For example, the
Commission for Nature Conservation recently recommended to the Presidium to.
frame a law on certain aspect of ecology. The Presidium sent the recommendation,
to the Council of Ministers for preparing a draft and after the former had approved,
it, it was sent to the Commission for confirmation. In some other cases, the Presidium can ask the Commission to prepare a draft Bill on a subject which is under'
its purview. In case of urgency and when the Supreme Soviet is not in session,
the Presidium can make a decree having the force of law on the basis of the reports,
of the Standing Commissions concerned. A Commission when it introduces its.
proposals in the shape of a Bill or otherwise which are of national importance'
either to the Chamber concerned or to the Presidium, may require that such proposals be given sufficient publicity to generate public discussion and for eliciting:
public opinion. Such discussions and opinions are considered by the Commission
and results thereof are presented to the Chamber.
The recommendations of a Standing Commission on the working of the Minis-'
tries, Departments and other organisations of the Union Government as well as of'
the Republics and local State Organs and organisations are sent to these State
Organs and organisations and are communicated to the Presidium and the Council
of Ministers. These State Organs and organisations are duty-bound to consider'
these recommendations and submit "action taken" reports within a period of two'
months of the receipt of these recommendations.
There are nO,Financial Committees, as we have in India, but besides the'
concerned Commissiol;S ~f "the two"Chambers, the 'Ministry of Finance, a Commission known as Peoples' Control Commission, and the State Bank keep check
on Governmental expenditures. Besides these Standing Commissions, the Supreme
Soviet has power to appoint ad hoc Commissions for a specified period and for'
specific tasks. For example, ad !loc Commissions were appointed for drafting specific laws. The Supreme Soviet, when it so chooses, can also appoint Commissions of"
Inquiry and audit on any matter. The Constitution . -the U.S.S.R. provides that it:
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these Commissions and to submit to o~clals to comply with the demands of
ments.
em all the necessary materials and docuWe may. now turn to the working of some of
.
Credentwls Commissions' The Cd'
the Important Commissions'
50?f the Constitution of the U S ~e entlals Commissions set up under A~ticle
venfy the credentials of the Deputi~s 'Of~h perfor~ largely routine functions. They
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f
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.
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..
.
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..
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Planning and Budget C
..'
arrest or recall of Deputies.
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.
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. The m
t .
annmg and Budget Commissions who
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session at which the budget is to b
ree months before the Supreme S . t
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e presented. The report given by the F oVle
The C
'"
exammed in detail b'
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udget a~d ensure that revenue
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Budget. ~ommissions during the bud eet_Wlal~are present~d by the planning and
C~mmISSI?nSto work out drafts oflaw~ anP
debate. It IS also the task of the
mlc ~lannmg,. budgetary and financial :e ot.her proposals dealing with the econopond~ng Chamber and the Presidium and io stlons to be considered by the corressubmitted to them for preliminary c
'd
.prepare resolutions on the quest"
h~re that the Deputies who are not ~n:~~ratIOn. It may also be relevant to men~~:~
SIOns,members of the Council of M"
ers of the Planning and Budget Com .
in the
k f
mIsters and a wid
. I
mlswor 0 these Commissions and their b
~ ~Irc e of advisers take part
The reports of the Planning and Bud getsuCommissions
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I
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ts as the drafts of the resolutions of the upreme
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h
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the younger generation The Commissions
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KUla6n.a,' nd'Shafir,
Ibid., p; 35.

op. cil., pp. 34-35.

statutory measure is put forward to the Supreme SOYjet relating to the eoucation,,
vocational training, WOrk,lei&l,lrefacilities. or health of the young people, such a
measure is subjected to a thorou'gh discussion by the two Commissions, before they
make their comments to the Supreme Soviet or the Presidium. l(' .may also be
mentioned that the work of tbe members of these Commissions is IlPl <;6hfined
only to attending its sittings but also extend to do a great deal of day-to'day work
in the localities, in their constituencies and in their permanent places of work."
Commission for Legislative Proposals.' As provided in article 10 of the Siatute,
the Commissions for Legislative Proposals of the Soviet of the Union and,t ••.
I.,"'e:gfDviet
of Nationalities carry on heavy and diverse work in drafting the country's new
legislative acts and introducing changes in the laws in force. They uJ.ldertake preliminary discussions on bills submitted for approval to the Supreme Soviet and pre' pare resolutions to this effect. They also submit to the Supreme Soviet or' the Presi.
dium draft bills and decrees on different subjects on their own initiative.
The Presidium of the Supreme Soviet can also charge the Commissions with the
elaboration of a new bill. In drawing up resolutions on bills submitted to ,t~SHPreme:
Soviet and drafting bills, the Commissions get great help from t.he represePtativClV'
of mass organisations, scientists, specialists and experts from loc~1,organisations ..
The work relating to drafting of laws begins with the Comtn1ssions making a
thorough study of existing legislati.on on the subject under consideration, the,~racti.
cal experience of State and economic organs and public organisations in the m~tter.
Interested Governmeqtal agencies are requested to express their opinion regarding the expediency and the main di~ection of the drafting of th~ biJl and to provide
necessary material for the conslderatiop of the Commission, When a clear picture
of the substance of the bill emerges in the Commission, a general discussion of the
main issues contained therein is held. A' working group is for-wed whi£~,is,chlirged
with preparing reference material :lind supplying necessary arguments'i. s~pp;orl of
the bill.
The initial draft of the biJl is usually forwarded for reference to th.e'Union'
Republics and tlie appropriate Mini~{ries, Departments and other Governmental
agencies. In addjtion, members of the Commission themselves a\ld specialists from
the working gro!-Jpsgo to the Republics to organise discussions 'on the draft, bill
and collect necessary material from the Republics and othe~ local organs and also
from public orgl\nisations. They write articles on the; bill for the Press and give
talks on the radio and T. V. Copies of the bill are also sent to leading universities,institutes and research organisations. There is also a' ~Iose contact witJ:!thll SPPi1<;,me:
Court of the U.S.S.R. a'nd the office of the' Procurator-General. The' remarks' and
amendments th~t are received are forwarded to the sub'commissions. In important
cases tbe Commission itself organises, discu,ssions in the Press on the bill drafted for
the Supreme Soviet and r~ceives sU!lllIiari~~d,"data about readers' letters fro,m
magazines and newspapers.'The Commjssion sometimes submits a bill to the Presi6.

Ibid., pp. 37-39.
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dium with the proposal that it may be published in the Press for wide public
discussion. Thousands of local workers, office employees. farmers, students and other
sections of the population take part in the discussions. The remarks and suggestions
put forward by various persons and agencies are summarised
by the sub-commissions and are considered before the bill is finally drafted.
rt will thus be
observed that these Commissions perform their work in close coordination with the
members of the public and wide publicity is given to the same. This procedure
of
actively associating all shades of opinion in the country was followed in respect of
draft legislation on the health services, water resources, public education and mineral
wealth as also on the status of the Deputies of the Supreme Soviet.
It may be interesting to mention that there was a good public response to some
of the draft legislations.
For instance, when the Pen,ion Laws were under discussion, 12,000 comments, amendments and alternative proposals were received and
considered. Fifteen thousand people expressed their opinion on the draft legislation
on Marriage and the Family. Thousands of letters poured in during 1960-61 when
the drafts of Civil Legislation and the Civil Legal Procedure were discussed. Over
4,000 proposals were submitted on the draft of the Code of Laws on Marriage and
Family and 3,OUO on legislation on Education. All these were thoroughly examined
and many of them were incorporated and reflected in the law ultimately passed:
After the nation-wide discussion is over, the revised bill is examined at plenary
meetings of the Commission, and after approval, is submitted to the Presidium for
inclusion in the agenda of the next session of the Supreme Soviet.
It may be pointed out that the other Commissions can also prepare draft bills
on the subjects dealt with by them, but in such cases the Commission on Legislative
Proposals is always invited to participate in the discussions before a final decision

of the

recommendations

(a)

(b)

(c)

7.

January 29, 1977

when working out the drafts and resolutions, a Standing Commission has
a right to summon to its sitting a Minister or other representative
of the
Government and seek explanations,
clarifications etc. on any question of

Ibid. p. 32; Vladimir Vassilyey, U.S.S.R. Supreme Soviet, p. 29.

various

steps

taken

':the larger ~um~er ~f Standing ~ommissions and the more efficient organisatIOns of theIr activities are enabling the Deputies to display more initiative
delve deeper into the work of the executive bodies and participate more activel;
in drafting laws.".

manner:

interest to it;
a Commission can demand of any State and public organ and any official
the necessary documents, decisions, reports and other materials, pertaining
to the questions under study by the Commission; and
the recommendations
forwarded
by a Commission to the Ministries and
Departments are required to be examined by the latter, whicn are to report
back to the. Commission
within two months as to the results of the

the

T~us it is quite clear that the Supreme Soviet exercises its supervision over the
executive organs through its appropriate
Standing Commissions
which ensure that
the Constitution and laws of the U.S.S.R. are observed and the decisions of the
Supreme Soviet and its Presidium carried out by the Ministries, Departments and
other Stale organs. These Commissions also provide adequate opportunities for the
Deputies to take more active interest in the affairs of the State and more initiative in
drafting legislation. The importance of the Standing Commissions in the Soviet Union
has been clearly brought out by the report of the Central Committee
to the 24th
Congress of the C.P.S.U. in the following words:

is taken.
These Commissions
have exe~cised a salutary check on the Soviet administration and have ensured their accountability
to the Supreme Soviet as also to the
public in the following

and

8.
9.

Vassilyey, op. cit., p. 29.
Quoted in Kutafin and Shafir, op. cit., p. 28.
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The Concept and Relevance of Second Chambers

JAFAR SHARIF-EMAMI.

,

I

The constitution of a second chamber of Parliament has generally been recognised
of utmost importance
in the running of a nation. (ndeed the cost of neglecting
such an institution would not only prove detrimental to the existing generation but
for posterity as .well.
The existence of an Upper House in a parliamentary
system of government is
an evolution accomplished over centuries of history. It is no new idea that is yet to
stand the test of time, nor is it one which needs to be proved afresh. A challenge
to such an institution
would amount to annulling the parliamentary system itself
and would indeed contribute to the extinction of a useful form of government.
The faith in the second chamber of Parliament
stems from an objective view
of the human nature itself. To put it in simple terms. the progress of humanity
during all major epochs has depended on the vigour, drive and dynamism of redblooded youth which is, and it is equally important, reined in by the temperance of
the matured and the experienced.
Humanity could not have been what it is today without the contribution of the
sages, whether past or present, who are essentially thinkers and have a vast fund
'Mr. Jafar Sharif-Emami is the President of the Senate of Iran.
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of experience that lays the foundations necessary for their thoughts to have a
lasting value to mankind, .The sage, or the thinker, might be a scientist, a litterateur,
a religious leader or an eminent person in any walk of life,
Well, no amount of thought was ever successful without the power to implement
it. The gap between thought and action must be filled, No achievement has ever been
worthwhile if this gap is not bridged, This is where the Lower Iiouse comes in,
J crave the indulgence of the readers in stretching this analogy to think of the
second chamber as the power of experience of the first. The second chamber.
logically viewed, is an extension of the way of life of individual-a way found ideal
over the millenia,
Jt would be a catastrophe if this role of the Upper House is always equated with
conservatism. It is often said that the Upper House, in some countries at least. is the
symbol of all that is traditional and, hence, conservative and a force resisting change
It is an undeniable fact that the Upper House does tend to be cautious and
meticulous in its deliberations. This is as it should be. If
. that' is
. . what Is branded .
liSconservatism, so be it; for it is a cliche, proverbial that tradition ~as to be blended with change in: II modern era. The contlict between the new and ,the old.
between experiment and experience and between the unknown 'and fhe tried, form~
the very essence of life. Resistance burnishes gold, as it do~~ a society.
'
It is possible that during a particular phase of history and, maybe, in'8 particular defective system, the Upper House may fail to fulfil its duties to thesatisfaction of the majority-not that the'majority view is always right. It is to act as a
corrective to such maJority opinions that the second chamber aims at. It is quite
possible that failing in tbis: the Up'per House might disintegrate into a moribund
collection of old and withered gentlemen.
There must be something very basically wrong with the whole society if it
'permits such a House to function at all. It reflects upon the ailment of the whole
nation if the Upper House is ineffective, for, in a growing society the second
chamber pulls its weight mightily. It is not the institution which is defective but the
practice in such an institution.
Taking a dispassionate view, J personally like when the second chamber stands
firmly behind what it considers to be right. For, it is proof that it is facing the
challenge before it bravely. It is not expected of the second chamber to go along
with the popular swing, blind to the future. On the contrary, it is expected of the
second chamber to disregard the immediate repercussions and to hold steadfastly
to what is the ultimate good of the nation. It is history which is to judge its conduct
and not the multitude of its opponents.
When mature human societies chose the parliamentary system of government,
with all its variations, they chose to check popular opinion with the wisdom of
their specialists. This is a concept, which in my opinion, can stand repetition in
this age and day.
In a country with a federal system, the Upper House of Parliament even becomes a greater neces~ity, A federal system constantly suffers strains against ttlany
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)it[~SS~San~.~from time to time, is unde,' strong pressures. History is witness to
t;JTanyeventswhen momentary pr~s~ures threatened to disrupt the system altogether.
, TllC.re.~reeKamples where trIVIal and transitory events have destroyed a federatIOn. ThiS IStrue even
for days when the word "federal" was unkno wn. It' IS th e
•
concept J am talkmg of,
.The U~per, J:f0.u.~etak.es a lofty view when the pressures are at their height
an~ the .body ~lItlC ls;erackmg at every seam, It act~ as the cement, faces the crush
of massIve calumny and rises above parochial pulls.
.. Even ,,:hen times are not as testing"every bill and every resolution in a federal
system cames the shadows of narrow and petty considerations. Thus at every turn
the Upper House has to exercise cauti'onand care.
'
,
Buffete.d by theories and action~'fro~ abroad, torn by dissensions from within
lind stumblmg along. with determlna!ton, the'developing countries feel the need for
mature gu1danc"'at.~very breath along the way.
.
, 11 is, !~deed, v,ery hard f.or'.~e to£onceive Qf a state of affairs where democracy
In a developln!! country can succeed, without the services of a second chamber for
the lJpr.oarfor .Immedlate results and miracles is deafening in developing coun~ries:
.The cry for qUick justice Is equally raucous. Never did humanity need caution as it
does In such a stage in .history..
.
!tis rath.er painful t~ contemplate a future where the wild energy of youth and
amb~t1on decides to tear Itself awao/ from Ihe reins of a second chamber. It is
poss~ble .for tha~ po,,:erful momentum 10 sweep away an institution that relies on
c.autJon ao!l.conslderatlOn. There are myriad examples that whenever caution was
*h~o,:n to winds, the democratic system evolved through parliamentary institution
was Itself destroyed.
;'
.
',' .In a count!'y like India, and for that matter my own country rran tradl't'
I
.
'
,
Ion
. t I f I'co
an"d S yeo
he natura Iy contnbute to the strengthening of the second chamber
We are taught fr~m. our .ea~I~~stchildhood to respect our elders. As r write this,
stum~le upon the Journalistic Jargon of referring to the members of th U
.. IS as sImple
.
e pper
H ouse as "Id"
e ers . I n d eed , II
as that.
~ations like India and Iran have many similarities dating back to countless
centunes. We hav~ a great heritage and it is our duly to be among those who show
the way t~ a bewildered. world. Let it not be said of us that we doubted the accumulated wlsdo~. The .concept of a second chamber, evolved in the West suits our
own way of thinking admirably. It is because of this, dovetailing of the ~ew ideanew by our standards-that
makes us feel so strongly about it.
M~y I lake this ,opportunity to mention the great role played by the Rajya
Sabha In the modern history of India? It is no place to recite Ihe influence of th'
sec~nd.chamber in the moulding of a New India. Suffice it to be said that if tOd~;
IndIa. IS among. the most respected nations of the world, in no small measure it
owes deeply to the momentum generated by institutions like the Rajya Sabha.
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Parliamentary

K. K. SfiAli*

From the time the Indian intellectuals thought of a constitution for their country,
they invariably opted for parliamentary
democracy
based on a bicameral legislature. Students of constitutional
history know that in I h89 the Indian National
Congress drew up the Home Rule Scheme, the aim of which was to broad base the
representative institutions in the country. Historically,
it is an important document
partly because it was drafted under the presidentship of Sir William Wedderburn, a
great British friend of India and also because the Congress session of that year was
rendered memorable by the presence of the famous British Member of Parliament,
Charles Bradlaugh, who took active interest in India's political future
Bradlaugh had prepared a draft Bill "embodying the views of the Congress as
so far expressed"
and intended to introduce
it in the British Parliament after
securing fndian assent to it. A skeleton constitutional
scheme, providing for the
creation of representative
institutions in the country, was accordingly drawn up at
the Congress session.
According to the scheme, both the Central and provincial
'Shri K. K. Shah was the Leader of the House in the Rajya Sabha. Union Minister holQjng
important portfolios in the Government and Governor of Tamil Nadu.
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legislatures were to consist of members not less than one-half of whom were to be
elected. All elections were to be by ballot.
Another, but far more significant, step towards constitution-making
by Indians
was taken in 1896 when a comprehensive document
known as the Constitution
of
India Bill was prepared. Its authorship is in doubt; it is presumed that the proposed
scheme was inspired by Lokmanya
Tilak and Dr. Annie Besant that gifted Irish
woman who had made the Indian cause her own, the Scheme was acclaimed as the
Home Rule Constitution
of India. It envisaged a bicameral legislature called the
Parliament of India whose members were to be the representatives
of the "Indian
Nation". It was laid d()wn that all the "supreme
legislative, judicial and executive
powers"
should be vested in the national legislature. The executive functions of
Parliament were to be exercised by a Cabinet of Ministers led by the Prime
Minister.
The First World War, 1914-18, gave a further stimulus to Indian thinkers on
the country's
future constitutional
set-up. In 1916, nineteen members of the
Imperial Legislative Council, including such well.known
personalities
as Sir Tej
Blhadur Sapru. M. A. Jinnah. Dinshaw E. W.lChl, Bhupendranath
Basu, Pandit
Madan Mohan Malaviya, the Rt. Hon. V. S. Srinivasa Sastri and Sir Ibrahim
Rahimtoola, drew up a memorandum in which they indicated the lines on which
the post-war reforms should be formulated. The memorandum
demanded that half
the number of members of the Executive Councils, Provincial as well as' Central,
should be £ndians. It was also urged that all the legislatures
in the country should
h'live a "substantive
majority"
of elected representatives.
The famous CongressLeague Scheme of December 1916 was founded on the same principle, namely, that
Indians should have a bigger say in the government of their country.
The demand for legislatures that could function as the governing councils was
given a further impetus as a result of the famous announcement
of August 20, 1917
by Edwin Montagu,
Secretary of State for fndia, on the country's
constitutional
future. Montagu
stated that the policy of the British Government
was "that of the
increasing association of Indians in every branch of the administration
and the
gradual development of self-governing institutions with a view to the progressive
realisation of responsible Government in fndia as an integral part of the Empire".
As early as 1919, a considerable section of enlightened
opinion in India demanded
that the responsibility for framing the constitution for the country should devolve
011 Indians
themselves.
Mrs. Besant had made it clear to the Joint Parliamentary
Committee that any constituttonal
instrument prepared at Westminster
would be
unacceptable to India.
.
As a corollary to this stand, leading fndians came together and framed the
Cpmmonwealth' of India Bill, 1925. The document declared boldly that fndia "shall
be placed on an equal footing with the self-governing Dominions, sharing their
responsibilities lind their privileges." Like the earlier unofficial schemes, it provided
for parliamentary
democracy with an executive based on the Cabinet system. In
parts, the Bill reads thus: "There shall be a Parliament which shall consist of the
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Viceroy, ~s the King's representative,
a Senate and a Legislative Assembly. ,The
di~ision of powers between the Commonwealth
'Parliap1ent and tlie Pr~vincial
Legislatures
is more or less as at present but all residual powers shall be vested in
the Parliament."
,
Even more comprehensive
and authoritative
was the scheme drawn up by a
committee of experts in response to the mandate from an AIl.Parties Conference.
With Pandit Motilal Nehru as, Chairman, the Committee, which reported in 1928"
consisted of Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, Subhas Chandra Bose, M. R. Jayakar, Sir Ali,
Imam, G. R. Pradhan,' Shuaib Qureshi, N: M. Joshi, M. S. -A~ey an~, Sardar
'M~ngal Singh. Known as the .swaraj Constitution, the Nehru Report milde d~taJled
provisions for the government of India. The country, which was asked t();be'e~e.
vated to the status of a Dominion, was to be called the Commonwealth
of IndIa.
This nomenclature was considered appropriate due to the presence of the Princely
States which were proposed to be retained in the national polity. The Constitution
envisaged a two-Chamber
Parliament
whose Lower House was designated ~s the
House of Representatives
while the Uppc:r House was called the Senate. The ~~n~te
was to consist of 200 members elected by the<Pro'.'incialCouncils
an~ tht< s.tre!1gthof
the House of Representatives was put at 500. The constitution-makers,
however,~eld
that the provincial legislatures should be unicameral. They favoured adult franchise.'
Thus, from the time Indians began to'-ask for Home Rule, there was nearunanimity among their leaders that the parliamentary
set-up in the country,should
be based on a bicameral legislature, especially at the Centre. TheY' were pro"
foundly influenced by the British constitutional
theory and practice. In Britain,
despite its many shortcomings, the House of Lords, the Secon~ <;hamber of that
country, was regarded as an integral part of British Parliament. Apart from the fact
that Britain served as an example to Indians, especially in the matter. of political
thinking, the politicians of those days were not prepared to ignore" tradition
and
convention.
They noted that many democratically-governed
cO,untrie~ had twochamber legislatures and knew that most of the political thinkers of the nineteenth
century favoured such institutions.
Did not Sir Henry tyfaine, a noted authority,
say: "Almost any second chamber is better than none ?"
It would, however, be wrong to conclude from this discussion that all leading
Indians were unequivocally committed to a two-chamber system. Mahatma Gandhi,
for instance, held that a second chamber for a country like India was a costly
superfluity. "I am," declared Mahatmaji "certainly not enamoured of and I do not
swear by two Houses of Legislature. I)1ave no fear of a popular Legislature
running away with itself and hastily passing some laws of which afterwards'it
will have
to repent. I would not like to give a bad name to, and then hang, the popular
Legislature. I think that a popular Legislature can take care of itself; and since, I
am now thinking of the poorest country in the world, the less expenses we have to
bear the better it is for us." He urged that the "method" of one-chamber legislature
should be tried, and added: "Make it as perfect as human ingenuity can, by all
means, but be satisfied with only One Chamber." Jinnah was also of the opinion
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that India should have only a unicameral legislature. Both these leaders expressed
their views on the subject while speaking at the Second Indian Round Table Conference, held in London from September 7 to December I, 1931.
The Federal Structure Committee, set up by the Round Table Conference, did
not accept this point of view. In its third Report, the Committee envisaged a legislature with two chambers and discussed the relations between them. It urged that
neither chamber of the Federal Legislature should be placed in a' position of legal
subordination
to the other. "It would be," declared the authors of the document.
"a misconception of the aims which we have in view to regard either Chamber as a
drag or impediment on the activities of the other In'our view, the two Chambers
will be complementary to each other. each representing somewhat different, but, we
hope, not antagonistic, aspects of the Federation
as a whole. Absolute equality,
between the two Chambers of a bicameral legislature \5. no doubt unattainable, and,
if it were attainable, might well result in perpetual de~dlock. and there is no less
doubt that the prOVIsions of the Constitution notwithstanding,
the evolution of
political development will inevitably result, in the course of time, in placing the
centre of gravity in one Chamber." Most Indian delegates recognised the validity
of this argument but urged that the right of initiating Money Bills should vest in
the Lower House alone.
~
The Government of India Act, 1935, the last cqnstitutional
instrument
given
to this country by Britain before her withdrawal, prpvided for a federal legislature
having two Houses. The Upper House was called the Council of States which was
to consist of 156 representatives of British India and not more than 104 representatives of the Princely States. Tile lower chamber was named the House of Assembly
and was also called the Federal Assembly. It was to consist of .250 representatives
of British India and not more than 125 representatives of the Princely States. The
Council of States was to be a permanent body and not subject to dissolution, but
nearly one-third of its members were required to, retire in every third year in
accord/IDee with the prescribed procedure. The life ()f the Federal Assembly was fOl
five years but it could be dissolved before that peri9d. Except in the case of Financial Bills, a Bill could be introduced in either champer. No Bill could be deemed to
have b~en passed unless it had been agreed to by both the Houses.
India was still under British Rule when the Constituent
Assembly met for the
first ti~e on December 9, 1946. It was too early at that time to envisage a peaceful
dissolution of Princely States whose continued exis~ence had bee~ accepted even by
forward-looking
Indian politicians as an inculcata~le fact of India's national life.
Besides, most of the leading constitution-makers
had both by their study and con.
viction come to regard the Westminster system as.' best suited to the government
of their country. They certainly did not hesitate 'to draw liberally from the constitutional instruments of' other countries
such as the United States of America,
Canada, Ireland and Australia which furnish the best examples of both the unitary
and federal' forms o:r'g'overnment. Nevertheless, 'owing to India's long association,
with Britain, the thin'king of the chief architects of the country's
Constitution
was
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largely conditioned
by the British system. It is small wonder, therefore, that the
Central legislature of free India consists of two Chambers.
The question whether the national legislature should be unicameral
or bicameral was discussed in the Constituent
Assembly, but the weight of opinion was in
favour of the latter. The relative powers of the two Houses were also determined
after studying in this connection the constitutional
instruments
of countries like
Britain, Canada, Australia, South Africa, the United States and Switzerland.
In
Britain, after the democratisation
of the House of Commons from 1832, a battle
royal was fought to clip the powers of the House of Lords consisting predominantly
of hereditary peers. They were there in the second chamber because, as a reforming
peer once remarked,
"they gave themselves
the trouble to be born."
The
rejection by them of Lloyd George's Budget led to a severe curtailment
of the
powers of the House of Lords in 1911 and to the proposal to change its composition. Further cuts were made in its powers in 1949 so that it can delay a "Money
Bill" and any other Public Bill only for a short period luckily. Forward-looking
peers realised that it was not in accordance with the democratic
principle that a
second chamber should act as interpreter of public opinion.
There was a time when in the U.K. the second chamber was very powerful.
The House of Lords had the power to veto any legislation it did not approve of. It
was an undesirable situation,
but it was there for centuries. For the House of
Commons to obtain predominance over the House of Lords actually took centuries
01 struggle. How finally it succeeded is an extremely interestlllg history.
It all started with the appointment of Lloyd George as the Chancellor
of the
Exchequer by Prime Minister Asquith in 1908. Lloyd George was bent upon doing
something substantial
for the poor and the under-privileged among his countrymen. ThiS meant direct head-on clash with the rich and the over-privileged
class
headed by their Lordships in the House of Lords. But Lloyd George was not a
fighter of less calibre. He was courageous,
tenacious,
cunning and hellbent Upon
following his course of actIOn. He had the complete support of Asquith. He toured
Germany,
Austria and Belgium to study the social legislation there. On his return,
he started preparing his first budget which has gone down in history as "The
People's Budget".
On April 29, 1909, when Lloyd George introduced this historic Budget in the
Commons,
Royston Pike rightly called it "The Birthday of the Wdfare State".
Chancellor Lloyd George spoke for tour 10llg hours. He wanted money to introduce
social reforms and he proposed to do so by increasing Income-tax, death duties
and taxes on liquor and tobacco and by introducing super-tax.
For the privileged
classes, this was bad enough. But what infuriated them was a series of taxes on
land and mineral rights. They rose to a man to protest and defeat the Bill. But
Lloyd George was ready for it. He had taken the whole thing on war footing. To
quote his own words:
"This is a war Budget.

It is for

raising

money

to wage

implacable

war
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against poverty and squalidness. I cannot help believing that before this generation has passed away, we shall have advanced a great step towards that good
time, when poverty, and the wretchedness
and degradation
which always
follow in its camp, will be as remote to the people of this country as the wolves
which once infested our forests."
After seventy-two days of intense debating,
the Commons
passed the third
reading on November 4, 1909 by 379 votes to .149 and sent it to the House of Lords
which, on November 30, rejected it. Asquith and Lloyd George took the issue to
the people. Public meetings were held. At one such meeting Lloyd George asked:
"Who is going to rule the country?
the People?"
(King Edward

The King and the Peers?

VII did not like this and he even protested

Or the King and

to Asquith.)

Following the rejection of the Bill by the Lords, Asquith dissolved the Parliament and held fresh General Elections in January 1910 in which the Liberals won
but with a much reduced majority. But that did not cool down either Lloyd Georg~
or Asquith's burning desire to put the House of Lords in its proper place. After all,
by rejecting the Finance Bill of its Chancellor, the Lords had gone too far. Tbe last
time tbey did so was more than two centuries ago-in
1688. Prime Minister Asquith
described the Lords' action as "a breach of the Constitution and an usurpation
of
the rights of the House of Commons."
He promptly introduced the historic Parliament Bill, which sought to deprive
the House of Lords of their power to reject "Money Bills". The Bill did not stop
at that. It also provided that if the other (non-money)
Bills were passed by the
Commons in three sessions spread over three years, they would automatically receive
Royal Assent even if the House of Lords rejected them. This historic Bill too was
rejected by the Lords and Asquith in December of the same year (I 910) once again
went before the people by holding fresh General Elections which gave the Liberals
only one additional seat.
The Parliament Bill was reintroduced. Asquith was determined to push through
this momentous reform and was also keen to teach the Lords a lesson they would
never forget. He was right in his thinking, for the Lords had abused their parliamentary privileges.
Fortunately for Asquith and fortunately for British democracy, King George V
had by then become the King. Asquith threw a bombshell by telling the nation
that he ha.d obtained the consent of the King for the Bill for creation, if necessary,
of a suffiCient number of new peers to get the Bill passed in the Second Chamber.
The Lords and the Conservative opposition got furious. This masterly move
was too much. for them. But A~quith had clean bowled them, and they knew it.
When on July 24, 1911 Asquith rose in the House of Commons to move that the
Lords' amendments
be rejected, the opposition members hooted him and did not
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allow him to speak. The speech nonetheless was reported fully in the Press next
, day and received widespread acclaim.
Asquith promptly resubmitted the Parliament Bill to the House of Lords. The
Lords knew that the Prime Minister had clinched the i~sue. They were after all wise
and realised that any further opposition would be the last straw. On August 10,
19I I they passed the Bill by 131 votes to 114. What started with Lloyd George's
efforts to bring in the Welfare State in the country ended with Asquith achieving
a great Constitutional Revolution. Tn the parliamentary process, the lines were
clearly drawn between the two Houses and from then on, the' House of Lords more
'or less has functioned as the Second Chamber so as to become a valuable asset in
a democracy.
So, the old slogan, namely that the House of Lords can neither be ended nor,
mended is no longer heard. A good deal of valuable parliamentary work was done
in the Upper House whose first generation peers as experie nced administrators had
held important positions in Her Majesty's Government. It is the considered opinion
of constitutional experts that the discussions in the Lords are often at a higher
level than in the Commons because nobody in the Lords is much interested in
making debating points. In the Commons, the members are under various pressures
so that debates in it are often influenced by party and partisan considerations.
Besides, they are adept at talking generalities and not getting down to details.
According to one authority, about half the committee work of Parliament is done
by the Lords. "The result is," he says, "that the old debate over the principles of a
Second Chamber has almost disappeared." Towards the end of 1976, there was,
however, a recrudescence of trouble with the Lords following the Labour Party's
decision to promote the nationalisation of several important private undertakings.
In other countries too, where the bicameral system prevails, the Second
Chamber is doing good work although the range of its responsibilities differs from
country to country. In Canada and Australia, for example, the powers of the Lower
and Upper Chambers are identical except that Money Bills must originate in the
Lower House. In South Africa, the Senate is clothed with limited powers and is
essentially a "House of Review". In Switzerland, the two Houses enjoy coordinate
powers while in Ireland the Upper House has a suspensory veto in respect of Bills
other than Money Bills or urgent Bills. In contrast, the Upper House of the United
States has all the powers of the Lower House and a few more.
All these facts must have influenced the decision of the founding fathers of
the Indian Constitution to give the country a bicameral legislature at the Centre.
The powers of legislation granted to the House of the People and the Council of
States, which are better known as the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha respectively,
are almost similar except that all Money Bills are to be introduced only in the Lok
Sabha which is the popularly elected Lower House. The members of the Rajya
Sabha are the representatives of the States. Twelve members of this House are
nominated by the President of the Union so that men of talent, who may not choose
to court the electorate, may find their place in Parliament and thus give the nation
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the ben~fil of their wisdom and experience. The life of the Lok Sabh
.
.
the passing of the. Constitution (Forty-second Amendment) Act. 1976 a. which untJi
years. has been Increased to six years. Like the Council of St I
was for five
1935. the Rajya Sabha is not subject to dissolution but as man a e un er t~e Act .01'
Y
members have to relire"on the expiration of every ~econd year. as one-thIrd of ItS
It may be asked: Why have Rajya Sabha when th
I
'b'I"
•
e rea power ~
d
responsl I Ity of, legislation rests with the Lok Sabha d
.
or. an
universal adult suffrage ?" Why maintain this 'costly su er;:to~r~tlc~lIy elected on
w lte
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zard way, playing to the gallery etc., have no place in it. It cannot be based purely
on pol itical considerations.
But this does not always happen. The elected representatives of the people in
the Lok Sabha definitely have the good of the nation at heart. But sometimes they
cannot help being swayed by other considerations, like party-politics, groupism
within a party and their popularity with their constituents. It is during such times
that the Rajya Sabha plays a vital role. The members of the Rajya Sabha are relatively free from such considerations. They have more time at their disposal. They
can bring more amount of objectivity to their task. They can summon cooler and
more matured thinking. As Dr. K. M. Munshi put it, "Controversial questions are
discussed in the Rajya Sabha in a well-informed and objective manner, comparatively free from the passion which generally sways the House of the People."
The formation of the Rajya Sabha is better than that of the House of Lords in
the U.K. where many of the members are hereditary peers. Many more are life
peers, whereas a Rajya Sabha member's term is for six years only. When Clement
Atlee was the Prime Minister, the majority of the House of Lords' members belonged to the opposition party. Yet, their contribution was so significant that the Atlee
Government accepted as many as 230 amendments to the Bill nationalising transport. This happened because the Labour majority in the Parliament was committed
to the policy of nationalisation and as such, its pitfalls and drawbacks did not easily
register on their minds. The Lords brought to bear upon this legislation dispassionate thinking, deep study and the practical aspect as distinct from the ideological
aspect. The same Atlee Government accepted as many as 360 amendments to its
Bill controlling the limited liability of Companies.
As Jennings wrote: "Because the fate of the Government does not depend on
its (House of Lords) votes and because of the preponderance of one party, the
House of Lords can debate in a less obviously partisan manner the principles of
foreign and imperial policy on socio-economic problems. And because the peers
have no constituents to placate, no meetings to address, often, no speeches to make,
~~ can devote more time to the less spectacular but often useful technical
f!J.!lctionsof legislative controls."
.
,
We must also realise that India is not a totally unitary State. It has a distinct
federal character and the Rajya Sabha is an essential feature of it. Elections to the
Rajya Sabha by the members of the State Assemblies is clearly intended to give a
clear federal character to this House. One of its major responsibilities is to protect
the rights of the States. For instance, a special majority of two-third of this House
is necessary to enable the two Houses of Parliament to legislate in matters falling
within the exclusive legislative sphere of the States.
Of course, the Second Chamber should remain second. There can be no dispute
on this point. Whereas its great value in crystallising a problem, marshalling relevant facts, taking a long-term view and bringing unprejudiced and clear thinking
to bear upon proposed legislations should be recognised the final decision should
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rest with that House which has its members who have directly been elected by the
people. Otherwise the whole procedure becomes undemocratic.
No special pleading is necessary for the continued existence of the Rajya Sabha.
The record of its achievements in the legislative and in other domains sin.ce its
establishment sustains its claim to be regarded as an indispensable part of India's
Parliament. It has never come into conflict with the Lok Sabha by claiming to act
as a brake on the wheel of advance. Both Houses have championed progressive
causes with equal enthusiasm and striven, as the true representative institutions of
the Indian people, to realise the pledge embodied in the Preamble to the Constitution. Macaulay described the two political parties of his time in England as the fore
and hind legs of a stag. It would be equally apt to describe the two Houses of
Indian Parliament in these terms.
.
In the short history of 25 years, there were occasions when the question of the
Second Chamber functioning as impediment to progressive legislation would have
become sharper. When the Bill to abolish Privy Purses of Princes was not accepted
by the Rajya Sabha, many eye brows were raised but our far-seeing and dynamic
Prime Minister, Shrimati Indira Gandhi, handled the situation deftly without
permitting controversy about the utility of the Rajya Sabha getting out of hand. No
f~r~her proof is necessary to justify the wisdom of our Constitution makers in proVIdIng a second "hamber than the fact that Prime Minister Indira Gandhi while
making our Constitution, more in tune with democratic way of living by amending
it by the Constitution (42nd Amendment) Act, 1976 did not consider it necessary to
touch the Rajya Sabha.

January /0, 1977
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Commons. The subtlety in these words would not throw any doubts at all; because,
the House of Lords composed of noblemen was expected to act as a check and a
balance to the statutory laws drawn up by the total will of the popular representatives. The aristocracy of the British Isles wanted to be heard to make democracv
meaningful. In the governance of a far-flung empire, they wanted to provide such
a second chamber to the Indians as a golden mean for their persistent and challenging demands for Puma Swaraj. That is the reason why the British did favour a
second chamber in the Indian parliamentary
life in the pre. independence
era. The
struggle to get free from the British clutches, and the historic movement launched
by Mahatma
Gandhi forced the British colonialists
to concede parliamentary
concessions in driblets. It was indeed a long and weary path from the MontaguChelmsford reforms to the days when Lord Simon headed a Constitutional
Reforms
Committee and the culmination of the Government of India Act, 1935. Side by side
with a relentless non. violent struggle to achieve Puma Swaraj, the Indian National
Congress entered the arena of parliamentary
life and impressed on the British
imperialists that the intelligence of the Indians was in no way inferior to that of the
British in running the affairs of the country.

THE OLD
VEERENDRA
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SECOND

CHAMBER

PATtL*

It is heartening indeed to know that the Rajya Sabha has attained
a high stature
in the parliamentary
life of our country and in the quarter of a century of its life,
the House has impressed the people with a sturdy approach to problems and by the
debating skill of its members I have been privileged since 1972 to sit as a member
of the House and I may recall here the concept of second chambers in our parliamentary system.
The idea of a second chamber is not new to India. Even in the colonial days,
under the Montagu-Chelmsford
reforms, the Council of State was in existence as an
Upper Chamber to the then Central Legislative Assembly and continued in a more
flexible form under the Government of India Act, 1935. The British, though pressed
by continued approach for a thorough reformation into the very concepts of parliamentary democracy, did concede the relevance of a second chamber in the Indian
polity. It is on record that without a second chamber,
the parliamentary
system
would not efficiently mirror the aims and aspirations of the people at large. The
Mother of Parliaments as is well known has two Houses in Westminster, the Upper
House being called the House of Lords and the Lower House, the House of
'Shri Veerendra Patil is a Member of Parliame!!t (Rajya Sabha).

The old Second Chamber called the Council of States continued to function as
an Upper House to the Central Legislative Assembly with all the elements of a good
parliamentarY life. The composition of the Chamber and the spirit of the representative capacity gave the Chamber a shape and form which glittered in the history
of parliamentary life of those days. The election to this House was from a limited
franchise, which sent men of letters, jurists, educationists and men of the highest
calibre. The parliamentary
records of those days reflect the debating propensities
of the members and the active part they played in indirectly demanding freedom to
the Indian people. Great patriots like N. Gopalaswami Ayyangar and others added
lustre to the lively debates.

THE SECOND

CHAMBER

AFTER

1947

When the British left the country, the Indian leaders embarked on the stupendoustask of framing a Constitution for India. The Constituent Assembly gave careful
thought to the concept and relevance of the second chambers and framed a
picture which projected the desirability
to continue the Upper House as was in
vogue in the Government of India Act, 1935. By wisdom and sanity of thought, the
leading figures who sat in the Constituent Assembly did not falter one step to achieve
what was ..needed for the Indian parliamentary system. When the Indian Constitution
was adopted, the founding fathers c;reated articles 79, 80 and 83 to give the people
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that the House not only functions as a revising chamber but brings forth original
legislation and then sends it to the Lower House for approval.
The Upper House
is complimentary
to the Lok Sabha.
From my experience of the last five years, I may at once point out that the
mode and method of electing the members under the proportional
representation
system has to be char.ged into a new one. [ would go so far as to say that the.
Elders should be elected on a limited franchise direct from the people. This would
give an added shape to the representative character as was in vogue prior to Independence. The question hour in the Rajya Sabha may be given up and the time
devoted to other specialised business. The very idea of a bicameral system is to
function as a check to the plethora of delegated and subordinate
legislation. The
Rajya Sabha should devote more time to scrutinise in depth and detail the delegated and subordinate
legislation and certain other classes of similar business
should also be brought before it for careful scrutiny. In the constitutional
process
of India, certain amount of control on the administration
is essential and the
supervisory role has to be vested in the Rajya Sabha to strengthen the base of our
parliamentary
control. Modern exigencies require the alternative
process of an
Upper Chamber
to go in depth and revise all the legislative process, unmindful of
the party pressures. The impact of our Elders in looking at every legislative process,
with care and caution, controls the exessive zeal of the Executive. In this sphere
the role of the Rajya Sabha has to be revised in conformity with the best traditions
of the federal system. The very idea of a second chamber is to project a consti.tutional vista where the combined wisdom of the Nation's Elders comes into play and
enables the governance of the country in a spirit of dedicated service. In my view a
thorough revision of the structure and pattern of the Second Chamber is necessary,
to make the Upper House a citadel of parliamentary system and the shelter of the
wise in our society to work steadfastly to achieve the highest and the noblest in
parliamentary
life. India is not wanting in wise people whose intelligence, integrity
and collective maturity of thought are most needed to make the Upper House
really a forum for the Elders who constitute the very core of our heritage. I share
these thoughts with many of my parliamentary colleagues on the auspicious occasion of t!Ie Silver Jubilee of the Rajya Sabha.

a Sec.ond Chamber called the Council of States better known as the Rajya Sabha. It
was stipulated that not.more than 238 representatives from States should constitute
the Rajya Sabha. excluding the twelve to be nominated by the President
of India.
Under article 83 it was also stipulated that the Council of States (Rajya Sabha) shall
not be subjected to dissolution but, as nearly as possible, one-third of the members
shall retire every second year. The Vice-President of India was made the ex-officio
Chairman of the Rajya Sabha, similar to the pattern in U.S.A. The nominated
element in the Rajya Sabha had to be drawn from men of letters, science, art and
social service. This was the spirit in which the Upper I.Iouse was created under
the constitutional
provisions and the House has been functioning
effectively since
then.

THE

ACCEPTED

PROCESS

When we take stock of legislative process in India, we get an insight into the
operational equilibrium and the dynamics of a constitutional system. Legislation
in
modern time has undergone a change where the complexions and'textures
have
become different. The sum and substance of modern legislation is to subject all the
laws to a measure of absolute scrutiny and to obtain a true impact of public exposition, analysis, opinion and consultation. If one takes a look into the legislative
process in India, the sole initiative of any legislation lies in the hands of the Executive and the Legislature analyses the texture and complexion
of each piece of
legislation and then approves the same.

EXPLORATION

OF THE

ROLE

After 25 years of legislative process, a time has come to find out the possibility
of enlarging the usefulness of the Rajya Sabha in the process of legislation and its
supervisory system. The members of the Rajya Sabha are called Elders and in this
nomenclature they have been given a place of pride to focus attention
on essential
possibilities of checks and balances. It is also believed that the Upper House need
not occupy the role of a repetitive chamber and go on to re-enact the functions
performed by the Lower House. No doubt the Lower House that is the House of
the People or the Lok Sabha is the prime forum of India's political ideas, the
Upper House was never thought of as a repeat chamber to the Lok Sabha. The
Rajya Sabha is the repository of the collective wisdom of the nation's intelligents
and as such far superior to aid and advise the legislative process of the other
House. The federal principle is the concept of the Second Chamber. The idea behind a bicameral legislature is to act as a revising and reviewing chamber. In other
words the second chamber has perforce to apply brakes and corrections to any
piece of legislation. But in the day-to-day working of the Rajya Sabha, it is seen
.
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The Concept and the Relevance of Second Chambers
in Parliamentary Democracy, Federal Polity
and Developing Societies

NIREN

DE*

Historically, the modern bicameral system has its origin in the beginnings of constitutional government in the 17th century in England and to the later 18th century
on the continent of Europe. The English Parliament became bicameral in recognition of the distinction
between the nobility and clergy of the one part and the
common people of the other. When the British colonies were established
in
America, the colonial assemblies were likewise bicameral, because there were two
interests to be represented-the
mother country, by the Governor
in Council and
the colonists, by their chosen deputies. Upon gaining their independence, the
colonists framed for themselves a Constitution
embodying the bicameral system.
With the extension of constitutional
government throughout
the world, most
countries set up bicameral legislatures on the English or the United Slates models,
with large first cl)arribers chosen by popular vote and smaller second chambers
whose mem bers were elected on a restricted or derivative franchise or contained
nominated
or hereditary
elements or direct representatives of certain interests or
geographical divisions of the nation.
• Shri Niren De is a former Attorney-General

of India.
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Theoretically, this dualism in the bicameral system is justified as an application
of checks and balances, so exercises a supervisory
function.
Various devices have
been adopted for securing an issue from possible deadlock between the two Houses
of a Legislature,
for example, Joint Sessions and the limitation of the delaying
action of an Upper House to a given period.
In a bicameral legislative system, power is shared by two more or less coordinate legislative bodies. The two Houses mayor may not be of equal authority. The
power of initiating legislation
usually belongs to both chambers but may, as in
certain countries, be restricted by confining the right of bringing forward financial
measures to the Lower House.
, This century has been witnessing a reaction against the bicameral system particularly in developed and established governments.
Sweden' has recently. abolished
the age-old Upper House and adopted the unicameral system. Unicameral councils
or Commissions have come to predominate the-emes of the United States and have
been credited with marked improvements in the quality of municipal government.
During the second decade of this century widespread dissaiisfaction with State
Legislatures led to numerous proposals for a single-Chamber
system. Even in Great
Britain, where the modern bicameral system originated, there has recently been
occasional dissatisfaction with the continuance of the House of Lords. But tradition
dies hard particularly in a country like Great Britain and the bicameral system still
remains, by and large, the prevalent practice throughout the world.
Great Britain is the only country which still retains a hereditary Upper House,
the House of Lords, though even in this case its hereditary character has been
modified by the creation of life peerages. The hereditary element in the Parliaments
of Central Europe was swept away by World War I.
In unitary governments based on parliamentary
democracy, or in the governments of units forming a federation,
the bicameral system is hardly justifiable,
unless, of course, the conditions prevailing in any particular country or in one or
more' units of a federation
necessitates and the people concerned desire such a
system. The main argument in support of the system to the effect that it avoids
hasty or harsh legislation is a weak one. [n a parliamentary
democracy the memo
bers of the Lower House are the dire:t representatives
of the people; and the
Lower House has generally in-built procedural
safeguards for the avoidance of
hasty legislation, e.g., the several Committees of the House and the requirement of
the consideration of a Bill by the House at more than one stage. In any event, few
legislation can be hasty inasmuch as the law is always behind the times in every
country, and if any legislation
be hasty, it will, in the long run, be rejected by the
people in a parliamentary democracy.
The criticism against the bicameral system does not, however, hold good in
respect of federal governments, whether or not such governments
are based on
parliamentary
democracy, and also, perhaps, in respect of some developing countries, irrespective
of the question whether the governments of such countries are
unitary or of the federal pattern .
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A federal government is the government of a federal community. Such a community is characterised by a territorially diversified pattern of foci of attention,
objectives, values, interests and beliefs that calls for two levels of government, one
to deal with the common, the other with the territorially diverse and ditferentiatt:d
foci of attention. Of course, every federal government is likely to be different fro:n
every other, particularly because of the variety of possible origins. But whereas
the Lower House of the Legislature of a federal government represents the country
as a whole, the Upper House is considered necessary to safeguard the interest of

"

,

the federating units.
Many developing countries were, until recently, under the yoke of imperialism
and some developing countries have been or still are in the grip of feudalism or
absolutism or both for far too long. The result is tint cultural, linguistic and other
differences have been perpetuatd in many a developing country. Thus parliamentary democracy in such a country, in order to succeed, has necessarily to create a
mechanism whereby these differences can be adequately expressed, not with the
object of maintaining these differences but for the purpose of harmonising the
different ways of life to promote the unity and integrity of the country. In a
parliamentary democracy this cnn be done only by the bicameral system as the
Lower House is composed of members elected by the country as a whole.
Although U.S.A. has opted for the Presidential form of government and not
parliamentary democracy, the origin of modern federalism is in the American Constitution. American federalism provided the model. Other countries which later
adopted the federal principle in their Constitutions deviated from the model in
accordance with the requirements and aspirations of their own peoples. Australia
and Canada provide two outstanding examples of working federalism. Their institutional set-up is interesting in terms of the relation of federalism to parliamentarism; for they effectively combine the cabinet system of parliamentary government,
on both the federal and the local level, with a functioning federal system. Canadian
federalism is reinforced by the powerful sense of local differentiation and autonomy
in the French-speaking part of Canada, in both Canada and Australia the continental dimensions of their territory make a territorial distribution of power natural.
There are other examples of experimentation with various federal forms of government elsewhere in the Commonwealth.
We, in India, are a developing society. We have also evolved a diversified
federal system of our own that provides the basis for solving an extremely complex
problem of how to organise an effective parliamentary system of government at the
federal as well as at the State levels for our richly differentiated people. Ours is the
most complex federal system ever devised. Some would deny its true federal character because of the broad powers granted to the Central Government. But the weight
of local traditions-linguistic,'
religious, cultural-is so great and the need for the
integration of the country is so vital that the federal units tend to gain' rather than
lose in strength. The system is still evolving and the end is not in sight, but it is
possible to argue that without the rather unique techniques of federalism we have
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adopted, parliamentary democracy or any other form of constitutional government
and, above all, the integrity of independent India could not have been achieved.
The main feature of the Upper Houses of four established and well-known
federal countries, namely, the United States of America, the Swiss Confederation,
the Dominion of Canada and the Commonwealth of Australia, whose Constitutions were very much before the Constituent Assembly which framed our Constitution, may now be compared with the principal feature of our Upper House of
Parliament, namely, the Council of States, better known as the Rajya Sabha. The
Constitutions of all these four countries, except the United States, embody the
principle of parliamentary democracy.
The Legislature of the United States, namely, the Congress, consists of the
Senate, the Upper House, and the House of Representatives, the Lower House. The
Senate is composed of two Senators for each 'State and although an amendment of
the Constitution may increase this number, the increased representation has to be
the same for all the States unless a particular Slate, which is unlikely, should consent to a lower representation. Formerly, the members of the Senate were required
to be elected by the State Legislatures. Now, however, they are elected by the
people.
Switzerland is governed by the Constitution of 1948 which is a compromise
reflecting the growth of new ideas with an attempt to retain the ancient practices. There is a legislature composed of two Houses, the Upper House being the
Council of States and the Lower House the National Council. After the manner of
the United States, the Council of States represents the federating units, namely, the
Cantons. Each canton appoints two deputies to the Council of States and in divided
Cantons each half-Canton elects one deputy to the Council.
The two Houses of the Canadian P<lrliament are the Senate and the House of
Commons. The Upper House, namely, the Senate, consists of a number of members
appointed by the Governor-General in the name of the Sovereigll. Under the
Constitution, Canada is deemed to consist of three main Divisions and each
Division is equally represented in the Senate.
The Upper House of the Australian Parliament is the Senate and the Lower
House, the House of Representatives. The Senate is composed of different numbers
of Senators for different States; but the Original States, that is, the States which
were parts of the Commonwealth of Australia at its establishment, have equal
representation in the Senate.
The Indian Constit'ution, unlike the American, SwisS; Canadian and Australian
Constitutions, has'not followed the principle of ~~al representation of federal units
in the Upper House of the Federal Legislatuni:'fhis deviation was due mainly to
the efforts of the members of the Constituent Assembly to bring about the unity
. and integrity of In'dia by removing the pplitical division between British Indian and
the PrincelY~J~~es and harmoni~in~ Ithe differences in language and culture
between one Prov,ince and another ani t,~odifferences in the way of life bet~een
the majority and' minority communit!~s'o( the country. Due to historical, social and
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economic reasons the diverse peoples of India differ greatly from the peoples of the
.four federal countries with which a comparison is being made. The members of the
Constituent Assembly themselves represented these diverse groups in the country.
The makers of the Constitution gave us an organic document on November 26,
1949. In spite of our diversities, we in India can and do call ourselves a nation.
The present and future generations of India will remain deeply grateful for their
vision.
Article 79 of the Constitution providing for the Constitution of Parliament
with a bicameral system is the same as article 66 of the Draft Constitution. During
the debates in the Constituent Assembly, Shri Lokanath Misra moved an amendment to the draft article td read "There shall be a Parliament for the Union which
shall consist of the President and the House of the People." In moving his amendment he stated that "it is now admitted almost on all hands that second chambers
are out of date." In support of the draft article Shri M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar
stated as follows:

I
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"Sir, it is common knowledge that in this country so far as we are concerned,
there is so much enthusiasm and i( for no other reasons, we must find opportunity for various people to take part in politics. Therefore, it is necessary that
we should have another House where the genius of the people may have full
play. The second reason is that whatever hasty legislation is passed by the
Lower House may be checkmated by the go-slow movement of the Upper
House. The third reason is that the Upper House is a permanent body, while
the Lower House is not. These are some of the reasons why, constituted as we
are at present, it is necessary in the interests of the progress of this country we
should have a second House."
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar brushed aside all amendments to the draft article and
stated that he did not think that any reply was called for.
The three reasons advanced by Shri Ayyangar in support of an Upper House
of Parliament are hardly convincing. Mere political enthusiasm of a large number
of people does not justify the creation of more than one legislative body. Regarding
the necessity of an Upper House for the avoidance of hasty legislation, Shri Misra's
criticism was quite correct. And the creation of a permanent or semi.permanent
legislative body goes against the very concept of parliamentary democracy.
Yet, there was complete justification for the adoption of the bicameral system
at the Centre. The Indian Constitution has its own federal pattern based on
parliamentary democracy. In such a democracy, there is always more than one
political party. Each political party attempts to mobilise public opinion in its
favour by its own programme in order to achieve governmental power. In a federal
government, whatever its pattern of federalism may be, one party may have the
majority in the Lower House of the Federal Legislature and so form the government of the country, whereas another party may have the majority in the Lower
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House of federal unit and form the government of that unit. The Constituent
Assembly wisely rejected proportional representation in direct elections to the
Lower Houses of Parliament and the State Legislatures. Proportional representa.
tion is not generally conducive to a stable government and in a vast country like
India with its large population and several political parties, proportional representation would have been a calamity. At the same time, the makers of the Constitution wisely and democratically emphasised our federal pattern by providing in
clause (4) of article 80 for proportional representation of each State in the Rajya
Sabha by the elected members of the Legislative Assembly of the State, so that the
political parties having their own members in the Legislative Assembly of a State
may, through such members, adequately represent themselves in the Rajya Sabha.
Thus clause (4) of article 80 provides sufficient justification for the creation and the
existence of the Rajya Sabha. This provision of the Constitution enables the federal
units to represent themselves in the Rajya Sabha through their own Legislatures by
means of proportional representation and so take part in the governmental process
at the national level.
There can be no doubt that since its inception the Rajya Sabha has more than
justified itself. By and large, its performance in the legislative process and the
formulation of policies has been extremely useful in the governance of the country
and it has worked in a spirit of cooperation, and not confrontation, with the Lok
Sabha. Thus the Rajya Sabha could, perhaps, provide a model for many a deve.
loping country with a unitary or federal pattern of government, just as the American
bicameral system based on equal representation of the federal units in .the Upper
House provided a model for the federations of Canada and Australia and the Swiss
Confederation.

December 27, 1976
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The Need and Role of Second Chambers
in Parliamentary Democracy

M. V.

VENKATAPPA*

The necessity for a second chamber in a democracy has been a subject matter of
endless discussion in the past. Arguments galore have been advanced for and against
the need for Upper Houses almost since the time representative institutions were
accepted as instruments of peoples' will in a democracy. So much has been spoken
and written on the subject and it will certainly be a futile exercise to recapitulate
even in nutshell-the
several points of views. Political writers have taken extreme
postures; many of them have condemned in outspoken terms the point of view that
an Upper Chamber has a role to play in a democratic set-up; some have put up
meek defence of its need. The kind of obstinate opposition to the second chamber
arises from a misconception of what it ought to be and what role it could play in a
true democracy. To those who blindly oppose the existence of a second chamber, and
they are many, under any circumstance, we can furnish no answer since we cannot
argue with unreceptive and fanatical minds. But to those who criticise the composition or functioning of upper chambers, we may answer.
Before I dwell on the pros and cons of the subject, I may point out that almost
all nations that swear by democracy have in fact established second chambers.
.Shri M. V. Venkatappa

is the Chairman

of the Karnataka

Legislative Council.
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Therefore, to discuss the question at this stage is merely an academic exercise.
U.K., U.S.A, Australia, Canada, U.S.S.R., Brazil, Belgium, Afghanistan, Egypt,
Burma, Japan, Sri Lanka, South Africa and a number of other countries with
diverse concepts of democratic and political institutions have accepted without
demur the existence of second chambers. Yet, political commentators are not
wanting who denounce the second chamber because, as I said earlier, they are
labouring under certain misconceptions.
The foremost impression that lingers in the minds of some people is that a
second chamber is a relic of the past, that it is essentially conservative and
reactionary in outlook and therefore it would hinder the path of progress. This line
of thinking represents a total misreading of the role that a second chamber can play .
. Such a reasoning would hold good, if the Upper Houses are composed of people
representing on a hereditary basis only one class of society as the House of Lords
in U.K., or if their members are appointed for life as in Canada. Most of the second
chambers in the world assume a different character in the sense that membership
of these Houses is mostly elective, with some minor reservations to provide representation to socially acceptable classes of people, say, the scientists or litterateurs
or businessmen, who have no opportunity to enter the portals of a law-making or
policy-making body at the higher level through the elective processes. To characterise a body filled up by some sort of election-direct or indirect- as representing
conservative or vested interest, is to be blind to facts. Then, what would be the
answer of such critics to the fact that some Lower Houses in the world today are
dominated by conservative elements? What if people of a country would like to be
ruled by conservative no-changers as against the political swash-bucklers, who in
the name of this or that dogma, would lead the nation to a path of ruin? The same
people of a mature nation would naturally choose as leaders those who can change
with the changing times and who can effect a transformation without hurting the
basic concepts' and ideals for which the nation stands, at the same time providing a
clean and stable administration. Therefore the fact remains that an Upper House
alone need not be reactionary or conservative-even the Lower House can be so,
depending upon the calibre and type of leadership and the wishes of the nation. It is,
therefore, true that the Upper House reflects the national mood to the same extent as
the Lower House since the leadership that provides the Government is common to
both Houses. For example, the people of Britain have been alternating between the
Conservative and Labour Governments. The recent elections in Japan indicate a
swing away from the conservatives who held sway for more than two decades.
Therefore, whether the majority in a legislature is comprised of this or that
thought of political philosophy depends upon the whims of the people at large and
the legislature only reflects their aspirations.
In several democratic countries, people get tired of the same political party
ruling over the country over a number of years. They vote for a change,
not for the sake of a change by itself, but possibly because any political party
sitting in seat of power over years at end would entrench itself deeply and
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get corrupted in the long run. Therefore, the moods of people are difficult to assess
at all times and every political party runs a risk during elections. It would be
presumptuous for any party, be it conservative or progressive, to believe that it has
the monopoly of representing the people. The complexion of a legislature changes
with the changing times and the second chamber alone cannot be accused of repre. senting this or that philosophy.
Another pet criticism of a second chamber is that it is a relic of the past. These
critics seem to be obsessed with the composition, the tenure and the role of the
House of Lords in England. Try as you may, the fallacious thinking persists. The
House of Lords is a unique institution devised by the British and it has no parallel
in other nascent democracies, not at least in those which have been released from
the tentacles of imperialism in this century. The Upper Houses in those democracies
are composed of elected members mostly, though the extent and nature of elections
may vary from country to country. The membership is neither perpetual nor for
life. In India we have adopted a system of election to the Rajya Sabha suited to our
genius. This system has served well and has by and large satisfied all shades of political opinion. The second chambers today are totally different from those of history
. which were used as instruments to protect and preserve the vested interests of the
upper echelons of society, as against the larger interests of the poor and working
classes. Such prejudicial notions against the Upper Houses are totally irrelevant
today, if we take into account the elective element which necessarily characterises
the second chambers in the world today. Even the House of Lords has ceased to be
what it was, since it has lost many of its powers as sentinels of power safeguarding the ruling elite of the country.
Any nation which adopts federalism as an element of national polity, considers
it desirable to set up a second chamber at the national level to afford protection to
the weaker constituents in the country and also to provide a representative character to all the regions constituting the federation. Tn U.S.A., for example, the Lower
House is almost wholly dominated by representatives of the populous States whereas
the sparsely populated agricultural States, particularly of the South, find their
voices stifled. To render the scales even, every State in the United States, irrespective of population, sends two representatives directly to the Senate. The second
chambers in most countries have some such balancing influence and have a definite
role to play in the process of law-making or control of the executive. Thus wholesale condemnation of the second chamber arises from ignorance.
It is also not true to say that second chambers may checkmate progressive
measures initiated by a dynamic political party in control of a Lower House. Such
a proposition is ridiculous since in most countries the powers of the second
chamber are clipped. It may delay legislative action for sometime depending upon
!ts constitutional authority to differ with the Lower House. Even this is not possible
III the context of the fact that the political authority enjoying the confidence of the
Lower House would also have a majority in the Upper House. Of course, there have
been rare exceptions particularly in our country. After the 1971 General Elections ,
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the Congress Party was in a minority in the Rajya Sabha as against the combined
strength of the Opposition, but even then no insurmountable deadlock was created
so as to bring the administration to a grinding halt. In the Karnataka Legislative
Council, for instance, the Opposition was numerically stronger than the Ruling
Party from 1972 to 1976. Even so, except for one or two Bills, legislative activity
went on smoothly and Government work proceeded apace unhampered.
It may then be argued that second cham bers are superfluous at least in the
States. Our Constitution provides for representation in the Upper House for certain
special interests which would not normally find expression in a chamber filled by
representatives directly elected on popular franchise. We are all aware that electioneering in modern times is a costly and complex affair and prudent and diligent
citizens, however eminently qualified, shudder to enter into the political arena with
a view to entering into legislatures. Till the proclamation of Emergency, politics in
our COUntrywas viciously contaminated with persons who placed self over service,
who jumped criss-cross political fences to suit the convenience of changing times
and those who reduced the entire political system to a comic opera. That being so,
how could any enlightened citizen, with self-respect, enter into the fray of elections?
To those who are in fear of the highly competitive character of politics, election
to the Upper Houses provides an answer. Of course, it would be idle to expect the
Upper House to shun politics altogether and assume a non-political character, but
it would have a role to play only if the political element or content is kept at
the minimum, such a minimum as would not expose it to condemnation as a replica
or rubber-stamp of the other House. It is true that elections to various constituencies of the Upper House, like the teachers, grad uates or local authorities, are mostly
fought on political platform but those chosen or elected should endeavour to play
down their political bias to an extent as would justify their being euphemistically
called as 'House of Elders'. It may be true that the nature and character of the
special interests enumerated in the Constitution for election to the Legislative
Council deserve some re-Iooking at the highest level. If political parties also would
sponsor to the Upper Houses men with mature ability and wisdom, with experience
and dedication, though such persons may not be strongly wedded to a political
philosophy, it would mend matters. This argument should only lead us to the conclusion that the principles adopted in fil1ingup second chambers need re-thinking,
but the principle of having an Upper House is not bad in itself.
When I was addressing a group of students studying advanced political science,
I was asked whether an Upper House would not be a luxury in a poor country. I
told them that democratic institutions cost a good deal of money by themselves but
compared to the financial output in the budgets, this sector of expenditure is negligIble considering the beneficial returns they would secure to the nation. I told them
that if the alternative to democracy is dictatorship, then the amounts spent towards
maintaining the democratic apparatus would be well-spent, because as Prime Minister
I/l~ira Gandhi had rightly said, it is only democracy that can preserve the integrity
of the country and provide its people a voice in the administration. Again, compared
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to the expenditure incurred on the upkeep of the lower chambers, the cost of running
the second chambers is small and should not strain unduly the national coffers. I
thought the students were satisfied with the answer.
What I have said above represents certain stray thoughts on the subject. Of
course, as the Presiding Officer of an Upper House, I am professionally bound to
argue in its defence. Even then, I feel that what I have stated merits consideration.
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The Concept and Relevance of Second Chambers
Parliament and Democracy

VIRENDRA

SWARUP*

Any discussion on second chambers presupposes the need and existence of a deliberative body with substantive powers to lay down the policies and laws which shall
be supreme in the governance of a country. A parliament either without plenary
powers to legislate or to look into the question of implementation of those laws is
a pseudo parliament and whether it should consist of one, two or even more
chambers would not matter, for the real power in such cases vests in some body or
authority other than the parliament and the second or third chambers would be as
useless as the first one. Thus a discussion of the need for second chambers can be
fruitful in the context of a strong parliament, howsoever it may be composed.
What is Democracy? .' It is difficult to define "democracy". According to Carl
Becker it is "a kind of conceptual Gladstonian bag which with a little manipulation
can be made to accommodate almost any collection of social facts we may wish to
carry about in it." Still, certain essential attributes which have been accepted on all
hands stand out as parts of democracies, present and the past.
Origin of Democracy.' The word "democracy" owes its origin to the Greek
words 'demos' and 'kratia' meaning respectively 'the people' and 'power' and
,
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together meaning a government in which the people wield the ultimate power. It is
a different matter that the Greek concept of 'the people' was a very narrow one
from which the slaves, women, the disabled and those living outside the borders of
the city-state were excluded. The result was that only about one-third of the adult
population constituted 'the people' in the Greek democracies.
Another feature of
that democracy was that the people exercised the governmental
power directly in
periodical meetings which were called the Ekklesia (or Ecclesia) or the general
assemblies
Representative Democracy: However, with the territorial expansion of the citystates, direct democracy became more and more difficult as the Romans,
who
started with copying the Greek model, found to their cost. Representative
democracy did not replace direct democracy forthwith.
A long period of oligarchic,
monarchical or aristocratic governments intervened and the places of the Ekklesias
were taken by a select body of rulers' advisers who had either hereditary,
religious
or heroic distinctions.
These bodies, called the Estates, Parliaments, Cortes, or
Diets, were the sole representative bodies whose function was advisory rather than
directory. Nor was there any division among their functions or even in the governmental functions which now form an essential element of democracy.
Represelllation of the People .' Gradually the people asserted their right to have
a say in the government and the more powerful of them were given a right to
choose their representatives who could, along with the former bodies of advisers, also
express their opinio'ns about the government of the country in a limited sphere. In
course of time these representative bodies asserted and wrested larger and larger
powers with the result that they got more powerful as also resentful of sharing
power with the earlier bodies in the government of the State. Thus, ultimate pow~r
of legislation and policy-making with the representatives of the people became an
essential part of democracy.
Separation of Powers: But it was realised that concentration
of all power in
the hands of anyone
body of persons, howsoever representative it may be of the
people, is likely to lead to tyranny and despotism. The actions of the Rump Parliament in England during and after the Civil War, the Estates in France, the Cortes
.of Spain and the various types of Diets in the Holy Roman and the German
Roman Empire proved this amply. The high-handedness of the House of Commons
during the reign of George III towards the American colonies made such an
impact on the American colonists that they made for themselves a constitution
which contains the most rigid, but not quite separable,
separation
of powers. In
its operative sense the doctrine of Separation of Powers means that the legislative,
administrative and the judicial functions of the State should be separately performed by functionaries of the State and they should be comparatively,
if not wholly,
free from the control of each other.
Personal Liberties; Another off.shoot of the fear of concentration of power has
made the preservation of the civil liberties of the people as a part of the democratic
principle. Equality rather thall stat\lsl llc,vernment of laws rather than of men and
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respect for human dignity are some of the other attributes of democracy which have
been acclaimed
from time to time. The Funeral Oration of Pericles, the English
Agreement of the People, the French Declaration of the Rights of Man and Cilizen,
the American
Declaration
of Independence
and Lincoln's
Gettysburg Add ress,
which are held to be the historical statements of what democracy is or ought to
be, all point to the essentiality of these features.
Parliamentary Democracy: During the past there have been many forms of
democracies with many variations of division of powers or functions among the
organs of the State. But one oldest form of democracy is what is labelled as parliamentary type, the essential feature of which is a Parliament supreme in the field of
law and policy-making,
including finance, to which the executive is responsible for
all its actions. It, therefore, has the power to make any law and dismiss the political
executive if it does not enjoy its confidence. Under this system the political executive consists of the members of the Parliament and is required to answer for its
actions before it. A modified form of this system is one in which Parliament, instead
of being unfettered in its law-making
powers, is subject to certain restrictions
placed on such power by the supreme law of the land, the Constitution.
But the
principle is the same, namely, that of a political executive which is a part of the
Parliament-Bagehot
called the Cabinet as a Committee of Parliament-and
holds
office during its confidence. But it may be noted that the principle of separation of
powers has its role even in this system, for the political executive has tbe power
to dismiss or dissolve the Parliament and ask it to seek a fresh mandate from the
people.
From the point of view of the relevance of second chambers
in parliamentary
democracy, the most important aspect of it is that in such a polity the responsibility of the Parliament for the achievements and failures of the government is complete. Where powers are divided between Parliament and a directly elected executive
not responsible to the representative body, as in U.S.A. and France, the Parliament
can take shelter behind the fact that either laws passed by it were vetoed by the
Chief Executive or not implemented in the way tbey were meant to be implemented
and the Parliament was helpless. But in a parliamentary
democracy
where the
making as also the execution of laws and policies is directly under the control of
the Parliament, such a plea cannot be taken. Therefore, the Parliament has to be
not only efficient but also vigilant and has to keep a constant eye on-the minutest
details of legislation as well as administration.
Composition of Representative Bodies: A widest based representative
body
which could reflect the views and aspirations of the people in general has in modern
times become a must for any kind of democracy.
But there are many different
opinions about the size, the term of office, the method to be followed in choosing
its members, the categories of persons who should be entitled to have a say in
composing
it and the like. For instance, it would be difficult to find agreement
about the.ideal size of such a body. A membership of 500 may be considered
by
some as ';Ctoo large for a real deliberative body while Qt4ers may thin~ it to be t09
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small in relation to the total population of a country on the ground that a member
cannot effectively represent more than an optimum number of qualified voters. The
same is true about the electoral system according to which such a body is elected.
There are more than a dozen such systems prevalent in democracies
of the world
and each one is claimed to be the most appropriate by its followers, if not from the
point of view of its efficacy in giving better representation
to the people, at least
from the point of view of its aptness in a given political environment. On the
question of its term of office also there are various views. In U.S.A. the term is
generally two years for the federal and the State popular chambers. Terms of 4 or
5 years are general. A connected question is whether such bodies should in all cases
run for their full term or should be liable to be dissolved at the will of themselves,
wholly or partly, or at the will of some other organs of the State. With all these
controversies
about the first chambers it is difficult to say that they are either fully
representative of the people or ideal in3truments for expressing the will or the consent of the people, Still as such chambers are the first essential of a democracy, they
are taken for granted as representing the people.
Text book (Ontrol'ersy : But a real controversy exists about the Parliament as
to whether it should consist of only a representative
body, howsoever, composed,
or it should consist of another chamber and if there should be such a chamber,
what should be its composition, functions and powers. An extreme negative view
was expressed by Abbe Seiyes who thought that if the second chamber agreed with
the first, it was useless and, if it disagreed, it was mischievous.
Benjamin Franklin
compared a two-chamber Parliament with a two headed snake which died of thirst
while going in quest of waler because when it got entangled in a twig the two heads
pulled in opposite directions and it could not go round the twig. Other stock argu.
ments against second chambers are that they obstruct or delay legislation, are costly
appendages, represent vested interests or reactionary elements and are irrelevant in
modern democracies
in which the sole power should rest with the representatives
of the people. On the other hand, those in favour of second chambers say that they
revise the decisions of the representative body, provide expert opinion on technical points, share the burdens of the representative body, save their time by concurrently deliberating over the affairs of the State and enable the Parliament to devote
time for the consideration
of matters for which the representative
body has no
time to devote. Riker gives some new arguments for and against second chambers.
In their favour he says that while oratory or sentimental upsurge may sway one
chamber it cannot do so in the second one. Again, he says, that large representative
bodies develop the psychology of the mob and are mostly carried away by the
machinations and manipulations
of a few seasoned campaigners. This is difficult to
do in smaller and really deliberative bodies which have ample time to consider the
pros and cons of every step. Against the second chambers
he says that it divides
responsibility
between two bodies enabling each to put the blame of defective
legislation on the other.
It may, however, be remembered
that !II) these arguments are general ilOd
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abstract without any reference to the composition, powers and procedures of second
chambers of which there is a large variety in existence.
Historica/Tradition .' One way of looking at the relevance of second chambers
in democracies
may be to ascertain whether during the course of development of
democracy, second chambers have been incompatible with it. If not, why, in theory,
it should be so today.
Starting from the times when the word democracy and a system in accordance
with it came into existence, we find that in the Greek city-states the Ekklesia had
a body of experienced and elderly people, called the Boule, to revise and also to
modify its decisions. In course of time as the interest of the eligible citizens waned
in the affairs of the states, the Boule became more and more energetic. In the same
way during the Roman times, who copied the Greek city assemblies,
the Senate,
which was composed of the elderly and experienced citizens, became the more
powerful body and is now considered the wisest decision-making
and law-giving
body that ever existed. During the middle ages, the only law-making
bodies that
existed were composed of people with property which was considered as giving them
a stake in the good government of the country or of people who had earned distinction in various fields of life. Their role in keeping in check the despotic powers of
the rulers is well known. For instance, it was the hereditary Parliament which had
forced King John to sign the Magna Carta at Runnymede
in 1215 and forced
Henry III and Edward I later to confirm it in its original form. Again, in England
the Parliament was single-chambered
only during the short period of II years from
1649.1660. What this Parliament did and what fate it met need not concern us.
But what is more relevant is that when in 1656 a new single-chambered
Parliament
met after fresh elections, in its petition to Cromwell it requested
him to become
the King of England and constitute a new second chamber
The first request was
turned down by Cromwell and the second chamber could not be constituted as the
House continued endlessly to discuss its composition.
In France it was not till the French Revolution
that any progress towards
democracy was made, for the French States-General
had not been called for about
150 years before it. But out of the 18 Constitutions
that France has made since
1791 only four did not provide for a second chamber. Of these, the Constitution
of 1791 operated only for one year, that of 1792 could not be brought into operation, that of 1793, which substituted for the one chamber legislature
a Committee
of Safety, called the Terror, lasted only for two years and that of 1848 only for three
years. Thus out of about 18 years of French democracy (assuming that all these
Constitutions
were democratic and were based on the principle of equality, liberty
and fraternity) it has been without a second chamber only for about 6 years.
To take just one more example of Germany,
which till 1847 had passed
through a very unstable period of territorial as well as political changes, the first
attempt there to unite Germany into a constitutionally
stable State was made on
March 31, 1848, when a Preliminary Parliament or Vorpar/ament consisting
of all
the Deputies from the various regional Diets, was convened in Frankfurt. It ordered
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a general election by direct suffrage to form a National Assembly to frame a Constitution. Before this period there used to be a Bundestag or « Federal Diet consisting of the various princes who had joined the various confederations or their
representatives. Article XlI[ of the Constituti~n of the latest of these confederations had expressly provided that "The whole of State power must remain concentrated in the hands of the monarch whose sovereignty cannot be infringed upon
by a Constitution." However, the National Assemb[y of 1848 recommended a
Constitution providing for a Regent (Reichsverweser) to be elected by the Lower
House of the proposed Parliament (Reichstag) which was to consist of the Lower
House, called the House of Representatives and a Senate, called the House of
States. This Constitution could not remain in operation for long due to internal
disturbances and the revolt of the army against democracy. But the next Constitution of the North German Confederation of 1867, of the German Reich of 1871,
of the Weimar Republic of [919 and that of Bonn of 1949 have all had bicameral
legislatures.
It may also be noted in passing that on December [5, [976, Spain has also by
a 94% vote approved in a Referendum a new Constitution for the country based
on a bicameral [egislature. This is significant in view of the fact that the country is
going to have a democratic constitution after about 40 years of dictatorship and
this proposal has been mooted and accepted after a careful examination of the constitutions of all modern democracies.

FEDERALISM AND SECOND CHAMBERS

"

. Meantime a new system of government, called Federa[, had been developed in
whIch there was a vertical division of powers among the national and various regional
governments. There had been loose confederations of States of various kinds even in
the Greek times for specific purposes and were called by different names of leagues,
compacts and the like. Even in the unitary States, local governments existed with
almost autonomous powers of administration, taxation and rule-making. But these
two varieties of political arrangements were in principle very different as in the
former types the national governments had no plenary powers of making laws for
the whole nation and in the latter the local governments had no such powers for
local purposes but were subject to either charters granted by the kings or laws
made by the national legislatures. The federal types of governments, on the other
hand, consist of national and 'egional governments with a division between them
of governmental powers with or without express or implied concurrent powers in
certain fields.
These kinds of governments generally came into existence for purposes of unifying certain hitherto regional governments to form a strong unit for purposes of
withstanding external aggression and regulating economic and oth~r activities of the:
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federating units. Later on such an arrangement was resorted to distribute governmental powers among regions for better management of regional affairs.
The need for having second chambers arose to meet a specific problem before
such federating units. As the various regional governments were not equal in population or economic resources or development or, as in Canada, consisted of
majorities of different nationalities, the weaker of them wanted some sort of safeguard against the larger States in the national legislature dominating the smaller or
weaker States to their advantage. This problem arose pointedly when it was proposed to form a stronger union in the present U.S.A. in place of the weak confederation that had been created earlier. For instance, at the Philadelphia Convention the Virginia plan provided for representation in the proposed legislature
according to population and the New Jersey plan stood for equal representation of
the States. So much was the tenacity of the larger and smaller States on this point
that at a stage the Convention was on the verge of failure. It was the genius of
Sherman who saved it by suggesting a bicameral federal legislature in which the'
Lower House was to have representation according to numbers and the Upper
House equal representation of all the States. This compromise was later followed
by Canada, Switzerland and Australia when they agreed to a federal arrangement.
The second chamber, therefore, was entrusted with a new function of protecting
the interests of the smaller federating units and for that purpose was given concurrent powers with the first chamber, except the powers of initiation of certain
kinds of legislation. In U.S.A. only revenue measures cannot be initiated in the
second chamber while in Canada and Australia no financial 'measure can start in
them. But apart from that, the second chamber had equal powers with the first.
It may be noted here that the federal structure in India had come about not as
an agreement among the constituting units but as a convenient mode of government
in which the national government devolved certain powers on regional governments
for the facility ofregiona[ administration. One similar but rather the weakest type
of federal formation is under consideration in U. K. where separate legislatures
consisting of one House only are proposed to be set-up for Scotland and Wales. It
is due to this reverse process of federalism that the second chamber in India has
neither equal representation of the States nor as large powers as the second
chambers in federations which were formed by the process of independent colonies
or governments agreeing to surrender some of their powers to a new composite
government.

REGIONAL SECOND CHAMBERS
But the presence of a strong second chamber in the federal legislatures did not
dispense with the need for second chambers because of the decrease of the functions
of governments in the States, except in Canada. In U,S.A. even those States which
had started with unicameral [eglslatures when they framed their constitutions after
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Independence, went for bicameralism. For instance, the State of Georgia did so in
1789, Pennsylvania in 1790 and Vermont in 1836. But during the thirties of this
century a wave overtook the States against second chambers and in about half the
number of States attempts were made to abolish second chambers by amending
their constitutions. But the attempt did not succeed except in Nebraska where the
second chamber was abolished in 1934.
In Canada, as has been pointed out above, it was thought that after the formation of a Federation in 1867 there was not enough work for two Houses in the
provinces where almost all the second chambers had been nominated ones. Attempts
in some provinces were made for substituting a second chamber 0:1 some other
pattern but because of disagreement on composition it could not be done. However, Quebec retained its second chamber till 1968 and the Prince Edward Island
fused the two chambers into one by electing part of it on universal and part of it
on restricted franchise.
In Australia, on the other hand, 5 out of 7 States and Territories have second
chambers. The one in Queensland was abolished as late as 1922 as it is a very
sparsely populated State and it was thought that enough persons of the requisite
calibre were not available to man the two chambers.
In Switzerland all the Cantons (including half. Cantons) have unicameral
legislatures.
Special Needs in Specific Contexts: Though second chambers have been rele.
vant in most democracies for different reasons, there is larger need for them in
particular contexts. Of course, Sir Henry Maine was of the view that any kind of a
second chamber is better than none. However, one may find oneself more in agree.
ment with the views of Bagehot who said that if they could have an ideal House of
Commons (in U.K.) there would be no need of a second chambers, though even in
that case a second chamber would be extremely useful, if not entirely necessary.
The philosophy behind this view of Bagehot is clear. As long as an ideal
(meaning thoroughly competent and representative body) first chamber is not possible, a second chamber is a necessity. Even if an ideal first chamber is possible, a
second chamber would be extremely useful. As such, in new democracies with
underdeveloped economy, lack of literacy and political maturity and a number of
problems of governmental regulation and control of human activities arising all at
a time, a second chamber would be necessary not only because an ideal first
chamber cannot be established in such conditions but also because very careful
social engineering has to be done to develop the country in the right direction and
at the minimum loss of time. In such societies experience in framing policies, legisla.
ting carefully and administering laws impartially and efficiently is lacking. The
general political calibre of the electorate is low and a large number of citizens lack
as much interest in the affairs of the State as is necessary in a democracy. In
modern times the State has to'touch, if not effectively control or regulate, all aspects
of human activities. In some fields it has to operate, either along with or to the exclusion of the private citizens, industry and commerce. In a democracy all this has to
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be done through carefully considered laws, for rule of law rather than of men, is
an essential part of democracy. Any slip in the making of laws or any indifference
in their proper administration can either upset the progress of the country or mean
unnecessary hardship on the people. Therefore the whole governmental activity
requires constant vigilance by the legislature, a task which two chambers can perform better than one if there is some kind of coprdination between them and there
is the least possible friction or overlapping.
It might be noted here that the work of second chambers does not consist in
only considering legislation or amending it. As' in the case of first chambers, the
second chambers do much more work in Cominittees, in the House by suggesting
improvements in laws in general debates or bripging to the notice of the administration shortcomings in the implementation of laws or policies or even by bringing to
its notice the genuine grievances of the people:
Specific Problems: Hitherto the discussion has been confined to second
chambers in general without any reference' to their composition, powers and
functions. In modern democracies there is not much controversy about the composition of the first chambers except for the system of election through which and
the term for which they should be elected ..'Minor questions that are disputed are
their ideal sizes, their liability to be dismissed at the wiII of some external authority
and the like. But all are agreed that they should be elected by popular vote.
Similarly there is agreement that they should have all the powers that a legislative
body is entitled to in a democracy. But there is a lot of controversy about the
composition, powers and functions of second chambers. It is because of this controversy that no agreed solution has been found for the reform of the House of
Lords in U.K. or of the Senate in Canada. After the abolition of the nominated
second chamber in New Zealand a committee was forthwith appointed to suggest
the composition and powers of a second chamber to replace it. But due to divergence of opinion on the points, it could npt be replaced. There is also no uniform
principle running in the composition of .the world's second chambers, past or
present, which could be applied in evolving an ideal second chamber. We have a
House of Lords with almost wholly hereditary members with a sprinkling of nomi.
nated ones without any limits on its size a~d a Senate in Canada which is wholly
nominated. In between come second chambers partly elected and partly nominated
with different kinds of franchise. In Norway the first chamber splits itself into two
chambers for purposes of legislation but sits as one unit for other purposes. On the
other extreme is the Senate of the United States which is directly elected (since
1913 before which it used to be elected by the State legislatures). The same difference
exists between the powers of the various second chambers. If the details of the
composition and functions and powers of the second chambers in modern democracies are arrayed, they provide a bewildering variety without anything in common.
Rational Approach: The reasons for ~he present wide differences in the composition and fllllctions of second chambers are many, political, traditional and also
ideological. The lack of any principle. which correlates the functions of second
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chambers with their compositions shows that even today there is no clear thinking
about what should be the functions of second chambers in a given set of political
and legal environment and what would be their ideal composition to enable them
to perform those fun:tions best. For this purpose it might appear to be the best
approach first to consider the legitimate functions of a legislature in modern times.
In parliamentary democracies in particular the functions and responsibilities of
modern legislatures have increased many times over. There are fields in which the
legislatures hardly perform their functions. For instance, in a parliamentary democracy it is the responsibility of the legislature to see that the laws made by them
operate in the field in the same spirit in which they have been passed. They should
bring about the desired change in the minimum of time. In actual practice one finds
that there is no time with the legislatures to bother about the actual implementation
of laws passed by them and many laws remain dead letters or, worse still, are
implemented in a way as to bring about results different from those contemplated
by the legislatures. This is only one instance.
If, therefore, a unicameral legislature cannot perform all the functions of a
democratic legislature or cannot, because of the process through which it is composed, contain within it teams of talented persons who can discharge its multifarious
duties reasonably efficiently, then a second chamber to supplement the efforts of
the first chamber becomes necessary, Once it IS found out what functions can be
performed by a second chamber, either along with the first chamber or exclusively,
to supplement the work of the legislature as a whole, it would become easier to
determine what the strength or the composition of it should be. A second chamber
has to be more functional rather than based on any merely ideological principles.
A second chamber in a democratic polity has to justify its existence like other institutions and to enable it to do so it has to be allotted definite functions and given
a composition which would enable it to discharge them with speed and efficiency.
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The term 'second chamber' has not been strictly defined anywhere. The expressions
'first' ~nd 'second' c?ambers are not used by all the countries in the same way, and
th~re. IS scope for mIsunderstanding while talking about the 'second chambers'. In
Bntam, Canada, France and Italy, the popularly elected Houses are called the
'fir~t' chambers and the other Houses are called the 'second' chambers. In the
DOlted States and Australia, where both the Houses are popularly elected the
~ou~e of Representatives, constituted in proportion to the population, is called the
first ch~mber and ~he S~nate, wherein each State has equal representation regardless of ItS populatIon, IS called the 'second' chamber. But in some countries like
the Netherlands and Sweden, the popularly elected Houses are called the 'se~ond'
chambers, whereas the indirectly elected Houses are called the 'first' chambers.
Most o.f the modern legislatures of the world today have two chambers. Even
the. revol.utlOnary St~tes, like ~.S.S.R., have a bicameral legislature, the Supreme
SO~let bem~ compos~? of a SovIet of the Union and a Soviet of Nationalities. The
legIslature JU Norway, the 'Storting', which is elected as one body, breaks itself up
*Kunwar Devendra
Parishad.
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into two parts, a 'Lagting' selected by, the whole 'Storting', and an 'Odelsting'
consisting of the remaining members of the 'Storting'.
.
The problem of the number of chambers making up a Parliament is not merely
a matter of professional dispute; it actually represents the translation of basic
political likes and dislikes into seemingly ordinary everyday terms. Parliament, in
its broadest sense; is a collective part of the government of a country, consisting as
a rule, of a large number of elected members and representing the interests of an
entire population both in the Legislature and the Executive.
The Parliaments of federal states are two-tier in structure. On one side there is
the nation as a complete entity; on the other are the member-states of the federation, enjoying greater or lesser degree of autonomy. This two. tier structure inevitably implies division of Parliament into two chambers, one chamber emanating
from'the people as a whole, and the other chamber being made up of delegates
representing each of the member-states. The choice of the bicameral system is not
necessarily dictated by the basic principles of State's structure. Often, it is the
outcome of other equally important factors, especially in non-federal States which
have opted for the system. Over a long period of time, the bicameral system has
developed new and varied facets as a result of theoretical and practical rationalisation. The earliest example of the bicameral system is to be found in England, where
it had its roots in a desire on the part of the King's vassals, the Lords Spiritual
and Temporal, to preserve a form of representation distinct from that of the
common folk.
Abbe Sieyes, the great cOhstitutionalist of Revolutionary France, said, 'If a
second chamber dissents from the first, it is mischievous; if it agrees, it is superfluous.' In spite of this, however, the adoption-of a second chamber has been considered advantageous by most of the world's legislatures, not because of any
theoretical arguments that can be adduced in its favour, but because its value has
been recognised by long experience of the methods of parliamentary government.
The experiments in France with single chamber Constitutions of 1791 and 1793
failed miserably, till, in 1795, a bicameral legislature with a Council of Ancients as
a second chamber was established. After some other experiments again, the Constitution of 1814 established a bicameral legislature which became unicameral in
1848 and again bicameral in 1870, and since then bicameralism has stayed in
France. The march of history has thus disowned the theory of Abbe Sieyes.
John Stuart Mill had another reason for preferring bicameral legislatures. He
wrote:
"A majority in a single assembly ... easily becomes despotic and overweening, if released from the necessity of considering whether its acts will be
concurred in by another constituted authority. The same reason which induced
the Romans to have two consuls makes it desirable that there should be two
chambers; thllt neither of them may be exposed to the corrupting influence of
undivided power, even for the space of a single year."
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The oldest second chamber known to history is the Roman Senate which was
said to be the most consistently prudent and sagacious body that ever administered
public affairs. The Roman Senate at that time was responsible not only for the
expansion of the Roman Empire but also for giving to the world the Roman Law
the principles of which are even today operative as civil law in most of the conti:
nental and Latin American countries. The next and the largest second chamber in
the world to come into. existence was the House of Lords, the Upper House of the
British Parliament. It developed into a second chamber when the knights and
burgesses, who were called to assemble for parleys with the king, started conferring
separately in the Painted Chamber in the first half of the 14th century. The House
of Lords was the lineal descendant of the Great Councilor King's Council of the
Norman and Plantagenet Kings. The Lords be:ame separated from the Commons
in Parliament in the reign of Edward III and the Upper House became a definite
body, although it was not called the House of Lords until the 16th century. Since
1876, life peerages began to be conferred by the King on Lords of Appeal in
Ordinary and since the Life Peerages Act of 1958, life peerages for seats in the
House of Lords have been conferred not only on men but also on women. At the
end of 1966 there were nearly 1,000 persons with a claim to membership of the
House of Lords, although only a minority of them are politically active and regularly
exercise their rights to sit and vote. The House of Lords was originally the more
powerful of the two Houses, but today it is a Second Chamber very much subordinate to the popular House. In 1860, the House of Commons passed a resolution to
the effect that the Lords ought not to impose or amend any legislation which
imposed a charge on the people, or interfere in the administration or application of
money raise'd by such a charge. After the rejection of the Finance Bill by the House
of Lords in,l909, the Parliament Act, 1911, was enacted which drastically curtailed
the powers of the House of Lords. Under its provisions, the Lords could do no
more than prevent a Bill from passing for three sessions, or two years approximately and they could hold up a Money Bill for only about a month. This Act was
an important constitutional innovation for it introduced a new element of statutory,
definitio~ : of the relationships between the two Houses. The House of Lords
through its resistance, necessitated the passage of second Parliament Act in 1949:
This Act provided that any Bill passed by the House of Commons but rejected by
the House of Lords can become law after one year (instead of two years), as in the
case of ¥oney Bill after one month. Thus, the result was that the powers of the
Lords were further crippled.
The .ju4ici~1 . functions of the House'of Lords as the highest Court of Appeal
are pecuhar to It. The House of Commons left the judicial proceedings of Parliament to the House of Lords when they broke away early in the 14th centurv but
during the 15th and 16th centuries they did very little judicial work. In 1677: the
House of Lords was conceded the right to hear appeals in equity from the Court of
Chancery, and thus the House gathered within its appellate jurisdiction the last
court to evade the direct supervision of Parliament.

\
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In India, the first bicameral legislature was established under the Government
of India Act, 1919, as the National Assembly for India. The then Government in
India was not based on federal principles but on the basis of devolution of authority from the Centre, and as such,no federal role was assigned to the Government
The Government of Indi,l Act, 1935 sought to establish an Indian Federation and
to grant self-government to the Provinces. Due to the advent of war in 1939, only
the second of these was carried into effect, and the Central Government remained
as constituted under the Government of India Act, 1919. In 1946, a Constituent
Assembly was set up which took up the task of drafting a Constitution for India
and it appointed two Committees for the purpose, the Union Constitution Committee
and the Provincial Constitution Committee. The Report of the Union Constitution
Committee was presented to the Constituent Assembly on July 21, 1947, and was
considered by it on July 28, 1947. Several members expressed their opinion against
having a second chamber. Replying to this criticism, Shri Gopalaswami Ayyangar
pointed out that the need for second chambers had been felt practically all over the
world wherever there were federations. Justifying the need for the proposed second
chamber of the Parliament, he observed:
"After all, the question for us to consider is whether it (Second Chamber) performs any useful function. The most that we expect the Second Chamber to do
is perhaps to hold dignified debates on important issues and to delay legislation which might be the outcome of passions of the moment until the passions
have subsided and calm consideration could be bestowed on the measures
which will be before the Legislature, and we shall take care to provide in the
Constitution that whenever on any important matter, particularly matters
relating to finance, there is conflict between the House of the People and the
Council of States, it is the view of the House of the People that shall prevail.
Therefore, what we really achieve by the existence of this Second Chamber is only
an instrument by which we delay action which might be hastily conceived, and
we also give an opportunity, perhaps to seasoned people who may not be in
the thickest of the political fray, but who might be willing to participate in the
debate with an amount of learning importance which we do not ordinarily
associate with a House of the People. That is all that is proposed in regard to
this Second Chamber. I think, on the whole, the balance of consideration is in
favour of having such a Chamber and taking care to see that it does not prove
a clog either to legislation or administration."
Later on, Shri M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar sought to justify the need for
the proposed Second Chamber in more or less similar terms.
As provided in the Constitution of India, the Parliament of India consists of
two chambers, the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha, and the powers of the two
Houses in legislative and financial matters have been defined in the Constitution.
Except in certain financial matters, both the Houses enjoy equal status and powers.
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was again partly based on the old Saxon Witenagemot, the Meeting of Wi"e Men
which existed in the seventh century A.D •
. .The ei?hteenth century Europe witnessed one of the greatest landmarks in the
politIcal hls~or~ of the world-the
emergence of the constitutional governments.
As the constlt~tlOnal government came into being as a guarantee of popular liberty,
the t\~o most Important models were (i) Republicanism owing its origin to the
ClassIcal Roman Republic; and (ii) Constitutional Monarchy, exemplified in contemporary England. Although these constitutional models were different in their
structural form, they had one thing in common-a second chamber The political
philosophers of the nineteenth century strongly propounded the theory of a second
chamber. The Commonwealth countries-the dominion of Canada, the Australian
States and New Zealand which framed their constitutions about the middle of the
nineteenth century almost religiously followed the organs of constitutional Government of England. The twentieth century saw the rise of modern constitutions
particularly. ~f the Australian Commonwealth. South Africa and India developed
on the tradItions o.f ~est~rn Europe and U.S.A. The constitutions of this century
have accepted the InstItutIOn of the second chamber as an essential and inextricable
organ for their working. The force of history thus appears to have brushed aside
the dictates of Abbe Sieyes, the illustrious drafter of Constitutions of Revolutionary France, who discarded the question of the second chamber with a some.
what piquant epigram, "If a second chamber dissents from the first, it is mischievous; if it agrees, it is superfluous."
.
DEVELOPMENT
OF A SECOND

INTRODUCTION

I
1

OJ

I

I
I

Almost all modern legislatures have two chambers. Laurence Sterne wrote, "The
ancient Goths of Germany had all of them a wise custom of debating everything
of importance to their state, twice, that is, once drunk, and once sober: Drunkthat their Councils might not want vigour; and sober-that they might not want discretion." George Washington emphasised the necessity of a second chamber by his
famous illustration of pouring a cup of hot liquid into a saucer and allowing it to
cool. A prototype of what we call the second chamber in a modern legislature may
be traced in the history of the ancient Roman Republic. The Roman Senate was
described as "the most consistently prudent and sagacious body that ever adminis.
tered public affairs." It is contended by political historians that the British House
of Lords, one of the unique institutions in the history of Parliament, is in the law of
the Constitution, the residuary legatee of the Curia Regis, the King's Court founded
by William the CQnquerer. This institution set up by William the Conquerer
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The question of bicameralism, as John Stuart Mill wrote, "has been regarded
as a sort of touchstone which distinguishes the partisans of limited from those of
uncontrolled democracy." He further observed that "a majority in a single assembly
when it has assumed a permanent character-when composed of the same perso~~
habitually acting together and always assured of victory in their own house-easily
becomes despotic and over-weening if released from the necessity of considering
whether its acts will be concurred in by another constituted authority." Henry
Sidgwick, supporting bicameralism, wrote, "the main end for which a Senate is
constructed is that all legislative measures may receive a second consideration by a
body .different in character from the primary representative assembly and if possible,
supenor or supplementary in intellectual qualifications." In Maine's view, "Almost
any sort of second chamber is better than none."
The value and utility of a second chamber have been discussed threadbare in
their various facets by many a theoretician on constitutional law. A summing up of
these views is attempted below :
(a) The se&ond chamber by virtue of its composition has a capacity to pronounce a prudent !lnd balanced judgement by relatively cool deliberations as a~ainst
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the decisions of a temporary majority in the popular Lower H~use in a ~ather
obstreperous
environment
and thus serves a very useful purpose In the workIng of
a constitutional government. The members of t?e Lower. Hou~e are generally elect~d
representatives of the people from their respective constituenCies and they are ~~Ite
naturally emotionally involved with the policies of the government.?he
oppo~ltlOn
in the Lower House sometimes opposes a move of the government In any par~lcular
sphere of its activities just for the sake of opposition while the rulmg party m the
Lower House of len tries to get the party dictates, which may turn. out .to be
"despotic and over-weening"
passed through the legislature. [n such a slt.uatl.on no
dispassionate
discussion or debate is possible. The se?ond cha~ber which IS also
called the Upper House takes upon itself the duty to raise the vOice of reason above
all other considerations.
The members of the Upper House are expected to .. be
dispassionate in their deliberations on the move of t~e ~ow~r House:'. the quaht~es
needed in such a body being mature judgement, InSight mto pohtlc~l and ~oclal
questions and some aloofness from party motives. They .might sometimes discuss
political questions but they would discuss them from an mdependent and detached
standpoint,
unmoved by party passions or party spirit. The members.of such a
House, who may be drawn from different walks of life a~d ma~ have speCial know.
ledge in the fields of art, literature, history, law, economiCS, SCI:nce~ etc., ge.nera.lly
feel reluctant
to contest an election and yet their representatIOn m the legislative
body is undoubtedly important in the greater interests of a n~tion. The ~r~ce
Conference has rightly observed, "the second chamber should . al~ at asccrtamm.g
the mind and views of the nation as a whole and should recogmse Its full responsIbility to the people, not setting itself to oppose the people's ,;!ll but only to comprehend and give effect to that will when adequately expressed.
.
(b) The Bills are passed by the Lower House sometimes hastily and mexact
expressions or language used in the clauses of a Bill passed by a Lower H~use .m~y
't' t e th e pur pose for which It
subject it to a challenge
in a court of law an d Vila
. IS
enacted. The second chamber provides an opportunity to the government to give a
second thought on the Bill and here there is a scope for improvement
of the. Bills
in both form and content. A second chamber aptly called 'a revisi?g and leisured
legislature' is thus extremely useful for the purpose of improvement
m the gene.ral
quality of the Bills passed by the popularly elected Lower House. The delaYlOg
power of the second chamber should not be viewed as a mischievous
power .. The
function of the second chamber, as the Bryce Conference
has. tr~ly observed, IS to
"interpose so much delay (and no more) in the passing of a Bill mto law as may. b~.
needed to enable the opinion of the nation to be adequ~tely
ex~ressed .upo.n It. ,
It thus serves as an effective check on hastily drafted and Ill-conceived leglsl~tlon.
(c) The second chamber is again a pow~rful body to ~arr~ on the fun~tlOns of
'checks and balances' in the legislative machme so essential In the workmg of a
'.
. h I b
11 d a 'Watchdog
constitutional government. The second chamber may fig t y e ca e
of the Constitution'.
(d) In a federal constitution

the second chaml?~r l1a~ l\n important

.
function

in

protecting the interests of the component states. The second chamber in a federal
constitution
is not just the duplicate of the Lower House In fact in all the
countries where a federal constitution is working there is some system ~f adequate
representation
of individual states in the second chamber.
I have outlined above the views of noted authorities on constitution31
history
about the value and utility of the second chamber under the two great systems of
representative government, namely, the Cabinet system and the Presidential system.
These views clearly indicate that the second chamber is neither 'mischievous'
nor
'superfluous'
but it has a designated and useful role to play in the working of the
government.
POWBRS Of THE SECOND CHAMIlER

VIS-A-VIS

THE POPULAR

HOUSE

The crucial point which has intrigued the minds of authors of Constitutional
Law is that if a second chamber is not to be powerless, how much power should it
have? The matter has been hotly debated and it has been argued that it would be
quite nonsensical
to have a second chamber if it claims equal authority with the
first. In other words, it would be useless to make the second chamber
a replica of
the first. This argument is particularly
true in tbe case of a Cabinet system of
government where the Executive bases itself on the popular House i.e., the Lower
House. The Cabinet system encourages the supremacy or at least the superiority of
one chamber or the other and the constitution of such a system demands that it
must he responsible
to one chamber and it cannot be responsible to two. The
practice obtaining
in U.K. perhaps demonstrates an extreme position. The House
of Lords can do nothing in the matter of passing any Bill including a Money Bill
except making delay for a limited period and the consent of the House of Lords is
only required for extension of life of the Parliament.
The Parliament Act of 1911 first curbed the powers of the House of Lords in
a big way. The objects of the Act were: (0 to prevent the Lords from "stopping
supplies" and so having the Government at mercy at any time they so desire; and
(ii) to enable the Government within the limits of a single House to carry through
the programmes on wbich it has been elected. Amendments
passed by the Lords
are now considered by the Commons and if disagreed with, the Lords are asked to
reconsider. If they insist on their amendments
and the Commons refuse to accept
them, the Bill falls' but it may be reintroduced in tbe following session and if
re-enacted in the same form by the Commons, becomes law under the Parliament
Act of 19~9, even if the Lords' objections continue.
In several other countries, for example- India, provision for joint sittings of
the Houses has been made when any deadlock arises in the matter of passing of Bills
except Money Bills and the opinion of the Upper House cannot be brushed aside
simply because the Lower House does not approve of it.
In the Presidential system of government, as for example in tbe United States of
America, both the Houses are elected upon the same franchise and each can justi-
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fiably claim that it is in some sense responsible to the people. The Executive in the
Presidential system of government is not normally responsible
to the Legislature
and its term of office is independent of the party position in the legislative bodies.
The Senate of U.S.A. is, in fact a unique example of a second chamber being more
powerful than the first. The U.S. Senate has even powers of an executive character
as for example the power to approve treaties and appointment
of federal officers
which is not enjoyed by any other second chamber in the world. It is generally
regarded as the strongest second chamber ever constituted. In the Swiss system, the
two chambers have equal or at least comparable power and authority.
In Sweden,
Holland, Belgium and Italy no law can be passed without the consent of the Upper
House. If the opinions of the two Houses differ, the Bill is dead.
The Netherlands "First" chamber which is the Upper House may not amend
or initiate any piece of legislation but it has the power to reject it. This is perhaps
a unique example where a second chamber is denied minor functions but granted a
major power under the Constitution.
When a second chamber cannot do anything more than delay any measure
sought to be adopted by the government,
its function becomes that of giving an
opportunity to the government or the Lower House for re-consideration
of the
terms of the measure in a wider and more comprehensive perspective. The second
chamber may attempt to effect modifications
to a Bill in order to improve its
quality. But even if the Upper House fails to modify any measure of the government, it at least succeeds in drawing the attention of the public to the government
measures. It is well known what role the public opinion plays in a democratic
system. The second chamber may thus indirectly influence the policy of the
government when it fails to secure its objective in the legislative body itself.
COMPOSITION

OF SECOND

CHAMBER

tN SOME MAJOR CONSTITUTIONS

The composition and main features of the second chamber in some major
constitutions of the world are briefly described below:
The British House of Lords is a hereditary chamber. The L0rds Spiritual and
Temporal
sit together and jointly constitute the House of Lords. The Spiritual
Lords are the Archbishops and Bishops of the Churches of England having seats
in Parliament
by ancient usage and by statute. The Temporal Lords are divided
into Dukes, Marquesses, Earls, Viscounts and Barons whose titles are of different
degrees of antiquity and honour. The votes of ~he Spiritual and Temporal Lords
are intermixed and the joint majority determines every question but they sit apart
on separate benches in the House.
There are second chambers which consist of nominated members only, e.g. the
Canadian Senate, the members of which are nominated for life by the GovernorGeneral of Canada. There are also second chambers,
the members of which are
partly elected and partly nominated,
e.g. the Second Chambers
of Eire and the
Union of South Africa. The second chambers in some countries comprise entirely
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e.g. the Senates of U.S.A. and Australia
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of Japan.
The Senate of the United States of America and the Australian Senate are based
on the principle of equal representation
for the component, States. This has been
done to protect the interest of the individual States in the federal structure of the
government.
The Swiss Federal Assembly is bicameral
with a National
Council elected
proportionately
and the Council of State equally representative
of each of the
cantons much on the lines of the two Houses of the American Congress. The Swiss
Executive is elected by these two Houses in a joint session and holds office for a
fixed term. Each of the Houses has an important say in legislation and each of the
Chambers has almost equal or comparable power.
The Swedish used to have four Chambers
in their legislature
but now they
have two Chambers only. These two Chambers have equal power. Every Bill introduced goes to a Joint Committee of the two Houses in which each House is equally
represented despite a difference in the size of the Houses. After the Joint Committee
submits its report, it is considered in both Houses simultaneously as far as possible.
The members of the Lower House are directly elected whereas the members of the
Upper House are chosen by Provincial Councils for eight years with one-eighth
retiring each year. Despite this difference in the method of election of members of
the two chambers, the Upper House and the Lower House are more or less treated
as equal and the Swedish Cabinet is responsible to the two Chambers
jointly and
not to each Chamber individually.
.
Norway has an interesting Second Chamber called "Legting'.'. The members of
the Norwegean Parliament called "Storting" are elected by universal adult suffrage
in accordance with the system of proportional
representation.
They divide the single
Chamber, after it is elected, into two Chambers, each representative
of the parties
in the "Storting".
In fact, the Norwegean Parliament elects from its own members
1/4th to form the Second Chamber and the rest of the members form the First
Chamber called "Odel Sting". The Second Chamber only revises the Bills and the
joint session of the two Chambers is convened whenever any deadlock arises as
regards the passing of a Bill. It has been debated whether the Norwegean Parliament can strictly be called bicameral
but the rudiments
of second chamber are
definitely there.
The need for a second chamber has also been recognised in the Communist
countries.
The Constitution
of U.S.S.R. provides for a bicameral legislature, the
Supreme Soviet being composed
of a Soviet of the Union and the Soviet of
Nationalities.
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The Rajya Sabha is going to have its hundredth session and over the past 25 years,
it has acted as an effective legislative body. The true role of the Second Chamber
is not to obstruct, control, compete with or merely stand out of the way of the
other elements in Parliament-the
Lower House and the Council of Ministers. The
Rajya Sabha has a glorious past, short as it is. It has discharged its functions
strictly in the sphere allotted to it under the Constitution and has maintained more
or less harmonious relationship with the Lower House. There have been instances
of occasional turmoil in the Rajya Sabha but the dignity of the House has never
been violated. In the course of a statement in the Rajya Sabha, the first Indian
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru remarked, "the two Houses together are the
Parliament of India. The successful working of our Constitution, as of any demo.
cratic structure, demands the closest cooperation between the two Houses. They
are, in fact, parts of the same structure and any lack of that spirit of cooperation
and accommodation would lead to difficulties and come in the way of the proper
functioning of our Constitution." The Rajya Sabha has so far lived up to the ideals
of the Second Chamber set forth by the founding fathers of the Constitution of
India.

THE INDIAN PARLIAMENTARY SYSTEM
AND THE RAJY A SABHA
I shall not go into the constitutional position, composition, etc. of the second
chamber i.e. Rajya Sabha in the Indian Parliamentary Democracy for they are well
known.* All I would say in this regard is that the Constitution of India has a
federal bias. The founding fathers of the Constitution of India accordingly con.
ceived the idea of the Second Chamber as a House partly elected and partly nomi.
nated. With the election of representatives from each State, the Rajya Sabha has
been given a federal character. As the provisions of the Indian Constitution stand,
~here is ~ probability that the ruling party in the Lok Sabha may be in a minority
111the Ra]ya Sabha. In the Constitution there is also a provision for joint session
of the two Houses to resolve any deadlock in the passage of a Bill.
The powers of the Rajya Sabha, however, do not resemble those of the U.S.
Senate. The Rajya Sabha is less powerful than the American Senate. The Constitution of India does not provide for equal representation of the component States in
the Second Chamber as in the case of the Senates of U.S.A. and the Commonwealth
of Australia.
The Indian Constitution, having envisaged a parliamentary system of government, has prevented the Second Chamber from taking a decisive role in the matter
of financial Bills. The Council of Ministers is collectively responsible to the House
of the People or the Lower House and not to the Second Chamber. The founding
fathers of the Constitution of India re~lised that the cabinet must be responsible to
o?e House only and that House should be the Lower House, namely, the House
dIrectly elected by the people. The Second Chamber in the Indian Constitution has
not accordi~gly been g~ven equal powers with the Lower House. The Money Bills
cannot be II1troduced 111the Rajya Sabha and the Rajya Sabha can do nothing
more than delay the passing of the Bill for a limited period. Nevertheless, any Bill
other t~an a ~oney Bill or financial Bill may be introduced in the Rajya Sabha.
The IndIan Parliament cannot legislate with respect to a matter in the State List
in the national interest unless the Rajya Sabha has supported it by a resolution of
not less than the 2/3rd of the members present and voting. In the matter of Central
intervention in States in the field of State legislation, the Constitution of India has
assigned a special position to the Rajya Sabha. The Rajya Sabha has also a distinc.
tive role in the matter of amendment of the Constitution and without its consent
(consent of not less than 2/3rd of the members present and voting) no amendment
of the Constitution is possible. The Second Chamber of the Indian Parliament thus
provides a strong safeguard against any arbitrary amendment of the Constitution
by the popular Chamber.
.
The institution of the Second Chamber of India is a developing institution and
Its growth and success largely depend on healthy conventions it is able to build up.
.See articles 79, 80 and 83 of the Constitution

of India.
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Democracy has confronted not a few crucial tests in the course of its tortuous
journey since the middle of the seventeenth century. It has met the massive challenges of the age-depression, totalitarianism and war. But, through scores of trials,
tribulations and experiments it has come to stay. It has emerged as the most ideal
political system that human society can think of and has proved a resilient, resourceful and stable form of government in the present century. A government is not
. democratic simply because it is voted into power by the majority. Democracy has
its own institutions. A government is democratic if it only fosters those institutions.
The second chamber has grown to be an essential institution of democracy. Some
authors on constitutional law maintain that the growth of executive power as a
result of the demands of the changing times and the persistence of international
tension are responsible for what has been called the 'decline of legislatures', It is
true that with day-to.day extension of governmental activities over a wide field, the
legislature hardly finds time to deal effectively with the mass of rules which are
made by the executive under delegated powers. But this should not be regarded as
the erosion of powers and authority of the legislatures. The second chamber is no
more a 'leisured legislature' and its duties and responsibilities have greatly increased
over the past few decades. It has to act in a wider field and assert itself in the
shaping of policies of the government and in making a government behave. Democracy is an inalienable part of the evolutionary process of human history and the
second chamber has the sacred duty to guide democracy in the desirable evolutionary direction by upholding its noble institutions.
December 14, 1976
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The Concept and Relevance of Second Chambers
in a Parliamentary Democracy

MIR MUSHTAQ AHMAD*
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The Constitution of India under article 79, inter alia, lays down that the Union
Parliament shall consist of two Houses to be known respectively as the Council of
States and the House of the People. India, thus follows the pattern of the United
Kingdom where the British Parliament consists of the House of Commons and the
House of Lords and the Congress of the United States of America consisting of the
Senate and the House of Representatives. Similar is the case with Australia and
Canada. However. the Council of States in India differs in content and principle from
the second chambers in all these countries. The Rajya Sabha resembles the American Senate in so far as it is a continuing body and certain percentage of its members
retire after a fixed term but it differs from it inasmuch as its members are not elected
directly by the people in the States. There is no equality of representation of the
constituent States in the Rajya Sabha and it is thus not based on the federal principle on which the American Senate is composed. It differs from the Australian Senate
in several respects. The Rajya Sabha is a continuing body and is not subject to dissolution while the Australian Senate can be dissolved to resolve a deadlock between
the two Houses. There is parity of representation available to each State in Australia
"Mir Mushtaq Ahmad is the Chairman of the Delhi Metropolitan

Council.
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and the members are also directly elected. The only common element between the
Canadian Senate and the Rajya Sabha is that in both of these the constituent units
do not have uniform representation and they are not subject to dissolution. As
regards the House of Lords, it consists mostly of ?ereditar~ ?eers, create.d by the
Crown and there is no elective or popular element mvolved m It. Due to this factor,
the House of Lords is regarded as an anomalous institution in the modern democratic era, and efforts have been made time and again to rationalise and reform its
structure and to give it a democratic character.
The Rajya Sabha is composed on an entirely different principle and represents
heterogeneous elements consisting of not more than 238 members elected by the
various constituent units of the Union and 12 nominated by the President for their
special knowledge or practical experience in respect of literature, art, science and
social service. The concept of this institution was devised with a view to assign to
it the function of reflecting the varied interests or views of the various federating
States and of protecting their interests against improper or injurious federal measures. It was also envisaged as a forum to which seasoned and experienced politicians
and eminent and renowned public figures might be inducted without their undergoing the rigours of a general election which is inevitable for finding a . seat in the
Lok Sabha, so that the country is benefited of the experience, talent, mature judgement and wisdom of these persons in solving the problems of the country.
With the passage of time, however, lot of criticism has been echoed against the
e~istence of the second chamber in a parlia~en.tary democ~acy I!ke ~ndia. It is sa~d
tliat the principle postulated by the Constitution-makers IIIthelT wIsdom to r~talll
the second chamber has lost its sanctity and effi~acy. Its members cannot be saId to
r~present the people of the States because they are not chosen by the people directly
a'~d they have no representative character of the units either as they are mostly
~lected on political ideologies. It is less competent and more partisan than the
Lower House. The powers given to it are less effective. With regard to Money Bills
it' has practically no control. In experience, however, it has been observed that the
Rajya Sabha, even though formulated to act as a champion of local interests, has
failed to fulfil its task, as its members vote not at the dictates of the States concerned
but according to their own views and party affiliations. They are not subject to any
direct control of the States they seek to represent. It also sometimes enables the
vi,irious political parties to send their second. rate or ~e:eated pa.rty lea~ers who may
be considered indispensable by them to represent theIr mterests III Parliament.
. The value ..of the second chamber lies in the talent, experience and knowledge
which it can harness to the service of the country. Being a forum of sophisticated
people, the Rajya Sabha holds dignified debates and acts as.a revising chamber over
the Lok Sabha which, being a popular chamber, may sometImes be swayed to act
hastily under pr~ss~re of public opinion. The existence of two chambers affords an
opportunity to qjs~uss all governmental proposals and measures twice and to avoid
precipitate action. This set-up also h~lps!n improvi~g upon the Bills passed .by
either chamber. The Rajya Sabha has primarily been assIgned the role of protectmg
\
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the interests of the States keeping in view the federal character of our country. Ho~.
ever, with the emergence of national consciousness and national political parties
and contrary to the expectations of the Constitution. framers the second cha~ber
has lost much of its assigned role of acting as the protector and saviour of the rights
of the federating units and it now functions as a national institution reflecting the
urges and aspirations of the masses. It is, therefore, bound to playa very useful and
significant role in the national politics, in the years to come.

January 6, 1977
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Political science and constitutional Jaw are familiar with what Abbe Sieyes, a
prolific inventor of paper constitutions, said about bicameralism: "If a Second
Chamber dissents from the first, it is mischievous; if it agrees, it is superfluous." The
long line of those who have agreed with him includes Turgot and Condorcet in
F:rance and Samuel Adams and Tom Paine in the' United States. At the time of the
American Revolution, Pennsylvania had a unicameral legislature, while other
American colonies had two chambers. This fact more than any theory probably
influenced Benjamin Franklin to declare: "A legislative body divided into two
branches is like a carriage drawn by one horse in front and one behind pulling in
opposite directions." The frequent deadlocks between the two Houses of the U.s.
Congress and of the state legislatures, leading to delays and frustration, has the
argument for a sirigle chamber throughout the centuries. In parliamentary government also, where the primary function of Parliament is not law-making as much as
control of the Executive, opinion in favour of single chambers has acquired further
support. In spii~ of this trend, bicameralism has largely stayed, particularly with
,
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written constitutions or federal constitutions. The principle of checks and balances
operates powerfully in both these types. This is appar~nt from the .ancient exa~ple
of the House of Lords to the comparatively recent Rajya Sabha which has remal1led
intact in spite of the Constitution (Forty-second
Amendment) Act, 1976.
.
The bicameral system arose from the stratified social order of the later MIddle
Ages, when the nobles, clergy and townsmen constituted politically independe~t
"estates". They met as independent estates in a single "states-gen<:ral", They c.ontr~buted to the revenues of the king; they did not represent the natIOn, These hlstoncal antecedents
gave birth to modern parliaments and legislatures. It was larg~ly
by accident that the several orders sat in two House~ in England. The English
Parliament did not change its character. It was subserVIent to the Tudors, and they
honoured or bullied it. The Stuarts ignored or defied it and it fought them. Modern
constitutional
government
developed in England much after the Civil War, e~en
years after the Glorious
Revolution
of 1688, accidentally
~ecause. I:Ianovenan
Kings, unfamiliar
with English, left government to the Council of MlnI.sters from
which the cabinet system developed under Walpole. The three estates m .Franc~
met separately and at regular intervals until 1614 and did not meet ~gam untIl
1789, precipitating the French Revolution. Four ~e~arate estates met m Swe~en
until 1866. French revolutionary ideas and the Bntrsh example helped to establish
constitutionalism
with the bicameral system in the rest of Europe only from the late
eighteenth century.
,.
Montesquieu's
name is closely connected WIth the doctrme of c~ecks ~nd
balances. Two chambers, it was argued, secured deliberation, forced reconsIderalI~n,
and allowed the judgement of the representatives of the masses to be. balanced w.lth
the wealthy and aristocratic elements in society. The story of Washmgton pourmg
hot tea from his cup into the saucer to cool, illustrating the value of the Senate as
body moderating
the impulsive tendencies inherent in the House of Represen:atives, may be apocryphal
but was a good ilI.ustration of the argument.
The
government would be stable, if it rested upon a tnpod, not on t~o leg.s. The argument is reinforced under federalism in the United States Sena~e, m whIch the s~ates
are equally represented,
with state autonomy,. state eq~alI~y and state nghts
entrenched the House of Representatives embodymg the prmclple of ,popular. sove. ty and numerical majority. This pattern is ..generally followed WIth or
reIgn
I' WIthout
parliamentary
democracy, though the argument m favour of uD1:amera Ism co~tinues to be advanced. The anomalies and arcbaisms of tbe House of Lords ~re agam
under debate, as they have been periodically, It had to be shorn of fi~anclal power
and tben of otber powers. Even tben as a largely Tory House obs~ructmg a L~bour
majority in the House of Commons, it bas raised again tbe questIOn wheth~r It can
has to
b em. ended or should be ended. If it is to be a useful second chamber,. It d
T
shed its Tory character and its heirarchy of peers, he:editary. or n~mmate '. .0
many, life peers can be anomalous and purposeless.
BicameralIsm might remalO 10
form while unicameralism prevails.
The
Senate is the most powerful example of bicameralism at work. It can
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be said to be the only second chamber in the world that has held its own and more
than held its own with the popular House. rt is the only branch of the U.S.
Government which never dies. Presidents come and go, the House of Representatives is elected every two years, the Senate remains. After direct elections were
introduced by the Seventeenth Amendment of 1913, Senators are more respected
and feared. Under indirect elections, they looked like ambassadors of the Senate,
now they are powerful, people's representatives.
The results of the Seventeenth
Amendment
have neither justified hopes nor fears. The problem of money power
in politics has not been abolished by the Amendment but the entrance fee to the
Senate has been reduced so that it is not a multi-millionaires'
club. The Senate has
been known as the freest deliberative body in the world and there is no effective
control over Senatorial eloquence or obstinacy, and Senator after Senator stuck to
his post of duty in the fall of Nixon. Evils like the Senatorial filibuster are known,
but in the Watergate case the Senate has proved its usefulness and enhanced its
prestige. It is possible to say much against the inquisitive nature of the Senatorial
investigation and its obstructive
role in foreign affairs, as against the way it frustrated and killed Woodrow Wilson. The Senate probably is almost a conservative
body in the United States, as it seemed to Bryce, and with all its faults, it lives up
to the reputation of the Senate of Rome, and in the American system it has had an
invaluable role.
The arguments
for and against bicameralism
were familiar to members of the
Constituent
Assembly, when the Constitution was drawn up. Under the Government ofIndia Act, 1919 the Central Legislature had two chambers, but the Council
of State as the Upper House was called was never to have a federal role in the
sense of providing for equal representation
of the various Provinces and States in
the country. The Nehru Report recommended that the Upper House was meant to
provide for reconsideration
of legislation in a somewhat cooler atmosphere than
tbat provided in the Lower House, particularly because of communal feelings. The
example of the U.S. Senate did not appeal in view of the great difference in size
and population of the Indian Provinces. There could not be equal representation
regarded as an essential element of federal constitutions, they were the exceptions
ratber tban the rule in the constituent units of federations, other than those of the
United States of America and Australia.
The arguments
in favour of second
chambers, as brought out by B. N. Rau's Precedents, were tradition, the desire of
propertied and other interests to protect themselves from the majority, the representation of the constituent
units in the Upper House. At the Round Table Conference, the Federal Structure Sub-Committee
doubted if equal representation
would commend itself to general public opinion. The 1935 Act followed this line.
B. N. Rau, in compiling his Precedents, dealt extensively with second chambers,
pointing out that they were to have a body to impose checks on basty legislation,
and to give representation for interests difficult to include in Lower Houses. The
arguments
against second chambers were that they were undemocratic and need.
lessly slowed down the democratic processes. The Union Constitution
Committee
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was in favour of an Upper House elected by members of the Lower Houses of Pro, vincial Legislatures. The Committee rejected equal representation, probably following the Nehru Report and the Round Table Conference. The Provincial Constitution
Committee was divided on second chambers in the Provinces. The representatives
from the Provinces were left free ultimately to decide on whether there should be a
second chamber in a Province, but the Committee laid down what the constitution
of a second chamber should be, if there were to be one. There were no extensive
recommendations on the powers of the Upper House. It was generally agreed that
the Lower House should have exclusive powers over Money Bills, the power of the
Council of States, later to be known as the Rajya Sabha, being limited to suggesting
amendments to them, which the Lower House was under no obligation to accept;
the powers of the two Houses in other respects were much the same.
There was an interesting debate on the question in the Constituent Assembly.
The central point was the role of second chambers in modern democracies, not the
role of Upper Houses in federal structures. Shri Gopalaswami Ayyangar summed
up the mood of the Assembly by saying that "the need for a second chamber has
been '.felt practically all over the world wherever there are federations of any
imp6~tance." His argument did not rest on the familiar ground of federations and
did not' talk of equal representation. The most that Shri Ayyangar expected a
second chamber to do was perhaps to hold dignified debate on important issues and
to delay legisla.tion which might be the outcome of the passions of the moment.
The case of the Provinces was viewed differently from that of the Centre; some
me!Dbers, while admitting that an Upper House in New Delhi was acceptable,
said that secc;mdHouses were unnecessary or pernicious and vicious in the Provinces. To others, modern legislation was slow and there could be easier and
cheaper ways of providing a cheek or a brake on hasty legislation. Further debates
have not led to new ideas. Most Provinces voted for second chambers,and most States
have retain'ed them. The de~iee of joint sittings has not modified the general pattern.
Apart from the composition and powers of Upper Houses, they have gained
in authority and even acquired a popular quality by the quality of the contributions made by their members. Debates in the Upper House are more senatorial and
lordly, though they have come to contain many young legislators. At times, the
Rajya Sabha and other Upper Houses have made a good contribution to the democratic process. Nobody now doubts the usefulness of the Rajya Sabha; the doubts
entertained earlier about second chambers in the States have been disappearing.
There is no'fear of oligarchies being established in parliamentary democracy, with
modern parliaments enjoying great privileges and exercising great power, and second
chambers enjoying a share of it. Second chambers, though indirectly elected, have
come to represent the general will and there is no talk of functional representation
or economic or vocational councils. As mere revising bodies even second chambers
have acqui~ed great respectability.
January 7, .1977
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Presiding Officer
(with special reference to the Upper House)
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At one time some political thinkers doubted the wisdom of the bicameral system of
legislature. But later opinion based on mature experience weighed heavily in favour
of the system. In this connection, Laski observed: " .... It is almost a dogma of
political science that it (the legislature) ought to consist of two chambers. Single
chamber Government, it is assumed, is the apotheosis of democratic rashness. We
need a brake on the wheel. ... A second Chamber provides exactly this safeguard;
and it is regarded as noteworthy that practically every State of importance in the
modern world has adopted the two-Chamber system." The efficacy of the second
chamber, however, depends on the form it takes and the method of its election.
The case for a bicameral legislature is much stronger where there is a federal
Constitution. History records a virtual consensus among political scientists that in
a federal Constitution the bicameral system is a necessity in' order to give representation to the units of the federation. Pointed reference was!made to this need in the
Constituent Assembly when this system was adopted in India. It was observed there
that "the need has been felt (for a second Chamber) practically over all the world
*Dr. G. S. Pathak was the Vice-President
S/1bh,iI.
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"Th d'ff ent modes of election for
wherever there are federations of Importance,
e I er 'f
f their memberthe two Houses and the consequent differences in the composl IOn o Raj'ya Sabha
, ,
h
d hamber Moreover tlle
ship lent a certam, Importance to t e secon c the L~k Sabha. For example, article
has certain special powers not possessed by
.
'slation with respect to a
249 of the Constitution provides for temporary '-!nton .leglh e uisite majority that
State subject, if the Rajya Sabha passes. a res~lutlOn Wlt~ ~aer;ia~ent should make
it was necessary or expedient in the natIOnal mtere~t tha
k laws providing
laws with respect. to that sU.bject.~im~larly, pa~II:m;:~h~anp~s~e: a resolution to
for the creation of an All IndIa ServIce If the Rajy
I'
f the Rajya Sabha
that effect (Article 312). In both these matters the reso ~lOns :1 ws
may be deemed to signif~ the assent. of the State a~~~lt~~mrn~u~hr:ugh the legislaIt is true that sometimes delay IS caused by a.
.
.
mpensated by other
B t the loss 10 time ISco
tive process in the two H ouses. u
I the case of the Bill for the
advantages of an enduring nature. Take, for exa.mp e,
d b the Lok Sabha it
.
fR I
After the Bill was passe Y
,
abolition of PrIvy Purses 0 u ers..
. d
bt 'n the majority as required by
was defeated in the Rajya Sabha as It falle. to dO aidand came up again in the
fme it was re-mtro uce
article 368. W hen a fter some I
h L k Sabha it was passed by the
Rajya Sabha, after having been passed by t e . ~ val th~ democratic process
Rajya Sabha also with practical u~animity. In the l~~rbee~ achieved. A law of such
had educated the voters and a natIOnal consensuS h d on the basis of national
'd
h'
consequences passe
..
importance and of WI e-reac m~.
higher moral and polItical
conviction and practical unanimity c.:rt~mly possesses a
value than if passed b~ a narrow ma~onty..
make laws. The legislatures are
The primary function of our legislatures ISto
. d to demolish long-standthe instruments of social transformation. Laws are requlI.rte among the peoples of
.
d
n and to ensure equa I y
ing barners between man an lOa
. I d
m'lc Apart from these most
. .,
I'f I socia an econo
.
.
the country, securmg Justice, po I Ica ,
b I
. to the legislatures. There IS
important functions. there are other fun~tions e ?n~:ngThe legislature is a place
what may be described as "the e~presslve functl~n . matters coming up before it
where the thinking and the feelIngs of the peop eft°n the m'lnd of the people.
.
th legislature re ec st
are freely expressed. In t h IS sense, e
.
d debates the people
,
.
. f
."
Through questIOns an
Tnere is then "the mformmg unction..
.'
what are the grievances of
are able to know how the governm~nt IS f~nctlonmtgh'r nations in the international
. .
d h
stand 10 relatIon to 0 e
.
the cItIzens an
ow we
.'
" There are many thmgs
world. Last but not the least is "the teac~mg fU~~:I~~ ~ot know. Debates and the
said in the legislature which the people 10 gene
educative value whose
,
d'
Q f n Hour possess an
answers to the questIons urmg ues 10
b P'
Minister Jawaharlal Nehru
importance cannot be over-estimated. I re~em er n~i:e value for the people. In
describing the Anti-Dowry Bill as possessl~g an e~ucat the nomenclature given by
the above observations, I have preferre to a op
Bagehot.
. .
d the role of the Presiding OffiIt is in the above context that the posItIOn an . .
I osition of the Chair-.
cers of le~islatures have to be considered. The (:ql!~t!t\ltIQna P
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man of the Rajya Sabha may first be examined. While basically following the British
parliamentary system, the Constitution-makers borrowed from the American system
the method of selection of the Presiding Officer of the Rajya Sabha, Chapter I of
Part V of the Constitution deals with the Executive of the Union while Chapter n
deals with Legislature, i.e., Parliament. Article 63 which falls in Chapter I lays
down: "There shall be a Vice.President of India." Article 64 prescribes that
"the Vice-President shall be ex.officio Chairman of the Council of States ... " [n
certain contingencies the Vice.President can act as President or discharge the functions of the President. In such cases, he is enjoined not to perform the dutie,; of the
Chairman. By virtue of the offi~e of the Vice-President the holder of the office
.becomes automatically the Chairman of the Rajya Sabha. He has thus a dual capacity and occupies two distinct and separate offices.
In Chapter 1[, under the heading "Officers of Parliament", it is repeated in
article 89 that "The Vice.President of India shall be ex.officio Chairman of the
Council of States." Under article 97, the salaries and allowances of the Chairman
may be fixed by Parliament by law. As Vice-President, the holder of the office is a
part of the Executive and as Chairman, he is part of the Legislature. The word
"Executive" has a very wide and comprehensive connotation. It is well-established,
both in India and England, that executive functions are all the funclions of the
Government other than those of legislative and judicial character. The Vice.
President can, by delegation, perform all the executive functions of the President
(except such as are specifically assigned to the latter by the Constitution) even when
the Vice-President is not acting as or discharging the functions of the President as
prescribed by the C?nstitution. The Vice-President, on a number of occasions, has
to perform certain functions when the President cannot exercise them, for example,
giving colours to regiments or acting on ceremonial occasions. It must be observed
that the Vice-President is constitutionally restrained from speaking or' otherwise
acting inconsistently with the Government policies, Like the President; the VicePresident is a part of the Executive. For this he has to keep himself informed of
. Government policies both in regard to internal and external affairs. Some of the
matters and policies from their very nature will be of a confidential character.
As the Presiding Officer of the Rajya Sabha, he is to act as the servant of the
House and ensure that the proceedings of the House are conducted in accordance
with the relevant constitutional provisions, rules and practice, and discipline is
maintained in the House. He is the custodian and guardian of the rights and privileges of the House and its members.
In the democratic system which we have adopted, the existence of at least two
parties must be a normal feature. The Opposition thus is a necessary condition of
parliamentary life. Contest between Government and the Opposition is the inevitable result. Points of Order are matters of frequent occurrence and the Chairman
is required to give rulings on those points. In order to be able to' give such rulings
and to decide disputed points raised in the course of the contest, the Chairman has
to interpret the Constitu.tion, statutes, the rules and practice aQd to dec;lare what
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the law of Parliament is. The decisions given by the Presiding Officer are binding
upon the House and cannot be challenged. They are also followed by his successorsin. office. In course of time these decisions becom,e precedents and rules of practice.
It is manifest that the function which the Presiding Officer exercises is of a
judicial character.
Thus, the Presiding Officer performs a judicial role in the discharge of his duties. In order that he may be able to perform this function he is
invested with high authority
and prestige. Indeed he represents the dignity and
majesty of the House. In this respect, his office being a judicial office, impartiality
and independence are its essential attributes. Without these attributes, the Presiding
Officer cannot inspire the confidence which gives an aura of authority to the office.
Prime Minister Jawaharlal
Nehru had occasion once to refer to the role of the
Presiding Officer. He observed: " ... ,The Speaker has to abstain from active participation in all controversial topics or politics. The essence of the matter is that a
Speaker has to place himself in the position of a Judge. He is not to become a
partisan so as to avoid unconscious bias for or against a particular view and thus
inspire confidence in all sections of the House about his integrity and impartiality."
This fusion of the executive role as Vice.President
and the judicial role as
Chairman is not an anomaly. Such cases are not unknown in constitutional
practice.
In the United Kingdom the Lord Chancellor
presides over the House of Lords
sitting both in its legislative and judicial capacities. He presides over the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council too. He is a member of the Cabinet also. He is
directly concerned with the judicial administration.
But such situations cast an enormous burden on the holder of the two Offices.
He has to keep the responsibilities of the two Offices distinct and separate. The
Chairman cannot allow his mind to be influenced by the knowledge acquired in
his capacity as Vice.President.
While performing his duties as Vice. President, he
cannot do anything which may impair his obligations
as Chairman.
The judicial
role that he has to perform in the House is attended with implications of a vital
character. It is an axiom as old as law that justice should not only be done but
should also appear to be done. The Chairman has to forget that before he assumed.
the office he belonged to a political party or was supported by it in his election as
Vice' President. He has to completely divest himself of his political character.
As
Chairman
his decisions must not have any political bias and for his impartiality
and independence he has to enjoy the confidence of all the political parties, not
only of one. It would not be correct on his part to attend the meetings of any political party or in any way to be associated with politics. One receives many requests
to preside over functions in honour of dignitaries of political parties where Abhinandan Gralllhs are presented to them. Invariably, in my capacity as the Chairman, I
declined such requests . .I asked those who made the request whether they would not
take objection to my presiding over such functions held in honour of leaders of the
other political parties. Often, I got a mute answer. Of course, there should be no
harm if the person honoured is so eminent or the occasion is so important
that
the lI,embers of all the parties join i!1 \!w function.
India's victory in the war
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with Pakistan was an occasion where the Prime Minister was felicitated by the
nation and by all members of Parliament. Participation
in that function was not
only correct but obligatory. She was honoured as a national hero, not as leader of
a party. It must be observed, however, these are matters which are a fit subject for
the development of conventions.
Another corollary from the judicial character of the Presiding Officer's role is
that he must not accept a position which may derogate from the dignity of his
office. I may illustrate this point by an example. Under the Press Council Act of
1965, a nominating committee consisting of the Chairman of the Rajya Sabha, the
Speaker of the Lok Sabha and the Chief Justice of India, was designated. Unanimously, the members of this committee made certain decisions and submitted them
to the Government as required by the aforesaid Act. There was hostile criticism in
certain newspapers about the working of the nominating committee. We felt that
in accepting the membership
of this committee we had exposed our respective
offices to the danger of being involved in political controversy or even being drawn
into the law courts. We had no alternative
but to dissociate ourselves from the
nominating committee thereafter.
It may be remembered that quite often breach of privilege motions are made
in Parliament against newspapers and the Presiding Officers have to pass orders on
such complaints. I examined the precedents and I discovered that on an earlier
. occasion Dr. Zakir Husain, one of my predecessors,
had refused to accept the
membership of such a committee. It follows that if by doing any act, there was the
possibility of the office of the Chairman being involved or his conduct being discussed in Parliament or any embarrassment
being caused in the discharge of his duties,
the Chairman
should avoid such a situation.
For a Chairman the dignity and
effectiveness of his office is supreme and other acts of public service are a subordinate consideration.
The Chairman has to perform certain functions outside the House also. If the
President is not a Hindi-knowing President he reads his Address to both the Houses
assembled together, in English. After he has finished, the Chairman reads the entire
Address in Hindi. When foreign dignitaries address members of Parliament
in the
Central Hall of the Parliament
House, .both the Chairman and the Speaker are
present. The Chairman welcomes the dignitary and invites him to speak and after
his address to the members of Parliament, the Speaker than ks him. At the function
where the Prime Minister was honoured by both the Houses after India's victory
against Pakistan, the Chairman presided.
Invitations to the Presiding Officers of both the Houses of legislature in foreign
countries are sent under the signatures of both the Chairman and the Speaker. But
when such invitations are received from "foreign countries, it is only the Speaker
who visits the foreign countries in response to such invitations. He leads the parliamentary delegations.
The Chairman
never visits foreign countries in his capacity
as Chairman. Of course, as Vice-President
he has to go abroad on good-will
missions.
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I am expected in this article to give "the background
and the achievem,ents"
also. The first two Chairmen,
Dr. Radhakrishnan
and Dr. Zakir Husain, were
educationists of international repute. None of the~ had a political career or asso~ia'
tion with any political party. The third Chairman, Shri Giri was a lawyer, a trade"
union leader and had a long political career. As regards myself, although I belonged '""
to the Congress Party, addressed meetings in election campaigns and was elected to '
the Rajya Sabha twice, I was never in real active politics. I had spent about 47
years in the legal profession and was also a High Court Judge for a short period
before I was appointed Law Minister in the Union Cabinet. Thereafter
I became
Governor
but before I could complete my term of office, I was elected Vice.Presi.
dent. In these circumstances,
it could be said that before I assumed office of the
Chairman
I had some knowledge of what the judicial role of a Presiding Officer
meant. Giving rulings on Points of Order did not present any difficulty. However,
the difficult and testing time came when I had to give my decision on the question
whether the Privy Purse (Abolition)
Bill obtained the requisite majority in the
Rajya Sabha when it first came before it. This involved essentially an interpretation
of article 368 of the Constitution. I had to compare it with other provisions
of the
Constitution
and the Representation
of-the People Act and give my decision with.
out reserving it. About my achievements, if any, I cannot speak myself. All that I
can say is that to the best of my recollection, I was present at all the sessions of the
Rajya Sabha except when I was called to duty ill my capacity as Vice.President
and during the last few days before vacating the office. I endeavoured to follow the
Constitution and the rules and practice of the House to the best of my ability.
Keeping a calm composure even in the midst of most trying circumstances
is
an asset of inestimable value for the judicial role. Not allowing your mind to be
disturbed is not only a practical necessity but also an act of self-preservation.
The
members want impartiality
and they recognise impartiality.
It is said that the
authority
of the Presiding Officer is higher than his powers. But this is possible
only because the members are always ready and willing to support and enhance the
dignity of the office. The Presiding Officer has al ways to keep his hand on the pulse
of the House, as it were, and before acting he has to weigh and judge how far he
can go. The self-imposition of restraint on the exercise of powers is both wise and
expedient. The Presiding Officer has to keep note of the varying moods of the House
and if he does so, he can achieve what he wants and what he thinks is right. At
some moments the debate reaches high intellectual and oratorical level. At other
moments, high tempers prevail but are soon followed by hilarity.
I can claim with a certain amount of pride that my relations with the members
of the House were most friendly. Cooperation
from the Government
was also
always forthcoming.
Even where decisions were adverse to them, I found their
obedience implicit. Indeed the Government have a direct interest in the preservation
of democracy and in the strengthening of the great institution of Parliament.
Apart
from the cooperation
from the Government and the members, the assist!\nce that
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the Presiding Officers receives from the Secretary-General
and his colleagues contributes in no small measure to what he is able to achieve during his term of office.
In Parliament
the Secretariat
has an important role to play. I acknowledge the
unstinted assistance given to me by Shri B. N. Banerjee and Shri S. S. Bhalerao.
Presiding over a House of Parliament
is a rare opportunity.
If the Presiding
Officer is able to keep up its traditions, if he upholds the Constitution and the
parliamentary
laws without fear or favour, if he maintains
the standard of impar.
tiality and independence which are the essential and indispensable attributes of the
office of the Presiding Officer and if he works in the true spirit with faith and
devotion, he has succeeded in instilling in the hearts and minds of the people the
high value and significance and the beauty. and magnificence of this institution. In
this way the edifice built so assiduously by those who established its traditions
will
become a tower of strength for the nation.

January 19, 1977
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SYED RAHMA,T Alot.

• The Speaker represents the House. he represenls the dignity of the House the
freedom of the House and because the House represents the nation, in a particular
way, tbeSpeaker becomes the symbol of tbe nation's freedom and liberty."
-JAWAHARLAL

NEHRU

The importance of legislature in a parliamentary democracy, by the law making
role it plays, the financial control it exercises and the critical functions it performs,
is quite obvious. It is not merely a hall of democracy but also the nerve centre of
a parliamentary democracy which symbolises the aims and aspirations, wishes and
desires and urges and feelings of the people. The key figure of the legislature is the
Presiding Officer with whatever designation he may be called-whether he is designated as Speaker in the case of Legislative Assembly, or Chairman so far as Legislative Council is concerned. He was called Prolocutor in far-off days in the House of
Commons in U.K. and President in the Legislative Councils during the British rule
in India.
'Shri Syed Rahmat Ali 'is tbe Deputy Speaker of the Andbra prade.b
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The British rule in India with all its unpleasant features had at least one com. mendable aspect. It had brought into existence parliamentary bodies of a kind which
though had little power and less authority, at least served to create parliamentary
traditions in the country. This can particularly be said of the legiilatures that
emerged under the Minto-Morley Reforms, Montford Scheme and the Government of India Act of 1935 which provided limited autonomy to the provinces for a
brief period and its scheme for the Centre did not come into force at aU due to the
outbreak of the Second World War. It can perhaps be said that the stature of the
Indian leaders who functioned in those bodies was as high as the powers' of those
bodies were low. The gallant fight put up in those bodies by eminent parliamentarians like Bhulabhai Desai, S. Satyamurthy, G. K. Gokhale, C. R. 'Reddy, G. B.
Pant and other eminent leaders is still fresh in the minds of the people of India.
Though the main objective of the Indian National Congress,. the mouth-piece of
the Indian freedom struggle was to work the reforms to wreck them; it spared
some of its most eminent stalwarts for parliamentary activity and many. of them
gave a marvellous account of themselves not only as members but also as presiding
officers. The foremost among them was Vithalbhai Patel whose performance as
President of the Central Assembly was as marvellous as that of his illustrious
brother, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, in the integration of our nation: Though he
was elected by a majority of only two votes, he abundantly proved the mettle of
which he was made by insisting upon the creation of a legislature secretariat which
was not 'subordinate to any outside authority'. When the second fublic Safety
Bill came before the House, he insisted that as the Meerut Conspiracy Case was
pending before a court and as no discussion on the Bill was possible without
making a reference to the case, the Government should either drop the Bill and
proceed with the case or drop the case and proceed with the Bill. Such were the
marvellous achievements of Vithalbhai Patel. India was equally fortunate in having
in the presiding officer's chair on the eve of the dawn of freedom and. also in the
years immediately following the advent of freedom an eminent Presiding Officer in
G. V. MavalankaI; who laid a solid foundation for healthy parliamentary practices.
In the provinces also we had some eminent stalwarts like Shri Bulusu Samba
Murthy who, in spite of his deep attachment and unflinching loyalty to the
Congress organisation, almost underwent a metamorphosis after his election as
Speaker of the Madras Legislative Assembly and emerged as an embodiment of impartiality whom members of all sections of the House held in high esteem. He was
perhaps the only. Speaker in the whole country who occupied the Chair with
Gandhian attire consisting of a loin cloth and upper cloth. Shri J. Siva'Shanmugam
Pillai. who succeeded him in 1946 also .brought lustre to' his office by his vast
erudition and strict impartiality. Many a time the view was expressed by competent
personalities that a compilation of his rulings in book form would have been a
.Shri J. Siva Sha~mugam Pillai was a member of the Rajya Sabha from 196~ to 1968,
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valuable addition to the literature on parliamentary procedure. He held that office
till 1955.
The list of names mentioned here is only illustrative and indicative but not
exhaustive because there were also other memorable personalities. India was, therefore, fortunate in having a healthy parliamentary tradition even by the time the
country became free in 1947. The eminent personalities who presided over the
parliamentary bodies in subsequent years enriched those traditions by their tireless
striving insight and devotion. The proceedings of the legislatures went on peacefully for several years after the dawn of freedom. But this was followed by a period
which can be described as a 'dark age' in our parliamentary history. Unnecessary
walkouts, impatient exchanges, vulgar mudslingings, disorderly scenes, noisy uproars, at times even use of gherao against the presiding officer became order of the
day. Heat was substituted for light in the conduct of debates. This had created a
disconcerting situation to all lovers of parliamentary democracy in general and
presiding officers in particular. But it has fortunately proved to be a short-lived and
passing phase and normalcy seems to have come back to the Indian legislatures.
The responsibility of the presiding officer of a legislature is immense. He is the
mouth-piece of its views and spokesman of its ideals and that exactly was the reason
why the presiding officer of the U.K. House of Commons is designated as Mr.
Speaker. This idea was most clearly expressed by Speaker Lenthal when he stated:
"The Speaker of the House of Commons has neither the eyes to see nor ears to hear
nor th~ tongue to speak but as the House was pleased to direct." His responsibilities are many which range from maintaining order in the House to providing of
amenities to members, from deciding admissibility of notices of questions etc. to
the controlling of parliamentary committees and he is the champion of the dignity
of the House. All this involves heavy responsibility. That was why Sir P. Rajagopalachari, first President of the Madras Legislative Council under Montford
Reforms observed at the time of vacating his office:
"I have in the past held several offices both in this Presidency and elsewheresome of them high offices but in none of them have been conscious of such a
heavy sense of responsibility as in the one I shall soon vacate,"
One of the most essential qualities expected of an occupant of this office is
impartiality. Though a presiding officer prior to his election, is a person belonging
to a political party who was deeply involved in its affairs, he becomes a non-party
personality immediately after his election. This idea was most tellingly put by
several Speakers of the House of Commons (U.K.), the traditions of which the
Indian legislatures are still following. Mr. Clifton Brown observed:
"I am not a government man nor the opposition's
Commons man."

man but a House of
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The same sentiment was voiced in India by President Vithalbhai Patel when he
said:
"From this moment I cease to be party man, I belong to no party, I belong
to all parties,"
This belief was also shared in more recent times by Speaker Mavalankar when
he said:
"The essence of the matter is that a Speaker has to place himself in the position
of a judge ... and thus inspire confidence in all sections of the House about his
integrity. and impartiality."
This noble tradition has been tenaciously kept up by his successors of whom a
special mention should be made of Shri N. Sanjiva Reddy, who' resigned even his
party membership on principle on his election as a Speaker of the Lok Sabha in
1967 and whose term of office is remembered with profound respect.
If on one hand impartiality is expected from a presiding officer, it is equally
imperative on the part of members of the legislatures and even the public outside
to see that nothing is said or done that is likely to impair his honour, jeopardise
his dignity, or tarnish the sanctity of his office. His decisions should not be questioned and his orders should be carried out most implicitly by all sections in the
House. What is more even the opportunity provided by the Constitution to move
a motion of No.confidence against the presiding officer should be availed of most
sparingly if at all. In the wise words of Prime Minister lawaharlal Nehru:

I

"We are concerned.with our honour; we are concerned with the honour of our
Parliament; we are concerned with the honour of the person who holds up the
dignity and prestige of this Parliament. I do not say that it is not possible at
all to raise a motion against the Speaker. Of course the Constitution has provided it. The point is not the legal right but the propriety, the desirability of
doing it,"
Orderly conduct of proceedings of a legislature for which all parties and
members should extend their cooperation to the Presiding Officer is not at all a
party issue. Though parties may have mutually conflicting ideals, ideologies and
slogans, they should all be firmly keen on having orderly and peaceful proceedings
in the House. This is essential for several reasons. Disorderly proceedings and
frequent uproars in the legislatures tarnish the very image of the nation. Secondly,
legislatures are intended for law-making, and law-making is intended to ensure
order and avert anarchy in society. If legislature in which the laws of the nation
are made, becomes a place of disorderly scenes and pandemonium, it is bound to
have an unhealthy effect on the common man's respect for law. Last but not the
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least, legislatures are hard pressed for time. The in.tending participants are many
and the time available is limited. The time spent in ugly exchanges, and noisy
demonstrations CilO be put to a better use, if they are avoided. If members extend
cooperation to the Presiding Officer it will, on the one hand enhance the prestige of
his office and on the other hand be a source of great benefit to the members of the
legislature themselves and in the ultimate analysis to democracy which by common
consent is the noblest form of government evolved by mankind .

January 11,1977
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The Role of Presiding Officersin the Evolution
of Parliamentary Democracy in India, their
, Status and Mutual Relati~nship *

SHIVNATH

SINGH

KHUSHWAHA**

From 1851 to 1925 the functions of legislative institutions in India were controlled
, mainly by the sovereign powers of the Executive because of which the tradition of
the country to give popular representation in this field could not get any recognition. There are historical reasons behind this, the main reason being foreign domi.
nation. The British Government did not want to give those facilities and rights to
people's representatives in India which they enjoyed in their parliamentary life for
fear that granting of such rights would naturally lead to increasing interference in
their administrative policies and they would not be able to run, with what they
named as efficient administration, an administration suited to their policies and
motives. Between 1854 and 1920 the sole function of the Councils then existing
was to advise the administration. These Councils did not have any right to make
any alterations or additions-let alone radical changes-in the existing laws. The
'Original

article received in Hindi.

"Shri Shivnath Singh Khushwaha
Assembly.
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concept of the Constitution of India has been evolved solely on the basis of the
Government of India Act of 1935. It has, while stressing the primacy of the dignity
and honour, freedom of expression and equality of individual, embodied all the
essential and healthy traditions of the British Parliament evolved over a period of
600 years.
The parliamentary systems in India and Y.K. differ only in this respect that
whereas the Indian Parliament is responsible to the people through the medium of
the Constitution, in U.K. the sovereignty emanates from the Throne. Accordingly,
by adopting certain basic concepts from the traditions of Canada and Britain, the
functions of the President, Prime Minister and Parliament were sought to be co-
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ordinated in our Constitution.
As far as the role, rights, duties and jurisdiction of the presiding officers is
concerned, the concept in this regard is based in its entirety, on the parliamentary
practices and traditions prevalent in the United Kingdom. The office of the presiding officer is regarded as a very dignified, honourable and powerful office and it is
imperative for its incumbent to act in an unbiased manner. After his election as the
presiding officer, it is expected of him to remain impervious to the allurements of
any Executive Office. Though in England the Speaker was regarded as a servant of
the Crown in the earlier times and used to express the wishes of the people in a
very restrained and courteous manner before the Head of the State but with the
passage of time, the Speaker gradually emerged as a symbol of an absolutely independent and fearless institution which reflected the aspirations of the people. It is
this latter concept of the Speaker's office which has been enshrined in the Constitution of India .. ' While conducting the proceedings of the House on the basis of
rational, unambiguous and healthy parliamentary traditions the Speaker has also
to ensure that the members express themselves in a restrained and purposeful
manner and do not bring issues which are extraneous to the subject under discus_
sion, He has also to ensure that every member of the House gets proper opportu~
nity for expressing his views, the trend of the discussion remains interesting and
forceful and it does not become dull and tedious. In the galaxy of distinguished
Speakers of the Indian Parliament, the name of President Vithalbhai Patel cannot
be forgotten. With his free and fearless style of thinking he made tireless efforts to
raise the standard of debates in the Indian Parliament, to make them objective and
free from party parochialism and displayed unique skill in winning the confidence
of every member of the House. Following the traditions of the British parliamentar
system he kept the office of the Speaker above narrow party loyalties and ga;
it an all-party character and recognition. He contested election as an independen~
and was r~ elected but contrary to this tradition, his successors Shri Mavlankar
Shri Anantasayanam Ayyangar, Sardar Hukam Singh and Shri G. S, Dhillon'
though they did not take part in the party activities, they did not also sever th "
links with th~ir party. In the cont~xt of Indian parliamentary system, it beco:~:
necessary to gIve some thought to thIS aspect as the convention of not setting
any candidate against the Speaker by any party could not be established desp~t~
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.
Often it has been seen that members do not study the background
literature
relating to the business to be taken up in the House, sent to them. As a result of this,
apart from voicing the problems of their constituencies, they do not find themselves
equipped to put forward any effective suggestions or amendments, which may be in
the wider public interest and in these circumstances, the Presiding Officer, even if he
wants to, cannot raise the standard of discussion or lay stress on any improvement
in the draft legislation which he considers desirable as he is bound by the limitations
of his office which prevent him from saying anything on his own behalf. By taking
the House into confidence and by studying the mood of the House, the Presiding
Officer has to take a decision whether a particular
motion should be admitted or
not. He has to study carefully the views of all sections of the House in making the
dividing line between admissihility and non-admissibility
of a motion clearer and
basing his ruling in this regard in consonance with the aspirations of the people.
The coordination
between the Speaker and the members as also the ambit of
their mutual relations is inter-dependent,
Mostly, the Speaker is elected unanimously
or by a majority in the House, as the circumstances may permit but in his conduct
of the proceedings of the House, he has to keep in view the feelings of the entire
House. He cannot mould his conduct according to the dictates of the majority; on
the contrary, his function is to give protection to members who are in minority
or are opposed to the majority. The Speaker is not directly responsible for the
implementation
of the decisions taken by the House but he can, through the
various committees, review the action taken by the Executive and thus he plays an
effective role in maintaining the supremacy of the Legislature over the Executive.
The Presiding Officers have to face yet another problem. Since he has to devote
himself entirely to the prompt and efficient discharge of his duties and he has to
dissociate himself with all day. to-day political activities, he is not in a position to
maintain direct link with the people in his constituency.
This results in gradual
decline of his influence over his electors, The limitations of his office prevent him
from projecting the views and aspirations of his constituents
in the House or anywhere else and he is thus left without any means whereby he could remain in contact
with them. Since he has to devote most of hiS time in winning over the confidence
of members and in studying rules, sub-rules etc. for the conduct of business of the
House, he is not in a position either to cultivate the patronage, necessary for getting
elected to the legislature, or to generate any other kind of public support for himself. We shall have to evolve some procedure whereby the Presiding Officers could
get rid of such problems.
As regards the problems of behaviour and conduct of, and self-restraint
by,
members in the House, the same can be solved by prescribing minimum qualifications for membership.
Apart from this, the members may be imparted
training by the Commonwealth
Parliamentary Association or Bureau of Parlia.
mentary a)1d Constitutional
Studies or on I>, those persons
should b<; fiejde<;l

,'.,
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as candidates in the elections who are interested in this sort of discipline
and who have a good record of unrestrained working among the people so that
they may be in a position to project the aspirations of the masses. It is only
because of non-prescribing of qualifications for the members that there has been
considerable stress on the need of having bicameral parliamentary system so that
the business transacted in the Lower House could again be put up for consideration
by the Upper House to ensure that nothing, which may not be appropriate, forms
part of that business as finally adopted by the Legislature. It is for this reason that
the Upper Houses have been vested with the right of discussion on the Bills passed
by the Lok Sabha and Legislative Assemblies. In the bicameral system the Lower
}louse is a more effective medium for giving expression to the aspirations of the
people and, therefore, in order to provide a sound basis for the decisions taken by
the Lower House, the President and the Governors have been empowered to nomi.
nate to the Upper }louses persons having special knowledge in particular fields who
could express their views freely and frankly on the draft legislation. No provision
has been made for dissolution of the Upper }louses so that a continuity and coordination in the views and procedures of discussion is maintained. That is why the
Vice-President of India has also been made the ex-officio Chairman of the Rajya
Sabha so that highest importance could be given in the administration to the views
expressed by the Upper }louse of Parliament.
So far as the mutual relationship between the Speaker and the Deputy Speaker
is concerned, it has not been clearly defined in the Constitution. The existing provision is that in the absence of the Speaker, the Deputy Speaker shall conduct the
proceedings of the House and in the absence of both of them a member of t.he
Panel of Chairmen shall conduct its proceedings. It was the absence of a precise
and clear definition in this regard that gave rise to a constitutional deadlock onc~,
when the Speaker of the Punjab Legislative Assembly declined to certify the Finance
Bill and the Deputy Speaker certified it as such. The Speaker and the Deputy
Speaker are both elected only when the House has confidence in them. In our country
some legislatures have made a convention that a nominee of the ruling party or the
majority party should be elected as the Speaker and a person, who is the unanimous choice of the Opposition, should be elected as the Deputy Speaker. This con.
vention was sought to be introduced in other legislatures also and the present
Deputy Chairman of the Rajya Sabba, Shri Godey Murahari was the nominee of the
Opposition. Thus the Speaker and the Deputy Speaker enjoy the confidence of the
entire }louse irrespedive of their being the nominees of the ruling party or the
Opposition. It has, therefore, become necessary that the mutual relationship
between them should be clearly defined; for having been so elected they occupy a
constitutional position. They are not subordinate or senior to each other and, therefore, it is also necessary that their status and perquisites should be clearly d~fined.
There is need to bring about uniformity in the salary, IIllowances and pensIOnary
benefits of the Speaker and the Deputy Speaker,
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We th~s find that the Presiding Officers have played a very effective and significa~t role III the democratic set-up of India and they had to face many difficulties. It should, however, be noted that whatever parliamentary conventions we
have established have evolved in a period of about thirty years only and on the
basis of the experience gained, we have come to the conclusion that person~ who
~ave ne~essary literary background and taste should alone be allowed to participate
III ~lectJOnsfor membership of legislatures and only those who have the necessary
aptitude for, and knowledge of, legislative work are put up as candidates. If the
p~~ty wh!c~ fields candidates for election sees to it that besides thei,r political activities, gammg of expert knowledge in various aspects of legislative procedures is
~ade compulsory for its members it would help to raise the standards of discussion
III ~he H.ouse a~d members' contribution, based on their experience of social expecta.tlOns, m shapmg the laws effectively, would be available; otherwise, the legislature
wIll only be performing the ritual of passing the Bills as prepared by the Executive
and the a~pirations of the people will not be reflected therein and the Presiding
Officers will not be able to do anything, for it is at this point that the limitations of
their office operate.

January 18, 1977
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British Cabinet system with certain modifications.
ed it, stated in the Constit uent Assembly:

(
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"The strongest Government and the most elastic executive have been found
to be in England and that is because the executive powers vest in the Cabinet
supported by a majority in the Lower House which has financial powers under
the Constitution.
As a result, it is the rule of the majority in the legislature;
for it supports its leaders in the Cabinet, which advises the head of the State,
namely, the King. The King is thus placed above party. He is made really the
symbol of the impartial dignity of the Constitution.
The Government
in
England is found strong and elastic under all circumstances ... We must not
forget a very important fact that, during the last hundred years, Indian public
life has largely drawn upon the traditions of British constitutional
law. Most
of us have looked up to the British model as the best. For the last thirty or
forty years, some kind of responsibility has been introduced in the governance
of this country. Our constitutional
traditions have become parliamentary
and
we have now all our provinces functioning more or less on the British model.
Today, the Dominion Government of India is functioning as a full-fledged Parlia.
mentary Government. After this experience,
why should we go back upon the
tradition that has been built for over a hundred years and try a novel experi.
ment ... ?" (CAD.
VII, p. 984.)

BHALERAO*

According
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'tt d to framing a democratic
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Assembly Debates
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adopted

the

to Shri Alladi Krishnaswami

Aiyar :

"There are obvious difficulties in the way of working the Presidential
system.
Unless there is some kind of close union between the Legislature and the Executive, it is sure to result in a spoils system. Parliament may take one line of
action and the Executive may take another line of action. An infant democracy
cannot afford, under modern conditions, to take the risk of a perpetual clea.
vage, feud or conflict or threatened
conflict between the Legislature and the
Executive. The object of the present constitutional
structure
is to prevent a
conflict between the Executive and the Legislature and to promote harmony
between the diffelent parts of the governmental system ... After weighing the
pros and cons of the Parliamentary Executives as they obtain in Great Britain,
in the Dominions
and in some of the Continental Constitutions,
and the
Presidential type of government as it obtains in the United States of America,
the Indian Constitution
has adopted the institution
of Parliamentary
Executive." (C.A.D. VII, pp. 985-6.)
So the Constitution of India has provided for a President indirectly elected for
a term of 5 years, who is a constitutional
head of the country in the manner of the
King in England. He can be removed by impeachment proceedings brought against
him by the Parliament. The Vice-President who is also indirectly elected serves as
head of the State in the event of President's incapacity or death; he is also the
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MinIsters.

ORIGIN
We will now examine the origin of the office of the Vice-President in our Con.
stitution. Shri B. N. Rau, the Constitutional
Adviser to the Constituent
Assembly
did not provide for the office of Vice.President in the mem.orandum (on 30-5-1947)
which he had prepared for the consideration of the Comml~tee set up pursuant
to
a resolution passed by the Constituent Assembly on AprIl 30,1947, to, report on
the main principles of the Union Constitution.
I would quote therefrom In extenso
the relevant draft clause and "Note" attached thereto:

However, the Union Constitution
Committee in June 1947, decided in favour
of having a Vice.President to be elected by both the Houses of Parliament in joint
session on the system of proportional
representation
by means of the si'ngle transferable vote. It also recommended
that he should be ex.officio President of the
Council of States and perform the duties of the President in the event of the latter's
absence, or on his death, resignation, removal from office, incapacity or failure to
discharge his functions. This latter objective was one of the main reasons given by
the said Committee in recommending
the creation of the office of the Vice-President.
The Committee stated: "During the interval between the occurrence of a vacancy
in the office of the President
and its filling up by election
and when the
President
is unable to discharge
his functions owing to absence, illness or any
other cause, his functions will be discharged by the Vice-President."
(Report of the
Union Constitution
Committee,
in Reports of Committees, Second Series, 1948,
p. 14.) The draft Constitution
of February J 948 contained
these decisions in
articles 52 to 56. These articles were discussed in the Constituent
Assembly on
December 28 and 29, 1948.
'
In the Constituent Assembly an amendment
was moved by Prof. K. T. Shah
that the Vice-President should be elected at the same time and in the same manner
as the President. A similar amendment was also moved by Shri Mohammad
Tahir
(C.A.D. VII, p. 1093). Explaining the reason for the adoption of a different system
from that by which the President is elected, Dr. Ambedkar said:

"6 (I) In the event of the absence of the President or on his death,

,
I

,

resignation,
his functions, his
of :

make such. proof the PreSident

in any unforeseen contingency."
.'
"[Note: In the U.S.A" there is a Vice-President who IS elected m the same
way as the President. The Vice-President
automatically
becomes
the
President upon the President's death or resignation or removal from office
and meanwhile, he functions ex-officio as the President of the Senate. If
we ~'ere to adopt a similar plan under this Constitution, we should have
to say that the two Houses of the Union Parliament s~tting together m~st
elect a President and a Vice.President, the Vice-President then becommg
the ex-officio Chairman of the Senate. This would m~an. t?at the .Chairm.an
of the Senat<l is to be elected by the two Houses m Jomt seSSion, whIch
seems inappropriate.
Nor would it be appropriate
to a~op~ the r~verse
plan and to ,make the Chairman of the Senate ex-offiCIO Vlce-Presl.d~nt,
considering that the Vice. President is the choice
both Houses slttm~
together.
Morever, in an executive of the parhamentary
type, there IS

0:
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hardly any room for a Vice.President between the President and the Prime
Minister. In these circumstances, the best course would appear to be to
copy the Irish plan of having a Commission
instead of a Vice-President
to discharge the President's functions during a casual vacancy. This is
what has been done in the draft.
It will be noticed that there is a reference to the "Council of State"
in sub-clause (2). This institution also has been borrowed
from the Irish
Constitution.
It is a kind of Privy Council to aid and advise the President
on matters of national importance in the decision of which any party bias
has to be avoided. The Council of State consists of the Prime Minister
the Deputy Prime Minister, the Chief Justice of the Union, the Speaker of
the House of Representatives,
the Chairman of the Senate, the AdvocateGeneral, every ex.President,
every ex-Prime Minister,
every ex-Chief
Justice and a limited number of other persons to be appointed by the
President in his absolute discretion. It is a non-party
Council of elder
statesmen including judges. Such a Council may be found useful in India
in such matters as the protection of minorities, the supervision" direction
and control of elections and the appointment of judges of the Supreme
Court and the High Courts.]" (India's Constitution in the Making by B. N.
Rau, pp. 68-69.)

Chairman of the Upper House of Parliament. As'in ~ngland we ~ave a Council of
Ministers
headed by the Prime Minister, collectively responsible to ~he Lower
House, t~ aid and advise the head of the State. The President is the nommal h~ad
of the Executive, the Prime Minister with his Cabinet the real head. The relation
between the President and the Council of Ministers has been put bey~nd. doubt by
the amendment made to article 74( I) of the Constitution by the C~nstlt~tJOn (Forty.
second Amendment) Ad, 1976, w,hich now provides that the P~esldent m the e~er.
cise of his functions "shall" act in accordance with the advice of the CounCil of

removal from office or incapacity or failure to discharge
functions shall be discharged by a Commission consisting
(i) The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court;
(ii) The Chairman of the Senate; and
(iii) The Speaker of the House of Representatives.
The
Council of State may, by a majority of its members,
(2)
vision as they think fit for the discharge of the functions
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"The difference is based upon the functio'ns which the two dignitaries are
supposed to discharge. The President is the Head o'f the State and his powers
extend both to the administration
by the Centre as well as of the States ...•
But when we come to the Vice-President, his normal functions are merely to
preside over the Council of States. It is only on a rare occasion, and that too
for a temporary period, that he may be called upon to lIssume the duties of the
President. That is the justification for a distinction
in the methods of election
of these two dignitaries" (C.A.D. VII, pp. 1100.1).
There was considerable
discussion
regarding the prOVISion concerning the
removal of the Vice-President.
Prof. K. T. Shah moved an amendment
proposing
that he could be removed from office only "for reason duly proved, or for any
violation of the Constitution
duly established or for conviction for any offence
constituting a disqualification
for election to the office of a President, Vice-President
or member of Parliament, or for physical or mental incapacity duly certified, or for
bribery and corruption, duly proved." Shri Mahboob
Ali Baig wanted to provide
that the Vice. President could only be removed by a two.thirds majority of the lotal
membership of the Council of Stales, agreed to by a similar two.thirds majority of
the total membership
of the House of the People (C.A.D. VII, p. 1105). Dealing
with Prof. Shah's amendment,
Dr. Ambedkar
did not consider it necessary to
specify bribery, corruption, or the other offences as reasons for the removal of the
Vice.President.
He argued: "Want of confidence is a very large phrase and is big
enough to include any grounds such as corruption, bribery, etc."
Replying to Shri Mahboob
Ali Baig's amendment
requiring a two.thirds
majority for the removal of the Vice.President, Dr. Ambedkar pointed out that the
position of the Vice. President was really that of the Chairman of the Council of
States, and that so far as his functions were concerned, they were similar to those
of the Speaker of the House of the People. Consequently the rules which were made
applicable to the removal of the Speaker were also made applicable mutati~ mutandis
to the removal of the Vice.President. (C.A.D. VII, p. 1114).

SPECIAL

FEATURES

OF THE OFFICE

The office of the Vice-President is a unique feature of our Constitution,
which
has no exact parallel in the constitutions of other democratic countries of the world.
There is no such office in other parliamentary
systems of Governments
as they
exist in the Commonwealth
countries or in Ireland. The only constitution, among
the important democracies of the world, which provides for such an office, is that
of the United States of America. But the office of our Vice- President though analo.
gous to, is not identical with, that of the Vice. President in U.S.A. for the obvious
reason that in U.S.A.,th~y have the Presidential
system of Government and not a
Parliamentary

one as we have in India.
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The justification for such an office lies in the fact that the President
in whom
the execu.tive p~wer is vested, may not ~e a.vailable on certain occasions'to carryon
the functions 01 that office. Other constitutIOns have provided for such a contingency in different ways. For instance, the Constitutions of Ireland (Article 14) and
Burma (Section 34) provide for a commission
to discharge the functions of the
President when he is unable to perform his functions or when there is a casual
vacancy. This was the pattern originally suggested by Shri B. N. Rau. Similarly the
functions of the President in such a contingency are performed by the Presiden; of
the ~enate in France (Article.7) and by the President of Bundesrat in West Germany
(Article 57). However, there IS no doubt that the institution of the Vice.President
has been taken by us from the U.S. Constitution and has been adjusted to suit our
system.
Though there is a striking similarity between the role of the Vice.President
of
India and his counterpart in U.S.A.-both
preside over the Upper Houses and act
as Presidents in certain contingencies-there
are vital differences between the two
offices. In U.S.A. where they have the Presidential
system of Government
the
President is not just a titular or constitutional
head of the State but its real e:ecu.
tive with the result that the importance of the Vice. President's office is much more
apparent in U.S.A. than in our country. The provision in the A~erican Constitution
makes the Vice. President potentially important. According to it, if. the President
dies in office or the office of the President becomes vacant for any other reason
the Vice. President takes over the President's
office, in fact he succeeds to th;
Presidency-and
continues in that capacity for the full length of the unexpired term
of his predecessor. Nine Vice-Presidents have so far succeeded to the American
Presidency in this way. But under our Constitution in similar circumstances the
Vice-Plesident can act as President only for a maximum period of six months
because a new President has to be elected within that period [Article 62 (2) ]. As
the f\merican Vice-President in the contingency stated above is expected to take
o.ve~ the reins of Gover?ment in his hand, the Constitution of U.S.A. provides for
Similar methods of electIOn and removal of the President and the Vice-President.
These provisions have vested the office of the Vice.President with the same dignity
as that of the President and also with authority when the need arises.
In India the methods of the election as well as removal of the President
and
Vice.President
are different. In law even though the American Vice-President acts
as. Presid~nt only. whe~ the office of the President becomes vacant, in practice, the
Vlce.Presldent
SitS wIth the President's
Cabinet and keeps himself informed of
administrative
matters (Ogg & Ray, American G9vt., 1951, p. 390) so that if and
when an occasion arises, he is conversant
with all the problems tllat face the
country. In. fact h~ is not on~y incl~ded in the President's cabinet but a good
number of dIplomatic and executive duties have, of late, been assigned to him. In
India because of our Parliamentary system of Government we cannot visualise the
President presiding over the cabinet or the Vice. President being a member thereof.
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CONSTITUTIONAL

PROVISIONS
~
I

The office of the Vice-President is provided 'in Chapter I in Part V of our
Constitution dealing with the Union Executive, perhaps because he acts as President
in the vacancy caused in the office of the President or during the absence or illness
of the President. He is therefore in a way part of the Executive. However he has no
executive functions to perform, since he is the ex-officio Chairman of the Rajya
Sabha.
Article 63 of our Constitution states, 'there shall be a Vice-President of India';
he is made the ex-officio Chairman of the Council of States i.e. Rajya Sabha and
is precluded from holding any other office of profit and from being a member of
either House of Parliament [Arts. 64 and 66 (2)]. Under article 65 he acts as President in the vacancy caused by the death, resignation or removal of the President
till a new President is elected and assumes office, or when the President is unable to
act owing to absence, illness or any other cause. In the former case when a permanent vacancy occurs, the new President has to be elected as soon as possible after,
and in no case later than six months from the date of occurrence of the vacancy
[Art. 62 (2)]. When the new President enters upon his office, the Vice-President
must revert to his office. On the death of President Zakir Husain on May 3, 1969,
the then Vice-President V. V. Giri was sworn in to function as the acting President of
India. Similarly when President Fakhruddin Ali Ahmad died on February 11, 1977,
Vice-President B. D.,Jatti was sworn in to function as acting President of India.
In the latter case, when a temporary vacancy occurs in the office of the President,
the Vice-President discharges the functions of the President until the date on which
the President resumes his duties. There have been many occasions when the VicePresident discharged the functions of the President during temporary absence of the
President. Vice-President S. Radhakrishnan performed the functions of President
Rajendra Prasad from June 20, 1960 to July 5, 1960 when the latter paid a State
visit to the Soviet Union as "important State events during the next two weeks"
required "formal Presidential assent". On another occasion Dr. Radhakrishnan was
sworn in on July 25, 1961 to discharge the functions of President upto December 19,
1961 on the request of President Rajendra Prasad himself, who was advised rest
due to his serious illness. Vice-President Zakir Husain performed the functions of the
President on two occasions when President Radhakrishnan had to undergo an eye
operation in February 1964 and again in March 1965. (Vice-Presider.t functioned as
President from February 5, 1964 to February 21, 1964 and from March 16, 1965 to
April 18, 1965). There is no provision for the Vice-President taking the title of the
President during the period when he acts or discharges the functions of the President.
He is referred to as the Vice-President acting for, or discharging the functions of,
the President. This is clear from a perusal of the Summons issued in February 1977
to the members of the Rajya Sabha which was signed by the Vice-President. Shri
B. D. Jatti, as Vice-President acting as President. It may also be noted that not on all
occasions when the Pr.esident was abroad, were such arrangements made. "It appears
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the Lok Sabha it would suffice if the majority of those voting agreed !o the resolution. However notwithstanding
the expiration of his term, he continues in office
till his successor assumes office (Art. 67). Provision has also been made in article
68 to fill a vacancy in the office of the Vice-President occurring by reason of his
death, resignation or removal or otherwise and the person elected to fill the vacancy
is entitled to hold office for the full term of 5 years from the date on which he enters
upon his office. There is no bar to a Vice-Preside nt's re.election. Dr. Radhakrishnan
was Vice-President for a period of full two terms from 1952 to 1962.
Every Vice-President, before entering upon his office, makes and subscribes
before the President, or some person appointed in that behalf by him, an oath or
affirmation in the following form, namely:
"I, AB., do swear in the name of God/solemnly affirm, that I will bear true
faith and allegiance to the Constitution of India as by law established and that
I will faithfully discharge the duty upon which I am about to enter." (Art. 69).
This oath of office differs significantly from that of the President and is similar to
that of a member of Parliament.
Article 70 enables Parliament to make provisions as it thinks fit for the discharge of the functions of the President in any contingency not provided for in the
Constitution e.g. when a vacancy takes place in the office of President and VicePresident
simultaneously,
owing to removal, death, resignation or otherwise. In
exercise of these powers Parliament has passed the President (Discharge of Functions) Act, 1969 which came into force in May 1969 providing inter alia that in the
event of the occurrence of vacancies in the office of both the President and the VicePresident, the Chief Justice of India, or in his absence, the senior most judge of the
Supreme Court of India available shall discharge the functions of President until a
newly elected President enters upon his office or a newly elected Vice' President
begins to act as President under article 65 of the Constitution, whichever is earlier.
Until recently all doubts and disputes arising out of, or in connection with,
the election of the President or the Vice-President were to be enquired into and
decided by the Supreme Court of India, whose decision was to be final. Article 71
which deals with this matter has been a'mended by the Constitution
(Forty-second
Amendment) Act, 1976, and under the amended provisions such doubts and disputes are to be enquired into and decided by an authority or body constituted by an
Act of Parliament.
However, if the election of the person as President or VicePresident is declared void under the law passed by Parliament acts done by him in
the exercise of his powers and duties on or before the date of such declaration
will
not be invalidated
by reason of that declaration.
The President has issued the
Presidential and Vice-Presidential
Ejections (Amendment)
Ordinance, 1977 (3 of
1977) in the matter. Article 97 provides inter alia that the salary and allowances of
the Chairman are to be prescribed by law made by Parliament
and till then, are
such as are provided in Part C of the Second Schedule. The Vice.President does
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not draw a!!y salary as Vice-President; he draws his salary as Chairman of the Rajya
Sabha i.e. he does not draw a salary for his regular post but draws one for the
duties performed
by virtue of his office. The salary and allowances of the VicePresident are governed by the Salaries and Allowances of the Officers of the Parliament Act, 1953, which came into force on May I, 1953. under which the Chairman
gets per month a salary of Rs. 2250 and a sumptuary allowance of Rs. 500. He
is provided with a furnished residence free of charge and is entitled to free medical
facilities for himself and the members of his family. Besides when on official tour,
he gets daily and travelling allowances according to the Rules framed under the
said Act. The salary and allowances payable to the Vice-President
in his capacity
as Chairman are charged on the Consolidated Fund of India [Art. 112 (3)]. The
Vice-President is also provided with a small secretariat to assist him in the discharge
of his functions as Vice-President.

DUTIES

AND FUNCTIONS

We will now summarise
President:

OF THE VICE-PRESIDENT

the constitutional

duties and

functions

of the Vice-

(I) Though the office of the Vice-President of India is included in. the Constitution in the Part dealing with the Union Executive indicating that he is a part of
the Executive, the Vice-President has no executive functiol)s to perform.
(2) He is the ex-officio Chairman of the Rajya Sabha-he
presides over its
meetings, has all the powers of a presiding officer, but has no vote except when
there is a tie. He is the guardian of the rights and privileges of the members of the
Rajya Sabha, and is paid salary and allowances as the Chairman of the Rajya
Sabha.
(3) Besides presiding over the Rajya Sabha, the Vice-President
represents it
on ceremonial occasions both in India and abroad. When the President addresses
both Houses of Parliament assembled together, the Vice-President
sits along with
the President and the Speaker of the Lok Sabha, in his capacity as thl' Chairman
of the Rajya Sabha. Dr. Radhakrishnan
when he was the Vice-President presented
a gavel to the Senate of U.S.A. on his visit to that country in 1954 in his capacity
as the Chairman of the Rajya Sabha.
Till recently he used to read the Hindi version of the President's
Address to
both Houses' of Parliament
assembled together probably
in his capacity as the
Vice. President; in February 1970, the said version was read by the Secretary to the
President.
Objection to this course was raised in both the Houses of Parliament.
This practice was thereafter discontinued and the Hindi version of the President's
Address was re~d by/he
Vice-President'during
1971-74. In 1975 and 1976 both
English and Hindi versions of the President's Address were read by the President
himself.
(4) He performs

the functions

of,

and acts as, the President

in certain contin-
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finally when the President IS una e 0
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illness or any othe~ cause. h' C
titution the President may, by writing under
(5) Under article 56 of t e on~
. his office and it is the duty of the
his hand addressed to the . Vice-;re~d~~~, ~~~g~esignation of the President to the
Vice.President to commuOicate .ort WI
Speaker of the Lok S~bha.
h'
h performs several other functions:
. Besides these duties cast upon , Imp e' nt Dr Radhakrishnan, a practice has
v
d
(i) Since the tim.e o~the.:;~~ a:c:n r:s~~assad~r of goodwill and friendship to
grown to send ~he Vice. res~akrishna'n and Dr. Zakir Husain when they were
foreign c.ountnes:. Dr. Rad mber of countries on goodwill missions. In view of our
Vice.Presldents vIsited a nu
t they never headed a mission going abroad
. t'
I system of Governmen ,
. I
It I
constltu IOna
.
b f
(,fcal diplomatic commercia or cu ura
on Governmental busmess,
the ; t:e~: ~i~its'generated a' favourable atmosphere
nature,. but it cannot, be demethesea di nitaries visited. Pandit Govind Ballabh P~nt
for us In the countries t~atd th v~ue of these visits when he addressed Vlcek
I dged with gratltu e e
,.
"Y
h ve
ac now e
. hR'
Sabha in the followmg terms:
ou a
President Radhakrishnan. 10 t de, .aJYt~ In fact you shed lustre on every office
.
h. ffi with umque Istmc IOn.
filled t IS 0 ce
h
. d to all parts of the globe the ennoblIng message
. d by you-You
ave carne
f h'
. tid"
occuple
I
h'
d friendliness on behalf 0 t ISancien an
.
of non-violence, truth, fel ows Ip an
I 2 3)
hOb
tes Vol XVII 1957, co s. . .
(Rajya Sab a e a
h'
ffi 'f the Vice-President and of the eminence and
(ii) Because of the Igh ~d~ce ~ people holding high positions in Government
reputation of the persons 0 109
It Ih~
formulations or implementation of State
f
d't
useful to consu
1m on
.. IS'
have.. oun
I
.
PI'
his
book entitled 'Indian
I th's connection a mer m
.. PolIlIcaP ystem
'd t
polICies. n I
• I d'
h s had a most distingUished Vlce- resl en
(1961, p. 116.) states thUS/ h~ :~:ld'Saleading philosophers, who has given prest!ge
Dr. Radhaknshnan, one 0 t
'd d over the deliberations of the Indian
and dignity to the o~ce. He has ~e~~:rm
and often with wit. While he has not
Council of States With g~ace an
procedure his personal influence and prestige
always observed strict parlI~m~ntary departur;s from normal practices. He has
have more than compens~te
or fi~y t nd friend to Dr. Prasad and Nehru and to
been a disinterested advlsehr,cGon anmeantand in the Indian life generally."
. h' h position in t e overn
h h d
f
others m Ig
.
and standing apart from t e urn rum 0
yd
Not being committed to .an p o~:a,t's advice in policy matters is bound to be
everyday political lIfe, th.e Vlce- reslHe\ not connected with the day-to-day affairs
for the benefit of the natl~n athla~ge. t:~ with the decisions of the Cabinet, so that
t Th'
h S t but by pracllce e ISpos
of t e ta e,
.
f th affairs of the Union Governmen .
IS
he has with him a complete p~cturbetOh s ~een found to be convenient as the Vice.
h
0 legal sanction
u a
'd
Th'
practice might
as n be called upon un d er ar fICIe 65 to function as Presl ent.
IS unPresident

~i

h

doubtedly enhances the prestige of the office.
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(iii) The Vice-President is consulted by persons not only in the highest pOSitIOn
in Government but also by other leaders of political parties and eminent persons
in their respective walks of life. If one sees the list of visitors at the Vice.President's
residence, one finds therein the names of politicians, publicmen, men of letters,
scientists, artists, ambassadors and visiting dignitaries. The letters, applications,
petitions, representations received by him from persons from all walks of life seeking
his personal attention, run into hundreds. Some seek advice from him, others want
him to intercede in their behalf with those who matter, still others wait on him or
write to him just to show respect to the person who holds such a high office.
(iv) He is also called upon to perform temporarily the functions of the
President (other than legal or constitutional) when the latter is unable to perform
them for some reason or the other. For example, when President Giri had been to
Kerala for undergoing medical treatment, Vice.President G. S. Pathak had to
deputise for him on many an occasion.
Incidentally the Vice.President is elected, by convention, to the office of the
Chancellor of the Delhi University.

CONCLUSION
"The Constitution provides for a Vice-President whose role in the Government
is comparatively insignificant," (Constitutional Government in India, M. V. Pylee)"he has no function of his own and no ceremony about himself. As the dignified
part of the Constitution, he is overshadowed by the President and as such cannot
be a focus of citizens' interest and attention."
It is true that in the absence of power, an office, such a~'this, is considered by
some as superfluous, even the Vice.President's office in U.S.A. was termed by
Benjamin Franklin as "His superfluous Highness" (The Government of U.S.A.,
Munro, 1954, p. 167).
However, it cannot be denied that the office of the Vice.President has come to
occupy a place of respect and honour in our constitutional system. This has come
about not because of the constitutional provisions but because of the eminence and
reputation of persons holding this office. Dr. Radhakrishnan the first Vice-President
was a philosopher and scholar of world repute. Dr. Zakir Husain, the second VicePresident was a scholar and educationist of great eminence. His successor Shri Giri
was a recognised labour leader with wide administrative experience. Shd Pathak the
fourth Vice-President, besides, being a lawyer of international repute, had adorned
the bench at Allahabad High Court and the treasury benches at the Centre. Shri
B. D. latti, the present Vice. President is an eminent social and political worker. A
man of the masses, Shri Jatti had a humble beginning and has risen to the top
almost from the grass-roots. Before becoming the Vice-President he served the
country in several capacities-both political and administrative-as
Chief Minister
of one State and Governor of another. It is fortunate for tbe country tbat up till
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now the office of the Vice-President has been held by persons who have been and
are known for their idealism having placed national interest above everything else.
In spite of all the criticism it cannot be denied that the office of our VicePresident has acquired a dignity and prestige of its own and the personality of the
persons who have held this high office, which ranks second in the Warrant of
Precedence, has been one of the major reasons for the 5ame.
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Rajya Sabha-The Kind of Second
Chamber India Requires
I
B. R. BHAGAT*

A period of twenty-five years is not a long period in the history of an institution
like the Rajya Sabha except to the extent that the initial years are of importance
as the foundations for its working are laid then and the traditions and conventions
built in these years playa vital role in setting proper trends for its evolution. Of
course, a period of twenty-five years is quite enough to reflect on the functioning of
the Rajya Sabha.
There had been prolific writings on second chambers-on
their utility or
otherwise. These debates emanate first as a democratic reaction shying away from
non-representative bodies. The following remark about the House of Lords reflects
such thinking:
"Self-conscious democracy' began to ask the question of 'quo-warranto' of a
House founded upon every sort .af title except democr~tic functional utility.'"
Secondiy it started as a reaction against extremism of democracy, out of scare

I.

'Shri B. R. Bhagat is former Speaker of !he Lok Sabha.
'Theory and Practice of Modern Government', Finer, p.401,
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that the democratic
trends may sweep away permanent
opportunity
or time to the people to reconsider.

J?ajya Sabha-The

values without giving an

"All that we are doing by the Constitution
is to introduce the Second Chamber
purely as an experimental
measure ... There is sufficient provision in Article
304 for getting rid of the Second Chamber,"3

I,,
,

I""

West Bengal and Punjab invoked the provisions and abolished the Legislative
Councils in their respective States. But Andhra Pradesh taking advantage of the
provision had a Council constituted. Thus should a State have a second. cham.ber
or not was left to the States themselves to decide depending upon theIr requIrements and conditions. But the federal character
of our polity was considered
a
sufficient ground for the constitution
of the Rajya Sabha. No doubt it was not
conceived only to represent the interests of the States but also as a revising chamber
and a chamber of elders. Association of elders and the wise in congregations
and
assemblies is In. age-old custom. Mahabharata
bespeaks of an assembly bereft of
elders as not an assembly at all :

2. Ibid.
3. Constituent As.sembly Debates, Vol. VII, 1949. p. 1317.
4. Mahabharata. 5/35/58.
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While modern parliamentary democracies accept the utility of inducting the wise
and experienced, the method of their association and the extent of their participation in decision-making
have materially altered. They are not given the power of
veto against popular will which alone reigns supreme in a democratic structure.

"Therefore,
a fence was required and this must be a body, enlightened, of
limited number and with the 'firmness reasonably to interpose against impetuous counsels',"2
If 'revolutionaries
do not want obstructionists'
sums up the former way of
thinking, 'one is the product of inspiration and the other of reason' suggests the
other.
Despite controversies on the subject of bicameralism,
second chambers continued to be constituted
as a revising and delaying chamber or to represent the
interests of the constituent units in a federal polity. It is of interest to note thai
even the Communist States conceived of Parliament as a bicameral institution.
The Rajya Sabha did not have any controversy over its genesis. There were no
doubt discussions
on the mode of its constitution. But at no time was there any
discussion on the need or otherwise of the Council of States. It was taken for
granted that a federation like ours should have a second chamber in the Centre. I
am particularly saying Centre for, when it came to the States, the opinion was not
that unanimous.
Dr. Ambedkar,
the architect of the Constitution,
himself had
different thoughts in regard to a second chamber in the States. He said :

Kind of Second Chamber India Requires

I'

"The modern world has rejected the application of ability to government
less it is representative of the interests of those expected to obey the law."

un-

,
i

Thus the modern constitutions
provide for a second chamber which could
comprise of men comparatively in higher age group and men with standing in
diverse fields. It is in this context we have to consider the position given to the
Rajya Sabha in our Constitution.
The Rajya Sabha is not a nominated body or a body representing hereditary or
other vested interests. During the British days due to the restricted franchise the
Council of States was in a way evolving itself as a body representing landed aristocracy. But the Rajya Sabha was a departure from that Council. The Rajya Sabha was
to consist of not more than 250 members. But for the 12 members nominated
by
the President for their special knowledge, the remaining 238 members are indirectly
elected. They are elected by the elected members of the State Assemblies by a system
of proportional
representation
by means of the single transferable vote. By making
the State Assemblies to elect the members of the Rajya Sabha, it is sought to give
the Rajya Sabha the character of representing the constituent
States. But equality
of seats for each State has not been provided for. By providing election according
to proportional representation,
it has been sought to reproduce the State Legislative
Assemblies in a miniature form in the Rajya Sabha. Differing interests, parties and
groups in the State Assemblies get representation
in the Rajya Sabha according to
their strength in the Assemblies.
Let us take the strength and mode of constitution of a few second chambers in
other countries. The U.S. Senate is constituted on the basis of equality of seats
among the constituent States and now consists of 102 members. The Australian
Senate consists of only 60 members, 10 from each State directly elected by the people.
The Canadian
Senate is a nominated
body of 104 members who hold office till
they reach the age of 75. The Malaysian Senate is also dominated by the nominated element. Out of 58 members, only 26 are elected by 13 constituent States.
The Rajya Sabha is not an unwieldy body like the House of Lords nor is it a
select body like the Senate of U.S.A., Canada or Australia. It is a medium sized
second chamber, conceived of more as a deliberative body. In fact the procedure of
election that we have adopted makes it possible to get proportionate
representation
to all groups in a State Assembly and to that extent, the Rajya Sabha becomes
more representative of State interests. It looks as if we have sought to constitute a
second chamber which would represent not only the totality of the nation but the
totality of the national interests.
The indirect

election

in a way helps in inducting

experienced

and seasoned

. i
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rom different walks of life. In fact, many parties have brou.ght into the
~e:.soans
iabha their stalwarts who would not like to face the uncer~aln. fortunes of
JYlection It is often said that the second chamber helps to pack It With defea~ed
~:;bers-defeated
in the election to a Legislati~e Assembl~ or the Lok Sab a.
feated candidates provided berth ISrather very small.
But t h e num b er 0 f such de
.
d
d
Even then I do not see any harm in bringing In really capable an s~asone
leaders though they might have been defeated at the polls .. Many par~les have
brought their stalwarts whose standing and experience th~ parties could I11-aff;~d
t lose and whose advice might continue to be available to the country.
e
~estion is not: Should such leaders be brought to the Rajya Sabha ? It should r~th~r
~e : Should their advice and knowledge be denied to the country through an institutionalised forum?
.'
d
I t
The second provision that seeks to bring comparatlv~ly exper!e?ce men re ~ e.s
to the minimum age requirement. The Constitution prOVidesa mlnll~u~ age 1.lmlt
of 30 for being elected to the Rajya Sabha, compared to the age hmlt pres~rIbed
for the Lok Sabha, namely 25. The idea is that there should ?e more e~pertenced
. th e. RaJ'ya Sabha If we analyse the membership of the RaJya
persons In
. h Sabha
h d
over the twenty-five years, we do find that ~hose who w~re returne? to It ave a
a term or two already in the State Assembhes or CouncIls or even 10 the Lok Sabha.
They are not new to parliamentary life. But .some of th~ members .ret~rn~d to the
Rajya Sabha have been comparatively novices to parhament~ry InstitutiOns. The!
have been elected for the first time and that too to the RaJya Sabha. But their
number is comparatively low.
h
If we compare the age composition in t.he two .H.ouses, we fi~d that there . as
been not much difference despite the higher minimum prescrIbed for the RaJya
Sabha. The reason is not far to seek. Most of the persons who ha? offered. themI
fo election to the Lok Sabha are men who had partIcipated In. the
r
gle They were known for their sacrifice and dedication to the natIOnal
fsevdes
ree om s trug .
.
Th L k
cause in their area and were sure to succeed in any general electIon. . e . 0
Sabha, therefore, continued to be composed of men who were pa~t. their PrI~e:
. I'k Iy to change now for the 'class' known as freedom fighters IS fast dwmd
Th'IS IS
..
h
t d de we
r . Ie.umber with the passage of time. Therefore, It IS
In t e nex eca
~:~e :, :ee if the age prescription affects the a~e compositi?n in the two Houses.
But the 12 members to be nominated to the RaJya Sabha dId fall under a category
f people on the wrong side of fifty-five and above.
o
Further the mere fact that a lesser age limit is prescribed for the Lok ~abha
ersons higher in age could not offer themselves for election to
need no t mea n that P
.
.
h h t
that House or that they cannot be elected. The ag.e limit to the ~aJya Sab a as 0
be only interpreted as an attempt to bring men with some experIence to come to
that House.
.
.
t
f
age 0
C ompare.d to the above the Canadian Senate prescrIbes a retlremen
. I'k I t h
75 for its nominated members. Naturally,. the ~anadian Senate IS ley 0 ave
members past their prime on its roll at any given time.
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Lastly, the attempt to give the Rajya Sabha to evolve comparatively a conservative outlook is in the permanent nature of its constitution. It is a permanent
body, one-third of its members retiring every two years. In other words, each
member can ordinarily hope to have a term of six years, with the possibility of
another term or two. Continuous existence of the Rajya Sabha and longer term for
its members sought to ensure the existence of more experienced persons in the Rajya
Sabha at any given time. But the position has since changed. The life of the Lok
Sabha and the State Assemblies has also been now fixed at six years. It could no
longer, therefore, be argued that by the mere fact of "its term, the Rajya Sabha
could hope to have more experienced men.
The different terms for Assemblies and the permanent character of the Rajya
Sabha did hold out a chance of the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha being composed of different elements. It will have to be seen if the change in the terms of the
Assemblies is likely to make the above far more remote and will help the return
of like-minded persons to both the Houses removing the possibility of any sharp
disagreement on any important socio-economic legislation.
The point we have to remember is that the mode of composing the above two
Houses is not the same. But the difference in the method has failed to establish
an 'aristocracy leading to the subjection of the people' as Mathien de Montmorency
feared. The Rajya Sabha has been quite alive to popular demand and has risen to
the occasion always.
The powers enjoyed by the Rajya Sabha fallfnto the following categories :
(f) Special powers as representing the States:
(if) Powers it shares as a co-equal of the Lok Sabha; and
(iii) Powers it enjoys in financial matters.
The powers it enjoys as representing the State interests singles it out as a
second chamber in a federation. These relate to the power vested in the Rajya
Sabha to pass a resolution to enable laws to be passed by Parliament on State
subjects for the whole of India or any part thereof (Article 249). A special majority
of 2/3 present and voting is prescribed for the purpose. But this power is subjected
to two limitations. The resolution does not debar the State or States from legislating on the subject, but in the event of conflict with the Central law, the State law
will not be valid to the extent of its repugnancy with the Central law. Secondly,
the validity of the resolution is confined to a year at a time and has to be extended
by fresh resolutions passed annually.
The second power it enjoys is in the matter of creation of all-India Services.
If the Rajya Sabha passes a resolution that it is expedient in the national interest
to create one or more all-India Services, Parliament will have the power to create
by law such services (Article 312). Here again the resolution has to be passed by 2/3
majority of the members present and voting.
There had been no occasion to invoke the provisions of Article 249 in regard
to legislation on State subjects by Parliament. But the Indian Service of Engineers,
" the Indian Medical and Health Services and the Indian Forest Service were created
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on the basis of a resolution
passed by the Rajya Sabha in 1961 and the Indian
Agricultural Service and the Indian Educational Service in pursuance
of a resolution passed in 1965.
.
By providing for a special majority it has been sought to give the resolution
the character
of national consensus, not merely the desire of the majority of the
members of the Rajya Sabha. In other words, such a resolution
should be passed
by members representing at least 2/3 of the States.
The Rajya Sabha enjoys co.equal powers with the Lok Sabha in the matter of
ordinary legislation. It also enjoys equal constituent
powers. While the second
chambers enjoy more or less the same powers of legislation, the constituent powers
enjoyed by the Rajya Sabha puts it by a class. In 1970, the Constitution
(Twentyfourth) Amendment
Bill though passed by an overwhelming
majority by the Lok
Sabha was defeated by a fraction of a vote in the Rajya Sabha. The non-passing of
the Bill in effect resulted in the mid-term polls in 1971.
Ordinary legislation can be introduced in the Rajya Sabha. No reservation has
been imposed in this respect. In fact some of the weighty and important
legislation
that has found entry into the statute book was introduced in the Rajya Sabha. In
the case of Bills passed by and transmitted from the Lok Sabha it enjoys unres-.
tricted amending power. In case of any disagreement between the two Houses there
is a provision
for a joint sitting of both the Houses to resolve the deadlock. This
provision brings out clearly the supremacy of the popular will in the event of any
disagreement and also puts a limit on the Rajya Sabha as the revising and delaying
Chamber. In the event of the joint sitting, the members of the Lok Sabha will be
numerically strong. But the irony of the situation, of course, is in the case of the
single joint sitting of the two Houses convened in these twenty-five years, the
amendment proposed originally by the Rajya Sabha which was in dispute was
accepted.
But all these theoretical discussions assume that members of the two Houses
have evolved a separate identity, based on loyalty to the House they are members
of, distinct from any loyalty they owe to their party or the constituency.
No doubt
in the earlier years it looked as if the Houses were trying to assert their separate
identities, but it was short.lived. Such controversies
arose over Money Bills and
participation
of the Rajya Sabha in the Public Accounts Committee. Despite the
fact of their different modes of composition, they have failed to develop any marked
identity as a body. corporate; I will come to the reason for this later.
In the matter of financial matters and Money Bills, the Rajya Sabha does not
enjoy co.equal powers with the Lok Sabha. Though the Annual Financial Statements are laid on the Tables of both the Houses, the budget speech is delivered
only in the Lok Sabha. Discussion on and voting of Demands for Grants only take
place in the Lower House. Only the Appropriation
Bill goes to the Rajya Sabha
for recommendations,
if any. The Rajya Sabha has no power to amend the Money
Bills. It can only recommend
amendments
to the Lok Sabha. The authority to
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accept or reject those amendments vests in the Lok Sabha. The period within which
such recommendations
are to be made is confined to fourteen days.
Compared to the Rajya Sabha, the Senate of the Australian
Parliament enjoys
greater powers in financial matters. The only limitation imposed is that Appropriation Bills and Bills imposing tax shall not originate in the Senate. Even in these
Bills, the Senate enjoys the right to veto. We know what happened to the Ministry
headed by Mr. Whitlam in Australia in 1974. The Australian Senate used the power
to force the Government to go to the people. It was not done by refusing supply.
An amendment
was moved to the Appropriation
Bill and when the Government
obtained from Governor-General
approval to the double dissolution-dissolution
of the Lower House and the Senate -the amendment was withdrawn and supply
was passed.5 Thus the Senate used its power to veto as a Sword of Damocles and
forced the Government
to go to the polls. Such a situation is not likely to arise
here in view of the fact that the Rajya Sabha does not enjoy the power to veto in
financial matters.
The Canadian Senate has also co-equal powers with the Commons except that
the Senate may not propose or increase the amount of any measure dealing with
taxes or spending. But we have the statement
of one of the abolitionists
of the
second chamber, Mr. Knowles to' vouch that the Senate normally does not use its
veto:
"I know some Members will ask why I keep referring to the use of the veto
since Senate does not use it very often. The number of times in history that
the Senate has rejected something from this House can be counted on the
fingers."6

/

But these descriptions
are only touching the periphery of the real issue. The
most important
single factor that lends greater power or dignity to the Lok Sabha
is the fact that the Council of Ministers, though composed of members from both
the Houses, is responsible to it (Article 75(3)].
I had earlier referred to the fact that the Houses have not evolved any distinct
personality. The reason is not far to seek. In any parliamentary democracy the leadership is provided by the Cabinet. It is the Cabinet that enjoys initiative in the matter
of legislation; Private Members' role is extremely limited. This role is confined to one
of eliciting information,
bringing to the notice of Government matters of public
importance and generally voicing the desire of the people and critically evaluating
the role of the Government on all occasions and opportunities
provided for him.
The Cabinet is backed by a solid majority in both the Houses: Though
S.
6.

Australian Senate and Its Power to Withhold Supply. The Commonwealth
Parliaments,
p.100.
Quoted hy Renaude Lapointe in his article 'The Role of Canadian Senate', The Common\Vealth Parliaments.
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differently constituted the party composition in both the Houses is more or less the
same. The members belonging to one party have failed, so to say, to extricate them.
selves from the party discipline and owe I~yalty to the House they belong. The
party decides all issues coming before the two Houses and also the conduct of its
members. What I say is not confined to the ruling party alone. All parties and
groups function under one leadership for both the Houses and under one Parliamentary Party or Group. In such circumstances, it is difficult for any member to
develop an identity surpassing his loyalty to the party.
Incidentally this would explain why there had not been much differences between the two Houses, extraconstitutional machinery of party having resolved such
differences at its own level. It is not, therefore, surprising that in the twenty-five
years there had been only one joint sitting of the two Houses and that too on a
Bill where freedom to individual members was given by the parties.
What I would like to stress here is this. One reads a lot of literature on the
second chambers and is led to believe that if there are two chambers, they must
essentially differ and their efficacy lies in the amount of differences. I believe the
two Houses could agree and still be useful.
One vital point has to be kept in mind. Freedom for which the nation struggled was not an end in itself. It was the beginning of an era to re-order our society,
our social and economic infra-structure. It was the key to open the gate for the
evolution of an egalitarian society. Our conditions warrant quick social and economic transformation. All this has to be achieved at the shortest possible time and
speed should be the watchword. We have, therefore, to model our institutions in
such a way that they provide for the minimum of restraint, a minimum of delay,
which will give an opportunity to the people to re-assess or re-evaluate things and
if need be revise them. But we cannot have the luxury of prolonged delay or confrontation in the name of checks against extremities of democracy. People get
impatient and restive when delays occur in the implementation of the programmes.
Recent history is a catalogue of events of delay and the consequences flowing
therefrom. We could not, therefore, have conceived of a second chamber as an
instrument of obstruction or retarding progress. It is in this light that some of the
innovations we have made in the working of the two Houses can become explicable, like Joint Select Committee on Bills etc. In fact it goes to the credit of the
Rajya Sabha that it stood in the forefront to suggest social and economic reforms.
In conclusion, I would like to say that the Rajya Sabha as a revising chamber
cannot be compared to any other second chamber. It is the product of our demands
and conditions. It affords that much delay as to enable the Government to bring
any amendments that might have become necessary or accept such other amendments as may be proposed by members as a result of re-thinking during the delay
or evaluation of public opinion. By way of an example, I can cite a case. The
Travancore-Cochin Appropriation (Vote on Account) Bill, 1955, was passed by
the Lok Sabha on the 29th March, 1956. The Bill had to be enacted before the
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e~d of ~arch 1956. Bu~at that time, the Rajya Sabha was not in session necessitatIng the Issue of an OrdInance to give effect to the Bill. The Bill was transmitted to
the Rajya Sabha w.hen it reassembled in April. An amendment was proposed to the
effect that .th.e OrdInanc~ promulgated be repealed and it was accepted by the Lok
Sabha. ,!hl~ IS not onlY.In the cas~ of the Rajya Sabha, but the same thing happens
to a Bill mtroduced m the RaJya Sabha and transmitted to the Lok Sabha. The
system provides that minimum of delay as is necessitated by circumstances and
works well.
The Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha are two deliberative wings of Parliament
each functioning in its assigned field, each enjoying powers peculiar to itself and
each bec?mes complementa~y to the other. Ifthe Lok Sabha devotes greater 'time
to financial matters, the RaJya Sabha can bestow more time to social and other
measures. T?gether. t?ey could effect accountability to Parliament fully. I am reminded what PrIme MInister Nehru said;
:'Under our Constitution, Parliament consists of two Houses, each functioning
m the all?tted sphere •.. the successful working of our Constitution as of any
democratic structure, demands the closest cooperation between the two
Houses."
In fact the history of the past decade or more shows how close the cooperation
had been between the two Houses, which is as it should be.
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the date on which he takes office. The Rajya Sabha also chooses one of its members
as its Deputy Chairman."
The institution of a second chamber is found all over the world, whatever be
the type of administration, whether it is the cabinet form of government or whether
it is irremovable executive or the presidential type. In U.S.A., Canada, Australia,
U.S.S.R., France and other countries there are bicameral legislatures.
There is a school of thought which concedes that it is useful and necessary
for a federal type of government to have a second chamber for the purpose of protecting the interests of the federating states, but in a unitary type of government,
they say, it is absolutely out of place and unnecessary. John Stuart Mill not only
sought to justify the usefulness of a second chamber in a federal type of government but also justified a second chamber in a unitary form of government in the
following words:

Rajya Sabha : Position under Constitution,
its Powers and Functions

JAISUKHLAL

HATHI.

Article 79 of the Constitution provides for the two Houses of Parliament to be
known respectively as the Council of States and the House of the People. These two
Houses are now known as the Rajya Sabha and the Lok Sabha.
The Rajya Sabha is a permanent body and not subject to dissolution. The
term of office of members is six years, but as nearly as possible one-third of the
members holding seats of each category would retire every second year.1 Accordingly one-third of the members of the Rajya Sabha retire after every second year
and on each occasion elections are held and nominations made to fill the seats
vacated by the retiring members.
The Vice-President of India is the ex-officio Chairman of the Rajya Sabha.2
He is elected by the members of both the Houses of Parliament by the secret ballot
and in accordance with the system of proportional representation by means of the
single transferable vote. The Vice-President holds office for a term of five years from

I.
2.

.Shri Jaisukhlal Hathi was the Leader of the House in the Rajya Sabha and Union Minister
holding important portfolios under the Government.
He is at present Governor of
Haryana.
Article 83.
Article 89.
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"A second chamber in a unitary state is often described as a brake, a device
for delay, a means of checking what a 19th century Lord Chancellor called the
inconsiderate, rash, hasty and undigested legislation of the other house."
It is commonly conceded that the advantages of a second cham ber are: (I) the
security it gives against hasty legislation, (2) opportunity it provides for full consideration and revision of any Bill passed by the Lower House before it becomes
law, (3) it can relieve congestion of business in the Lower House because Bills
could be originated in either House. Equally important is the fact that the second
chambers provide for the continued counsel of men who might be unwilling for a
contested election but whose knowledge and experience enable them to make an
invaluable contribution to the government' of the country.
he legisla.tive function of a second chamber is seriously curtailed by the fact
th~t. It ha~ no fight to con~rol finance and that Bills of major importance usually
oflglllate In the House which consists of the country's elected representatives. In
!ndia, h~wever, quite a large number of public measures are originally introduced
III the Ra]ya Sabha. So much so the Government has originated in the Rajya
Sabha ~t least two Constitution (Amendment) Bills of far-reaching importance.
It IS not necessary to reproduce the provisions of articles 79 and 80 of the
~onstitution o~ India which provide for the constitution of Parliament and compositIOn of the Ra]ya Sabha respectively. A mere look into these provisions will show
that unlike the United States, Australia and Switzerland where local states (cantons)
are represented in the second House by an equal number of seats, States of the
Indian Union do not enjoy equal representation in the Council of Slates. The
framers of the Constitution accepted the scheme suggested by the Union Constitution Committee regarding the allocation of seats in the Council of States on the
basis of one seat for every million of the population of the States up to five
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before both the Houses of Parliament. Among the most important
annual debates
in the Rajya Sabha are the lengthy debates that take place on the General Budget,
the Railway Budget and the Appropriation
and the Finance Bills. The debate on
the Motion of Thanks to the President for his Address to both Houses assembled
together cannot be ignored in this connection. These debates, in their wide sweep,
take in all aspects of the financial affairs of the country, ranging from the minutest
details of taxation to the basic policies underlying economic planning and the
problem of distributive justice. And among the members who participate
in these
discussions in the Rajya Sabha are always to be found men of great eminence
having vast experience of public affairs. Naturally the suggestions
put forward in
the course of these discussions are taken note of by the Government.
It is only by taking into account all these facts, as well as the important work
being done by the Rajya Sabha members on the Public Accounts Committee and
the Committee on Public Undertakings that one can hope to have a clear idea of
the kind of influence the Rajya Sabha members have been exerting on the financial affairs of the country. Even all this, however, will not give a complete picture
of the matter. The innumerable questions that are answered every year and the
many motions that come up before the House include many direclly relating to the
fianancial and economic problems of the country. And since, in the complex conditions of the modern life, financial and non-financial
matters deeply interpenetrate
one another almost every debate comes to have some bearing on financial matters.
Much depends on the general atmosphere of a House, and the galaxy of eminent
men, who have served the Rajya Sabha since it came into existence, have made their
own contribution to the traditions and general atmosphere of the House. Many of
them were or are persons of whom any legislature in the world could well be proud of.
The debates in a House in which men of such calibre frequently speak can
naturally be expected to reach a high level and since the very beginning the Rajya
Sabha has drawn the admiration of political observers for high level debate. Referring to the foreign affairs debate that was held in the Rajya Sabha in August 1954,
the political correspondent
of The Statesman wrote:
There was touch of greatness in the tone and content of" the Rajya Sabha
debate last week on foreign affairs which may serve the other House as a useful
example.s
Because of participation in the Rajya Sabha debates by eminent and experienced members, whose views cannot be ignored by any Government,
the Ministers
including Prime Minister Nehru took special care to reply to the points raised in
the House. Referring to the replies given by Prime Minister Nehru in both Lok
Sabha and Rajya Sabha to the debates on the President's
Address, the political
correspondent
of The Statesman made the following observation on May 6, 1962 :
8.

Quoted by S. S. Bhalerao : "Rajya Sabha; Its Powers and Position,"
tonal and Parliamentary Studies, Vol. I, NO.2. 1967, p. 72.
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"His (Prime Minister's)
reply in the Lok Sabha not only lacked tone and
colour but also substance. In the Rajya Sabha he had much more to say on a
large number of subjects-so
much more in fact that the Lok Sabha may well
feel neglected."9
The Rajya Sabha is quite senSItive to the public opinion. This has been the
feeling of keen political observers, but none may know it better than the Ministers
of the Government who are kept busy throughout the Session in dealing with some
point or query made in the House or some criticism hurled at the Treasury Benches.
Members miss no opportunity to put questions and raise other matters during the
Question Hour and otherwise also through the Calling Attention Motions. This is
almost a daily feature. No problem, however small, goes unnoticed
in the Rajya
Sabha and not a chink in the Government's
armour is spared by it. In a country of
India's dimensions, with the diversity and complexity that characterise the national
affairs a unicameral Parliament, one feels, would not have provided adequate opportunities for ventilating grievances or spotlighting the faults of the administration.
The practical utility of the Rajya Sabha has been explained thus:
, "The Upper House of the Indian Parliament is a Legislative Chamber with a
vigorous personality. It. is a House that takes itself seriously and a House that
takes itself seriously cannot fail to be taken seriously by Government and
others concerned. From the velY beginning,
Government
have treated the
House with due deference and have given ample proof of their anxiety to uphold its dignity and help it to discharge without let or hindrance the functions
entrusted to it by the fundamental law of the land. "10
The active members include men of ability and extensive public experience. A
substantial
proportion
of those who predominate may be former members of the
Lok Sabha and some others who have acquired valuable experience in many walks
of life. Consequently, the debates in the Rajya Sabha are as important as those in
the Lok Sabha. Debates in the Rajya Sabha have a character and importance of
their own and are not without their influence on public opinion and Government
policy. Th~ style of speech is simpler, quieter, less lengthy but at times equally and
sharply controversial also.
The Rajya Sabha, in general, is expeditious in examining legislation; and, since
its sittings are as long as those of Lok Sabha, the Rajya Sabha is able to devote
quite som~ time and attention to the consideration of motions on varied subjects
promoted by back-bench as well as front-bench
members. Sometimes these debates
are ahout high issues of pu blic policy in the national and international
spheres or
the economic state of the nation, and at other times they may deal with relatively
small matters which, nevertheless, are of interest to sections of the public. How far
9.

S. S. BhaJerao. op. 'cit.

10. Ibid., p. 75.
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these debates have a manifest impact on Government policy and the administration
depends upon the subject together with the merits of the debate. They can and at
times do stir public opinion, or they may ventilate real public grievance; or have
repercussions in the Lok Sabha. They may thus make the Government conscious of
some fa~lures or sh~rtcomings.
No Government, therefore, whatever its political
compleXIOn, can studIOusly and systematically afford to ignore the opinion of the
Up~er H~use. If party politi~s are not. ~eavily involved, the Rajya Sabha is usually
busllless.lIke and competent III the reVISIon and enactment of legislation.
D~afting imperfecti.ons would materially increase if the country were to rely
upon slllgle.chamber legislation. The fact that the Rajya Sabha is a different kind
of ~ssembly fro~ the Lok Sabha means that, except when their political blood is
u~, ItS members Sit about the task of revision in a different spirit, looking at the
Bill, perhaps, from a somewhat different angle; and that helps. Because it ir.cludes
not only distinguished
lawyers (as indeed does the Lok Sabha) but a number of
me~?ers
wh? have .functioned in senior administrative
and other specialised
posItions earlier, the vIews expressed in the House are specially valuable means in
the matter of spo.tting lack of clarity and doubtful matters of drafting.
. Th.ere h~s III recent years been an increase in the significance of subordinate
legislation, with the.result that.the sco~e for the Rajya Sabha to use its powers in
order to ~versee theIr. formulatIOn and Implementation
has 'increased considerably.
Over a wIde area, whIch tends to expand as the process of legislation and of Government becomes more complex, provisions supplementary to' legislation are left to be
made by the Executive th~ough subor~i~ate legislation. The enactments
conferring
these powers normally Illclude provISIons for Parliament to supervise their use
wh!ch esse~tially means that rules made under the power may be annulled by reso~
~utlOn of either House or that such an instrument cannot come into force (or remain
III force) unless approved by resolution
of each House. Except in' the fields of taxation and other financial matters, these provisions give parallel powers to both Houses.
The absence of the Upper House would subject the Lower House to severe strain
.
The workin~ of 25 years of the Rajya Sabha has amply proved the need a~d
Importance of thiS august House. A House of Elders, as it is known, has shown
~hat the debates in this House a~e of a high level and has always exercised sobering
Illfluenc~ on many measures. With the increasing awakening among our social and
economIc strata more and more men having little education but great local influence are likely to gravitate to the high level of national politics and find their wa
to the popularly elected Lok Sabha. This situation emphasises the need for a buiI:'
in arrangement
for continually
siphoning into the legislature the men of learn'n
and wis.dom from .different ~e1ds of national life in order to make it well-balanc~l
The Ra}ya Sabha III the IndIan democratic set-up is designed inter alia to serve this
purpose as well.
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The Rajya Sabha-Position, Powers and
Functions under the Constitution

JASWANT SINGH.

The Council of States better known as Rajya Sabha is an integral and autonomouS
limb of our Parliament which is bicameral. It consists of twelve members nominated by the President from among persons havin'g special knowledge or practical
experience in respect of matters such as literature, science, or in social service, in
addition to not more than 238 representatives of the States and Union territories.
The mode of election of these representatives is indirect. Whereas the representatives of each State, the strength whereof has to be in accordance with the provisions of the Fourth Schedule to the Constitution in order to give proper representation to the units of federation, are elected by the members of the Legislative
Assembly of the State in accordance with the system of proportional representation
by means of the single transferable vote which ensures an effective share in political
life to each minority group, the representatives of the Union territories are chosen
in accordance with law made by Parliament (See Part IV-A of the Representation
of the People Act, LXX of 1950). An elected member being a deputy or representative of the entire nation and not a delegate of his constituency is expected to vote
on every question in favour of the proposal which is conducive to the welfare of
.Shri Jaswant Singh is a Judge
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India.
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the nation as a whole. While the Vice-President of India is the ex-officio Chairman
of the Council of States, the Deputy Chairman of the Council is chosen by the
Council itself.
The position of the Council of States may not be as important as that of the
American Senate, but it is not inferior like that of the House of Lords as ,it now
stands. There is no provision in the Constitution making any invidious distinction
between the two Houses so far as the selection of Ministers is concerned. Time and
again several Ministers have been drawn from the Council of States. Unlike the
English system, a Minister who is a member of the Rajya Sabha has like a Minister
who is a member of the Lok Sabha, the right to speak in and otherwise to take
part in the proceedings of the other House, in joint sittings of the Houses and in
any Committee of the Parliament of which he is named as member, but is not
entitled to vote. Like the House of the People or the Lok Sabha, the Council of
States or the Rajya Sabha enjoys the same powers and privileges and is the sole
judge of its proceedings as well as the law applicable to those pro:eedings. It has,
like the House of Lords, powers to initiate any Bill (including the one relating to
amendment in the Constitution) except the Money or Financial Bills. An analysis
of the Bills introduced in our Parliament reveals that many Bills of great social,
educational and legal importance were introduced in the Rajya Sabha. In addition
to this, many dignified debates relating to important issues like the abolition of
privy purses and privileges of ex-rulers, the nationalisation of the major banks of
the country, the demands for enquiry into the charges against the late Sardar
Partap Singh Kairon and the affairs of Dharma Teja and Jayanti Shipping Company
were held in the Rajya Sabha. It can, therefore, be safely said that our Constitution
envisages equality of status of both the Houses of Parliament to a large extent. It
will be apposite in this connection to refer to the following statement made in the
Rajya Sabha on May 6, 1953, by Prime Minister JawaharJal Nehru: ,
"Under our, Constitution Parliament consists of two Houses, each functioning
in the allotted sphere laid down in that Constitution. We derive authority
from the Constitution. Sometimes we refer back to the practice and conventions prevailing in the House of Parliament of the United Kingdom and even
refer erroneously to an Upper House and a Lower House. I do not think that
is correct. Nor is it helpful always to refer back to the procedure of the British
Parliament which has grown up in the course of several hundred years and as
a result of conflicts originally with the authority of the King and later between
the Commons and the Lords. We have no such history behind us, though in
making our Constitution we have profited by the experience of others. Our
guide must, therefore, be our own Constitution which has clearly specified the
functions of the Council of States and the House of the People. To call either
of these Houses as Upper House or a Lower House is not correct. Each House
has full authority to regulate its own procedure within the limits of the Constitution. Neither House, by itself, constitutes Parliament. It is the two Houses
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together that are the Parliament of India. The successful working of our
Constitution, as of any democratic structure, demands the closest cooperation
between the two Houses."

It is only with respect to the following matters that the position of the Rajya
Sabha differs from that of the Lok Sabha :
I.

A Money Bill cannot, according to articles 107(1), 108, 109, and 1)7 of
the Constitution be ir,troduced in the Rajya Sabha.
2, Under clauses (4) and (5) of article 109, the Rajya Sabha is debarred
from rejecting or amending a Money Bill. It can only make recommonda.
tions with regard to the Bill to the Lok Sabha which the latter mayor may
not accept and the Bill is deemed to have been passed by both the Houses
of Parliament without the concurrence of the Rajya Sabha if it does not
relurn the Bill afler according its concurrence thereto within 14 days of its
receipt or make recommendations which are not accepted by the Lok
Sabha.
3. It is the Speaker of the Lok Sabha, and not the Chairman of the Rajya
Sabha, who is, under article 110(3) of the Constitution, invested with the
power of deciding whether a Bill is a Money Bill or otherwise and whose
decision in that' behalf is final, which means that it is not open to
challenge.
4. The Rajya Sabha, no doubt, has the power to discuss the estimates relating
to the expenditure which are not charged on the Consolidated Fund of
India, but it has no power like the Lok Sabha to assent or to refuse to
assent to any demand or assent to a demand subject to reduction of the
amount specified therein. In fact, the Rajya Sabha has no power to vote
money for the public expenditure and demands for grants are not submitted for the vote of the Rajya Sabha.
5. Because of its numerical inferiority-its
membership being limited to 250
as against 544 of the Lok Sabha, the Rajya Sabha seems to suffer from a
certain amount of disability when a joint session of the two Houses is
called by the President to resolve a deadlock between the two Houses but
in actual practice, this impression has been belied. It will be recalled that
in May 1961 when both the Houses of Parliament mel to resolve a
deadlock on the Dowry Prohibition Bill, one of the very important amendments suggested by the Rajya Sabha was accepted and adopted.
The following special powers which the Rajya Sabha enjoys and which the Lok
Sabha is not invested with, however, add to the prestige and dignity of the former.
It will be remembered that under the scheme of distribution of legislative
powers, exchlsive jurisdiction is conferred on tile:: State Legislatures to legislate
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with respect to matters specified in List II of the Seventh Schedule to the Consti.
tution but tlie Rajya Sabha is empowered to make it lawful for the Parliament to
make temporary laws for the whole or any part of the territory of India. This
important power is conferred on the Rajya Sabha in national interest by article 249
of the Constitution which is in the nature of a /lon-obstante provision conferring
therein power on the Parliament to legislate with respect to a matter enumerated
in the State List in the national interest. The Parliament becomes entitled to do this
if the Rajya Sabha declares by a resolution supported by not less than two-third
of its members present and voting that it is necessary or expedient in the national
interest that Parliament should make laws with respect to any matters enumerated
in the State List specified in the resolution. The resolution makes it lawful for the
Parliament to make laws for the whole or any part of the territory of India with
respect to that matter while the resolution remains in force. The life of the resolution can extend to one year depending on the period specified therein by the Rajya
Sabha but the period can be extended for a further period of one year under the
proviso to clause (2) of article 249 of the Constitution. Under article 312(1) of the
Constitution, Parliament becomes empowered to make laws providing for the
creation of one or more all-India services common to the Union or States, if the
Rajya Sabha declares by a resolution supported by not less than two-third of its
members present and voting that it is necessary or expedient in the national interest
so to do. In exercise of this power the Rajya Sabha passed a resolution on
December 6. 1961, for the creation of (i) the Indian Service of Engineers (irrigation,
power, building and roads), (ii) the Indian Forest Service, and (iii) the Indian
Medical and Health Services. Similar resolution for the creation of the Indian
Agricultural Service and the Indian Educational Service was passed by the Rajya
Sabha on March 30, 1965.
Unlike the English system, where once the Parliament is dissolved, both the
House of Commons and the House of Lords stand dissolved, in India the Rajya
Sabha is not subject to dissolution though it is not allowed to become stale or
deprived of the fresh talent as article 83 of the Constitution, following the American
model, provides that as nearly as possible, one.third of its members shall retire as
soon as may be on the expiration of every two years in accordance with the provisions made in that behalf by the Parliament by law. In this connection, the
following observations made by the Supreme Court of India in Purushottaman
Namboodiri v. Slate of Kerala (962) I Supp. S.C.R. 753 will repay perusal:
"What then is the result of the provisions of article 196 which deals with the
legislative procedure and makes provisions in regard to the introduction and
passing of bills? Before dealing with this question it may be useful to refer to
some relevant provisions in regard to the State Legislature under the Constitution. Article 168 provides that for every State there shall be a Legislature
which shall consist of the Governor and (a) in the State of Bihar, Bombay,
Madhya Pradesh, Madras, Mysore, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal,
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two Houses, and (b) in other States, one House. In the present petition we are
concerned with the State of Kerala which has only one House. Article 168(2)
provides that where there are two Houses of the Legislature of a State, one
shall be known as the Legislative Council and the other as the Legislative
Assembly, and where there is only one House, it shall be known as the Legislative Assembly. Article 170 deals with the composition of the Legislative
Assem~ly, and Article 171 with that of the Legislative Council. Article 172
provides for the duration of the State Legislatures. Under Article 172(1) the
normal period for the life of the Assembly is five years unless it is sooner
dissolved. Article 172(2) provides that the Legislative Council of a State
shall not be subjected to dissolution, but as nearly as possible one-third of the
members thereof shall retire as soon as may be on the expiration of every second
year in accordance with the provisions made in that behalf by Parliament by
law. It would thus be seen that under the Constitution where the State Legislature is bicameral the Legislative Council is not subject to dissolution and this
is a feature which distinguished the State Legislatures from the Enr-lish House
of Parliament. When the Parliament is dissolved both the Houses stand dis.
solved, whereas the position is different in India. In the States with bicameral
Legislature only the Legislative Assembly can be dissolved but not the Legis.
lative Council. The same is the position under Article 83 in regard to the
House of the People and the Council of States. This material distinction has
to be borne in mind in construing the provisions of Article 196 "and apprecia.
ting their effect."

i

The Rajya Sahha-Position under the
Constitution, Powers and Functions
•
RANBIR SINOH-

i'

Looking in relrospect, it can be said without any fear of contradiction that the
Rajya Sabha had admirably discharged its functions and lived up to the noble and
lofty ideals which Dr. Radhakrishnan the first Chairman of the Rajya Sabha and
an illustrious and distinguished son of the soil hinted at in the Rajya Sabha in 1952
in the following words:
"There is a general impression that this House cannot make or unmake
governments and therefore it"is a superfluous body. But there are functions
which a revising chamber can fulfil fruitfully. Parliament is not only a legislative but a deliberative body. So far as its deliberative functions are concerned
it will be open to us to make very valuable contributions, and it will depend
on our work whether we justify or do not justify this two chamber system,
which is now an integral part of our Constitution. So it is a test to which we
are submitted. We are for the first time starting, under the new parliamentary
system, with a Second Chamber in the Centre, and we should try to do everything: in our power to justify to the public of this country that a Second
Chamber is essential to prevent hasty legislation."
January 28, 1977
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When the Constituent Assembly met in 1946 to frame a Constitution for India, the
founding fathers of our Constitution had before them the various constitutions of
the world to draw upon. As such they could make provision for a second chamber
by synthesising the best aspects of different constitutions which were considered
suitable for our country.
The idea of a bicameral legislature at the Centre did not however originate
with the commencement of the Constitution after Independence. A second chamber
at the Centre was already in existence since the Government of India Act 1919,
whereunder the Central Legislature consisted of two Houses-the Council of State
and the Legislative Assembly. These bodies continued even after the Government
of India Act, 1935 and since 1946 the Constituent Assembly acted as the Central
Legislature till 1950 when the Provisional Parliament came into existence under the
Constitution of India. Against this background of historical continuity, a second
chamber at the Centre, under the Constitution, was a logical corollary.
Since it was decided to have a federal system of Government, there was no
difference of opinion about the desirability of having a second chamber at the
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Centre and the following observations of Shri N. Gopalaswami
up generally the mood of the Constitution-makers:
"The need has been felt (for a second chamber)
wherever there are federations of importance."

practically

Ayyangar summed

all over

the

world

This principle of bicameralism was adopted in respect of the States also, though
not all the States were provided with a Legislative Council at the commencement
of the Constitution.
While an Upper House, i.e., a Legislative Council was set up in
60me States, the question wa6 left open for the other States by making provision
for the abolition or creation of such Councils by Parliament by law, on the basis
of a resolution of the respective Legislative Assembly adopted by a special majority
provided under article 169 (I) of the Constitution.
No such situation has been envi.
saged in the case of the Rajya Sabha which continues to be a permanent body. The
continuity of the parliamentary instit ution has been sought to be achieved through
the Rajya Sabha.
The democratic and parliamentary form of government in a federal structure
requires a legislative body consisting of two Houses. A legislature with a single
directly elected House in India was evidently not considered adequate to meet all
the requirements due to the vastness of the country, variety and complexity
of the
problems
involved and the various kinds of minorities, e.g., religious, linguistic,
cultural and political, residing in the country. The creation of two Houses having
the same structure and composition would have only meant a duplication.
The
Rajya Sabha was therefore created with an altogether different composition
and
method of election from that of the Lok Sabha. With that end in view, the founders
of the Constitution conceived of a second chamber with a relatively smaller member.
ship with provision for definite allocation of seats to different States and Union
territories on the basis of population and provision for nomination
of 12 members
from amongst those who had distinguished
themselves in science, art, literature,
social service etc. The superiority and maturity of this House was sought to be achieved by fixing a higher minimum age-limit of 30 years for its membership.
Finally,
by making the Vice- President as the ex-officio Chairman of the Rajya Sa bha, an
added element of dignity and prestige was sought to be brought into the com.
position of the House by placing at its head a dignitary who is second in status
and rank only to the President of India; and who is elected by members of both
the Houses of Parliament.
Thus, in respect of the composition, mode of election and nature of membership, tbe Rajya Sabha came to occupy a position of dignity and authority.
The powers and functions of the Rajya Sabha are also commensurate
with its
constitutional
position. It is true that in respect of certain matters, the powers and
functions of this House compare less favourably with those of the Lok Sabha. As
for example the Council of Ministers is collectively responsible to the Lok Sabha
only and not to the Rajya Sabha and the Rajya Sabha does not have as much
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financial powers as the Lok Sabha, but short of the,e, the Rajya Sabba has been
equated to the other House in all important respects. A Bill has to be approved
in
both Houses of Parliament before it can become an Act. In case of disagreement
between the two Houses, it has to be resolved by a joint sitting of both the Houses.
The numerical inferiority of the Rajya Sabha vis'a.vis the Lok Sabha is considered
by some as a source of its weakness for the purpose of such joint sittings. But the
solitary instance of a joint sitting in respect of tbe Dowry Prohibition Bill, 1959
clearly showed that one of the important amendments pressed by the Rajya Sabha
in respect of this Bill was adopted at the joint sitting of the two Houses. It is, therefore, clear that the numerical superiority of the Lok Sabha may not always overshadow the Rajya Sabha in every such situation.
In respect of a Bill to amend the Constitution,
the Rajya Sabha has equal
powers with the Lok Sabha. Such a Bill has to be passed by each House of Parlia.
ment by a special majority provided for in the Constitution.
The Constitution
(Twenty-fourth
Amendment) Bill, 1970 adopted by the Lok Sabha but rejected by
the Rajya Sabha by a fraction of a vote failed to become an Act.
The two exclusive powers of the Rajya Sabha under the Constitution
relate
first. to the passing of resolutions under article 249 by a special majority to enable
Parliament to make laws on subjects included in the State List and second, to pass
resolutions under article 312 to create one or more all.lndia
services common to
all the States.
It is heartening and encouraging that the working and functioning of the Rajya
Sabha for the last 25 years has proved that it is a House which has fulfilled the
objectives for' which it was set up. Mutual respect and consideration,
by and large,
have governed not only the proceedings of the House but also its relations with the
other House, i.e., the Lok Sabha. In my opinion, it would be in the interest of
smooth functioning of parliamentary
system, if the Rajya Sabha is allowed to share
with the Lok Sabha the full burden of parliamentary
authority. This objective will
be' achieved if the Council of Ministers, which at present is exclusively responsible
to the Lok Sabha, could be made responsible to the Rajya Sabha as such, similarly,
the demands for grants which are at present considered and voted only by the Lok
Sabha could also be placed before the Rajya Sabha for eliciting the well-conceived
views of the Rajya Sabha thereon. These two changes would give necessary strength
to the Parliament as a whole to function as a more vital organ of our well.established
polity and to serve as a living instrument of national welfare.

February 10, 1977
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M.ANANDAM*

Twenty-five years in the service of the nation, the people and parliamentary democracy-this is exactly what the Council of States commonly known as the Rajya
Sabha, has achieved. The Upper Chamber has certainly distinguished itself during
the last twenty-five years which no doubt is not a long period taking into account
the whole life of a nation, but history will record the splendid work done by the
Council of Elders during this span. In a way, all this has a great constitutional
significance since it adequately proves that a second chamber is as much a necessity
for the proper functioning of parliamentary democracy as the popularly elected
chamber is. For ages, the controversy whether and to what extent a second chamber
is really useful has been going on and differing views have been expressed by leading political thinkers on this subject, but, ultimately, it has not really been possible
to do away with this institution even in countries where one could find its bitterest
critics. We can now with a certain confidence assert that second chambers have come
to stay and they will continue to function and function effectively for years to
come.
For this phenomenon, as one may put it, to have occurred the contribution
'Sbri M. Anandam is a Member of Parliament (Rajya Sabba).
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made in general by the members of the second chambers, wherever they exist, is not
insignificant and one might as well say that they have proved beyond doubt how
without this institution, parliamentary democracy would have been brought to
nought. India has adopted a federal constitution deliberately though the word
"federation" does not occur anywhere in the Constitution. But even a cursory
perusal would make it clear that it has all the characteristics of a federal government as it is normally understood -division of powers, an independent judiciary, a
written constitution which is rigid and which ensures a satisfactory method of
amendment. There is no question of secession and it is this that ensures certain
amount of permanency to the whole fabric. A federal constitution by its very nature
implies two Houses of legislature though it is true there is a view that this is not an
essential pre-requisite. But a second chamber has really helped in maintaining the
integrity of the federations. In America, for instance, the Senate has proved to be
even more effective than the House of Representatives though it is mainly due to
the fact that the Upper House there is clothed with powers that are almost co-equal
if not superior to that of the Lower House. It is even said that the American Senate
is the most powerful second chamber in the world but the truth seems to be that
the Rajya Sabha, as it is constituted, is in a way more superior to any other second
chamber not excluding the American Senate. We will revert to this aspect later.
Even if it be of academic interest, it will be worthwhile recording as to why a
second chamber is held to be useful in all modern constitutions. John Stuart Mill,
more than whom very few would have expounded the theory of representative
government, was strongly of the view that a second chamber is a safeguard against
the despotism of a single chamber. Lecky went a step further when he said that of
all forms of government that are possible among mankind, there is none "which is
likely to be worse than the government of a single omnipotent democratic chamber
for it is as much susceptible as an individual despot to the temptations that grow
out of the possession of uncontrolled power and it is likely to act with much less
sense of responsibility and much less real deliberation." Mill drew a parallel with
what the Romans did when they had two consuls-each to act as a check on the
other and said that it is precisely for this reason there should be two chambers in
a democracy. The Roman consul held his position for just a year, but, even so,
it was thought that if there were two of them, neither would be exposed to the
corrupting influence of the other. This, no doubt, is an extreme view for in a parliamentary democracy of the type we have, the question of the Lower House being
despotic does not arise. What might really happen is that an utterly irresponsible
government that mighfcome to power by sheer chance might act in a manner that is
not really becoming of a democratic government through an equally irresponsible
Lower House. To undo the mischief. one would normally have to wait for a new
election to take place when the people will in all certainty defeat the party that has indulged in such undesirable actions. This is what happened in our own country when
non-Congress governments were in power in some States and they managed to get all
kinds of legislation passed. But at the next election, they had all been wiped out.
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The real point is that in the process much mischief would have been done. A second
chamber would certainly help in halting such a tendency and bring sense to a highly
tyrannical government.
A second chamber performs the very useful function of giving what could be
called "another" opinion on important measures. It is an institution which could
serve as a check on hasty and ill-considered legislation. It is quite possible that the
party in power sometimes in its anxiety to have legislation pushed through introduces measures in the Lower House and gets them passed. A second chamber like
the Rajya Sabha consisting as it does of persons of eminence in various fields of
activity can certainly help to correct the distortions that might creep into such
legislation. As a leading political scientist observed, it interposes a necessary delay
between the introduction and the final passing of a measure and subjects it to
revision which might introduce improvements in form or substance. Actually, at
one time in Britain, the House of Lords had equal powers with the Lower House
but the situation did not last long. The position underwent a sea change in 191I
when an Act was passed following the rejection by the Lords of the Finance Bill of
1909 providing for a tax on increase in land values. This led to a constitutional
crisis as it were and the result was that the House of Lords was deprived of its
powers to a large extent. The Upper House thus became subordinate to the House
of Commons. All that it could now do is to delay ordinary Bills by one year. Even
so, the House of Lords has been performing certain useful functions and according
to W. B. Munro it compels sober second thoughts and gives opportunity for passions to subside. This alone could be enough justification for its existence though it
has been pointed out by critics that being a hereditary body, it is an anarchronism
in a parliamentary democracy.
Fortunately, for us in this country, the position is radically different. Though
there is a small nominated element in the House, which itself has been introduced
advisedly to give representation to certain special interests, the entire House is an
elected body. And, naturally, the way its members are elected is different from the
manner in which members of the Lok Sabha are returned. It is an accepted doctrine
that the two chambers should not have equal powers since that might lead to frequent
conflicts between the two Houses which is bound to impede all governmental work.
And if it is accepted that the two Houses do not have equal powers, it also follows
from it that they are not either elected in the same or similar manner. The Rajya
Sabha consists of representatives of all the States elected by the State Assemblies once
in six years, a third of the members retiring every two years. This ensures continuity
of the House and at no time more than a third of its members are new. A notable
feature is that the number of representatives from each State varies according to
the size of the State, Uttar Pradesh having the largest number. This is a wholesome principle and is very much unlike the system prevalent in the United States
where each State returns two members to the Senate. While the dissimilarity ends
there, the point to be noted is that the Rajya Sabha is very much unlike other
second chambers though it could not be said that it is as powerful as the American
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Senate in all respects. The Rajya Sabha has a unique position in the Constitution
in that under article 249 it can, by a resolution supported by not less than twothirds of the members present and voting, authorise Parliament to make laws for
the whole or any part of the country with respect to even a maller enumerated in
the State List. Further, a Proclamation of Emergency for its continuance can be
approved by the Rajya Sabha, if, in the meanwhile, the Lok Sabha has been .dissolved. Article 352(2) which provides for this is an important aspect of the functIoning of the Rajya Sabha. Thus it would be wrong to imagine that the Rajya .Sab.h.a
is just another second cham ber and is of no consequence, though the usual dlsablhties in regard to financial measures are there. For instance, there is no representation of the Rajya Sabha on the Estimates Committee though I strongly feel that this
should be rectified.
When one glances through the history of the Rajya Sabha in the last 25.years,
one can easily get an idea of the important role it has played in the politics of the
country. It has supplied some eminent men to the Cabinet as Ministers. Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi herself was a member of the Rajya Sabha when she was first
inducted into that high office but true to traditions, and conventions, she sought
election to the Lok Sabha soon after. The Vice-President of the country is the
Chairman of the Rajya Sabha which itself speaks volumes about the importance the
founding fathers of the Constitution gave to the Rajya Sabha.
It is indeed difficult to talk of the Rajya Sabha except in superlative terms and
the role it has played in shaping the destinies of the nation is immense. While the
number of distinguished persons that adorned the House is a legion, its performance
has been equally impressive. Truly, the Rajya Sabha.is a unique chamber of its
kind.
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SAVITA BEHEN*

Having won freedom from foreign domination through centuries by a prolonged,
vigorous and persistent struggle, the founding fathers of the Indian Constitution
thought it fit to vest the final sovereign power of governance in the hands of the
people; and parliamentary democracy wherein the Government is responsible to the
directly elected representatives of the people, was the inevitable choice. Political
history had taught us that an individual dictator or monarch, if vested with unlimited political power was sure to turn into a despot, howsoever noble, broad-minded,
scholarly he might be, so' also a unicameral legislature was more often than not
likely to be swayed by mob passions and mass emotions.
Prof. R. G. Gettel of California University, discussing the advantages of bicameral legislature over unicameral one, observed that while "a single House is in
danger of being rash and one-sided, swayed by emotion of passion, satisfied with
incomplete and hasty generalisations", in the case of a bicameral legislature, "there
is likely to be healthy rivalry, between the two Houses, causing each to subject the
measures of the other to careful scrutiny, and resulting in more careful analysis of
principles than would be the case if the contest were between a majority and minority
'Shrimati
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in a single House". No wonder the Constitution-makers in India decided to have
two Houses of legislature at the Centre,-the House of the People and the Council of
States; and as their names suggest, the members of the House of the People (Lok
Sabha) are to be elected directly by the people through a system of adult franchise
and the members of the Council of States (Rajya Sabha) who represent their res.
pective States, are to be elected by elected members of the concerned State Legislative Assembly. The constitutionalists in India have naturally adopted the good
features of several world democracies and adjusted them to specific Indian needs
and conditions. Prof. N. R. Raghavachariar while commenting on the Indian
Constitution, with bicameral legislature at the Centre, observed that "None of the
other constitutions can hope to equal the Indian Constitution in the safeguards
against the tyranny of a despot or the passion of the proletariat. There is little fear
of the country being led and run down solely by the ambitions of a mob (as in a
unicameral set-up), it is a constitution both elastic and pliable. It can bend before
any storm only to rise again, but it will never break."
The Upper House, Rajya Sabha, was accordingly created to represent the Siates,
as in other federations, but it did not represent the equality of the States as in the
Senate of the United States of America. The States are represented in the Rajya
Sabha not equally but in proportion to their population. The Rajya Sabha, according to Prof. Jitendra Ranjan, "is not only the best constituted second chamber in
the world, it is also most balanced in its powers to fit in modern democracy and
to serve the constitutional purpose which a second chamber in a democracy is
required to perform in the best possible manner ... Rajya Sabha is not all too
powerfullil;e the U.S.A: Senate nor only a dilatory body like the British House
of Lords and the French Council of Republic."
The outstanding powers of the Senate, the .second chamber in U.S.A, of partie
cipation not only in legislation but also in the exercise of executive powers including
the powers of appointments, external affairs and defence, arise from the zeal of the
framers of the U.S. Constitution to retain the. individuality, independence and
equality of the federal States giving as little powers to the Centre as were essential
for achieving the limited purpose of ensuring collective security and other collective
benefits. With regard to the division of powers between the Centre and the States,
the Indian Constitution follows the Canadian model, because of the similarity of
the circumstances, the framers of the two Constitutions were faced with. In the case
of Canada, when the Constitution was being drafted in 1865, the dangers of a
weak Centre were clear on account of the civil war going on in U.S.A. between the
northern and the southern States. The Canadians felt that if they also provided for
a weak federal government as in U.S.A. any unit or group of units may dare to defy
the authority of the federal Government. In order to avoid such a danger,
the Canadian Constitution provided for a .strong Central Government. In
the case of India also, the circumstances demanded the establishment of a strong
Central Government. A strong Centre was essential for national integration. It
could not be forgotten that the establishment of Pakistan was partly due to the
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fact that while Provincial Autonomy was inaugurated, the federal part of the Act
of 1935 was not enforced. It was felt that India could fight against any external
foe only if there was a strong Government at the Centre. All the resources of the
country must be at the disposal of the Government of India so that any invasion
may be met successfully. The resources of the country were frittered away on
account of the mutual jealousies of the Indian princes who ruled over different
parts of the country. It was thought that it would not be proper to repeat the old
story by giving the States too much of autonomy in their field. There was a possibility of the border States or the Provinces to defy the authority of the Government
of India and thereby jeopardise the security of the country as a whole.
Obviously under the U.S. Constitution, with a view to ensuring equal participation to the constituent States in the affairs of the federal Government in the matter
of appointments to high posts, declaration of war and peace and treaty-making for
establishing external relations, besides legislation, the framers of that Constitution
provided for equal representation in the Senate. Every State, big or small, can send
two representatives to the Senate, who are elected directly by the people.
The composition of the Rajya Sabha in India is also not less democratic than
the Senate even though its members are not directly elected by the people. The
members of the Rajya Sabha very much represent the people insofar as they are
elected by the representatives of the people in the State Legislatures. Being elected
by the elected members of the State Legislative Assembly concerned, on the basis
of proportional representation by means of the single transferable vote, the membership of the Rajya Sabha represents the various shades of opinion in more or less
the same proportion in which they are represented in the assemblies concerned.
Members of the Rajya Sabha do not represent well-demarcated constituencies, but
represent their respective States. In actual practice, however, they do not keep
their alJegiance confined to their respective States and keep the interest of the nation
aboye the interest of the State.
" It may be mentioned in this context that the House of Lords in England is
merely"a hereditary chamber, an anachronism in a democratic set-up. In the words
of Augustine Berrel it "represents no body but itself." It stands no comparison as a
'representative chamber with the Rajya Sabha.
The members of the Rajya Sabha in India elected as they are by the elected
members of the respective State Legislatures, are usually men of eminence and standing in public life. The names of following eminent personalities and great men who
, have been members of the Rajya Sabha may well be mentioned in this context:
Pandit Hriday Nath Kunzru
Sardar K. M. Panikkar
Dr. Zakir Husain
Shri Alladi Krishnaswami Aiyar
Shri P. N. Sapru
'
Dr. G. S. Pathak
pro Ramaswami MudaJiar
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Shri B. Ramakrishna Rao
Shri Sahib Singh Sokhey
Shri AjitPrasad Jain
Shri Ramdhari Singh 'Dinkar'
Shri B. C. Bhagwati
Shri N. G. Goray
Shri Bhupesh Gupta
Dr. (Smt.) Seeta P armaOllOd
Shrimati Violet Alva
Shrimati Uma Nehru
Diwan Chaman Lall
Shri N. Sanjiva Reddy
Shri K. Santhanam
While In respect of executive and treaty-making powers the American Senate
has no comparison in the world, so far as tbe legislative powers are concerned the
Rajya Sabha in India is not in any way less than the American Senate as a second
chamber. The second chamber in India is not secondary in any respect. This would
be evident from the following facts:
I. But for the Money Bills this House enjoys equal powers of initiation and
passing of all (non-Money) Bills. No Bill can become a hiw unless passed by
both the Houses of Parliament. Of course, in case of a tie the President under
article 108 would summoq both the Houses to meet in a joint sitting and the Lok
Sabha because of the superiority of their numbers may have a final say in passing
a controversial measure. Only once during the past 25 years of the working of the
Constitution, the two Houses had to be summoned in such a joint' sitting in connection with the Dowry ProhibitionlJiII, 1959.
'
2. The Rajya Sabha has equal powers with the Lok Sabha in the case of all
constitutional measures. All Bills for amending the Constitution are to be passed
by a 2/3rd majority of the members present and voting and by a majority of the
total membership in both the Houses. Such Bills can be initiated in either of the
Houses of Parliament. At a rather unhappy occasion during the past 25 years, the
passage of the Constitution Amendment Bill to pr.Qvide for abolition of the privy
purses in 1970, had to encounter some difficulty .when it could not muster the
support of the requisite majority in the Rajya Sabjla.
3. Even in the case of Money Bills, this House has reviewing and recommendatory powers and its recommendations are givc;n due consideration by the Lower
House. So also in the matter of budget-making, while this House is not entitled to
vote the demands for grants, it does express itself on,:the various aspects of the
Budget generally, and its views are given due weightage by the Lok Sabha while
passing the demands.
4. Though the Council of Ministers is not responsible to this House, yet this
House has always made considerable contribution in Ministry-making. At one time
even the Prime Minister Shrimati Indira Gandhi was drawn from this House. Th"
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House can boast of very important and senior members of the Government as its
members.
5. From a cross section of the legislative measures initiated in the Rajya Sabha
it would appear that many of the important
social, socio-economic,
labour and
other legislations found their origin in the Rajya Sabha :

I.
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,
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VI. Other Miscellaneous Important Legislations
(a) The Press Council Bill, 1956
(b) The Passport Bill, 1967
(c) The Indian Official Secrets (Amendment)

Bill, 1967

The Rajya Sabha has been vested with certain exclusive powers which are not
shared by the Lok Sabha. They are contained in articles 249 and 312 of the Constitution.
Bill,

Socia-economic Measures
(a) The
(b) The
(c) The
(d) The
(e) The
(I) The
(g) The
(II) The
(i)
The
(j) The

Ilf.
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Social Measures
(a) The Special Marriage Bill, 1952
(b) The Hindu Marriage and Divorce Bill, 1952
(c) The Hindu Minority and Guardianship Bill, 1953
.
(d) The Drugs and Magic Remedies (Objectionable
AdvertIsement)
1953
(e) The Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Bill, 1956
(f) The Children Bill, 1959
(g) The Delhi Primary Education Bill, 1960 .
(h) The Registration of Births and Deaths Bill, 1967
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Hindu Succession Bill, 1954
Indian Succession (Amendment) Bill, 1956 and 1961
Prevention of Corruption (Amendment) Bill, 1957
Married Women's Property (Extension) Bill, .1959
Monopolies and Restrictive Tra~e Prac.tices BIll, 1967
Foreign Contributions
(Re~ula~l.on) Bll~, 1.97~
.
Economic Offences (InapplIcahllIty of LImItatIOn). BIll, 1974
Prevention of Food Adulteration (Amendment) BIll, 1974
Bonded Labour System (Abolition) Bill, 1976
Equal Remuneration
Bill, 1976

Labour Legislation
(a) The Factories (Amendment) Bill, 1953
.
(b) The Employees' Provident Fund (Amendment) ~11I, 1953
(c) The Workmen's Compensation (Amendment) BIll, 1958
(d) The Industrial Disputes (Amendment) Bill, 1964
(e) The Maternity Benefit (Amendm.e~t) Bill, 1965.
(f) The Working Journalists (Conditions of ServIce and Miscellaneous
Provisions) (Amendment) Bill, 1974

IV. Law and Procedures
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

The
The
The
The
The
The

Supreme Court (Number of Judges) (Amendment) Bill, 1956
Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill, 1959
Limitation Bill, 1962
.
Code of Civil Procedure (Amendmenr) BIll, 1963
Contempt of Courts Bill, 1968
Code of Criminal Procedure Bill, 1970

V. Constitutional Legislation
The Constitution

(Twenty-first

Amendment)

Bill, 1967

The Rajya Sabha has been assigned special functions in relation to the conti.
nuance of Emergency (Article 352) and in relation to a State under President's Rule
(Article 356), when the Lok Sabha stands dissolved. The Rajya Sabha, in fact, did
meet in a brief session on the 28th February and 1st March 1977, to extend the
period of President's Rule in the States of Tamil Nadu and Nagaland.
The Rajya Sabha by its working through the past 25 years has proved to be
not only a chamber of dignified debate but has done considerable constructive
work and has been equally as responsive to public opinion as the Lok Sabha has
been, On the one hand this House has built up a tradition of dignified debate,
which in no less measure is attributable to the eminept personalities
who adorned
the office of the Chairman-Dr.
S. Radhakrishnan,
a great philosopher and statesman; Dr. Zakir Husain, a great educationist; Shri V. V. Giri, a famous labour leader
with outstandingly socialist outlook; Dr. G, S. Pathak, an 'emil1;ent legal luminary
and Shri B. D. Jatti, a distinguished social and political worker-besides
a galaxy of
eminent philosophers, professors, writers, poets, jurists, labour leaders and prominent social workers who have been its members. On the other hand through the
large number of social, socio-economic,
progressive,
labour and constitutional
measures initiated in this House, the Rajya Sabha has proved itself to be a House
of intense activtty and constructive responsiveness to the public voice. That it has
not only been contributing but also pioneering in the progressive advancement of
the country towards the goal of establishing a socialist, secular, democratic republic
with an egalitari~n society, is borne out by the numerous socialistic and socioeconomic measures initiated and passed by the Rajya Sabha.
The parties are represented in the Lok Sabha in almost the same proportion
as members in the different State Legislative Assemblies and these elected members
of the Legislative Assemblies, who constitute the electoral college for the members
of the Rajya Sabha, naturally send their representatives to the Upper House at the
Centre in more or less the same proportion in which they are represented
in the
legislatures. That is to say the broad spectrum of the party representations
in both
the Houses of Parliament
has been quite similar and in actual practice there has
been no rivalry between the two Houses and the much talked of 'competition'
between the two Houses has given place to cooperation and coordination
between
them.

January 16, 1977
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member of the Government with important ministerial and judicial functions, acts
as the Speaker of the House of Lords.
In Canada, 104 members representing various Provinces are appointed to the
Senate by the Governor-General in Council, on the advice of the Prime Minister,
and hold their position till they reach 75 years of age.
In the matter of character and composition, the Rajya Sabha is modern among
the second chambers in all the democracies. The members are fully representative
of the component States or Union territories and the allocation of seats to each of
the States and the Union territories is set out in the Fourth Schedule to the Consti.
tution. The ma~imum strength of the House is 250 of whom only 12 are nominated
by the President.
The Rajya Sabha is not subject to dissolution. The term of office of members
Is six years and one-third of the members retire every second year.
The President, the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha together constitute the
Parllament. The Vice. President is elected by the members of both the Houses of
Parllament by secret ballot in accordance with the system of proportional representation by means of the single transferable vote and he is the ex.officio Chairman
of the Rajya Sabha.
Under the provisions of the Constitution the members of the Rajya Sabha
enjoy equal rights with the members of the Lok Sabha to be on the Council of
Ministers. Such members by virtue of being Ministers are entitled to sit and otherwise take part in the proceedings of the House of which they are not members, but
they cannot vote there.
POWERS

"The composition of almo,t every second chamber in the world ensures the existence
of experienced personnel in the House. so that all legislative measures may receive a
second consideration by a body different in character from the primary representative
Assembly. and if possible superior or supplementary in intellectual qualification. '"
POSITION

UNDER THE CONSTITUTION

Most modern legislatures have two chambers. Even revolutionary States like
U.S.S.R. have a bicameral legislature, a Soviet of the Union and a Soviet of Nationalities. So strong is the urge for bicameralism that th~ Legislature in Norway, the
'Storting' which is elected as one body breaks itself up into two parts, a 'Lagting'
of 38 members and an 'Odelsting' with the remaining 112 members.
The House of Lords in U.K. is the oldest second chamber in the world. Of all
the second chambers, it is most numerous and primarily hereditary in its character.
The average attendance is not above fifty, though there are over 1000 members.
About 100 hereditary Peers have not taken oath. The Lord Chancellor, a senior
.Shri R. Dasaratharama Reddy is the Speaker of the Andhrll frad~sh
I. Elements of Politics. Sidgwick.
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Dr. Radhakrishnan, the first Chairman of the Rajya Sabha at the time of the
inauguration of the Rajya Sabha in 1952 observed:
"There is a general impression that this House cannot make or unmake
governments and therefore. it is a superfluous body. But there are functions,
which a revising chamber can fulfil fruitfully. Parliament is not only a legislative but a deliberative body. So far as its deliberative functions are concerned
it will be open to us to make very valuable contributions, and it will depend
on our work whether we justify this two chamber system, which is now an
integral part of our Constitution. So, it is a test to which we are submitted.
We are for the first time starting under the parliamentary system, with a
second chamber in the Centre, and we should try to do everything in our power
to justify to the public of this country that a second chamber is essential to
prevent hasty legislation."
. Generally, the responsibilities discharged by the second chambers in almost all
democracies in the world in the matter of grant of supplies for the services of the
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member of the Government with important ministerial and judicial functions, acts
as the Speaker of the House of Lords.
In Canada, 104 members representing various Provinces are appointed
to the
Senate by the Governor-General
in Council, on the advice of the Prime Minister,
and hold their position till they reach 75 years of age.
In the matter of character and composition, the Rajya Sabha is modern among
the second chambers in all the democracies. The members are fully representative
of the component States or Union territories and the allocation of seats to each of
the States and the Union territories is set out in the Fourth Schedule to the Consti.
tution. The mallimum strength of the House is 250 of whom only 12 are nominated
by the President.
. The Rajya Sabha is not subject to dissolution. The term of office of members
Is six years and one-third of the members retire every second year .
. The President, the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha together constitute
the
Parliament.
The Vice. President is elected by the members of both the Houses of
Parliament by secret ballot in accordance with the system of proportional
represen.
tation by means of the single transferable vote and he is the ex-officio Chairman
of the Rajya Sabha.
Under the provisions of the Constitution
the members of the Rajya Sabha
enjoy equal rights with the members of the Lok Sabha.to be on the Council of
Ministers. Such members by virtue of being Ministers are entitled to sit and otherwise take part in the proceedings of the House of which they are not members, but
they cannot vote there.
POWERS

'-The composition of almo,t every second chamber in the world ensures the existence
of experienced personnel in the House, so that all legislative measures may receive a
second consideration by a body different in character from the primary representative
Assembly, and if possible superior or supplementary in intellectual qualification.'"
POSITION

UNDER THE CONSTITUTION

Most modern legislatures have two chambers. Even revolutionary
States like
U.S.S.R. have a bicameral legislature, a Soviet of the Union and a Soviet of Nationalities. So strong is the urge for bicameralism that the Legislature
in Norway, the
'Storting' which is elected as one body breaks itself up into two parts, a 'Lagting'
of 38 members and an 'Odelsting' with the remaining 112 members.
The House of Lords in U.K. is the oldest second chamber in the world. Of all
the second chambers, it is most numerous and primarily hereditary
in its character.
The average attendance is not above fifty, though there are over 1000 members.
About 100 hereditary Peers have not taken oath. The Lord Chancellor, a senior
'Shri R. Dasaratharama Reddy is the Speaker of the Andhra, l'rad~sh Legislative
I. Elements of Politics, Sidgwick.
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Dr. Radhakrishnan,
the first Chairman of the Rajya Sabha
inauguration of the Rajya Sabha in 1952 observed:

at the time of the

"There is a general impression
that this House cannot make or unmake
governments
and therefore,
it is a superfluous body. But there are functions,
which a revising chamber can fulfil fruitfully. Parliament is not only a legislative but a deliberative body. So far as its deliberative
functions are concerned
it will be open to us to make very valuable contributions,
and it will depend
on our work whether we justify this two chamber system, which is now an
integral part of our Constitution.
So, it is a test to which we are submitted.
We are for the first time starting under the parliamentary system, with a
second chamber in the Centre, and we should try to do everything in our power
to justify to the public of this country that a second chamber is essential to
prevent hasty legislation,"
Generally, the responsibilities discharged by the second chambers in almost all
democracies in the world in the matter of grant of supplies for the services of the
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Gov~r~~e.nt and in the imposition of taxation, is concurrence and recommendation,
not millatlOn or amendment. The curtailment
of financial powers of the second
chamb.ers is historical and the Rajya Sabha under the Indian Constitution is no
exception. Nevertheless, the powers and functions of the Rajya Sabha in financial
matters are better than those enjoyed by the House of Lords in U.K.
The modern ~ractice in respect of the Commons' financial privileges is based
upon the resolutIOns of 1671 and 1678 'That in all aids given to the King by
t~e Commons the r,ate of tax ought not to be altered by the Lords' and 'That all
aids and supplies and aids to His Majesty in Parliament
are the sole gift of the
Co~mo~s;
and all bills for the granting of any such aids and supplies ought to
begm wIth the Commons;
and that is the unbounded and sole right of the Common~ .to di~ec.t, I!mit and appoint in such bills the ends, purposes, considerations,
,conditIOns, hmltatlons and. qualifications of such grants, which ought not to be
changed or altered by the House of Lords'.
If the Lords withhold their assent to a Money Bill for more than one month
after the Bill had reached them, Ihe Bill may be presented for the King's assent
and, on the assent being given, will become law.
'
Our Constitution provides that the annual budget of the Union must be laid
before both the Houses of Parliament. The budget can be discussed in the Rajya
Sabha. !he Rajya Sabha can neither vote the demands for grants nor reduce them.
The R~Jya .Sa.bha can make recommendations
with regard to a Money Bill, and
return It wlthm a period of fourteen days from the date of receipt of the Bill. The
Lok Sabha may accept or reject the recommendations.
The Bill is deemed to have
been passed by both th~ Houses of Parliament in the form in which it is passed by
t~e Lo~ Sa~ha. The RaJ~a Sabha has, however, full powers to reject or amend any
Fmanclal BIll (although It cannot be introduced in the Rajya Sabha) as in the case
of any ordinary Bill.
~rom 197~ (!2~d Session) the Rajya Sabha started discussing the working of
the dIfferent Mmlstnes of the Government of India. The innovation is a reasonable
compensation for the Rajya Sabha for not having the right under the Constitution
to pass the demands for grants of the various Ministries.
The reports of the Comptroller and Auditor-General
of India relating to the
Accounts of the Union are also required to be laid before both the Houses of
Parliament.
The Rajya Sabha is represented on the two Financial Committees
the
Public Accounts Committee and the Public Undertakings Committee.
The fo;mer
exa~ines the Appropriation
Accounts and the reports of the Comptroller and
AudItor-General
of India of Union Accounts relating to Railways, Defence Services,
P & T Department and other Civil Ministries of the Government
of India. The
~atter examines the Reports and Accounts of Public Undertakings
and the reports,
If any,. of the Comptroller and Auditor-General
on the Public Undertakings.
. BIlls, other than Money Bills and Financial Bills, can be introduced
in the
R~Jya Sabha. Bills, introduced
in either House, can be referred to a Select Committee of that House or a Joint Committee of both the Houses. A Bill, passed in one
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House when returned with amendments, not acceptable
to the other House, or
when a Bill passed by the Lok Sabha is pending in the Rajya Sabha for more than
six months it will be brought before a joint sitting of both the Houses by the
President. The Bill as passed at the joint sitting is deemed to have been passed by
both tbe Houses. In case of final disagreement between the two Houses the Lok Sabha
has not been given the power to override the Rajya Sabha as is done in the case of
such disagreement between the House of Commons
and the House of Lords in
Great Britain. If a Bill other than a Money Bill is passed by the Commons in two
successive sessions (within an interval of not less than one year) whether of the same
Parliament or not. it may on second rejection by the Lords be presented for King's
assent and on that assent being given will become law. In the States in India, however, if the Legislative Assembly passes the Bill a second time and transmits it to
the Legislative Council, and if the Legislative Council does not accept it within one
month in the form in which it was passed by the Legislative Assembly, it is deemed to have been passed by both the Houses.
As is well-known the Rajya Sabha has been endowed with two special powers,
which the Lok Sabha does not enjoy. These relate to its power to pass resolutions
enabling Parliament to make laws in respect of matters included in the State List
(Article 249) and for the creation of all-India services (Article 312).
When the Rajya Sabha met for the first time in May 1952. the queslion hour was
restricted to only twice a week. On a demand made from all sections of the House,
the Chairman, in consultation with the Rules Committee fixed the first four days
in the week for questions-Monday
to Thursday.
From the 1st July 1964 when
the revised rules came into effect, the first hour of every sitting was made available
for the asking and answering of questions. The revised rules also provided for calling
attention and short duration discussions on matters of urgent public importance,
which opened new avenues of discussion to private members, so that they could
take more active part and keep a watch on the policies and performances of the
Government.
The revised Rules of 1964 permitted
a petition on any matter of
general public interest to be presented to the Rajya Sabha. A new committee,
Committee on Subordinate
Legislation, was also constituted
to scrutinise and
examine the various rules, orders, regulations etc. framed in pursuance of the legislative functions delegated by Parliament to a subordinate authority.
Several more changes were carried out in the Rules from the 1st July 1972. The
scope and jurisdiction of the Committee on Subordinate Legislation was extended
by including within the ambit of its functions various rules, regulations and orders
framed not merely under different Acts of Parliament but also framed in pursuance
of the Constitution of India. A Committee on Government
Assurances was set up
to scrutinise the various assurances,
promises and undertakings
given by the
Ministers from time to time on the floor of the House. This Committee
provides
a new instrument to the private members to control the Government
in a more
effective manner.
As on today, the Rajya Sabha enjoys the same position as the Lok Sabha in
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the matter of asking and answering of questions and other matters of public importance, except that 'Motion of No-Confidence'
in the Council of Ministers cannot be
moved in the Rajya Sabha.
It is gratifying to note that the functioning of the Rajya Sabha during the past
twenty-five years has justified its existence to consider matters b'rought before it as
a body different in character from the Lok Sabha. The qualifications
prescribed
for the members of the Rajya Sabha are the same as those prescribed for the Lok
Sabha except that one should be over thirty years of age to be a member of the
Rajya Sabha. There is, however, a feeling that in order to attract persons with
superior intelligence and experience, the age limit fixed for members of the Rajya
Sabha may be increased to forty years.
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Our Rajya Sabha and its Role

1

C. S. ROY.

The Rajya Sabha was first constituted in April 1952 and held its first Session on
tIi~ 13th May 1952. The Rajya Sabha is going to complete twenty-five years of its
glorious life in April 1977.
In this article it is not my purpose to. enter into any discussion
about the
. controversy that has centred round the bicameral system of legislature.
I would,
however, only point out that in spite of and notwithstanding,
such a long.standing
and heated controversy, almost all the leading countries of the world have thought
it, fit and advisable to have a second chamber. According to Sir Winston Churchill,
'lit is difficult to find a powerful, successful, free democratic constitution of a great
sovereign State which has adopted the single .chamber-Government".
The need for
a second chamber has been felt all over the world wherever there are federations of
importance .
When our Constitution was framed and adopted, the framers of the Constitution were fully aware of, and took into consideration, all the points for and against
second chambers and decided in favour of having a second chamber. And the role
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that has been played by our Second Chamber, the Rajya Sabha, during this long
period of twenty-five years has amply proved the great wisdom of their decision.
The composition of all second chambers is generally such that one can expect
more aged and experienced persons as their members and also that all legislative
measures would receive a second and further consideration by a body different in
character from the primary representative body. It is generally said that the important function of a second chamber is the interposition of delay in the passing of a
Bill which would enable the public to form and express its opinion after mature
deliberation and that this is very much necessary if the Bills relate to matters of
highly controversial nature. This point was also stressed during the debate in the
Constituent Assembly when it was said that what we can expect the second chamber
to do is to hold dignified and instructive debates on important issues and to delay
such legislation which might be the outcome of the passions of the moment.
There is a general and popular impression that the role of the Upper House
is to function as a revising chamber and in doing so, the Upper House serves to
correct and eliminate the errors of the Lower House. While the impression may
not be without basis, yet in the context of our Constitution it would not, in my
view, be quite correct to call our Rajya Sabha a mere revising body. As it is clear
from the provisions of the Constitution, except in some financial spheres, Bills can
originate in the Rajya Sabha also. In fact innumerable legislative measures have
originated in the Rajya Sabha and as such the Rajya Sabha is both a revising as
well as an initiating body. And that is the position of the second chambers in
almost all the constitutions.
But nowadays. legislation is not the whole but only a part of the role played
by a House of legislature and a major portion of the time is spent not in legislative discussion but in what may be called the supervision and direction of the
administration. These discussions and deliberations consume much more time of a
House than discu~sion on direct legislative measures. Such discussions in the Rajya
Sabha have contnbuted a great deal to the improvement of the administration or
modification in the policies of the Government and also to the vigilant supervision
and superintendence by Parliament over the general executive administration.
.
One ~annot fail to notice the dignity and decorum with which the proceedings
In the Rajya Sabha have al~along been conducted thereby inspiring and increasing
the faith of the people in the parliamentary system of Government. Without meaning ~ny .disrespect to the L.ok Sabha, one must admit and acknowledge the great
contnbutlon made by the Rajya Sabha during these twenty-five years in maintaining the dignity of Parliament and educating people in the principles of democratic
gove:nment .by its discussions and deliberations which have always been dignified
and Illstructl.v~, thoughtful and thought-provoking, educative and illuminating and
shorn of politIcal abracadabra and gibberish heat generated by political passions.
It is very often conte.nded that second chambers obstruct the will of the people.
But from the way the Rajya Sabha has worked during this quarter of a century we
can unhesitatingly say that the Rajya Sabha has belied that contention and far from
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obstructing the will of the people, the Rajya Sabha has all along endeavoured to
give better and more useful expression to the will of the people.
It is said that the Rajya Sabha occupies a position inferior to the Lok Sabha.
In spite of the theory of equality propounded by Prime Minister Nehru "that the
Constitution treats the two Houses equally except in certain financial matters", the
impression that we can gather from the provisions of the Constitution is that the
Rajya Sabha does not occupy a status of equality with the Lok Sabha. The Rajya
Sabha cannot initiate a Money Bill; cannot reject or even amend a Money Bill. It
has no power to vote money for the public expenditure; demands for grants are
not submitted for the vote of the Rajya Sabha; the Council of Ministers is responsible only to the Lok Sabha and not to the Rajya Sabha. The Rajya Sabha also
suffers by reason of its numerical minority and has got to yield to the Lok Sabha
in case a joint sitting is summoned by the President under clause (I) of article 108
of the Constitu"tion to resolve a deadlock between the two Houses arising as a
result of any disagreement between the Rajya Sabha and the Lok Sabha as to any
Bill or any amendment thereto. If under clause (4) of the said article the Bill is
passed by a majority of total number of members of both Houses present and
voting, it shall be deemed to have been passed by both the Houses.
The position, however, is different in respect of Bills to amend the Constitution as under the special procedure prescribed therefor under article 368, a Constitution Amendment Bill must be passed in each House by a majority of the total
membership of that House and by a majority of not less than two-thirds of the
members of that House present and voting. Therefore, if the Rajya Sabha does not
agree to a Constitution Amendment Bill passed by the Lok Sabha, the deadlock
cannot be resolved at a joint sitting of the two Houses under article 108, because a
Bill passed at such ajoint sitting shall, under article 108 (4), be deemed to have been
passed by both the Houses, while article 368 requires that a Constitution Amend.
ment Bill must be passed by each House and that again with a special majority in
each House. A Bill deemed to have been passed by both the Houses, under article
)08 (4), cannot be deemed to have been passed by each of the Houses, and with
such a special majority in each House as is required under the mandatory provisions of article 368. The Rajya Sabha . has, therefore, a very powerful and an
equal role to play in respect of Constitution Amendment Bills.
Our Constitution has given some special powers to the Rajya Sabha which
the Lok Sabha does not possess. Under article 249 of the Constitution, Parliament
can legislate even on a matter included in the State List if the Rajya Sabha declares
by a resolution supported by not less than two-thirds of its members present and
voting that it is necessary or expedient to do so in the national interest. Again
under article 312 of the Constitution, Parliament is empowered to make laws
providing for the creation of one or more all-India services common to the Union
and the States if the Rajya Sabha has declared by a resolution supported by not less
than two-thirds of the members present and voting that it is necessary or expedient
to do so in the national interest.
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But in my view the greatest point of prestige and honour of the Rajya Sabha
is that the Constitution has made it a permanent body and not subject to any
periodical dissolution like the Lok Sabha. If this position is now sought to be
changed it can be changed only by an amendment of the Constitution and as r
have already pointed out such an amendment 'of the Constitution, in. order to be
effective, must be agreed to by the Rajya Sabha itself.
From what we know and from what we have seen of the Rajya Sabha, we are
confident that it shall continue to play its great role in the years to come and
would continue to inspire the faith of the people in parliamentary democracy as it
has done during the last twenty-five years of its glorious life.
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The Rajya Sabha : Is it a mere Second Chamber
or a Revising Chamber?
I

s. P.

SEN-VARMA*

Article 79 of the Constitution of India provides:
"There shall be a Parliament for the Union which shall consist of the President
and two Houses to be known respectively as the Council of States and the
House of the People."
The Council of States is now also known as the Rajya Sabha and the House
of the People as the Lok Sabha.
Nowhere in the Constitution does the expression "Second Chamber" or the
expression "Revising Chamber". occur as a description of the Rajya Sabha and
there are good reasons for this. The expression "Second Chamber" connotes that it
occupies an inferior position vis.a.vis, and has lesser powers than, the other
chamber of a legislature which is usually the popular chamber. In that sense the
Rajya Sabha may be regarded as having lesser powers than the Lok Sabha in at
least two important respects. In the first place, the Council of Ministers is collectively responsible to the Lok Sabha only. The Council of Ministers is not under
*Shri S P. Sen.Varma

is a Member of the Law Commission.
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any provision of the Constitution
collectively responsible to the Rajya Sabha.
Article 75(3) provides: "The Council of Ministers shall be collectively responsible
to the House of the People." This means that it is only the House of the People
or the Lok Sabha which can call the Council of Ministers to account for any of its
acts in relation to the governance and administration
of the country. In other
words, the Council of Ministers, i.e., tne Central Government in this country is
accountable
to the Lok Sabha for all its activities, but the Lok Sabha is not the
Government. In a very real sense the Council of Ministers forms the Government
at the Centre. This is specially so after the amendment of article 74(1) of the Constitution by section 13 of the Constitution
(Forty-second Amendment) Act, 1976
which came into force on the 3rd January 1977. It has been said of Gladstone
that when at the time of the Crimean War in the fifties of the last century the
Government was being severely criticised and taken to task on the floor of the
House of Commons
for the way in which public money was being spent for the
conduct of the War, Gladstone, the then Chancellor of the Exchequer stood up to
give a spirited reply on these lines: You can call the Government to account for
its activities but you should remember that you are not the Government.
The
Government is carried on by the Council of Ministers and for that purpose it may
do any act which it considers appropriate for the administration
of the affairs of
the State,
If, therefore,
the Council of Ministers,
i.e., the Government of the day. is
defeated on any major issue in the Lok Sabha or if a No-confidence Motion is
passed by the Lok Sabha expressing its lack of confidence in the Council of
Ministers on any major policy issue, then the Council of Ministers is bound to
resign not only as a matter of constitutional
decorum and decency but as the direct
consequence of the collective responsibility of the Council of Ministers to the Lok
Sabha. The Rajya Sabha, on the other hand, cannot call to account the Council of
Ministers; it cannot pass any vote of no-confidence or a vote of censure against
the Council of Ministers nor is the Council of Ministers
under any obligation
to
resign if defeated on an important issue relating to the governance and administration of the affairs of the country.
After the amendment of article 74(1), the Council of Ministers has, by the
express provision of the Constitution,
becomes the real and effective executive at
the Centre because the President of India is now required to act in the exercise of
his functions in accordance with the advice which may be rendered to him by the
Council of Ministers with the Prime Minister at the head. Clause (I) of article 74
of the Constitution after its amendment now reads"(I) There shall be a Council of Ministers with the Prime Minister at the head
to aid and advise the President who shall, in the exercise of his functions,
act
in accordance with such advice."
In the second place, the powers
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matters and other financial matters are definitely very much less than the powers of
the Lok Sabha. This is clear from the provisions of articles 109 to 117 of the
Constitution. Thus under article 109 there are several restrictions placed on the powers
of the Rajya Sabha in relation to Money Bills. In the first place, under that article,
a Money Bill shall not be introduced in the Rajya Sabha. In the second place, after
a Money Bill has been passed by the Lok Sabha, it shall be transmitted
to the
Rajya Sabha for its recommendations
and the Rajya Sabha shall within a period
of 14 days from the date of its receipt of the Bill, return the Bill to the Lok Sabha
with its recommendations
and the Lok Sabha may thereupon either accept or reject
all or any of the recommendations
of the Rajya Sabha, the Money Bill shall be
deemed to have been passed by both Houses with the amendments recommended
by the Rajya Sabha and accepted by the Lok Sabha. In the third place, if the
Lok Sabha does not accept any of the recommendations
of the Rajya Sabha, the
Money Bill shall be deemed to have been passed by both Houses in the form in
which it was passed by the Lok Sabha without any of the amendments
recommended by the Rajya Sabha. Lastly, if a Money Bill passed by the Lok Sabha and
transmitted
to the Rajya Sabha for its recommendations
is not returned to the
Lok Sabha within the period of 14 days as mentioned earlier, the Money Bill shall
be deemed to have been passed by both Houses at the expiration of the said period
in the form in which it was passed by the Lok Sabha. These are very important
limitations
and restrictions on the powers of the Rajya Sabha in respect of Money
Bills. The definition of Money Bills as given in article 110 of the Constitution
shows the wide scope and ambit of a Money Bill. It is unnecessary to refer to this
definition in detail. Again, if a question arises whether a Bill is a Money Bill or not,
the final decision on the question rests with the Speaker of the Lok Sabha.
Then, although under article 112 the "annual
financial statement"
or the
Budget is required to be laid before both the Houses of Parliament,
under article
113 so much of the estimates of expenditure
embodied in the annual financial
statement as relates to expenditure other than expenditure
charged upon the Consolidated Fund of India, is required to be submitted in the form of Demand for
Grants only to the Lok Sabha (and not to the Rajya Sabha at all) and the Lok
Sabha shall have the power to assent, or to refuse to assent, to any demand or
assent to any demand subject to a reduction of the amount specified therein. Therefore, so far as demands for grants are concerned, it is only the Lok Sabha as the
popular chamber of Parliament
which has sole control over them. Then under
article 115, demands for supplementary,
additional or excess grants shall be presented only to the Lok Sabha. Similarly, under article 116, it is only the Lok Sabha
which has the power to pass any vote on account or any vote of credit or exceptional grants.
Lastly, a Bill or amendment making provision for any of the matters specified
in sub-clauses
(a) to (f) of clause (I) of article 110 which defines Money Bills,
shall not be introduced in the Rajya Sabha. These are the important
restrictions
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and limitations placed upon the powers of the Rajya Sabha in respect of money
matters and other financial matters.
But except in respect of these two matters which are indeed of vital importance, the powers of the Rajya Sabha in other respects appear to be the same under
our Constitution.
From the provisions of article 107 it is abundantly clear that the legislative
powers of the Rajya Sabha in respect of matters except matters in respect of Money
Bills and other financial Bills are on an equal and coordinate footing as the powers
of the Lok Sabha. The Rajya Sabha is not in respect of non-financial matters
merely a revising chamber. A revising chamber implies that all Bills originate in
the popular chamber i.e. the Lok Sabha, and they come to the Rajya Sabha after
they have been passed by the Lok Sabha so that the Rajya Sabha may in the course
of its deliberations which are supposed to be carried on in a calmer atmosphere of
superior wisdom, may suitably revise the Bills as passed earlier by the Lok Sabha.
But as is clear from article 107, this is not the constitutional provision. As a matter
of fact, during the last twenty-five years many important Bills of far-reaching
consequences originated in the Rajya Sabha. It is not necessary to give a list of
them as they will run into hundreds. Therefore it is not correct to regard the Rajya
Sabha as merely a second chamber or a revising chamber par excellence either.
Article 108 provides for joint sittings of both Houses in case of differences between
the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha with regard to the passage of any Bill. This
article also does not draw any distinction in respect of any Bill which is not a
Money Bill.
We may now refer to three important matters which are peculiar to the Rajya
Sabha. In the first place, while the Lok Sabha unless sooner dissolved shall continue
for six years from the date appointed for its first meeting and no longer and the
expiration of the said period of six years shall operate as a dissolution of the House
[Article 83(2) of the Constitution as amended by section 17 of the Constitution (Forty-second Amendment) Act, 1976], under clause (I) of article 83, the
Rajya Sabha is not subject to di:;solution. It is a continuous and perpetual Chamber
of the Parliament for the Union. But as nearly as possible, one-third of the members
of the Rajya Sabha shall retire as soon as may be on the expiration of every second
year in accordance with the provisions made in that behalf by Parliament by law.
This law which has been made in this behalf by Parliament is the Representation
of the People Act, 1951.
In the second place, under article 249 of the Constitution it is lawful for Pariiament to make laws for the whole or any part of the territory of India with respect
. to any matter enumerated in the State List if the Rajya Sabha has declared by are.
solution supported by not less than two-thirds of the members present and voting that
it is necessary and expedient in the national interest that Parliament should make
laws with respect to any such matter. Of course, such a law made by Parliament
under article 249 shall remain in force so long as the resolution passed by the Rajya
Sabha as aforesaid remains in force and any such resolution initially remains in
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force for such period not exceeding one year as may be specified in the resolution
itself but the proviso to clause (2) of article 249 provides for the continuance of
such resolution for a further period of one year.
In the third place, under article 312 of the Constitution, notwithstanding anything in Chapter VI of Part VI or Part XI of the Constitution, Parliament may by
law provide for the creation of one or more all-India services common to the Union
and the States if the Rajya Sabha has declared by a resolution supported by not less
than two-thirds of the members present and voting that it is necessary or expedient
in the national interest that such service or services should be created Thus both
under article 249 and article 312 the passing of resolutions in the requisite manner
is Ihe condition precedent to the assumption of power by Parliament to make laws
with respect to the matters mentioned in the said two articles.
The question may naturally be asked why power to pass resolutions to enable
Parliament to undertake legislation under article 249 or article 312 has been given
to the Rajya Sabha and not to the Lok Sabha, The answer is that the Rajya Sabha
represents the States as component units of the Union of India. While the Rajya
Sabha represents the union or federal principle of government, the Lok Sabha
represents the popular or national principle of government. The power to make
resolutions under article 249 or under article 312 has been exclusively given to the
Rajya Sabha because the laws which may be made by Parliament under each of
these articles constitutionally affect the States as component units of the Union of
India. Of course, in ultimate analysis, it goes without saying, all laws affect the
people. But the States as political entities are immediately and directly affected
when laws are passed under article 249 with respect to a matter in the State List
or under article 312 creating one or more all-India service or services.
The Rajya Sabha or the Council of States, as either name implies, indicates
that it is the House of States as component units of the Union. The very first article
of the Constitution provides-"India,
that is, Bharat, shall be a Union of States."
This is why a resolution supported by a specified (two-thirds majority) of the
members of the Rajya Sabha present and voting is the condition precedent for
Parliament to undertake legislation under 'article 249 or article 312 because such
legislation directly and immediately affects'i:he powers, fuuctions and jurisdiction
of the States as political entities, as component units of the Union of India.
As already observed, the Rajya Sabha may well be regarded as representing
the union principle of government and,the Lok Sabha as representing the popular
or national principle of government. I have purposely used the expression "union
principle" and not the expression "federal principle". Nowhere in the Constitution
the word "federation" or any of its grammatical variations has been used and this
has been done, I should say, purposely. The word "federation" is derived from the
word "foedus" meaning a pact, a covenant or a treaty. That is to say, a federation
comes into existence when independent and self-governing political entities enter
into a pact or covenant or treaty whereby they agree for political reasons to constitute a new political entity at the Centre over them called the federation to which
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they surrender their political powers relating t? matters of con:mon int.e~estsa?d
common concern, such as, defence, foreign affairs, currency. comage, cItIzenshIp,
transport, banking, communications etc., while the units which have entered into
the covenant, pact or treaty retain for themselves political powers pertaining to
their special and local interests and concerns. But in India the component units of
the Union were the old provinces which were never separate political entities. Therefore there was no question of any foedus i.e., pact, covenant, agreement or treaty
among the provinces which were merely administrative units of the Government
of India.
The matter was nicely put in paragraph 120 of the Report of the MontaguChelmsford Constitutional Reforms (1917-18) as follows:

I
I
I

"Granted the announcement of August 20 (1917), we cannot at the present
time envisage its complete fulfilment in any form other than that of a congeries
of self-governing Indian provinces associated for certain purposes under a
responsible Government of India; with possibly what are now the Native States
of India finally embodied in the same whole, in some relation which we will
not now attempt to define. For such an organisation the English language has
no word but 'federal'. But we are bound to point out that whatever may be the
case with the Native States of the future into the relation of provincial and
central governments, the truly federal element does not, and cannot, enter.
There is no element of pact. The government of the country is at present one;
and from this point of view the local governments are literally the "agents" of
the Government of India. Great powers have been delegated to them because
no single administration could support the Atlantean load. But the process
before us now is not one of federalising. Setting asice the obstacles presented
by the supremacy of Parliament (of the United Kingdom), the last chance of
making a federation of British India was in 1774, when Bombay and Madras
had rights to surrender. The provinces have now no innate powers of their
own and therefore have nothing to surrender in afoedus. Our task is not like
that of the Fathers of the Union in the United States and Canada. We have
to demolish the existing structure, at least in part, before we can build the new.
Our business is one of devol ution, of drawing lines of demarcation. of cutting
long-standing ties. The Government of India must give, and the provinces must
receive; for only so can the growing organism of self-government draw air into
its lungs and live. It requires no great effort of the imagination to draw a
future map of India which shall present the external semblance of a great new
confederation within the Empire. But we must sedulously beware the ready
application of federal arguments or federal examples to a task which is the
very reverse of that which confronted Alexander Hamilton and Sir John
Macdonald."
More or less to the same effect were the observations of the Indian Statutory
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(Simon) Commis'sion in paragraph 128 of Volume I of their Report, 1930 :
"The entire Government system was in theory one and indivisible. The rigour
of a logical application of that conception to administrative practice had gradually been mitigated by wide delegation of powers and by customary abstentions
from interference with the agents of administration. But the principle of the
conceptions was still living and operative and had blocked effectively any
substantial advance towards the development of self-governing institutions."
This was the position of the provinces. They were for all practical purposes
administrative units for the sake of administrative convenience, for no single
government could in the words of the Montford Report "support the Atlantean
load" of the governance of such a huge and vast country as the then British India.
It is no doubt true that the Government of India Act of 1935, Part III of which
relating to the governance of the provinces came into operation on the I.st Ap~il
1937, introduced some facade of federalism in the governance of the provmces 10
the sense of making them in some respects self-governing units under the scheme
of governance of the provinces as envisaged in Part III of the Gover~ment of In?ia
Act, 1935. It may be mentioned here that Parts I and II never came mto ope~a~lOn
because the rulers of the Indian States could not ultimately agree to the proVISIOns
embod ied in those two parts. Thus there was no element of pact or covenant among
the provinces inler se as it could not be, because the Government of India was
since after the Regulating Act of 1774 the only effective government in the country
-the so-called local (subsequently provincial) governments were nothing but the
agents of the Government of India.
So far as Indian States were concerned, without going irto the protracted and
long drawn discussions and negotiations which took place over the y~ars i? the
relationship of those States with the Government of India and the provmces 10 the
constitutional structure of sovereign India that would come into being after the
termination of foreign (British) rule, it may be said that some of them, the very
small ones, were merged in the neighbouring provinces and some of them, a little
bigger, became Chief Commissioners' provinces, and the bigger ones agreed to
accede to the Dominion of India after the Independence Act, 1947 passed by the
U.K. Parliament and became as acceding States integral parts of the Dominion of
India. All this took place before the commencement of the Constitution on the
26th January 1950. And these bigger States continued to be administered by th.e
Government of the corresponding Indian States. The result was that in the ConstItution as it came into force on the 26th January 1950, the States were divided into
three categories, Part A States, Part B States and Part C States. In Part A of the
First Schedule to the Constitution were included the States which were the provinces of British India before the commencement of the Constitution and in some of
these States as already mentioned some smaller Indian States were merged. This is
clear from the description of the territories of Part A States which were ~iven in
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the First Schedule to the Constitution as it originally stood. In Part B of the First
Schedule were included the bigger Indian States, namely, Hyderabad,
Jammu &
Kashmir, Madhya Bharat, Mysore, Pepsu, Rajasthan, Saurashtra and TravancoreCochin. In the description of the territories of"these Part B States it was provided
by and large that the territory of each of these States comprised the territory which
immediately before t he commencement of the Constitution
was comprised
in, or
administered by the Government of, the corresponding
Indian State. In Part C of
the First Schedule to the Constitution
were included the Chief Commissioners'
Provinces which barring the Chief Commissioner's
province of Delhi comprised
those Indian States which were administered
before the commencement
of the
Constitution
as Chief Commissioners'
Provinces. It is needless to deal with these
matters in detail here as by the Constitution
(Seventh Amendment) Act,! 956 and
the States Re-organisation
Act, 1956, all distinctions between Part A States Part B
States and Part C States were obliterated and erased. Part C States, wi;h a few
exceptions, became Union territories, that is to say, the territories of the Union of
India administered directly by the President acting to such extent as he thinks fit
through an administrator
to be appointed by him with such designation as he may
specify or through the Governor of an adjoining State. The Part A States and the
Part B States became States simpliciter and they were placed on the same footing.
In relation to the Indian State; also, therefore. there was no element of federalism because the Government of the Union, that is, the Government of India, had
been in existence long before the Indian States became integral parts of the Union
of India under the Constitution.
Therefore, even here there was no element of pact
or covenant for bringing the Central Government
into existence but at the same
time it is no doubt true that India, that is Bharat, which wa; made a Union of
States ha~ some trapp~ngs of a federation. It is needless to refer to these trappings
her~. But I~ may be pOinted out that the Union supremacy is writ large in the
various artIcles of the Constitution beginning right from article 3 down to article
365. Moreover, none of the States except, of course, the State of Jammu & Kashmir
has any sep~rate C?nstitution
of its own. Therefore, one may be justified ill saying
that the U mon whIch was created by the Constitution
was not a federation in
the strict sense of the term. The Union was created by the Constitution
for giving
the component units, the States, some measure of self-government
and autonomy
for the better governance of the States in relation to affairs and matters of direct
!nterest and co.nc.ern to the States. About sixteen years ago I discussed the subject
In greater detaIl In an !!rticle entitled "Union
Supremacy
under the Constitution
of India" published in the All India Reporter. But even then demands,
sometimes
vociferous, are occasionally
heard from some States for greater and greater autonomy; that is, independence
of the Union Government. Without meaning any
disrespect to those who voice such demands it may be pointed out that since the
beginning of history of this country, India has been one and indivisible.
Since the
time of Ashoka the Great through the time of Akbar the Great, to the days of
British rule in this country, India from the administrative
point of view has always
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been under a strong Central Government all through. There have no doubt been
satraps for the local units, such as, subas or provinces, but they were no more than
delegates or agents of the strong Centre. Apart from this administrative aspect, India
has all along been in the course of her history one and indivisible. As has
been observed in the book "The Vision of India" by Dr. Sisir Kumar Mitra in
Chapter II :
"The lure of fertile land was the cause of earliest corporate life of man. The
first human unification
was effected by place from which has developed the
idea of a common homeland
and through that in due course a common
nationality. It is the bounties of nature that attracted groups of humanity to
settle in river valleys and organise collective existence by taking to agriculture
and gradually
to other arts of life that laid the foundation
of human
civilisations ... The land of India is endowed by Providence
with various
features that distinguish
here in many ways. This ancient land has its own
meaning
and mission,
its own glory and grandeur,
its own distinctive
character and interest and culture. This unity is determined
by its definite
frontiers,
the Himalayas
on the north, the Hindukush
on the northwest,
the seas on the east and west. And this unity has developed into a national
consciousness permeating the mind and heart of the people whose love of the.
land of their birth has been an indissoluble cementing bond of a singularly
religio-cultural nature. It is a kind of love which is a sacrament,
a worship,
and which no language can properly define. It has been growing from within
not merely as a patriotic impulse but as an abiding religious feeling, as an
almost mystic perception.
Indeed the awe and admiration the people feel for
the snow-swathed summits of the Himalayas, the menacing hills of the frontiers,
the laughing valleys of Kashmir, the rolling downs of the Deccan, the surge
and thunder
of the seas, the limpid flow of the great rivers of the country, is
the proof and measure of its inspiring and formative
influence. Says, Sri
Aurobindo, 'The feeling of almost physical delight in the touch of the mother
soil, of the winds that blow from the Indian seas, of the rivers that stream from
Indian hills, in the hearing of Indian speech, music and poetry, in the familiar
sights, sounds, habits, dress, manners of Indian life, this is the physical root
of that love'."
It is unnecessary to describe the various factors which have joined in making
India one and indivisible to her people. The interested reader may go through that
book by Dr. Mitra. But it may be pointed out.without much fear of contradiction
that India has a personality all her own, an individuality
that marks her out as
something that has no equal in the annals of the earth. Prof. C. E. M. Joad, noticing
this fundamental unity of India, observed:
"This admixture of races has had important effects on India's past history and
present outlook. The first of these is a sense of fundamental
unity far more
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vivid and persistent than can be accounted for by the circumstance of propenquity in the same geographical area. Europeans live together in a geographical
area whose size is not very different from that of India. But as the wars which
have disgraced European history in the past and the quarrels and rivalries
that enfeeble the League of Nations in the present only too clearly show that
the inhabitants of Europe are very far from being imbued with the sense of
unity which distinguishes the inhabitants of India. We cannot, in short, speak
of a "European"
with the same appropriateness
as we can speak of an "Indian"
who, in spite of differences of colour, caste and creed looks upon all other
Indians as his fellow countrymen and upon India as his home."

-Quoted

January 14, /977

39

by Dr. Sisir Kumar Mitra in the book already mentioned

Therefore, those who are now clamouring in the name of greater autonomy
for more and more powers from the Centre are, it is submitted with respect, doing
a positive harm to this fundamental unity which has marked India since the prehistoric times.
The Raiya Sabha as the House of States representing the Union principle of
Government of this country can do a lot in maintaining
and strengthening
th!s
fundamental unity of India by not only advocating
a strong Union but also the
unity and integrity of this great and ancient land. I think this is a distinctive
function which the Rajya Sabha can do in the interests of the people of India. In
order that we can realise in our own life this fundamental unity of India and the
unity and integrity of our nation, it is essential that each one of us should develop
our faculty of feeling and judgement which is the most important
faculty of man,
more important than the faculty of the theoretical
reasoning or even the faculty of
moral wisdom. It has been said by G. K. Chesterton, the famous English litterateur,
about St. Francis of Assissi that he used to treat the whole mob of men as a mob
of kings. What a deep and sincere respect for human dignity! If the Rajya Sabha
as the House of wise men representing the States can help in rousing this faculty
of feeling in the people of this country, then not only the dignity of the individual
will be roused in the individual citizens of this country but it will also lay sure
foundation for unity and integrity of the nation. And once that is done, the case for
a strong Union and a strong Central Government
devoting itself to the welfare of
the people in all aspects and facets of life will be assured. I look at the Rajya Sabha
in this spirit and by its past performance one is hopeful that our Rajya Sabha will
"ive a better account of itself than the corresponding
Houses in other countries.
From what has been stated above, it must not be supposed that the Lok
Sabha-the
House of the People-has
no duty in promoting the unity and integrity
of the nation. The Lok Sabha representing
as it does the popular and national
principle of Government,
it is needless to point out that it is the basic, inherent
and essential function of the Lok Sabha to work towards promoting the unity and
integrity of the nation under a strong Union and strong Central Government.
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The Relevance of the Rajya Sabha In our
Parliamentary Democracy

PHULRENU

GUHA'"

'"I
In May 1977 the Rajya Sabha will be completing
25 years of its very fruitful
life. Looking back over these years one, who had also contributed
to its work
although in a very humble way and had shared with others the thrill of being close
to the unfolding process of history, would feel tempted to make some observations
by way of evaluation.
It is pertinent to recall at the outset that the critics of the
Rajya Sabha, whether they were the members of the other House or constitutional
experts, were not prepared to give it even two cheers when it, as a new-born baby,
was struggling
to be on its feet. They prejudged it as a prototype of the British
House of Lords and some predicted that it would act as "a House of Party Pocket
Boroughs". These very fruitful 25 years have made them appear false prophets .
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, the principal architect of our parliamentary
democracy, had altogether
different views of the Rajya Sabha. Speaking in the
Rajya Sabha on May 6, 1953, he firmly declared that neither of the two Houses by
itself '\:onstitutes
the parliament. It is the two Houses togethe~ that are Parliament
of India".
In this Nehru had expressed his faith as well as an expectation. The
'Dr. (Shrimati) Phulrenu Guha is a former Member of Parlhment
Union Minister of Slate for Social Welfare.

(Rajya Sabha) and a former
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Rajya Sabha through all these years had given substance to his faith and fulfilled
his expectations. This is amply proved by the now famous 42nd Amendment of the
Constitution.
One major target of this amendment is to reassert the supremacy
of
Parliament
on all matters possible and conceivable under the Constitution.
Here
Parliament means in all cases, wherever not expressly provided, the two Houses. In
the scheme of things of our national politics under the very able stewardship of
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, the Rajya Sabha gained a firm place and distinct
role in the political process.
It may be of interest at this stage just to have a look around the world to
assess and analyse the position and working of the second chambers. It is important
to note that in spite of the oft-repeated point that the concept and relevance of the
second chambers in modern democracies have suffered a tremendous erosion, all
national legislatures worth the name continue to be bicameral.
None denies the
point that where the second chamber is not given a mass bas~ to cultiva.te, the
popular chamber should have the final say in all matters considered
natIOnally
important. This is an article of faith in all parliamentary
democracies.
The second chambers in Great Britain, Canada or Australia cannot dream of
vetoing the will of the people as expressed in the popular chamber
Even the
mighty Senate in U.S.A. cannot hope to act in a ~ay. contrary
~o popular
interests, although
it has both the power and the constitutIOnal
sanctIOn to su.bstantially modify everything that comes up to it for consideration.
I~ all fina?clal
matters, the second chambers, by and large, are at a disadvantage,
with the solitary
exception of the Soviet of the Nationalities in U.S.S.R. Th~re are indeed ma.ny shades
in this degree of disadvantages.
For instance, the Senate 111U.S.A. ~an ~tnke everything off a Money Bill except its title and cannot itself act as an ongll1atll1g chamber
for the same. So the Senate in U.S. A. has substantial
powers but not co.eq~al
powers with the Lower House. The American Senate's enjoyment of these su~s~antlve
powers have now become more important by the 17th Amen.dment provl~1I1g for
direct election to this body. Money Bills in Canada
reqUire passage .111
.. bo~h
Houses of the Canadian Parliament.
But the fact of ministerial responSibIlity 111
Canada being to the Lower House and the traditions of its political life have together reduced the Senate to the state of "pocket bOiOughs" of the Government:
The fathers of our Constitution
were well aware of the powers and functions
of the second chambers all the world over. This is evident from the recor~s of ~he
Constituent
Assembly. But they were keen to have a second chamber 111Indian
Parliament
and shaped it with such powers and functions
as would answer our
. national
requirements.
Indeed at the formative stage of our parliamentary democracy, a second chamber,
neither of the ty~e o~ .the. House of Lords nor ~he
Senate in U.S.A. or the Soviet of the NalIonalitles 111U.S.S.R. but somethll1g
essentially Indian was considered necessary and desirable. This approach is reflected
in the composition of the Rajya Sabha and its character and quantum of powers.
Naturally they rejected the arguments of uncompromising
unicameralism.
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Shri N. Gopalaswami Ayyangar,
who piloted the Report of the Union Consti.
tution Committee in the Constituent Assembly, clearly maintained that the second
chamber was not intended to be a "clog either to legislation or to administration".
It was rather expected to "hold dignified debates on important issues and to delay
legislation
which might be the outcome of passions of the moment." This was
expected of the seasoned people who would constitute it, "who may not be in the
thickest of the political fray, but who might be willing to participate in the debate
with an amount of learning and importance."
It is important
to note that the Rajya Sabha as the Second Chamber in the
Indian Parliament
was not intended to be a federal second chamber of classical
vintage. The fathers of the Constitution
did not attempt at creating a delicate
federal structure, with an elaborate mechanism of checks and balances. They were
keen to build up a constitutional
system giving top-most
priority to unity and
solidarity of the country, against all fissiparous tendencies. The result is the
creation of a unitary state with subsidiary federal features. If this basic principle
is kept in mind, then none would make the futile endeavour to search for the federal
attributes in the Rajya Sabha.
Since India is proclaimed to be a "Union of State,", where emphasis is more
on the unionness than on the identity of Slates, the principle of equality of
representation
of the States is ruled out as a constituent principle of the Rajya
Sabha. However, the States as units are represented, to honour the subsidiary
federal character of the State and to justify the name 'Rajya Sabha' or the Council
of States, but on a different principle. The States are represented on the basis of
populaiion,
i.e. more populated a State is, the larger becomes its quota of representation.
Besides the States' representatives are elected by the elected members of
the Legislative Assemblies. Naturally, the party composition of the State Legislatures
is reflected in the Rajya Sabha. In our federal polity, the rich and varied character
of our national political life thus finds an expression in the precincts of national
Parliament. It is reasonable
to assume that the fathers of our Constitution desired
to make the Rajya Sabha a real political matrix of the nation. This contention is
justified. from some of the powers given exclusively to the Rajya Sabha by the
Constitution.
It is important
to note that the need for a second chamber at the national
level was recognised
long before the Constituent
Assembly met to frame the
present Constitution.
The Nehru Report of 1928 could be cited as the first
national expression of that urge. The Government of India Act, 1935, also provided
for it. Sir B. N. Rao wrote in his Precedents (third. series, pp. 146.48) that second
chambers were "regarded
as an essential element of federal constitutions":
The
Union Constitution
Committee
during the debates in the formative stage lent its
powerful support to the idea. Shri Gopalaswami Ayyangar said in the Constituent
Assembly that "the need for a Second Chamber has been felt all over the world,
wherever there are federations
of any importance"
and therefore "no elaborate
justification was needed at the Union level in India".
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The creation of a second chamber at the Union level was a political imperative
considering
the diversity. of races, languages, religions and cultures, with our
Constitution-makers.
Hence the Constitution lays down: "There shall be a Parliament for the Union which shall consist of the President
and two Houses to be
known as the Council of States and the House of the People," (Article 79). This
could not be altered without affecting the basic structure of our federal polity, But
about the second chambers in the States, the same Constitution provides that they
could be created or abolished,
if the people so desire, with the sanction of the
Parliament.
This makes one thing clear. They had attached more importance to a
second chamber at the Union level, ensuring our federal character although without
equality of representation
for the units, but did not allow the same principle to
prevail at the unit level since they were unitary in character.
The .importance of the Rajya Sabha, as a federal second chamber of a special
type, is amply clear in the powers and functions allotted to it. Over the national
executive, it has not been given, and quite rightly so, any controlling power. This
would have militated against the norms of parliamentary democracy. Equally on
the question of controlling the national purse, its powers for very valid reasons
should be inconsequential.
No chamber, without a popular base, should be allowed
to enjoy any substantive
power on matters of administration.
But the collective
responsibility
of the national Executive to the Lok Sabha does not mean that the
Rajya Sabha is without stings. Its members by raising questions, demanding halfan-hour discussions on matters of importance, etc" can very well demand explanations from the Government in certain circumstances.
Defeat on the floor of the
Rajya Sabha may not require of a Government
to resign, but it surely signals a
crisis for the administration,
Apart from these two sectors of unequal powers, the Rajya Sabha stands on
a footing of equality with the Lok Sabha in several respects, the most important of
which are passing of a Bill of constitutional
amendment and approving a Presidential Proclamation
of Emergency
and all other subsequent proclamations made by
him during that period, These are quite substantive
powers, The special majority
requirtd to pass a constitutional
amendment is applicable to both Houses. Disagreements in this case between the two Houses cannot be resolved by a joint sitting
of the two Houses, Similarly a Proclamation
of Emergency must be passed by
both the Houses separately.
Further, in the election and removal of tbe President
and the Vice-President,
the Rajya Sabha has as much powers as the Lok Sabha,
its numerical weakness notwithstanding.
Moreover,
in the matter of setting up
Martial Law Courts, to deal with offences committed by the civilians and indemnifying military personnel for acts done in good faith, during a national emergency,
. the Rajya Sabha shares equal powers with the Lok Sabha.
Coupled with these, highlighting the role of the Rajya Sabha, there are several
special powers granted exclusively to it. Two such powers merit special consideration.
Firstly, the Rajya Sabha by a special majority may decide in national interest to
shift an item from the State List to the Concurrent
List or the Union List for a
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term of one year. This could be repeated from year to year. It means the domain
of Parliament could be enlarged, within the existing frame of power distribution
only by the Rajya Sabha, Secondly, if there is a compulsion for factors beyond
control to proclaim a State of Emergency, when the Lok Sabha stands dissolved
such Proclamation
is to be approved by the Rajya Sabha.
'
. Leaving aside other matters, where the Rajya Sabha enjoys co-equal powers
With the Lok Sabha or has an edge over the latter, it is enough to conclude from
the above description that the Constitution grants the Rajya Sabha something more
than an average second chamber status. It is envisaged to perform the role of a
federal second chamber, in a special way, in normal times. The rights of the States
are to b~ preserved and pro~ected in a very special sense by it, which its co-equal
~owers with the Lok Sabha 111,the above analysis implies. But at the same time it
IS not a body to represent the States only. rt has a distinct national role and
res~onsibi.lity which it must discharge adequately and well in times of crisis in the
natlO~al, Interes.t. ,It may be said to have a dual character, as the protector of the
States, rIghts wnh1l1 the frame~ork
of the Constitution
and conscious and alert
guardIan and defender of natIOnal unity and interest. Here lies its uniqueness as
a second chamber.
The Rajya Sa~ha is not designed to be the rndian counterpart of the American
Senate or the Soviet of the Nationalities,
If that is a weakness it is born
'th 't
I
I
h"
'
WI
I.
ts rea strengt
lies 111the fact that it is aware of its uniqueness. It has never tried
to e~ulate the ~ther House, rt is not a pale'shadow of the Lok Sabha. It is not the
bastion
of reactIOn
or conservatism. It is very much status-conscious
a n d h as 0 I'ten
. .
'
rna d e ItS p~snlOn clear in scintilating debates and thereby contributed to the glory
of ~ur parliam~ntary democracy, The events of the last few years bear an eloquent
testimony
to I It. It .has been rightly said by the observers that desp't1 e b UI'It'-111
, ,.
I
"lm~tatllof'~S'
t lhe Rajya Sabha "has no! surprisingly
failed to evolve a distinct role
lor ltse
, on t e other hand, "may be beginning to try its wings as a "0
"
d
'
db'"
'.
1- rum lor gran
an d soarIng
e
ate
(Morns
Jones:
Parliament
111India
pp
257-58)
Th'
•
,
•
".
IS assessm~n~ Justifies the hopes entertallled
by the founding fathers and above all Prime
~1I1lster Jawaharlal
himself, who did so much to make what the Ra' a Sabh
IS today.
jY
a
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tralised and unitary State with its different Provinces being merely convenient
administrative divisions of the Centre and deriving their powers only as its delegates
or agents. The object of forming a Union or quasi-federation out of this unitary
system was mainly to secure efficient governance of the various parts of the country
including its far-flung areas, which would be otherwise difficult to achieve under a
single central authority. The bicameral system was, therefore, adopted as a matter
of choice for the better governance of the country and to make parliamentary
decisions more durable and stable and not necessarily under pressure from the
smaller versus the bigger States. It is in this background that one has to appreciate
the constitution and functioning of the Rajya Sabha or the Second Chamber in the
Parliament of India.
The arguments in the Constituent Assembly of India regarding the utility of
second chambers alternated between those who believed that Upper Houses introduced "an element of sobriety and second thought" and those who thought that
they acted as impediments to the wheels of progress. Ultimately the Indian Constitution-framers favoured bicameralism as an essential feature of the parliamentary
system. They prescribed not only a second chamber in the Union Parliament but
also in some of the larger States for the same reason. Bicameralism at the Centre
was based on the argument that while one House was to represent the people or
the nation as a whole, the other was to embody the federal principle and represent
the component States of the Union. It is, however, to be noted here that unlike in
the United States of America, where all the States of the federation have equal
representation in the Senate or the Upper Chamber, the number of seats allotted
to the States and the Union territories in the Rajya Sabha is not uniform and not
based on the principle of parity among the federating units.
The Constitution defines Parliament as consisting of the President and the two
Houses-the Council of States or the Rajya Sabha and the House of the People or
the Lok Sabha. The framers of the Constitution studied the various patterns of
the second chambers in existence in different countries in 1947-50 and did not
favour either a fully and directly elected Second Chamber as in U.S.A. or a fully
nominated House as in Canada. Instead, they decided upon an indirect!) elected
chamber with a small fixed number of members nominated, as being best suited to
the needs of the country.
The maximum number of members of the Rajya Sabha is 250 which is less than
half the number of the members of the Lok Sabha. Out of these, twelve members
are nominated by the President from among persons having special knowledge or
practical experience of such matters as literature, science, art and social service.
The element of nomination has been purposely introduced with a view to securing
the services of experienced and eminent men in various walks of life, whose counsel would otherwise not be available to the nation. The remaining members are to
be the representatives of the States and of the Union territories. The present
strength of the Rajya Sabha is 244, of whom 232 represent the States and the Union
territories and 12 are nominees of the President,
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The representatives of each State are elected by the elected members o~ the
Legislative Assembly of the State in accordance with the system of p~oportlOnal
representation by means of the single transferable vote. The represe~tatlves of the
Union territories are also chosen by indirect election in accordance wIth the system
of proportional representation by means of the. single tra~sferable vote by electoral
college the members of which are chosen by dIrect electIOn. The present allocation of seats of 232 elected members in the Rajya Sabha to ~he ~tates and the
Union territories is contained in the Fourth Schedule to the ConstItutIOn.
A person is not qualified to be chosen to fill a seat in the Rajya Sabha un.less
he is a citizen of India and makes and subscribes before some person authorISed
in that behalf by the Election Commission an oath or affirmation according to the
form set out for the purpose in the Third Schedule to the Constitution; is not less
than thirty years of age; and possesses such other qualifications as may be prescribed in that behalf or under any law made by Parliament.
The Rajya Sabha is a permanent body and is not subject to dissolution but as
nearly as possible one-third of its members retire on the expiration of eve~y ~econd
year. The term of office of a member is six years. Upon the first constItution of
the Rajya Sabha in 1952 the term of office of some me.mbers then chosen was
curtailed in accordance with the provisions of the CounCil of States (Term of
Office of Members) Order, 1952 made by the President in order that as nearly as
one-third of the members holding seats of each category would retire every second
year. Accordingly one-third of the members of the Rajya Sabh~ re~ire after every
second year and on each occasion elections are held and nom mat IOnsmade to fill
the seats vacated by one-third of the members.
The Vice-President of India is the ex-officio Chairman of the Rajya Sabha. He
is elected by the members of both Houses of Parliament by secret ballo~ in accordance with the system of proportional representation by means of the smgle transferable vote. The Vice.President holds office for a term of five years from the date
on which he enters upon his office. The Rajya Sabha chooses one of its members
to be its Deputy Chairman.
The first sitting of the Rajya Sabha after its constitution was held on the 13th
May 1952 and it will be holding its 100th S~ssion in March-April 1977.
. .
In the countries which have a parlIamentary system of Government It ISa
mon practice to exclude the second chamber from a decisive role in the matter
com
.d d f
r
of financial Bills. The Constitution of India which has also P~OVI e o~ a par lamentary form of government has restricted the powers of the Rajya Sabha ID matters
pertaining to finance.
.
.
.
A Money Bill or a Bill with money clauses cannot be lDtr?duced 10 th~ Rajya
Sabha. All other Bills may originate in either House of ParlIament. -:-gam, the
Rajya Sabha has no power either to reject ?r to am~nd a Money B~II.When a
Money Bill alter it is passed by the Lok Sabha, IS tr~nsmltted to the R.ajya Sabha,
the Rajya Sabha can only make recomme?datio~s ~lth re~ard to the Bill and must
return it with or without its recommendatIOns wlthm a perIod of fourteen days from
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the date of receipt of the Bill. The Lok Sabha mayor may not accept the Rajya
Sabha's recommendations. If the Lok Sabha does not accept any of the recommendations of the Rajya Sabba, the Money Bill is deemed to have been passed by both
the Houses in the form in which it was passed by the Lok Sabha.
The limitation on the power of the Rajya Sabha with regard to Money Bills or
Bills with money clauses should not, however, be taken to mean that the Rajya
Sabha has no power at all in financial matters. The Constitution provides that the
annual Budget of the Union is to be laid before both the Houses of Parliament.
The Budget can be discussed in the Rajya Sabha as well, although the demands for
grants are to be made only in the Lok Sabha which has the power to assent or to
refu~e to assent to any demand, or to assent to any demand subject to a reduction.
The reports of the Comptroller and Auditor-General of India relating to the
Accounts of the Union are also required to be laid before both the Houses of
Parliament. As regards other financial Bills (Bills which contain not only provisions dealing with any of the matters specified in article 110 but also other
provisions), there is, however, no limitation on the powers of the Rajya Sabha as
stated above and the Rajya Sabha has full power to reject or amend any such
financial Bill, as it has in the case of any other Bilt which is not a Money Bill, and
further such a financial Bill shall not be deemed to have been passed by the Houses
of Parliament unless it has been passed by both the Houses.
The contribution made by the Rajya Sabha even in the matter of financial
affairs has been significant. As an instance, it may be mentioned that in the Income
Tax Bill, 1961, it suggested a number of important amendments, all of which were
accepted by the Lok Sabha. Although under the Constitution it has no power to
pass the Demands for Grants of the various Ministries, a practice has developed
since 1970 of the Rajya Sabha discussing the working of the different Ministries,
enabling it to bring to the notice of the public the lapses and shortcomings, if any,
of the Government.
The Rajya Sabha is represented on two Financial Committees of Parliamentthe Committee on Public Accounts (the Committee which examines the Appropriation Accounts and the Reports of the Comptroller and Auditor-General on the
Union Accounts relating to the Railways, Defence Services, P & T Departments
and other Civil Ministries of the Government of India) and the Committee on
Public Undertakings (the Committee which examines the reports and accounts of
Public Undertakings and the reports, if any, of the Comptroller and Auditor-General
on the Public Undertakings). Of the 22 members on each of these Committees,
seven each are from the Rajya Sabha.
The Constitution contains certain special provisions for Central intervention
in the State legislative field. Under article 249 of the Constitution, Parliament is
empowered to legislate with respect to a matter in the State List, if the Rajya Sabha
declares by a resolution supported by not less than two-thirds of the members
present and voting that it is necessary and expedient in the national interest that
Parliament should make laws with respect to any of those matters. Again, under
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article 312 of the Constitution, Parliament is empowered to make laws for the
creation of one or more all- India services common to the Union and the States,
if the Rajya Sabha declares by a resolution supported by not less than two-thirds
of the members present and voting ~hat it is necessary or expedient in the national
interest to do so.. In exercise of this power, the Rajya Sabha has in 1961 passed
resolutions for the creation of the Indian Service of Engineers, the Indian Forest
Service and the Indian Medical and Health Service and in 1965 created the Indian
Agricultural Service and the Indian Educational Service. The Constitution has
assigned a special position to the Rajya Sabha in the matter of Central intervention in the State legislative field in view of the fact that it is composed of the representatives of the States and the adoption by the Rajya Sabha of such resolutions
by a two-thirds majority would be tantamount to the giving of consent by the
States. The two-thirds majority has been prescribed as there is no equality in respect of the representation of the States in the Rajya Sabha.
In a bicameral legislature each House is to function in the sphere allotted to it
under the Constitution. It goes without saying that for the successful working of
the legislative machine there should be closest cooperation between the two Houses.
Neither House should consider itself to be superior to the other whatever might be
its powers and each House should be regarded as complementary to the other. The
relations between the two Houses should be harmonious so that the functions
performed by each House could be utilised to the best advantage of the nation and
the high dignity of Parliament is maintained.
Dealing with the question of relations between the two Houses, Prime Minister
Nehru stated in the Rajya Sabha in May 1953, as follows:
"Our guide must be our own Constitution which has clearly specified the
functions of the Rajya Sabha and the Lok Sabha. To call either of these
Houses, an Upper House or a Lower House is not correct. Each House has
full authority to regulate its own procedure within the limits of the Constitution. Neither House, by itself, constitutes Parliament; it is (the President and)
the two Houses together that are the Parliament of India. The Constitution
treats the two Houses equally, except in certain financial mailers which are to
be the sole purview of the House of the People."
The history of the working of both the Houses of our Parliament during the
last quarter of a century would show that on the whole their relationship has been
marked by a sense of cordiality, mutual respect and regard and cooperation in
matters concerning the business of Parliament. There have of course been a few
incidents specially in the early fifties which led to differences over their respective
powers and. privileges, but these had been solved satisfactorily, laying firm foundations for coordination and mutual consultation on matters affecting the two Houses.
The developments since then will bear out that both the Houses fully realise their
respective and complementary roles in the legislative set-up of the country and are
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drawn together in partnership for the achievement of the goals set out in the
Constitution.
One who has studied with care the functioning of Parliament in India will
come to the conclusion that the Rajya Sabha has been a vigorous body and has
been instrumental in focussing attention on many important matters of public
importance. Its contribution to progressive legislation in the form of enactments
for the socio-economic betterment of the people has been inconsiderable. Far from
being reactionary or conservative in its outlook-an image generally associated with
second chambers-it
has equal1y been zealous in promoting measures of' farreaching character for the welfare of the people. Although technically a body
representing the States, the Rajya Sabha, like its counterpart, the Lok Sabha, has
tried to reflect public opinion truly and faithfully and has not championed sectional
interests injurious to national unity or integrity.
The reasons for this are many. To me it appears that this has been possible
because there has been horizontal movement of many members from one to the
other Chamber at elections; average youthful membership of the Rajya Sabha;
attendance of Ministers in both the Chambers; similarity of procedures in both the
Housesl equal party discipline in both the Chambers; existence of one dominant
party, namely,. the Congress Party, in the Centre as well as most of the States since
the beginning of the Rajya Sabha. In fact in some respects the Rajya Sabha has at
times been equally active with the Lok Sabha in the application of some policy
matters in public affairs. It has asserted itself even though it has no constitutional
powers to oust the Government. It has built up public opinion in the parliamentary
sphere on vital issues before Government. But it cannot be said that the Rajya
Sabha has played any significant role in so far as amendments to Bills are concerned. It is not that the Rajya Sabha has no talent or desire to make its contribution
to the improving of legislative measures but that the Government has found it
inconvenient to agree to amendments lest the passage of Bills is delayed in the
transmission of Bills from one to the other Chamber. But the discussions in the
Rajya Sabha are studied by Government and they themselves in appropriate cases
bring forward amending measures based on assurances given in the House. This has
led to a quicker passage of Bills and the chief argument against the delaying tactics
of chambers is got over to the satisfaction of everybody. I do not think that our
Second Chamber fulfils some of the traditional arguments that are generally given
in support of them. For example, the argument that popular representatives can be
overhasty. and they need checking by a less impulsive and more experienced body
is not true of the Rajya Sabha, because at times it has acted just like the Lok
Sabha; or again that interposition of delay is needed to crystallise public opinion
on all Bills before they become Acts, is also not tenable because the two Chambers
have passed laws without any appreciable time-lag, and without the calmer atmosphere or less susceptibility to immediate popular pressure.
The question whether there should be a second chamber in the legislative setup of the country is a topic which continues to crop up every now and then in
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India, as elsewhere. The justification for the existence of the Legislative Councils or
Upper Chambers in the States in addition to the Legislative Assemblies or Lower
Chambers has often been discussed and during the last 25 years, Legislative Councils
have been abolished in two States, namely, Punjab and West Bengal. In the case of
the Rajya Sabha, however, there is. no provision in the Constitution for its abolition as in the case of the Legislative Councils, and it can be done only under article
368 dealing with the amendment of the Constitution, which of course requires the
prescribed majorities of the Rajya Sabha itself. I t may be mentioned in this connection that in the modern context of the Welfare State, the volume and complexity
of whose legislation are increasing day by day, the existence of a second chamber,
specially with a number of experts and men of experience in different fields, would
be found very useful not only to scrutinise the measures with the special knowledge
needed therefor and fill up any lacuna or loophole but also to consider legislation
of a non-controversial character, which cannot be attended to in detail by the
popular chamber either for want of time or other causes. In the case of Rajya
Sabha, as already stated, there is no danger of its disappearance, so long as it does
not itself agree to its abolition by the prescribed majorities. On the other hand., it
cannot be gainsaid that the Rajya Sabha has by its record of work established itself
as an effective force in our parliamentary system and if it continues to play its useful
role, its admirers will increase day by day and critics will have It;:ss cqance to do it
any significant damage.
.
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March 15, 1977
the Rajya Sabha in our country is a vital functioning part of our constitutional
parliamentary apparatus. It was meant to be and has largely been an efficient
organ and not merely an appendix or an embellishment. Moreover, in the unfolding
drama of our parliamentary life and in the long-range dynamics of our democratic
dialectics, the Rajya Sabha may find a more distinctive identity and an added role
of significance.
The Constituent Assembly of India opted for indispensable bicameralism at
the Centre and optional bicameralism in the States, both for historical reasons and
on logical and functional considerations. Experience over the years has shown that
the Constituent Assembly of India acted with wisdom and sagacity not only in its
choice of bicameralism at the Centre but also in adopting a flexible and pragmatic
approach in structuring it.
Second chambers have long been targets of ideological and constitutional
controversies in the West. The contents of these controversies have differed from
age to age and from country to country. In the ultimate analysis, it would seem
*Dr. L. M. Singhvi. a former Member of Parliament (Lok Sabha), is the Advocate-General
of the Stale of Rajasthan.
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that there is no universally applicable principle on which the second chambers could
be assailed or justified. In each country, the idea of second chambers has its own
logic or the absence of it.
The House of Lords in the United Kingdom is by all accounts a unique
institution.
For a long time it represented
feudal property and wealth. It still
embodies the principle of aristocracy
and elitism, although more than one-fifth of
the members of the House of Lords excluding peeresses and minors have been
appointed
to that House by reason of their own merits. The peers no longer have
a right to audience and they are no longer summoned to the Curia Regis. Many of
them seldom attend the House. By and large it is a citadel of the Conservatives;
the other political parties are by comparison thinly represented.
Attendance in the
House of Lords is often scanty. It is not representative of a cross section of the
national life. Its powers are limited. As Mr. A. J. Balfour put it as far back as 1907,
"The Government of the day, the House of Commons of the day, would treat with
derision any vote passed by the House of Lords condemning a particular Ministry
or a particular member of the Ministry."l
The House of Lords' voting record is consistently
conservative.
As Sir I vor
Jennings puts it, "The peers vote as their conscience or their pockets indicatethough, of course, the conscience resides so near the pocket that it is rarely possible
to separate them."2 It is remarkable that in spite of its one.sided voting record and
Its largely non-representative
character, the Ifouse of Lords has survived. Successive
Labour Governments have had difficulties with the House of Lords. There have
been occasions when the incumbent Labour Governments and the ruling majorities
in the Commons have felt annoyed,
offended, angry and exasperated with the
House of Lords. There have been occasions when dire threats of wholesale reform
and abolition of the House of Lords have been uttered. Recently, in 1976, there
was a kind of confrontation
between the Labour Government and the House of
Lords with regard to certain legislation. But the Lords have continued their limited
legislative role unreformed and unrepentant.
Its role as a revising and suspending
legislative second chamber is profoundly significant. In the words of Bagehot, the
House has ceased to be one of latent Directors and has become one of temporary
rejectors and pal pa ble alterers.3
Indian bicameralism is quite different from its English and American counterparts. The Rajya Sabha is not a relic of history. Nor is it unrepresentative
in the
sense that the British House of Lords is said to be. It is neither a haven for those
who have rendered lifelong party political service or for those who have held high
and important
non-political
offices or for those who possess outstanding professional acumen. Nor is it comparable to the powerful American Senate. The Rajya
l.
2.
~.

176 Parliamentary Debates 4 S, 928, (24 June 1907) quoted by Ivor Jennings,
Second Edition, 1969, p. 394, f.n. 2.
Ibid., p. 394.
Ballehot, English Constitution (World's Classics edn ), p. 88.
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Sabha is more or less akin to the Lok Sabha both in its composition and in its
temperament. Functionally, the Rajya Sabha strives to conduct itself in the image
of the Lok Sabha and exercises, broadly speaking,
the same powers and privileges
as the Lok Sabha, except in the financial sphere and in the matter of the constitutional collective responsibility
of the Council of Ministers to the House of the
People. In a constitutional
sense, the Rajya Sabha embodies the quasi-federal
principle on which the Indian Union is based and may at times be an authentic
reflection of pol itical balance in the country.
Many of the reform proposals mooted from time to time in respect of the
second chambers,
and more specifically in respect of the House of Lords, are
already a part 'of our bicameral framework. Except for twelve members nominated
by the President for their special knowledge or practical experience in respect of such
matters as literature, science, art and social service, the Rajya Sabha consists of not
more than 238 representatives of the States and the Union territories elected in ac.
cordance with the system of proportional representation
by means of the single transferable vote. The composition of the Rajya Sabha, thus, synthesises the confluence of
four principles: the quasi-federal principle, the representation principle, the principle
of "sober second thought" and of checks and balances, and the principle of associating eminent and distinguished individuals
with the working of our political
system. A close study of the compo sition of the Rajya Sabha would show that
although it is differently elected, by and large it is not radically different from the
Lok Sabha. This is both an advantage and a disadvantage. It is possible to argue
that if the Rajya Sabha is not quite different in its composition as compared to the
Lok Sabha, it is unnecessary or redundant. The argument
is obviously fallacious.
That is, however, not to say that a change in the pattern of the composition of the
Rajya Sabha may not be more conducive to any effective response to the challenges
which encounter modern legislatures. A greater emphasis on the functional
principle would make the Rajya Sabha a more effective Second Chamber in the pluralistic
perspective of State. A greater emphasis on the federal principle would give the
Rajya Sabha a m0re marked identity of its own. Moreover special functional
strategies to enable the Rajya Sabha to scrutinise and supervise subordinate
legislation, to deal with_public grievances and complaints
of maladministration
and
to hold specialised legislative investigation would, in my opinion, pay rich and
substantial
dividends
in terms of maximising legislative efficiency and augmenting
the performance capabilities of our parliamentary
system.
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The question of second chaqJbers in a parliamentary democracy has always
been a subject of some controversy. As it appears, the recent trend has been u~mistakably towards their abolition as an undesirable impediment to the democratIc
process. At best they are looked upon as no more than r~vising bodies, and ~onse.
quently, have very limited powers except where they are dIrectly elected, as 10 t~e
United States of America and Australia. In most other cases they are hardly 10
a position to exercise any significaill degree of independence. That i~ one o.f the
reasons why they are often considered almost superfluous. Any assertIOn of mdependence on the other hand is bound to lead to a c~nflict :nith the more representative Lower House, and then inevitably to the question whIch House has the greater
claim to political legitimacy. The current conflict between the Commons and the
House of Lords in U.K. is a case in point. It is also a manifestation of the same
problem in a way, though the House of Lords as it iS~,constituted is commonly
reoarded as an anachronism. The upshot of conflict, as can be expected, has been
'"
a persislent
demand for its abolition.
But in a federal constitution, as in India, a second chamber at the Centre is
"Shri Tushar Kanti Ghosh is the Editor of the Amrita Bazar Patrika.
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perhaps essential, not only to safeguard the interests of all the constituent units but
also to provide for representation of other special interests as are difficult to include
in the Lower House. Ina federation such safeguard is often necessary, as the
development of social and educational progress is not always even in different parts
of the federation. This is more so in a developing society where the unevenness is
more marked, as also the difference in the level of representation of the various
units. The second chambers thus become a useful forum for cooler and more mature
thinking not necessarily always as a check, but also to supplement the efforts of
the representative chamber in a larger perspective. They are often desirable, too,
for the satisfactory operation of the parliamentary process.
The Council of States in India, known as the Rajya Sabha, was originally
intended to be a compromise between these two principles, While it is expected to
be a "good check upon democratic outbursts" of the popularly elected House and
on hasty legislations, the federal principle was also sought to be served by having
a ceiling on the strength of State representations so that the larger States cannot
have too dominating an influence, Under the Constitution the Rajya Sabha has
specific functions and has also full authority to regulate its own procedure within
the limits of the Constitution. It is also to complement the other House of Parliament. As Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru had emphasised, "the successful working of
our Constitution, as of any democratic structure, demands the closest cooperation
between the two Houses", which together constitute the Parliament of India.
During the last 25 years of its existence, the Rajya Sabha would appear to
have fulfilled both these expectations and served a useful purpose in the democratic
process. As a legislative chamber, its role has throughout been constructive. It has
initiated over 300 BiI1s,all of which were of immense social, educational and legal
importance. As a revising chamber, it made a number of substantial amendments
to several Bills passed by the Lok Sabha, which were later accepted by the Lower
House. There was a deadlock only once, on the Dowry Prohibition Bill, 1959 but
even in the joint sitting that was called to resolve the deadlock, its principal
amendment was ultimately adopted. And to belie the stigma of Upper House
conservatism, it was always seen to have given unqualified support to all progressive
measures, including the abolition of privy purses, bank nationalisation and various
constitutional amendments.
This is no doubt an impressive record. From this it would hardly appear as
though the Rajya Sabha as a second chamber has been either superfluous or obnoxious. On the contrary, it has been a helpful body both to complement and
supplement the representative Lower House in a way as the founding fathers had
intended.
'
Because of its very composition, even in spite 0 f the exigencies of party
requirements, the Rajya Sabha has always been full of distinguished people whose
contribution to the debates have been dignified and well above the ordinary. Among
its members were eminent persons like Dr. Zakir Husain, Sardar K. M. Panikkar,
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Dr. H. N. Kunzru, Dr. Tara Chand, Prof. S. N. Bose, Dr; P. V. Kane, Shri M. C.
Chagla and many others, whose participation could always raise the level of the
debates.
As it is constituted, the Rajya Sabha generally reflects the strength of different
parties in the State Assemblies, and as such is expected to"be a factor in preserving
the federal and inter-State balance. The absence of any conflict with the other
House of Parliament so far amply shows that the Rajya Sabha has been a helpful
link in maintaining the unity of the federal structure, as much as the homogeneity
of the national approach. This may partly be due to the pr~dominance of one party
in the Centre" as well in the States." But it must also have. ~een largely due to the
manner in which the Rajya Sabha, however heterogeneou.s it has been sometimes,
conducted its debates. These have not only been marked .with dignity and deplh
but have also been distinctive. In the present party system of government where
the party whip sets the line for parliamentary debates, this is no small achievement.
Perhaps more than anything else this must have helped it in establishing a harmonious relationship with the other House, which was the aim of the Constitution .
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As a new comer to the Rajya Sabha, I did not feel any nervousness as I was
already familiar with its"general functioning. I had often listened from the visitors'
gallery the speeches of; able Parliamentarians of the past two decades. I watched
the distinguished Chairmen conduct the proceedings of the House, three of whom
later held the higli~si'ofliCe as the President of the Indian Republic. I also watched
with pride, womeiJ:chtiiring and controlling turbulent sessions with impartiality and
dignity. I recall m~hy "moments of matchless humour and forceful opposition. There
were sad and ';intriguing situations, tense and excited discussions reflecting the
prevailing mood '<ifthe 'nation.
The sober: r~d dect>r of the Rajya Sabha is symbolic of its special role in
stabilisation of parliamentary democracy. The Parliament of India, vested as it is
with sovereign authority by the people, needs to be protected from certain attitudes
and shortcomings of majority opinion, in order to be true to the ideal of democracy. The RajyarSabha deliberates upon all the proposed legislations as passed by
the Lok Sabha"'and endorses them after giving them thorough and unbiased perusal. It only rar~ly that a conflict of opinion has arisen between the Lok Sabha
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and the Rajya Sabha. The Upper Houses have come into existence for a variety of
reasons, some even to give expression to, very orthodox and conservative opinion.
But the Rajya Sabha has been constituted to keep a conscious balance in the
process of formulation of laws as well as for giving representation to vital but
unrepresented sectors.
The Rajya Sabha is a permanent body yet fresh blood is inducted into it after
every two years as one-third of its membership is renewed. Except the 12 members
nominated by the President from among men and women who have distinguished
themselves in some special spheres of national activity, all other members are
elected by the elected members of the State Legislative Assemblies and Union
territories. It is thus an additional forum for people's representation in Parliament.
In a federal set-up, this avenue of representation to each State Unit has special
importance and significance.
The members of the Rajya Sabha hail from all sections of the society. Young
ladies, gallant youth, bearded ancients, aged veterans and seasoned men and
women of all types come to the Rajya Sabha; their ages ranging from 30 to 85
years, although the age group of 40-60 generally dominates. A study undertaken in
1973 revealed that 15.7% of the members were cultivators and landlords, 27.7%
political workers, 18% lawyers, 13.2% traders and industrialists, 8.7% teachers
and educationists, 9.1 % journalists and writers and the rest from other occupations. The general educational standard of the members was found to be high as
compared to that in other legislative bodies. Of the total membership, 46% were
graduates, 19% post-graduates, 4% having very high academic qualifications, 22%
matriculates and only a small percentage was of non-matriculates.
There have always been outstanding personalities, representing art and literature as members in the Rajya Sabha. Well-known scholars, poets, writers, cartoonists, dancers, cine-stars and specialists in other fields have graced the Rajya Sabha
adding to its benches a glamour and glitter. A good number of women members
have always lent grace and colour to the House. They outnumber women members
in the Lok Sabha and when they appear in groups, they give an impression of a
crowd. Even if it irritates male chauvanism, it boosts up the morale of the feminist
campaigners.
,
The standard of debate in the RajyaBabha is generally high. Members bring
to the legislative work, the seriousness it deserves. Some have special talent for the
rhetoric. It is not an uncommon sight that a'member bursts into poetry and renders
the whole speech in verse. Those delivering their maiden speeches must be prepared
to address almost empty benches. But such a situation need not deter any member
from speaking on behalf of 600 million of his countrymen, which thought alone
should give a missionary zeal to his speech. The only occasions when there is full
attendance in the House, are when the division bell rings or when the Prime
Minister speaks. The question hour is usually lively. The significant part which a
legislative body plays is often assessed by the variety and importance of matters
raised during its question hour.
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The alchemy of the Chairperson and the members does not clash and there are
hardly any instances of ruffled feathers and angry outbursts. The Chief Whip's
tactful handling of situations and the general bonhomie among members help to
retain a peaceful and pleasant atmosphere in the House. There have been awkward
moments when a recalcitrant member had to be removed by the Marshal for'disorderly behaviour motivated by political frustration, It may happen that one may
be hoisted by one's own petard. Once, all the members from Kerala demanded that
more rice be rushed to the State to tide over an urgent need. The Kerala members
in the Opposition benches in their enthusiasm, rushed up to the dias. of the Chairman and then squatted on the floor. They called out to me to join them. Representing the State, I did ask for more allotment of rice to Kerala, but r had to shake
my head sadly and disagree with such methods of emphasising a request.
In the Central Hall amidst countless cups of tea and coffee, important programmes and ideas take shape. It also projects the lighter aspect of parliamentary
life. The well.equipped library at the service of the members is of immense help in
the discharge of their parliamentary work. The sittings of Committees add further
interest to the parliamentary activities of the members. A more Committee oriented
system may bring greater efficiency and comprehension to legislative work.
Undoubtedly, the Rajya, Sabha has generally provedto be a good forum for
dispassionate and constructive discussions with equanimity and poise shown in its
deliberations and its record of work for the last 25 years has been very interesting.
With all this, if! were asked what more does the Rajya Sabha need, I will unhesitatingly answer, 'more women members'.

December 31, 1976
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s. NARAStAH.

Every second year brings into the Rajya Sabha newer element of legislators who
have by and large made an impressive impact on the proceedings,
even though a
good many may not have cared to participate in them to the extent one would have
expected them to do. This is rather unfortunate. Nor can it be said that all of them
are adequately equipped to contribute to the debates in a meaningful manner. Even
where certain members are so equipped adequately, the procedural machinery that
operates, does not place in the hands of the members the necessary material within
sufficient time to enable the mell1bers to prepare themselves fairly well to speak on
subjects under discussion. But thi~.js not peculiar to India's Second Chamber only.
From the very nature of things it may not be possible for all members in any legislative body anywhere in any country tb. make equal impact. Hence, taking the performance of Rajya Sabha as a Whole, it can be stated that it has justified its
existence and fulfilled its expectations.
Article 249 of the Constitution makes it abundantly clear that the framers of
the Constitution never wanted the Council of States to be just an unnecessary
appendage.
If the Rajya Sabha declares by a resolution supported by not less than
two-thirds of its members present and voting that it is necessary or expedient in the
national interest to empower' Parliament
to legislate in respect of even a State
'Shri H. S. Narasiah is a Member of Parliament (Rajya Sabha).
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subject, it can do so. That the Council of Elders has not so far invoked this power,
only goes to show that the division of powers between the Ct::ntre and t~e St~tes
has been well conceived and running smoothly in the national mterest. Agam article
312 declares, "Notwithstanding
anything in Part XI, if the Council of States has
declared by resolution supported by not less than two.thirds of the members pres~nt
and voting that it is necessary or expedient in the national interest so to do, Parliament may by law provide for the creation of one or more all-India services common
to the Union and the States and subject to the other provisions of this Chapter,
regulate the recruitment and conditions of service of persons appointed. to a~y such
service." The Rajya Sabha has exercised the powers conferred under thiS article and
has passed Resolutions.
.
The Rajya Sabha has also initiated several important
measures whIch subsequently the Lower House has passed. It goes to the credit of a private me~ber of
this House Shri Banka Behari Das for having successfully moved a resolution
for
the first time for the abolition of privy purses. Thus it falsified the apprehensions
held by several members of the Constituent Assembly that a second chamber might
prove to be a clog in the wheel of progress involv!ng huge exp~nses and adding
nothing to the efficiency of parliamentary
work, It may be that It cannot make or
unmake Governments but certainly it cannot be characterised as a superfluous body.
Nor is it just a House composed of gentlemen and ladies of great distinction
in
various walks of life but politically a neutral entity. The common notion that the
Rajya Sabha is just a 'yes' body is also a misnomer. The Constitution
(Twentyfourth Amendment) Bill, 1970 failed because it was rejected by the Rajya Sabha by
a fraction of a vote.
Only on one occasion there was a disagreement between the Rajya Sabha and
the Lok Sabha which was in respect of the Dowry Prohibition
Bill, 1959. Under
article 108 of the Constitution
a Joint Session had to be held to resolve it. In such
sessions, though the Lok Sabha, by virtue of its numerical strength, can always have
its way, yet the view of the Rajya Sabha may prevail on merits.
A conflict also arose between the two Houses which related to the issue whether
the Rajya Sabha should be represented on the all-important Public Accounts Committee. The members of the Lok Sabha opposed it on the ground that it would
constitute
an encroachment on their exclusive jurisdiction in regard to "Voting of
Supply". Prime Minister Nehru intervened and the motion in favour of Rajya
Sabha was passed ..
The Rajya Sabha has 12 nominated members. They are drawn from spheres
which have enriched national life in all walks.
Thus it stands out as a lighthouse with its revolving biennial lights and spreading its lustre on the boisterous billo~s qf democracy splashing Oll its solid rocks of
secularism, socialism and national
solidarity, once in six years, all through these
eventful period of post-Independence
era.
January 27, 1977
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M. S. OBBROl*

The Rajya Sabha, of which I have had the privilege of being a member for nearly
12 years, will complete the Silver Jubilee of its existence in the course of its 100th
session in May 1977. Being a member of this august body a certain element of
subjectivity may creep into my appraisal of its role in decision. making and policyformulations at the highest level. Nonetheless, I hope I can say quite objectively
that the Rajya Sabha plays a vital and important role in determining national
policies. Beca use of the historical background our Parliament is often compared to
the British model. But in fact our Upper House, Rajya Sabha, performs more
functions and is more representative of the people than the House of Lords. For
instance, unlike the British Upper House, in Rajya Sabha there is a Question Hour
on all the days of its sitting and Ministers of Government who may be members of
Lok Sabha can participate in our deliberations. Basically there is only one major
difference in the' functions of the two Houses; Money Bills cannot be initiated in
the Rajya Sabha.
India's bicameral Parliament, specially with the passing of the recent amend.
ments to the Constitution which have been passed by both Houses of Parliament
'Shri M S. Oberoi is a Member of Parliament (Rajya Sabha).
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and ratified by a number of State Legislatures now enjoys over.riding constitutional
powers. Parliament can amend or change any provisions of the Constitution without any judicial review. That means that the supremacy of Parliament which consists of the President of India, the Rajya Sabha and the Lolc Sabha is now an
unquestioned legal and constitutional reality. More than ever before Parliament
today represents the sovereignty of the people of India, their hopes and their
aspirations, and in that sense members of Parliament directly represent the political
will of its citizens.
On a perusal of the provisions of the Constitution relating to the Rajya Sabha,
it would be observed that the Rajya Sabha does not in any way subordinate itself
to the Lok Sabha. The Constitution expressly lays down that a Bill can originate
in either House of Parliament and "subject to the provisions of articles 108 and
109, a Bill shall not be deemed to have been passed by the Houses of Parliam<:nt
unless it has been agreed to by both Houses, either without amendment or with
such amendments only as are agreed to by both Houses."
The provisions of the Constitution make no distinction whatsoever between
members of the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha in the matter of their powers and
'privileges. Again, salaries and allowances of members of both Rajya Sabha and the
Lok Sabha as well as the other perquisites enjoyed by them are also identical.
It is not necessary for me to go into the details of the legislative history of
recent times to establish the fact that a large number of Bills which had political
and social significance for hundreds of millions of people in India could not have
been passed into Acts of Parliament or transferred to the statute books if members
of the Rajya Sabha had not exhibited an extremely lively sense of history by
responding to the need for change, the need for social reform and the need to make
Parliament a real instrument for translating the will of the people of India. It is a
matter of tremendous gratification to me, as a member of the Rajya Sabha, that
this House, which is supposed to be the House of Elders, has not been found wanting in sensitivity to the needs of times. It is true that while the basic age of persons
seeking to get elected to the Lok Sabha is twenty-five, in case of the Rajya Sabha the
minimum age is thirty, and generally the age group of the members of the Rajya
Sabha is comparatively somewhat higher. In fact Rajya Sabha has an edge over the
. Lok Sabha because it has a certain number of members who are nominated because
of their expertise in art and science or their established reputation in public affairs.
I admit that the original intention of the framers of the Constitution of India in
having bicameral legislatures both at the Central and the State levels, was to have
members in the Upper House with maturity, experience and status in life in order
to provide a sort of brake on the exuberance of the younger members of the Lower
Houses. And the Rajya Sabha did try to provide what are termed as "checks and
balances" on legislative measures which the members felt were not timely or did
not correspond to real national interest. By virtue of their background in industry,
commerce, sciences and humanities, members of the Rajya Sabha can be trusted
upon for having maturer and sounder judgement. But age has not proved to be
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a factor for conservatism
over the years I have been associated with the Rajya
Sabha.
I have witnessed a change in its mood. In earlier years Rajya Sabha's tendency
was to sit in judgement on the measures passed by the Lok Sabha. More recently
the Rajya Sabha has shown as - much enthusiasm in supporting progressive and
forward-looking
measures as the Lok Sabha has. This does not mean that any
dilution in the autonomy of the Rajya Sabha has taken place. It only means that
the Upper House has complemented
the functions of the Lower House so. that
Parliament
as a whole can frame national policies that would shape the destmy of
our great Republic.

y
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The Role of Opposition in Parliament _
and Legislatures in India

I

RAM KISHORE

VYAS*

The concept of opposition in a parliamentary
democrac;y is a dynamic concept.
Ever since the formation
of Parliament and the State Legislatures in India, afterthe first General Elections, the role of opposition
has been a subject-matter
ot
discussion at different forums and by different political parties. The subject is stiJl'
open for discussion and in view of the fast changing values of our political system
and the fluid situation, no code about the duties and functions of opposition
could_
be framed so far.
Democracy, as is well knowp, functions through the Legislature,
through theExecutive and through an independent
Judiciary.
It is a government by discussion
and discussion pre-supposes
arguments and counter-arguments.
That is why we
call the Legislature a deliberative body and not a governing body_ The essence ofdemocracy, therefore, basically-lies in the fact that the majority has its way and theminority has its say. In a developing society, the needs of the people are always
growing. The best is never reached and hence there is always the opportunity
toand necessary promise more "and do better. Consequently,
the opposition would
"always be desirable If we look to the role of the opposition in this background, role'Shri Ram Kishore Vyas is the Speaker of the Rajasthan

Legislative Assembly.
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,of the opposition appears much more important than even the role
party which functions mainly on the support of its voting strength.

of the

ruling
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ing different ideologies

in the political life of this country but they were not funcof parliamentary democracy. All these political groups
were working for a definite common purpose, i.e., independence
of the country.
India, in a strict sense, had no party system like Western countries until 1952 when
the first General Elections were held on party basis. As against this, England had a
mature and stable party system since 1641 and all the political parties were well
trained in their respective political set-up, political consciousness and political behaviour. There was a complete absence of competitive politics when India achieved
Independence and whatever political groups existed during the pre-Independence
period, they had no training in democratic behaviour and values. The Socialist
Party, Communist Party, Peasants and Workers Party etc. that emerged during the
first General Elections, were not stable, efficient and well-organised political parties
, in the country and when we discuss the role of opposition in the context of Indian
legislatures, this fact should not be lost sight of.
The first opposition in Independent India was formed in 1950 under the leadership of Prof. K. T. Shah. It had only 14 members. fts purpose was mainly corrective as it had no basic differences with the Congress though it tended towards the
Left. But the real opposition came in 1952 after the general elections under the
Constitution.
The Communists
were the biggest group and the Socialists came
next. Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee collected several splinter groups and formed a
Democratic Party of almost the size of the Communists, but this group disintegrated. There were some who united themselves under the leadership of Shri Tulsidas
Kilachand but they had no programme or policy to execute.

tioning within the framework

QPPOSITION

AS ALTERNATIVE

GOVERNMENT

IN BRITAIN

We have adopted the British parliamentary
system in our Constitution substituting an elected President in place of the Crow~. There happens to be only tw~
main parties in the British Parliament,
though It may h~ve been, the result of accIdent rather than design. But it has several advantages. Firstly, thiS enables the electorate directly to choose its own government, whereas in the multi-party system the
choice of government is left to the elected representatives. ,Secondly, in,a two-party
system the responsibility
for action is fixed.on a defimte group w?I,ch has been
returned in a majority. The multi-party system either makes for a coalItIOn government or a minority government which is apt to be weak and ineffective.
The essential pre-condition
for the success of parliamentary
democracy
and
cabinet system is a strong opposition, preferably withi,n, the bac~grou~d of a, bi-party
system. It works cvently and wcll where two great polItlcal ~artlcs eXist, ~hIch alternatively hold the power of the government, and of ~?Ich each one IS gradually
forced to givc place to the other. In England, the OppositIOn IS a regular part of the
l'amentary system. 'Her Majesty's Opposition'
is second in importance to 'Her
par 1
"b'l'
f
.
sty's
Government'.
The
opposition
knows
that
It has to take responsl 1 Ity 0
M aJe
h
. b h '
its criticism and if the government fails, it lIas to hold power. T us ItS e aVlOur
is always constructive
and it even forms the 'shadow cabinet' to perform the t,ask
of directing criticism of government policy. The cause of success of the cab.l~et
system in England is that from the early days of party alignments, the Bntlsh
system has presented a two-party system.
.
The British system is based on an understandll1g
between the govern~e,nt a~d
the opposition. They agree in the fundamentals and e~en have f~rmed coalItions I.n
the past in times of national
crisis. So observes J~nmngs, 'Parllame~t~~y deb~te ~s
not a perpetual Trojan way.' The system offers a hIg~ degree of flexlblllt~ wh!ch IS
much needed in the political life. But in India fleXibility has detenorated mto lIlstability and uncertainty. If the much controversial article 356 of our Co~sti,tution was
not there, constitutional
deadlock would have wrecked 'our democratlC life.
OPPOSITION

IN INDIA:

A BRIEF

SURVEY

After Independence,
we adopted parliamentary form of government based on
altern of British parliamentary
system. This, in other words, meant a rule of
ep
h
h
.,
h
a syslem, t e oppOSItIOn .as
th e p eople , for the people and by the people. In suc
,
ver important
objective and vital role to play Illasmuch as we cannot conceive
: de~OCracy without opposition. But, before going into the nicet,ies of this point~ it
would be worthwhile to understand
the background of our polItical system whIch
worked during pre-Independence
period. There existed certain political groups holdth

CONDITIONS

FOR RECOGNITION

OF A PARLIAMENTARY

PARTY

OR GROUP

The Speaker of the First Lok Sabha Shri G. V. Mavalankar, felt that the test,
at least for the party status, should be stiffened and three qualifications were regarded as necessary for recognition as a Parliamentary
Party: (i) a party should be
in a position to keep the House, i.e., the number of members should not be less
than the quorum fixed to constitute a sitting of the House; (ii) it should have unity
of ideology and programme: and (iii) it should have organisation both inside and
outside the House. A parliamentary
group, on the other hand, has to satisfy the
conditions specified in items (ii) and (iii) and shall have at least a strength of 30
members in the House.
Consistent
with the aforesaid
principles, only the Congress Party had been
given the status of a party in the Parliament. There was no recollnised Leader of
the Opposition in the Parliament. The opposition composed of representatives
of
more than twenty different opposition parties in the Lok Sabha and so a broad
organisation of the opposition was difficult. During the first three years of the First
Lok Sabha (1952-57), some leading members of the opposition
groups, namely,
Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee, Acharya J. B. Kripalani, A. K. Gopalan and Jaipal
Singh in the Lok Sabha and Dr. Kalidas Nag in the Rajya Sabha made attempts to
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form a united opposition under their respective leadership. But, while they failed in
their primary task, they succeeded in bringing heterogeneous groups together from
time to time. The Speaker, however, refused to confer the status of a party to any
opposition group and all the opposition groups were technically known as groups
in the House. However, the Speaker allowed Shri A. K. Gopalan, the Leader of
the Communist Group, to occupy the seat reserved for the Leader of the Opposition on the front bench. The Leader of the Communist Group occupied this seat
till the split in the Communist Party in 1964. After that year, the seat reserved for
the Leader of the Opposition was occupied by the Leader of the Swatantra Group.
He occupied this seat till September 1969.
RECOGNtTlON

OF LEADER OF OPPOSITION

The most remarkable development
in the Parliament in December
1969. was
the emergence of the institution of the Leader of the Opposition. The Speaker of
the Lok Sabha recognised the Leader of the Congress (Organisation) Party, Dr.
Ram Subhag Singh as the Leader of the Opposition. In the Rajya Sabha, Shri S. N.
Mishra, the Leader of the same Party, was also recognised as the Leader of the
Opposition
in that House. This was the first time since Independence that the
Parliament had a recognised Opposition Party and a Leader of the Opposition,
although for a brief spell of one year (1969.70). The role. privileges and respon.
sibilities of the Leader of the Opposition are not as yet defined in the Indian context. Dr. Ram Subhag Singh had only been allotted the seat which in a parliamentary system is given to the Leader of the Opposition. He did not function as a
Leader of collective opposition as other opposition groups maintained
their right
to speak for themselves. But, in Britain. the position of the Leader of the Opposition is recognised not only in parliamentary practice, but also in statute. In that
position, he receives an annual salary in addition to his salary as member. Among
other facilities given to him are his own parliamentary
secretary and a room for
his office.
ROLE AND PURPOSE

OF OPPOSITION

As stated earlier. the opposition in our country is in the process of making.
We have not been able to build an effective and united opposition
even after the
lapse of 25 years of the working of our political system. The reasons are obvious.
Firstly, we lack in a sound and balanced party system which is the backbone
for
the creation of a healthy Opposition.
Secondly, the issues which divide various
political parties and groups within the opposition are so fundamental that they are
not even negotiable. An in-fight and a clash of political interests amongst various
factions of opposition
are also noticed in our legislatures which is a testimony to
the ract that they cannot reconcile to the formation of a common strategy in attack
ing the Government. They unite and differ from issue to issue, All these differences
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within the opposition, therefore, produce a weak and ineffective opposition which,
in effect, severely impairs the quality of democratic values. It is probably under
these eventualities
that the institution
of opposition
is often described as an
embodiment
of negative attitudes and irresponsible criticism. Thirdly, the opposition constitutes a very poor numerical minority in the legislature with the result
that even with best intentions, pursuasive arguments and best expression
of talent
and calibre. it proves, in the ultimate analysis, to be an ineffective opposition. The
result is frustration, turmoil, pandemonium and disorderly scenes in the legislature.
The politicians have become increasingly concerned about the quality of present
functioning of Opposition in Parliament and its future. Even in Britain where the
institution
first appeared, no less an observer than Prime Minister Harold Wilson
drew the attention in the spring of 1966 to the problem of opposition.
It seemed
that the Conservatives, then in opposition, had become so purposeless, so lacking
in an attentive programme that it raised the whole question whether an opposition
was still necessary.
Political scientists deplore the fact and cannot conceal their
anxiety at the gradual decline of opposition in liberal democracies. Like the parliamentary system. political opposition. whieh is part and parcel of that system, has
in recent years come under attack from all quarters. What useful purpose does it
serve today? Is verbal and representative opposition as effective as the direct action
of the group opposition?
Does not parliamentary
opposition by its negative and
dilatory action distract the Government from concentrating on more important and
urgent task? And what anyway is opposition
in the constitutional
framework?
These are some of the important
questions which are raised in connection with
'Institutional
Opposition'. The present role and the future possibilities of the insti.
tution, vital to the functioning
of the parliamentary
system. should be seriously
considered by all concerned and interested in democracy.
The opposition is not allowed to exist in one-party system as a separate institution. It may take the shape of dissident group with minority tendencies and criticise the government
at party meetings with varying degrees of freedom. On the
world map, the number of governments without a political opposition
has grown
larger. The number of States with parliamentary
government has rapidly decreased.
Within such States. too, there is less confidence in the value of political opposition
and, indeed, it arouses less interest.
But in spite of so many handicaps the opposition has fared well. The government and the opposition worked together in arranging the business of the House.
Even with small number. and those too divided in several groups. the opposition in
India has been making its presence felt by securing modifications
in several Bills
and Motions. The ruling party showed a spirit of accommodation
and the opposi.
tion a sense of responsiveness.
.
TECHNIQUES

AND METHODS OF OPPOSITION

It may now be examined

as to what are the techniques

and methods

which the

---
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opposition applies in playing its role in the legislature. The Rules of Procedure
provide ample opportunities to the opposition to ventilate public grievances through
Questions, Calling Attention Notices, Adjournment Motions, debates on various
matters of public importance, discussion on Budget, Governor's Address, and
sometimes No-confidence Motion. It is through the medium of the Rules of Procedure that the opposition exposes the weakness of the administration and harasses
the government in every possible way. There cannot be two opinions that if the
opposition makes proper and careful use of the Rules of Procedure it can achieve
dignity and decorum in the performance of its job not merely to its satisfaction but
also to the satisfaction of the electorate of the country at large. Apart from the
performance of its duties in the House, the opposition has to prove its worth in the
work of parliamentary committees also which examine the working of the administration in all its entirety.
The opposition is essential part of the parliamentary democracy. The assertion
made by Sir William Harcourt that 'the function of an opposition is to oppose' is
not wholly correct. Many proposals of the government are not opposed because
there is general agreement. Incidental details may be criticised or even opposed, for
a scheme which is good in principle may be weak in details. It is possible, too, to
criticise a proposal without opposing it. The opposition may agree that increased
armaments are necessary but assert that the reason for the necessity is the unfortunate foreign policy of the government If a scheme is opposed, it does not follow
that every part of it must be opposed. The opposition's task is not to prevent the
government from carrying out i,ts policy but to criticise that policy in the hope that
the electorate will choose a different government next time. If there are proposals
about which the opposition feel~ so strongly that it must obstruct, the government
has to use its powers which are ample to overcome the obstruction. Frequent use
of these powers has harmful effects, It gives rise to the idea that the way to deal
with an opposition is to vote it down. It is easier for a government to stop criticism than to answer it. For then the electors know only one side of the case. If the
opposition is constantly obstructeq and the government consistently votes it down
the dictatorship of the majority wQuld soon be established.
The government governs unde; criticism from the opposition. The opposition's
functions are almost as important as' those of the government. So far as possible
proceedings are regulated by agreement between government and opposition. If
there is disagreement the government must decide and use' its majority for the
purpose, but since the opposition agrees that the government must govern and the
government agrees that the opposition must criticise, the order of business can
usually be settled in conference.
In the context of Indian Legislatures, the general impression is that the role of
opposition has been to 0ppGse the government on all issues. To some extent this is
true for if we look to the proceedings of various legislatures, we find a severe lack
of constructive criticism. It appears that many of the opposition leaders have lost
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their modus operandi and sometimes in a state of frustration make allegations which
in a majority of cases, are not borne by facts.
./
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RELATIONS

BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT

In a democratic country the majority and minority party or parties together
constitute the 'parliament or legislature. Though both the government and the
opposition generally function as contending blocks yet there is a tacit understanding
that the majority is to govern and the, minority to criticise. Under the parliamentary practice, the majority concedes to the minority's reasonable liberty of speech,
expression, association and movement, and the minority, likewise, allows the majority to implement its programmes. This is the natural and constitutional relation
between the two sides. There are some common issues which may be raised with.
out party consideration. For example, the defence policy, foreign policy, food
policy, five year plans, etc. are some such noteworthy issues. These issues are of such
importance that regular cooperation and consultation is not only necessary but
particularly desirable.
In the Indian Parliament, several causes contributed in preventing regular
consultation between the Government and Opposition. The Opposition consisting
of several heterogeneous groups, had been numerically weak. It was a chaotic multitude and possessed more colours than a rainbow. These groups, though united in
opposing the ruling party upon some major issues, were not unanimous on many
issues. In the Parliament, there was often more division and disagreement in the
opposition ranks than between the Government and the Opposition. Moreover, the
Independent members had been so chameleonic that no party could depend upon
them on any issue. Such divergent views of opposition parties prevented them to
make any united parliamentary front ~nder one leader. The Government, because
of the presence of several opposition leaders, finds it inconvenient to consult all of
them.
SOME RECENT

,

:.)

AND THE OPPOSITION

DEVELOPMENTS

IN INDIAN

PARLIAMENT

AND LEGISLATURES

It is perhaps appropriate to mention here some of the developments in our
Parliament as also the State Legislatures in recent past. The actions and behaviour
of some of the parliamentary groups and parties, in the name of democracy, were
far from being democratic. Uproarious and disorderly scenes, boycott of the
Address, snatching away of papers, shouting and raising slogans. staging of dharna
and scenes of physical confrontation between members, wilful obstruction of proceedings, indiscipline and defiance of the Chair had become the order of the day.
Even the elected members were gheraoed, slapped, assaulted and forced to resign.
What was alarming, even the Chair was not spared. A tendency was gradually
developing to criticise the Rulings of the Speaker and the members did not show
the courtesy of resuming their seats when the Chair was on its legs. His observa-
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tions and authority were deliberately flouted and the situation. was becomin.g rife
with mischief. This posed a great challenge to the Chair who, under suc~ clrc~mstances found it difficult to run the House in an orderly manner. As I said earlier,
the Sp:aker represents the dignity of the House and naturally the very existence ~f
our parliamentary institution depends upon the faith which t~e ~embers r.epos~ I?
the Speaker. But when a section of the House resorts to agltat~onal ??litICS.lt .IS
very difficult for the Speaker to contain the tension of democratic politIcs wlthm
the framework of democratic apparatus. After all. the Speaker has to uphold the
authority of the House in the interest of the smooth functioning of parliamentary
system in the country and it is his responsibility to maintain the honour and prestige of the House and its members.
SOME SUGGESTIONS

AS TO IMPROVEMENT

IN THE FUNCTIONING

OF THE

OPPOSilION

There is no other solution for a modern opposition than to defeat government
on its own ground. There is no way of convincing 'of public opinion, but by showi.ng
oneself more knowledgeable and better equipped than one's opponent and producmg
a distinctive and seemingly more adequate and far.sighted alternative policy to that
of government. To accept the view that government knows ~est because it ha~ !he
expertise amounts to an abdication of real opposition. Parliamentary oPPOSitIOn
must know and believe and prove that it knows better than the government on those
issues on which it chooses to oppose. Opposition should be provided not only with
means of acquiring information but with the means of disseminating their views
and policies. In Sweden and West Germany political parties are subsidised by the
State in proportion to their following. This example could be adopted an~ expanded
into an allocation of revenues for larger expenditure to meet the reqUIrements of
the modern functioning of opposition. But the survival of opposition does not
depend only on institutional changes and procedures. A lot depends upan its own
will to cover the handicaps from which now it suffers in relation to government. In
other words a lot depends upon the skill, ingenuity and tenacity displayed by politi.
cal leaders, starting from what has been always unfavourable position. Leaders
like Gladstone and Churchill have all managed to stage successful come-backs to
government from very difficult positions in opposition. Churchill whose. main concern was foreign policy, describes very vividly in his Memoirs how he bUIlt up for
himself what amounted to his own-run private research centre, having the information and knowledge of the best experts available to him.
...
Opposition should be able to supply itself with, and make use of, inform~t~on
and documentation effective~y as does the government. The modern oppOSitIOn
should become as competent and efficient as modern government for if the opposition
gave up the task of preparing and producing its own counter pro~o.sals and con.
tended itself with a purely negative opposition to all government poliCies, however,
founded strongly on doctrinal and moral values of its own, it would cease to be
representative, its contribution to the debate would become inconclusive a~d it
would lose its followers. To oppose without proposing is ultimately s~lf-defeatJOg.
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There is no denying of the fact that the government must govern but strong
government need strong opposition. The facilities available to the opposition and
bac~-benchers should be greatly increased, particularly the expansion of library into
parliamentary workshop of research and investigation, and employing many trained
research workers who could serve Committees. There should, therefore be a deliberate creation of a counter bureaucracy to obtain information for Parli~ment.
The political opposition is faced with the problem of how to keep up with the
expanding centre of power of government. The government is growing as a consequence of process of modernisation. The political opposition should also, therefore,
go through the same process of modernisation, if it is to expand proportionately
and keep up with government.
.
The .presence: of such a large number of political parties was index of political
Im~a~unty. SOCial a~d economic differences, religious and linguistic feelings, local
vanatIOns and local differences, landed interests, casteism, etc. perpetuated the
multi-party system. Parliamentary democracy functions effectively if there is some
traditio.n of toleration, some willingness to compromise and widely diffused sense
of public responsibility. The spirit of tolerance and compromise is rather a product
of an agreement on fundamental principles between the main political parties. It is
true that parties should differ on issues, but they should not differ on fundamental
issues ~b~ut whi:h compromise is possible. To grow strong, parties should accept
the e~lstmg regime, turn their attention towards socio-economic questions and
orgaOlse themselves on national issues and not on communal or regional lines.
I am of the opinion that as long as the multi-party system continues to exist
i~ .India, it is neither possible to have an effective opposition nor a Leader of oppos~tIOn.at the apex level in the true parliamentary sense. If the institution of oppositIOn IS to. be dev~loped in an objective manner, we will have to create a popular
understandIng and mterest about the basis and nature of opposition in a democratic
exp~~iment. We be.lieve that if the democracy is to work as a disciplinary sociopolitical proce~s. 10 our country the opposition will have to modity its temper and
behaVIOur and If It has a desire for status and recognition, it will have to articulate
its thinking for mo.re constructive, objective and creative role in a parliamentary
democr~cy. There ISanother aspect of this point. Notwithstanding the development
of political consCiousness in our country, we have not been able to educate our
people about the importance of an opposition in parliamentary democracy. The
people should not only know the necessary role of opposition in a legislature but
efforts should be made to inform them about the achievements and performance of
the members of opposition. If we create a popular understanding and interest
about the basis and nature of opposition in a democratic experiment, and if we are
able t.o reduce then~mber of political parties, we are sure to get a sound, healthy,
effectIve and a uOlted opposition in our country for it also contributes its mite in
making the laws and shaping the destiny of the nation in times to come.
pecember 30, 1976
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Rajya Sahha vis-a-vis Lok Sahha

, I,

DHARAMCHAND

JAIN.

The Constitution of India provides for a Parliament for the Union consisting of
the President and two Houses-the Council of States and the House of the
People. Thus, like the King.in-Parliament in U.K., we have the President-inParliament in India. But unlike the Parliament in U.K. which does not owe its
origin to a written constitution, the Indian Parliament is the creation of the Constitution of India and ils powers, rights, privileges' and obligations have to be
found in the relevant articles thereof. Ii'is"not an uncontrolled body with unlimited
powers. Its legislative authority is drcuh:tscribed by the written provisions of the
Constitution which provide for a federal system of government with the powers of
judicial review vested in the High Courts an4' the Supreme Cour!.
Bicameral legislature is sine qua non of a federation. In most of the modern
democracies there exist two Houses: In a federal form of government the second
chamber occupies an important position for it protects the interest of the federating
units. For this and other reasons' the Constitution-makers in India opted for a
bicameral legislature' at the Centre.
The two Houses as the constitu'ent parts of Parliament have to function within
•Shri Dharamchand

Jain is a Member of Parliament (Rajya Sabha).
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the areas allotted to them under the Constitution so as to ensure smooth running
of the legislative machinery at the Centre. This presupposes harmony between the
two chambers without precluding any chance of conflict or disagreement. Each
House acts upon the other as a check and a balance. They enjoy equal powers and
perform more or less similar functions except that the Lok Sabha enjoys exclusive
powers in financial matters. There are two areas in which the Rajya Sabha does
not share its powers with the Lok Sabha. Under article 249, Parliament can legislate on any matter in the State List if the Rajya Sabha by a resolution passed by
a majority of not less than two-third members present and voting, declares that it
is necessary or expedient in the national interest to do so: Again under article 312,
Parliament may make laws providing for the creation of one or more all.India
services common to the Centre as well as the States, if the Rajya Sabha similarly
passes a resolution to that effect.
Several means, established by parliamentary practice as also under the Constitution, exist for communication and exchange of views between the two Houses.
The most important is the device of message. When a Bill is passed by one House,
the other House is informed of it through a message. Decision taken by one House
is communicated to the other by using this device. Similarly, when the Rajya
Sabha elects members on the Standing Financial Committees, namely, the Public
Accounts Committee and the Committee on Public Undertakings, which consist of
members of both the Houses enjoying equal status and powers, the fact is transmitted to the other House by a message. The Joint Committees of the Houses on
Bills provide still another opportunity to members of both the Houses to exchange
their views. When the two Houses disagree on a Bill, the device of a joint sitting
has been provided in the Constitution for resolving such difference.
A few words may be added concerning other means of communication between
the two Houses, less open and ostensible than those already described. The representation of Executive Government in both the Houses by Ministers, who have a
common responsibility for the measures and the policy of the State, secures uniformity in the direction of the counsels of these independent bodies. Every public
question is presented to both of them from the same point of view; the judgement
of the Cabinet and the sentiments of the political party which it represents are
.adequately expressed in each House, and a general agreement is thus attained
which no formal communication could bring about. The organisation of parties
also exercises a marked influence upon the relations of the two Houses. When
Ministers are able to command a majority in the Rajya Sabha as well as in the
Lok Sabha, concord is assured. The views of the dominant party are carried out
spontaneously in both Houses, as if they were a single chamber, but when Ministers
enjoying the confidence of the majority of the popular chamber are opposed by a
majority of the Elders, it is not always easy to avert disagreement between them.
The policy approved by one party may be condemned by the other and the minority in the popular chamber naturally looks for the support of the majority in the
Elders' body. Hence the decision of one House can often be contested by the other .
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When this conflict of opinion arises upon a Bill, the procedure which will ensue
has already been mentioned. When such a conflict arises upon a questio~ or policy
or administration the course pursued is, in a great measure, determmed by the
nature and character of the difference in each case.
About the powers and functions of the two Houses, majority of the people
hold a priori ideas. The Rajya Sabha is looked upon as a superficial body protecting vested interests. The two Houses are referred to as the Upper House and the
Lower House. That is an anachronism in terms and is far from correct. These
preconceived notions emanate from what they learnt fr.om the history ~f the s.ec.ond
chambers of some foreign countries. The observatIOns made by Prime MlIllster
Nehru in May 1953, in the Rajya Sabha provide the right perspective for viewing
the relationship between the two Houses and put the question straight beyond any
d~ubt and misconception. This js what Nehru said:
"Under our Constitution, Parliament consists of our two Houses, each
functioning in the allotted sphere laid down in that Constitution. W~ derive
authority from that Constitution sometimes we refer back to the practice and
conventions prevailing in the Houses of Parliament of the United Kingdom and
even refer erroneously to an Upper House and a Lower House. I do not think
that is correct. Nor is it helpful always to refer back to the procedure of the
British Parliament which has grown up in the course of several hundred years
and as a result of conflicts originally with the authority of the King and later
between the Commons and the Lords. We have no such history behind us,
though in making our Constitution we have profite~ b~ the .experience of
others. Our guide must, therefore, be our own Constitution which has clearly
specified the functions of the Council of States and the House of the People.
To call either of these Houses an Upper House or Lower House is not correct.
Each House has full authority:to regulate its own procedure within the limits of
the Constitution. Neither House, by itself, constitutes Parliament. It is the two
Houses together that are the Parliament of India.
.
The successful working of our Constitution, as of any democratic structure,
demands the closest co.operat'ion between the two Houses. They are in fact
parts of the same structure and any lack. of that spi~it of cooperation and
accommodation would lead to, difficultIes and come IIIthe way of the proper
functioning of our Constitution. It is, therefore, peculiarly to be regretted that
any sense of conflict should arise between the two Hous:s. For, those who are
interested in the success of the great experiment in natlOn-bUlldmg that we
have embarked upon, it is a paramount duty to bring abo~t t~is clos: cooperation and respect for each other. There can be n.o c?nstitutlOnal .dl~erences between the two Houses because the final authOrity IS the CO~Stltutl~n
itself. That Constitution treats the two Houses equally, except 10 certam
financial matters which are to be the sole purview of the House of the People.
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In regard to what these are, the Speaker is the final authority.'.j
During a reference to the exception taken in the Lok Sabha on the practice of
discussing first General and Railway Budgets in the Rajya Sabha raised by Shri
Bhupesh Gupta in the Rajya Sabha on the 4th March 1963. Dr. Zakir Husain,
Chairman of the Rajya Sabha, made the following observation:
"There is no superiority or inferiority in anything. We are two different Houses;
we have prescribed functions to perform. There is no question of any House
being superior to the other House. That point is incontrovertible. Then, I
cannot understand why that question was raised there. It might have arisen on
account of a misunderstanding. On account of the special privilege of the Lok
Sabha in the case of Money Bills, they have probably the impression that the
matter should not be discussed here first, which is wrong."2
A review of the relationship between the two Houses during the past 25 years
leads us to the inevitable conclusion that it has been a long sentence of harmony
and concord with small punctuations of disagreement and conflict here and there.
There have been only five occasions when the two Houses did not see eye-to.eye
with each other. First, during the Budget Session of 1953, when C. C. Biswas, then
Law Minister and Leader of the Rajya Sabha, made certain remarks about the
Speaker of the Lok Sabha. Jawaharlal Nehru had to intervene to persuade members of both the Houses to drop the matter. Second, on the demand of the Rajya
Sabha for having its own Public Accounts Committee and Estimates Committee or
in the alternative to have joint committees of both the Houses on the~e matters'
after prolonged lobbying in and outside the Houses a compromise formula wa~
arrived at under which members of the Rajya Sabha were associated with the
Public Accounts Committee enjoying the same status and powers as members of the
Lok Sabha. Since 1954, seven members of the Rajya Sabha are elected annually on
this Committee as full.fledged members. On the same basis since 1964 the Rajya
Sabha has been regularly electing five members and since 1974 seven members, on
the Committee on Public Undertakings. The third occasion arose in 1954, when a
member of the Lok Sabha made certain remarks in a public speech about the Rajya
Sabha as "the Upper House, which is ,supposed to be a body of Elders, seems to be
behaving irresponsibly like a pack of urchins." Questions of privilege were raised
in both the House~. The question as to what procedure should be followed when a
member of one HQuse commits a breach of privilege of the other, was referred by
the Speaker to a'joint sitting of the Committees of Privileges of the two Houses.
The Committees were able to work out an acceptable formula. The fourth occasion
of conflict arose when the two Houses finally disagreed as to the amendments to be
I. R. S. Deb., 6.5.53, cols. 5038-5039.
Z, R, S. Deb., 4.3.63; col. 16,1,
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carried out in the Dowry Prohibition Bill, 1959. The impasse was broken by a joint
sitting of both the Houses on May 6 and 9, 1961,.summoned
by President Rajendra
Prasad under article 108 of the Constitution.
The last occasion of conflict may be
cited as the defeat in the Rajya Sabha by a fraction of a vote of the Constitution
(Twenty-fourth
Amendment)
Bill, 1970, which had earlier been passed by the Lok
Sabha.
The above account should not blur our vision to appreciate the unique constitutional arrangement between the popular House and the dignified House. While
men of great influence and popularity or a student leader may manage to get elected
to the Lok Sabha, great scientists or academicians may not be willing to face the
electoral process. They may not view with equanimity the prospects of defeat at the
hands of a populist or a demagogue. That is why the Constitution has provided for
indirect election to the Rajya Sabha as well as the provision for nomination by the
President of twelve persons having special knowledge or experience in the fields of
art, literature, science or social service, in order to ensure constant injecting in of
men of wisdom and learning.
The composition of the Rajya Sabha is unlike the Canadian Senate, the House
of Lords in U.K., the American and Australian Senates. It is neither a hereditary
body nor a body of life members; neither having equal representation
of the federating units nor as powerful as the American Senate. Our Constitution-makers
gained
from the experience of others and in providing for the mechanism for regulating
the relationship between these two independent bodies they were careful enough to
ensure that the relationship remained harmonious throughout.
This scheme is sui
generis sine dubio.
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A Political Miracle

K. L. N. PRASAD*
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~either life nor institutions strictly conform to theory. Where it happens, life loses
Its values and systems their validity. This is a point that is often missed by social
and political scientists. In their zeal to frame rules, to forge systems, to formulate
theories, they forget that life as well as inslitutions
that have a bearing on life have
a mind of their own, a ~ill of their own, and they tend to transgress rules, to defy
systems and baffle theOrIes.
The truth of these general. observations is largely borne out by the first twentyfive years of the hfe of our RaJYa Sabha. When it was first constituted
many were
the doubts expressed about its usefulness. Apart from being of little or no use it
might prove, said some political pundits, a hindrance for the smooth and effective
working of our national legislature. What they particularly feared were constant
bickerings between both the Houses of Parliament about their respective rights and
privileges and their dignity and honour. On these and other scores, all the gloomy
forebodings have turned out to be either exaggerated or wrong.
One of the early writers on our Parliament is W. H. Morris-Jones.
A product
of the famous London School of Economics, his contacts with India were many.
'Shri K. L. N Prasad is a Memher of Parliament (Rajya Sabha).
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harmony, of mutual respect, is steadily growing. Indeed, it may be said that no
two chambers of any parliamentary
body anywhere in the world are functioning
as
amicably and as effectively as our Rajya Sabha and Lok Sabha.
On a close analysis it will be found that this happy development,
despite the
gloomy forebodings of Morris-Jones,
is primarily due to the following factors:
(I)

Our first three Prime Ministers have proved themselves to be highly
skilled in handling even the most difficult situations with supreme self.
confidence and superb adroitness.
(2) The Presiding Officers of both the Houses have done and are doing every.
thing within their power to avoid crisis between the Houses, and when
they occur, to tide over them without lowering in anyway their own
prestige or the prestige of the House over which they preside.
(3) The members of both the Houses, in spite of occasional
irritations, are
showing a high sense of responsibility
not only to their Houses but to the
nation and the peoplt'.
(4) In its class complexion the Rajya Sabha is not radically different from the
Lok Sabha. In this particular matter it has no resemblance
whatsoever to
the House of Lords.
Owing to these and other favourable factors, the history of the working of the
Rajya Sabha during the first twenty-five years of its life, and the history of its
relations with the Lok Sabha, has been a shining one. We may be sure that MorrisJones would be one of the very first to accept this fact. Writing about ten years
after the publication of his book, Parliament in India, he admitted readily that what
happened in India in the interval was, indeed, a "political
miracle".
In a paper
which he published in 1966 (It is included as Chapter III in the cooperative study
entitled: Aspects of Democratic GOl'ernment and Politics in India) he wrote:
"It has become customary to adopt highly sceptical views on Indian developments, Indians themselves are very good at this and outside observers are often
doing no more than catching the mood of their Indian informants, The position
is now reached where failure to share such attitudes is taken as the mark, in an
Indian, of some kind of government public relations man and, in an outsider,
of a misguided sentimentalist. The question to be raised here is whether senti.
mentalism is not to be found in larger doses among those who pretend to be
the realists. The economic sector is the most popular point of attack: unrealistic
planning, sluggish agriculture, disappointments
in industry. The social scene is
also held to be appropriately
regarded in similarly gloomy manner; the main.
tenance of glaring inequalities, the persistence of social injustice, the increasing
prevalence of corruption. By contagion, the political system receives the same
hostile inspection and is then revealed as composed of administrative chaos
resting on a base of fragmenting factionalism. and unprincipled bossism,"
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.
This is a ~ery important piece of writing,. and though it is about ten years old,
It has not lost Its relevance. The unthinking critics of our institutions and their
function.ing, of our plans of development and their achievements, should do well
to read It. It will enable them to realise that the "political miracle" in India to
which Morris-Jones paid such a glowing tribute a dozen years ago is still there in
a larger measure, shining more brightly, and beckoning us to a glorious future.

January 15,1977
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Relationship between the Two Houses

S. L. SHAKDHER*

The President and the two Houses-the
Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabhaconstitute the Parliament of India. In a federal set-up usually while the people are
represented in one House, the States are given due representation in the other
House. The federal framework may be the result of joining independent States
together as in U.S.A. and Australia, for instance; or as in the case of India, it
may be a deliberate choice as a constitutional arrangement for the governance of a
big country. The Constituent Assembly after due deliberation decided to have two
Houses and carefully set out in the Constitution the composition, role, powers and
functions of each House. It is profitless to ask, argue or determine which House is
superior and which House has more or less powers. In different countries different
. systems have evolved over the years. For example, the Senate of U.S.A. enjoys
some unusual powers which are not vested in the counter-part Houses in other
countries. Or the Senate of Australia has co-equal powers in the matter of budget
and finance with the House of Representatives which is not the case in most
countries.
'Shri S. L. Shakdher is the Secretar)'-General

of the Lok Sabha.
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In India, the relations between the two Houses-the
Lok Sabha and the Rajya
Sabha-are
clearly laid down in the Constitution, Rules of Procedure and Conduct
of Business of each House and the rules relating to the joint sittings of the Houses
and communications
between them. In addition, conventions
and practices have
grown up in respect of a host of other matters of major and minor details.
To begin with, the location of the chambers of the Houses is in the same buil.
ding. In most countries, there are separate buildings for them or even in the same
building each House h:lS clearly demarcated area. The advantage of the proximity
of the two chambers leads to closeness between members of both the Houses. In
our Parliament House, Central Hall is a unique place. The two chambers radiate at
its two ends and members of both the Houses congregate there when they are not
otherwise busy in their respective chambers.
They meet not only members of their
parties but those of other parties and the Ministers, as well, so that important discussions and consultations
on matters of parliamentary
business and political
importance are conducted without notice, agenda or any formality over cups of tea
and coffee. Opinions are quickly gathered, formed and communicated to ihe respective authorities or persons concerned and the temper of Parliament sized up.
Members in both the Houses are organised in political parties on similar lines
and form part of the parliamentary
party as a whole. The Congress Party which
has been the party in power since the Constitution came into being, draws members
from both the Houses and functions as a composite
party. The members of the
party belonging to both the Houses elect a leader who in turn assumes the office or
Prime Minister. Similarly the opposition parties are also formed from members of
both the Houses and they work in unison, though for working purposes each party
has a separate Leader in each House and parly organisation,
for example, the
Deputy Leader, Whip and the Secretary. The Constitution provides that the Ministers, who belong to one House, can speak and take part in the proceedings of the
other House. The facility that the Ministers can go from one House to the other
and explain Government
policies in person makes for smooth working of the
Government and the Constitution
in both Houses. The roles of the two Houses are
complementary,
although each House is master of its own procedure
and its own
privileges and is free in all respects of the other House. Yet, by a system of procedures, in which both Houses have concurred or by conventions, which are acceptable to both Houses they join together in Joint Committees on Bills. If a BiII is introduced in one House and is proposed to be sent to a Joint Committee
of both the
Houses, the two Houses agree on a motion passed in both the Houses to constitute a Joint Committee. By c0:lvention, the proportion of the number of members
between the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha is two to one. The House which
initiates the motion for a Joint Committee provides the Chairman of the Committee
which in turn works under the ultimate control of the Presiding OIficer of that
House and receives secretarial assistance from that House. The members, while
they sit in the Joint Committee, enjoy equal rights, The Report of the Joint Com-
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mittee is presented to the House which initiates the Joint Committee and is laid on
the Table of the other House simultaneously.
In financial matters, though the powers of the Lok Sabha are supreme, yet by
conventions
the budget is laid on the Table of the Rajya Sabha on the same day
and at the same time as it is presented to the Lok Sabha. Similarly, members of
Rajya Sabha are associated with the Committee on Public Undertakings
and the
Public Accounts Committee which are set up by the Lok Sabha. So far the members on these Committees have worked as full-fledged members and there has never
been any conflict between members on these Committees.
The Chairman of the Rajya Sabha who is also the Vice.President of the Union
is elected by members of both the Houses.
The Constitution
does not envisage any breakdown between the two Houses,
rather the provisions
of the Constitution,
rules of procedures and conventions all
point to harmony between the two Houses and resolution of all difficulties that
may arise. Even the subjects which come up for discussion are similar in both the
Houses. Sometime they may even be discussed in both the Houses on the same
day. If by any chance or will, there is any disagreement on a Bill, the Constitution
provides that there will be a joint sitting of both the Houses to iron out the differences on the Bill. The rules of procedures and conventions turn such a joint sitting
into one composite House presided over by the Speaker of the Lok Sabha, quorum
being I/lOth of the total membership of all the members of both the Houses, ea..:h
member being given opportunity
to speak and to vote as if he was a member of
one House. This submerges the differences between the two Houses and makes for
solution of difficult procedural matters based on membership of the Parliament
as
a whole. One such joint sitting took place when there was disagreement between
the two Houses on the Dowry Bill in 1959.
The above analysis will show that both the Houses of our Parliament are in
some senseori.e grand House sitting in two places. Care is, however, taken that as
far as possible the same Minister is not required to appear on the same day at the
same time at both the places. Further, each House is given due respect. Debates in
one House are not referred to in the other House in the same session, and members of one House are not criticised in the other House. There is mutual regard
and respect and recognition of the independence of each House.
Messages from one House to the other are given due consideration
by the
receiving House which deals with them with utmost care and urgency that they
deserve and communicates
its reaction promptly to the originating House.
There are some powers which belong to one or the other House exclusively.
For example, the Council of Ministers is collectively responsible to the Lok Sabha
only while the Rajya Sabha can by a resolution passed by a special majority declare
that the Union may legislate on any of the subjects enumerated in the State List or
create an all-India
service. The Rajya Sabha has in fact exercised the power to
create Indian Service of Engineers, the Indian Forest Service, the Indian Medical
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and Health Service, the Indian Agricultural Service and the Indian Educational
Service.
Inter-relationship between the two Houses has not reached the saturation
point. It has been evolving and is elastic enough to provide for further evolution
in the future. Nevertheless, it has taken some time to bring the relation between
the two Houses on the basis of smooth and harmonious working which we see today. In the initial years, there were some incidents, which led to some bad blood
between the Houses.
In 1953, there was an incident which related to the question of certification by
the Speaker of a Bill as a Money Bill. Later this came to be known as 'Ie affaire
Biswas'. The Speaker had certified the Indian Income Tax (Amendment) Bill, 1952
as reported by the Select Committee, ns a Money Bill. When the Bill was transmitted to the Rajya Sabha and taken up for consideration in the House on April 29,
1953, a point was raised whether it was a Money Bill. The Rajya Sabha contended
that it was within the competence of that House to refer it back to the Speaker
and to enquire under what circumstances thi, Bill had been certified as a Money
Bill. Agrecing with this view, the then Law Minister, Shri C. C. Biswas, who was
also the Leader of the Rajya Sabha, allowed himself to say that, according to the
information available, the Bill had been treated probably "by the Secretariat of the
other House, as a Money Bill and placed before the Speaker as such ... and the
Speaker appended a certificate because the Constitution requires that when the
Bill is transmitted to the Rajya Sabha, it shall be accompanied by a certificate by
the Speaker". The Law Minister suggested that it might be found out whether the
certificate was given as a matter of form or it was given on any question raised
that it was not a Money Bill. When these remarks of the Law Minister appeared in
the Press the next day, exceptions were taken to them on the floor of the Lok Sabha
where they were described 'thoroughly unjustifiable and inconsistent with the dignity of the Speaker'. The Chair observed that the matter might be brought up for
discussion the next day when the Law Minister would be present in the House. On
the following day a message from the Chairman of the Rajya Sabha was read out,
which assured Lok Sabha that "it was "nobody's intention, least of all that of the
Leader of the Rajya Sabha, to cast aspersions on the integrity and impartiality of
the Speaker". The message further said that the Rajya Sabha was anxious to do
its best to observe the dignity of the Speaker, and respect the privileges of the Lok
Sabha as it expected that the Lok Sabha would protect the interests and the privileges of the Rajya Sabha. The Law Minister associated himself with ,these remarks
and the Chair suggested that further discussio n on the matter was perhaps not
called for. The Lok Sabha was however in no mood to drop the matter since in the
meanwhile it had learnt that the Rajya Sabha had passed a resolution that the
Leader of the Rajya Sabha should not present himself in any capacity whatsoever
in the Lok Sabha. The propriety of this resolution was called in question in the
context of the Minister's clear responsibility to the Lok Sabha. As this incident
threatened to cause rupture in the functioning of Parliament and create bitternes~
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in the working of the two Houses, Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, later made
a statement explaining the whole position. He inter alia observed, "It is now clear
and beyond possibility of dispute that the Speaker's authority is final in declaring
that a Bill is a Money Bill, and when the Speaker gives a certificate to this effect
this cannot be challenged. The Speaker has no obligation to consult anyone in
coming to a decision or in giving his certificate."
It is interesting to note in this connection that before Speaker Mavalankar
gave the certificate that the Indian Income Tax Bill was a Monev Bill, he had
informnlly consulted the La\}' Ministry although he was under no obligation to do
so and the Law Ministry had in fact advised that the Bill was a Money Bill. It
appeared that the Law Minister had not consulted his Ministry before making his
remarks in the Rajya Sabha, and did not subsequently revise his attitude either on
fact or legal interpretation of the relevant provisions of the Constitution. It was
this approach of the Law Minister which led to the hardening of the attitude of
the Rajya Sabha and the bitter feeling of resentment in the Lok Sabha.
Another instance where relation between the two Houses became sour was
when the Rajya Sabha desired to have either its own Estimates and Public Accounts
Committees or demanded membership of their members in these two committees
of Lok Sabha. Upon proposals for a Joint Committee on Public Accounts
being received in the Lok Snbha in January 1953, the Public Accounts Committee
passed a resolution on February 23, 1953 declaring its opinion that a Joint Committee or a separate Committee of the Rajya Sabha on the subject would be against
the powers of the Lok Sabha in the matters of finance and accounts. The Rules
Committee of Lok Sabha, which also went into this matter, took the view that
since Lok Sabha had special responsibilities in financial matters, it could not share
them with anyone else. The Rules Committee pointed out that the most that the
Rajya Sabha could do was to set up an ad-hoc committee and not a Public
Accounts Committee to guide them in their discussions on financial matters. There
was a deadlock, but discussions went on behind the scene as there was
eagerness in the members of both the Houses to find a solution, which was acceptable to both the Houses in the context of the constitutional provisions to preserve
the supremacy of the Lok Sabha in financial matters and at the same time to provide for opportunities to the members of the Rajya Sabha to give their counsel in
financial matters. Ultimately it was decided that if the Lok Sabha passed an annual
resolution of its own will to seek the association of the members of the Rajya
Sabha with the Public Accounts Committee of the Lok Sabha, both the" objectives
might be realised. Thus such a motion was passed for the first time in December
1953 by the Lok Sabha and the members of the Rajya Sabha came to be associated
with the Public Accounts Committee as from May 1954. Since then, the Lok
Sabha passes such a resolution every year and the Rajya Sabha nominates its members on the Public Accounts Committee. A similar solution was later adopted in
regard to the association of the members of the Rajya Sabha on the Committee on
Public Undertakings.
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The advantage of such a procedure is that it is a voluntary act by the Lok
Sabha and the Lok Sabha can at any time put an end to it, if it chooses to do so.
For the present the system h:lS worked smoothly all these years and there is every
likelihood that it is going to be a permanent feature of our working.
The third incident, which also occurred during the term of the First Lok
Sabha, related to the privileges of the respective Houses. On May 12, 1954,Shri
N. C. Chatterjee, member of the Lok Sabha, sought to raise a question of privi.
lege over the letter he had received from the Secretary of the Rajya Sabha. It was
stated in the letter that in a public speech delivered by him as President of the All.
India Hindu Maha Sabha two days earlier, Shri' Chatterjee had cast certain reflec.
tions on the proceedings of the Rajya Sabha which had formed the subject-matter
of a question of privilege in the Rajya Sabha. Shri Chatterjee was asked to intimate whether the statement attributed to him had been correctly reported by the
newspapers to enable the Chairman of the Rajya Sabha to proceed further in the
matter. In raising the question of privilege in the Lok Sabha, Shri Ch1tterjee contended that the members of the Lok Sabha were amenable ,to the jurisdiction of
the Lok Sabha only and the Rajya Sabha had no power to issue a writ to a memo
ber of the Lok Sabha for an alleged breach of its privilege. When the discussion
was going on in the Lok Sabha on the question whether Shri Chatterjee should
submit to the Rajya Sabha or not, Prime Minister Nehru intervened to say
that Shri Chatterjee should in keeping with the dignity of the Rajya Sabha and its
Chairman, send a reply to him, but Speaker Mavalankar disagreed with the contention of the Prime Minister and said that submission of any statement to the
Chairman of the Rajya Sabha by a member of the Lok Sabha would lead to the
submission of Lok Sabha to the jurisdiction of th~ Rajya Sabha and he thought
that the matter was too important to be disposed of summarily like that. After
some discussion in the House, Speaker Mavalankar suggested that the Privileges
Committees of both the Houses might meet together to examine the procedure that
should be followed in cases where a breach of privilege had been alleged to have
been committed by a member of one House against the other House. Prime Minister Nehru agreed with this suggestion and the Privileges Committees of both the
Houses sat together and after considering all the aspects of the matter recommended as follows:
When a question of breach of privilege is raised in any House in ~hich a
member, officer or servant of the other House is involved; the Presiding Officer
shall refer the case to the Presiding Officer of the other House, unless on
hearing the member who raises the question or perusing any document. where
the complaint is based on a document. he is satisfied that no breach of
privilege has been committed or the matter is too trivial to be taken notice of,
in which case he may disallow the motion for br~ach of privilege.
Upon the case being so referred, the Presiding Officer of the other House
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shall deal with the matter in same way as if it were a case of breach of privilege of that House or of a member thereof.
The Presiding Officer shall thereafter communicate to the Presiding Officer
of the House where the question of privilege was originally raised a report
about the enquiry, if any, and the action taken on the reference.
If the offending member, officer or servant tendered an apology to the
Presiding Officer of the House in which the question of privilrge was raised
or the Presiding Officer of the other House to which the reference was made
no further action in the matter might be taken.
'
This procedure is now well established and has saved many awkward situations
between the two Houses. The principles of these recommendations have been
further extended by resolutions between Parliament and State Legislatures where a
member of the State Legislature is involved in a breach of privilege of Parliament
or vice versa. This has led to smooth and harmonious working of all the State
Legislatures and tbe Parliament and eliminated any conflicts and bickerings
amongst the various Houses. '
The hard feelings which arose in those early days between the two Houses are
no more, noW, but the strong positions which were then held by either House led
to sound and stable relationship and efficient working of Parliament. These principles of smooth and cooperative working between the two Houses have since been
extended to the Cominittee on Offices of Profit, the Railway Convention Committee and the Committee on Welfare of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes;
committees on the detailed examination of the draft Five Year Plans and Committee on Salaries and Allowances of Members of Parliament. Further, where there
are separate committees of each House on same subjects, there is joint consultation
between the Chairmen of the two Committees, for example, in the case of House
Committees, the Chairmen of the two Committees meet oftener to discuss suggestions relating to accommodation and other amenities which are of common interest
to members of both the It0uses. Similarly, the Library. Research and Reference
Documentation and Information Service caters for the library, research and infor~
mation needs of members, of both the Houses and the Library Committee has
members from both the Houses.
The Secretariats '6[.the two Houses, although separate legally and constitutionally, work in unison and complete harmony which in turn leads to the efficient and
smooth working of the, Houses. Even though the two Secretariats have separate
staffs, there are:~~rtain common services which have got to be looked after and
coordinated by' a, common agency, for instance, security of Parliament House
Estate cannot "be~ivided. Therefore, there is a common Watch and Ward Officer,
who has two separate staffs in both the Houses under him. The Watch and Ward
Officer has the ov~rall control of security arrangements and functions under the
directions of both the Secretaries-General.
The two Secretaries-General meet often and discuss all parliamentary matters
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of common interest in order that there is coordination and furthering of the interests of both the Houses. They keep in touch with the procedures of the Houses
and evolve, as far as possible, a common approach to the various parliamentary
matters. They also discuss administrative and staff matters so that there is cooperation between the two Secretariats and common standards are observed and
improved upon.
The constitution of a common Pay Committee of Parliament in August 1973
to go into the pay structure and other matters relating to the officers and staff of
the Rajya Sabha and the Lok Sabha Secretariats was a big step forward in the
growing cooperation between the two Houses of Parliament and their Secretariats.
This Committee headed by Shri R. K. Sinha, Chairman of the Estimates Committee, had on it, besides the Minister of Finance, Shri Y. B. Chavan and the
Minister of Parliamentary Affairs, Shri K. Raghuramiah, members from both the
Houses as also the Secretaries-General of Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha. As a result
of the recommendations of this Committee, the Secretariats of the two Houses have
now been reorganised on a functional basis, following a practically identical organisational pattern. The two Secretariats thus have identical Services and posts with
identical designations and time-scales.
The Pay Committee also suggested a Standing Board of the Secretaries-General
of the two Houses to evolve rules, procedures, pattern and common norms of the
work-load for the various categories of staff in the two Secretariats from time to
time, as also joint recruitment to common categories of posts in the two Secretariats
for which direct recruitment was provided. Following this recommendation, combined recruitment tests and interviews are now held and panels drawn up on the
basis of which appointments are made in the two Secretariats.
Shri Jawaharlal Nehru said that the successful working of our Constitution, as
of any democratic structure, demanded the closest cooperation between the two
Houses. I think our Parliament has lived up to this ideal and both the Houses are
cooperating in the service of the nation to bring about l:>ettereconomic and social
conditions in the country. Both the Houses have identity of purpose and they do
their best by debates, arguments, discussions and cooperation to fulfil the ideals
enunciated in the Constitution.
r-
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First Rajya Sabha and its Leading Luminaries

SUMITRA

G. KULKARNI*

The first session of the Rajya Sabha was convened in May 1952. There were 216
members including 12 nominated members. Even though there was theconstitutiona I provision to retire o.ne-third of the members every two years, there was a problem as to how to start thiS process. A very charming via-media was devised. Before
the Rajya Sabha met i'1 a formal session, members agreed to submit themselves to
the vagaries of lots :and it was decided that in 1954,72 members would retire as
per the results of the draw, and another 72 in 1956. Onward, of course, it was a
straightforward course. Thus, in the early days of the Rajya Sabha there was a
peculiar e~thusias.~ and a remar~able dedication. It was during these early years
that the high traditions of the RaJya Sabha were laid down and every member was
conscious of his duty and his responsibility in helping develop this young House of
Elders. It did not matter who belonged to which party and who sat where and which
side of the House he belonged. What mattered was who he was and what expertise
he brought to the House: What did he have to say and how did he say it. These
were the criteria for judging the effectiveness of a member. The partisan feeling was
more or less absent and people expressed their views cordially and sincerely and in
'~hrimali
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a constructive way, with a view to help and guide'the Government.
Another important tradition that was set up was that the bitterness and the
criticism given or taken on the floor of the House was never allowed to vitiate the
outside life. The moment the speech and reply were over, the Lobby was a place of
warm friendliness in which all the heat of the past moments was forgotten and
members talked and mixed with ease of long comaraderie of people who had fought
shoulder to shoulder and suffered agony and risks of long drawn out struggle for
the freedom of their country and who were intent upon the regeneration of their
nation.
As I go through the list of names of members of the first Rajya Sabha I find
in it galaxy of stalwarts and any attempt to write about them or to understand and
analyse their work, would be a major research project in itself. This is not the
occasion for it, nor is there time for such an attempt. I have merely tried to pick a
few leading personalities who were in this Rajya Sabha and who lent dignity and
charm to its sessions and brought erudition and knowledge to its proceedings.
Dr. Radhakrishnan was the first Chairman of the Rajya Sabha. Besides being
a great philosopher and outstanding scholar he was a great patriarch of the Rajya
Sabha. Those of us who have been students of Banaras Hindu University know him
as a brilliant Vice-Chancellor. He probably ruled the Rajya Sabha with the same
efficiency and effectiveness as he did the University and brought glory to both.
He was a firm and forthright Chairman. During his period the Question Hour
was most lively. He had a photogenic memory and knew every member personally.
He was the only Chairman who addressed a member by his first name without
bothering to prefix it with Mister or Shri and every member obc}ed him implicitly
and promptly. He never allowed rambling questions and if a member, and for that
matter a Minister, was found fumbling for expression he cut them short "nd helped
them pin point the question or the reply. The remarkable thing was that members
never objected to his admonitions and admired his ability to focus on the issues so
well. Dr. Radhakrishnan was a world renowned orator and always spoke extempore
on any subject. The obituary references by him were fine pieces of eloquence. His
rulings were also almost al ways on t,he spur of the moment and correct. Rarely he
needed to postpone a ruling for furtbet 9onsideration. If he was stern in the Rajya
Sabha he was also very affectionate' and warm in his dealings with the members.
For him none was small or big or important or unimportant. He had close relationship with all and members took their politi~al and personal problems to him, and
he adVIsed them in a detached and philosophical way. Even Prime Minister Nehru
often sought his counsel. His rapport with the members was unique and when he
was elected President of India members missed him and felt that the Question Hour
had lost its sparkle.
Just as the Chairman was a distinguished philosopher, the Rajya Sabha of 1952
had constitutional experts like Dr. Ambedkar and Shri Alladi Krishnaswami.
Dr. Ambedkar was a genius and an excellent speaker, with a sonorous voice and
~he members bad a great respect for him. Dr. Ambedkar had just tben completed
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drafting and piloting the Constitution through the Constituent Assemblv. His vie.vs
o nconstitutionll or legal matters were greatly valued. In the Central Hall he used to
regale the members with his anecdotes and kept them spellbound by his brilliance.
~e was also a very generous person and his house was a permanent residence for
mnumerable young and hard working but poor students from alI over India. Simi.
I~rly, .Alladi Krishna~wami was an old veteran lawyer and members looked upon
him WIthgreat awe. HIS very name conjured up a feeling of a great authority on
the Constitution.
Dr. R~maswami Mudaliar was slightly different but no less in his stature. He
was a typIcal product of the British Rule and was a member of the Viceroy's
Executive Council. E~en in the hottest summer and at the height of the sultry monSOo? months of Del~1 he used to be dressed in heavy woollen three-piece suit, with
a stIff c~lIar an.d Ii tIe..He spoke rarely and had rather archaic views, on matters
economIc or mdustTlal and did not believe in any type of socialism. But he had a
great art of presentation and marshalled his facts well and the members heard his
differing points of view with respect. Whenever he attended Rajya Sabha he sat
through fro~ the. first hour to the last moment of the day' when it adjourned. It
appears he did thIS when he was a member of the Viceroy's Executive Council also
and tbis gave him a great insight in almost every subject and that created a tremendous impact even on the Viceroy of tbe day.
Along with these giants from the South was Sbri G~palaswami Ayyangar. He
was. the finest exam~le of Provincial Civil Service and'before being a member of
ParlIament was tbe Dlwan of Kashmir. He was the first Leader of the House. He
had a very meek ~nd mild personality and got up in his cllair very quietly. But once
he started speakl?g, members were electrified. He was known for his clarity of
thoughts and breVIty of expression. He represented India's case on Kashmir at tbe
United Natio?s and. even today.that s?eech is considere1 a classic. Even though a
very non-martial lookmg personalIty he neld the Defence portfolio and had such
gri~ on. his M!nistry that the top brass of the Army, Navy and the Air Force, wit:
theIr shmy UnIforms and chest.full of medals gave him unstinted respect and full
support.
Anotber gem whose name irresistibly attracts our attention is that of Pandit
Hridaya Nath Kunzru. Today he is the grand old man of the Indian parliamentar
system, In fact he can be described as parliamentarian incarnate. He had 30 yea/s
co~tinuous legislative experience before he became a member of the Rajya Sabha
whIch none. else could .claim. He is a versatile genius and on almost any subject h~
could contrIbute effectIvely. But foreign affairs and econqmic matters were his forte
and the Railways his pet subject. The Government experts and officers and Minis:
ters and even Prime Minister Ne~ru all acknowledged the depth ofhi& knowledge. In
fa,ct the Government officers were asked to brief 'Panditji' on important issues s
th\lt either ?i.s valuable support could be obtained or his knowledgeable criticis;
could be anticIpated. Kunzru was the same age as Nehru a'nd they addressed each
other in friendly familiar style. But on tbe floor of the House Kunzru did not spare
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Nehru and invariably there followed an angry rub and clash. The members enjoyed
to witness the giants grappling but the moment they came out in the lobby the heat
and the anger of the past moments vanished and they were friends as usual. This
was a rare spirit of sportsmanship in the Rajya Sabha of those days-the acrimony
of the deb:ltes subsided in the House itself and outside there was a perfect cordiality
and Kunzru and Nehru were the best specimen of this spirit.
Kunzru had poor eyesight and had to read his notes very close to his eyes. This
naturally detracted from !lis style but notwithstanding this the Chair and the members eagerly heard him because he always had some very concrete and pragmatic
suggestions for the treasury benches. Though he delighted in putting the Cabinet
Ministers on the mat he never went after any junior Ministers. He was ever polite
!lnd observed the fullest decorum due to a member of the Council of Ministers; no
matter how junior he might be. This again is one of the courteous traditions of
Parliament which was started in those early days.
Alongside Kunzru was Acharya Narendra Deva also from Uttar Pradesh. He
was an original thinker and a great exponent of socialism. He lived socialism in
real spirit. His speeches were naturally partisan. But the members held him in great
respect for his character and personality. He was a natural leader of men and had
fought in the freedom struggle. Communists hated him though it never bothered
him. He was a scholar of Buddhist theology and was a master of several languages
like Sanskrit, Persian, Urdu, Hindi, English, Pali and Prakrit. He was an eloquent
speaker both in English and Hindi.
Besides these stalwarts there were a few new, comparatively young and unknown, but very intelligent and sharp members. Amongst them was C. G. K. Reddy
from Andhra Pradesh. He was a born parliamentarian and a forthright speaker.
Because of his flare for parliamentary affairs he was made Deputy Leader of the
Socialist Party in the House. Virtually he was the Leader as Acharya Narendra
Deva, the recognised Leader, rarely spoke and left the active work to him. 'CGK'
had a knack of provoking and baiting Prime Minister Nehru who was sure to hit
back in his replies and that gave great publicity to 'CGK'. His career as a promising
parliamentarian was cut short because first he was knocked out in the lots and then
he lost the fe-election by a fraction of a vote.
Another young person who made his mark from the first day is Bhupesh
Gupta who is celebrating the silver jubilee of his membership along with the Rajya
Sabha. [n fact today he is an integral part of the House. He is a gifted speaker with
a unique sense of repartee. He is one of the most alert brains that I know of.
Nothing escapes his notice and he is sure to make capital out of it on the floor of
the House. He can speak extempore for hours. Bhupesh is a bachelor and a master
of the English language. He can spin a pun readily and is an irrepressible member.
The legend has it that the only person who could command Bhupesh was
Dr. Radhakrishnan.
Sardar Swaran Singh is another member of those days. He was then the Minister of Works and Housing. He has always been known for his unassuming manners
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He was a keen protagonist of Hindi and exhorted members to use the national
language
He was famous for his pan (betel. leaf ). Banarsi Das Chaturvedi, the
doyen of Hindi literature,
was the editor of Vishal Bharat and an esteemed
member and even today he is a great writer. Ramdhari Singh Dinkar though junior,
was even then considered a great Hindi poet. He was a great institution
in the
Central Hall. He was a powerful speaker in Hindi.
Along with them though not quite like them was Dr. Raghuvira.
He was a
great Sanskrit scholar and tried to sanskritise Hindi and that probably alienated
many States from adopting Hindi. The importance of his contribution
in finding a
Hindi word for every word in other languages is being realised with the passage of
time.
Kakasaheb Kalelkar, who is today 93 years old, was also a member of the
Rajya Sabha at the time of its initial constitution.
He was a great Gandhian philosopher and a veteran traveller. He has been a prolific writer in Gujarati, Marathi and
Hindi. He was one of the finest teachers in the tradition of ancient sages and a
hillhly respected person in both the Houses.
Besides these very famous names. there were others who might have slipped
from our memory but were masters in their fields. One such name is of Nanabhai
Bhatt from Gujarat,
a great educationist,
who started a Rural University in
Sauraiihtra and it is doing very well. He wrote Innumerable
books, especially on
each famous character of Ramayana and Mahabharata.
He was a social worker
and educationist
who brought changes In the rural life by the recital of ancient
epics before villagers. As early as 1935 he was sent by the then Bhavnagar
State to
Japan to study the education system there.
Prof. Malkani, a Congress leader from Sind, and a Professor of English along
with Acharya 1. B. (Dada) Kripalani in Muzaffarpur
College was also a member
of the Rajya Sabha. He is very humane and very frugal in habits and practises true
Gandhian austerity.
He took keen interest in the Rajya Sabha and led a parliamentary delegation to survey the damage done by floods in Bihar.
Last but not the least is the name of Dr. Hardikar, who no one can afford to
forget. He was a great youth organiser. It was he who founded the Congress Sevadal, an excellent organisation of volunteers. He was a veteran social worker and
always wore a blue half pant and a white shirt, uniform of Sevadal. As early as
1917-21, he was the Secretary of the Home Rule League of America and Managing
Editor of Young India in New York.
Such were the leading luminaries of the first Rajya Sabha of 1952. It had outstanding men from all walks of life. These veterans laid the traditions and nurtured
the Rajya Sabha in its pioneering days in a way that today it has flowered into a
fine institution
of great value and usefulness and quite an effective instrument of
parliamentary
democracy .•
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VAtVENGA*

The concept of Union territories was introduced
in the Constitution
of India by
the Constitution (Seventh Amendment) Act, 1956. This Act made numero~s ~mendments in the Constitution in order to implement the scheme of reorgaDlsatt.on. of
the States. By section 2 of the above Act, the First Schedule to the Constt.tutlon
was substituted by a new Schedule which inter alia provided for the formatIon of
the following six Union territories:
(I) Delhi
(2) Himachal Pradesh
(3) Manipur
(4) Tripura
(5) The Andaman and Nicobar Islands
(6) The Laccadive. Minicoy and Amindivi Islands
(renamed as "Lakshadweep"
on November I, 1973)

.Shri Vaivenga is the Speaker of the Mizoram Legislative Assembly.

have been formed:

(I) . Dadra and Nagar Haveli
(w.e.f. 11.8.1961)

By the Constitution
Act, 1961

(2)

Goa, Daman and Diu
(w.e.f.20.12.1961)

By the Constitution
ment) Act, 1962

(3)

Pondicherry
(w.e.f. 16.8.1962)

By the Constitution (Fourteenth
ment) Act, 1962

(4)

Chandigarh
(w.e.f. 1.11.1966)

By the Punjab Reorganisation

(5)

Mizoram
(w.e.f. 21.1.1972)
Arunachal Pradesh
(w.e.r. 21.1.1972)

(6)
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(Tenth Amendment)

(Twelfth Amend.

Amend.

Act, 1966

1
L

r

J

By the North.Eastern
sation) Act, 1971

Areas

(Reorgani-

By the State of Himachal Pradesh Act, 1970, Himachal Pradesh became a
full-fledged State and ceased to be a Union territory with effect from January 25,
1971. Similarly, by the North. Eastern Areas (Reorganisation)
Act, 1971, Manipur
and Tripura also became full-fledged States and ceased to be Union territories with
effect from January 21,1972. Thus, at present, there are nine Union territories
within the Indian Union.
Under article 80 of the Constitution,
the Rajya Sabha shall consist of 12
members to be nominated by the President and not more than 238 representatives
of the States and of the Union territories. It is provided that the representatives
of
each State in the Rajya Sabha shall be elected by the elected members of the Legis'1ative Assembly of the State in accordance with the system of proportional representation by means of the single transferable vote and the representatives of the Union
territories shall be chosen in such manner as Parliament may by law prescribe.
The manner of election of representatives
of the Union territories to the Rajya
Sabha has been prescribed in the Representation
of the People Act, 1950 Section
27 A of this Act provides for constitution of electoral colleges for the filling of seats
in the Rajya Sabha allotted to the Union territories.
It is provided that the electoral college for the Union territory of Delhi shall consist of the elected members of
the Metropolitan
Council constituted for that territory under the Delhi Administration Act, 1966. The electoral college for the Union territories
of Pondicherry,
Mizoram and Arunachal
Pradesh shall consist of the elected, members of the
Legislative Assembly constituted under the Government of Union Territories Act,
1963.
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At present, the representation of the Union territories in the Rajya Sabha,
as prescribed in the Fourth Schedule to the Constitution, is as follows:
Name of Union territory
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Delhi
Pond icherry
Mizoram
Arunachal Pradesh

No. of seats allotted in
the Rojyo Sabha
3
I
I
I

The remaining Union territories, namely, (0) tbe Andaman and Nicobar
Islands; (b) Lakshadweep; (c) Dadra and Nagar Haveli; (d) Goa, Daman and Diu
and (e) Chandigarh, have no re'presentatives in the Rajya Sabha. Out of these five
Union territories,. Goa, Daman and Diu has a Legislative Assembly constituted
under the Government of Union Territories Act, 1963. On the analogy of Pondi.
cherry, Mizoram and Arunachal Pradesh which have Legislative Assemblies constituted under the above Act and have also representation in the Rajya Sabha, it is
worthwhile considering whether Goa, Daman and Diu could also be placed on the
same footing. For the Union territories of Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Laksha.
dweep, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, and Chandigarh, I feel that, although the population of these territories is small, some means could be found so that the voice of
tbe people from these regions does not go unheard in the Rajya Sabha in tbe ~ourse
of deliberations in ibis august body,
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P. R. GOIl!."

February 26, 1977
Shri N. Gopalaswami Ayyangar while speaking in the Constituent Assembly on tbe
necessity of a second chamber at the Centre observed:
" ... we also give an opportunity, perhaps, to seasoned people who may not
be in the thickest of the political fray, but who might be willing to participate
in the debate with an amount of learning and importance which we do not
ordinarily associate with a House of the People."}

I
J

This view found its recognition in the composition of the Rajya Sabba which
under article 80 (I) of the Constitution is to consist of:
(a) twelve members to be nominated by the President in accordance with the

provisions of clause (3); and
(b) not more than two hundred and thirty-eigbt representatives of the States
and of the Union territories.
I.

'Shri B. R. Goel is a Senior Legislative Committee Officer in the Rajya Sabba Secretariat.
Constituent Assembly Debates, July 28, 1947, Vol. IV, pp. 927.928,
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Clause (3) of the said article lays down the criteria for nominating
these
twelve members. The clause states, that the members to be nominated by the
President shall consist of persons having special knowledge or practical experience

: 1

I

I

~ II
,I

I_
I

I

I

in respect of such matters as the following, namely:
Literature, science, art and social service.
The Constituent Assembly of India after considering the reports of the Union
Constitution Committee and the Drafting Committee and after a detailed discussion
on the floor of the Assembly agreed to have the present procedure of nomination in
the Rajya Sabha. Similar powers, of nomination to the Legislative Councils in the
States have been given to the Governors.
These provisions give sufficient scope for making available to, Parliament the
services of persons of status and experience who may be unable or are unwilling
to engage themselves in political campaigning required for normal' elections. In
other words, they represent interests not otherwise represented in Parliament. From
a'nother angle it can be said that by nominating
persons who have earned
meritorious distinction
in the fields of literature, science, art and social service, the
State has recognised their merit and bestowed honour on them. Since the constitution of the Rajya Sabha in 1952, in all 52 members have so far been nominated
in the House (Annexure), Among them, we find a galaxy of scholars, educationists,
historians,
scientists, artistes,
poets, litterateurs,
jurists, engineers, economists,
administrators
and social workers of outstanding eminence hailing from all parts
of the country and all strata of society.
Dr. Zakir Husain, former President of India, a distinguished
scholar and
educationist was a nominated member in the first panel of 12 in 1952. Eminent
historians like Dr. Radha Kumud Mookerji,
Sardar K. M. Panikkar, Dr. Tara
Chand and Dr. Kalidas Nag adorned the benches of the Rajya Sabha. Among the
men of letters we find poet laureate Maithilisharan
Gupta, Jna'lpith award winners
Tara Shankar Banerjee, G. Sankar Kurup and Uma Shankar Joshi, Hindi poet
Harivansh Rai Bachchan, Marathi dramatist B. V. (Mama) Warerkar, Bengali novelist Shri Pramath Nath Bisi, Gandhian writer Kakasaheb Kalelkar, Punjabi writer
Dr. Gopal Singh, Urdu lexicographer M. Ajmal Khan, Hindi lexicographer
and
Indologist, Dr. Lokesh Chandra,
Prof. Satyavrata
SiddhilOtalankar
of Gurukul
Kangri VishvavidyaJaya,
Shri Krishna Kripalani
of Shantiniketan
and Sahitya
Akademi fame, Prof. Saiyid Nurul Hasan*, Prof. Rasheeduddin
Khan and Dr. V. P.
Dutt, eminent educationists.
Science Faculty was represented in the House by Prof. Satyendranath
Bose,
National Professor
of Science, Prof. B. N. Prasad, a great Mathematician
and
Dr. K. Ramiah, an agricultural
scientist. World renowned expommt of classical
dancing Shrimati Rukmini Devi Arundale, stage and cinema actor Prithviraj Kapoor,
dramatist Habib Tanvir, cartoonist Abu Abraham were nominated to represent lut.
It was always a great treat to listen to the scholastic but balanced speeches of
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great legal lumi~aries, like .Shri Alladi Krishnaswami
Ayyar, a distinguished member of the DraftIng, C?mmlttee and one of the founding fathers of the Constitution,
~r. P. V. K~ne, National
Professor of Indology and an authority on Dharam
s fzalstrd~s,Shn M. C. Setalvad and Shri C. K. Daphtary,
former Attorneys.Genera~
o n la.
. Pro~. N: R. Malkani, a reputed social worker, Dr. J. M. Kumarappa
Gandhian
sO~I~1SCientist, Shri Jairamdas Daulatram,
former Union Food and Agriculture
MI~lster ~n.d former Gov~~no~ of Assam and Bihar, Shri Mohanlal Saxena, former
Un!on MInister of RehabIlItation,
Shri M. Satyanarayana
well.known
~
t
f H' d' .
"or
propaga 10~ 0
I.n I In the South, Shrimati Shakuntala Paranjpye, a pioneer in family
plannmg,
a Gandhian thinker ' Shri R .,'R D' IWak ar, .ormer
~
U.
I ~Shn G.
. Ramachandran,
OIon ~ ormatIOn .an? Broadcasting Minister and former Governor of Bihar and
~n asso~late o~ SOCIetIes popularising the Gandhian thought, Shri Joachim Alva a
J~urnahst, ~hn .Ganga Sharan Sinha, a social worker known for his independ~nt
vle~s, Shnmatl
Maragatham
Chandrasekhar,
Shri Bishambhar
Nath Pande and
S~1f1.Sca~o Swu-~Il these perso~s were nominated
to the Rajya Sabha for their
distIngUIshed services to the socIety at large.
We a~so find Dr. A. N. Khosla, an engineer of world renown and father of river
valley proJects, Prof. A. R. Wadia, an educationist
and intellectual of high
d
and a great debator,
Major.General
S. S. Sokhey, medical scientist Shri ~r ~r
~aul, former Secret~ry of the Lok Sabha and Shri B. N. Banerjee, form~r Secret~ry:'
eneralof
the Ra~ya Sabha, Shri V. T. Krishnamachari,
an administrator
and
former ~eputy,ChaIrman,
Planning Commission, Dr. D. R. Gadgil, an outstanding
e.conomlst and former Deputy Chairman, Planning Commission who have at one
, time adorn~d or ar~ at present adorning the benches in the House.
There IS a feelIng t~at the nominated members who have been bestowed with
honour, respect .and. patronage, are simply adorning the benches of the House without much contnbutlOn to the debates in the House. This is not borne out by facts.
~n the other hand these persons have contributed and have taken active part in the
eb~tes of t~e House whenever the subjects in which they have interest or hav
aC~leved emInence come up for discussion in the House. The House is benefited be Y
their well-balanced
m
t
k speeches, thoughtful and matured suggestions" . ... wh en suc h
. en rose 0 spea .naturally they compelled attention
and the Treasury
Benches
I Istened to them With respect and attention.'"
It .is neither n:c~ssary. nor practicable
for all the members-nominated
or
otherWise --to particIpate
111every discussion and debate in the House The memo
bers. who do not o~ ca~not ~articipate
in the discussions also contribute
to the
:rvlce
of t~e natIOn In. a dIfferent way. On the contribution
of memb~rs of Parliaent (especially of nomInated members in view of the respect which they command)
Dr. A. N. Khosla, a nominated member, stated the following in the House:
2.

'Prof. Nurul Hasan is now an elected Member, of the House from Uttar Pradesh,
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"The contribution to the service of the nation as members of Parliament, need
not necessarily be judged only from resolutions,
questions, frequency and
oratory in speeches but also from the quiet, unobstrusive work which they
might do in other spheres of activity equally vital to the work of Parliament
and the service of the nation, i.e. the committees and in the form of independent specialist advice."3
The nominated members are known for their independent, frank, fearless and
unreserved
views as they do not generally carry any party label. Some members on
certain occasions were found more critical of Government policies and programmes
than many of the first bencher opposition
members. Dr. Zakir Husain who was
known for his sober and balanced views criticised the Planning Commission in
these words:
"I would just say a last word about education. Sir, the Plan, as 1 understand
it, is an instrument of policy for attaining objectives which the nation has set
before it. 1 do not know of any other field in which the national objeotive is
so clearly and quantitatively
and definitely and expressly indicated as in the
case of the education of boys and girls between the ages l?f 6 and 14. There is a
direotive in the Constitution which says that within ten years, all boys and
girls between the ages of 6 and 14 must receive free and compulsory education.
There is no directive about the railway mileage; there is no directive about
steel production
and there is no directive about any other thing with that
definiteness and of that kind. You have that directive in the Constitution
and
the Planning Commission is setting out deliberately
and openly and unaba.
shedly not to follow that directive. J think there could be no criticism of the
Planning Commission
more damaging than this. An objective is mentioned in
a solemn document and it is before you and yet you are deliberately
planning
a policy under which we would not be able to send these boys and girls of 6
and 14 to school for another fifteen years."4
The nominated members evince a lot of interest when matters of general policy
come up before the House. Broadly speaking debates on the President's
Address,
general discussion on the Budget-General
and Railways, discussion on Appropriation Bills, Finance Bills, reports of various commissions
and committees,
resolutions and motions regarding international situation, food situation etc. have found
favour with most of these members. Some of them are appointed
on Select/Joint
Committees 'on Bills because of their specialisation, and their contribution
in these
committees has been noteworthy.
These members are well-known for the high standard
of their debates and
3.
4.

Rajya Sabha Debates. 18.12.58, col. 2808.
Ibid., 6.9.56, cols. 3540-41.
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thei: eloquence.
~hey ~re known for their knowledge and understanding
of the
subject matter of dIScussIon and for their style. The following extract from the
speech of Dr. Radha Kumud Mookerji on the Finance and Central Excise and Salt
(Amend~~nt)
Bill, 1953 brings out the wealth of information,
subtle criticism of
the prOVISIOns of the said Bill and the inimitable way it has been put:
" .•• South India was the home of the most advanced handicraft
in textiles.
They were able !o produce muslin, twenty yards of which could be passed
th:ough a finger rmg and Mommsen, the great historian of the Roman Empire
saId !h~t the Roman Empire was the best customer for the Indian silks and
mushn 10 those days of the earlier centuries of the Christian era. Roman ladies
wish my friends to remember this very humorous
point of historical
Importance-Roman
ladies draped in seven folds of muslin went about the
streets of Rome every evening and became a menace to the city's morals with
the. result that the ~oman Parliament was forced to intervene with a legislation
whIch banned the Import of Indian muslin into the Roman markets •.. "5

:-1

It may be obse~ved from the Rajya Sabha proceedings
of all the twenty-five
years, that the nommated members have made good contribution
to the debates in
t?e Rajya Sabha adding to the high standard of the proceedings of the House. At
tImes, some ~embers
had highlighted
in the House subjects of public interest
through questIOns, Bills and resolutions.
Shri Jairamdas Daulatram a much respected member of the House advocated
the cause of Sindhi language through questions and discussions in the House. It is
n? secret that due to his efforts Sindhi was added as a language of India in the
EIghth Schedule to the Constitution.
The Minister of Home Affairs while replying
t~ the ?eba .•~ on the .Constitution (Twenty-second Amendment) Bill, 196'6, for includmg Smdhl 10 the Eighth Schedule to the Constitution
observed:
"~ad~m,
Shri Jairamdas spoke very feelingly about the contribution
made by
Smdhls for the Independence
of this country but the very process of indepen?ence made us lose the home of the Sindhis. Though Sind is lost to us, Sindhi
IS not lost to us and this Constitution
(Amendment)
Bill is a recognition of
this fact."6
Dr. Rad~a !<-umud Mookerji introduced the Hindu Childless Widows' Right
to Property Bill m J 953. The Law Minister while intervening in the debate assured
the House in these words:
" ..• W~en the promis~~ legislation regarding succession is brought forward,
there will be a. proVISIOn that the interest which a widow inherits will be an
5. Council of States Debates. 23.4.53. col. 3855.
6. Rajya Sabha Debates;.9.12.66. col. 5313.
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absolut~ interest. In view of that possibility' it is not
this Bill ... So the' Bill might be withdrawn.'"
The Bill was withdrawn

and the Parliament

necessary

in 1956 passed

Nominated Members in the Rajya Sabha

to go on with

Alva regarding routing all Government advertisements
including advertisements of
railways, statutory
corporations,
public sector undertakings or any industrial
or
other organisation which enjoys financial assistance or protection from Government
only through the Indian.controlled
and Indian-owned advertising
agencies and not
through foreign advertising agencies whether wholly or partly owned or controlled
by foreigners.

a comprehensive

law on succession.
.'.
Shrimati Rukmini Devi Arundale, a life-long fighter agamst cruelty to ammals
introduced a Bill on the subject in 1953. Prime Minister Jawaharlal
Nehru who
was present in the House at that time pave the following assurance:

Dr. V .P. Dutt another nominated member by moving a resolutionl2 gave to the
House an opportunity to discuss the educational reforms. The Minister of Education, while intervening in the discussion, gave out Government's policy on 10+2+3
new pattern of education system which was proposed to be introduced
uniformly
throughout the country.
.

"We would prefer the hon. the Mover, with the consent of the Ho.use, not to
that Government will very soon
d. "h this matter on the understanding
procee w,
."
d'
h' B'II"8
appoint a Committee to consider the vaflous thmgs contame
III t IS I.
Now we find a law on the subject in the Statute Book.

The nominated members enjoy all the powers, privileges and immunities available to all the elected members of Parliament. However, they are not entitled to
vote in the President's election. No such restriction
exists in the Vice.President's
election. At the Centre no nominated member has as yet been included in the Council
of Ministers. However there have been instances when nominated members of the
Legislative Councils have been included in the Council of Ministers in some States.
Prof. Saiyid Nurul Hasan, 'a nominated member, had resigned his seat in the Rajya
Sabha before his induction in the Union Council of Ministers.
Subsequently,
he
was elected to the House from the State of Uttar Pradesh.
On the whole, the provisions in the Constitution have given an opportunity to
12 talented and distinguished citizens to sit in a House of 244 members and contri.
bute to the proceedings of the House on the basis of their experience and expertise.
The presence of nominated members in the House adds to the dignity and sobriety
of the Upper House of the Indian Parliament which is already well-known for its
parliamentary
temper and high standard of debate.

Shrimati Shakuntala
Paranjpye,
~ell-known
for pioneering w~rk in famil.y
.
introduced
the
Sterilisation
of
the
Unfit
Bill
in 1964. The Bill was negatlI
p annmg,
.
k I
. th H s The
d' but an' interesting debate on the family plannmg too p ace III e
ou e.
:i~ister
while intervening in the discussion appreciated
the efforts made by the
member in 'these words:
"
I or if I am not there, my successor will try-I
promise-to
bring a
rr:~r~ corr:prehensive and acceptable and constitutionally
valid measure ~efore
. H
e I must congratulate her that by and large she has succeeded 10 her
t h IS ous.
bl'
..
k'
.
I'ntention
of creating a public debate, eliciting pu IC opmlOn, as 109
b aSlc
.
h' h .
.
Ie to reflect and think that this problem is somethmg w IC IS very Imporpeop
'I".
tant and must be attacked sooner or ater ...
After the motion was negatived, the Chair observed

as follows:
ANNEXURE

"Mrs. Shakuntala, let me tell you on behalf of the.H0use that as you will not
be here in the House, we 'I appreciate your services and you have brought a
. portant matter to the notice of Parliament
and the Government,
as
very
assurelmd b y the hon . Ministe~ ~ili
, ' take suitable measures '.in this direction. We
appreciate your social service not,only in this House but III the coun.try: you
have followed in your line your distinguished father, a great educatlomst
of
this country."lO
On March
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

13, 1970 the House adopted

a resolutionll
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moved by Shri

.,'.
I".',

"

J. Dr. Zakir Hq$'i1in-1952-56,
renominated in 1956, resigned in 1957
2. Shri Alladi Krishnaswami Ayyar-1952.58
(died in 1953)
3. Prof. Satyendrail~th Bose-1952-54,
renominated in 1954 (resigned in 1959)
4. Shrimat1 Rukmirii Devi Arundale-1952-56,
1956.62
5. Prof. N. R. Malkani-1952-56,
1956.62
6. Dr. Kalidas Nag-1952-54
7. Dr.1J. M. Kumarappa-1952-54
8. Kakasa~eb Kalelkar-1952-58,
1958-64
9. Shri'Majthilisharan
Gupta-I
952-58, 1958.64
10. Dr. Radha Kumud Mookerji-1952.58
II. Major-General
Sahib Singh Sokhey-1952-56

Joachim

Council of States Debates, 4.t2.53, col. 1329.
Ibid., 5.3.54, col. 1807.
Rajya Sabha Debates, 20.3.70, col. 175.
Ibid., col. 183.
Ibid, 27.2.70, col. 163; 13.3.70, cols. 166-178.

12. Ibid" 27.7.73, cols. 143-198; 10.8.73, cols. 115-163.
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12. Shri Prithviraj Kapoor-1952-54, 1954-60
13. Dr. P. V. Kane-1953-58, renominated in 1958 (resigned in 1959)
14. Prof. A. R. Wadia-1954-60, 1960.66
15. Shri M. Satyanarayan-1954-60, 1960.66
16. Shri B. V. (Mama) Warerkar-1956.62, renominated in 1962 (died in 1964)
17. Dr. Tara Chand-1957.62, 1962-68
18. Dr. A. N. Khosla-l 958-64 (resigned in 1959)
19. Sardar K. M. Panikkar-1959.60, renominated in 1960 (resigned in 1961)
20. Shri Jairamdas Daulatram-1959-64, 1964-70, 1970.76
21. Shri Mohan Lal Saxena-1959.64
22. Shri Tarashankar Banerjee-1960-66
23. Shri V. T. Krishnamachari-1961-64 (died in 1964)
24. Shri R. R. Diwakar-1962.68
25. Dr. Gopal Singh -1962-68
26. Shri G. Ramachandran-1964-70
27. Shrimati Shakuntala Paranjpye-1964-70
28. Prof. Satyavrata Siddhantalankar-1964 68
29. Prof. B. N. Prasad-1964-70 (died in 1966)
30. Shri M. Ajmal Khan-1964-66, 1966.72
31. Shri M. C. Setalvad-1966.72
32. Shri M. N. Kaul-1966.70, 1970-72
33. Shri Harivansh Rai Bachchan-1966-72
34. Prof. D. R. Gadgil-1966-72 (resigned in 1967)
35. Shri Joachim Alva-1968-74
36. Prof. Saiyid Nurul Hasan-1968-74 (resigned in 1971)
37. Dr. K. Ramiah-1968-74
38. Shri Ganga Sharan Sinha-I 968-74
39. Shri G. Sankar Kurup-1968.72
40. Shrimati Maragatham Chandrasekhar-1970-76, 1976.82
41. Shri Uma Shankar Joshi-1970-76
42. Prof. Rasheeduddin Khan-1970.76, 1976.82
43. Dr. V. P. Dutt-1971-74, 1974-80
44. Shri C. K. Daphtary-1972-78
45. Shri Abu Abraham-1972.78
46. Shri Habib Tanvir-1972-78
47. Shri Pramatha Nath Bisi-1972-78
48. Shri Krishna Kripalani-1974.80
49. Dr. Lokesh Chandra-1974-80
50. Shri Scato Swu-1974.80
51. Shri B. N. Banerjee-1976-82
52. Shri Bishambhar Nath Pande-1976-82
March 7, 1977
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The Rajya Sahha-Its Role in Social and Economic
Fields during 1952-76
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Replying to the discussion on the Objectives Resolution in the Constituent Assembly on the 22nd January 1947, Jawaharlal Nehru inter alia observed:

()
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"The first tusk of this Assembly is to free India through a new Constitution, to
feed the starving people and clothe the naked masses, and to give every Indian
fullest opportunity to develop himself according to his capacity. At present the
greatest and most important question in India is how to solve the problem of
the poor and the starving. Wherever we turn, we are confronted with this problem. If we cannot solve this problem soon, all our paper Constitutions will
become useless and purposeless."
What Nehru said in the Constituent Assembly was quite true at that time and
that is equally relevant even today. In order to fulfil the socio.economic aspirations
of our great leaders, the democratic institutions in India have, since India attained
Independence, been taking all Possiqle strides in this direction .

I

~

• Shri B. N. Banerjee, a former Secretary.General
ment (Rajya Sabha).
.

of the Rajya Sabha, is a Member of Parlia.

I'

The Second Chamber
The Rajya SaMa-Its
When the Gavernment af India was at the threshald of the sacial and ecanamic
uplift af the masses in the cauntry, the Rajya Sabha, the Upper Hause af Indian
Parliament,
came into. being an April 3, 1952. Since the 13th May 1952, when the
Rajya Sabha met far the first time, its members have been striving to. thrash aut
and remave the sacial and ecanamic imbalances in the cauntry,
,
During the very first sessian af the Rajya Sabha when the General Budget far
the year 1952.53 came up far discussian in the Rajya Sabha far the first time, the
members participated therein very actively and vaiced their feelings urging the
Gavernment
to. take all passible measures far the betterment af the peaple af the
cauntry.
Fram the very beginning it has beeen thaught that the serene atmasphere
af
the Rajya Sabha was particularly suited far initiating legislatian
an matters far
effecting sacial justice and ecanamic uplift. It was in the Rajya Sabha that the
fallawing enactments af far. reaching impartance
in the sacial sphere were initiated
and later an placed an the Statute Baak :
\. The Hindu Marriage and Divarce Bill, 1952
2. The Hindu Minarity and Guardianship
Bill, 1953
3, The Hindu Successian Bill, 1954
4. The Hindu Adaptians and Maintenance Bill, 1956.
Maving the matian far cansideratian
af the Hindu Marriage and Divarce Bill,
1952, .in the Rajya Sabha an December 6, 1954, Shri D. P, Karmarkar,
Minister
af Cammerce, who. was pilating the Bill, abserved :
"This is a measure that has eva ked very vigaraus cansideratian
by all sectians,
canservative and refarmist. But the general cansensus
is agreed, as we find,
upan the desirability af cadificatian af the Hindu law an pragressive lines at
the earliest passible time, This Hause wauld daubtless weigh all cansideratians
very carefully and with an apen mind, befare caming to. final canclusians, 1 am
quite sure that this measure when put an the Statute Baak will nat anly preserve
the vitality af the Hindu law as it has evalved thraugh centuries while introducing the results af pragressive thaught, thus giving the Hindus a law an their
secular matters which while satisfying the requirements af all ratianal cancepts,
will cantribute to. the stability af the Hindu saciety, the essential strength af
which has been rightfully the abject af admiratian to. the madern mind,"
The veterah parliamentarian,
Pandit H. N. Kunzru started his speech in suppart
af the Bill with the follawing wards ;
"Madam, the questian af the refarm af the Hindu Law has been under consideratian
far nearly 14 years. All aspects af the questian have been cansidered
and Hindu apinian has been fully cansulted. Seldam cauld any measure have
been scrutinised mare carefully than the prapasals made far bringing the Hindu
Law in accard with the times that we are living in. I hape, therefare, that this
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Bill will nat merely be approved af by pragressive apinian
, ,
hi'
VISlans are anest y explamed, be accepted by the general
wham it applies,"

323
b t 'II 'f'
U WI ,I
Its prab d
f
a y a thase to.

The matian far cansideratian
af the Hindu Minarity and G
d'
,
,
db"
.
uar lanshlp BIll,
, as reporte
y the Jamt Cammlttee af the Houses was maved'...
.
'"
'
10 t"e
Rajya,
S a bh a b y Sh'n, H . V . P ataskar, MInister
10 the Ministry af Law, an the 30th
March
1955 and receIved support fram all sectians af the Hause.
Next in the line were the Hindu Succession Bill 1954 and the H' d A
'
'
"
'
10 U
daptlOns
an d M amtenance BIll, 1956 whIch, after being passed by Parliame t
d
' d
'
n , rna e a camH
p Iete
co de an t hemu
Law. These two. Bills also. received a w'd
'
,
I e Suppart
10 the
Rajya Sabha and the members af the Rajya Sabha expressed their st
'
,
"
,
, h d'
,
rang VIews, while
partlclpatlOg 10 t e ISCUSSlOnan these Bills, far the sacial uplift af
eo. I
cauntry.
p p e af the

. 1953
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Shri H, V. Pataskar, Minister af Legal Affairs pilated the H' d S
'
'
,
,10
U uccesslOn
1954, 10 the Rajva Sabha fram the 1st Octaber to. the 30th N
b
,
avem er 1955
when It was finally passed by the Rajya Sabha. Maving the Matian
0
",ar consl 'd'eratlOn ate
f h B'III as reparted by the Jaint Cammittee
f anh ctaber 1
Shri Pataskar said;
ate
Hauses,

, B'II
I

,

"I am, aware af the strang sentiments that prevail in the cauntry regar d'109 t h'IS
questIOn; I am also. aware that far many, many lang years
'd'
,
,
, an accaunt af
pecu Ilar con Itlans 10 aur cauntrv-sacial
palitical and econam' IC-WOmen have
,"
nat been, treated an a ,fa at 109 af equality
This Bill is certainly g ,
"
amg to. make a
change 10 the current Ideas af saclety in this matter, I understa d
d
'
"
n
an
realise
all these feelings
and
sentIments
cannected
with
a
subiect
I'k
th'
b
,
,J
I e
IS; ut the
speeches which hanourable Members delivered at the time af the d'
,
"I
'
,
ISCUSSlan af
t h e anglOa matIan 10 bath Hauses will shaw very clearly that th
I
' ,
ere was a mast
unaOlmlty that, so. far as wamen are cancerned the inequality in th
'e
matter af
successlan attached to. them an , the graund
af sex shauld be rema ve.d Th ere dId
'
,
nat appear to. be any substantial dIfference af apinion an this
'f
'
h"
I'
necessity a
remavmg t IS mequa Ity, Naturally, when yau came to. the actual
I '
0k
h'
d'ffi
I'
so.
utlan af a
bl
1
pro. em let
IS, I cu ties are baund to. crap up''crappe
and they have
d up
In thIS case, By and large, I hape I shall be able to. canvince that th C
'
,
e ammlttee
had dane theIr very best under the existing circumstances,"
o
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Shrimati Lakshmi Menan, Parliamentary Secretary to. the Minister
nal Affairs, sup parted the Bill and abserved ;

far

Exter-

"Finally, I wish to. point aut that we have to. shaw that we have an
h
'I
d I 'I '
appraac
t ate h sacl{l
an
egis
atlve
prablems-an
appraach
which
is
nel'th
'd
I'
,
, ,
er I ea IStlC
nar reactIOnary-but
an appraach which is necessitated by the campell' 109 neeos.
, ',',
af aur times, Such an app.raach wdl be a true approach and such an
h
approac

,
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only' can keep our society together. On the other hand, if we say that laws ~elating to marriage and property are laws which undermine the mor~1 found~tl~ns
of our society, we are not telling the truth. Sir, morality is not bUIlt upon inJustice; morality is not built upon prejudice, it is built on reactitude ~f ~onduct-a
correct appreciation of the needs of the times, a correct appreCiatIOn and an
implementation of the principles which society professes. I hope !ha! these
needs will be taken into consideration and the opponents of the BIll, If there
are any-I know there are not many-will realise that we cannot hold back th.e
change that has come upon us. The most graceful thin~ w~uld be t~ accept It
and see that other things are done so that the family which IS the umt of our
society will be maintained and the great and sacred moral standards which we
have always been proud to possess, will be valued and cherished."
Shri N. D. M. Prasad Rao giving complete support to the Bill, started his speech
on November 21, 1955, with the following words:
"Mr. Deputy ChairmaI,l, this is one of the most momentous Bills that this
House is discussing. This Bill seeks to undo the wrong that has been done some
centuJies ago, or, say, some thousands of years ago, to the women. This is the
main purpose of this Bill, and so far as it tries to undo the w~ong tha.t has been
done already to the women I am in full accord. That is the aim of thIS Bill and
I completely support it. Of course, there is a lot of opposition in the country
in the name of Hinduism or Sanatan Dharma and all sorts of things. I think
this House need not take into consideration those things and we need n::>t go
into those conditions or those ancient laws which were applicable at a particular time and we need not desist from our duty to undo the wrong."
After the Succession Bill came the Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Bill,
1955, which also re;eivd a big support from all corners of the R.ljya Sabha. This
Bill was introduced in the Rajya Sabha in August 1956 and In the same month
was referred to the Select Committee of the House. After the Select Committee had
presented its report, Shri H. V. Pataskar, Minister of Legal Affairs, moved on
November 27, 1956, the motion for consideration of the Bill as reported by th.e
Select Committee: Speaking on the motion, and supporting the measure Pandlt
S. S. N. Tankha, said:
"Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, I am glad to support this Bill as it has taken the
women In Indian society a long way towards the realisation of equality of slatus
with men. As we know, Sir, the other Acts !Ike the Hindu Marriage Act, etc.,
which we have passed during the last one year have gone a long way in raising
the status of the-, Hindu women which formerly was very low down at the
bottom. By the measure before us now, two significant changes have been
. brought about, The first of them is that both men and women can now adopt
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under the Bill, whereas formerly only men could adopt and women could only
adopt where they had obtained the permission of the husba~d. By the grant of
this right to women to adopt their status has now been further raised in the
eyes of the world.
The second significant change brought about by this Bill is that while
formerly under the old Hindu law only sons could be adopted, now under this
Bill the right to adopt a daughter has also been conferred. This additional
right also raises the status of women and it places them on a par with men.
In view of these two significant changes, it has to be admitted that the Bill
has been framed on the right lines and the position of Hindu women in Indian
society will hereafter be considerably raised in the estimation of the world."
Shri P. N. Sapru's support to the Bill came with his following observations:
"Now, Mr. Deputy Chairman, the question of the desirability of the institution
of adoption can be viewed from different angles. There may be some people
who may think that adoption is a very bad institution. I know there are creeds
in which adoption is strictly prohibited. I shall put forward before you a rational point of view because I do not claim to be anything more than a rational
person Having no fixed belief in personal immortality, I would like to feel that
my name is continued by some after I die. We live in our children and our
children's children and it is, therefore, a very natural instinct for a man to
give his affection to someone, be it a daughter or be 'it a son, and to desire
that his name or personality may be perpetuated in some way or. other. That
name can be perpetuated by a daughter. There are many people who even
though they have a son, would like to have the experience which a daughter
brings. The affection-and I speak as a father-which a daughter gives is somewhat ditTerent from that of a son and I would not like anyone to miss that
experience. Therefore, I think we are taking in this Bill a humane view."
Replying to the debate on the motion on November
observed:

28, Shri Pataskar

"This is last of the measures relating to the Hindu code with which I am dealing
and if I can claim humbly anything, I think I have always been sympathetic
and trying to do my best to cooperate with whatever suggestions that may
have been put forward and it will be my endeavour in this Bill also to do the
same because I do not believe in forcing my opinion. After all I want to achieve
something, some progress in society by this and I am sure honourable Members
will not find any occasion in the course of this piece of legislation when I do not
give consideration to any point of view or to any suggestion that may be put
forward. Whether we agree or we do not a~ree, we shall «;onsidc;rfrom everr

I

-
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point of view ~hatever suggestions are put forward by any section of the
House."

Besides supporting the measures of social importance brought by the Gove~Jlment, the members of the Rajya Sabha have, on their own, also been endeavourmg
to bring in social changes in the masses of the country by initiating private members' legislation in the House. Some of the important Bills in the social sphere
introcluced in the Rajya Sabha by private members which were later on accepted by
the Rajya Sabha and ultimately became Acts, were:
I. The Hindu Marriage (Amendment) Bill, 1956 by Dr. (Smt.) Seeta
Parmanand.
2. The Orphanages and Other Charitable Homes (Supervisory alld Control)
Bill, 1959 by Shri Kailash Bihari La\.
3. The Indian Penal Code (Amendment) Bill, 1963 by Diwan Cham an Lall.
Other important Private Members' Bills on social matters introduced and
discussed iii the Rajya Sabha were:
I. The Indian Suppression of Immoral Traffic and Brothel Bill, 1953 by Dr.
, (Smt.) Seeta Parmanand.
2. The Women's and Children's Institutions Licensing Bill, 1954 by Dr.
(Smt.) Seeta Parmanand.
3. The Punishment for Molestation of Women Bill, 1958 by Smt. Savitry
Devi Nigam.
Though these Bills were either rejected by the Rajya Sabha or were withdrawn
by the members, the members of the Rajya Sabha definitely got an opportunity of
airing their views for the social reform of the women and children in the country.
Even with regard to the Bills on social matters passed by the Lok Sabha, the
Rajya Sabha never sits as a spectator. While considering such Bills, the members of
the Rajya Sabha have been equally vigilant as each piece of legislation is discussed
and examined by them thread-bare. If on some occasion the Rajya Sabha does not
see eye to eye with the Lok Sabha on some legislation, it makes its own suggestions
and in the event of such suggestions not being accepted by the Lok Sabha, the
Rajya Sabha does not hesitate to go to the extent of insisting upon its suggestions.
Such a situation had arisen in the case of the Dowry Prohibition Bill. J 959. The
disagreement between the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha was in the main over
two clauses-clause 2 and clause 4. In clause 2, by inserting the words 'either directly
or indirectly', the Rajya Sabha sought to extend the scope of the term 'dowry' to
include even gifts and presents voluntarily made. Whereas the Rajya Sabha desired
to widen the scope of 'dowry', it was against prescribing penal sanctions arid therefore sought the deletion of clause 4. This was because the members of the Rajya
Sabha had in mind that such a provision would lead to the making of frivolous
complaints to harass innocent people. The deadlock was resolved at the joint,
sitting of the two Houses of Parlillmen! held on May 6, 1961, and one of the above
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amendments which was insisted upon by the Rajya Sabha from the beginning was
adopted in the joint sitting.
A landmark in the socio-economic field was the nationalisation of the fourteen
major banks of the country. This laudable measure, namely, the Banking Companies
(Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings) Bill, 1969, got an overwhelming support in the Rajya Sabha as the measure was calculated to open new vistas for
India's teeming millions. The Rajya Sabha gave its approval to this historic 'economic measure on August 8, 1969.
"
The Rajya Sabha's liberal attitude has always added momentum to the wheel
of social and economic progress. Of several initiatives taken in the social and
economic fields, one is very remarkable. When in 1969 there was a very strong
feeling in the country that the privy purses and privileges of the ex-rulers of the
Indian States should be abolished and particularly when the Government had not
taken any effective step in that regard, it was in the Rajya Sabha, that the following
historic resolution moved by a private member, Shri Banka Behari Das, was adopted unanimously:

F

~

I

"This House is of the opinion that the Government should take all legal and
other steps for the abolition of privy purses and privileges of ex-rulers before
presentation of the General Budget in the coming February Session of the
Parliament."
This resolution had its impact on the Government which brought the Constitution (Twenty-sixth Amendment) Bill, 1971 for the abolition of privy purses and
privileges of the ex-rulers. Prime Minister Indira Gandhi moving this historic Bill
in the Rajya Sabha on December 9, 1971, said:
"As I have said on numerous occasions, we do stand for change in society.
We think the change could be more rapid, more widespread than it is at the
moment, but at the same time we believe that change should be peaceful. We
also believe that if the forces of change are obstructed, you do not stop change,
you merely obstruct the peaceful and orderly transition. So our attempt at
bringing about social change-and this includes the abolition of privileges being
enjoyed by the princes-should not be regarded by them or by anybody else as
an indictment of the princes as individuals or as a group. The princes acted
with practical good sense when the country was politically integrated. Even in
this matter which concerns them so intimately, some have displayed the proper
understanding of the issues involved. They have recognised that the times have
changed and they have seen the wisdom of trying to meet the change half way.
It is my belief that to allow such an anachronism to continue would be as much
an obstruction to them as to our society as a whole. The princes are Indians
as the rest of us are. They are citizens as the rest of us are and we owe a duty
to them as they owe a duty to our society and to the country. So at this

,
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moment of danger and difficulty of the country, let us not dwell on the past
but look to the great and pressing needs of the present and to the future which
beckons us and which we have to build together. I commend this Bill to the
House. I invite the princes to join the elite of the modern age, the elite which
earns respect by its talent, energy and contribution to human progress all of
which can be done only when we work together as equals without regarding
anybody as of special status."
When Gllvernment
of India under the leadership of Sm!. Indira Gandhi had
put into effect several policies like the nationalisation
of banks, nationalisation
of general insurance and abolition of privy purses and privileges of the ex-rulers
and had also taken steps to improve the conditions of the weaker sections of the
_ people in India like the backward classes, Harijans and Tribals, unfortunately
the
country was facing a political situation which rather did not conform to norms of
a good democracy. A State of Emergency was declared in the country on June 25,
1975. The declaration
of Emergency brought many important programmes for the
economic uplift of the masses. The Economic
Programme
which is popularly
known as "20-Point Programme" was announced by Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
on July I, 1975. Under this programme, the main object of which was to improve
the economic conditions of the poor masses of this country, many important legislations were enacted. Some of the important measures enacted under this programme
which received an all.out support in the Rajya Sabha, were:
1.
2.
3.
The

The Bonded Labour System (Abolition)
The Equal Remuneration
Bill, 1976
The Regional Rural Banks Bill, 1976
first two

Bills

Bill, 1976

had the privilege of being introduced

in the Rajya Sabha
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"Sir, a significant measure taken by Government
in recent months has been
the promulgation
of the Equal Remuneration
Ordinance providing for the
payment of equal remuneration to men and women workers and for the prevention of discrimination against women, on the ground of sex, in the matter of
. employment
and for other connected matters. This measure is significant not
only because it coincides with the International Women's Year, and brings us
fully in line with accepted international standards, but also because it brings
immediate relief to millions of our womenfolk employed or seeking employment. As most of those women belong to the weaker sections of the community and are largely employed in agriculture and unorganised sectors of industry, it is only appropriate that this measure was taken on a priority basis, as a
part of the Government's
policy of improving the condition of the weaker and
exploited section of the country."
Again replying
Shri Reddy said:

to the discussion

on the motion for consideration

of the Bill,

"Sir, the passing of this Bill is one more historic step and historic task done
by this House. This is one of the historic Bills that the country has passed.
Even some of the most advanced countries could not provide by legislation
equality between men and women in terms of the equal remuneration
for the
same or similar nature of work."
Sequel to these Bills of socio-economic
importance was the Regional Rural
Banks Bill. 1976. Shri Pranab Kumar Mukherjee, Minister of Revenue .and Banking,
commended the Bill to the Rajya Sabha on the 28th January 1976 with his following
words:

itself.
Moving the motion on January
12, 1976, for consideration of the Bonded
Labour System (Abolition) Bill, 1976, in the Rajya Sabha, Shri K. V. Raghunatha
Reddy, Minister of Labour, said:
"By emphasising
in the 20.point programme the necessity of the immediate
abolition of bonded labour. the Prime Minister voiced the aspirations
of that
. mute and toiling minority of our compatriots that had been condemned to live
as exiles from our civilisation ... The system of bonded labour is the most
anomalous remnant of feudalism still vitiating our society. It is the moral duty
of the nation to abolish the system. Freedom can never endure with enclaves of
bondage; a civilisation with an army of exiles never lasts."
Next came the Equal Remuneration
Bill, 1976. This Bill was also taken up In
the Rajya Sabha on Janua.ry 12, 1976 and was also piloted by Shri Reddy. Speaking
on the motion for consideration of the Bill, he said;

"As you are aware, the Regional Rural Banks Ordinance,
1975 was promulgated on the 26th September
1975 in order to provide alternative
agencies
through which institutional credit to small and marginal farmers, agricultural
labourers.
rural artisans, etc. can be provided. This acquired urgency in the
context of the 20-Point Socio-economic
Programme
which, among others,
called for effective steps to liquidate the agencies to fill up the gap in rural
credit which would further widen as a result of restricting the role of the village
money-lenders."
This mconomic
Programme
not only brought and put into effect several
legislations of socio-economic progress in the country, but was intended to put the
country on the path of socio-economic
uplift. The Rajya Sabha as the highest
democratic institution in the country has played a vital role in this field since its
birth till today. Dr. Ambedkar's desire for equality in social and economic life of
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the people of this country was expressed in the Constituent
25, 1949, in his following words:

Assembly on November

"On the 26th January 1950 we are going to enter into a life of contradictions.
In politics. we will have equality and in social and economic life we will have
inequality. In politics we will be recognising the principle of one man one vote
and one vote one value. In our social and economic life we shall by reason of
our social and economic structure continue to deny the principle of one man one
value. How. long shall we continue to live this life of contradictions?
How
long shall we continue to deny equality in our social and economic life? If we
continue to deny it for long we will do so only by putting our political democracy in peril. We must remove this contradiction
at the earliest possible
moment or else those who suffer from inequality will blow up the structure
of
political democracy which this Assembly has laboriously built up."
!

,
I

,
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I have no doubt that this expectation will be fulfilled in no distant future and
Rajya Sabha's contribution
in this great task will certainly be remembered by the
people of the country with gratitude and satisfaction.

Private Member's Bill-An Enigma

March 4, 1977

.

D. L. SEN GUPTA.

,

Soci.:ty is in a state of constant evolution.
From primitive disorder and chaos
it always aspired for, and marclied towards, order. Democracy represents that
behaviour. Democracy is a concept and takes different forms, according to the
political genius of the people. Parliamentary
system of democracy is one such form.
It is said "once a nation, no matter how hypocritically,
has begun to experiment
with the parliamentary
system it will end nolens volens, by cultivating it and mak.
ing it genuinely effective; for it will inevitably come to recognise it as the best
possible system of Government that a democratic
community
can adopt in pursuance of its intrinsic aims and interests". In a democracy, irrespective of its shape
and form, man is the starting point of thinking. Good of the citizen, as a part of the
community,
is the basis of democratic
thinking; that is why Abraham Lincoln
defined a democratic Government as a Government 'by the people, of the people,
for the people'. Such a Government of the people is supposed to deliver the goods
and for that, have a policy of its own, with particular emphasis on to the good of the
oppressed, suppressed and down-trodden masses. Because of the social, economic and
political constraints involved, the Government has to be cautious and calculating.
'Sbri D. L. Sea Gupta is a former Member of Parliameat (Rajya Sabba).
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Government
with its vast apparatus
and resources, is supposed to be better
acquainted
than any other, with the real needs of the country, and as such takes
the initiative in legislative process which starts with the introduction
of a Bill.
A new law, which a Bill intends to enact, may be either a change in the existing
legislation or the introduction of new legislation to meet the needs of social change.
In a democracy,
it is the elected Parliament that makes the law. Legislation
.in this process reflects the conduct and character of a particular
Government
and
the members of the Parliament, at a relevant point of time. A private member in
his personal capacity is also entitled to initiate a Bill, which is known as a
"Private Memb~r's Bill". This system has got wide recognition almost in all Parliaments of the democratic countries, differing only in details. This article will be
limited to the functioning of Private Members' Bills in the Parliament of India of
which I had the privilege of being a member for twelve years, in the Council of
States (Rajya Sabha), from 1964 to 1976.
A private member, intending to introduce a Bill, has initially to give his
thought to the pros and cons of the problem in regard to which he wants a
legislation. To put the same in concrete terms, the objects and reasons of the Bill
is to be put into writing and this is to accompany the Bill also in all cases. The
technical part of the drafting of the Bill, even if done by the member, is thoroughly
checked by the officers of the Secretariat of the House, to conform it to the objects
and reasons of the Bill, without doing any intentional
violence to any other
existing law. The concerned cell of the Secreiar'iat applies its mind to harmonise
the different clauses of the Bill and also gives it proper shape and form, about
which the members are generally ignorant. Thus required assistance is there so far
as the technical aspect of drafting is concerned. In the case of a Government
Bill,
the assistance of the officers of the Ministries concerned on all details is there and
the Government draftsmen are at their hand's stretch, to make the drafting rich in
ideas and otherwise thorough. Usually individual members of the ruling party put
their ideas to the Minister concerned and try to bring the Bill through the Government. For this reason Private Members' Bills are generally from members who do
not belong to the Government side, though there is no bar whatsoever for a member of the ruling party to bring any such Bill. For obvious difficulties indicated
earlier and the Government's
attitude towards such Bills not many members from
the opposition take much interest in this parliamentary
process of legislation.
Article 118(1) of the Constitution
.of India empowers each House of Parliament to make rules for regulating, subject to the provisions of the Constitution,
its
procedure and conduct of its business. According to the provisions of this article
the Rules for regulating .the procedure and conduct of business of both the Houses
of Parliament have been framed and they are materially identical. Rule 62 of the
Rajya Sabha Rules of Procedure provides:
(I)

Any member, other than a Minister, desiring to move for leave to introduce a Bill, shall give notice of his intention, and shall together with the
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(2)

(3)
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notice, submit a copy of the Bill and an explanatory Statement of Objects
and Reasons which shall not contain argument:
Provided that the Chairman may, if he thinks fit, revise the Statement of
Objects and Reasons.
If the Bill is a Bill which under the Constitution
cannot be introduced
without the previous sanction or recommendation
of the President, the
member shall annex to the notice such sanction or recommendation
conveyed through a Minister and the notice shall not be valid until this
requirement is complied with.
Tbe period of notice of a motion for leave to introduce a Bill under this
rule shall be one month unless the Chairman allows the motion to be
made at shorter notice.

Rule 64 further provides:
(I)

(2)

A Bill involving expenditure shall be accompanied by a financial memorandu~
which shall invite. particula~ attention
to the clauses involving
expendlturt: and shall also give an estimate of the recurring and nonrecurring expenditure involved in case the Bill is passed into law.
Clauses or provisions in Bills involving expenditure
from public funds
shall be printed in thick type or in italics:
Provided that where a clause in a Bill involving expenditure is not printed.
in thick type o~ .in italics, the .Chairman may permit the member in charge
of the BIll to brmg to the notIce of the Council such clauses ..

Rule 24 provides for allotment of time for Private Members' business and
Fridays during the Session are usually the days for Private Members'
Resolu~ions
and Private Members' Bills, alternately.
With these limitations
a member conscious of his duties and responsibilities
tries to contribute
to the nation's will in the Parliament not only by his speeches
and votes but also by bringing forward proposals for legislation in tbe shape of Bills.
It is the Business Advisory Committee of each House that allots time for a
particular item that is expected to come up before the House and the time so
allotted is again distril:>uted between the Government and the Opposition in certain
pro~ortion. ~he time so allotted to the Opposition is again redistributed
on group
• baSIS accordmg to the strength of eacb group. Time is also set apart for indepen~ent members, i.e., members who do not belong to any group. In the process, an
m~~penden~ :rne~~rr normall~ gets very little time in the House to make any
pOl.nt effectIvely ~rl~s~ the ~halr is len.ient and indulgent and other members cooperative. NormaIlY:.!he time given to an mdependent member is 5 to 10 minutes and
that also not on ~/1.:occasions. Of course, fortuitous circumstances
are there, when
?ne becom~s the :~~n of the hour and nobody grudges him time. As for example,.
Just by an IDterrup.tlOn on the 16th February
1966 in the course of the speech of

I-
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Shri C. .Sub~ama~iam, the then Minister of Food and Agriculture in regard to the
food .sltuatlOn In West Bengal, I, an independent member, became very much
conspIcuous and got the kind indulgence on all subsequent days when food was the
topic of discussion in the House. Similarly, I was the unanimous choice of the
opposition to initiate the debate when the Payment of Bonus Bill 1965 was
introdu~e~ in the Rajya Sa~ha and I was allowed ahout 55 minutes' to speak.
Th.ese incidents clearly bring out the fact that for the purpose of making out a
POI?t through a Private Member's Bill, though difficult, time element is not always
an Insurmountable hurdle even for an independent private member, and in such
matters he can also play an effective role.
. I had the. occ~sion to introduce thirty Bills: fourteen Bills concerning Trade
UnIOn, Industnal Dispute, Bonus and the like, seven Constitution (Amendment)
Bills and nine Bills on miscellaneous matters. While introducing the seven Bills
pr~posing amendment to the Constitution. I was conscious of the provisions of
artIcle 368 of the Constitution in this regard. Article 368(2) inter alia provides
"an amendment of this Constitution may be initiated only by the introduction of
a Bill for the purpose in either House of Parliament and when the Bill is passed in
eac~ !louse, by a majority of the total membership of that House and by a
maJonty of not less than two-thirds of the members of that House present and
voting, the Constitution shall stand amended in accordance with the terms of the
Bill." This difficulty was there and naturally my object was to offer my ideas in
the malleI' for the Government to take up and I had no illusion at any time that
without the Government's' active support any such Bill could be passed. Of the
aforesaid thirty Bills several lapsed, some were negatived and others were withdrawn. Some lapsed because I retired from the membership of the Rajya Sabhl1 on
the termination of six years' period; those which were negatived could very well
have been withdrawn, but I insisted on voting, well anticipating the result of the
same. The number of such Bills were only two; if the Minister opposing the Bill
had shown an inclination to legislate in the matter, I would have withdrawn those
two Bills also as I did in the cases of the other seven Bills. The purpose behind the
aforesaid Bills was certainly not to embarrass, harass or humour the Government,
or to serve any political interest, but to highlight the problems and the lacunae in
the existing laws.
To illustrate the enormity of the problem and the obtuse nature of the
Government's attitude to such Private Members' Bills only one instance will
do. It was the Industrial Disputes (Amendment) Bill, 1970 to amend section 2 of
the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. The law as it stands today gives no right to the
heirs or assignees of the deceased workman to proceed with an industrial dispute
in the 'Conciliation Proceedings' or •Adjudication Proceedings'. There is n~
provision for substitution in Industrial Disputes Act, as in the Civil Procedure
. Code. Consequently the right of a workman wrongfully discharged, dismissed or
retrenched, abates in such proceedings the moment he dies, on the plea lhat a dead
workman is not a workman within the meaning of the term as defined in the
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Industrial Disputes Act, however just and proper the grievance of the workman might
be. My amendment to section 2 was simply to allow the heirs or assignees of the
unfortunate deceased workman to pursue the cause demanding justice in appropriate cases and not to let the cause go by default because of death. Incidentally it
may be mentioned that several months and years are oFten taken in 'conciliation' and
'adjudication' aFter a workman's termination of service in his fight for getting justice
in the malleI'. The Government representative while intervening in the debate stated
"I do not oppose the principles contained in the Bill", to which r said in reply "What
else is there. except the principle? Nothing else is there", and continued, "From
what transpired in the course of the discussions here in this House, it is patent
that the House was in full accord with me in passing this Bill". The Minister,
thereafter categorically assured me and the House that the provision, as suggested
by me would be incorporated in the Industrial Relations Bill, the draft of which
was said to be almost ready. Still he could not accept my Bill. My Bill was introduced on the 27th November 1970 and was withdrawn after that assurance on
the 13th December 1974. The Government had four years' time to apply their
mind to this important lacuna in the law and bring forward a Government Bill,
or to concede to this Private Member's Bill or at least to bring forward a Bill of
their own as promised, in the last two years since then. But nothing was done.
Though the Government appreciated the lacuna in the existing law and
supported Ihe Bill, yet it was not agreeable to allow the Bill to be passed. If I had
pressed for a division in the House, I know, I would have lost for obvious reasons.
This invariable becomes the fate of Private Members' Bills unless in exceptional
circumstances the Government shows the sagacity and courage to accept the same.
But such occasions are rare. This difficult position, therefore, needs a reconsideration
to advance the cause of the democratic process. Parliamentary institutions are
temples of toleration. In a democracy none can afford to stand ?n ceremony or
prestige. In an ideal concept of democracy, the approach to a question is not who
is right but what is right.
The present attitude of the Government towards Private Members' Bills largely
contributes to the declining trend in the system of legislation by members of
Parliament which is further aggravated because of the availability of technical
facilities in a lesser degree than the Government possesses. It must be conceded
that the drafting of a Bill not only requires creative imagination and mature political understandmg but also the combination of many virtues including a thorough
knowledge of social sciences and existing laws. Government should, therefore,
welcome such efforts on the part of private members and accept all such measures
if found good and otherwise valid. None of the Bills I introduced as a private
member, nor any such Bill of any other private member was ever accepted during
the period of my membership of 12 years. This sets the pattern.
As against the instance given above, I cite another example where the principle
underlying Government's opposition was rational and . understandable. It was in
regard to Plohibuion ~f Bigamous Marriage Bill, 197Uintroduced by me on August
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7, 1970. I stated in support of my Bill that the conference of Muslim women, held
towards the end of December 1971 in Maharashtra
demanded,
inter alia, for the
enactment
of a uniform Civil Code. I also pointed out that Shri Abdul Raheem,
a noted Muslim jurist, in his speech on the principles of Muhammedan
Jurisprudence which was part of Tagore Law Lectures series had stated that the Muhamme.
dan Law undoubtedly contemplates monogamy as an ideal to be aimed at. President
Ayyub Khan of Pakistan wrote in his Book 'Friends, not Masters',
"a Muslim is
allowed by Islam to have more than one wife under certain conditions and this
permission
has been used to practise indiscriminate
polygamy causing immense
misery. Innumerable women, tongue-tied women and innocent children of thousands
of families have been ruined because of .the degenerate manner in which the males
have misused this permission
to suit: their convenience"
I also pointed out that
according to the Koran or the Hadis, a Muslim could marry a second wife only
with the. consent of the first wife if the first wife had lost the capacity of bearing
children or If she was of ill health.
The Minister concerned in his reply made clear the policy of the Government,
when he said, "I do not tbink the Government should attempt to force a legislation upon the Muslim community without the consent of the Muslim community as
such. The Government
had never considered changes in the personal law of a
minority community as a matter to be decided without the consent of that community." I withdrew the Bill appreciating the c.overnment's stand and also because
I did not like to offend the sentiments of my Muslim brothers.
All my Bills which were withdrawn got a large support even from the Government. I had only this satisfaction that I could speak to make my point, and that
is all. Such behaviour
on the part of the Government appears to stem from the
theory that law-making
is the special prerogative of those who rule. However, in
ultimate analysis it comes to the question of attitude of the Government to the
Opposition
in parliamentary
democracy.
If the Opposition is responsible and the
Government responsive, both will function as part of the same whole or as two
sides of the same coin and then this concept of special prerogative will disappear
establishing an era of true and real democracy.
The colossal wastage of money and time involved in printing, distribution
and
debate in the House on Private Members' Bills in the Houses of Parliament
or in
the State Legislatures,
naturally raises a question of very large dimension, as to
whether such a parliamentary practice like Private Members' Bills should at all be
allowed to continue when their fate is so well known. I am firmly of the view that
unless the trend in parliamentary democracy in India or elsewhere conforms to the
standard of best utilisation of all available resources in national interest, including
Private Members' Bills and the talent and skill available therein, it will simply be
futile to keep provisions relating to such Bills in the Rules of Procedure of the
House.
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Role of the Rajya Sahha in Legislative Business.

Bic~meralism
in Legi~latures has, in modern times, been regarded as an essential
attnbut~ of" democratIc
and federal constitutions.
The challenge of Sir Winston
Churc?lll:
Show. me a powerful, successful free democratic constitution of great
sovereIgn State which h~s adopted the principle of single Chamber Government",
and the words of Sh~1 Gopalaswami
Ayyangar:
"The need has been felt (for a
~econd cha~bber) practIcally over all the world wherever there are federations of
Importance
ear support to this statement.
. India, ha~ing a fe~eral a.nd democratic
Constitution,
has also chosen a
bicameral Parliament
with RaJy.a Sahha as its Second Chamber. As regards the
role of the second chamber Shn Gopalaswami
Ayyangar
observed: "The most
~hat we exp~ct the second chamber to do is perhaps to hold dignified debates on
lmp~rtant
Issues and to delay legislation which might be the outcome of the
passIOns of the moment."
.
The business transacted in the Houses of Parliament can be classified into t
hroad heads, namely, Legislative Business and other Business. The role of ~~
'Contributed

by the Bill Office of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat.
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Rajya Sabha in legislative business which consists of Government
Members' Bills is briefly dealt with in the following paragraphs .

GOVERNMENT
(i)

tt-:lTIATlON

Bills and Private

BILLS

OF BILLS

From it~ inception in May 1952 till the end of the year 1976, in all 350
Government Bills were introduced in the Rajya Sabha, of which 125 were principal
and 225 amending
Bills. The range of subjects on which Bills were introduced in
the Rajya Sabha clearly establishes
its role as an initiating House for legislation
on various spheres of citizens' lives. An idea of legislation which was initiated in
the Rajya Sabha in some of the important spheres is given below.
_
Social Welfare: From the vc;ry beginning it was thought that the comparatIve
calm atmosphere of the Rajya Sabha was particularly suited for initiating legislation on malte'rs affecting social justice and social welfare. Some of the important
measures in social sphere initiated in the Rajya Sabha were the Special Marriage
Act 1954, the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, the Abolition of Whipping
Act, 1955,
the 'Hindu Minority and Guardianship
Act, 1956, the Hindu Succession Act, 1956,
the Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance
Act, 1956, the Slum Areas (Improvements
and Clearance)
Act, 1956, the Prevention of Corruption (Amendment) Act, 1957,
the Married Women's Property (Extension) Act, 1959, the Children Act, 1960, the
Foreign Marriage Act, 1969, the Medical Termination
of Pregnancy Act, 1971, an,d
the Marriage Laws (Amendment)
Act, 1976. The Adoption
of Children Bill IS
another such measure which was introduced
in the Rajya Sabha in 1,72, and as
reported by the Joint. Committee of both Houses in 1976 is now pending in the
Rajya Sabha.
.,
LAbour Welfare,' Welfare of the industrial
and other
workers
has been
another' sphere in which a good number
of measures, particularly
a5 ame~ding
Bills were introduced in the Rajya Sabha. Some such measures were the Beed! and
Ciga'r Workers (Conditions of Employment)
Act, 1966, the Employees'
Provident
Funds (Amendment)
Acts, 1953, 1962, 1963 and 1964, the Minimum
Wages
(Amen8ment)
Act, 1954, the Industrial
Disputes (Amendment) Acts, 1953, 1963,
1964,1966,1967,
1971 and 1976, 'the Workmen's
Compensation
(Amendment)
Acts, 1959 and 1976, the Iron Ore Mines Labour
Welfare Cess (Amendment)
Act, .1970, the Maternity Benefit (Amendment)
Acts, 1972, 1973 and 1976, the Dock
Workers (Regulation
of Employment)
Amendment
Act, 1970, the Payment of
Bonus (Amendment) Acts, 1909, 1973, 1974 and 1976, the Apprentices (Amendment)
Act 1972 the Employees' State Insurance
(Amendment)
Act, 1975, the Payment
of Wages '(Amendment) Act, 1976, the Sales Promotion Employees (Conditions
of
Service) Act, 1976, the Bonded Labour
System (Abolition)
Act, 1976" and the
Equal Remuneration
Act, 1976. The Plantations
Labour (Amendment)
Bill, 1973,
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as reported by the Joint Committee of both Houses in 1975: is now pending in the
Rajya Sabha.
""
. .r
Press and Publication: Next in the series of legislative:'measures
introduced
in the Rajya Sabha may be mentioned the Working Journalists (Industrial Disputes)
Act, 1955, the Working Journalists
(Conditions
of Service and Miscellaneous
Provisions)
Act, 1955 hailed as "Charter of Rights" forihe working' journalists,
the Newspaper
(Price and Page) Act, 1956, the Copyright
Act, 1957, the Press
Council Act, 1965 and subsequent amending Acts of 1969, 1970, 1973, 1974 and
1975, the Press Council (Repeal) Act. 1976, the Press'and Registration'of
Books
(Amendment) Acts, 1960 and 1965 and the Prevention of Publication of Objectionable Malter Act, 1976.
.'
Public Health: Public health is another sphere in which important iegislative
measures were introd uced in the Rajya Sabha. As illustrations of such legislative
measures mention may be made of Acts like the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956,
the Post Graduate
Institute of Medical' Education
(Chandigarh)
Act, '1966, the
Indian Medicine Central Council Act, 1970, the Homoeopaihy Central Council
Act, 1973, and the Water (Prevention and Control of P'ollution) Act, 1974 'which
were introduced as principal Bills. Besides, there were a number of amending Bills
which were introduced in the Rajya Sabha. Mention in this category may be made
of the Dentists (Amendment)
Acts, 1955 and 1972, the Drugs (Amendment) Acts,
1955,1960 and 1962, the Indian Nursing Council (Amendment)
Act, 1957, the
Drugs and' Cosmetics
(Amendment) Acts, 1964 and 1972,. the Drugs and Magic
Remedies (Objectionable Advertisement)
Amendment Act, 1963, the Prevention of
Food Adulteration (Amendment)
Acts, 1964, 1971 and 1976, and the Pharmacy
(Amendment) Act, 1976.
Agriculture and Animals: The Livestock Importation (Amendment) Act, 1953,
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act, 1960, the Seeds Act, 1966, the Insecticides
Act, 1968, the Insecticides (Amendment) Acts, 1972 and 1976,' can be mentioned
as some of the legislative measures in this sphere which were introduced in tlie
Rajya Sabha.

Industry: Legislative measures introduced in the Rajya Sabha in this sphere
were' mainly to amend the Industries (Development
and Regulation) Act. The
1n'dustries (Development
and Regulation)
Amendment
Acts, 1965, 1971,1973 and
1974, the Monopolies
and Restrictive Trade Practices Act, 1969 and the Industrial
Employment (Standing Orders) Amendment
Act, '.1963 can be mentioned -as illustrations of legislation in this sphere.
'/
Education al/d Culture: Education and' culture has been another important
sphere in which a few principal Bills and many amending BIlls were introduced in
the Rajya Sabha. Some of the legislative measures which were introduced in the
R~jy'a Sabha an~ finally enacted were the 'An(;ient Monuments
and Archaeological
~ites arid Remains Act, 1958, the Delhi Primary Education Act, 1960, the Salar
JU!1g Museum Act, 1961, the Hindi Sahitya ~ammelan (Amendment) Act, 1963, the
pakshina Bharat Hindi Pracbar Sabha Act~ 1964, the Banaras Hindu University
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(Amendment) Acts, 1966 and 1969, the Jawaharlal
Nehru University Act, 1966,
the University Grants Commission
(Amendment)
Act, 1970, the Aligarh Muslim
University (Amendment) Act, 1972, the Delhi University (Amendment)
Acts. 1970
and 1972, the Victoria Memorial (Amendment) Act, 1972, and the Rampur
Raza
Library Act, 1975.
Law and Justice:
The Code of Criminal Procedure, 1974, the Surreme
Court
(Enlargement
of Criminal Appellate Jurisdiction) Amendment Act, 1972 and the
Authorised
Translations
(Central Laws) Act, 1973, are some of the important
measures in the sphere of Law and Justice which were introduced in the Rajya
Sabha. The Indian Penal Code (Amendment)
Bill, which was introduced in the
Rajya Sabha in 1974 and reported by the Joint Committee
of Houses in 1976, is
now pending in the Rajya Sabha.
Besides legislation
in the above-mentioned
spheres, almost all the repealing
and amending measures were initiated in the Rajya Sabha. Other important
measures like the Foreign Contribution
(Regulation) Act, 1976. the Tokyo Convention Act, 1975, the Standards of Weights and Measures Act, 1976 and the Territorial Waters, Continental Shelf, Exclusive Economic
Zone and other Maritime
Zones Act, 1976, were also initiated in the Rajya Sabha. Measures authorising
the delegation of powers of the State Legislatures
to the President to make laws
in relation thereto in the event of their being under President's
Rule were also
invariably
introduced
in the Rajya Sabha. Similarly, the two measures extending
the duration of the Kerala Legislative Assembly were also introduced in the Rajya
Sabha.
(ii)

REVISORY

ROLE

Besides its role as an initiating Chamber,
the Rajya Sabha has also played
the role of a revisory Chamber.
It has so far found occasions to make amendments in as many as 41 Bills including 3 Money Bills and 4 Private Members'
Bills. One of these Bills, the Dowry Prohibition Bill, 1959 on which the two Houses
had finally disagreed was passed at the joint sitting of the Houses. Notable in
respect of the extent of revision by the Rajya Sabha is the Urban Land (Ceiling
and. Regulation)
Bill, 1976 of which 8 clauses and the Schedule were revised by
making amendments there to which were later on accepted by the Lok Sabha.
In case of the following three Money Bills, amendments
were recommended
also by the Rajya Sabha which were accepted by the Lok Sabha :
\.
The Travancore-Cochin
Appropriation
(Vote on Account)
2. The Union Duties of Excise (Distribution)
Bill, 1957.
3.

The Income-Tax

Bill, 196\.

Bill, 1956.

(i)

BILLS ORIGINATING

IN THE RAJYA SABHA

From May 1952 to the end of the year 1976 302
.
introduced in the Rajya Sabha. Of them fi
B'll'
PTlvate Members' Bills were
e
in the Statute Book. Of these, the fOIlOWi: ~ s were finally en.acted and included
cipal Bills:
g
measures
were mtroduced as prinI.

The Orphanages and Other Charitabh: H
..
Bill, 1959, by Shri Kailash Bihari Lall. omes (SupervIsion

2.

The Indian

Marine Insurance

and

Control)

Bill , 1959 , by Sh n..
. M P B hargava.

The following were the measures which were introd
d
..
\.
The Ancient and Historical
Monuments
an~ce
as amen~lIlg B.llIs :
Remains (Declaration of National Importan
) A Arc~aeOlogl~al Slles and
Dr. Raghubir Sinh.
ce
men ment BIll, 1954, by

(Ii)

2.

The Hindu
Parmanand.

Marriage

3.

The
Lall. Indian

Penal

BILLS TRANSMITTED

(Amendment)

Code

Bill,

(Amendment)

BY THE LOK

1956

' by Dr. (Shrimati)

B'II
I , 1963,

by

Diwan

Seeta

Chaman

SABHA

. The. Rajya Sabha revised the following 4 Bills out of th
.
BIlls which were transmitted by the Lok Sabha and fi 11 be 9 PTlvate Members'
ment by making amendments thereto:
na y ecame Acts of ParHa.
\.

The Indian Registration
Samanta.

(Amendment)

Bill, 19'5
"',

2.

The Code of Criminal
Subhadra Joshi.

Procedure

3.

The Salaries and Allowances
Bill, 1964. by Shri Raghunath

4.

The Supreme Court (Enlargement
of C'
.
Bill, :970, by Shri Anand Narain Mulla. TlmlIlal Appellate

(Amendm

en

t)

b

y Shri Sat ish Chandra
B'I
II,

1960, by Shrimati

of Me b
..
Singh. m ers of Parhament

(Amendment)
Jurisdiction)

I
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Like other legislatures, the Rajya Sabha has also provided for p-rocedure for
questions in its Rules of Procedure and Conduct 'of Business. However, when the
first sitting of the Rajya Sabha was held on May 13, 1952, til! May 26, 1952 there
was no Question Hour in the House. On May 16, 1952, the' se'cond silting <if the
House, the Chairman, Rajya Sabha'made the f~lIowing announcement: - .

~',"

" ... After a good deal of discussion, I decided that we should adopt the procedure of the House of Lords'. Question~. on' ,two days a week, -three Starred
Questions a day--";that is the' procedure of the House of Lords.'"
'

.

\

'

..

;'.'

Again on May 20, 1952, the.Chairman announced the following procedure for
giving notices of questions in the House:
' J

56

OJ.,;'"

.... ~

"There was a question,raised about question-hour, here. Next Tuesday and
-Wednesday, you will ,be'allowed to haVe questions raised here.-;Vou must give
notice of them today or tomorrow. -If you are able to put your questions' today or tomorrow they may be answered on Tuesday or Wednesday next week.
, The first half-hour will be dev~ted' to the questions."2,
• -:' ,
'

Si:I'.,~.,;1I.::r:h,:t:'

;'-iArtLqok at the Question Hour

In

th~ Rajya Sabha'"

In pursuance of the above announcement, the; following bulletin for allotment
of days for answering questions in the House,was issued'on'May 20,1952: :"
"As announced by the ,Chairman in the Council today, the following days
have been allotted for .answering questions in the Council of States :' Tuesday; the 27th May 1952
Wednesday, the 28th May 1952 .
The first half-an-hour on both these days will be available for the asking and
'answering of questions."

The Question Hour or the Question Time, as it is known in some countries, is an
irripbrtant part of the procedures in legislatures of countries which have adopted
parliamentary system of Government. This Hour has definitely ass~med a gre~t
significance' in all such legislatures in view of Government's heavy Involvement In
matte'rs affecting day-to-day life of citizens for which Ministers are directly answerable. The' right of asking questions to Government is a refined parliamentary device
with a view to eliciting information on various subjects and for exercising control
over executive actions. The members ask questions to elicit information or for
redressal of grievances which have come to their notice by highlighting them or on
the basis of any representations made by their constituents or by others and also
on matters which appear in the Press: and are anxious to press home their view.
point on particular topics. Questions also provide Ministers an opportunity to give
information to the House and through the House to the country on all important
matters which they feel public should be taken into confidence. The Question Hour
thus covers an activity of the House which is very wide engulfing almost any subject under the sun.

,

.

:The first starred question among the, three put down for May 27, 1,952, was
regarding raw silk industry in India, and was asked by Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy
-Rao (who was subsequently elected as Deputy Chairman, ,Rajya Sabha) and
answered by Shri D. P Karmarkar, Deputy Minister ofComll)erce and 'Industry.
Twelve unstarred questions were also put down in the,concerned list and answers
thereto were laid on the Table of the House.on the same day.
On July 14, 1952 during the second part, of the first session of the Rajya
Sabha, the Chairman made the following announcement in the House revising the
procedure for questions:
"I have to inform hon. Members that on the recommendation
I. Council of States Debates, 16.5.52,col. 45.
2. Ibid., 20.5.52, col. 226.

'Contributed by the Questi(lns Sections of the Rajya. !ial,?h\\~ec;relariat.
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Committee I have made certain amendments in the provisions relating to questions. These amendments have already been circulated to the members. Under
the amended rules, the first hour of the silting on every Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday shall be available" for the asking and answering of
questions. If the Council does not sit on any of those days, the following
Friday shall be also so available. Each Member will be entitled to put three
starred questions. A statement showing the allotment of days for answering
questions by Ministers will be prepared and circulated to members.
Provision has also been made for half-an-hour discussion on matters of
public interest arising out of answers to questions.
The new procedure will be followed in the House as from Monday, the
21st July 1952."3

This procedure continued in operation till the Rules of Procedure and Con.
duct of Business in the Rajya Sabha were revised in July 1964. Under the revised
procedure, Fridays were also allotted for questions thus making all the five sittings
in a week available for the asking and answering of questions in the Rajya Sabha.
Till 1962 there was no maximum limit of questions which could be included
in a day's list of starred questions, however, not more than three starred questions
by the same member could be placed in the list of starred questions on anyone
day. For example, the'llIaximum number of questions, i.e., 59 questions were included in the list of starred questions for September II, 1957. Unlike the limit of
three starred questions per day, there was no limit to the number of unstarred
questions by the same member in the Jist of un starred questions on any day. With
the result, that some members started giving a very large number of notices of unstarred questions for one day. For example, out of a total of 176 unstarred questions put down for answer. on September II, 1957 as many as 127 stood in the
name of Shri Nawab Singh Chauhan, 30 in the name of Shri M. Yaliullah and the
remaining 19 questions in the names of other members As a result of Proclamation of Emergency in the country in October 1962 and with a view to simplifying
business and procedure in the Rajya Sabha, a limit of such questions was introduced in the month of November 1962. As per the announcement made by the
Chairman in the House on November 13, 1962, not more than five questions, both
starred and unstarred combined, by anyone member, are placed on the lists of
questions for anyone day out of which not more than three questions by a member and not more than 30 questions in all are placed on the list of starred questions
on anyone day.
. With a view to determining the inter se priority of members who give notices
of questions for oral answers for a particular day the procedure regarding ballot
was introduced in 1970 and revised in 1974. Before the introduction of the ballot
3. Ibid., 14.7.52, col. 993.
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procedure, the questions were placed in the list of starred questions in the order in
which notices were received in point of time.
It is provided in the Rules of Procedure (rule 38) of Rajya Sabha that unless
the Chairman otherwise directs, the first hour of every sitting shall be available for
the asking and answering of questions. There is no provision in the Rules regarding
suspension of Question Hour. This power is vested with the Chairman and has
been exercised on a few occasions. On June 25, 1975 an Emergency was proclaimed
in the country. The Rajya Sabha was summoned to meet in an emergent session
on July 21, 1975 to transact certain urgent and important Government business.
To facilitate completion of this business, the Chairman suspended the Question
Hour for the duration of that session. When the House met on the first day of that
session, some members raised objections to the suspension of the rules of procedure. Thereupon the Chair observed:
" ... I have decided not to have the question hour. It has been issued to you
in bulletin and all of you have got that information. That point is very clear.
H is within the authority of the Chairman. He has used it independently of the
Government or anybody else. Nobody can question it. It is very clear.'"
The Question Hour is always very interesting, lively, stimulating and witty. All
members evince considerable interest in asking questions and listening to the
answers. Even the visitors' galleries are full during this Hour. The members, ia
addition to seeking information, get an opportunity to criticise Government's policies and programmes and also to check and control the administration through this
media. The Question Hour is the very breath of the parliamentary system of
Government. During the Question Hour, members find an opportunity to. ventilate
public grievances, expose Government's lapses and extract promises from Ministers. The members on many occasions give vent to their sentiments when they do
not feel satisfied with the answers given. There has been an occasion in the Rajya
Sabhn when some members staged a walk-out5 for not being satisfied with the
answer given by the Minister of Home Affairs.
The Question Hour serves another useful purpose. The Ministers are made
aware of the lapses and failings of their departments which otherwise would have
gone unnoticed. Prof. N. G. Ranga, speaking in the House on April 15, 19)3 on
the Appropriation (No.3)
Bill, 1953, emphasised the importance of questions in
the following words:
" ... Every Short Notice Question, every Starred Question, every Un starred
Question, is an additional weapon being placed in the hands of the Minister
without demanding any sort of a ministerial pay for anyone of us, with which
4. Rajya Sabha Debates, 21.7.75, col. 24.
5. Ibid., 17.9.58, cols. 3555-60.
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.
their own administration.
Otherwise comit is possible for them to pro~e .tntO
will defy scrutiny, management and
tion
pie x as.it is, the present admlnJst~inisters:'6
control even by the ablest of our
0

0

The Ministers make it
tions addressed to them. In
during the Question Hour,
effect. One such reference
House is 'as follows:

0

sent in the House to answer the ques.
a point t~ ~U:~~sters are not present or leave .the House
case senlO d aw the attention
of the Chair to that
the membe~hr; Bhupesh Gupta, a senior member of the
made by
0

0

f on Hour but you will have noted that
"I did not want to disturb the QU~~~ns set for oral answer by the Home
although there were a number o~ ~u:hile and then he left. No~, as you k~0v.:,
Minister, he was there present fo tters is very clear and questions are dlstr.lMadam, the precedent in such ~asuch a manner that the Minister i~charge IS
buted between the two Houses 10
'n the House unless some very Important
always in a position to be present ~at our late Prime Minister Pandit Nehru,
duty takes him out. You also kn.o~hte House and very important State .matters
took special care to be present 10 t be present in the House durmg the
also he sometimes ignored in order 0 ddressed to him or stood in his name. I
Question Hour w h en ques fIons .'were a came here and sudden Iy wen t awa y "7
h H me MIDIster
do not know why teo
00

0

h Ministers should be present in the House
The Chair is also particular that t e .
ill be observed from the followmg :
d to them as w
when there are questions ad d resse
.
o

.
.
I am sorry Mr. Krishnamachan;
you
: Next question,
ut
.
t" n was P .
b
were not here when your ques 10 HARI: I am very sorry, Sir, I have een
SHRI;T. T. KRISHNAM~C
to tender my apologies to hon. Members of
misled by my dock. I ~o~~d ltke
this House and to you, SIr.
"MR

CHAIRMAN

to be an effective and assertive House ~s
The Rajya Sabha has proved Itself often brought before it through the media
't members have during all these ye.ars blic mind was agitated. To illustrate,
I s
n which pu
. .
. States
of questions important matters ~
ainst the Chief Ministers/MIDlsters
~n. .
'
subjects like cases of corr~ptl~n i~g Company, some LIC deals, actiVities of
loans advanced to the Jayan.tI Shipp u gof Industries, Thackersey Group of. I.ndussome business houses like Blrla. Gro . P Sabha during Question Hour. Th.e ra.lsmg of
a
tries were brought to the front m ~aJY t of commissions/courts
of inqUIry 10 some
.
the
appomtmen
questions had resu Ite d m
o

6.

c. S. Debates,

0

•

15.4.53, COil' .2496678687
R. S. Debates, 26.3.65, co s.
'.
~: C. S. Debates, 26.2.53, col. 1241.
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cases and compelled Government to review their policies and programmes
in some
of them In this context there are two cases which are worth mentioning as they
were first raised in the Rajya Sabha through questions. The question relating to the
allegations
against late Sardar Pratap Singh Kairon, the then Chief Minister of
Punjab, was raised in the Rajya Sabha on August 29, 1963 through the following
starred question :
"Will the PRIME MINISTER'be
pleased to state:
(a) whether Government have received any memorandum from the Leaders of
the Opposition
Parties in: the Punjab containing allegations against the
Chief Minister of that State; and
(b) if so, what action has been taken on the memorandum
?"9
As a result of this and subsequent questions a Commission of Inquiry, known
as 'Das Commission', was appointed to look into the allegations.
Recently, a question on the issue of import licences to certain firms in Yanam
and Mahe in the Union territory of Pondicherry, what is known as the 'licence
scandar case, was raised first in the Rajya Sabha on August 27, 1974.10 The question was based on a press report. The question created commotion ar:d uproar in
parliamentary
circles as the Minister in his answer had given same names of
members of Parliament who had sponsored the licence applications.
It may be interesting to mention here that in view of the great interest shown
by members regarding grant of Statehood to Manipur and Tripura in the House
through the media of questions on several occasions, Government
announced
its
very important
decision in the Rajya Sabha in the matter. On September 3, 1970
the Minister of State in the Ministry of Home Affairs made the following anilOuncement:
"Mr. Deputy Chairman,
Government
are aware of the interest .taken by
members of this House in the question of the constitutional status of Manipur
and also Tripura. We appreciate the aspirations of the people of Manipur and
Tripura to have the status of their territories raised to Statehood, and fully
realise the strength of feeling behind these aspirations.
Government
have also
taken note of the special circumstances
of these territories, Manipur and
Tripura in which the demands for Statehood have been made: We accept the
demands in principle, but details have to be worked out keeping in view the
importance
of a coordinated
approach
to the problems of development and
security of the north.eastern
region and we hope to be able to announce our
decision within a short period. Government earnestly hope that in the mean9. Ibid., 29.8.63, cols. 1944-56.
10. Ibid., 27.8.74, cols. 21.34.
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time an atmosphere

of peace and

.

.

.

of the people 10 the two terntofles.

--

~

~--

harmony

will be maintained

"11

The Ministers have to be precise and accurate while answering questi?ns.
The
information given through the answers is always considered to be authentic. S.o the
Ministers have to be very careful in giving answers, they cannot afford to.~lslead.
the House by giving wrong or incorrect' replies which might lead to ralslOg 01
questions
of privilege. There have been occasions in the House where ~embers
had raised questions of privilege on matters arising out of wrong or 1Ocorre~t
replies to questions.
Where the Ministers feel that they cannot supply authentic
information at the moment the question is put, they can and .generally. ~Iways ask
for time and assure the House to supply it as soon as it is available. If It IS later on
found that the information
supplied was incorrect, the Min~sters alway~ make a
statement
in the House correcting the previous reply. It IS also posslble.for a
Minister to refuse to answer a question in the public interest but such plea IS not
generally taken by the Minister and is not much appreciated b.y the Hous~. Thus a
heavy responsibility
devolves on a Minister while a.nswCflng .a q u.estlOn as he
presents Government's point of view in the House. In .thls con~ectlon ~t would be
interesting to refer to an incident in the House
Shfl Mahavlr Tyag.l, before he
became a Minister, issued a statement asking the Government ~f IndIa to demand
land from Pakistan to resettle the refugees who had come to [ndla from the area of
erstwhile East Pakistan.
Later on, when Shri Tyagi assumed the office of t~e
Minister-in-charge
of Rehabilitation
and a question on the subject was asked 10
the House, Shri Tyagi's answer to the question, as Minister, was as follows:
"SHRI
MAHAVIR
TYAGI: Mr. Mahavir Tyagi, member of the A.I.C.~.,
while participating
in that meeting had said that if this trend went O? like th~s,
th e may come a time when the Government of India would be Justdied III
er d'
I nd. There was no action or decision taken by Government nor
d eman
109 a
"12
has that proposal been considered by the Government at all.
It has been observed that the Ministers are very careful and cautious in replying
to questions. A stray remark made casually by a Minister may spark off upr~ar III (he
1967, the MinIster of
Hou se an d Put bim in an embarrassing position. On June IS,
.
.
h
b
Commerce while replying to a supplementary arising out 01 a questIOn on t.e su .
ject of "Cotton Prices", stated that he quite appreciated that the Blrla question .was
.
I' 10 that House .13 This remark raised tempers and near pandemolllum
very emotlOna
prevailed in the House for some time.
. .
As has been stated earlier, in case the MInisters
ll. Ihid., 3.9.70, eols. 29-30.
12. Ibid., 5.6.64, col. 904.
13. Ibid., 15.6.67, col. 3994..
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by all sections

or

through

an

oversight give incorrect reply in the House,
opportunity. They also apologise to the House
September 20. 1963, Prime Minister Jawaharlal
in high esteem, did not hesitate in expressing
following manner for the information given by
'~<'f ~ ~TlJmf ~zrr<'f ~T
zrr 'Tfo<;m g-iln ~r I"

~tr'lfT it mmT

they correct the same at tbe earliest
for giving incorrect information. On
Nehru, who always held the House
his apologies to the House in the
him earlier:

llTlTffi ~

I

~;ffzrr~ ;;~1
~T f~Of@ilT"l:T if WIT 'IlT

[Yesterday I had a wrong impression
for which I apologise. [could not
remember whether it (report) was published in the press or it was printed.j14
SHORT

NOTICE

QUESTIONS

The first short notice question" was asked on July 24, 1952 by Shri S. P. Ray
and was answered by Shri Lal Bahadur, the Minister of Railways and Transport.
The subject matter of the question was regarding damage to the Assam link railway
and the National Highway as a result of floods in West Bengal.
A short notice question relates to a matter of public importance which may be
asked with notice shorter than ten clear days required for other questions under
the Rules.
In 1964, the Rajya Sabha evolved a procedure that if the Minister is not in a
position to answer the question at short notice and the Chairman is of opinion that
tbe question is of sufficient public importance to be orally answered in the House,
he may direct that the question be placed as the first question on the list of questions for the day on which it would be due for answer with a notice of ten clear
days; however not more than one such question is accorded first priority on the list
of questions for anyone day.
.
Generally members table short notice questions on subjects of recent happenings. The Minister to whom the question is addressed may accept or decline to
answer the question at short notice. From a perusal of the Rajya Sabha proceedings,
it is seen that Ministers have by and large agreed to answer at short notice questions
relating to matters of urgent public importance.
The following incident clearly
shows how members are sensitive to what is happening in the country and take the
earliest opportunity
to raise important matters in the House through the agency of
short notice questions and it also shows how Ministers do not hesitate to accept
their responsibility and to take the House into confidence.
In 1958, an enquiry was held into the LIC deals, by the Chagla Enquiry
Committee.
The name of Shri T. T. Krishnamachari,
Finance Minister, was also
mentioned in the Enquiry Committee's Report. As some senior officers were involved in the deals the matter was referred to the Union Public Service Commission
)4. Ibid., 20.9.63, col. 4993.
l$, C. S. Debates, 24.7.52, cols. 1854-5Q.
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for enquiry. While the enquiry was going on, Shri Govind Ballabh Pant, Home
Minister, on the occasion of the unveiling of the portrait, of Shri T., T. Krishnamachari 'at Madras praised his services to the n'ation, Some members of the House
felt that such"a'statement
from the Home Minister at that moment when the Union
Public Service Commission was seized of the matter might prejudice the enquiry
and gave notice of the following short notice question which was accepted by the
Home Minister and answered in the House on December 24, 1958 :
'~Will the Minister of Home Affairs be pleased to' state:
(a) whether his attention has been drawn to the report which has appeared
in the Press that on the occasion of the unveiling of Shri T. T. Krishnamachari's portrait in Madras on December 21, 1958 the Home Minister, Shri
G. B. Pant, said, "Mr. Krishnamachari
had renounced the office of the
Union Finance Minister after the Chagla enquiry into 'the Mundhra affair'
in order to promote the best of <;onventions ... although
he '"was not to
blame in any way, either directly or indirectly";
(b) whether the above report is a correct reproduction
of the words used by
(c)

the Home Minister;
whether the view expressed by him is based on the findings

(d)

Bose Commission; and
whether this view is shared by the Government

The answer given by the Home Minister

is reproduced

of the Vivian

of India as a whole?"
below:

Yes.
It does not seem to be an exact reproduction.
The reports that have
appeared
in the Madras Press such as "The Hindu" aod "The Indian
Express" of what I said on the occasion seem to be correct.
(c) No, The Vivian Bose Board of Enquiry was appointed under All India
Service (Discipline and Appeal) Rules, 1955, in order to make an enquiry
about certain specific charges concerning certain officers and their findings

"(a)
(b)

relate to those charges.

.

(d) I expressed my personal view about Shri Krishnamachari."
In order to remove any doubt, lest suc'h a statement
by the HO,me Minister
should prejudice the Commission
in its enquiry, Pandit H. N .Kunzru asked the
following supplementary:
"Sir, whatever the discussions in this House may have been, it is still possible
for, the persons whose conduct is being enquired into, to say that they were not
wholly to blame,or that they were not to blame at all because they virtually
received orders from their superior officers. Will not therefore -in. spite of
what might have been said in t~is House-consideration
of their case by the

A Look at ,he Question Hour in the Rajya Sabha
Union Public Service Commission
Minister said in Madras ?"
.'
10

at least be prejudiced
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by what the Home

Th~ H~me Minister in order. to remove any misgivings that might
pubhc nund, further clarified the position in the following terms:

have

crept

"Certainly the Union Public Service Commission will take an impartial
view
of t?e. matte~. The Union Public Service Commission is an independent
body,
and ItlS not many way controlled by the Governmeot or any member thereof
and I am certain that the Union Public Service Commission will ignore all tha~
I ~a~e said and take a just view of the matter regardless of any individual
0plllions that may be expressed by Ministers for or against any particular
proposition."lG
The Government may while answering questions, not only give information
asked for but also take the opportunity to declare their policies aod thinking on the
floor of the House on a matter of national importance.
On December
18, 1970 a
short notice question was asked to draw Government's
attention and to ascertain
their rea~tion to a speech in Delhi propagating communalism. The reply given by'
the Mllllster as reproduced below was in the nature of a policy statement in such
matters:
"Government
unequivocally condemn all propaganda
projecting
the doctrine
of Hindu Rashtra as it is totally opposed to the concept of Indian nationhood
under our Constitution.
Our Constitution guarantees
to every citizen freedom
to follow his own religion. Fundamental
rights and corresponding obligations
are secular matters. Government thoroughly deplore any attempt to cast doubts
on the loyalty and patriotism
of any section of the population merely on
grounds of their religion."l?
As there is no time limit within which short notice questions and supplementaries thereto are to be answered on the floor of the House such questions provide' a
valuable opportunity to the members to discuss matters of recent public importance
at length. There have been occasions where supplementary questions and answer t~
one short notice question went on for more than an hourY
HALF-AN-HOUR

DtSCUSSION

At times, mem.~~i'~ are not satisfied with answers to certain
"

16. R. S. Debates, 24;'\2,58, cols, 3599.3606.
17. Ibid., 18.12,70. CO!}.~9.53.
18.. Ibid., 18.12,70, cols •.~9.53 (SNQ No.2).
\}.

,
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:

questions

and wish
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to pursue the matter through a short discussion. To meet such a contingency a provision for half-an-hour discussion has been made since July 21, 1952 in the Rules of
Procedure and Conduct of Business in the Rajya Sabha. The Rules provide that
half-an-hour
discussion can be raised on a matter of sufficient public importance
which has been the subject matter of a recent starred, unstarred
or a short notice
question in the House and the answer to which needs elucidation on a matter of

A Look at the Question Hour in the Rajya Sabha

. The ~embers of Rajya Sabha have always been alive to this right and it will
be IIlt.erest~ng to note Ihat in the quarter century during which the Rajya Sabha has
been III eXIstence, the statist.ics
starre.d, unstarred
and short notice questions
as~ed and half.an-hour
diSCUSSions raIsed run. into suhstantial figures, as will be
eVident from the following statement:

0:

fact.
The first half.an hour discussion was raised in the House on July 25, 1952 by
Shri C. G. K. Reddy and replied to by Shri S. N. Buragohain, Deputy Minister for
Works, Housing and Supply; the subject raised related to auxiliary machinery in
Visakhapatnam
Shipyard.
On August 26, 1966, half.an-hour discussion was raised'. on recovery of special
advance given to TISCO and liSCO. The members repeatedly
focussed Government's attention
to various aspects of the working of these two industrial units in
the private sector. The discussion which brought out clearly the way in which
members were thinking on the subject, may have possibly prompted Government
in taking a decision on the nationalisation
of liSCO.
A question on ceiling on urban property was answered in the House on August
5, 1970. As it was the last question to come up for oral answer in the House on
that day, the members were not satisfied with the answers and demanded
half-anhour discussion. On the notice being admitted by the Chair, the discussion took
place in the House on August 10, 1970.
During the course of discussion, members raised various points pertaining to
ceiling on urban pro pert) . While replying to the discussion, the Minister concerned
stated as under
" ...
just

:

We want to bring about ceiling on rural lands. We must also say that
as there is ceiling on rural agricultural land there should be ceiling on

urban lands. "'0
The discussion, it would appear, paved the way for Parliament
for enacting
a legislation on the subject. Thus we find the Urban Land (Ceiling and Regulation)
Act, 1976 on the Statute Book.
The questions, as a device through which an effective probe may be made into
. administrative
lapses, shortcomings and inactivity, have assumed such importance
that almost all the modern legislatures wedded to parliamentary
system have in
their rules of procedure recognised a member's right to ask questions. An active
member who might not get an opportunity to put his view-point before Government through
a resolution,
motion or a Bill can easily do so by availing of his
right of asking questions.
19.

ZO.

Ibid., 26 8.66, cols ..4340-52.
Ibid., 10.8.70, cols.245-256.
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(i)
(ii)
(iiI)
(iv)

Starred Questions
Unstarred Questions
Short Notice Questions
Half-an-Hour
Discussions

Notfces
received
245205
23225
3057

776

Admitted
112937
12680
351
123

Needless to say, the 'Question Hour' has pla)ed a very significant role in the
working of. the Rajya Sabha and has definitely placed the Upper House of the
Indian. Parliament
amongst the effective Upper Houses of Parliaments in other
countnes

Committee on, Petitions of the Rajya Sabha

namely, ,the Committee on Petitions in the year;'1933, In the Constitution
of India
also we find an indirect reference to the concept of petitions. Article 350 of the
Constitution recognises the right of a citizen to submit a representation
for the
redress"of any grievance to any officer or authority of the Union or a State.
The Committee on Petitions of the .R.ajya Sabha was appointed in the year
1952 with Shri Jaspat Roy Kapoor as the Chairman and 4 others as its members.
The membership
of the Committee continued. to be 5 till the year .1964 when it
was increased to 10 and since then the Committee continues to be composed of 10
members.
Till the year 1964, petitions could be presented to the Rajya Sabha only with
regard to Bills which had been published in the Gazette of India or introduced in
the House' orin respect of which notice to move for leave to' introduce the Bill' had
been received. The scope of the Committee was thus limited to consideration of such
pe'titions' orily.' Since 1964, however, when the Rule's of' Procedure
of the
Rajy,i'Sabha -"ere amended, the scope of the Committee has been widened as under
the 'revised 'Rules, petitions could also be presented on any m'att'er of general public
int~re'st provided that it is not one.,'
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BRAHMANANDA

,:"(a)"':which falls within the cognizance of a court of law having 'jurisdiction
in
;"
any part of India or a court of enquiry or a statutory tribunal or authority
or quasi,judicial body or commission;
(b) which raises matters which are not primarily the concern of the Government of India;
,
(c) which can be raised on a substantive motion or resolution; or
(d) for which remedy is available under the law, including rules, regulations',
or bye-laws made by the Central Government or by'an authority to whom
power to make such rules, regulations or bye-laws is delegated.

PANDA.

There are often some little known facts about well-known
institutions.
And
Parliament
is no exception to that. To many. Parliament is just a place where laws
are enacted
and budgets are passed. What is not known is that the functions of
Parliament are not confined only to the proceedings in the two Houses. Parliament
acts in an equal measure-sometimes
to a greater extent-through
its several Commi!tees. The Committee system has proved its worth over the years and today it is
an effective media by which Parliament exerts its influence on different walks of
pu blic life.
The Committees
provide a vital link between the Government on the one side
and the Parliament and the people on the other The Committee
system has come
to stay and if at all any thinking is required in this connection, it is for strengthening the system and enlarging its scope in the years to come.
The Committee on Petitions, one of the Standing Committees of Parliament, is
perhaps
one of the oldest Committees. If we trace its origin, we find that such a
Committee was first constituted in India in 1924 and it was then known as the
Committee
on Public Petitions. The Committee
got its present nomenclature,
.Shri

Brahmananda

Panda

is the Chairman
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The Rajya Sabha receives ,from time to time petitions from If cross'section
of
society and most of them are' referred to the Committee; For example, there have
been petitions from civil serv<lnts, pensioners, workers, physically handicapped
persons and so on. During the last twenty-five years, the Committee
has considered
and reported to the House on 50 petitions.
The Committee on Petitions, under the Rules of Procedure, is appointed by the
Chairman of the Rajya Sabha. It consists of 10 members and the Chairman- of' the
Committee
is appointed by the Chairman of the Rajya Sabha from amongst the
members of the Committee. If the Chairman of the Committee is absent Irom any
meeting, the Committee chooses another me nber from amongst the members present to act as tne Chairman of the Committee
for that meeting. Normally,
the
Committee is re-constituted every ye"r. The Committee continues in office till a new
Committee is nominated.
All petitions presented to the House stand automatically referred to the Comll~ittee. The functions of the Committee are-

of the Committee on Petitions of the Rajya

Sabha.

,J

J.L i.LLJ. .•.
' .•.
1
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(a)

to examine every petition referred to it and if the petition complies with
the rules, to direct that it be circulated in extenso or in summary form, as
the case may be; and

(b)

to report to the House on specific complaints made in the petition referred
to it after taking such evidence as it deems fit and to suggest remedial
measures either in a concrete form applicable to the case under consideration or to prevent reCUrrence of such cases.

The first step the Committee takes on a petition which has been referred to it,
is to obtain the comments of the concerned Ministry/Department
of the Government on the various points raised therein. The second stage of consideration
by
the Committee
is to record oral evidence of the petitioner and others concerned
with the petition. The petitioner, the representatives of the Government
and other
persons including representatives
of an institution or body, whose evidence may be
relevant to the petition are invited to appear before the Committee and give evidence
in regard to the petition. The Committee's final recommendations
are arrived at by
mutual discussions and are, by convention, unanimous. The Committee's
approach
is always unbiased, non-partisan
and constructive.
The Committee has recently framed its internal rules whereunder it pursues with
. the Government the recommendations
made in its Reports presented to the House
from time to time in order to ensure their effective implementation.
The Ministries/
Departments
of the Government
are asked to inform the Committee about the
action taken by them or proposed to be taken by them on the Reports presented to
the House earlier. Where the Ministries/Departments
find dilficulty in implementing
any recommendation,
they are required to state the nature of the difficulties adducing
convincing reasons for the satisfaction
of the Committee.
The Committee is em.
powered, wherever necessary, to present further Reports on the petitions considered
earlier by it.
The Committee on Petitions is one of the oldest parliamentary
institutions
and
has proved itself to be a valuable instrument for redressal of public grievances The
Committee on Petitions of the Rajya Sabha has done very useful work during the
25 years of its existence and wiII continue to render equally useful service in the
years to come. There is, however, need for greater public awareness of the existence
and functioning of this Committee so that it may serve better the ca use for which
it has been conceived.
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MULKA

GOVINDA

REDDY.

Our Constitution provides for the establishment of a Welfare State based on justice
and equality. The guidelines for the purpose have been given in the Directive
Principles of State Policy contained in Part IV of the Constitution.
In a Welfare
State there is hardly any activity of a common man's life which is not regulated by
the State in one form or the other. Therefore, the area and extent of Governmental
activity widen considerably necessitating enactment of a large number of laws.
Over the last quarter of a century, Parliament has passed an increasing volume
of legislation. extending the activities of Government
into a great numbe~ of .fields
and often involving provisions of considerable complexity. At the same tIme, It has
become more and more important
to "lighten the load borne by the legislative
machine". It is not possible for any legislature
to pass comprehensive
legislative
measures, anticipating and meeting all possible contingencies and situations because
of pressure on parliamentary
time; technical and sometimes complicated
nature of
the subject.matter;
and the need to have flexibility and adaptability and to act
speedily. Hence the details which are essentially subsidiary or procedural in nature
'Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy is the Chairman
of the Rajya Sabha.'

of the Commiltee
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are conveniently
left to be supplied and supplemented by rules, regulations and
orders within the prescribed framework of and limits imposed by the statute itself
and subject to parliamentary
control.
Parliament does not attempt to do more than lay down the broad principles
of any legislation on hand, It merely formulates legislative policy and leaves the
application of the law to be worked out in greater detail within that policy or those
principles. The instruments that embody these details are known by various names
such as rules, regulations, bye-laws, schemes and orders. They form what is called
subordinate legislation, i.e. legislation made by a body named in a statute which is
subordinate and subject to the control of the supreme legislative body, Parliament.
Parliament exercises its control on subordinate legislation in three ways. First, it
requires. by providing in the statute. that the rules etc, made thereunder
should be
laid on the Table so that Parliament is kept informed about them. Secondly. it
gives, again through the statute, a right to the' Parliament
to make modifications
or amendments
in these rules by adopting a motion or resolution moved within a
stipulated time. Thirdly, each House of Parliament has set up a Committee
known
as Committee on, Subordinate Legislation to scrutinise the rules framed under the
statute.
One of the least publicised, nevertheless, one of the most important commit.
tees of Parliament is the Committee on Subordinate Legislation, In several democratic countries where there is a parliamentary
form of government such Committees have been found useful to undertake surveillance of use of legislative powers
by a subordinate authority on behalf of Parliament.
In India too almost- all the
State Legislatures
have their own Committees
on Subordinate Legislation. The
Committee on Subordinate Legislation of the Lok Sabha has been in existence
since December
1953. Until 1964, the Rajya Sabha did not have a Committee on
'Subordina'te
Legislation
of its own. The members of the RajYa Sabha'were also
'not represented on tI1e'Lok Sahha Committee unlike'on the Public Accounts Com.
mittee. In 1964, the Rules of Procedure and' Conduct of' Business of the Rajya
Silbb:i were exte'tis'iv~ly revised and amended and consequently a Committee on
Subeirdin'ilte'Legislatioh
was established in that year with' power to scrutinise rules
etc. framed only under the Acts of-Parliament. The Rules of Procedure of the Rajya
Silbha'were amended In i972 to widen the sphere' of the Committee's
functioning
'so:', that the Committee' could scrutinise rules' and regulations framed under the
Constitution also.
The terms of reference or scope of the Committee are'set out in rules 204 and
'209 of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the Rajya Sabha. The
main work of the Committee is to consider, scrutinise and, report to the' House
whether the powers delegated by the Constitution or a statute 'of Parliament have
been properly exercised within the framework of the Constitution or the concerned
, 'statute. While this is the broad guideline for the Committee,
the Committee
has
, partic.ular!y to ,see the following aspects of a rule or regulation:
., ~. "

.'.

.

.
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

(vii)
,(viii)
(ix)
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whether it is in accord with the provisions of the Constitution
or the Act
pursuant to which it is made;
whether' it contains matter which, in the opinion of the 'committee, should
more properly be dealt with in an Act of Parliament;
whether it contaIns imposition of taxation;'
whether it directly or indirectly'bars
the jurisdiction of the court;
whether it gives retrospective effect to any of the provisions
respect of
which the Consiitution or the 'Act does not expressly give any such power;
whether it involves expenditure from 'the Consolidated
Fund 'cif India" or
the public revenues;'
.
whether it appears to make some unusual ~r' unexpected use of the po~e'r
conferred by the Constitution' or'the Act pursuant to which it is made'
whether there appears to have bee'n unjustifiable delay in its PubIi~~;i'on
or laying before Parliament;
"
whether for any reason its form or purport calls for elucidation: " '
'.

in

Almost all statutes enacted after the coming into force' of the' Constitution
provide for laying of rules made thereunder on the Table in both the" Houses' of
Parliament. Some of the pre-Constitution
laws, however, do not 'provide for such
laying, The Constitution confers powers on authorities
to make rules but barring
one or two exceptions the rules are not required to be'laid on the Table. It is advisable and necessary that all rules made in exercise of powers delegated by' an Act
,or the Constitution come under scrutiny., Hence by a Direction of the Chairman of
the Rajya Sabha the scope of Committee's
functioning has been widened. The
Direction is as follows':
"The Committee on Subordinate Legislation may examine all 'Orders' whether
laid before the Council or not, framed in pursuance
of the legislative functions delegated by Parliament to a subordinate authority to make'such ordets."
By another Direction the Committee is brought in after a BiB is introduced so
that the Committee can look into the subordinate
legislation aspect of the Bill.
That Direction is as follows:
"The Committee
on Subordinate
Bills which seek to-'
(i)
(iil

Legislation

may also examine

provisions

of

delegate powers to make 'Orders', or .
amend earlier Acts delegating such powers, with a view to seeing whether
suitable provisions for the laying of the 'Orders' before the Council have
been mad,e therein."

The Comll)ittee ~as framed rules for, its internal working and for convenient
scrutiny of rules. In its work'the Committee is assisted by the Secretariat, Every
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year hundreds of rules are framed by the Central Government. They are either
under the statutes or the Constitution. The bulk of the rules now belongs to the
latter category and these are recruitment rules framed under article 309. The statutory rules are generally laid on the Table while the recruitment rules are only published in the Gazette. Each and every rule. regulation, etc either laid on the Table
or published in the Gazette is examined.
If any points in regard to the exercise of
the rule-making power by the subordinate authority arise during that examination.
a claflfication from the Department is sought and. thereafter, the matter is placed
before the Committee in the form of a Memorandum giving the details such as the
rule objected to. the grounds of objection and the Derlartment's comments or c1ari
fication thereon. The Committee considers the Memorandum and comes to its conc1usio.ns. If further elucidation is needed by the Committee. it is sought either in
writing or by calling the representatives of the Ministries concerned. The details of
all these matters find place in the Report of the Committee so that on reading it
one gets a complete idea about a puticular
set of rules reported on by the Committee. The Reports of the Committee are reasoned and give ample indication
why
particular rule was selected for criticism or sent to the Ministry for elucidation.
The Committee
has also evolved its own procedure for pursuing its recommendations. The Committee reports to the House periodically on the implementation of the recommendations
made by it.
The Rajya Sabha Committee on Subordinate Legislation has been in existence
for the last I3 years. and it has so far presented
24 reports to the House. The
Reports make an interesting reading. They reveal certain noteworthy contributions
made by the Committee not merely in the matter of improving the form or drafting
of the subordinate
legislation but also in the matter of substance and content
thereof especially in respect of rules which appear to affect a citizen's rights. It is
not proposed to survey here all the Reports presented so far. But some important
matters on which recommendations
have b~en made by the Committee may usefully be highlighted generally.
In 1968, the All India Services (Llying of Regulations before Parliament) Bill.
1968 was introduced
in the Rajya Sabha. One of the purposes of the Bill was to
provide for laying of regulations framed under the All [ndia Services Act. 19 ,I (as
it then was) and to validate the regulations
made prior to 1st July 1967 which had
not been laid before Parliament. The Committee felt that the Bill was of an unusual
character in the sense that it was the first of its kind to be introduced in any legis. lature in India. The Committee examined both the form and contt:nt of the proposed legislation. The Committee looked upon Government's failure to lay regulations as a 'serious error' depriving the House of some measure of control over
these regulations for a considerably long time.
The Committee
has played a useful role to check delays which were usually
casual in making subordinate legislation. It has pointed out in the last 13 years a
number of cases in which delays ranging between to <lnd 20 years have taken place
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in making the rules. With a view to eliminating delays, the Committee has suggested a time-bound schedule in the matter of framing rules.
In scrutinising rules the Committee has scrupulously watched that hardship is
not caused to a citizen either by the levy of a fee which is not authorised
by a
statute or if authorised, is excessive or by depriving him of a licence or permit or
any other right without following the rules of natural justice (i.e. giving an opportunity of hearing or making an appeal against the order to a higher authority) or
by the exercise of arbitrary, Unguided and unspecified discretion. The Committee
has also seen to it that the jurisdiction of courts is not ousted directly or indirectly
by means of rules or regulations. The Committee has. accordingly, brought to light
many cases of imposition of unauthorised fiscal levies be those for the purpose of
inspection of minutes of a statutory body or for vaccination. In many cases, thanks
to the Committee. provisions have been made in the rules for appeal to higher
authorities
against decisions of lower authorities. The Committee recommended
that a poor furri"r should have a right to appeal against an order depriving him of
his licence under the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Rules.
The Committee has required that guidelines or broad criteria should be laid
down in the rules whenever discretionary powers have been conferred on an authority or are intended to be used so that these are circumscribed
within well-defined
limits and are not abused. Where the rules sought to clothe the authorities with
powers which were of a substantive character, for example, power of search and
seizure. power of a civil court or power to annul private agreements or contracts
of service, the Committee was quick to point out that such powers' should more
appropriately
be sought from the statute rather than subordinate legislation. The
Committee has also not viewed with favour the creation - of bodies by means of
rules since this involved expenditure from the Consolidated Fund of India which
is not brought to notice of Parliament at the time of consideration
of a statute. As
in the case of fees. the Committee
has construed
strictly the penalty provisions
contained in the rules and has limited them within the letter of the statute.
In regard to recruitment rules also, the Committee's contribution
has not been
meagre. It has improved the form and purport of a number of such rules. In scrutinising these. the Committee has tried to safeguard
the interests of employees. In
these cases the Committee has also seen to it that the rules do not operate harshly.
For instance the Committee objected to a rule which gave powers to an authority
to reduce the amount of gratuity
in the case of a deceased government servant
whose service was considered unsatisfactory.
One of the functions of the Committee on Subordinate Legislation
is to examine whether a rule gives retrospective effect to any of the provisions in respect of
which the parent Act does not expressly give such power. The Committee has
recommended that if in a particular case, the rules have to be given retrospective
effect due to any unavoidable circumstances. Government
should take immediate
steps to clothe. itself with legal sanction for the purpose; and even when a statute
empowers giving of retrospective
effect, the rule should be accompanied by an
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Explanatory .Memorandum setting out therein the reasons and the circumstances
which necessitated giving of such retrospective effect.
If the Committee is not satisfied with the views of the administrative .Ministry
or the Ministry of Law on a particular statutory rule, it has not hesitated to seek
the opinion of the Attorney-General of India. In the case of a Cantonment Board
which had sought to impose surcharge on show tax on behalf of the State Government, .the Committee objected to the use of the machinery of the Cantonment
Board by the State Government not contemplated by the Cantonment Act. The
Attorney-General who was consulted in the matter upheld the Committee's view.
In another case, a rule permitted Government to withhold a document from perusal
by the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Tribunal. The Committee felt that it restricted the power' of the Tribunal not visualised by the Act. The Attorney-General
who was consulted in the matter agreed with the Committee that the rule was
repugnant to the scheme of the parent Act.
.
One point must be made clear here. When the Committee examines. any order
and makes its recommendations, it does not act in a spirit of hostility to the
Executive. In its capacity, as Parliament's delegate, the Committee's role is to
ensure that the will of Parliament as embodied in the statutes is implemented. Its
efforts have always been complementary and contributory in this direction. While
it is conscious of a citizen's hardships, if any, it is not unmindful of Administration's view-point.
Although under the Internal Rules, the Secretariat examines the rules, etc.,
prepares memoranda and does other spadework for and on behalf of the Committee, members of the Committee are not precluded from examining the orders
themselves and giving suggestions. For this purpose they are supplied with copies
of all orders laid 011 the Table of the House from time to .tirne. Members take very
active and keen interest in understanding, appreciating and judging all the issues
involved in a particular rule placed before them.
Looking at the working of the Committee since 1964, it can confidently be
said that the Committee functions in an extremely cordial atmosphere. Members
discuss matters without any party considerations. The recommendations made are
unanimous and are influenced only by consideration of public interest. Members
apply themselves to the task with earnestness and enthusiasm. In this, they. are
actuated by public good and a desire to serve the people through the instrumentality
of the Committee. Although compared to the number of statutory rules etc., made
every year by the Executive, those which are reported on are few, yet the very
existence of the Committee, its non-partisan and' quasi-judicial approach have a
salutary effect on its Departments. A study of its Reports provides clear evidence
of the meticulous care with which every rule etc., is examined, ably advised and
assisted by the Secretariat.
The efforts and influence of the Committees of the Rajya Sabha and of the
Lok Sabha have led to a number of useful procedural. reforms. The awareness of
the Committee's existence has kept the administration on the right track. The very
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thought that the administrative activity in the form of rule-making might come in
for a~verse criticism of the Committee and brought to the attention of the House,
exercIses a healthy check on the Administration. This leads it to act with the utmost circumspection and alertness. The scope for waywardness is thus eliminated.
The opportunities lor discussing delegated legislation in the House are extremely limited. Rarely statutory rules are debated in the House. As far as could be
gathered there had been so far just a dozen occasions on which rules had come up
for discussion in the House upon, what is called, a 'Motion for Modification' of
statutory rules. In view of this fact and of the impossibility of finding sufficient
time for discussion of each and every such legislation in the House, the task of
supervising this form of administrative activity has been entrusted to this Committee ..l'he main.agency through IYhich Parliament produces a degree of scrutiny of
subordinate legislation is the Committee on Subordinate Legislation which works
"unobtrusively to realise a conception of parliamentary control". The conclusion
which emerge~ from this study from Parliament's point of view also, is that parliamentary knowledge of, and action on, delegated legislation is probably somewhat
greater than it would be in the absf;:nceof such.a Cemmittee. The consideration of
rules by a Committee is a valuable way of assuring that parliamentary attention is
drawn to them, in the light of the fact that they are made under powers given by
Parliament. The House has, it may safely be said, the safeguard of the Committee.

. .~
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Z. A. AHMAD.

Parliamentary
Committees
play a very important
role in the parliamentary
system. The Committees are meant to aid and assist the Legislature in discharging
its duties and regulating its functions effectively, expeditiously and efficiently. They
are devices used by Parliament for influencing and exercising its supervision and
control over the Executive. The very existence of a Committee has a salutary
effect on' the latter. The fear of exposure keeps the Executive vigilant and alert.
Parliamentary
Committees are, therefore, necessary to keep a continuous watch on
how far the Administration
is conforming
to the policies, directions and wishes
of. Parliament.
In India the financial committees,
namely; the Committees on
Public Accounts, Estimates and Public Undertakings
exercise proper control over
expenditure and effect economy in Government expenditure, and the Committee on
Subordinate Legislation exercises a check on the delegated legislation. These Com.
mittees are, therefore, very important parliamentary
institutions which perform, on
behalf of Parliament,
the tasks of watching and controlling the activities of the
Executive. In this context th'e importance
of Parliamentary
Questions
is well
"Dr, Z. A. Ahmad is the Chairman
Rajya Sabha.
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known. The questions put down for oral as well as for written answers are devices
for keeping the Administration
under the continual surveillance of the Legislature.
It is obvious that in many cases, a Minister while replying to a question or supplementaries
thereon in the House, cannot meet the demands of or supply forthwith
all the information asked for, by the questioner.
The questioner also is aware that
he cannot expect that the matter raised by him would always receive a satisfactory
reply immediately.
What he expects, however, is a reasonable response from the
Minister in the form of an assurance as to what Government
propose to do in the
matter. Thus, many a time Ministers give assurances, undertakings or promises
either to consider the matter, take appropriate action thereon or collect and furnish
relevant information to the House. Such assurances are given not only while replying to questions but also during discussion on Bills, Resolutions, Motions, etc.
These assurances are like safety-valves and help in calming down momentary
tensions which generally arise if the replies given by Government spokesmen are evasive or unsatisfactory. But the matter should not, in public interest, be allowed to rest
there. There is a possibility that a Minister, after giving an assurance, may forget
what he had said in the House. On the other hand it is very difficult for a member
to keep a watch on whether the assurances given by the Minister on the floor of
the House have actually been fulfilled or implemented. He has normally no means
of knowing whether all the assurances given by the Ministers have been implemented as he does not have complete record of such assurances. There were, therefore,
innumerable
difficulties which an individual
member had to surmount to get an
assurance
implemented.
Sometimes a Minister might claim' that a particular
assurance
had been implemented,
but if one goes deep into the matter,
one would find that there was no implementation
of assurance at all. It may also
happen that a portion of the assurance, which may not be substantial,
has been
implemented
and the material part of it has not been attended to at all. In the
past there was no obligation on the part of the Government to make a report to
Parliament and it was left to its good sense to fulfil the assurances,
promises etc.,
given by its Ministers on the floor of the House. Thus it became necessary to
devise a parliamentary
machinery to ensure satisfactory
implementation
of the
assurances given by the Ministers on the floor of the House and to remove the
difficulties mentioned above. It was on the initiative of Speaker Mavalankar
that
the Lok Sabha constituted a Committee
on 1st December
1953 known as the
Committee
on Government
Assurances for this purpose. The Rajya Sabha also
constituted a similar Committee of its own on Ist July 1972.
The Committee on Government Assurances is 'wholly an Indian innovation' and
has no parallel in any other Parliament.
The functions of the Committee on Government Assurances have been enun. ciated in rule 212A of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the
Rajya Sabha which enjoin on the Committee to scrutinise the assurances, promises,
undertakings, etc. given by Ministers, from time to time, on the floor of the Rajya
Sabha and to report on-
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(a). the extent ta which such 'assurances
pramises,
implemented; and
'
(b)

wheri"implemented
whether such implementatian
the minimum time necessary for the purpase.

undertakings
has

taken

have been'

place

within'

The Cammittee has adepted a, standard list 'Of 34 expressiens 'Or ,fanus which,
are'treated
,as canstitutingassuranccs,
undertakings,
etc., given by the Ministers'
en the fleer 'Of the Heuse. This list 'Of expressiens 'Or farms is nat exhaustive and
is meant fer the guidance 'Of the Cemmittee as well as the Rajya Sabha Secretariat ..
Fer example; if ali expression daes net strictly fall within the standard farm 'Of.
assurances; the synanymaus sentences and wards 'Or clauses weuld, be taken' as an
expressien
invalving seme assurance. Any additien ta 'Or deletien frem'.this list is'
dene by the Cemmittee itself. If the Ministries questien the prepriety 'Of 'the inclusien 'Of certain statements
made by the Minister en the fleer 'Of the Heuse in' the,
list 'Of assurances, the matter cemes up befere the Chairman 'Of ,the, Cemmittee
an
Gevernment-:Assurances
fer decisien. In impertant cases the Chairman keeps the"
Cemmittee infermed 'Of the actien taken by him en behalf 'Of the Cemmittee.
'
Since the purpese and value 'Ofan assurance is lest" unless it is implemented,
within a reasanable time, the Committee' has laid dewn ',the time limit 'Of three"
menths fer the implementatien
'Of the assurances.
The precedure fellewed by the 'Cemmittee is: The' first stage is 'te extract'
assurances
frem ..the verbatim' preceedings
'Of the Heuse en the basis -'Of the"
standard
list 'Of' expressiens
'Or farms appreved by the Cemmittee. Slich lists are',
alse prepared by the Department of Parliamentary
Affairs an behalf 'Of the Ministry and by the Secretariat 'Ofthe Hause an behalf 'Of the Committee, If there is any'
discrepancy between the twa lists, the matter is taken up with the Department.
After the assurances,
etc. are culled frem the preceedings
'Of the Hause'
the Secretariat of .the Hause sends them ta the Ministries cancerned, fer imple~
menting the assurances;- The Ministry thereupan takes actian under inti mati an ta the
Department 'OfParliamentary
Affairs. On the basis 'Ofthe infarmatien
furnished by
the Ministries, the Minister 'OfParliamentary Affairs lays an the Table 'Ofthe Hause
fram time te time.a statement 'Ofact ian taken by the Ministries. Such a statement
shaws cleady the implementatian I 'Of, specific assurances supperted by decuments'
wherever necessary.
As sa an as statements en the implementatian
'Of the assurances are laid an the
Table 'Of the Hause, the Secretariat, 'Of the Hause anrbehalfaf
the Cammittee
examines these statements
ta see whether there has - been a camplete and satisfactery implementatian
'Of the assurances 'Or whether samething further is required,
ta be dane ''On any ef..the assurances 'Or whether inerdinate delay had 'Occurred in
their implementatien.
The findings in the matter are placed befare the Cammittee fer;
its cansideratian.
It is alse passible far public arganisatiens,
asseciatiens, 'Or, individuals ta appreach the Cammittee far redressal 'Of their grievances relating' t'O;,nan.\
implementatian
'Of the assurances given by the Minister in theJHause and the,
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Cammittee can examine each case an merits and in that way help the aggrieved
persans as far as passible.
While cansidering the statement in regard ta actian
taken by Gavernment
in
the implementatian 'Ofcertain assurances, 'Or in respect 'Of assurances
which have
nat been implemented
satisfactarily
'Or in case 'Of delay in implementatian,
the
Cammittee has the discretian ta issue a questiannaire
and sum man 'Officers 'Of the
cancerned Ministries ta give evidence befare it. It is alsa 'Open ta the Gavernment
ta bring ta the natice 'Ofthe Cammittee any fact which they desire the Cammittee
ta be seized 'Ofwith reference ta any specific assurance.
After the examinatian
'Of the actian taken by the Gavernment ta implement
the assurances, the Cammittee arrives at its awn canclusians regarding the extent te
which they have actually been implemented and the time taken fer implementatian
and then makes its recemmendatiens
fer inclusian in the repart. On the basis 'Of
these canclusians and recemmendatians,
a draft repart is prepared by the Secre.
tariat which after the Chairman's approval is circulated te the members ''Ofthe Cammittee far censideratian at a sitting canvened far the purpase.
The repart duly appraved
by the Cammittee is then presented ta the Heuse
by the Chairman ar'by any member 'Ofthe Cammittee se autherised
far the purpase. The repart 'Of the Cemmittee has net as yet been discussed in the Hause.
The Cemmittee an Gavernment Assurances has preved its utility nat 'Only far
the Members 'Of the Hause but alsa fer the general public whese prablems are
generally highlighted an the flaar 'Ofthe Hause. I, as Chairman
'Of this impartant
Parliamentary Cemmittee, feel preud te say that this is 'One 'Of the mast impartant
institutiens in a parliamentary demacracy as in 'Our cauntry fer keeping a canstant
watch aver the premises/assurances/undertakings
which the Ministers give ta ward
'Offtensians in the Parliament at a time when tempers are high en bath sides. The
matters which are pastpaned by the Executive are chased and fellewed up by" the
Secretariat 'Of the Hause' and placed befare the Cammittee if the assurances are
nat fulfilled within the reasanable time 'Of three menths.
This 'Indian innevatien'
has proved te be a very useful 'Organ far keeping a
canstant watch and vigil ever the activities 'Of the Executive.

March 18, 1977
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VENKATA

SUDBJAH*

"The Committees meet a practical need; the House as a whole is too unwieldy a body to
deliberate effectively on the problems put before it unless they have first been considered
by a smaller body"
-MICHEL

AMMELLER

The importance of committees in a modern legislature is undeniable, which is
clearly demonstrated by the growing opinion among the competent persons in
favour of the committees, by the powers being increasingly vested in them in various
countries and also by the growing number of committees in the legislatures which
some even describe as 'Committee Explosion'. This is considered as a healthy feature and an effective means to ensure the control of the Legislature over the Executive, notwithstanding a few discordant notes from conservative statesmen like Sir
Winston Churchill who remarked, "We are over run by them like the Australians
by the rabbits". President Woodrow Wilson, the celebrated American statesman,
described them as "Little Legislatures". In our own country an eminent parliamentarian of the stature of the late G. V. Mavalankar expressed the view, "the Com.Shri Nivarthi Venkata

Subbiah is the Chairman

of the Andhra Pradesh Vidhan Parishad,
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mittees of the House will keep a watch on the executive system to satisfy themselves
that such executive is within the limits of the policy laid down and is carried on in
the best manner possible. The committee will also see whether a revision of the
policy is necessary in the light of the results."
The need for committees arises out of two factors, the first being the need for
vigilance on the part of the legislature over the actions of the Executive while the
second factor is the peculiar limitations of the legislature to carry out any detailed
investigations into the actions of the Executive on the floor of the House. Legislature's limitations arise out of the fact that during the limited period it meets in a
year it can discuss only the broad policies but cannot go into details; nor will it be
in a position to summon experts and specialists to appear before it and express their
views on intricate issues. For example, the solitary outsider who can speak in State
legislatures' meetings in India is the Advocate General. Discussions in a committee
are conducive to greater secrecy than those in the House. There is also a significant
difference betweeen the approach of the members to problems of public interest, on
the floor of the House and that in a committee sitting, where they probe into the
issues in a calm manner without any party considerations.
This tendency of leaving a good deal of work to be transacted by the parliamentary committees is by no means peculiar to India. In the House of Commons
(U.K.) which provides the model to the Indian legislatures, committees constitute a
very essential integral part. These committees are of two kinds, namely, standing
committees and select committees. The former are "Committees to legislate" in
the words of Mr. Wheare, whereas the latter are intended for inquiry, scrutiny and
control. There were previously only three select committees, namely, on estimates,
public instr~ments and ~ublic accounts. To this two m~re w~re added i~ 1966 for
agriculture and also for sCience and technology to ensure contllluous parlIamentary
control over the executive'. They carry out continuous work with extensive powers.
The powers vested in their counterparts in the United States of America are even
more far reaching because the committees of the Congress not only formulate policy
but also intervene in the actions of the executive. Besides legislative functions, deliberative functions of the House are delegated to committees to such an extent that
some regard the committees as super legislatures. The committees in Indian legislatures, however,. compare very unfavourably with their counterparts in the aforementioned two countries.
It should also be mentioned that India had a tradition of having parliamentary
committees sven during the British rule. Bills were referred to select committees for
law-making purposes. So far as standing committee~ were concerned, Public
Accounts Committee was set up by the Central Legislative Assembly for the first
time in 1923 and this was due to the foresight of Sir Frederic Gauntlet, the then
Auditor-General of India. Similar committees came into existence in the Provincial
Legislatures at the same time. Parliamentarians like Shri S. Satyamurthy, gave a commendable account of themselves as Members of the Public Accounts Committee. In
vieWof the inadequacies of the standin/il Finance Committee that was set up in 1921
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consisting of members of Central Legislature
it was contemplated
in 1938 to
establish an Estimates Committee in the Central Legislature, but the proposal did not
materialise at that time perhaps due to the political events that the Second World
War brought in its wake. Whatever might be the powers of the committees of the
legislatures which themselves had a very limited authority, these committees set up a
tradition and also conclusively demonstrated the fruitful use to which the Indian
parliamentarians
were capable of putting these committees.
The Committees in Indian legislatures lend themselves to classification accord.
ing to various criteria. They are classified into ad hoc and Standing Committees
according to their passing nature or permanence. Select Committees and Joint Select
Committees on Bills and Committees appointed by the House from time to time to
enquire into specific issues come under the category of ad fzoc committees, whereas
the rest like Estimates Committee, Public Accounts Committee
and Subordinate
Legislation
Committee,
etc. which have a continuous existence come under the
category of Standing Committees. In this connection, it may be mentioned that the
ad hoc Committees intended to enquire into a particular matter as well as the Standing Committees constituted to provide amenities to members were called "House
Committees".
As this is likely to create confusion, the Committee intended to look
into the provision of amenities to members is at present called Amenities Committee in Andhra Pradesh Legislature. The Committees can also be classified into financial and non-financial committees. Public Accounts Committee,
Estimates Committee and Public Undertakings
Committee come under the category of financial
committees.
Special importance
is attached
to the work attended by them for
understandable
reasons as they ensure effective financial control by the Legislature,
though other committees
too have their own importance
in the parliamentary
scheme of things.
Another important classification of committees is into committees
consisting
of members of one House and those consisting members of both the Houses. The
need for this kind of classification arises only in the case of legislatures
~ith a
bicameral set-up. Each House has its own Business Advisory Committee, Assurances Committee, Petitions Committee, Rules Committee,
Privileges Committee,
but ad hoc Committees like Joint Select Committees and Standing Committees
like
the Public Accounts Committee,
Public Undertakings
Committee,
Joint Com.
mittee on Offices of Profit consist of members of both the Houses. In this connection, it may be mentioned that the Estimates Committee consists exclusively of
members of the Lok Sabha in the Parliament. The same position obtained
in the
case of Committee on Subordinate Legislation till July 1964, when the Rajya Sabha
constituted its own Committee. It is interesting to note that these Commiliees
are
constituted
with Members from both the Houses in States like Andhra Pradesh,
where they consist of twenty members each, of whom fifteen are elected from the
Legislative Assembly and five from the Legislative Council.
Leaving aside the technical classification into Joint Committees consisting of
members of both the Houses and Committees with which members of the Upper
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House are merely associated, the author who has served in several Committees consisting of members of both the Houses prior to his election to the present office.of
the Chairman of the Legislative Council, can say without any fear 01' contradiction
that such committees are highly conducive to promote cordial relations between
members of both the Houses. He has enjoyed every minute that he had spent in
such meetings. In States such opportunity exists for members of both the Houses
to meet only in the joint meetings of the legislature addressed by the Governor,
in the Joint Select Committees and in the Standing Committees in which members
from both the Houses are represented.
Such committees are also conducive to
economy.
It is nearly three decades since our Constitution was enacted and quarter of a
century since legislatures were brought into existence through the First General
Elections in 1952. If we take an overall picture of the performance
of our commit.
tees, we have every reason to be satisfied with their work. They have shown alertness
and kept a vigilant watch over the actions of the Executive. Our concern for the progress and prosperity of the weaker sections of the community has taken a tangible
shape in the form of committees specially constituted for the welfare of the Scheduled
Castes, the Scheduled Tribes and the Backward Communities. The Government have
also, by and large, responded well by giving due weight to the recommendations
of
these committees, though individual officers might have been at times found wanting
in promptness in complying with the directives of the committees. When the author
in his capacity as a Presiding Officer had directed the Government that a responsible officer should be posted to make a note of the assurances given by Ministers
on the floor of the House, the Government
promptly responded
by making
that arrangement. We should also be prepared to make such changes as are necessary in the functioning of the committees. For example, the Conference of Chairmen of the Public Accounts Committees of Parliament and State Legislatures had
recommended in 1974 that the meeting, of Public Accounts Committees
should be
thrown open to public so that economic and other offenders could be exposed.
We in India are engaged in the gigantic task of national reconstruction.
Our
cherished desire is to eradicate poverty, remove unemployment
and wipe out
inequality and vested interests which are eating into the vitals of the nation. Our
ambition is to give the common man what he is entitled to but which has all along
been denied to him on account of a faulty economic structure
and slow moving
administration.
Our Constitution
through the recent amendments
has placed
glorious objectives before the nation. Efforts to create a new social order based on
justice and equality are on the anvil. At this juncture committees of the legislatu.res
also should gird up their loins, put their shoulder to the wheel and help the natIon
to reach its cherished goal.

December 22, 1976
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My association
with the Rajya Sabha began in 1964 when I was appointed
Minister of Industry and Heavy Engineering in the Cabinet headed by Shri Lal
Bahadur Shastri. Before that, apart from 6 years' interval as member of the Planning Commission, I had been a member of the Lok Sabha from 1950 to 1958. As
a parliamentarian
I have always been interested and have actively participated
in
committees
of the :two Houses. Apart from several Select Committees and Joint
Committees of the l-!ouses on Bills, my longest association has been with the Public
Accounts Committe~. For nearly 8 years, I represented the Lok Sabha in the Public
Accounts Committee
and before joining the Planning Commission, was also its
Chairman.
As fate' would have it, even as a member of the Rajya Sabha, I was
elected to the Public Accounts Committee
during 1974-75. I have thus had the
experience of the functioning of this Committee for well nigh nine years. I virtually
began my career as !to parliamentarian
in the said Committee which was often considered a post.mort~m body of little importance. Under the able Chairmanship
of
'Shri T. N. Singh;who
is a former Member
Accounts Committee of the Parliament.

of Parliament,

was Chairman of the Public
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Shri B Das, the Committee acquired a high reputation
which, according to m~.
hardly any other committee of the two Houses enjoys.
The strength of the Public Accounts Committee lies in the fact that its investi.
gations and proceedings are marked by the helpful participation of the Comptroller
and Auditor.General
and his able colleagues. The important
cases that are taken
up by the Committee have been thoroughly examined from the accounts point of
view by the Comptroller and Auditor-General
himself and the note that appears
about the facts of the cases reported are consid~red to be agreed drafts between
the Ministry and the Audit. Of course, the conclusions in these reports" are of those
of the Comptroller and Auditor-General
himself.
I am probably one of the few members of either House of Parliament who can
claim the longest record with the Public Accounts Committee. For one full year I
worked on this Committee
as a member of the Rajya Sabha. The reports of the
Committee during this year were of greater importance than the reports presented
during my previous association
with it. I have watched how this Committee
became a powerful organisation
in the very first decade of our Independence
w.hen for t~e.first time, a non.official. member became its Chairman;
formerly the
Fmance Mmlster used to be the Chairman of this Committee.
In the initial years, the Public Accounts Committee had to deal with several
cases of financial irregularities, principally in Defence, Works and Housing, Industry
and Supply and Rehabilitation departments.
Though many of my colleagues in the
Congress Party as also the bureaucracy were much annoyed by our critical attitude,
I am happy to record that never did Jawaharlalji
discourage us or influenced in
~ny way, i~dividual C?ngress ~arty ~embers when they exercised their independ~nt
Judgement 10 cases of Irregularity or Infructuous expenditure. I believe people have
not yet forgotten the controversy that arose over what is popularly
known as 'jeep
scandal'. It related to the purchase of 400 and odd second-hand jeeps by the Indian
High Commission
in London. None of these jeeps on arrival were found serviceable. It seems no examination
was made of the road-worthiness
of these jeeps
before they were shipped and yet payment was made promptly beforehand.
There
w~s also the. c~se of purchase of ster~ grenades and other defence material by the
HIgh CommisSIon from the same supplter. This transaction
was also considered
irregular. Naturally the responsibility for these purchases was thought to be that of
Shri Krishna
~enon,
wh~ was then our High Commissioner. Panditji had great
regard and a~ectlo~ ~or Sh~1 Menon ~ho had done splendid service to the country
as. th: movmg. Sptrlt . behmd the IndIa ~eague in England. He had to suffer many
pnvatlOns and difficultIes and yet he carried on the work of propagating the Indian
cause in U.K. and also in other countries
of the world. Though Panditji did not
like the criticisms against Shri Krishna Menon by the Committee or in the Hous
I do not rememb~r a singl~ occ.asi~n when he expressed any disapproval of m~
or other members conduct m thIS Important parliamentary committee. When his
term as High Commissioner
was over, Panditji wished to appoint Shri Krishna
Menon as a Minister in his Cabinet in 1957. I have reasOn to believe tQat Maulan~
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Azad was against Shri Menon's appointment till he was cleared by the Public
Accounts Committee. My memory is quite fresh how one day Panditji called me
and asked me only to re-examine the whole case with a view to finding out in what
way Shri Menon was personally responsible. That was the objective attitude of
our first and greatest Prime Minister in regard to an issue on which he personal!y
felt very strongly. The matter was referred to the Public Accounts Committee
again by the Finance Minister. We re-examined the whole case and stuck to our
earlier decision. The report of this Committee is there for anybody to see. I can say
that no pressure was brought to bear on me or any member of the Committee by
Pandit Nehru or by any of his colleagues. That was the respect in which members
of the Public Accounts Committee were held in the time of Pandit Nehru.
Sometimes the officials appearing before the Public Accounts Committee used
to avoid disclosing files and papers on the ground of secrecy or public interest.
The then Speaker Shri Mavalankar had ruled that when such a plea was raised it
should be accepted only if the Speaker himself had gone through the document
and felt that it would not be in the public interest to disclose the contents of the
files. The same attitude was taken by Shri B. Das and myself as Chairmen of the
Committee whenever Ministries' representatives ,used to avoid making papers
available to the Committee. Such a plea was taken by the conoerned Ministry
when the Hirakud Irrigation Project was under scrutiny by a Sub Committee of
the Public Accounts Committee. I happened to be the Chairman of this SubCommittee and ultimately on my ruling the Government hlld' to produce the
papers.
But when I functioned as a member of tbis Committee during my term as a
member of the Rajya Sabha, r found the situation changed. The officers declined to
give information and apparently the Chairman had no remedy. I had been appoint.
ed Chairman of a Sub. Committee of the Public Accounts Committee in 1975 by
Shri Jyotirmoy Bosu, the Chairman of the Committee, to go into the question of
cash assistance to exporters. Shri Jyotirmoy Bosu wrote to the Commerce Ministry
to supply us information regarding cash assistance given to certain firms and the
nature and reason of such assistance. Except for two cases the Ministry declined to
supply us information in regard to others. They took the plea that no specific
mention of these firms was made in the Audit Report. It should be remembered
that our audit is sample audit and not complete and exhaustive of all incomes and
expenditures of the Government. As the Chairman of the Sub-Committee investigating the Hirakud Project I had no difficulty in getting connected papers though no
specific mention of every case was found in the Audit Report. As a matter of
fact we investigated in detail many aspects of the, functioning of the Hira.
kud Project administration the basis being mention of certain irregularities in
the Audit Report. Despite the example given of this instance, the bureaucracy in
the Commerce Ministry ignored us and refused to supply the requisite connected
information. Never has'the authority of Parliament been flouted in such a blatant
manner by the Executive. The Public Accounts Committ~e after 1111 represents the
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Parliament and works for and on behalf of it in all matters relating to the propriety or otherwise of incomes and expenditures of the Government of India from
the Consolidated Fund. This is the difference I noted between the status of the
Committee in 1974-75 as against what it was from 1950 to 1958 during which
period I was also its member.
The erosion of the authority of the Committees of Parliament has been occurring in recent years in some respects and as one who entered Parliament nearly 27
years ago and has been almost continuously a member of Parliament for well nigh
20 years, except for the period when I was member of the Planning Commission, I
can say that I had never witnessed such downgrading of the authority of Parliament by the Executive. The Comptroller and Auditor-General, because of the
vastness of the task, is not in a position to make comprehensive and detailed audit
of the Government of all items of incomes and expenditures. His officers are able
to audit a few cases. When irregularities of a kind are discovered which may be
of repeated character, it is time for Parliament to awaken and go deeper into such
irregularities. Restricting powers' of Parliament in regard to investigation of such
financial irregularities amounts to defying parliamentary authority.
The Public Accounts Committee draws its members from both the Lok Sabha
and the Rajya Sabha and it has got the authority of both, Therefore, it must be
treated with all respect by the Executive. As a matter of fact, the authority which
the Committee enjoyed in the years 1951 to 1967 was built up slowly and after
a great deal of opposition from the Executive. In the pre-Independence days, the
British Government Finance Minister as its Chairman put a great deai of restraint
on scrutiny by the Public Accounts Committee. After the Independence we had a
non-official Chairman for the first time. In the initial years, I believe, right up to
1966, the Chairman of this Committee belonged to the party in power. Even though
I was accepted as the Chairman of this Committee by both sides of the House,
I advocated the need for appointing the Opposition Leader as its Chairman. This
was conceded after Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri's death.
Now looking at things in retrospect I feel the necessity of re-establishing the
prestige of this Committee in the interest of honest and efficient administration.
The Comptroller and Auditor-General is in a wayan officer of Parliament under
the Constitution. He reports directly to the President and irregularities and lapses
discovered in the process are set out in reports published on the directions of the
President. That a Ministry should be able to freely flout the authority of the
Committee and decline to cooperate with it is a position against all democratic
principles and traditions. I only hope and pray that the P.A.C. which has done
very useful work all these years in bringing to th(: notice of the people financial and
administrative irregularities in an authoritative manner will not only be a much
stronger organisation than it is today, but it will have to be seen that its reports
receive full consideration by the two Houses. Its reports should be discussed year
after year and, days should be specifically set apart b}' the custodjans of the tWQ
Houses for such discussions.
March 1, 1977
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SUDARSHAN

AGARWAL.

It is.well known that the committee sy,tem is the Inost essential' component of the
parlJamentary apparatus. It is a vibrant link between the Parliament, the Executive
and the general public. The significance of the committee system is valued as the
modern legislature these days is over-burdened with heavy volume of work with
limited time at its disposal. It thus becomes impossible that every matter should be
thoroughly and systematically scrutinised and considered on the floor of the House.
If the .w~~k is to be done with reasonable care, naturally some parliamentary
responsIbility has to be entrusted to an agency in which the whole House has con.
fidence. Thus delegation of certain powers of the House to the committees has
become a normal practice. This has become all the more necessary as the committee
provides the expertise on a matter which is referred to it. In a committee the
matter is deliberated at length, views are expressed freely and the matter is considered in depth in a business-like fashion in a calmer atmosphere. In most of the
c?mmittees, public is directly or indirectly associated when memoranda of suggestIOns are received, on. the-spot study is undertaken and evidence is taken which
help the committees in arriving at their conclusions. Very often committees suo
.• Shri Sudarshan
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motu invite persons having specialised knowledge in that particular matter for
giving evidence which is always of a high order. This form, part of the committee's
report which renders valuable assistance to the legislature when the matter comes
before it for consideration and passage.
Since the parliamentary committees are creation of the House, they are in fact
miniature Parliaments. Committees are to aid and assist the legislature in discharging its duties and regulating its functions effectively, expeditiously and efficiently.
They are devices used by Parliament for the purpose of influencing and exercising
its supervision and control over the administration. The very existence of committees has a'salutary effect on the Executive. The fear of exposure keeps the Executive
on an even keel and right track. Parliamentary Committees are therefore necessary
to keep a continuous watch and vigilance to ensure that the administration
conforms to the policies, directions and wishes of the Parliament. It is sometimes
argued that committees are meant for postponing and absorbing political tension
by taking away one issue or the other from public controversy to a more protected
and sheltered situation as the committees meet in camera. But often times it has
been found that committees have provided momentum for action. Sometimes they
generate such momentum which becomes inexorable and cannot be arrested by
an organ of the government. Committees, at the same time, are not meant to
weaken the administration; instead they prevent it from being abused. This, in
brief, is the rationale of the committee system. Indeed, the hope of parliamentary
government in terms of its fulfilling the objectives of scrutinising, controlling and
supervising the administration and making it accountable to a reasonable degree
lies in an effective and coherent committee system.
We now come to the Committee Structure in the Rajya Sabha.
The committees may be classified as ad hoc Committees or Standing Committees according to temporary matters or continued matters which they have to
consider. Ad hoc Committees are those which are appointed from time to time to
enquire into specific subjects. They are not named as such in the Rules of Procedure
of the Rajya Sabha but come into being on a specific motion and become functus
officio immediately after reporting to the House on matters assigned to them. Ad hoc
Committees are generally Select Committees and Joint Committees on Bills. However, ad hoc Committees have been appointed by the House on other specific
subjects as for example in 1962 the House appointed an ad hoc Committee to
consider its Rules of Procedure and in 1976 another Committee was appointed to
enquire into the conduct of a sitting member of the House.
The second category of committees, namely, Standing Committees may be
divided in terms of their functions under four broad heads:
I.

Committees to Enquire-Under this category come(a) the Committee on Petitions.
(b) the Committee of Privileges.
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2.

Committees to Scrutinise and Control-Under this head comethe Committee on Government As.surances.
(b) the Committee on Subordinate Legislation.
3. Commillees to Advise- Under this head come(a) the Business Advisory Committee.
(b) the Rules Committee.
4. House Keeping Committees-These include(a) the House Committee,
(b) the General Purposes Committee.
There are some Committees of the Lok Sabha with which members of the
Rajya Sabha are associated. These are:
(a) the Public Accounts Committee.
(b) the Committee on Public Undertakings.
(C)
the Library Committee.
(a)

Then, there are Parliamentary Committees constituted by both the Houses of
Parliament by passing motions in that behalf. Such Committees are;
(a)
(b)
(c)

Committee on the Welfare of the Scheduled Castes lind Scheduled
Tribes.
Joint Committee on Offices of Profit.
Parliamentary Committee to review the Rate of Dividend payable by the
Railway Undertaking to the General Revenues.

There are also some other Committees of both the Houses constituted under the
provisions of law, for example, the Joint Committee of the Houses of Parliament
constituted under section 9(1) of the Salary, Allowances and Pension of Members
of Parlia ment Act, 1954.
The members of the Rajya Sabha on these joint committees are either elected
by the House or nominated by the Chairman. The members of the Rajya Sabha
on the Public Accounts Committee and the Committee on Public Undertakings, the
Committee on Offices of Profit and the Committee on the Welfare of the Scheduled
Castes and Scheduled Tribes are elected, while members of the other Joint Committees are nominated by the Chairman. The number of members on these committees is not uniform; however the proportion of members of the two Houses on
these Committees is in the ratio of 2 members of the Lok Sabha to I from the
Rajya Sabha.
In 1952, when the Rajya Sabha was first constituted it had only four committees,
namely, the Rules Committee, the Committee of Privileges, the Committee on Petitions and the House Committee. Later on, four more Committees were constituted.
These are: the Business Advisory COl11mittee,the Committee on Subordinate Legislation, the Committee on Government .Assurances and the General Purposes Committee. The Rajya Sabha is represented on other bodies such as the Delhi Develop-
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ment Authority, All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore, Banaras Hindu University, Jawaharlal Nehru University, etc. The Rajya
Sabha is also represented on the Committee on Official Language.
A description of the Committees in the Rajya Sabha is briefly given here.

COMMITTEE ON PETlTIONS
The Committee on Petitions is one of the oldest Parliamentary Committees. In
the Rajya Sabha it was first nominated on the 22nd May 1952 with five members
including the Chairman of the Committee. The membership.of the Committee continued to be five till the year 1964 when it was increased to ten and since then the
Committee has continued to be composed of ten members. The Committee is nominated by the Chairman of the Rajya Sabha every year.
Till the year 1964, petitions could be presented to the Rajya Sabha only with
regard to Bills which had been published in the Gazette of India or introduced in
the House or in respect of which notice to move for leave to introduce the Bill had
been received. The scope of the Committee was thus limited. However, in 1964, the
rules were amended with a view to widening the scope of the petition and under the
revised rules, petitions can also be presented on any matter of general public interest
provided that it is not one(a)

(b)
(e)

(d)

which falls within the cognizance of a court of law having jurisdiction in
any part of India or a court of enquiry or a statutory tribunal or authority
or quasi.judicial body or commission;
which raises matters which are not primarily the concern of the Govern.
ment of India;
which can be raised on a substantive motion or resolution; ot
for which remedy is available under the law, including rules, regulations,
or bye-laws made by the Central Government or by an authority to whom
power to make such rules, regulations or bye-laws is delegated.

The Committee receIves petitions from a cross-section of the society. The
Committee has so far considered and reported to the House on 50 petitions.
The Committee has framed its internal working Rules whereunder it pursues
with Government its recommendations made from time to time in order to ensure
their effective implementation. By this process, the Committee keeps itself informed
about the action taken or proposed to be taken by Government on the various
recommendations made by it on different petitions considered and reported upon by
it. The Committee is empowered, wherever necessary, to present further Reports on
the petitions considered earlier by it.
With greater public awareness of its functioning, the Committee on Petitions,
which has already in its Reports made its mark in affording parliamentary support
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to the common man in the matter of redressal of his just grievances, can prove to
be a real boon to those wronged and oppressed citizens for whom no remedy or
relief is available elsewhere.

COMMITTEE OF PRIVILEGES
The Committee of Privileges is one of the important committees functioning in
the Rajya Sabha since 22nd May 1952 when it was first nominated. The Committee
is constituted to examine every question of privilege referred to it either by the
House or by the Chairman and to determine with reference to the facts of each case
whether a breach of privilege is involved, and, if so, the nature of the breach, the
circumstances leading to it and to make such recommendations as it may deem fit.
The Committee can also report to the House the procedure that should be followed
by the House in giving effect to the recommendations made by the Committee.
The Committee consists of .ten members nominated by the Chairman. Generally
the Deputy Chairman is appointed a member and Chairman of the Committee. The
Committee holds office until a new Committee is nominated. Normally the Committee is constituted every year.
Every report of the Committee is presented to the House by the Chairman of
the Committee or in his absence by a member of the Committee. After the report is
presented to the House a motion for consideration of the report may be moved by
the Chairman of the Committee or any other member of the Committee. Any member may give notice of amendments to the motion for consideration of the report in
such form as may be considered appropriate by the Chairman. Rajya Sabha. After
the motion for consideration of the report has been carried, the Chairman or any
member of the Committee or any other member as the case may be move that the
House agrees or disagrees or agrees with amendments with the recommendations
contained in the report. The Committee has so far presented 16 reports to the House
on matters referred to it.*

COMMITTEE

ON GOVERNMENT
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There is a possibility that a Minister after giving an assurance may forget what he
had said in the House. On the other hand it is very difficult for an individual member to keep a watch whether or not the assurance has been fully implemented.
It was with a view to removing these difficulties and keeping a watch over the
implementation of such assurances that the need for constituting some parliamentary agency to look into such matters was felt. This is how the Committee on
Government Assurances came into being. This Committee is 'wholly an Indian
innovation' and has no parallel in any of the Parliaments in other countries.
The first Committee on Government Assurances of the Rajya Sabha was constituted on the 1st July I 972. The Committee consists of JO members including the
Chairman. Care is taken to see that all parties/groups in the House are represented
in the Committee, as far as possible in proportion to their strength in the House.
The function of the Committee is to scrutinise the assurances, promises, under. takings, etc., given by Ministers, from time to time, on the floor of the Rajya Sabha
and to report on(a)
(b)

the extent to which such assurances, promises, undertakings have been
implemented; and
.
when implemented whether such implementation has taken place within
the minimum time necessary for the purpose.

Since its inception in 1972 the. Committee has culled/scrutinised implementation statements and heard representatives of the various Ministries/Departments
as detailed below:

Year

No. of assuranees
broughl
forward

No. ofassuranCes culled

Tolal

1761
1683

No. ofassurances fulfilled

No. ofassurances out.
standing

180
816

739

No. of representatives of Ministriesl
Departments of
Govl. heard by the
Committee

ASSURANCES

During the Question Hour and in answer to several points raised during discussion on Bills etc., it is common practice for a Minister to say in reply that "( will
look into the matter"; "I will gather information"; "the matter is under consideration" etc. and thus throw some assurances, promises and undertakings to calm down
a momentary passion or to escape from an unexpected predicament. What may
happen later on is that either the matter is forgotten or the concerned member has
to pursue the assurance privately but this in turn presents innumerable difficulties.
-For details see a separate article 00 the subject io this Part.-Ed.

1972
1973
1974

945

.9t9
1022
738

1975

719

384

1103

1976

524

781

1305

739

919

964
579
957

945
719

524
3~8

40
45
50

___ 1-
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COMMITTEE ON SUBORDINATE

LEGISLATION

In the context of the Welfare State the nature and range of functions of
Government are changing at a rapid speed and the responsibilities of the Legislatures
are also becoming increasingly onerous. There is hardly any walk of the common
man's life which is not regulated by the State in some way or the other. In a situation like this, it is difficult, perhaps impossible, for any legislative body to deliberate
upon, discuss and approve every minute detail of the legislation which may be
necessary for proper administration. The technicality of the subject and the need to
provide for temporary expedients or to meet unforeseen contingencies make delegated legislation necessary. Delegated legislation is considered a necessary evil and it
has come to stay. Delegation of legislative powers has certain risks inherent in it.
The problem is not to abolish the system or find a substitute for it, but to ensure
effective parliamentary control over delegated or subordinate legislation. The Committee which is the agent of Parliament in such matter is entrusted with the responsibility to see whether the authority delegated by Parliament and the statutes has
been properly exercised by the Executive to the extent permissible and in the manner
envisaged. The Executive is always expected to comply with the ~ishes of Parliament and frame rules and regulations in exercise of the authority vested in them by
law. It may happen that in their eagerness to discharge their duties more expeditiously and effectively, the Executive may commit mistakes. Maybe, that sometimes
out of thirst for greater and wider powers, they might go astray. The job of the
Committee is to put them on the right track, because in the ultimate analysis, the
object of all legislation is to promote the welfare of the community.
The first Committee on Subordinate Legislation of the Rajya Sabha with 15
members was nominated by the Chairman, Rajya Sabha, on the 30th September
1964. The Committee has so far submitted 24 reports. Many of the recommendations made by the Committee have also led to amendment of statutes. The Committee also reports to the House from time to time on the action taken or proposed
to be taken by Government on tne various recommendations made by the
Committee.

BUSINESS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The Business Advisory Committee recommends the time that should be
allocated for the discussion of the stage or stages of such Government Bills and
other business as the Chairman in consultation with the Leader of the House may
direct for being referred to the Committee which has the power to indicate in the
proposed time-table the different hours at which the various stages of the Bill or
other business shall be completed. The Committee, in short, decides the time-table
for Government and other business in the House.
.
The Chairman nominates the Committee consisting of 10 members includins
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the Chairman of the Rajya Sabha who is the ex-officio Chairman of the Committee.
The Committee so nominated holds office until a new Committee is nominated.
The Rules of Procedure of the Rajya Sabha provide that the report of the
Committee regarding allocation of time for various items of business before the
Rajya Sabha should be presented to the House and that on a motion moved to that
effect it may be accepted by the House with or without amendment. However the
practice in the Rajya Sabha has all along been for the Chair to examine the report
of the Commillee in the House; and no motion as visualised in the Rules has ever
been moved in the House.

COMMITTEE ON RULES
A well-established system of procedures is essential for the effective functioning of a legislature. Article 118 (I) of our Constitution provides that each House of
Parliament may make rules for regulating, subject to the provisions of the Constitution, its procedure and conduct of its business. The Rules of Procedure and
Conduct of Business in the Rajya Sabha have been framed in pursuance of this
provision of the Constitution.
When the Rajya Sabha first met on May 13, 1952, it had no procedure of its
own. For the purpose of regulating the procedure and conduct of business in the
Rajya Sabha, the Constituent Assembly (Legislative) Rules of Procedure and
Conduct of Business, in force immediately before the commencement of the Constitution of India were modified and adapted by the Chairman of the Rajya Sabha
in exercise of the powers conferred by clause (2) of article 118 of the Constitution.
These rules continued to regulate the procedure and conduct of business'in the
Rajya Sabha for 12 years.
The first Rules Committee of the House was nominated on May 22, 1952. It
consists of 15 members with the Chairman, Rajya Sabha, as the ex-officio Chairman. Its norm,ll tenure is one year. The main function of the Committee is to consider matters of procedure and conduct of business and to recommend any amendments or additions to the rules that may be deemed necessary. On the acceptance
of the recommendations of the Committee, amendments are made to the Rules of
Procedure and Conduct of Business and they come into force on such date as the
Chairman, Rajya Sabha, may appoint.
On the 7th September 1962 the Rajya Sabha adopted a Resolution for setting
up an ad hoc Committee consisting of 15 members to recommend draft rules for
regulating the procedure and conduct of business in the Rajya Sabha, so that the
House could take action on them in pursuance of clause (I) of article 118 of the
Constitution. The report of the Committee recommending the draft rules was
presented to the House on the 29th November, 1963. On a motion moved in the
House on the 27th May 1964, the Rules as amended, were adopted by the House
on the 2nd June 1964. These niles came into force with effect from 1st July 1964.
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The procedures for Calling Attention and Short Duration Discussion relating to
matters of urgent public importance were for the first time introduced in the
Rajya Sabha under these Rules. The Committee on Subordinate Legislation was
also constituted under these Rules. The scope of the Committee on Petitions was
also enlarged. These rules were further modified by the House on the basis of the
Report of the Committee on Rules in 1972. In pursuance thereof, a Committee
on Government Assurances was constituted.

HOUSE COMMITTEE
The functions of the House Committee are to deal with questions relating to
housing and residential accommodation for members of the Rajya Sabha and for
exercising supervision over facilities for accominodation. catering, medical aid and
other amenities accorded to members in Government hostels, during their stay in
Delhi.
The House Committee was first nominated by the Chairman on the 22nd
May 1952. ft consists of 7 members including a Chairman. The House Committee
has shown considerable interest in ensuring proper housing facilities to members
including proper furnishing of their residential accommodation. When problems
in this matter concerning members of both the Houses arise the Chairmen of the
House Committees of both the Houses meet and resolve them.

GENERAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE
The General Purposes Committee consists of the Chairman, Deputy Chairman,
Leader of the House, Leader of the Opposition, Members of the Panel of ViceChairmen, Chairmen of all Standing Parliamentary Committees of Rajya, Sabha,
Leaders of recognised parties and groups in the Rajya Sabha and such other
members as may be nominated by the Chairman. No fixed number is prescribed.
The first Committee which was constituted on the 28th May 1956 had 16 members
on it; the Committee constituted on 12th August 1976 consists of 21 members. The
Chairman, Rajya Sabha, is the ex-officio Chairman of the Committee. The function
of the Committee is to consider and advise on matters concerning the affairs of the
House and such other matters as may be referred to it by the Chairman from time
to time. The Committee was called from time to time and it has rendered advice
on various matters of procedure to the Chairman. The decision to celebrate the
25th anniversary and the IOOthSession of the Rajya Sabha in May 1977 was taken
by the General Purposes Committee.
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SELECT/JOINT COMMITTEES ON BfLLS.
Many Select Committees of the Rajya Sabha or Joint Committees of both
Houses of Parliament have been set up to consider such legislative measures as were
iiitroduced in the Rajya Sabha. In the last 25 years, 46 such Committees have been
set up out of which 6 Select Committees consisted of members of Rajya Sabha only
and the remaining were Joint Committees of both the Houses-Rajya
Sabha and
the Lok Sabha. In the case of Joint Committee on a Bill introduced in the Rajya
Sabha, the Chairman of the Committee is generally from amongst the members of
the Rajya Sabha. Such Joint Committees function under the Rajya Sabha Rules of
Procedure and the Secretarial service is provided by the Rajya Sabha Secretariat.
Mention may be made of the following important enactments, Bills in respect of
which were introduced in the Rajya Sabha and were later referred to Joint
Committees:
I. Four enactments on Hindu Law, namely: (i) the Hindu Marriage Act,
1955; (ii) the Hindu Minority and Guardianship Act, 1956; (iii) the Hindu
Succession Act, 1956; and (iv) the' Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance
Act, 1956.
2. The Copyright Act, J 957.
3. The Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act, 1960.
4. The Jawaharlal Nehru University Act, 1966.
5. The Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act, 1969.
6. The Contempt of Courts Act, 1971.
7. The Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1973.
8. The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974.
9. The Code of Criminal Procedure Act, 1973. '
10. The Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act, 1976.
II. The Prevention of Food Adulteration (Amendment) Act, 1976.
12. The Advocates (Amendment) Act, 1976.
March 11, /977
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Impact of Committees on Legislative Process
in the Rajya Sabha

B. G. GUlAR.

A former Chairman of the United States Committee on Judiciary once observed,
"History has shown us that the best law is the one which is based upon the most
widespread human knowledge and proper ascertainment of the facts. A rule made
by one man is not nearly so good as the one a man would make after consultation
with those who are intilnately acquainted with the situation the rule is designed to
cover." (A. Wiley, qu~ted in Auslfaliall Senate Practice by J. R. Odgers, p. 10).
The root of the development of the committee system in the legislative field in all
modern legislatures which are democratic and parliamentary, lies in this historical
truth, and this is true a~out India also.
In the Indian Parliament, the origin of the committee system for legislation can
be traced to Standing :Order No. LXV of the Legislative Council (1854-61) which
was set up to make a b~ginning of devolution of power by the British Government
to the Indian Governm~nt. In the Legislative Council every' Bill, read a second time
used to be referred to: a Select Committee upon a motion made. The first such
motion was made on J~ne 17, [854, when'a member moved that the Bill "for the
:nanagement of the Po~t Office and for the regulation of the duties of postage" be
.,shri B. G. Gujar is a ~egislative Committee Officer in the Rajya Sabha Secrelariat.
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referred to a Select Committee. This practice of referring a Bill to a Select Committee
upon a motion made by the member-in-charge of th~ Bill continued in the succeeding
Councils (1862-1920) also. It appears that even simple Bills of innocuous character
used to be referred to Select Committees with the hope that Select Committees
would suggest improvements and point out drawbacks which might have been
overlooked in the Bills as introduced in the Council. The Rules of Procedure and
Conduct of Business of the Rajya Sabha and the Lok Sabha which permit a
member-in-charge of the Bill to make, after introduction of the Bill, a motion to
refer the Bill to a Select Committee of the House have only continued that practice,
so that a legislative proposal is considered several times by the two Houses at
dIfferent recognised stages before it becomes the law of the land.
The Montagu-Chelmsford Report referring to the influence of non. official
members on determining the shape of the Bills after introduction observed: "Much
of the most solid and useful work in the sphere of legislation is done in the
seclusion of the Committee room and not in the publicity of the Council Chamber.
T~~ ~res~nce of the o~cial block may to some extent give an air of unreality to
cntlclsm tn the CouncIl Hall, but to the Committee Rooms its influence does nOl
extend. The non-official member who is really interested in a particular measure or
anxious to have a Bill altered generally arranges to be put on the Select Committee
on the Bill, or to approach the official member.in-charge and to discuss the question
with him in private." (Report of the Indian Constitutional Reforms by Montagu
and Chelmsford, 1918, para 92).
The advantages of referring a Bill to a small body composed of ~embers' of
the Legislature for' detailed consideration and report are many. It serves to improve
the form as well as the contents of the legislation, no doubt within the framework
of the policy outlined in the Bill and consistent with the principle behind the legislatio~ as accepted ~y the House. The time of the House in considering lengthy,
technIcal or complIcated Bills is saved and it is also recognised that detailed exami- ,
nation of a long and complicated or an important Bill is not possible in a formal
discussion in the House. The reference of a Bill to a Committee affords Government an opportunity to give a second look to the controversial or complicated
provisions of the Bill in the light of discussions in the Committee as also the views
of experts which may be heard in the Committee. The debates in the Committees
are informal and intensive. Every view-point is permitted to be projected and pursued. In the absence of publicity of the speeches of the members, a very cordial
atmosphere prevails in the Committees. There is no bitterness or bickering. Members apply themselves to the task with a great sense of public service and without
any party or political bias or consideration. Rarely do members allow themselves
to be influenced by party considerations when sitting in the Committees. Rarely
votes are taken or divisions ordered. Most of the decisions are arrived at unanimously or by a method of consensus and accommodation.
The most meritorious feature of the functioning of the Committees on Bills is,
however, not so much the near unanimity of recommendations as the democratic
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approach and fair.mindedness of the members who serve 011 these Committees. It
is here that the most intensive consideration is given to the proposed measures and
persons interested in the subject matter of the Bill are given an opportunity to be
heard. For securing this purpose the Committees not only issue press communique
to invite comments and opinions on Bills but approach experts and others who are
known to be interested in the Bills or who are in a position to enlighten the Com.
mittees. Of late, there has developed a healthy and wholesome practice to address
to universities and Bar Councils and Associations and other organised bodies for
their views on impending legislations. The tours which the Committees undertake
enable members to assess at first hand the impact and effect of, and the reaction of
the public to, the legislative measures being considered by the Committees. The
common man has an easy access to them. Any individual who is interested may
submit a written m~morandum to a Committee and thereafter during oral testimony if invited, expound or expand his views in response to questions or comments from the meinbers. In this way the fullest exposition is given to all viewpoints, as is befitting the democratic way of life.
This phase of Committee's procedure is fully borne out by the published
volumes of Evidence taken by several Joint/Select Committees, They amply illustrate and eloquently speak as to the extent of 'hearing' the Committees give to
experts as well as to lay. men. Before the Joint Committee on the Contempt of
Courts Bill, 1968, for instance, a person came all the way from Jabalpur to depose
before the Committee on the issue of Contempt of Court. The Joint Committee on
the Adoption of Children Bill, 1972, heard at various places representatives and
members of many religious organisations. The Joint Committee on the Motor
Vehicles (Amendment) Bill, 1965, heard the Taxi-Drivers' Unions. The Joint Committee on the Plantations Labour (Amendment) Bill. 1973, visited many plantations to see for itself the conditions of workers engaged in plantations, so also did
the Joint Commit~ee on the Prevention of Water Pollution Bill, 1969, which visited
industries and plants to asse,s the problem of water pollution. Before the Joint
Committee on the Homoeopathy Central Council Bill, 1971, appeared a number of
private Ho,,'oeopathic practitioners to project their views on the Bill. The Joint
Committee on t~e Prevention of Food Adulteration (Amendmentl Bill, 19;4,
listened to the :views of many organisations of grocers, retailers and foodgrain
dealers. A Block: Development Officer was heard by the Joint Committee on the
Insecticides Bill; 1964, and a Station House Officer by the Joint Committee on the
Code of Criminal Procedure Bill, 19'10.
The procedure and process of 'hearing' gives those who are heard a great satisfaction that they. got an opportunity to acquaint and apprise the elected representatIves sitting as legislators in Committee, with the views for or against a measure
and thus participate and share with them in an important stage of law-making. To
the members al~o the 'hearings' are a rewarding and educative experience After
all. the Joint Committees reflect the great quality of Parliament which is "the
quality of sense,lof average intelligence, examining into the matters, being a sort of
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jury". They are not specialised Committees in the sense of being Committees set
up to deal. with Bills relating to particular fields or subjects, as are the Committees
of the United ~tates Congress and of many continental plrliaments. They are 'lay'
Committees with a substantial body of 'common sense' citizens. To such members
the hea:ings help to understand problem~ and comprehend issues in proper
perspectIve.
The benefit of this 'hearing' process is extended even to residents of foreign
countries. It will be interesting to reproduce here what the foreigners have felt
when they were in the midst of our Committees. The representative of the Inter.
nati.onal Confederation of Authors and Composers, Paris. the Performing Right
Society, Lon~on and t~e British Joint Copyright Council. London, who appeared
before the JOlOt Committee on the Copyright Bill, 1955, had this to say:
"When I make my report to the authors' societies of thirty countries I shall
~ake it a point to mention this very patient and long hearing which you have
gIven me."
The Joint Committee on the Prevention of Water Pollution Bill, 1969, had the
benefit of hearing 10 foreign experts on environment and public health. One scientist
out of them who appeared before the Committee observed: "This is a very unusual privilege and honour to have the opportunity to come to Parliament House
and sit with the distinguished Committee of the House." Another eminent authority on the subject while thanking the Committee said: "You must recognise that
it is a very unique experience for me. I am afraid that the talking by me has been
much and the giving very little." Yet another scientist observed: "I do want to
say that [ testified many times before my own state public committees but I think
that this is probably a much greater honour than I have ever had to be ahle to
testify before this august body. It is a very unique experience and an honour." In
the word~ of one more witness: "It is a rare privilege for a citizen of our country,
10,000 miles away, to have a chance to address the Parliament of India, the greatest democracy on earth,"
~h.e main p.urpose of Committees is to help Parliament expedite its business by
examl~lOg on Its beh'llf Bills entrusted to them. Many Bills as reported by the
CommIttees had therefore been finally passed with only brief debates and without
amendments. [The Foreign Marriage Bill, 1963, the Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Bill, 1973 (with only a formal amendment)]. But this does not mean that the
Houses do not amend the Bills which emerge from the Committees. Many important Bills have been amended on the floor. The Code of Criminal Procedure Bill
1970 is a classic example. It was a Bill to replace the 75-year old Criminal Cod~
of the country. The Committee made very comprehensive and extensive amendments. When the Bill came back to the Rajya Sabha from the Committee, the Rajya
Sabha passed the Bill with amendments only in 15 clauses but the Lok Sabha
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amended as many as 67 clauses and also the two Schedules to which the Rajya
Sabha agreed later.
In our present legislative system, however; it is not that all legislation passes
through the Committees. Only those Bills which are either complicated, both from
drafting as well as from their contents point of view, or are contentious
and
Government is not in a hurry to get them passed are referred to Joint/Select Committees. Unlike the practice prevailing in the House of Commons of U.K. where
Standing Committees on all Bills are constituted, in India a Select/Joint Committee
is appointed on an ad hoc basis on a motion moved for the purpose.
Broadly speaking, Committees to which important
Bills-other
than Money
and Financial Bills-are
referred are Joint Committees consisting of members both
of the Rajya Sabha and the Lok Sabha in the ratio of I : 2. In case a Bill is to be
referred to a Committee,
experience shows that it is better to refer it to a Joint.
Committee of both the Houses than to a Select Committee
of one House or the
other so that the same ground is not treaded, smooth passage of the Bill is ensured
and the possible criticism from one House or the other that it was not associated
at the Committee stage or it was ignored or shut out from participation
and consultation is avoidet:l, Such a situation did arise in the past on more than one occasion. The Major Port Trusts Bill, 1963, which had been referred to the Select
Committee of the Lok Sabha had to go to a Select Committee of the Rajya Sabha
too. Similar was the case with the Banking Laws (Amendment)
Bill, 1968, which
was an important Bill to provide for the extension of social control over banks and
which was first referred only to Select Committee of the Lok Sabha. When the Bill
came to the Rajya Sabha for consideration, over ~O members gave an amendment
for reference of the Bill to a Select Committee of the Rajya Sabha, and the Bill
was eventually sent to the Select Committee before its passage by the House.
The same is true the other way also. The Indian Penal Code (Amendment)
Bill, 1963, which was introduced in the Rajya Sabha by a private member to
liberalise the law of obscenity in favour of works of science, literature and art and
to define the concept of obscenity on the basis of certain standard principles laid
down by the Law Courts and also to provide for deterrent punishment for publication of obscene matters was referred to a Select Committee
of the Rajya Sabha.
The Rajya Sabh'a ComryJittee heard the witnesses, collected evidence from the
public and reported the Bill, as amended. When the Bill went to 'the Lok Sabha
that House in its wisdom referred the Bill to its own Select Committee which agai~
went through the process of hearing witnesses and collecting evidence etc. from
the public. This duplication could have been avoided had the Bill been referred to
a Joint Committee of both the Houses.
The utility of Select/Joint Committees has been strikingly demonstrated during
the last twenty-five years when a number of measures of far-reaching importance
affecting the economic, social, educational
and political life of the nation were
introduced in the Rajya Sabha and processed through its Committees.
As will be
shown hereinafter the shape and content of these measures had been considerably
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improved by the Committees. During the past quarter of a century, the Rajya Sabha
referred in all 46 Bills to Committees for consideration and report.. Out of these, 6
Bills were, referred to its Select Committees and the rest to the Joint Committees
of both the Houses. Again, out of these 46 Bills, 4 Bills, namely: the Orphanages
and Other Charitable Homes (Supervision
and Control) Bill, 1959, the Indian
Marine Insurance Bill, 1959, the Indian Penal Code (Amendment)
Bill, 1963 and
the Delhi Rent Control (Amendment) Bill, 1964, were Private Members' Bills and
the rest were Government Bills. The subjects of legislation were various. Eleven Bills
were on social and labour welfare; 7 were of purely legal nature; 6 each were on
education and health matters; 5 touched upon fiscal and industrial
subjects like
banking, insurance,
monopolies,
hire-purchase
etc.; 4 belonged to agricultural
matlers; 2 covered the subject of transport and the rest 5 dealt with miscellaneous
subjects like rent control, Press Council, cantonments, public premises and regulation
of foreign contribution.
The Cantonments (Amendment) Bill, 1952, was t~e first Bill to be referred to
a Select Committee
of the Rajya Sabha. It was a small Bill for the purpose of
amending the Cantonments Act of 1924 to democratise the administration
of cantonments. The Committee
consisted of 18 members. The Committee worked in a
businesslike manner just for two hours,"
considered
the Bill and submitted its
Report. Since then~ however, with the passing 9f years much improvement has been
made in the manner and method of Committees' functioning
as has been shown
above.
Of all the measures in the social sphere initialed in the Rajya Sabha, the four
on Hindu Law, namely, (I) the Hindu Marriage and Divorce Bill, 1952; (2) the ...
Hindu Minority and Guardianship
Bill, 1953; (3) the Hindu Succession Bill, 1954;
and (4) the Hindu Adoptions and M!intenance Bill, 1956, were the most important. All these four m~asures particularly those relating to marriage
and succession, evoked great interest and roused feelings and controversies throughout
the
country. The Bills were intended to bring about changes in the social pattern of
the Hindu community.
All the Bills were referred to Committees after eliciting
voluminous
evidence and opinions thereon. The Hindu Succession Bill, 1954,
brought about substantial
changes in the law of inheritance as applicable to the
Hindus. The most notable,' far-reaching
and progressive change effected by the
Committee in the Bill was to provide for a share to the daughter in the Mitakshara
coparcenary properties. This evoked a mixed reception and controversy.
Amongst
the members of the Committee itself the reactions were: "the draft Bill as amended
by the Joint Committee
is likely to disorganise the Hindu Society and will rob
"For list. see statistical part of this volume.
""A Member of the Committee complained in his Minute of Dissent:
"Such an important Bill as the present one, which is introduced as a result of the recommendations
of an important Committee as the Central Committee on Cantonments,
which took nearly 3 years to submit its report has been rushed through in the Select
Committee just in 4 hours' time in one sittins,"
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every family of its peace"; "the Committee has brought the Bill 'as close to the
spirit of modern times as possible'''; "the Bill when passed is sure to raise a
country-wide storm".
Another Bill of great social significance was the Adoption of Children Bill,
1972. It was a measure not only for enacting a general and uniform law of adoption applicable to all communities in India but to provide necessary safeguards
to prevent unsuitable adoptions and adoptions with mercenary or immoral objects
and to protect adopted children from cruelty, ill.treatment, exploitation or exposure
to pernicious influences. The Joint Committee to which the Bill was referred
presented its Report on August 20, 1976, after labouring for 4 long years. The.
Committee held 57 sittings, heard and examined 147 witnesses and received and
co~sidered 144 memoranda besides a number of letters, telegrams etc. addressed
to it. The oral testimony before the Committee alone ran into 565 printed pages
in three volumes. It was indeed an impressive record of the Committee's work by
any reckoning.
On the educational subjects were the Joint Committees on the Copyright Bill,
1955, the Banaras Hindu University (Amendment) Bill, 1964 and the Jawaharlal
Nehru University Bill, 1964. The Copyright Bill came out from the Committee in
a considerably improved form. The Committee amended as many as 58 clauses
to bring the provisions in line with the Berne Convention to which India was a
signatory. The Banaras Hindu Univ~rsity (Amendment) Bill, 1964 was a legislation
for the better working, improvement and development of the University. It came
at a time when certain disquieting features and unhealthy influences on the discipline in the University were' noticed. The Bill as reported by the Committee
aroused great controversy, not only on its various provisions but also on its very
name-whether Banaras Hindu University should be styled as Kashi Vishwavidyalaya
or should be named after its founder, Pandit Madan Mohan Malviya.
The Jawaharlal Nehru University Bill, 1964, was a unique piece of legislation.
The Joint Committee embodied in the Bill the objects of the University, namely,
"to advance knowledge, wisdom and understanding by teaching and research and by
the example and influence of its corporate life". The Committee added a Schedule'
to the Bill to spell out elaborately the objectives of the University thus: "the
University shall endeavour to promote the study of the principles and fulfil the
ideals that Jawaharlal Nehru stood and worked' for during his lifetime, namely,
n.ational integration, social justice, secularism. democratic way of life, internatIOnal understanding and scientific approach to the problems of the country" so
that the University becomes "worthy of its name". The Committee made changes
in the Bill with a view to emphasise the "unique character of the University"
named after Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. A provision was made in the Bill empowering the University to recognise and associate institutions of higher learning wherever
they were situated. The University was converted from merely an affiliating body
proposed in the Bill into "an all-India institution of national importance".
Out of the seven Bills on legal matters, mention has already been made of the
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Code of Criminal Procedure Bill, 1970 and the Indian Penal Code (Amendment)
Bill, 1963. Other Bills in this category were the Limitation Bill, 1962, which made
substantial changes in the existing law of limitation thus replacing the hundred
and fifty year-old law on the subject. The contribution of the Joint Committee on
the Contempt of Courts Bill, 1968, was noteworthy in that it defined, after giving
a very anxious and elaborate thought, the expression 'Contempt of Court' which
had long remained undefined~ On this the Committee significantly observed: "The
law of Contempt of Court touches upon citizens' fundamental rights to personal,
liberty and to freedom of expression and therefore it is essential that all should
have a clear idea about it. The Committee were however aware that it would be difficult to define in precise terms the concept of Contempt of Court; nevertheless it
w::s not beyond human ingenuity to frame or formulate a suitable definition there.
of. "
The Joint Committee on the Advocates (Amendment) Bill, 1970 recommended
that(I)

the dual system on the original sides of High Courts of Bombay and
Calcutta should be abolished as it was expensive and causing hardship;
(2) a ,:omprehensive legal aid programme should be formulated and for
that purpose necessary legislation should be brought;
(3) the present mode of addressing a judge as 'My Lord', 'Your Lordship'
being out.moded should be changed.
A clause was inserted in the Bill by the Committee to enable State Bar Councils to undertake welfare schemes for the benefit of disabled, indigent advocates
and constitute legal aid funds for giving legal aid or advice to the poor. Another
clause was added to the effect that a person who had been convicted of offence
involving moral turpitude or offence under the Untouchability Act should not be
admitted or enrolled as an advocate for a specified period.
The Joint Committee on the Indian Penal Code (Amendment) Bill, 1972, the
last Bill on the legal subject, made its report to the House on January 21, 1976.
On this comprehensive Bill consisting of over 200 clauses, the Committee laboured
hard for more than 3 years, held 97 sittings (the maximum to be held by any Com.
mittee of the Rajya Sabha so far), heard 129 'witnesses, received and considered the
largest number of memoranda, i.e. 256. The Committee amended over 80 clauses
including addition of some new and omission of a few clauses in the Bill. Amongst
the changes proposed by the Committee were :'
(l)
(2)

introduction of two new punishments, namely, 'community service' and
'disqualification from holding office';
bringing within the purview of the Penal Code certain new offences like
cheating of Government by contractors in connivance with public
servants; printing and circulation of grossly indecent scurrilous malter
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Municipal Corporations,
etc., cartoonists and owners of newspapers
so that these
~ould also not accept any foreign contribution like members of legislatures, journalists, etc. The Committee laid down guidelines for determining
which organisations
~ere o.rganisations ?f political nature so that they could not accept foreigli contribu!Jon WIthout the prior permission of the Central Government.
The Committee
also
prescribed
time-limit within which applications
for permission to accept foreign
contribution should be disposed of by Government.
. .The Joint Committee on the Hire-Purchase Bill, 1968, which was yet another
slglllficant commercial legislation made a number of improvements in the Bill for
protecting. the interests of hirers. Section 7 of the Hire-Purchase
Act, 1972 (26 of
1972) which puts a limitation on hire-purchase charges and for that purpose lays
down a formula was the substantial and solid contribution of the Committee to save
the hire~s from being exploited by the owners by charging exorbitant amounts by
way of hIre-purchase charges. The Joint Committee
appointed
J sub.committees
to consider the interests of hirers and incorporated many changes in the original Bill
for the benefit of hirers.
It may, therefore, be concluded that a very important
phase of Parliament's
legislative procedure is the work by its Committees. From this brief survey of some
of the Repor~s ~resented by Select/Joint Committees on Bills of the Rajya Sabha one
can get a fall' Idea of the contributions made by them in improving the quality and
content of legi.slations. This contribution becomes more pronounced
and positive
when we take IIItO account the fact t hat many of these Bills had originated from the
rec~mme.ndations
of Commissions and Committees which had already studied the
subjects III depth: such as the Law Commission or other specific expert Committees.
The concerned .BI.lls had been examined informally and dispassionately by a group
of ~embers
Slttl~g ~ound a table with the assistance of information provided by
offiCials a.nd o~tslde lIIterests. To back-benchers
the Committees
had provided
opportunity to I.nfluenc: the. process of legislation by debating,
projecting and if
necessary. pressrng th:"
view-points so that they could secure changes in the Bills;
and to deploy the special knowledge gained in the Committees in the service of the
J:I0use. From the point of view of Parliament as a whole, these Committees had
Iighten~d the load ~f the legislative machine. There would have definitely resulted
congestIOn of busllless on the floor of the House had the task of detailed scrutiny
of at. least some of these legislations been attempted on the floor. From the point
of vIew .01' G.overnment
also, the scrutiny of the legislation by these Committees
ha~ ~rovlded It an opportunity
to better familiarise itself with the views and
opllllons of members of Parliament and public and to incorporate desired changes in
the Bills.

intended for blackmail; causing death by what is commonly called 'hit and
run' method; frauds on public by false advertisements etc.; and sabotage.
As to health measures, mention may be made of three significant legislations.
They were the Medical Termination of Pregnancy Bill, 1969, which legalised abortion on certain grounds; the Prevention of Water Pollution Bill, 1969; and the last
but not the least, the Prevention of Food Adulteration (Amendment) Bill, 1974.
The Joint Committee on the Prevention of Water Pollution Bill changed the long
- and short titles of the proposed enactment to Water (Prevention and Control of
Pollution) Act to emphasise the aspect of control of water pollution
besides its
prel'ention so that in cases where prevention may not be practicable at least control
should be exercised. The Committee also modified the definition of "Pollution"
to
include therein both direct and indirect pollution. The Committee made the provisions in the Bill relating to penalties more stringent and deterrent so that "polluters
do not find it easy to ignore the requirements of law".
The Prevention of Food Adulteration (Amendment) Bill was a major offensive
against the evil of food adulteration.
It aimed at curbing the evil, plugging the
loopholes in the existing law on the subject and providing for more stringent .and
effective punishments.
One of the highlights of the Committee's recommendations
had been that primary food which had become sub-standard
due to natural causes
and causes beyond the control of human agency, but was not injurious to health
had been totally excluded from the purview of the definition of the term "adultera.
tion" thus saving harassment to innocent traders.
In the sphere of economic and political life of the country a reference may be
made to two Bills, namely, the Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Bill. 1967,
and the Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Bill, 1973. The aim of the first was to
provide that the operation of the economic system did not result in the concentration of economic power to the common detriment. The second Bill was "to regulate
the acceptance and utilisation of foreign contribution or foreign hospitality by certain
persons or associations, with a view to ensuring that parliamentary
institutions,
political associations and academic and other voluntary
organisations
as well as
individuals
working in the important
areas of national life function in a manner
consistent with the values of a Sovereign Democratic
Republic".
On both these
Bills the concerned Joint Committees deliberated thoroughly and made significant
contribution towards improving the shape of the Bills and also their contents in
achieving the aforesaid objectives. The Joint Committee on the Monopolies and
Restrictive Trade Practices Bill, 1967, made substantial changes in the definitions
of the crucial words "undertaking",
"dominant undertaking", "monopolistic
undertaking", and "interconnected
undertakings".
The Join! Committee on the Foreign
Contribution (Regulation) Bill, 1973, reduced the value of gift for personal use from
the definition of "foreign contribution"
from Rs. 5000 which was provided. for
in the Bill as introduced, to Rs. 1,000 to make the prohibition
more meaningful.
The Committee also brought within the ambit of the law, candidates for election to

-:here is ~o gainsaying in the fact that many Bills can be more quietly and
effectively exa~TlIned by members speaking when sitting rather than standing. Govern.
ment can receIve the benefit of advice and close scrutiny by the Committees
at the
in~tial stage of legislation. From the point of view of the people at large, the Committees afford them an opportunity to have their direct say in the formulation
of
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laws which govern them. They provide the most effective and democratic instrument
for the detailed examination of legislation and although
a very small number of
Bills come to the share of the Committees for consideration, compared to a large
volume of Bills introduced and laws passed by the House, the Committees serve as
a valuable element in the system of Government by discussion and consent.
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64
Committee of Privileges of the Rajya Sabha*

Parliamentary
privilege is the sum of the peculiar rights enjoyed by each House
collectively as a constituent part of Parliament, and by members of each House
individually,
without which they could not discharge their functions, and which
exceed those possessed by other bodies or individuals. When any of these rights and
immunities, both of the members, individually, and of the assembly in its collective
capacity, which are known by the general name of privileges, are disregarded
or
attacked
by any individual or authority, the offence is called a breach of privilege,
and is punishable under the.law of Parliament. Article 105/194 of the Constitution
deals with the powers, privileges and immunities of Members of Parliament/State
Legislatures and their Houses, Members and Committees. Each House also claims
the right to punish actions which, while not breaches of any specific privilege, are
offences against its authority or dignity, such as disohedience to its legitimate commands or libels upon itself, its officers or its members. Such actions, though called
"breaches of privilege" are more properly distinguished as "con tempts" .
In this light the Committee of Privileges is one of the important
Committees
functioning in the Rajya Sabha since 1952. This Committee is constituted to examine
'Contributed

by the Legislative Section of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat.
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every question of privilege referred to it either by the House or by the Chairman
and to determine with reference to the facts of each case whether a breach of privilege is involved, the circumstances leading to it and to make such recommendations
as it may deem fit. It consists of ten members nominated by the Chairman. The
Chairman of the Committee is also appointed by the Chairman from amongst the
members of the Committee. GeneraIly, the Deputy Chairman is appointed the
Chairman of the Committee. Normally, the tenure of the Committee is one year.
In all, the Committee has submitted 16 reports. Details of some of the important cases dealt with by the Committee are summarised below.
(l) On the lith May 1954, Shri P. S. Rajagopal Naidu, a Member of the
Council of States (Rajya Sabha), raised in the House a question of breach of privilege in respect of certain statements reported to have been made by Shri N. C.
Chatterjee relating to the passing by the Council of States of the Special Marriage
Bill, in the course of a speech made by him at Hyderabad on the 10th May 1954,
as President of the AIl-India Hindu Mahasabha at the concluding session of the
Mahasabha and published in the local newspapers. According to the newspaper's
report, Shri Chatterjee was alleged to have said that it was a "Wonderful Parliament" which was considering the Bill and that the Upper House "which is supposed
to be a body of elders seems to be behaving irresponsibly like a pack of urchins".
As Shri N. C. Chalterjee happened to be a Member of the House of the People (Lok
Sabha), under the directions of th~ Chairman, Council of States (Rajya Sabha), an
inquiry was made from Shri Chatterjee whether the statements attributed to him
were correctly reported in the newspapers. This matter was also raised in the Lok
Sabha on the 13th May 1954. On the 14th May 1954, the Speaker observed that
the Privilege Committees of both the Houses of Parliament might examine the procedure that should be foIlowed in cases where the breach of privilege or contempt of
the House was alleged to have been committed by a Member of the other House.
The suggestion was agreed to by the Chairman, Rajya Sabha. Accordingly, the
Privilege Committees of both the Houses held three joint sittings on the 15th, 18th
and 21st May 1954. The following procedure was recommended in the Report of the
Joint Sittings of the Committees which was approved by both the Houses-Lok Sabha
on 2nd December and Rajya Sabha on 6th December 1954 :
(i)

When a question of breach of privilege is raised in any House in which a
member, officer or servant of the other House is involved, the Presiding
Officer shall refer the case to the Presiding Officer of the other House,
unless on hearing the member who raises the question or perusing any
document, where the complamt is blsed on a document, he is satisfied
that no breach of privilege has been committed or the matter is too trivial
to be taken notice of, in which case he may disallow the motion for breach
of privilege.
(ii) Upon the case being so referred, the Presiding Officer of the other House
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shall deal with the matter in the same way as if it were a case of breach
of privilege of that House or of a member thereof.
(iii) The Presiding Officer shall thereafter communicate to the Presiding Officer
of the House where the question of privilege was originally raised, a report
about the enquiry, if any, and the action taken on the reference.
If the offending member, officer or servant tenders an apology to the Presiding
Officer of the House in which the question of privilege is raised or the Presiding
Officer of the other House to which the reference is made, no further action in the
matter be taken after such apology is tendered.
Tn connection with the question of privilege raised by Shri P. S. Rajagopal
Naidu at the sitting of the House on May I I, 1954, the Chairman read out to the
House on December 8, 1954, the following letter dated 6th December 1954. addressed to the Speaker of the Lok Sabha by Shri N. C. Chatterjee, Member, Lok Sabha,
and transmitted to the Chairman by the Speaker:
"Since the question of privilege has been raised and the procedure has now been
settled, may I request you to inform the Chairman that 1 did not intend any
disrespect to the Rajya Sabha or the Members thereof? But if a wrong impression has been conveyed, I am sorry for it."
The Chairman stated that in view of this letter, the matter would now be
treated as closed.
(2) On the 3rd April 1958 a request was received by the Secretary, Rajya
Sabha from the Election Tribunal, Calculta for production of the Rajya Sabha file
regarding a firm "Indo-German Trade Centre" which had entered into a contract
for installation of automatic vote recorder In the Rajya Sabha and Lok Sabha
Chambers. The case was referred by the Chairman ~o the Committee of Privileges
to decide two issues-(i) what procedure should be followed when a request is
received from a Court for the production of documents connected with the proceed ings of the House or any Committee or in the custody of the officers of the House
or for giving oral evidence by an officer of the House in respect of any such proceedings or documents; and (ii) whether in the present case permission should be given
for the production of documents before the Tribunal.
On the first question the Commiltee laid dowm inter alia that no member or
officer of the House should give evidence in respect of any proceedings of the
House or any Commiltee thereof or any document relating to or connected with
any such proceedings or in the custody of officers of the House or produce any
such document. in a court of law without leave of the House being first obtained.
When the House is not in session, the Chairman may in emergent cases. in order
to prevent delays in the administration of justice, permit a member or officer of the
House to give evidence before a court in respect of any of the above matters or
allow the production of the relevant documents and he will inform the House
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accordingly of the fact when it assembles. If however the matter involves any
question of privilege, especially the privilege of a witness or should the production
of the documents appear to the Chairman to be a subject for the discretion of the
House itself, he may decline to grant the required permission and refer the matter
to the Committee of Privileges for examination and report. The Committee recommended that whenever any document relating to the proceedings of the House or
any Committee thereof is required to be produced before a court of law, the court
should request the House stating precisely the documents required, the purpose
for which they are required and the date by which they are required. It should also
specifically be stated in each case whether only a certified copy of the document
should be sent or an officer of the House should produce it before the court. Similarly, when the oral evidence of an officer of the House is required the court should
request the House stating precisely the matters on which and the purpose for which
'his evidence is required and the date on which he is required to appear before the
court.
The Committee further prescribed that when a request is received during a
session for the production of documents before a court relating to or connected
with the proceedings of the House or a Committee or in the custody of officer of
the House or for oral examination of any member or officer of the House in respect
of any such proceedings or documents, the case may be referred by the Chairman
to the Committee of Privileges. On a report from the Committee a motion may be
moved in the House by the Chairman or a member of the Committee to the effect
that the House agrees with the report and further action should be taken in accordance with the decision of the House.
On the second question the Committee recommended that the Secretary,
Rajya Sabha might designate an officer of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat to produce
before the Election Tribunal the correspondence between the Indo-German Trade
'Centre and the Rajya Sabha Secretariat regarding the installation of the automatic
vote recording system in the Rajya Sabha during 1956-57. (First Report of the
Committee of Privileges-presented on 1.5.1958). .
(3) On June 5, 1967, Shri Chandra Shekhar, a Member of the Rajya Sabha,
gave notice seeking the consent of the Chairman to raise a question involving a
breach of privilege. The notice was directed against the Editor of the Hindustan
Times of New Delhi for certain writings contained in a feature article "National
Affairs" with a sub-title "Shades of the Star Chamber" published in its issue of
June 4, 1967. According to the submission of Shri Chandra Shekhar, the relevant
statement in the article constituted a "gross reflection on the proceedings of the
House and amounted to indignities to the House and its Members". On the Chairman giving consent Shri Chandra Shekhar raised the matter in the House on the
same day and asked for the leave of the House. On leave being granted, the Leader
of the House moved that the complaint be referred to the Committee of Privileges.
The motion was adopted. on the same day.
The Committee went through the impugned article in the Hindustan Times and
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was of the view that the writer of the article had used strong language and had
~xpressed.himself equally st~ongly in relation to certain discussions that took place
III the Ra]ya Sabha concernlllg the House of the Birlas. Nevertheless the Committee
felt that it .was not ne.ce~saryto attach undue significance to such writings and
thereby brmg them wlthlll the ambit of the privilege of the House. The article taken
as a whole did not in the opinion of the Committee constitute a breach of privilege
or contempt of the House. In this connection the Committee quoted, with approval,
~hat Mr. Gladstone observed in a privilege case in the House of Commons (U.K.)
III what was known as The Times case in 1888 :
"Breach of Privilege is a very wide net, and it would be very undesirable that
notice should be taken in this House of all cases in which hon. Members are
unfairly criticised. Breach of Privilege is not exactly to be defined. It is rather
to be held in the air'to be exercised on proper occasions when, in the opinion
of the House, a fit case for its exercise occurs. To put this weapon unduly in
force is to invite a combat upon unequal terms wheresoever and by whomsoever carried on ... Indeed, it is absolutely necessary that there should be
freedom of comment. That freedom of comment may, of course, be occasionally abused; but I do not think it is becoming the dignity of the House to
notice that abuse of it."
In the view taken by the Committee and in the circumstances of the case the
Committee recommended to the House that no action was called for on the ~omplaint. The report of the Committee was presented to the House on the 14th
August 1967* (10th Report).
(4) A Hindi daily 'Hindustan' in its issue dated June 2, 1967, published an
editorial under the caption "Baseless, Absurd and Improper". The impugned
editorial related to a discussion in the Rajya Sabha on May 30 and 31, 1967, on the
Interim Report on Industrial Planning and Licensing Policy by Prof. Hazari. The
issue was referred to the Committee on the 5th June 1967. The Committee in its
Report came to the conclusion that certain statements in the editorial made serious
reflections on the character and proceedings of Parliamen~ and on the conduct of .
its memb:rs and thereby tended to bring Parliament and its members into disrepute,
and thus It was a clear case of breach of privilege and contempt of the House. The
Committee, however, in view of the apology tendered by the editor and the expression of regret by him, recommended to the House to take no further action in the
matter. The Report was presented to the House on 14th August 1967 (9th
Report).
.
(5) Shri Bhupesh Gupta, a Member of the Rajya Sabha, referred in the House
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.This case was raised in the Lok Sabha also. The Commillee of Privileges of that House held
that the impugned article constituted a gross breach of privilege and contempt of the House
.
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on the 29th April and also on the 2nd May 1968 to an incident in whi~h a police
officer from Chandigarh called at his house during the inter-session perIod between
the 63rd and 64th Session of the Rajya Sabha in connection with the investigation
of the alleged theft of a page of the Punjab Appropriation Bill, 1968" According to
Shri Gupta, the Bill, which the Punjab Legislative Asse~bly had ~ppr?ved, had
been signed by the Governor of Punjab (when it was submItted to him lor assent)
without any certificate thereon signed by the Speaker or the Deputy Speaker of the
Punjab Legislative Assembly. Shri Gupta produced in the House a .photost~t copy
of the relevant page of the Bill. As the issues involved were of considerable I~portance from the point of view of Member's rights and privileges, the ChaIrman
referred the matter to the Committee.
The Committee after examining the issues involved, proceeded to consider how
the police should proceed in a case when it found fr?m a di~clos.ure mad~ by.a
Member on the floor of the House that he was in possesSIOnof. vital II1formatlo~ m
a criminal case which might be under investigation by the police. The CommIttee
recommended the following procedure:
"[f in a case a Member states something on the floor of the House'which may

be directly relevant to a criminal investigation and is, in. t~e op~nion of the
investigating authorities, of vital importance to them as ~osltlve eVIdence, t.he
investigating authority may make a report to the MlIllster
Home :-ffalrs
accordingly. If the Minister is satisfied that the matter reqUIres seekll1g the
assistance of the Member concerned, he would request the Member, th.r~ugh
the Chairman, to meet him. If the Member agrees to meet the H.o~e MI.l1Ister
and also agrees to give the required information, the. Home MII1I~terwill use
't in a manner which will not conflict with any parliamentary nght of the
~ember. If, however, the Member refuses to respond to the Home Minister's
request, the matter should be allowed to rest there."

0:

The report of the Committee was presented to the House on the 6th December
1968, and was adopted on the 20th December 1968 (12th Report).
..
.
(6) On the 7th September 1970 a complaint of breach of ~rlVllege agamst
Sh . Ram Nath Goenka was referred to the Committee. The complamt arose out of
rtltement made by Shri Goenka which had appeared in the Indian Express of
a saM"
,
h
"
the 4th September 1970 under the heading "Goenka ~efut~s
II1lst:r s c arge .
The statement of Shri Goenka related to the replies gIven 111th.e RaJya Sabha ~n
the 31st August 1970 by Shri K. V. Raghunatha Reddy, to certal.n supplementar~es
put by Shri Krishan Kant on starred question No. 679 rega~dm~ C.B.1. enqUIry
into firms connected with Goenkas. On November 6, 1970 Shn Kns~an ~ant als~
raised a question of privilege arising out of certain statements contal.ned 111a wnt
petition filed by the National Company Limited and Shri Goenka, a Director of the
Company, in the High Court of Calcutta. This i.ssue was also referred. to the
Committee. On examining the case the Committee came to the conclusIOn tha~
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Shri Goenka had committed a breach of privilege and contempt of the House. The
Committee observed that responsible persons in public life should refrain from
commenting on the proceedings in Parliament in a manner which would bring them
within the penal jurisdiction of the House. Keeping in view the facts that Shri
Goenka had then been returned to the Lok Sabha during the 1971 elections, the
Committee did not consider it necessary to recommend any further action in the
matter. For the same reasons the Committee recommended that no further action
need be taken on the complaint of Shri Krishan Kant against the National
Company Limited and Shri Goenka 03th Report).
(7) On August 26, 1974, notices were given seeking the consent of the Chairman to raise a question involving breach of privilege of Shri Niren Ghosh, Member
of the Rajya Sabha, and of the House, arising from the alleged assault on Shri
Ghosh by some policemen on February 2, 1974, in the residential quarters of the
workers of the Alliance Jute Mills in Jagatdal area in West Bengal, where Shri
Ghosh, it was alleged, was holding a meeting in violation of an order under
section 144 of the Code of Criminal Procedure prohibiting an assembly of five or
more persons.
On the directions of the Chairman, Rajya Sabha, the Minister of State in the
Ministry of Home Affairs made a statement on this incident in the House on
August 26, 1974. The Minister stated that the allegation that Shri Ghosh had been
assaulted by some policemen on February 2, 1974 had been denied by the West
Bengal Government. Shri Ghosh characterised the denial of the West Bengal
Government as 'utterly false' and 'a white lie'. The Chairman, after considering
the matter, referred the question of privilege to the Committee of Privileges for
examination, investigation and report.
The Committee formulated the following two issues for its examination:
(I)

Whether an assault on Shri Nlren Ghosh, Member, Rajya Sabha, on
February 2, 1974, when he was "talking to the workers" of the Alliance
Jute Mills in Jagatdal area, constituted a breach of privilege of the member, and of the House?
(2) Whether the report on the incident received from the West Bengal
Government was factually incorrect and if so, whether the same was sent
to the Rajya Sabha Secretariat with the knowledge that it was so and
with the intention of misleading the House and the Committee of
Privileges?

The Committee came to the following conclusion on the first issue:
"On the evidence adduced before the 'Committee it is clear that the alleged
incident took place when Shri Niren Gposh was talking to the workers near
the Alliance Jute Mills Labour Lines in Jagatdal area. It cannot, therefore, be
said that Shri Niren Ghosh was performing any parliamentary duty at tb,.
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time of the incident and as such. his arrest and the alleged assault on him. in
these circumstances do not involve any br~ach of privilege or contempt of the
House or of the Member."

While considering the second issue, the Committee took note of the following
facts that emerged from the evidence on record:
(i) The Jute Mills workers were on strike and an order under section 144,

Cr. P. C. prohibiting an assembly of five or more persons within the area
of Jagatdal Police Station, was in force at this relevant point of time.
(ii) The Police authorities knew that a Member of Parliament and a trade
union leader of eminence was going to address the jute mills workers in the
Jagatdal area.
(iii) When the police party rushed to the spot and found an assembly of 3001
400 p~rsons, they got down from the police van, chased the mob brandishing lathis to disperse them.
(iv)
In spite of the categorical denial by the West Bengal Government in their
report and by the officers in their evidence before the Committee, Shri
Niren Ghosh reiterated that one blow from a lathi was struck against him
by a policeman.
On a perusal of the evidence before it, the Committee was of the view that in
the melee it was quite possible that Shri Niren Ghosh might have received a lathi
blow from a policeman. The Committee saw no reason to disbelieve the testimony
of Shri Ghosh in this behalf.
The Committee then considered the question whether the West Bengal Government had sent their report on the incident with the knowledge that it was incorrect
and with the intention of misleading the House and the Committee m ,de the
following observations:
"Acts which mislead or tend to mislead must be done wilfully with the inten-'
tion to mislead or deceive and that the element of deliberateness is an essential
ingredient of the offence. There may be a number of statements or depositions
coming up before the House or its Committees which may not be wholly true
and many statements so made, may. in the end, be found to be based on
wrong information given to those who had made them. Such statements will
not constitute contempt of the House unless they were made with the kllo.vledge that they were incorrect and also with the intention of deliberately misleading the House. In the present case it is difficult to hold that the West
Bengal Government had forwarded the report of the District Magistrate in the
matter with the knowledge that it was incorrect or with the intention to mislead
the House or the Committee of Privileges. So, on this score, the Committee
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came to the conclusion that no breach of privilege or contempt of the House
was involved."
The Committee however took a serious view of the fact that the matter, which
concerned a Member of Parliament and raised more than once in the House, was
not trelted by the West Bengal Government with the gravity that it deserved and
made the fdlowing observations:
"However unwarranted and open to censure the action of the police authorities may be. the Committee finds it difficult to spell out any breach of privilege from the findings arrived at in this case. The Committee, however, considers it necessary to emphasise that Members of Parliament are entitled to the
utmost consideration and respect at the hands of the public servants and as
such police or any other authority should not do anything or act in. ~ manner
as will hamper them in their functioning as public men. The authontles, when
dealing with Members of Parliament. should act with great restraint and
circumspection and show all courtesy which is legitimately due to the representatives of the people."
.
In the view taken by the Committee and in the circumstances of the case, the
Committee recommended that no further action be taken by the House in the
matter.
The report was presented to the House on May 14. 197~ (\6~h Report) ..
(8) On the 5th September 1974 Shri Lal K. Advam :alsed. a questlo~ o~
breach of privilege in the House in regard to the article. pubhshed III the Hl~dl
Weekly "Pratipaksha"
in its issue of the 8th September 1974 under .the headl~g
"Sansad Va Choron Aur Dalalon Ka Adda". Shri Advani stated that III the saId
article Parliament had been described as a den of thieve~ and. touts a~d t.he
derogatory remarks appearing in that article impinged on th~ . IIltegnty and dlgmty
of entire Parliament and constituted a gross breach of pnvIlege and contempt of
the House. After leave was granted by the House, the Leader of the House r:n~ved
a motion to the effect that the said article constituted a gross breach of pnvilege
and contempt of the House and that the House would consult its own dignity by
taking no further action in the matter. The motion moved by the Leader of the
House was thereafter adopted.
Besides these cases actually referred to the Committee of Privileges, many
questions of breach of privileges are raised on the floor of the ~ouse and. ma~y
more notices seeking consent of the Chairman to raise such questIOns are recel:,ed III
the Secretariat. All such cases are disposed of according to the rules and practIces of
the House.
There was also a case in the Rajya Sabha akin to a privi1~g~case. On Se?tember 2, 1976, on a motion moved by Shri Om Mehta. MlIllst~r of State III the
Ministry of Home Affairs and Department of Parliamentary Affalr~ a!ld adopte4
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by the House, an .ad hoc Committee consisting of ten members, who were also
members of the Pnvlleges Committee of the Rajya Sabha was appointed to investigate the co~duct and activities of Shri Subramanian Swa'my, Member of the Rajya
~abha~ durmg. the ~ast one year or more both w(thin and outside the country,
IOcludm,g antl-Indl.an. pr.op~gan~a calculated to bring the Parliament and the
country s democratIc IOstltutlOns mto disrepu te and generally behaving in a manner
unworthy of a Member of this House.
.
The Report of the Committee was presented to the House on November 12
1976. On the basis of the findings and recommendations of the Comm'tte Sh:
Kit'
am apa I T'npat h'I, Lea die,.
er of the House, moved a motion in the House onn
Nove~ber 15, 1976 to the effect th~t the Rajya Sabha "accepts the findings of the
CommIttee t~at the conduct of S~n Sw~my is derogatory to the dignity of the
House and I.ts members, and mconslstent with the standards which the House
expects from Its members and resolves that Shri Subramanian Swamy be
II d
from th e H ouse. "Th e M otlOn
. was adopted by the House on the same da expe e
y.

65
Growth of the Secretariat.

Prior to the 15th August, 1947, i.e. the establishment of the Dominion of India,
there were two Houses of the Central Legislature, viz. the Legislative Assembly
and the Council of State. As from the 15th August 1947, these two Houses were
replaced by a single House. that is the Constituent Assembly of India (Legislative),
as the Dominion Legislature. On the commencement of the Constitution of India
on the 26th January 1950, the Constituent Assembly became the Provisional
Parliament and began to exercise all the powers and to perform all the duties
conferred by the Constitution on the two Houses of Parliament and continued to do
so until the two Houses were duly constituted. After the first general elections
held in 1952, the Provisional Parliament was succeeded by the two Houses of
Parliament, namely, the House of the People and the Council of States and a
continuity was thus maintained in the line of succession of the House or Houses
of the Central Legislature since the establishment of the Central Legislative Assem.
bly in 1920 under the then Government of India Act, 1919.
Parliament being the Legislative Organ of the State it is imperative that it
should have a separate Secretariat of its own, independent of the Executive Govern'Contributed

by the Rajya Sabha Secretariat,
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ment and that the Secretariat of each of the Houses should function directly under
the guidance and administrative control of its Presiding Officer. This idea, which was
accepted long before Independence, was given a concrete shape by inserting article
98(1) in the Constitution which has provided for a separate Secretarial Staff for each
House of Parliament. Accordingly, with the commencement of the Constitution
and setting up of the Council of States a separate and independent Secretariat,
designated "Council of States Secretariat", came into existence in May 1952.
Shri B. N. Kaul, Principal Private Secretary to Prime Minister Nehru, was
appointed to work as Secretary, Council of States, till such time as a more permanent appointment was made and from the afternoon of the 12th May 1952, Shri
S. N. Mukerjee, a senior officer in the Ministry of Law, took over as Secretary of
the Council of States. Even after the Council of States and the House of People
came into existence in 1952, the Secretariat of the House of the People continued
to be called the Parliament Secretariat. However, the names of the two Secretariats
were changed to Rajya Sabha Secretariat and the Lok Sabha Secretariat in 1954.
After the death of Shri Mukerjee on the 8th October 1963, Shri B. N. Banerjee,
Joint Secretary in the Secretariat was appointed to the post with effect from the
9th October 1963. In November 1973, Hon'ble Chairman made an announcement
in the House regarding the redesignation of the post of Secretary, Rajya Sabha,
as Secretary-General, Rajya Sabha. Shri Banerjee continued as Secretary-General
till his retirement on the Ist April 1976 and Shri S. S. Bhalerao, Additional
Secretary in the Secretariat took over charge as Secretary-General: Rajya Sabha.
The special provisions in the Constitution in respect of the Secretarial staff of
the two Houses of Parliament were obviously made not only to safeguard the
independence of Parliament and the Presiding Officers of its Houses but also to
ensure that the persons of calibre, intellect and appropriate educational background
were recruited to carry out the specialised nature of work required to be handled by
these Secretariats. This objective is achieved by the provisions contained in clause
(3) of article 98 of the Constitution which enable the Presiding Officers to have
a say in the matter of framing of rules for recruitment and conditions of service
of the persons to be appointed in their respective Secretariat. Upto March 1957
when it was at its formative stage, the Rajya Sabha Secretariat had no rules of its
own governing the recruitment and other conditions of service of its employees.
They continued to be governed by the Legislative Assembly Department (Conditions
of Service) Rules, 1929, as amended from time to time. The Rajya Sabha Secretariat
(Recruitment and Conditions of Service) Rules, were framed and promulgated
with effect from March IS, 1957, by the President of India, in consultation with
the Chairman, Rajya Sabha, under article 98(3) of the Constitution of India.
The same considerations actuated the Government of India and the Union
Public Service Commission to agree that there was no need to consult the Commission in regard to matters relating to the officers of the two Parliament Secretariats
and a provision to this effect was accordingly made in the Union Public Service
Commission (Exemption from Consultation) Regulations, 1958, The Commiss'ion
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is, therefore, not consulted in the matter of recruitment of officers and the two
Secretariats directly recruit them under the orders of their respective Presiding
Officer whenever necessity for such a recruitment arises.
Under the Rajya Sabha Secretariat (Recruitment and Conditions of Service)
Rules, 1957, and Order called the Rajya Sabha Secretariat (Methods of Recruitment and Qualifications for Appointment) Order, 1958, was issued and came into
effect from the I st August 1958, wherein qualifications, etc. required for appointment
to the various categ<>ries of posts and also the methods of recruitment for filling
up those posts were prescribed. This Order was superseded by a subsequent Order
of 1969 which in turn was further superseded by the Order of December I, 1974.
At the formative stage the Secretariat started with a very limited staff and on
the 1st January 1955, the regular strength of the Secretariat stood at 167 only, out
of which 13 were Gazetted Officers. Besides, many persons belonging to different
categories used to be appointed during the session 'periods of the Rajya Sabha. The
Secretariat had to be expanded further and its sanctioned strength on the last day
of the year 1955 stood at 203 including 17 Gazetted Officers. With the increase in
parliamentary activity the work-load continued to grow, both in volume and complexity, and consequently the Secretariat had to be expanded from time to time.
In view of the special position assigned to the Secretariats of the two Houses
of Parliament under the Constitution, the recommendations of the Second Central
Pay Commission (1957-59) were not made automatically applicable to their staff.
However, the pay scales of the employees of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat were
revised broadly on the basis of the scales recornmended by the said Pay Commission for Central Government Employees under orders issued by the Chairman
after consultation with the Ministry of Finance. The Third Central Pay Commission
stated in their report that the employees of the Secretariats of Parliament were
excluded from their purview in view of the provisions of article 98 of the Constitution. In view of this position, the Presiding Officers of the two Houses appointed a
Committee of Parliament to report on the structure of pay, allowances, leave
and pensionary benefits for the officers and staff of the Rajya Sabha and Lok Sabha
Secretariats.
Pursuant to the acceptance of the recommendations of the Committee by the
Chairman, Rajya Sabha and Speaker, Lok Sabha, the officers and staff of the two
Secretariats were, from the Ist January 1973, allowed the same pay scales as
recommended by the Pay Commission for corresponding posts in the Central
Secretariat and on redesignation of various posts from the 1st December 1974, the
scales of pay as recommended for those posts by the Committee.
Among the notable changes made in the context of the recommendations of
the Committee are the upgradation and redesignation of the post of Joint Secretary
as Additional Secretary, reorganisation of the Secretariat on functional basis,
whereby the Secretariat was divided into ten services and altering of the nomenclature of various posts indicative of the nature of functions entrusted to them.
From the very inception, the Secretariat had to cater to the peculiar needs of
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the Rajya Sabha, the Secretary-General shall cause to be prepared a full report of
the proceedings of the Rajya Sabha at each of its meetings and shall as soon as
practicable, publish it in such form and manner as the Chairman may from time to
time direct. Accordingly, every day when the Rajya Sabha sits a full report of the
proceedings containing almost every word spoken in the House from the formal
commencement of the proceedings till its adjournment is prepared and cyclostyled
copies thereof entitled "RAJYA SABHA DEBATES- Official Report" are available
for perusal by members and others early next morning.
The volume of work transacted by the House has increased considerably over
the years. In the beginning the sessions used to be of short durations, the sittings
also were only for a limited period and not infrequently did the House adjourn
ahead of the schedule having completed all the business set down for the day. The
reporting hours in the House rose from 567 hours 39 minutes in 1956 to 622 hours
18 minutes in 1974. Of course, there was a fall in reporting hours during the years
1975 and 1976 due to lesser number of sessions being held but as there was an
increase in the number of meetings of parliamentary committees the tempo of
reporting work remained almost unchanged.
As stated earlier in addition to the proceedings of the House a record of the
proceedings of parliamentary committees is also maintained. Over the years tbere
has been a phenomenal increase in the volume of committee work also and consequently a new cadre of Committee Reporters was introduced to supplement the
Parliamentary Reporters.
The Committee reporting rose to 336 hours 33 minutes in 1975 as against 31
hours 45 minutes in 1956. This would give a clear indication of the volume of increase in the committee activities during the last 20 years which the Reporters had
to cover.

SIMULTANEOUS

INTERPRETATION

OF SPEECHES

India's population of over six hundred million consists of people who belong
to different cultural groups and speak different languages. The Constitution has
fully recognised this diversity by granting to the people the right to conserve their
respective languages, scripts and cultures. Fifteen major languages have been
recognised for this purpose and have been listed in the Eighth Schedule to the
Constitution.
Although the States have been given full freedom to adopt any language as
their official language, under article 343 of the Constitution Hindi has been adopted as the official language and English as the associate language of the Union.
Both Hindi and English are, therefore, the languages of debate in the two Houses of
Parliament, there being no bar on members speaking in other recognised languages
also with the permission of the Chair.
Ever since the inception of the Rajya Sabha, speeches in the House were made
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both in English and Hindi. With the passage of time, however, more and more
people who belonged to the common walks of life started coming to the House as
representatives of the people. Many of them did not understand either Hindi or
English. It was, therefore, difficult for many members to follow the proceedings of
t~e House continuo~sly. In view of this the need for introducing a service for the
sImultaneous translation of all speeches from Hindi into English and vice. versa in
the House was felt in the early sixties. Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru himself
took keen interest in the proposal.
The proposal involved finding suitable persons who could undertake the diffi.
cult work of simultaneous interpretation. That was a new type of work and as there
was no school of conference interpreters in the country, talent had to be found
from within the Secretariat. Accordingly, after an improvised training some persons
were selected and given intensive training for about a year. It was as a result of
the well organised training programme that a team of simultaneous interpreters
could finally be selected for the Rajya Sabha. The equipment for simultaneous
interpretation of speeches in the House was installed and the Simultaneous Inter.
pretation Service for Hindi and English was introduced in the House on the 7th
September 1964. Members were thus in a position to listen to the debate in the
House in the language of their choice just by using the headphones provided for
the purpose.
The sucsess of the scheme, however, led to the demand that facility be provi.
ded for other languages also. Some members who came to the House from the far
corners of the .c~untry ~ere not well conversant with both Hindi and English.
For better partiCipatIOn m the proceedings of the House, they wanted that they
should be able to express themselves in their mother tongue provided it was
one of the recognised languages in the Constitution. To meet their demand, Inler.
pr.ete~sfor seve~al langua~es were trained and in 1971 Interpretation Service in
Hmdl and English for TamIl, Telugu, Malayalam Kannada Marathi Bengali and
Punjabi was introduced.
",

SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS
IN THE CHAMBER
LOBBIES AND GALLERIES
'
Soon after ~he bomb incident in the Central Legislative Assembly in Delhi in
1929, the PreSident of the Central Legislative Assembly, Shri Vithalbhai Patel
constitu~ed a ~ine-member Watch and Ward Committee under the Chairmanship
of Hon ble Sir James Crerar. The terms of reference of the Committee inter alia
included the following:
"To consider and recommend whether the time has arrived for the Assembl
to entertain. its own staff for the purpose of guarding the floor, the gallerie~
and the lobbies, and also of regulating the admission of the visitors and to
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leave it to the police under the orders of the President to guard other parts of
the Assembly building, and if so, what should be the number of Door-keepers
and Messengers required, their remuneration, method of recruitment, conditions of service etc."
In its report the Committee proposed that for security purposes Parliament
building should be divided into two distinct portions, namely, (i) the 'Inner Precincts', which include the floor of the Chamber itself, the lobbies and galleries, and
(ii) the 'Outer Precincts', which comprise the entrances to the Assembly sector, the
outer corridors and the approaches to the inner precincts.
In regard to inner precincts the Committee's recommendation was that a separate Assembly establishment of Door-keepers and Messengers should be entertained for the purpose of checking admission, controlling the entrances and exits
of the visitors to the galleries, showing their seats to the visitors and dealing with
minor forms of disorder. The Committee further recommended that the inner pre.
cincts should be placed entirely in the hands of the Assembly establishment while
that of the outer precincts and the roof should be vested with the police who would
intervene in matters relating to inner precincts only when requested to do so by
the President of the Assembly. The report submitted by the Committee was adopted
by the House and the Watch and Ward organisation came into existence and its
functions vis.a-vis the police force were distinctly demarcated.
On the formation of the two Houses of Parliament, under the Constitution it
became imperative to make security arrangements in the Chamber, lobbies and
galleries of the two Houses. When the Rajya Sabha met for the first lime there was
no regular Watch and Ward force as such and the work pertaining to security of
the Chamber and galleries vested in persons temporarily recruited for session periods
only duly assisted by the clerical staff of the Secretariat. This practice continued
for a year when two Junior Watch and Ward Assistants and one Senior Watch and
Ward Assistant were recruited on a regular basis. However, during the sessions of
the House outsiders continued to be recruited on a purely temporary basis to assist
the regular staff. With the passage of time it was felt that the security of Parliament House should not be entrusted to such casual employees particularly in view
of the fact that leaders of the country assembled there during the sessions of Parliament and meetings of its Committees, A regular full-fledged Watch and Ward
organisation was, therefore, set up in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat in 1956. Its
strength was considerably augmented from time to time and promising young men
were recruited to it. Arrangements were also made for imparting the Watch and
Ward personnel intensive training in security measures, fire fighting, handling of
fire.arms, explosives, etc. at different police and military centres in the country and
lectures by various intelligence and police officers for their benefit were also arranged from time to time. The security of the Chamber, its lobbies and galleries was
fully entrusted. to them, their duties were clearly defined and they were provided
with distinctive uniforms in consonance with the dignity of the House.
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The Watch and Ward Officer is common to both the Houses of Parliament
being in overall charge of the Watch and Ward organisation in both the Secretariats
acts under the direct control of the Secretaries-General of the two Houses without
any interference from an outside agency.
It will be seen from the foregoing that the Secretariat, beginning with a nucleus
in 1952, has not only endeavoured to meet the requirements of the developing
Parliamentary Institution of free India but has also reached a stage where it is
capable of meeting the demands of any new parliamentary innovations and
developments.
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Are Legislative Councils

III

States necessary ?

K. S.NAGARATHANAMMA*

One of the most vexed questions of political science is that of the second chambers
in legislatures. In the world today in most of the countries, legislatures are bicameral. They are bicameral because the framers of the constitutions of these countries
thought that it would be advantageous to have bicameral legislatures. There are
bicameral legislatures both under the parliamentary system of government-as that
of the United Kingdom or of our country-and the presidential system-as that of
the United States. There are bicameral legislatures in Canada, Australia, France and
even in U.S.S.R. In U.S.S.R. and South Africa the constituent units of the State are
unicameral. In Canada, out of eight provinces, only two have second chambers. In
Switzerland, out of 18 cantons all, except two, are unicameral.
A study of the history of second chambers would perhaps indicate that second
chambers have been created by force of tradition, It is said that wherever there are
vested interests which require to be protected second chambers are claimed.
In India, bicameral legislature was first created under the Government of India
Act of 1919. This was intended to enable the consideration of legislations in a cooler
.Sbrimati
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atmosphere. No federal principle was involved at that time because the then Government functioned on the basis of devolution of authority from the Centre.
The Constituent Assembly appointed two Committees, namely, the Union Constitution Committee and the Provincial Constitution Committee and the reports of
these two Committees were considered by the Constituent Assembly. The question'
of the role of the second chamber and its place in a federal set-up was discussed
by the Constituent Assembly. It would be useful to recall what some of the leading
luminaries among our Constitution. makers had to say about this matter. Shri
H. V. Kamath, for instance, admitted that a Upper House in New Delhi was acceptable but in Provinces, such Houses were "pernicious" and "vicious". Professor
K. T. Shah also said that he did not believe in bicameral legislatures at least for
the States. He was of the view that a second chamber was not only not representative of the people as such but also where it was constituted in such a way as to
represent some aspect of the country other than the pure popular vote, it was there
more as a dilatory engine than a help in reflecting popular opinion on crucial ques'
tions of legislation. He pointed out that the second chamber involved considerable
outlay from the public exchequer on account of salaries and allowances of members
and incidental expenses. He further very vehemently expressed the view that the
second chamber aided party bosses to distribute more patronage and helped in
obstructing or delaying legislation. According to him, the case of the Centre as
compared to the States was different inasmuch as the interests to be represented
were more particularly those of the units than of the country. He, therefore, suggested that the question whether to have a second chamber or not in a State may be
left to that particular State. Shri Kuldip Chalia from Assam, pointing out that
second chambers had been creatures of tradition, felt that they were nothing but a
clog in the way of progressive legislation. Shri K. Hanumanthaiya explained that in
a party system of government, every major decision was taken in the party meeting
and not in the Lower House or Upper House and, therefore, once the party took
a decision there was no question of preventing hasty legislation. He felt that it was
a costly formality to have two chambers particularly when the legislative field of the
unit was very limited. He expressed a further view that administratively it was inconvenient to have two chambers as much of the time of the Ministers was likely to be
spent only in talking which was detrimental to the interest of efficiency. Shrimati
Renuka Ray also felt that it was unnecessary to have a second chamber. Shri O. V.
Alagesan was more caustic when he said that a second chamber was a sort of an old
age pension. Shri Biswanath Dass from Orissa was also not in favour of a second
chamber in the States. He felt that a chamber with indirectly elected members and
nominated element did not enjoy much prestige and influence. Shri L. Krishna
Swamy Bharati from Madras, who struck a different note, was of the opinion that
opposition to a second chamber was born out of prejudice. According to him the
idea of a second chamber was to prevent or check hasty legislation. He quoted the
famous example of George Washington who said to Jeferson, "Why Mr. Jeferson,
why are you pouring coffee into your saucer ?" Jeferson replied, "To cool it",
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whether these Houses' really consist of elders as they are supposed to consist to apply
brakes to the impulsive actions of the Legislative Assemblies. This claim also
requires to be established.
As I have pointed out earlier our founding fathers were chary of such a claim
made on behalf of the protagonists of the upper chamber and they, therefore, have
kept a provision in the Constitution that the Legislative Council can be abolished
if the Legislative Assembly does not want it in that State. Two of the States. namely,
Punjab and West Bengal have abolished the Legislative Councils in their respective
States. In Kamataka also a resolution was moved in the Legislative Assembly for
the abolition of the Legislative Council sometime back. The resolution was, however, not passed by the House. Since as Dr. Ambedkar put it, it was only as an
experimental measure that Legislative Councils were introduced in some States, it
is better if a proper and detailed study of these institutions is made to establish
their utility. My purpose in making these observations is not to make any remarks
against the individuals who are members of the Legislative Councils at any particular point of time because I am aware that there have been some very dignified and
intelligent debates in the Legislative Councils. However, the problem requires a
thorough study as otherwise divergent views will continue to be expressed.
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Am?~g the three ~rgans of Government-the
Executive, the Legislature and th
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LAW MEMBER OF THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL-IN'COUNCIL

. The genesis of I~gislatures"in India can be traced to the Charter Act of 1833
WhiCh,for the first .tlme, pr?v.lded for the addition of a fourth member to the
Governor-G.ener~l-m-Cou.nctl 10 India for the sole purpose of legislation. This Act,
h~w~ve;, ex.~ngu.lshedthe lOdependent legislative powers of the Governors-in-Council
~ t e /~slCencle~. The legislative power was thus solely vested in the Governorenera -10' ouncii. The Charter Act of 1853 which was the next milestone in the
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evolution of legislat~res in India made the Law Member of the Governor-Generalin-Council a full member and also enlarged Ihe Governor-General's Council for
legislative purpose by the addition of the Chief Justice, another J~dge ~f the
Supreme Court of Calcutta and one paid representative each of the PreSIdencies or
the Governor's Provinces.
NON.OFfICIAL

ELEMENT

The Indian Councils Act, 1861, constituted a great landmark in the growth
and development of legislatures. The Act, for the first time, associated with the
Executive Council of the Governor of Madras eight ad hoc members, of whom at
least one-half should be non-officials nominated by the Gove~nor .who woul~ hold
office for a period of two years. The functions of the new ~e~lslattve Cou~cll w~re
limited to legislation. The Council did not have any of the privIleges of a deh~eratlve
body as it was practically an advisory committee. Ne.vertheless, the Act did sow
the seed for future Legislatures as an independent en~!t~ separate. from the Executive Thiru C. Sankaran Nair, the Raja of Venkatagm an~ T~lru V. Bh.ashyam
Aiyangar were some of the members nominated to the Legl~latlve C~uncI.1of the
Governor in Madras. The Madras Village Cess Bill and the Hmdu Gams 01 Learning Bill were amonll the Bills considered by the Council.
PRINCIPLE

OF REPRESENTATION

The next important stage in the evolution of the Madras ~egislature was
reached when the Indian Councils Act of 1892 was ?assed b~ whIch tbe number
of additional members of the Madras Legislative CounCil was raIsed to 20, .of .whom
not more than 9 had to be officials. The Act, however, introduced the prinCiple.of
representation, though indirect. This Act was an improve~ent ~ver the precedmg
. that the Council could now discuss the Annual Fmanclal Statement and
one
m the Government on matters of administration an d 0 fbI"
question
p~ ;~ I? ter.est an d
importance by means of interpellations, subject, o~ course, to certam ImItatIons.
The first Legislative Council in Madras, constItuted under the Act, met at 3 ~.M.
on January 17, 1893 in the Council Chamber, Fort St George. ~he first question
in the Council was put by Thiru C. Sankaran Nair on behalf of T~lru V. Bh.ashy~m
Aiyangar, another member. The Council discussed for the first tIme the Fmanclal
Statement of the Province for the year 1893-94 on May 2, 1893. Only t~o members
tooK part in the discussion. During the period the Act of 1892 was 10. force, the
deliberations of the Council were enriched by the return of m.any emment nonofficials like Thiruvalargal V. Bashyam Aiyangar, Sankaran ~alr, A. T. ~ru~de~,
C. Jambulinga Mudaliar, C. Vijayaraghavachariar, I. RathlO.asabapathl .. PIllal,
P. S. Sivaswami Iyer, the Maharaja of Vizianagaram and the Raja of Bob~i1I. The
C;ouncil passed some important pieces of legislation like the Madras Cess BIll (1893)
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the Proprietary Estates Village Service Bill (1894), the Village Officers Hereditary
Succession Bill (1895), the Malabar Marriage Bill and the Madras Tenancy Bill.
MINTO. MORLEY

REfORMS

The Act of 1909, embodying the Minto-Morley-Scheme, reconstructed and
enlarged the V'gislative Council. It introduced, for the first time, the method of
election, though not direct. The number of additional members of the Madras
Council was increased from 20 to a maximum of 50 with a non-official majority.
The Act gave the members the right to move resolutions upon matters of general
public interest and also tlie Budget. The first resolution was moved by Thiru
Kesava Pillai who became the Deputy President of the Council in 1921, and it ran
us follows:
"That this Councll recommend to the Governor-in-Council to relieve the
Village Monigar or Headman of the duty of finding supplies to public servants
on circuit."
For the first time, the right to put supplementary questions was allowed.
Though this right was given only to the original questioner, it was rarely exercised.
Many eminent persons like Tbiruvalaragal P. Tbiagaraya Chetty, P. Kesava Pillai,
Mohammed Habibullah Sahib, Sambandba Mudaliar, K. P. Raman Menon,
T. M. Nair, P. Rajagopalachariar, T. N. Sivagnanam Pillai, M. C. Raja, P. Siva
Rao and M. C. Muthia Chettiar, adorned the Council during the eleven years when
the Act was in force. During this period, the Council passed many important pieces
of legislation like the Madras Hackney Carriage Bill (1911), the Medical Practitioners Registration Bill (1913), the Madras Irrigation Bill (1914), the Madras City
Municipal Bill (1919), the Elementary Education Bill (1920), the Local Boards Bill
(1910) and the Town Planning Bill (1920).
MONTAGU-CHELMSfORD

REfORMS

The most important feature of the Government of India Act, 1919, which
embodied the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms, was the introduction of the system of
Dyarchy in the Provinces wbich ushered in a measure of a responsible Government.
The proportion of elected members of tbe Provincial Legislative Council was raised
to over 70 per cent. Madras had the largest Council with a total of 127 members.
The legislative power of the Council extended to Provincial matters only.
The term of the Legislative Council was three years. The right of moving
motions of adjournment to discuss matters of public importance was granted for
the first time and tbe first Adjournment Motion was moved on February 18, 1921.
The Council had the power to vote on the Budget and could reject or reduce
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AUTONOMY

The Government of India Act, 1935, marked the next general stride in the evolution of Legislatures. Though the Act received the assent of the King on August 2,
1935, it came into effect only on April I, 1937 and that too only in part, that is
to say, in so far as it related to the administration of the Province. With the introduction of Provincial Autonomy in 1937, the Provincial Legislatl,lr~~<;ameto have,
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in a wider measure than before, the powers and functions associated with democratic legislatures under a system of Responsible Government. The Act established a
bicameral legislature in the Province of Madras, as it was then called, and the legislature consisted of the Governor and two Chambers called the Legislative Council
and the Legislative Assembly. Thus was born the Second Chamber in Madras.
Section 71 of the Government of India Act guaranteed certain privileges to members
like freedom of speech in the House and immunity from legal proceedings for
speeches made in the House. The legislature could. by enactment, confer other privileges on them. The Madras Legislature did not, however, make use of this power.
The Legislative Council consisted of not less than 54, and not more than 56,
members. One-third of the members were to retire once in 3 years. No officials
could be nominated to the Council. The distribution of seats in the Council was:
General-35, Mohammedan-7, European-I,
Indian Christian-3, Nomination by
the Governor-not
less than 8 and not more than 10. Dr. U. Rama Rao functioned
as President of the Council during 1937-46. In 1946, Thiru R. B. Ramakrishna Raju
was elected as President of the Council and he continued as such up to 1950, and as
Chairman (formerly called President) of the Legislative Council from January 26,
1950, consequent on the coming into force of the Constitution of India. Sir K. V.
Reddi, the Rt. Hon. V. S. Srinivasa Sastri, Sir Md. Usman, Thiru K. Venkataswamy
Naidu, Thiru C. Perumalswamy Reddy, Dr. T. S. S. Rajan, Dr. A. Lakshmanaswamy
Mudaliar, Thiru C. N. Muthuranga Mudaliar and Thiru O. P. Ramaswamy Reddiar
(Premier of Madras in 1947-48) were some of the prominent members of the Council during this period.

demands for grants. But such rejection or reduction could be undone on certification by the Governor. The local legislatures were also empowered to extend
franchise to women. It must be said to the credit of the Madras Legislative Council
that in its very first session on April I, 1921, it resolved in favour of the removal of
sex disqualification on women for franchise and on a subsequent occasion it
removed the sex disqualification for election as a member. Dr. Muthulakshmi Reddi
was the first woman elected to the Madras Legislative Council in 1927 and she was
also elected as Deputy President of the Council.
Before the Montford Reforms in 1919, the Governor himself used to preside
over the meetings of the Legislative Council; in his absence, the Vice-President
of the Executive Council, who was generally the first Member of the Executive
Council, presided. The system of the President being nominated continued for four
years after inauguration of the Montford Reforms and Sir P. Rajagopalachariar
was nominated as the first President by the Governor. Thiru Kesava Pillai was
elected by the Council on January 8, 1921 as the Deputy President. It was only in
February 1925 that the Council, for the first time, elected the President. Thiru
L. D. Swamikannu Pillai, who had been Secretary of the Legislative Council from
1921 and then its nominated President from 1924, was elected as President of the
Council.
. Thiru M. Ruthnaswamy, who succeeded Thiru L. D. Swamikannu PiI1ai as
President of the Council continued in office till December 1926, when Thiru C. V. S.
Narasimha Raju, the leader of' the majority party in the Council was elected as
President.
The Fourth Legislative Council under the Montford Reforms met on November
6, 1930 and the life of this Council was extended from time to time, so that it
functioned till the end of 1936, when Provincial Autonomy under the Government
of India Act, 1935, was ushered in. Thiru B. Ramachandra Reddi was the President
of the Council from 1930 to 1936.
The Council had an interesting assortment of different kinds of members who
were of a high intellectual calibre and some of the prominent members among them
were the Raja of Panagal, Sir A. Ramaswamy Mudaliar, Thiru T. A. Ramalingam
Chettiar, Sir P. T. Rajan, Sir C. P. Ramaswamy Iyer, Thiru S. Satyamurthi, the
Raja of Bobbili, Sir Mohammed Usman, Dr. P. Subbarayan, Dr. C. R. Reddi, Sir
R. K. Shanmugam Chetty, Thiru P. Siva Rao, Sir K. V. Reddi, Sir P. Thiyagaraya
Chetti and Sir S. Varadachari (former Chief Justice, Federal Court).
PROVINCIAL
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OF INDIA

The Madras Legislative Council under the Constitution of India began functioning on and from April 21,1952. It consisted of 72 members of whom 12 were
nominated by the Governor and the rest elected from the Assembly, the Graduates,
the Teachers and the Local Authorities Constituencies. Dr. P. V. Cherian, an eminent surgeon of international repute and a former Surgeon.General to the Government of Madras, was elected as Chairman and he enjoyed a continuous spell of
twelve years in office till 1964. Thiru M. A. Manickavelu, a former Minister and a
veteran parliamentarian succeeded him. He continued in office till 1970 when Thiru
C. P. Chitrarasu was elected as Chairman; his term expired in April 1976 by reason
of his ceasing to be a member of the Council by efflux of time. In view of the suspension of the relevant articles of the Constitution relating to prorogation and summoning of the Legislative Council on the advent of President's Rule from January
31, 1976, the Council could not meet to elect a Chairman and hence the duties of
the office of Chairman are now being discharged by the Deputy Chairman.
On the formation of the Andhra State, with effect from October 1, 1953, the
strength of the Council was reduced to 51. It was further reduced to 48 by the States
Reorganisation Act, 1956, but increased to 50 by the States Reorganisation (Amend-
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ment) Act, 1956. In pursuance, however, of the Resolution passed by the Council
on December 21, 1956, the strength of the Council was raised to 63 by the Legislative Council Act, 1957.
From 1952 to 1976 (January) the Council held 51 Sessions and met for
964 days.
The Constitution does not make any distinction between the two Houses of the
Legislature in the matter of selection of Ministers. The first Chief Minister of Tamil
Nadu after the First General Elections under the Constitution was Dr. C. Rajago.
palachariar, a member of the Council. Dr. C. N. Annadurai. who was Chief Minister
during 1967-69 was also a member of the Council. In every Ministry formed after
1952, there was at least one Minister who was a member of the Council. Many vete.
ran parliamentarians and eminent jurists have been members of the Council during
the above period. Mention may be made in this connection of Thiru T. Prakasam,
.Thiru M. Patanjali Sastri, a former Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Dr. P. V.
Rajamannar, a former Chief Justice of the Madras High Court, Dr A Lakshmanaswamy Mudaliar, a leading educationist and Vice-Chancellor of the Madras Univer.
sity for a quarter of a century, Sir P. T. Rajan, Thiru R. Venkataraman, Sir R. K.
Shanmukham Chetty, a former Finance Minister of the Government ofIndia, Thiru
Chakkarai Chetty, veteran trade unionist, Sir Md. Usman, a former Governor of
Madras, Shrimati Clubwala, Dr. Muthulakshmi Reddi, Thiru M. Bhaktavatsalam
and Thiru Namakkal V. Ramalingam Pillai (Poet Laureate of Madras). Thiru M. P.
Sivagnanam, the author, was also a member of the Council when it was constituted
for the first time under the Constitution of India.
The relationship between the two Houses of Legislature has always been very
cordial. From 1952 to 1976, twenty-three Bills were introduced in the Council and
then transmitted to, and passed by the Assembly. Also two non-official Bills, viz.,
the Madras Animal and Bird Sacrifices Abolition Bill, 1947 and the Madras Preservation of Parks, Playfields and Open Spaces Bill, 1958, were first passed by the
Council and accepted by the Assembly and became Acts. With regard to the Bills
passed by the Assembly, the Council made amendments, or recommendations to
fourteen of them. In twelve cases the Assembly accepted. the ,!amendments. In one
of these twelve cases, the Bill, as passed by the Assembly, was also referred to a
Select Committee of the Council. In two cases the Assembly rejected the amend.
ments and the Council reconsicl.ered the same and agreed to the Bills as originally
passed by the Assembly.
It would be of interest to know that a rather extraordinary incident took place
in Madras on May 6, 1952, when the Governor of Madras was about to commence
his first Address to both Houses of the Legislature constituted after the first General Elections under the Constitution. A senior member of the Legislative Council
rose on, what he called, a "Point of Order", made a speech and staged a walkout
with some other members. The Governor then delivered his Address. Later at a
meeting of the Legislative Cou.ncil held on May 13, 1952, the Leader of the House
(Council) moved a motion for admonition to the member who interrupted the
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Governor's Address on May 6, 1952. The motion was subsequently withdrawn
by leave of the H.ouse. ~he Madras Council Rules have been amended to the effect
that any obstr~ctl~n or mt:rruption to the Governor's Address before or after the
Address or durmg Its duratl.on shall be regarded as a gross breach of order of the
House and shall be dealt with by the Chairman as sU.ch Th'ISproVISion
"
h as su b sequently been ~dopted by several other legislative bodies in the country.
One o~ th~ Important. in~ovations in the transaction of business in the Tamil
Na~u LegIslative Cou.ncd m recent times is the discussion of "Policy Notes"
durmg the Budget Session. !~e Con~titution does not prohibit discussion in the
Up~er H~use of the policies behmd individual Demands, though they are not
subject to ItS.vote. From 1964, there had been persistent demand from the members
~f t~e <?~uncil that they should have an opportunity to discuss the policies govern.
mdlvldu.al Demands, as the Appropriation Bill was considered by the LegislaI e Council also. T.he demand,
of course, has been conceded and the Rules of
~rocedure of the Ta~11 Nadu Legislative Council have been amended to that effect
m 1.972.. The p~actJce now followed is that the policy governing each Demand is
outhn~d m ~ Policy Note which is printed and placed on the Table of the. House
The dISCUSSionon the Policy Note takes place on a Motion by the Minister con~
• cerned and afler t~e Minister's reply the Motion is treated as 'talked out'.
~n the foregomg paragraphs, a brief account of the origin and growth in
~am~ Nadu: of the Le~islature in general, and the Legislative Council in particular
as I eenglven.
As IS well understood, democracy is rule of the people by th~
peop e, and for the people and sovereignty in a democratic set-up reside~ in the
people. Modern States a~e ~ast in size and contain a population which is at once
num~ro.us and scattered, WIth mterests whi.::h are as diverse as they are, sometimes
~nflJctmg. A.nd for ~II ~eople to participate direct in the actual functioning ot.
o.vernment IS wel.I-OIgh Impossible. The reasons are obvious. It is here that the
legislatures play a~ Important role in influencing and regulating the work of th
~o.ver~ment. ~arllamen~ary institutions have come to stay in our country and th:
egl.slatlve bodies have given a good account of themselves not only in erformin
their nor~.al "legislative" ~unctions but also in helping to build sound ~arliamen:
tary traditIons. Madras. beIng one of the first three Presidencies, as they were then
~lIed,. where th~ :xpeflment of "Legislative Councils" was tried, the Tamil Nadu
oun~J1f~els legitImately proud that it has been given to it to make a wholesome
contflbutJOn to the development of Parliamentary Democracy in India.

;?;
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December 29, 1976
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Pradesh (which comprised certain districts taken out from the State of Madras
and adding thereto some districts from the then State of Hyderabad) was given a
Legislative Council. The State of Bombay was bifurcated into two States, namely,
Maharashtra
and Gujarat, by the Bombay Reorganisation
Act, 1960. This Act also
gave a Legislative Council to the State of Maharashtra.
Under the Constitution
of
Jammu and Kashmir which came into force on January 26, 1957, the State of
Jammu and Kashmir has also a Legislative Council.
The Legislative Councils in West Bengal and Punjab were abolished with effect
from August I, 1969 and January 7, 1970 by the West Bengal Legislative Council
(Abolition) Act, 1969 and the Punjab Legislative Council (Abolition) Act, 1969,
respectively.
Thus. at present, Legislative Councils exist in seven States, namely, Andhra
Pradesh, Bihar, Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra,
Karnataka, Uttar Pradesh and Jammu
and Kashmir.
The allocation of seats in these Legislative Councils is as follows:

68
The Second Chamber in State Legislatures

IUPHlll*
I

,

il

When the Constitution came into force on the 26th January
1950, provision
waS
made in article 168 for having two Houses of Legislature in six States, namely,
Bihar, Bombay, Madras, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal. This article also
provides that where there are two Houses of Legislature
in a State, one shall. be
known as the Legislative Council and the other as the Legisla tive Assembly •.Art~c1e
169 says that Parliament may by law provide for the abolition of the Legl~la.uve
Council of a State having such a Councilor
for the creation of such a CouncIl m a
State having no such Council, if the Legislative Assembly of the State passes a
resolution to that effect by a majority of the total membership of the Assembly and
by a majority of not less than two-thirds of the members of the Assembly present
and voting.
.
Since 1950, Legislative Councils have been created in some States, while such
Councils have been abolished in some other States. Briefly, the State of Mysore
(formerly a Part B State and now renamed as Karnataka with effect from Ja~uary
14, 1969) was created by the States Reorganisation
Act, 1956 and was gIven a
Legislative Council. By the Legislative Councils Act, 1957, the State of Andhra

,

I

I

I

I

.Shr; Hiphei is the Deputy Speaker of the Mizoram

Legislative Assembly.

(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

J

No. of Seats
90

96
63
78
63
108

It

,-I:

,.

36

These Councils are composed of members elected by electorates ~onsisling of
of local bodies, such as, municipalities and district boards, (b) graduates
of three years' standing residing in the State, (c) persons engaged for at least three
years in educational
institutions
within the State, not lower in standard than
secondary
scho~ls, (d) members of the Legislative Assembly of the State, and
(e) persons nomInated by the Governor from persons having special knowledge or
practical experience in respect of such matters as literature, science, art, cooperative
movement and social services. The proportion
in which such persons are to be
elected/nominated
is laid down in article 171 of the Constitution. For Jammu and
Kashmir Legislative Council also, the Constitution of that State prescribes proportion of elected and nominated seats applicable to the Council.
In India, we have a bicameral system in the Parliament
and in seven of the
22 States. The question whether the Upper Houses in the States have their utility is
debatable. The arguments in support of these institutions may be summed up thus:
(a) th.e U pper Ho~s.e gives representation
to the special interests in the State, (b) it
functIOns as a reVISIng Chamber, (e) it is a safeguard against hasty legislation by the
Lower House, (d) it consists of seasoned and experienced people, and (e) it has
jIlade valuable sus;s;estions on matters of public importance
durinll debates in th~
(a) members

I

Andhra Pradesh
Bihar
Tamil Nadu
Maharashtra
Karnataka
Uttar Pradesh
Jammu and Kashmir

••
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House, which are profitably utilised by the Government in the implementation of its
policies and programme.
The critics of the bicameral system point out that the Upper Chamber is (a) a
superfluous institution and a burden on the public exchequer, (b) it has not made
any significant contribution as a revising Chamber or as a delaying Chamber,
. (c) there is repetition of various matters that are raised in the Lower House, (d) it
has no power to vote demands for grants or to amend Money Bills and certain categories of Financial Bills, (e) 15 out of 22 States have only one Chamber, i.e., Legislative Assembly and the absence of the Upper House has not adversely affected the
governance of those States and two of the States chose to abolish the Legislative
Councils a few years back, and (I) the members defeated in elections to the Lower
House are often brought in as members of the Upper House.
The Legislative Councils existed in some provinces even under the Government
of India Act, 1935. After Independence, we have had the experience of working of
Legislative Councils for over quarter of a century. Article 171(3) of the Constitution which relates to the composition of the Legislative Councils has remained unchanged since the Constitution came into force. I feel that it will be useful to
examine whether the composition of these Councils needs any change in the light of
past experience so that they may become more effective in the future. Another suggestion which I would like to make is that the Legislative Councils can be assigned
some special functions under the Constitution so that they have a definite role to
play in the discharge of their functions.

..
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Part Six

Statistical Data Relating to the
Activities of the Rajya Sabha
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Statistical Data relating to the Activities
of the Rajya Sabha
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~
FUNCTIONARIES

OF THE RAJYA

I

SABHA

CHAIRMEN

I. Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan
May 1952 to May
2. Dr. Zakir Husain
May 1962 to May
3. Shri Varahagiri Venkata Giri
May 1967 to May
4. Dr. Gopal Swarup Pathak
August 1969 to August
5: Shri Basappa Danappa Jatti
Since August
DEPUTY.

1962
1967
1969
1974
1974*

i'•
•

CHAIRMEN

I. Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao
May 1952 to March 1962
2. Shrimati Violet Alva
April 1962 to November 1969
• Shri Jatt; has been acting as the President of India
the demise of President Fakhruddin Ali Ahmed.

since February

11,1977, consequent

"

on
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3. Shri Bhaurao Dewaji Khobaragade '
December 1969 to April 1972
4. Sbri Godey Murahari
April 1972 to March 1977
5. Shri Ram Niwas Mirdha
Since March 1977

STATBMENT
I
Part A-Dates of Commencement and Termination and Duration
of the Sessions of the Rajya Sabha from 1952 to 1977

LEADERS OF THE HOUSE
I. Shri N. Gopalaswami Ayyangar

May 1952 to February 1953
2. Shri Charu Chandra Biswas
February 1953 to November 1954
3. Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri
November 1954 to March 1955
4. Shri Govind Ballabh Pant
March 1955 to February 1961
5. Hafiz Mohammad Ibrahim
February 1961 to August 1963
6. Shri Yeshwantrao Ba1wantrao Chavan
August to December 1963
7. Shri Jaisukhlal Hathi
February-March 1964
8. Shri Mahomadali Currim Chagla
March 1964 to November .1967
9. Shri Jaisukhlal Hathi
November 1967 to November 1969
10. Shri Kodardas Kalidas Shah
November 1969 to May 1971
II. Shri Uma Shankar Dikshit
May 1971 to December 1975
12. Shri Kamlapati Tripatbi
December 1975 to March 1977
13. Shri Lal K. Advani
Since March 1977

1st
I
I

I
I,

!

I 'I

1

I
I

SECRETARIE~SECRETARIE~GENERAL
I. Dr. Bhagirath Nath Kaul
April-May
2. Shri Sudhindra Nath Mukerjee
May 1952 to October
3. Shri Bhabenclra Nath Banerjee
October 1963 to April
4. Shri Shrikanth Sham raj Bha1erao
Since April

Date of rommeneement

Session

1952
1963
1976

2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

Part
Part

I
II

Part
Part

I
II

Part
Part

I
II

• 31-5.52
14.852
22.12.52
9.3.53
16.5.53
23.9.53
24.12.53
18.3.54
19.5.54
30.9.54
24.12.54
4.5.55
1.10.55
24.12.55
16.3.56
31.5.56
13.9.56
22.12.56
29.3.57
1.6.57
14.9.57
24.12.57
14.3.58
10.5.58
27.9.58
24.12.58
13.359
8.5.59
11.9.59
22.12.59
11.3.60
29.4.60
9.9.60
23.12.60
18.3.61

13.5.52
14.7.52
24.11.52
11.2.53
25.3.53
24.8.53
23.11.53
15.2.54
19.4-54
23.8.54
25.1 J.54
21.2.55
16.855
21.1 1.55
15.2.56
23.4.56
30.7.56
19.11.56
18.3.57
13.5.57
12.8.57
18.11.57
10.2.58
22.4.58
18.8.58
24.11.58
9.2.59
204.59
10.8.59
23.11.59
8.2.60
6.4.60
8.8.60
28.11.60
14.2.61

7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
26th
27th
28th
29th
30th
31st
32nd

Date of termination

Duration
(days)

19
32
29
27
53
31
32
32
31
39
30
73
47
34
30
38
46
34
12
20
34
37
33
19
41
31
33
19
33
31
32
24
33
26
33

Total No of days
on which siltings
were held

13
25
22
19
31
24
24
22
24
29
24
50
35
26
23
29
35
27
10
17
23
28
23
16
30
22
26
15
24
22
25
18
24
20
24

•

r
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STATEMENT

Membership

STATEMENT

4.

5.
6.
7.

Yellr

2192

1952
1954
1956
1958

2322

1960

1960

232
2364

1962
1964
1966

2386
MOQ

1962
1964
1966
1968
1970
1972
1974
1976

216'

236
~4Q
~40
243'
243
2449

1912
1974
1976

III

Women Members in the Rajya Sabba
( 1952-1976)

To/al number of seats
(Figares inc/ade 12 Members
nominaud by the President)

1968.
\970

I

439

II

1952
1954
1956
1958

l.

------

I.

Statistical Data

of tbe Rajya Sabha
(1952-1976)

Year

2.
3.

•

As initially provided in the Constitution.
Increase of 3 seats by the Andhra Slate Act, 1953 (30 of 1953).
(i) [ncrease of I scat by the States Re'organisation
Act, 1956 (37 of 1956).
(ii) Increase of 3 seats by the Bihar and West Bengal (Transfer of Territories) Act.
1956 (40 of 1956).
(iii) Increase of 9 seats by the Constitution (Seventh Amendment) Act, 1956.
(i) [ncrease of I seat by the Andhra Pradesh and Madras (Alteration of Boundar:es) Act, 1959 (56 of 1959).
(ii) [ncrease of 3 seats by the Bombay Re.organisation Act. 1960 (II of 1960).
(i) [ncrease of I sea~ by the Slate of Nagaland Act. 1962 (27 of 19(2).
(ii) [ncrease of 1 seat by the Constitution (Fourteenth Amendment) Act, 1962.
[ncrease of 2 seats by the Punjab Re-organisation Act, 1966 (31 of 1966).
Increase of 3 scats by Ihe North-Eastern Areas (Re.organisation)
Act, 1971 (81 of

Women Members

P~rcentage

216
219

15

2~2

20

6.9
7.8
8.6
9.5

Totl/illumber

of seats

17

22

232
236
236

24
18
21
23
22
14
18
17

238
240
240
240

243
.243

24

244

10.2

7.6
8.~
9:6
92
5.8

7.4
7.0
9.8

!

I
J
•

1971) .
8.

Increase of I seat by the Constitution

(Thirty-sixth

Amendment)

I-

Act, 1975.

It
I'
It

't'

"
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441
Part C-OCCUPATION

Age, Education and Occupation of Members of the
'Rajya Sabha in 1952 and 1976
Part A-AGE

30.35 years
36~40
41,45
46)0
51~5.5
56,60
61.6'5
66.70
71;75
76-80
81.-85
"
86.90
Above 90 years
Particulars not available
Number of seats vacant

...,

....

1952

1976

25 (3)
15 (2)
32 (4)
33 (I)
24 (4)
35
20
7
7
2(1)
Nil
Nil
Nil
16

12 (3)
6
26 (3)
41 (3)
54 (8)
43 (4)
27 (2)
14 (I)
6
I
1
Nil
Nil
5
8

Port B-EDUCATIONAL

25
28 (7)
49 (I)
28
26 (3)
21 (2)
3
2
10
1
5 (I)
2
10

2
4
Total

216

(I)

(15)

45
52
56
18
23
18
10
Nil
2
Nil
Nil
Nil
7
2
3
8

(2)
(15)
(4)
(3)

---

244

(24)

BACKGROUND

No. 0/ Members in the category
(Figures in the brackels indicate the lIumber
a/women members inriuded;T: each category)
1952
1976

Category

I. Under Matriculale~
2. Matriculates/Higher
Secondary or
Intermediate Certificate Holders
3. Graduales
4. Post Graduates (including technical
qualifications)
5. Doctoral degree or other high acade.
mic qualification holders
6. Particulars not available
Number of seats vacaDl
Total
__ C

Cultivators and Land holders
Po:itical and Social Wotkers
Lawyers
Businessmen and Industrialists
Teachers and Educationi.ts
Journalists ano Wrilers
Civil Service
Military Service
Medical Practitioners
Engineers and Technologists
Former Rulers
Industrial Workers
Trade Unionists and Laboor Leaders
Artists
Particulars not available
Number of seals vacaDl

244 (24)

216 (15)

Total

51 No.

Occupations

GROUPS

GROUPS

No. 0/ Members in each Occupation
Group (Figures in brackets indicate
the number of w~men members
ineluded in earh group)
1952
1976

No. 0/ Members in the oge group
(Figures in brackets indicate the number o/women
members ineluded in each I!roup)

Age group

II!

10

( I)

27 (3)
50 (4)

Nil
47
49

(3)
(10)

78

(4)

108 (5 )

35
16

(3)

18 (3)
14 (3)
8

216

(15)

244

I;'

(24)

~

•

••
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"1964-71
1972-76

IJ

I JI J!
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STATEMENT

V

VI

Sbort Duration Discussions
(under Rule 176)

Notices of Calling Attention of Ministers, to Matters of
Urgent Public Importance under rule 180
Year

.•.

Statistical Data
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Year

Raised in the
House

No. of NOlices
received

Admilled

7016
4892

535

535

272

272

No. of Notices
received

°/964.71
1972-76

Admitted

348

82
51

177

Discussed

50

38

.Sh~rt Duration Discussion was introduced in September 1964 after the adoption of the
reVised Rulcs of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the RaJ'ya Sabha on the 2nd J

"Calling Attention procedure was introduced in September 1964 after the adoption of the
revised Rules of Procedure and Condllct of Business in the Rajya Sabha on the 2nd June

1964.

une

1964,
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STATEMENT

Resolutions

VII

1952-61
1962-71
1972-76

~

Discussed in the Rajya Sabha

Part A (i)-GOVERNMENT

Year

,

~

'"•...•

~
~

RESOLUTIONS

No. of Notices
received

Discussed

18
14
15

18
14
15

'"•...•

~

Adopted

0'"..,..,o.

Z

Z

..,

\O~Ni~

...•

E

c

tt

I
16
14
15

os
..c:
os

-=r/l
Part A (ii}-PROCLAMATIONS
UNDER ARTICLES
OF THE CONSTITUTION.

....•

352 AND 356

OS

>.

os

~

Year

Discussed

No. of Notices received
Under article 356
Under article 352

Adopted

....
....
....

Total

;>
1952-61
1962-71
1972-76

I

.,

8
28
16

8
28
16

8
28
16

8
26
15

2

f-

z

'<"
lf-

MEMBERS'

RESOLUTIONS

.!!!

f-o

ell

::E

Admitted

Adopted

Discl/ssed

....l
....l

Z
iii w

OS
ell

z

N _
0",

W

'"

0<:

>

-•••..•..

os
..c:

"'=

Oil

~

u
Year

..

.9 ~

':a" ~=•..
<I)

Part B (i)-PRIVATE

-

en

..c:••

-

0

Q

I

;:

~
~
1952-61
1962-71
1972-76

745
1423
154
Part B (ii) -STATUTORY

Year
1952-61
1962-71
. 1972-76

Admitted
1
28
29

6
3
Nil

89
67
30

RESOLUnONS

(Private

os

-<=

Members)

Discussed

Adopted

I
26
26

Nil
Nil
Nil

I

I.
I.

il
It

(Statement

viii Continued)

I

Pari B-PRIVATE

,

MEMBERS'

BILLS

From 1952 to 196/
I •. Number of sittings during which Bills were
introduced or considered
2. Number of Bills introduced
3. Number of Bills circulated for eliciting
opinion thereon
4. Number of Bills referred to Select Committees
of the Rajya Sabha
5. Number of Bills referred to Joint Committees
of the Houses
6. Number of Bills considered
7. Number of Bills withdrawn
8. Number of Bills negatived
9. Number of Bills passed

From 1962 to 1971

43
67

From 1972 to 1976

65
143

32
92
Nil

Nil

Nil

2
32
27
16
10

I
86
21
10
4

.

Nil

55
28
9
Nil

- •..•.- -----~-

•

STATEM~NT

Notices

of Questions,

Short

and Half-an-hour
Parr A-STARRED

Years

••
•
•

No. of sitlings
during which
question
time was
allolled

1952
to
1961

689

1962
to
1971

879

1972
to
1976

381

Total No. of
Notices of
Starred and
Unstarred
Questions
received

Notices
received

51784

AND

IX
Notice

Questions

Discussions

UNSTARRED

QUESTIONS

Starred Questions
Admilled
Admitted
as
Unstarred

Questions
reached
for
oral
answers

Unstarred
Notices
received

Question.'
Admitled

43866

18401

6570

13735

7918

124340

113690

25263.

3318

40328

10650

5380+

92310

87649

10928

20069

1996

4661

2286

5014

•

--

~
~

•

"'ncludes 4 Short Notice Questions admitted as Starred Questions in 1967.
+'ncludes I Short Notice Question admitted as Unstarred Question in 1968.
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1X Continued)
Part B-SHORT

NOTICE

QUESTIONS
STATEMENT

Years

Notices received

Answered

676
1887.
394

140
192
19

1952 to 1961
1962 to 1971
1972 to 1976

X

Time taken by the Rajya Sabha on various items of business during 1972-1976
Items of business

Time taken in
hours and minutes

Percentage to the total
lime taken on various
items of business

BILLS
.The figures include 4 notices of Short Notice Questions admitted as Starred Questions in
1967 and I notice of Short Notice Question admitted as Unstarred Question in 1968.

(a) Government Bills
(b) Private Members' Bills

814.58
57.24

29.78
2.10

47.27
78.25

1.73
2.86

236.23

8.64

26.34
251.56

0.97
9.20

1536
151.04

0.57
5.52

67.28

2.47

372.05

13.60

111.43
62.14

4.08
2.27

BUDGET
Part C-HALF-AN-HOUR

Years

Notices received

DISCUSSIONS

(a) Railway Budget
(b) General Budget
Notices discussed

CALLlNG

ATTENTION

NOTICES

DISCUSSIONS
1952 to 1961
1962 to 1971
1972 to 1976

129

19

449

69

198

34

(a) Hair-an-Hour Discussion
(b) Short Duration Discussion
MOTIONS
(a) Private Members' Motions
(b) Government Motions
PRESlDENT'S

ADDRESS

QUESTIONS (lNCLUD1NG
NOTICE QUESTIONS)

SHORT

RESOLUTIONS
(a) Private Members' Resolutions
(b) Government Resolutions
STATEMENTS
MISCELLANEOUS

BY MINISTERS

32.53

1.20

427.01

16.09

, I

i:
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Part B-Select Committees of the Rajya Sabha and Joint Committees of
the Houses on Bills originating in the Rajya Sabha
STATEMENT

Xl

Activities of the Committees of the Rajya Sabha and Joint Committees of
the Houses on Bills originating in the Rajya Sabha during 1952-1976
Part A-STANDING

Name of the Committee

Date on
which set up

No. of
siltings held

Date on which
Report presented

COMMIITEES
(a) Select Committees of the Rajya Sabha
Years

Name of 'he Committee

(i) Committee on Petitions

(ii) Committee

(iii) Committee

on Rules

of Privileges

(Iv) Committee

on Subordinate
LegislationS
(v) Committee on Government
Assurances6

1952-1961
1962-1971
1972-1976
1952-1961
1962-1971
1972-1976
1952-1961
1962-1971
1972.1976
1964-1971
1972.1976
1972-1976

No. of sittings
held

J3
105
119
13
14t
2
9"
27
10
33
73
84

13
16
21
5
12
1
4II
2
13
9
7

t The figures ioclude the II sittings held by the Committee appointed to recommend draft
rules of procedure under clause (I) of article 118 of the Constitution, on a resolution adopted
by the House on February 7, 1962.
2The figure relates to the Report presented by the Committee mentioned above to the House
on Novemb" 29, 1963.
"The figure includes the 3 joint sittings of the Committees of Privileges of the two Houses on
the question of privilege arising out of some remarks made by Shri N. C. Chatterjee. the
then Membor of the House of the People (Lok Sabha) about the Council of States (Rajya
Sabha).
-The figure includes the Report of the joint sittings of the Committees of Privileges of the
two Houses, presented to the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha 00 August 23, 1954 on the
above mentiooed question of privilege.
SConstituted for the first time in September
6Constituted

for the first time in July 1972.

1964.

1. Select Committee on the Cantonments
(Amendment) Bill, 1952
2. Select Committee on the Children Bill,
1953
3. Select Committee on the Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Bill, 1956
4. Select Committee on the Major Port
Trust Bill, 1963
5. Select Committee on the Indian Penal
Code (Amendment) Bill, 1963
(This was a Private Member's Bill)
6. Select Committee on the Banking Laws
(Amendment) Bill, 1968

No. of Reports
presented

6.12.1952

11.12.1952

19./2.1953

5

18.3.1954

28.8.1956

8

19.11.1956

16.9.1963

3

19.9.1963

19.8.1966

13

22.5.1967

26.8.1968

4

18.11.1968

17.12.1953

6

18.3.1954

13.5.1954

22

26.11.1954

9.12.1954

6

16.3.1955

25.7.1955

16

19.9.1955

30.9.1955

4

21.11.1955

30.9.1955

3

21.11.1955

16.7.1956

13

19.11.1956

19.3.1958

8

2.5.1958

20.12.1958

6

9.2.1959

27.8.1959

13

17.2.1960

11.9.1959

8

30.11.1959

28.4.1960

7

22.8.1960

(b) Joint Committees of the Houses

)
I

I
J

I
I

I
I

I. Joint Committee on the Special Marriage
Bill, 1952
2. Joint Committee on the Hindu Marriage
and Divorce Bill, 1952
3. Joint Committee on the Hindu Minority
and Guardianship Bill, 1953
4. Joint Committee on the Hindu Succession Bill, 1954
5. Joint Committee on the River Boards
Bill, 1955
6. Joint Committee
on the
Inter.State
Water Disputes Bill, 1955
7. Joint Committee on the Copyright Bill,
1955
8. Joint Committee on the Puhlic Premises
(Eviction
of Unauthorised
Occupants)
Bill,1958
9. Joint Committee on the Cost and Works
Accountants Bill, 1958
10. Joint Committee on the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Bill, 1959
11. Joint Committee on the Orphanages and
Other Charitable
Homes (Supervision
and Control) Bill, 1959
12. Joint Committee on the Children Bill,
1959

••••

I
j
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I
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II

j

,I
I
II

I
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13. Joint Committee on the Delhi Primary
Education Bill, 1960
14. Joint Committee on the Indian Marine
Insurance Bill, 1959
15. Joint Committee on the Limitation Bill,
1962
16. Joint Committee on the Drugs and Cosmetics (Amendment) Bill, 1963
17. Joint Committee on the Press Council
Bill, 1963
18. Joint Committee on the Banaras Hindu
University (Amendment) Bill, 1964
19. Joint Committee
on the Jawaharlal
Nehru University Bill. 1964
20. Joint Committee on the Insecticides Bill,
1964
21. Joint Committee on the Monopolies and
Restrictive Trade Practices Bill, 1967
on the Delhi Rent
22. Joint Committee
Control (Amendment) Bill, 1964
23. Joint Committee on the Motor Vehicles
(Amendment) Bill, 1965
24. Joint Committee on the Foreign Marriage
Bill, 1963
25. Joint Committee on the Contempt of
Courts Bill, 1968
26. Joint Committee on the Indian Medicine
and Homoeopathy
Central Council Bill,
1968
27. Joint Committee on the Architects Bill,
1968
28. Joint Committee on the H ire- Purchase
Bill, 1968
29. Joint Committee
on the Code of Civil
Procedure (Amendment) Bill, 1968
30. Joint Committee on the Medical Termi.
nation of Pregnancy Bill, 1969
31• Joint Committee on the Prevention of
. Water Pollution Bill, 1969
32. Joint Committee on the Code of Crimi.
nal Procedure Bill, 1970
on'. the Advocates
33. Joint Committee
(Amendment) Bill. 1970

Statistical Data

Dale on
No. of
Dale on whiclt
which set up sitlings Iteld Reporl presented

28.4.1960

7

8.8.1960

31.8.1962

6

28.2.1963

7.9.1962

6

20.11.1962

18.9 1963

13

2.12.1963

30.9.1964

9

17.2.1965

16.12.1964

13

16.8.1965

21.9.1965

6

3.11.1965

8.11.1966

7

5.12.1966

23.12.1967

29

26.2.1969

29.3.1968

13

6.12.1968

8.5.1968

10

25.11.1968

29.8.1968

8

17.2.1969

14.12.1968

26

23.2.1970

25.3.1969

18

17.11.1969

165.1969

9

28.11.1969

16.5.1969

13

23.2.1970

16.5.1969

34

5.8.1970

24./2.1969

19

9.11.1970

491970

39

13.11.1972

2.4.1971

44

4.12.1972

22.6.1971

19

18./2.1972

Name of lite Committee

34. Joint Committee on the Homoeopat hy
Central Council Bill. 1971
Adoption of
35. Joint Committee on the
Children Bill. 1972
Penal
36. Joint Committee on the Indian
Code (Amendment) Bill, 1972
.
on the Plantations
37. Joint Committee
Labour (Amendment) Bill, 1973
.
38. Joint Committee on the Foreign Contn'
bution (Regulation) Bill. 1973
39. Joint Committee on the Prevention of
Food Adulteration
(Amendment)
Bill.
1974
40. Joint Committee on the Central and
other Societies (Regulation) Bill, 1974

Dale on
whiclt sel up

No. of
Dale on wlticlt
siuings Iteld Report presented

24.5.1972

26

263.1973

26.8.1972

57

20.8.1976

21.12.1972

97

29.1.1976

15.5.1973

33

3.3.1975

25.3.1974

33

6.1.1976

6.9.1974

33

5.1.1976

9.9.1974

51

12.8.1976

,

r

..
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STATEMENT

XII

Expenditure on tbe Rajya Sa bba and the Rajya Sabha Secretariat
from 1952.53 to 1975.76
Year

1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956.57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
J961-62
1962-63
1963.64
1964-65
J965-66
1966.67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975.76

Government expenditure
(made from RCl'cllue Alc)

Rs.
7,19,19,12.312
7,35,34,71.516
7,73,29,39,823
8,46,41.88,442
9,18,90,55,297
J1,41,06,13,864
12,37,38,92,257
13,40,09,63,402
14,83,85,53.642
16,2r,63,31.383
21,57,25,48,620
25,85.20,79,202
27,66,04,65,733
30,72,66,63.143
37,74,11,57,163
37,61,15,31,025
41,72.62.59,563
45,10,13.52,445
49,23.04,81,055
60,68,34,15,057
66.94,60,79,672
70.68,40,45,493
84,27.87,54,556
95,35,69.86,000

Expenditure
incurred on
Rajya Sablta alld
Rajya Sabha
Secretariat

Rs.
15,35,095
18,52,712
26,95,919
29,83,963
27,92,801
30,19,562
31,38,852
32,23,010
33,96,430
33,61,377
41,03,441
39,51,240
49,78,860
49,61,466
50,85,718
56.30,154
59,39,738
79,64.697
85,70.770
93,82,782
1,09,34,998
1.17,38,264
1.37.26,268
1,63.91,187

Percelllage 0/ expenditure
011 Rajya SaMa and ;IS
Secretariat in relation 10
10lal Budgel of GOI'ernmelll 0/ It/dia

0,021
0.025
0.034
0.035
0.030
0.026
0.025
0.024
0022
0.020
0.019
0.015
0.017
0.016
0.013
0015
0,014
0.017
0.017

Index

0.QI5
0.016
0016
0.016
0,017

,

..•...-.---
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•........

Name Index

I.

,

,, ,'

,

I:
,

I.

,

,
'

'
I.'
"

I:,:
'I'

:

i

Abbe Sieyes 136, 144, 149,159
Abdul Raheem 336
Abid Ali 307
Abu Abraham 314, 320
Adams, Samuel 159
Advani, Lal K, 405, 434
Agarwal, Sudarshan ix, 376
Ahmad, Fakhruddin Ali 190
Ahmad, Mir Mushtaq ix, 156
Ahmad, Z.A. ix, 364
Aiyangar, V, Bhashyam 422
Aiyer, AUadi Krishnaswami 185,228, 304,305,
315,319
Akbar the Great 248
Alagesan, a.v. 418
Ali, Syed Rahmat ix, 173
Alva, Joachim 315, 318, 320
Alva, Violet 229,307, 433
Ambedkar, B.R. 126,187, 188, 200, 304,330,
419,420
Anandam, M. ix, 222
Aney, M.S. 110
Annadurai, C.N. 426
Arundale, Rukmini Devi 308. 314, 318, 319
Arundel. A.T. 422
Aryamehar, Shahanshah 40

___

Ashoka the Great 248
Asquith 112,113,114
AttIee, Clement 116
Aurobindo 249
Ayyangar, M. Ananthasayanam
126, 146, 178,
179
Ayyangar, N. Gopalaswami 119, 146, 162,220,
253,305,307,313.337,419,434
Azad, Maulana Abul Kalam 374
Bachchan. Harivansh Rai 314, 320
Bagehot, Walter 135, 140, 166,264
Baig, Mahboob Ali 188
Balfour, A.J. 264
Banerjee, B.N. ix, 171.315,320,321,408.434
Banerjee, Tarashankar 314, 320
Barry, Charles 84
Basu, Bhupendranath
109
Basu, D.O. 191
Becker, Carl 133
Berrel, Augustine 228
Besant, Annie 108
Bhagat, B.R. ix, 199
Bhagwati. B.C. 229
Bhai, Indu 191
Bhaktavatsalam. M. 426

.•••••.•••••
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Bhalerao, S.S. ix, 90, 171. 184. 315.408,434
Bharati, L. Krishna Swamy 418
Bhatt, Nanabhai 309
Bisi, Pramatha Nath 314.320
Biswas. C.C. 289, 298. 434
Bobbili. Raja of 422,424
Bogaert, E. Van ix, 3
Bonaparte, Napoleon 4
Bose, Satyendranath 314,319
Bose, S.N 258
Bose, Subhas Chandra 110
Bosu, Jyotirmoy 374
Bradlaugh, Charles 108
Brown, Clifton 174
Bryce 161
Buragohain. S.N. 352
Caillavet, Henri 37
Chagla. M.C. 268. 434
Chalia, Kuldip 418
Champetier de Ribes 14
Chandra Shekbar 400
Chandrasekhar.
Maragatham 315,320
Charles de Gaulle 4, 17
Chatterjee, N C. 300. 378.399
Chaturvedi, Banarsi Das 308, 309
Chauhan, Nawab Singh 344
Chavan, V.B. 302. 434
Cherian, P.V. 425
Chesterton, G.K. 250
Chettiar, M.e. Muthia 423
Chelliar. TA. Ramalingam 424
Chetty. Chakkarai 426
Chetty. P. Thiag.raya 423. 424
Chetty, R.K. Shanumgam 424, 426
Chitrarasu. C.P. 425
Churchill. Winston 237, 284, 337, 368
Clockie 115
Clubwala (Smt.) 426
Condorcet 159
Crerar, James 412
Cromwell, Oliver 137
Czerny, Wilhelm F. ix, 58
Daphtary, C.K. 315, 320
Das, B. 373, 374
Das, Banka Behari 273. 327
Dass, Biswanath 418
De, Niren ix, 122
Desai, Bhulabhai 173
Dharama Teja, J. 215

Henri III, King 137
Hiphei x. 428
Hukam Singh 178

Dhillon, G.S. 178, 179
Dikshit, Uma Shankar 434
Diligent 32
Dinkar. Ramdhari Singh 229, 308.309
Diwakar, R.R. 315, 320
Duclos 31
Dutt, V.P. 314, 319, 320
Dwivedi, Surendra Nath 307

Ibrahim. Hafiz Mohammad, 434
Imam, Ali 110
Iyer, c.P. Ramaswamy 424
Iyer. P.S. Sivaswami 422

Edward I, King 137
Ertem, Ergun ix, 47
Fortier. Robert ix, 63
Francis, St.-of
Assissi 250
Franklin, Benjamin 136, 159, 195
Gadgil D.R 315,320
Gandhi, Indira 115, 117, 131,225,229,252,
328
Gandhi, Mahatma 110, 119,308
Gauntlet, Frederic 369
George III, King 134. 145
George V. King 113
George. Uyod 112, 113, 114
Gettel, R.G. 226
Ghosh. Niren 403, 404
Ghosh. Tushar Kanti ix, 266
Gifuni, Gaetano ix, 78
Giri. V.V. 170, 190, 195,231, 433
Gladstone 242, 284, 401
Gligorov. Kiro ix, 50
Goel, B.R. ix.}13
Goenka, Ram Nath 402. 403
Gokhale. G.K. 173
Gopal Singh 314, 320
Gopalan, A.K. 279, 280
Goray. N.G. 229
Gros, Louis ix, 26
Guha, Phulrenu x. 251
Gujar, RG. x, 386
Gupta, Bhupesh 229, 289. 306, 346, 401, 402
Gupta, Maithilisharan 308, 309, 314, 319
Hamilton, Alexander 246
Hanes, Dalibor x. 11
Hanumanthaiya. K. 418. 419
Harcourt, William 282
Hardikar. N.S. 309
Hathi, J ,isukhlal x, 208, 434
Hazari. Prof. 401
Henderson, Peter x, 82

327,
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Name Index

Jain, Ajit Prasad 229
Jain, Dharamchand x, 286
Jairamdas Daulatram 315,317,320
Jaswant Sin~h x, 214
Jalli, B.D. 190. 195,231,433
Jayakar, M.R. 110
Jeferson, James 418
Jennings Ivo" 116, 264.278
Jinnah, M.A. 109. 110
Joad. C.E.M. 249
John. King 137
Joshi, N M. 110
Joshi. Uma Shankar 314, 320
Jozeau-Marigne 32
Kairon, Partap Singh 215. 347
Kalelkar, Kakasahib 309, 314, 319
Kamath, H.v. 418
Kane, P.V, 268. 315, 320
Kapoor, Jaspat Ro} 355
Kapoor. Prithvi Raj 308, 314. 320
Karmarkar. D.P. 322. 343
Kaul, B N. 408. 434
Kaul, M.N. x, 256, 315,320
Khan, Ayyub 336
Kh"n. M. Ajmal 314.320
Khan, Rasheeduddin 314, 320
Khobragade. Bhaurao Dewaji 434
Khosla, A.N. 315, 320
Knowles 205
Kripalani, J.B. 279,309
Kripalani, Krishna 314. 320
Krishan Kant 402, 403
Krishnamachari,
T.T. 346. 349, 350
Krishnamachari. V.T. 315, 320
Krishnappa 191
Kulkarni, Sumitra G. x. 303
Kumarappa, J.M. 315, 319
Kunzru. H.N. 228.268,305, 306.307. 322.
350
Kurup. G Sankar 314, 320
Kushwaha, Shivnath Singb x, 177

Lal, Kailash Bihari 326
Lall, Diwan Chaman 229. 326
Lapointe, Renaude x, 8
Laski, Harold J. 165
Lecky 223
Lenlhal 174
Lincoln, Abraham 331
Lokesh Chandra 314, 320
Losch, Hellmut x. 58
Macdonald, John A 9,246
Maine, Henry 110, 140, 149
Majumdar. Apurba Lal x, 148
Malaud,33
Malaviya, Madan Mohan 109, 392
Malkani, N R. 309, 315, 319
Mangal Singh, 110
Manickavelu, M.A. 425
Marcilhacy, Pierre 37
Marrane 14
Mathur. Harish Chandra 307
Mavalankar, G V. 173, 175,178, 179,279,
300,365,368,374
Mehta. Hansa 191
Mehta, Om 405
Menon, K.P. Raman 423
Menon, Lakshmi N. 308, 323
Menon. leela Damodara x, 269
Menon, V K. Krishna 373
Mill, John Scuart 8, 144, 149.209,223
Mirdha, Ram Niwas 434
Mishra. S.N. 280
Misra, L"kanath 126
Mitra Sisir Kumar 249, 250
Mommsen 317
Monnerville, Gaston 21, 36
Montagu, Edwin 109
Monlesquieu 160
Montmorency. Mathien de 203
Mookerji, Radha KumuJ 313. 317, 319
'Mookerjee, Shyama Prasad 279
Mukerjee. S.N. 408. 434
Mukherjee, Pranab Kumar 329
Morris-Jones, W.H. 255, 291,292,294
Mudaliar, A. Lakshmanaswamy 425, 426
Mudaliar, A. Ramaswami 228, 305, 424
Mudaliar, e. Jambulinga 422
Mudaliar, C. N. Muthuranga 425
Mudaliar. Sambandha 423
Munro, W.B. 195.224
Murahari, Godey 182,434

299,
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Munshi, K.M. 116, 185
Nag, Kalidas 279, 314, 319
Nagarathnamma,
K.S. x, 417
Naidu, K. Venkataswamy 425
Naidu, P.S. Rajagnpal 398,399
Nair. C. Sankaran 422
Nair. T.M. 423
Namboodiri, Purushotlaman 217
Narasiab, H.S. x, 272
Narendra Deva 306
Nebru, Jawaharlal 155, 166,168,172, 175, 194,
207,21 I, 215, 239. 251, 255, 260, 267, 273, 288,
289,300,302,305,
307. 308, 318, 321, 346,
349,374.392,408,412
Nehru, Motila] 110
Nehru, Uma 229
Nigam, Savitry Devi 326
Nixon, Richard 161
Nurul Hasan, Saiyid 314,319,320
Oberoi, M.S. x, 274
Odgurs, J.R. 386
Ogg and Ray 189
Paine, Tom 159.
Palmer 194
Panagal. Raja of 424
Panda, Brahmananda x. 354
Pande. Bishambhar Nath 315, 320
Panikkar, K.M. 228, 267, 314. 320
Pant, Govind Ballabh 173, 194, 350, 434
Parke, James 83 '
Parmanand, Seeta 229, 326
Paranjpye, Shakuntala 315,318,320
Pataskar, H.V. 323, 324,325
Patel, Vallabhbhai 173
Patel, Vithalbhai 173, 175, 178,410.412
Pathak, G.S. x, 165. 195,228,231,433
Patil, Veerendra x, 118
Pierre, Eugene 22, 67
. Pillai, I. Rathinasabapathi 422
Pillai, J. Siva Sbanmugam 173
Pillai, L.D. Swamikannu 424
PiIlai, Namakkal V. Ramalingam 426
PiIlai, P. Kesava 423, 424
Pillai, T.N. Sivagnanam 423
Poher, Alain x, 13, 17,21,36,37,38
Pompidou, George 17
Poniatowshi 31
Powell, J. Enoch 39
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Pradhan, G.R. 110
Prakasam, T. 426
Prasad, BoN. 314,320
Prasad, K.L.N. x, 291
Prasad Rao, N.D.M. 324
Pug in, Augustus W.N. 84
Pylee, M.V. 195
Qureshi, Shuaib lIO
Radhakrishnan, S. 170, 190, 191, 192.193,
195,218,231,233,304.306,308,433
Ragbavachariar, N.R. 227
Raghuramiah, K. 302
Raghuvira 309
Rabimtoola, Ibrahim 109
Raja, M.C. 423
Rajagopalachariar,
C.426
Rajagopalachariar.
P. 174,423, 424
Rajamannar. P.V. 426
Rajan, P.T. 424.426
Rajan. T.S.S. 425
Rajendra Prasad 190, 194,289
Raju, C.V.S; Narasimha 424
Raju, R.B. Ramakrishna 425
Ramacbandran,
G. 315, 320
Ramiah, K. 314, 320
Rama Rao, U. 425
Ranga, N,G. 307,345
Ranjan, J itendra 227
Rao, B. Ramakrish,na 229
Rao, S.V. Krishnamoorthy 343. 433
Rau, B.N. 161, 186, 187, 189,253
Rau, M. Chalapatbi x, 159
Ray, Renuka 418
\
Ray, S.P. 349
Reddiar, O.P. Ramaswamy 425
Reddi, B. Ramaehandra 424
Reddi, Muthulakshmi 424, 426
Reddy, C.G.K. 306, 352
Reddy, C.R. 173,424
Reddy, C. Perumalswamy 425
Reddy, K.V. 424, 425
Reddy, K. V. Raghunatha 328, 329, 402
Reddy. Mulka Govinda x, 357
Reddy, N. Sanjiva 175,229
Reddy. R. Dasaratharama x, 232
Reza Shah the Great 40
Riker 136
Roy, C.S. x, 237
Ruthnaswamy, M. 424

194,

Sahib, Mohammed Habibullah 423
Sajjadi, Mohammad x, 39
Samba Murthy, Bulusu 173
Santhanam. K. 229
Sapru, p.N. 228, 325
Sapru, Tej Bahadur 109. 110
Sastri, M. Patanjali 426
Sastri, V. S. Srinivasa 109. 425
Satyarnurthy, S. 173, 369,424
Satyanaroyan, M. 315,320
Savita Behen xi. 226
Saxena, Mohan Lal 315, 320
Seato Swu 315, 320
Sen Gupta, D.L. xi, 331
Sen-Varma, S.P. xi, 241
Setalvad. M.C. 315,320
Shah, K.K. xi, 108, 434
Sbah, K.T. 187. 188,279.418
Shah. Qajar King Mozaffareddin 40
Shakdher. S.L. xi,295
Sharif- Emami, J afar xi, 105
Shastri. Lal Bahadur 307, 349, 375, 434
Siddhantalankar, Satyavrata 314, 320
Sidgwick, Henry 149
Singh, Devendra Pratap xi, 143
Singh, Jaipal 279
Singh. Narayan 191
Singh, Ram Subhag 280
Singh. Ranbir xi. 219
Singh, T.N. xi, 372
Singh. Vasudev 179
Singhvi, L. M. xi, 263
Sinha, Ganga Sharan 315,320
Sinha, R.K. 302
Sinha, Rajendra Pratap 307
Siva Rao, P. 423, 424
Sivagnanam, M.P. xi, 421, 426
Sokhey, Sahib Singh 229, 315, 319
Sterne, Laurence 148
Stirn 32
Subbarayan, P. 424
Subramanian, C. 334
Swamy, Subramanian 406
Swaran Singh 306

Swarup, Virendra xi, 133
Tahir, Mohammad 187
Talhouni, Bahjat xi.42
Tankha, S.S.N. 324
Tanvir, Habib 314, 320
Tara Chand 268, 314, 320
Tardan, Arnaud xi, 66
Tilak, Lokmanya Balg,angadhar
Tito, J osip Broz 54
Tripathi, Kamlapati 406,434
Tulsidas Kilachand 279
Turgot 159
Tyagi, Mahavir 348
Us man. Mohammed

109

424, 425, 426

Vaivenga xi, 310
Valiullah, M. 344
Varadaehari, S. 424
Venkatagiri, Raja of 422
Venkatappa, M.V. xi. 128
Venkataraman, R. 426
Venkata Subbiah, Nivarthi xi, 368
Vijayaraghavaehariar,
C. 422
Vizianagaram, Maharaja of 422
Vyas, Ram Kishore xi, 277
Wacha, Dinshaw E. 109
Wadia, A.R. 315, 320
Walpole 160
Warerkar, B.V. (Mama) 314, 320
Washington, George 148. 160,418.419
Wedderburn, William 108
Wheare, K.C. 369
Wbitlam 205
Wiley. A. 386
William the Conqueror 148
Wilson, Harold 281
Wilson, Woodrow 5, 161, 368
Zakir Husain 169, 170,190, 194. 195.228,231,
267,289,308,313,314,316,319,433
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Subject Index
Parliament-,
1953 193
The Speaker of the Senate-,
The States Reorganisation-.

j
Subject Index
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I
Act
The Appel/ate
83.85

I
Jurisdiction-

The Bishopric of Manchester83

1876 (U K )
..

,
,.

1847 (U K )
.

The Bo.~bay Reorganisation -, 1960 429
The British North America-, 1867 9,63
The Charter-,
1833421
.
The Charter-,
1853421
The Clergy-. 1661 (U.K.) 83
The Constitution (Seventh Amendment)1956248,3/0
'
The Constitution
(Tenth Amendment)-,
1961311
The Constitution (Eleventh Amendment)-,
1961 191
The Constitution (Twelfth Amendment)-.
1962 311
The Constitution (Fourteenth Amendme t)1962311
n
•
The Constitution
(FoTty-second Amendment-, 1976 115, 117, 160 186 192 242
246. 252
•
,
,
,
The ~elhi Administration-,
1966311
The FlOance-. 1963 (France) 73
The Government of 1ndia-.
1919 146
219.407.423
' 161,

The Government of India-,
1935 III, 119,
146,161,173, 178.219,247,253,424.430
The Haheas Corpus-,
1640 (U.K.) 3
The Indian Councils -, 1861 422
The Indian Councils-, 1892422
The Indian Independence-,
1947247
The Legislative Councils.', 1957426,428
The Life Peerages-, 1958 (U.K.) 83, 85, 145
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